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What has the state of music reproduction come to

44%•
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Products that make irrational pseudo scientific
claims which insult your intelligence are given
positive reviews. The term "it sounds better" is used
as the sole justification to charge exorbitant amounts
for audio components. Unfortunately you're the one that
pays for all this blatant hype or walks away from the pleasures of
state of the art music reproduction because you don't trust this industry.
At Mondial we believe there is another option. legitimate high end audio. Most
Aragon owners are people who have been involved in high end audio Ibr awhile, payed
their dues and are no longer willing to fork over their money for someone else's fantasy.
An excellent example of Aragon's reality is our new D2A2 digital/analog converter. It elegantly
converts the hit stream's ones and zeroes into music, yielding as accurate areproduction of the musical
event as is humanly possible. It accomplishes this with digital circuitry from both HDCD''' and UltraAnalog,
yet it sells for under athousand dollars. How can Aragon he internationally recognized as some of the finest
audio components that have ever been created, yet he so reasonably priced? Because with Aragon you only pay
for the quality. If you also want to pay for the hype, huy something else. Don't worry, when you are done paying
your dues we'll he here to welcome you to the reality of legitimate high end audio.
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BUSTS &BOOMS
example: Shiela, our children's 23-year-old
nanny, loves music, yet rarely does she sit
and just listen. She's aparallel person: a
movie is playing on the TV, but the sound
is muted; aCD is providing the sound, but
she's also doing something else —working
at her word processor, for example.
In this Age of Maximal Information, it
topic that gets alot of ink spilled
seems there just isn't the time to fully
on it in this issue is the High End's
absorb any one experience, or to get afull
limited market penetration. Mipicture from just one medium. Instead,
chael Fremer covers the subject in "AnaGeneration Xers bombard themselves
log Corner" (p.59); Mondial's Tony Fedwith multiple stimuli, taking from each
erici reveals some strong ideas on it in my
only what they need: the gestalt rather
interview with him (p.83); and anumber
than the specific, parallel rather than seriof readers — including Steven R. Rochlin,
al. The High End is about "quality," but
who harvests anumber of ideas posted on
where the concept of quality fits in Shiela's
CompuServe's CEAUDIO forum—get
world, Ihave no idea.
heavily into it in this issue's "Letters"
As Tony Federici points out, the role of
(p.11).
music in the High End is paramount.
In my talk with Tony Federici, Imention
the homogeneity of the High End. Most of There have been four hi-fi booms. The
first, in the '50s, was fueled by classical muthe readers, writers, editors, cyberspace
sic and war-surplus electronics; the second,
cruisers, designers, manufacturers, dealers,
in the early 70s, was fueled by both classiand reps Iknow fall into the 35-50 age
cal music and the music of the progressive
group —the "baby-boom" generation. Not
rock movement, and was made possible by
coincidentally, people this age spent their
low-priced transistorized amplification;
formative years in an era when audio was
the third, in the early '80s, was tri l4lered by
unchallenged as atechnological hobby, and
the launch of Compact Disc—and the
when listening to music was the universal
baby-boomers bought the same music all
domestic stimulus. Video was television;
over again. (The fourth, of course, was the
computers were mainframes housed in airgrowth of the High End in the late '80s.)
conditioned laboratories. People my age
But the music industry in the mid-'90s
(I'm 47) were exposed to alot of serious
is in the doldrums. CD sales are stagnant.
music as they grew up, both at school and
Major record retail chains are in financial
at home. In addition to classical music,
trouble, having expanded and invested to
there were strong doses of blues coming
meet agrowth in sales that evaporated
from London and Chicago, alternative rock
before it began.' And in the US, classical
from San Francisco, and soul music from
music is having ahard time of it. With few
Detroit, Memphis, and Muscle Shoals. Our
exceptions, at the classical concerts I
music was the accompaniment to our comattend these days, Ifeel like I'm attending
ing of age. Now that we can afford highan American Association of Retired
end systems, we sit in our sweet-spotPersons convention. And demographic
placed listening chairs, we put on aCD or
research reveals that people over 50 don't
an LP, and we listen to one piece of music
all the way through, then asecond, then a buy much in the way ofrecorded music.
But it's not all bad news. As you can see
third. We are serial people.
But in my experience this is not true of from Stereophiles "Letters" column, we
have an increasing number of readers
younger people. Exposing children to
under 30. Home Theater is bringing new
music in the schools is seen as subversive
faces to specialty audio stores. We have an
at worst, and as not passing acost-benefit
analysis at best. And even when young
1 See "Record-Store Shakeout Rocks Music
people find their own ways to music, the
Industry," The Wall Sum journal, February 26,
19%.
experience does not seem the same. For

"Everyone Iknow used to sit in front of the stereo
and listen to music... Now no one Iknow, except
for us lunatics, listens to music the way one would
watch amovie on IV"
— from The Audiophile Network
Modem: (818) 988-0452, 8N1
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active industry-wide association in the
Academy for the Advancement of High
End Audio. It may be hidden in acorner
of the record store, but the Naxos rack
makes classical music accessible at a
knockdown price. Many feel that once the
baby-boomers pass the age of 50, their
buying habits will not be as moribund as
their parents'. And Shiela is taking a
music-appreciation course.
The High End can expand. That is, unless it shoots itself in the foot (see "Letters") with snobbish behavior and real but
crazy-sounding tweaks putting off those
who'd like to join!
—John Atkinson

PERSONNEL NOTES

Stereophiles Editorial team has been
strengthened with the addition of anew
Managing Editon Deborah Starr. Until
recently, Debbie was Executive Editor of
Horticulture magazine. She loves gardening
and writing in equal amounts, and will
continue as aContributing Editor to Horticulture. As well as working to get Stereophile off to the printer each month in as
perfect acondition as possible, Debbie will
be looking after our Schwann Opus,
Schivann Spectrum, and Schwan?' Artist Recordings Guides, and will help Editor
Larry Ullman with the Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater. Nice to have you with us,
Debbie!
Many, many readers ask us when Stereophile is going to have its own home page
on the World Wide Web. As of now, we
have no formal presence in cyberspace. To
implement our ideas, we need to hire an
editor whose sole responsibility will be to
maintain our Web site and act as its sysop.
We are looking for aspecial audiophile/
music lover who has extensive editing and
computer experience, who will not be
fazed by the need to translate our many
megabytes of archived article and review
files into an interactive database format,
and who can create an exhilarating cyberpresence based on the contents of the
paper publication while going beyond it.
If you think you have the right stuff, send
me your résumé — do not call—at P.O.
Box 5229, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Please
mark envelopes "Sysop." —John Atkinson
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Discover the incred I
patent II 4,076,098.
B&W was the first company to
pioneer the use of Kevlar

cones
DM602

in loudspeakers.
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And we've applied our patented
technology to some of the world's most
respected monitors — the legendary
B&W Matrix 801, the celebrated
Silver Signature, and our highly

D3/603

acclaimed THX Home Cinema System.
Now B&W brings Kevlar cone
technology to afamily of affordable,
high performance loudspeakers.
Introducing the new 13&W 600 Series.
Why does Kevlar make such abig
difference in sound reproduction?
Because of its unique properties, this
space-age, woven material virtually
eliminates the effects of resonance and
standing waves. Especially in critical
mid-range frequencies. So all you hear
is pure, uncolored music.
Add B&W's incontparable metal
dome tweeters, minimum-diffraction
cabinets, and gold-plated, biwired
speaker terminals, and you have the
incredible sound of patent #4,076,098.
We invite you to audition the new
B&W 600 Series ranging from
bookshelf to floor standing,
center channel to surround
sound, even an active subwoofer. For the name of a 13&W
dealer near you, call 1-800-370-3740.
The difference is easy to see.
And even easier to hear.

CC6

ible sound of
Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in every
loudspeaker we make. B&W's advanced engineering is conducted at
its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in Sussex, England, where

o
'

scientists and acoustic engineers pursue the quest for perfection begun
by founder John Bowers over 25 years ago. The B&W 600 Series is
the result of this relentless effort.

ere.

B&W Loudspeakers of America.
global jazz grooves (CD)

54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864

for info: 312.880.5379 fax
<stavesenteraccess.com>

tel 1-800-370-3740 fax 508-664-4109
Listen and You'll See

Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont.
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.. .CARY SME
If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.

•

The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

'Arne
111-A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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919.481.4494

• FAX 919.460.3828
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INTRODUCING... PARADIGM® REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEMS.
Anew high-end speaker division, dedicated to providing the highest standard of
technological design excellence and deliver simply breathtaking sonic performance!

The grill design not only looks clean and elegant
but it also serves a functional purpose. By
designing the grill to fit flush with the drive units,
edge diffraction is minimized which further
contributes to a greater level of clarity and
spaciousness.

Cascade'. Enclosure:
MDF composition is used throughout. Fro, 't
rear panels use self-locking joints. The internal
structure is then optimized using interlocking
full-perimeter horizontal and vertical braces.
These braces are arranged in a cascade -the top
vertical brace is locked to the next horizontal
brace, which is then locked to the next vertical
brace, etc.. etc. The result is an enclosure of
unsurpassed rigidity with exceptional freedom
from unwanted vibration.

Designed and made by Paradigm, these
remarkable high-frequency drive units are the
finest available. They exhibit astonishing timbrel
clarity and transparency normally associated with
the best electrostatic or ribbon designs. They are
exceptionally smooth, detailed and free of any
spurious resonances. Design highlights include:
• PAL'° pure-aluminum domes.
• High-thermal mass.
• High-pressure diecast aluminum chassis.
• Critical chassis/dome coupling.
• High-temperature voice-coils, ventilated
aluminum formers, ferro -fluid cooling /damping.
• Oversized damping chambers.

Mirallex". fiber damping material provides
excellent absorption of rear wave and internal
standing wave energy while remaining
acoustically transparent at lower frequencies to
allow for optimum bass performance.

Paradigm designs and makes drive units with
ideal response characteristics which allow for
minimal crossover networks. While this "simple"
approach requires substantially more R&D time,
it always produces speakers with superior sonic
performance.

Designed and made by Paradigm, these highly
advanced drivers provide unparalleled sonic
performance. Free from unwanted vibrational
resonances, cone standing waves and micro
distortions. MLP'. bass/midrange drivers offer
stunning clarity with exceptional resolution of
inner detail. Mineral filled bass drive units provide
remarkable definition and impact. Design
highlights include:

Paradigm Reference crossovers are phasecoherent, quasi-Butterworth designs using only
the highest quality, hand selected, close
tolerance components. These include:
• High-Power Ceramic Resistors.
• Film Capacitors in signal paths.
• Air-core and Steel-core Inductors.

• MLP'° mica-loaded polymer cones.
• Mineral-filled polypropylene cone bass drivers.
• High-pressure diecast aluminum chassis with
advanced external/internal heatsink fins and
AVS" 0 airflow ventilation.
• High-temperature, multi-layer voice coils with
ventilated Apical'. formers.
- High-hysteresis, progressively damped synthetic
butyl suspensions.
• Symmetrically-focused-field magnetic geometry.

Inputs allow for bi-wiring or bi-amplifying.
Superior quality, heavy gauge, high-purity
copper internal wiring is used throughout. High.
frequency and low-frequency filter sections are
physically separated to alleviate
any
component interaction. Slopes and crossover
points are carefully selected to ensure seamless
driver integration. The result is unsurpassed fullrange timbre' coherence.

High velocity, low-noise vents have critically
shaped inside and outside flares to allow
maximum bass efficiency and minimum
turbulence distortion for cleaner more articulate
bass response.

Gold plated feel with adjustable spikes or
oversized spikes are included to ensure the most
stable positioning possible.

lAI
VI

ith years of design expertise and our in-house state-of-the-art R&D facility, Paradigm

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of music, it is just as

engineers and acousticians set out to build the world's finest speakers, regardless of

important for the best in home theater sound, especially now with the arrival of digital AC-3.

cost! The result is Paradigm Reference

electrifying and eminently satisfying high-end

c(coi 20

turiio/60

tirudia/80

Studoo/100

FeralBP
Btpolar

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and experience this
astonishing new reference standard in music and home theater sound for yourself.

speaker systems that bring you closer than ever to the live event!

EdipulBP
&polar

rn

LC-R-450
Lit/Center/Rex

III
CC-450
Glue Channel

ADP-450
Surround

PARADIGMS REFERENCE
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HE'S J
UST THIS GUY,
YOU KNOW

Editor:
It was interesting to read about the reintroduction of the 300B vacuum tube in
the March '96 Stereophile Peculiar, however, was Charles Whitener's statement
that "DeForest had come up with the
Audion, and aguy at Western Electric
named Armstrong took it and developed it into ausable amplifier." (p.103)
Armstrong? A "guy at Western Electric"? Is Mr. Whitener referring to
Edwin Howard Armstrong, the inventor of the regenerative circuit, of the
superheterodyne principle, and, by the
way, of FM radio? Next to Edison,
Armstrong was the most important
electronics inventor of his day. It is
indeed ashame that Armstrong's name
is not better known today.
BARD-ALAN FINLAN
San Marcos, CA
Major Armen was indeed one of the primary
creative fon-es in the audio industry from 1910
right up to the '50s. The story of his innovations,
his fight with "General" David Santoff to hap
RCA from infringing upon his FM patents, and
his eventual suicide are told in Lawrence
Lessites biography Man of High Fidelity
(Bantam, 1969), and in 'Rim Lewis's story ofthe
men who made radio, Empire of the Air
(HatperPerennial, 1991). The latter is also the
title of a1991 Ken Burns film, available from
PBS Home Video.
—JA

GUESS AGAIN ...
Editor:
Really, Iwanted to read Jonathan Scull's
report on that nutty-looking Jadis speaker in the March Sterrophile Iought to have
known better. Someday Iwill finalb,learn
that the show in no way justifies the price
of admission. In the present instance, I
bogged down an inch or two beyond
your babblative reporter's seasickness
stint. Rented cars? Two-week vacations?
Gallic body-language? Who gives adiarrheic shill? Tell us about the speaker!
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996
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Mr. Editor, sir, you're confused, and
your confusion takes it out on the trees.
In matters prosaic, quantity isn't quality.
Period. What is the point of all this blather? "Human interest"? Guess again.
MIKE SILVERTON
Brooklyn, NY

BABY CAKES

Editor:
Veuve Cliquot will make anything
sound good. Particularly before along
boat ride with Dramamine. If that fails,
call in araft of Frenchmen. Play some
music from 180Hz to 7kHz. Where is
the bass up to 180Hz? Being somewhat
pear-shaped when you feel the breeze
may help the frequency response. Ten
Mpingos per side plus two should improve any horn system costing $37,000/
pair. If not, Jonathan Scull should call
Paul Klipsch regarding new-specification K-Horns and General Advice,
including additional O000-La-La.
Best regards, Baby Cakes.
R.H. DALLAS
Dallas, TX

A BETTER BUSINESS

Editor:
Iam one who knows the subject of
electronics very well. On the subject of
sound reproduction, Stereophile is worthless. Products outlined in your magazine have one common character: price.

We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about specific equipment
purchases. We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
are read and noted, only those of general interest arc selected for publication. Please note,
however, that published letters arc subject to
editing, particularly if they are very long or
address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and
adaytime telephone number.

In Assophile, the higher the price the
better the quality.
The Jadis loudspeaker you review in
March costs, so they say, $37,000/pair.
Reputation? None. Cost:Past-Experience? None. Just cost.
Ihave been a subscriber to Audio
magazine for many years. That magazine profiles all equipment, noting all
characteristics. That magazine is for the
listener. Be your income $400 per
month or $400 per hour, Audio is for
you. A $100,000 Stereophik system will
find the low side of a$5000 Audio system. Skreophik spends money. Audio
teaches the learner about sound reproduction.
No more ... After one copy of your
magazine: Waste! Isent aletter to you
saying, "Terminate my subscription and
refund my money." If Ireceive an April
1996 issue: Better Business Bureau!
JOHN GATCHELL, JR.
Oklahoma City, OK

A BAD BUSINESS

Editor:
Ihave been an audio enthusiast for half
acentury, beginning with Knight Kits
from Allied Radio in 1946. Istudied
electroacoustics at the feet of Ted Hunt.
Ihelped to wire the WGBH console at
Boston's Symphony Hall. Ihave owned
Western Electric theater systems and
Klipschorns and AR/Janszens and quad
Advents. Ibuilt Williamsons with Partridge transformers, Ultra-Linears with
Acro transformers, and 300B amps with
Langevin transformers. Ihave listened
to Karg tuners and Magnecords and
Weathers FM pickups. And for almost
30 years Iwas married to an orchestral
string player and attended all her concerts. Ithought Ihad seen and heard it
all.
Iwas wrong. Irecently subscribed to
Stereophile after alapse of several years.
All Ican say is that the publication (as
well as the industry it represents) seems
to have gone nuts. Do you see nothing
11
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wrong when amplifiers cost as much as
luxury cars and phonographs as much
as three-bedroom houses? How do you
sleep at night after recommending that
your readers spend $2000 for 32 little
discs of wood or $6000 for 8' of cable?
This is lunacy rivaling the tulip-bulb mania of the 17th century.
Your credulity regarding the claims
of advertisers, your contempt for the
laws of physics, and above all, your apparently limitless capacity for self-delusion, make those who claim to have
been inseminated by aliens seem reasonable in comparison. Isuggest that
the next staffer you hire should be neither an engineer nor amusician, but
someone like James Randi, who is experienced in the investigation of claims
of the paranonnal. EDWARD A. FAGEN
Middlebury, VT

Being an engineer, Ihave no difficulty understanding that the best products
— incorporating the highest possible
build quality and the best of components, in addition to development costs
— necessarily must be expensive, maybe
even more expensive than the increase in
sound quality relative to acheaper product should indicate.
But when we see record clamps,
"magic bricks," and numerous other relatively simple products costing hundreds
of dollars, it is no longer possible to
defend the prices from arational point
of view. The only explanation is that
some people are actually willing to pay
that much. They may well be excellent
products, but no serious magazine
should uncritically recommend them,
maybe adding at the end of the review
"the price may be abit high, but...".
What you should say is: "This product
FRAUDULENT?
is good, but we can not recommend
Editor:
buying it unless the price is drastically
Thank you for your request that Isubreduced." Or: "Those Mpingo devices
scribe to Stereophile.
work, but if you would like to reduce
Iam an electronics systems engineer the price by 99%, try making them
with over 3000 classical music recordyourself. You do it like this..."
ings and over 650 classical music CDs. I
What we consumers should do is tell
purchased apair of B&W 801 Matrix II
our dealers — loud and clear — that we
loudspeakers in 1988, prior to your welllike the product, but will not buy it bepublicized review. Iused to subscribe to
fore the price drops to arealistic level.
your magazine, but Idid not renew. I Such acombined effort should, given
was continually frustrated by your
some time, press the manufacturers to
reviewers not being able to back up their
reduce their prices to humane levels.
evaluations/opinions with technical
Please continue reviewing "dream
rationales that could be accepted by an
products," but do what you can to keep
electronics engineer.
the prices at alevel where as many muI'm particularly amused by reviews
sic lovers as possible can enjoy them.
and advertisements of cables and "interTERJ
ENOREN
connects." As an engineer with agood
Harstad, Norway
understanding of the Ohm's Law effects
of source impedance and load impeMAN THE BARRICADES
dance variations, Ibelieve that the hi-fi Editor:
cable industry is afraud.
I, too, was about to join the angry mob
ALVIN GOLDENSHER
in the streets, with their chants and
Cedar Grove, NJ
screams of "Too expensive!" and "Nothing
for the common man!" Burning HDCDs
RELIABLE?
as they approached Stereophile Castle,
Editor:
they were out to bring down the might
Ihave been areader of your excellent of Men Who Speak in Initials and Acromagazine for almost one year now; Ifind
nyms. Waving their Power Wedge
Stereophile to be by far the most serious
maces over their head and throwing
and reliable audio publication around.
Tice clocks with deadly accuracy toward
Ihave followed with great interest
the castle guards, they were an angry
the discussion in your pages regarding
bunch, and they were looking for more
the price level of the products you rethan reviews of $79 CD players.
view. It is clear that price often is an inBut Ihalted and thought to myself,
dicator of the level of quality of apro"Wait! They do not recommend everyduct. However, it should be aclear rething they review!" Then Icried out
sponsibility of amagazine like yours to
from the masses, "And Class D compoint out the ridiculously high price ponents are good, by God!" So as quickly
level of some products. After all, you are
as Icould, Iran to the gates of the Castle,
here for your readers, not for the manuscreaming "They're coming!" as Iraced
facturers.
to arm myself as best Icould. With my
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armor of Kevlar, amike stand as my
sword, and The Shelf as my shield, Iran
into battle to fight the Hi-Fi Heretics.
"Take that, you hounds of jitter!" "I'll
show you, you fiends of intermodulation distortion!"
But try as Imight, these people and
their letters kept coining and coming.
Although my sword was true, and the
royal catapults released a barrage of
RoomTunes on these invaders, their
pens were mightier and their legacy
continues today. Perhaps they could start
boycotting Elle, for Iwill have no more
$500 T-shirts, those heathens.
Class D works. It is as simple as the explanation that accompanies it in every
"Recommended Components" listing. I
have a selection of components fiom
Classes B, C, and D, and ru be damned if
my Class D CD player isn't the most musical I've heard for the time I've owned it,
how much it cost me, and how it makes
me feel. Iwill probably never own aClass
A speaker or a$1000 interconnect, but
Stereophile, above all other magazines, has
shown me clearly that while aClass Arating is great, aClass D rating is still ahighly musical and recommended component.
DAVID C.
JONES
Brookline, MA
dcjones@acs.bu.edu

PERSON THE BARRICADES

Editor:
My husband recently received apackage from you offering him a subscription to Stereophile. As Iwas reading
through your flyer, Icouldn't help but
notice the sexist nature of your promotional prose. Iprobably would not
have noticed anything if it weren't for
the following paragraph:
"Stereophile is fun to read. Every review reflects the writer's experiences
and personality. What was the reviewer
doing when the speakers arrived? How
did his 14 like their appearance? Did the
cat leave the room because the tweeters
sounded too bright?"
The sentence in (my) italics is aridiculous statement. Why do you assume
that: a) It is aman who will buy the
stereo; and b) The woman is only concerned with the appearance of the unit
rather than the sound? It saddens me to
find that such attitudes are still prevalent
today. A woman's ability to hear is
equally as good as that of aman. You
may be surprised to know that there are
women who care about sound quality
just as much as some men. Having studied music intensely for almost 20 years,
Ihave avery well-trained ear. When
David and Ishop for electronic or ste13
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reo equipment, we both look for sound
and quality — not aesthetic value.
Icontinued to read through your flyer, and as Icompleted the paragraph in
which you tell alittle about each of your
writers, Icouldn't help but notice that
they are all men. Is this just acoincidence, or do you not feel that awoman
would be capable of the job?
Audio entertainment is not amaledominated hobby; it is enjoyed by both
men and women. Therefore, amagazine such as Stereophile has aresponsibility to hold anon-sexist attitude. You
may want to concentrate more on the
products you are reviewing and less on
the sex of your readers. My husband
and Iwere both disgusted by your sales
pitch. A copy of Stereophile magazine
will never be found in our home. There
are much more objective sources of information available. KAREN RIDEOUT
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada
Ican't defend the statements in our promotional
literature that Ms. Rideoutfound offensive. We'll
try hard to eradicate thent in future. Regarding
the absence offemale hardware reviewers in these
pages, there is no policy in operation. Ijust
haven't been lucky enough tofind awoman sufficiently simpatico with this magazine's philosophy who actually wants to writefor us. -JA

TWEAKS

Editor:
In graduate school, Iowned asleek silver beauty — a'69 Camaro, of the rare
six-cylinder variety. Iwas always close
to broke, so Iwas determined to extract
the best mileage possible from it. Iwas
getting 16 miles per gallon in town, and
had to do better.
My big brother let me in on the secret that replacing the automatic choke
with amanual one would allow more
air down the carburetor throat, increasing fuel combustion performance
by at least 10%. The conversion kit was
only $7. My brother was right: In afew
minutes Ihad that engine purring at
higher revs, which had to mean increased efficiency.
Then gas prices started rising. Mother
Earth News had adandy fix: Water injection. WW II fighter planes had plain
water injected into the fuel mixture.
Somehow this gave more complete
combustion. By filling ajelly jar with
tap water and dropping in a$2 aquarium aerator stone connected by atube to
aYin the carburetor vacuum hose, you
could inject avery fine mist into your
fuel mixture for cleaner; cooler, more
complete combustion. This would be
evidenced by a 10-20% increase in
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

mileage. It worked! Icould boil off a
quart of water just going to and from
work.
But that wasn't enough. At the auto
parts store Ifound agasoline additive
($8.99) that offered an additional 10%
increase in mileage. Whoa! What's this?
A crankcase additive ($7.99) that offers
the same 10% increase!
Iwas up to aminimum 30% mileage
improvement, plus more power to
boot. Then Idiscovered the magnets.
You could buy the fancy commercially made V-shaped magnets for
$12.99. Mother Earth News let me in on
the secret that cow magnets worked just
as well for 50e apiece. Another 10%
mileage improvement.
Finally, the Mother of All Tweaks:
the $7.95 RadioShack Dwell Extender.
It used an SCR to electronically hold
the distributor points closed as rpms
went higher, providing afatter spark for
more power and improved engine
economy. The dwell did measure much
higher: two or three times the simple
mechanical dwell.
Maybe, with enough cheap tweaks, I
could get infinite mileage. Ihad noticed
a difference with each improvement,
but it was now measuring time.
Having read my odometer and carefully filled up, Idrove as unselfconsciously as Icould for afull week, and
filled up again. Calculating my mileage,
Iwas dumbfounded to discover Iwas
getting 16 miles per gallon. Zero increase.
You don't want to hear about the
weeks of effort fixing the tweaks and
trying to prove my findings wrong, but
Ifinally gave into the truth. The tweaks
worked subjectively, not objectively.
That lesson learned guides me today.
It seems like everyone has had similar experiences with offbeat ideas that
sound like they just might work. Lottery-ticket sales prove that "maybe, just
maybe" notions are deeply ingrained
in our friends, neighbors, and selves.
We have knowledge that something
we wish would happen really ain't
gonna happen. Why doesn't that
knowledge keep us from repeating
goofy behavior?
The weird tweaks you describe as offering real benefits are pretty unbelievable. Imay have had it with trying
out such tweaks, but please keep on publishing them. Just as the grocery line
offers me the brief-but-important opportunity to glance at the alien-balay
tabloids, your reviews of opportunistic
products satisfy some base need in folks
like me. Where else besides Stereophile

am Igoing to get my dose of that stuff?
Tom POLK
Tpolk@reallink.com
And how about the Sphere spark plug? Idon't
understand how abetter spark in itself can in:provegas mileage unless it enables something else,
such as timing, to be further optimized. Regarding audio tweaks, the essential question is
this: Ifsomething produces arepeatable and consistent positive effea on all listeners, doesn't that
make it as effective and as recommendable as an
"objective; "nuts'n'bolts type ofchange?
—JA

I
AN'S HI-FI SHOPPING HINTS

Editor:
It seems that the issue of the quality of
high-end audio dealers is one that is
dear to many readers' hearts. Ihave
been in the consumer electronics business for over 15 years as arep and aretailer. Ithought that Imight have some
helpful hints to share:
1) A retailer will say and do anything
to pry you away from the entire contents of your bank and charge-card accounts. Avoid any retailer who appears
pleasant, knowledgeable, and truly
accommodating —it's all an act and you
will just pay too much. Remember, the
used-car salesman's manual (which by
international law must be memorized
by aretailer) states, "Anything you say
or do that results in asale (short of physical assault) is encouraged." (UCSM,
Sec3a, Vol2)
2) All audio products have aminimum 100% markup. A good consumer
must therefore visit or call every dealer
in a1000-mile radius to shop for the
best deal. Better yet, shop the entire
continent —it just might be cheaper in
another country. What's acouple of hundred dollars in phone bills or gas compared to the huge savings you will get?
3) All audio reviewers (whose ears
are truly golden) write nothing but
gospel If they don't say it, then it just
ain't true. And if they have not reviewed
a product, it simply does not exist.
Avoid any retailer who insists that you
listen and make up your own mind, because the magazines have already done
this for you.
4) The products that you buy will
never break. But in the extremely rare
event that one does, the dealer must fix
it (or, better yet, replace it) before the
woofers stop moving. After all, it's
always their fault. It had nothing to do
with that drunken party.
5) The products that you buy are
worth full retail on trade for up to five
years (despite the unidentifiable goo on
the bottom or the slight modification
15
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you made on the recommendation of
your audiophile guru friend).
6) Always take your audiophile guru
friend when shopping. He knows what is
best for you. A woman must always take
her boyfriend. It does not matter that he
listens to Green Day and you listen to
chamber music. His ears are better.
7) Never, ever, ever show the slightest loyalty to adealer. You'll just let your
guard down and you'll pay and pay and
pay...
Therefore, as good consumers, you
must disbelieve everything you are told
and demand huge discounts. Good oldfashioned service is an antiquated notion and must be avoided at all costs.
IAN MC.ARTHUR
KeyNote Technology
North York, Ontario, Canada

you possibly can.

resort!!! Maybe we need teamwork here,
dudettes/dudes. After all, there's no "I" in
"team." I'm not suggesting we need
Wilson X-ls in every school, though it'd
be nice if you did do that, Dave Wilson.
SHARING OUR LOVE ...
What we may want to do is have afew
ENJOY THE MUSIC!!!
manufacturers donate some of their
Editor:
goodies to our public school systems (and
My love of music began at the ripe ol'
it's probably atax write-of too). Maybe
age of five. That's when my dad, an avid
at the same time we could have extracurmusic lover himself, took me to hear ricular activities like music-appreciation
the 1812 Overture performed by the Atclassr-s in our schools. After all, who
lanta Symphony Orchestra live (inamong us doesn't love music? (Cheap
cluding blasting caps to substitute for the
attempt for applause here.)
cannon blasts). Since then, my love for
•"The magazines should do abetter job
of what Corey Greenberg did. Seek out
music has continued to this very day. So
what can we do to improve the visibility
the brightest of affordable gear." John R.
Potis, Jr. (76233.3725@Compusenre.
of higher-quality music reproduction?
In a roundabout way, Iposed that corn) says. "No magic in finding goodsounding equipment that costs amint."
question to others on CompuServe's
CEAUDIO forum. Here are afew sugWell, there are quite afew good reviews
of affordable gear. Just as some of us
HI-FI RETAILING
gestions we discussed:
•"Bring in kids!" This suggestion
may be lookin' for the ultimate? yumEditor:
came from Bob Olhsson (72340.17
mies, we surely want to keep in mind
Just caught your December issue, in
@Compusenre.com). Good call, Bob!
that we also want to get the new gals/
which Barry Willis offers "sage advice"
(as you call it) about the hi-fi business After all, who else would be as openguys involved. John continues, "It is
minded as the young 'uns? Their lives
("There's No Business Like the Hi-Fi
quite satisfying to bring someone into a
haven't been subjected to all those nasty
Business," p.82).
store and show them that for the same
Iwill grant you that being involved in
oP complications some of us experience
money that they were gonna spend at
no less than nine businesses that failed as we get older. In fact, one of my good
Circuit City (or alittle more), they can
could get anyone bummed out, but I friends has two children, and the simbring home really good sound. The
plicity in the way they view life is very pride of ownership of these systems
still wondered why the tone of the article was so negative. Finally Ifound it:
refreshing.
shows on their faces as well."
Jeff G. Walker (735212453@Com
"I've taken astab or two at selling..."
So, retailers at Sam's Stupendous SteWrong, Barry. You've taken astab at puserve.com) enthusiastically replied to
reo Shoppe, where the Euphoria Enleast 10 times, and you have alousy hit my inquiry, "My love of music and lightenment 1000 system is selling (at
ratio.
audio gear started when Iwas about $100,000), should treat that new guy
Selling means listening to, pleasing,
seven." When Iwas young, the local
with afew dollars with just as much
and convincing acustomer, and any reschool system would take us to see live
respect as they do the guy who can afford
tail business is about selling. Sure, the
orchestral music. For me, my love for
the Euphoria system! Heck, even Ihad a
sales people have the initial duty. But
music started very early on, and Ijust Sanyo boombox for my main rig at one
everyone down the line, from the incouldn't get enough of it. Iwanted
time. If you knew what Ihad now you'd
staller to the repairman, has to be inmore, more, MORE!!! Sheeesh, Ieven probably consider me nuts! OK, Iam
volved in wanting to do the bestjob posbecame amusician in 1974. Maybe if nuts! When it comes to music, there's no
sible to make the customer happy.
we get the kids to enjoy live music, they
denying my feelings of love toward it.
Barry hates carrying video even
will realize that it's worth discovering a Guilty as charged, Judge Ito. Wo-0+ >0+
though his customers like it. He disway to better reproduce it, too
•"Do abetter job of treating hi-fi as a
likes installation even though his cus•"Music Appreciation classes!" sez Sam
means, not an end." Ifeel Stuart Yantomers need it. Indeed, he seems to
Lord, who works for Essence (73437.1706
iger (75402.1517@Compuserve.com)
blame everyone except his own miser@Compuserve.com). He continued by
hits the nail on the head in what he said
able attitude about consumers. Sorry,
saying, "I made abig difference in the
here. He continues by sayin', "Concentrate
Barry, that we don't all want to buy
number of people enjoying their first on the big issues in sound reproduction
what you want to sell, and that we
real look at classical music by setting up
and its achievement in the real world.
demand a little convenience in the
a decent sound system at UC Santa
Drop the cuklike aspect of the hie-end
process. Having been in and out of retail Barbara's Music School. Before, they'd
segment, including (and especially) those
(mostly hi-fi), Ican assure Stemophile had an execrable PA setup that just novella-length reviews that say in 10 pages
readers that the retail business is fast, exwasted the music. Imagine, 500 stuwhat can be summed up in aparagraph or
citing, and profitable as long as you keep
dents (with various majors) every quartwo. Concision, gentlemenr
a customer-oriented attitude. If your
ter ... interestingly, Essence (before my
I'll be the first to admit that through
goal is the same as Barry's —to be able
arrival) had done the same thing at quite afew 'zines Ihave gained alot of
to lament, "Well, I've tried," then you
Union College here in Lincoln, NE."
knowledge. Can't we kinda drop the litsimply haven't got it. The lesson here
Sounds cool to me, dude. If Ihad just erary Ph.D. Ifeel Ineed at times? Yes,
seems to be that if you want to have a one dollar for every barf-o-ramawe can learn through very precise desuccessful hi-fi business you should
soundin' PA system at apublic school,
scriptions of what areviewer is hearing.
locate as far away from Barry Willis as
I'd be retired on some laid-back island Though what would an "outsider" feel
S
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BERNARD ICINGSLEY
Worcester, MA
Bernardrk@aol.com
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after reading some reviews? How do
these reviews make a newcomer feel
about our love for music?
There are quite a few other good
suggestions, like the forming of more
"audiophile" groups, and maybe even a
"high-end" system with amusic lover
touring at local malls. Cool dude Ken
Bauernfreund (744532034@Compu
serve.com) states, "It's my impression
that the way to improve the visibility of
the High End is to increase the exposure of individuals to it. There arc a
lot of music lovers that have no idea that
this level of music reproduction is even
possible." And ya know what? He's
quite right. There should be more
information out there. Again, there is
no "I" in "team" here, folks. Together
we can bring the joys of music to someone who has yet to discover the joy we
all share. All suggestions arc always appreciated. After all, without the joy we
experience in live music, what would
the point of our hobby be? And that joy
should hopefully stay focused on our
desire to...
Enjoy the music (Billie Holiday for
me right now).
S
TEVEN R.ROCHLIN
756132034@Compuserve.com

their products and services. Accordingly, I've always felt frustrated watching the "high-end" industry try to market itself. From where Isit (admittedly
detached), it seems industry people
gripe about the roadblocks more than
they try thoughtful solutions. Ted Lindblad's "From the Front Line" letter in
the January '96 issue finally pushed me
to express a few thoughts regarding
MARKETING THE HIGH END
marketing in the High End.
Editor:
Ted's heart is in the tight place, and
Iread the comment by Ted Lindblad in
he's right about our passionate pastime
the January '96 Stereophile (p.29) about
being undermarketed. But TV advergetting the average Joe into the High
tisements are not the way to start. No
End. He had ideas about showing highone in this industry (besides aSony or a
end stuff on TV. Frankly, Idon't think Bose) has the bucks to blow on mass
these ideas would work at all. Most media. Nor should we necessarily aspire
people simply have no conception of to wasting our money on mass media
what good reproduced sound is like. At adverts. Ingrain the following two
under $2000, my own system is the best words in your brain: met marketing.
that most people who listen to it have
The first step in thinking like marheard. Trying to sell someone a$5000
keters is to detach ourselves from our
pair of speakers without their undergeeky techno-embrace of our beloved
standing what it's all about is like trying hi-fi equipment. Iknow, many are now
to sell someone a$5000 dishwasher!
protesting to themselves, "But I'm in it
Ithink the key to the High End's
for the music, not the equipment, I
health is the width of the entry door —
swear!" The more Ihear protestation
the world of budget High End (NAD,
along those lines, the more convinced I
Rotel, and the rest). A budget high-end
am that many people in this hobby are
system will not be perfect, but it can inin love with the equipment chase but
HIGH-END VISIBILITY
troduce listeners to the world of music are terrified to admit it to anyone (even
Editor:
that has, in some sense, the flush of realthemselves, in some cases). Ask yourIthought that Iwould take afew minity. This revelation that there is someselves aquestion: If hi-fi disappeared toutes to convey my thoughts regardng thing to listen for can cause people to
morrow, would more audiophiles spend
the best way to increase the visibility of reorient their long-term material goals
their leisure time madly attending conthe High End. This is atopic that has
to include ahigh-end system.
certs, or would more be sitting home
baffled me for years, as most people I
In short, we need to sell $1500 syswith their heads inside their computers,
know have absolutely no interest in
tems to 25-year-olds now to create a or trying to invent anuclear toaster? I
high-end audio. In my experience, inmarket for $15,000 systems in 2011,
know where I'd put my money.
come levels are of little significance as to
when the 25-year-olds are 40 and have
In our midst are those who relish the
why more people don't purchase high- earned some real money. (I know this
equipment chase, those who arc true
end gear. It seems that retailers have
purely monetary description sounds
music lovers (a number of whom work
increasing difficulty attracting enough
crass, but it is at the heart of the situafor Stereophile), and every combination
people into their shops to support their tion.) Could the audio boom of the '70s
in between. Getting back to marketing,
business.
have been based on the kit sales of the
Idon't think it is astretch to say our
The reasons for this are many and
'50s? Ithink so. If we want aHigh End
mainstream target audience would
have been the subject of many letters to
in the 21st century, it must be made
identify more strongly with the "music
the editor. It seems to me that if adealnow. The irony is that the companies
end" of the continuum. In any case, we
er can't get the people through the door,
that can make it are the least glamorous
must first identify our target consumers
he should go to the people. Ithink that ones.
MARLON FELD
—in other words, which people, given
high-end retailers should attempt to
mbfeld@amhtuc4.amherstedu
aproper exposure to our "miracle" of
make arrangements with one or two
music, have the highest propensity to
record stores in their areas to display
HIGH-END MARKETING
make apurchase? (I use the word "mirmoderate systems on which the custoEditor:
acle" because Ithink we lose touch with
mers can sample their favorite discs or
I've never written aletter to any maga- just how magic it is to many that a
possible new purchases. More and more
zine or company, so consider yourself bunch of wire and some boxes can reretailers have CD bars where customers
either blessed, cursed, or indifferent, decreate beautiful music the way awellcan sample discs before they purchase. pending upon your view of the fo- balanced system can.) The final answer
Why not sample the same discs on a lowing.
must come from research with retailers
good system?
Besides my avid pursuit of music reor with the public. For discussion, allow
In my area, Tower Records would be
production, Iwork as a professional
me to make up some hypothetical rethe logical choice for such an arrangemarketer, bringing new products to
search results for illustration:
ment. They have the space and agreat
market and devising efficient ways for
•Female buyers are alienated by the
selection of discs. The sound system in
companies to reach consumers with
equipment side of the hobby; they like
S
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their store in King of Prussia, however,
leaves alot to be desired. While Ihave
no idea what this would cost, it would
seem to be nominal based upon the
possible returns. Perhaps one or two
dealers can pool their resources to stock
and pay for the rental space.
JOSEPH A. W HIP, J
R.
Nwsq90a@prodigy.com
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P blem Solved Today.
And Tomorrow.
The world is changing—an all-digital age is in our future. Yet much software remains
analog. Is it possible to have the best of both worlds when the world itself is changing?
Absolutely.

The PAV is the first audio/video
product ever certified for its
video excellence by

magingScience
FOUNDATION.

INC

Multichannel Sound: Today & Tomorrow
The PAV has won praise from around the world for its quality. It is simply the finest
way to reproduce today's audio formats. Still, there has been alot of talk about
coming digital surround formats. How does one retain the advantages of the PAV
while adding new capabilities?
A companion digital surround adaptor for the PAV is being designed to complement
its formidable abilities. The DSA will dock with the PAV while being housed in a
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separate chassis and enjoying its own dedicated power supply. The DSA will
transparently add digital surround capabilities to the PAV while maintaining the
isolation between analog and digital signals so essential for uncompromised
performance.
High Fidelity Video
Uniquely, the PAV has always employed broadcast-quality video switching.
In fact, the Proceed PAV is the first audio/video product ever certified by
Joe KanM Imaging Science Foundation' as being utterly faithful to the video signal it
passes. As such, it is the only choice for anyone who cares about picture quality as
well as sound.
*A donation to support AlDS research
will be made for every name added to
our mailing list Mark Levinson. and
Proceed. products are
designed and manufactured by
Mnoinau Awe LABORATOMES,
P.O. Box 781. Middletown, Cf 06457
FM (203) 346-1540
H A Harman International Company.
THX is a registered trademark of
Lucasfilm Ltd. DOLBY. Pro Logic
and the double-D Symbol are
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
Licensing Corporation.
ISF and limaisio SCIE NCE FOUNDADON are
trademarks owned by Imaging Science
Foundation. Inc.

Finally...
You can have it all. Discover the difference outstanding design and advanced
engineering can make at your local Proceed dealer. If you would like to add your
name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the address at right.*
Visit us on the Internet at http://www.madrigal.com/madrigal
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Art is now. Hmmm, some familiar
names, lots of new stuff, what the hell is
Shun Mook? Oh, here's a bonus —
"Recommended Components" — that
should help me find some cool stuff.
Do you have any idea how hard it has
become to buy hi-fi equipment when
your Significant Other is an architect? I
showed him the pictures of Jonathan
Scull's loft (June '95, pp.52-63) — his
facial expression defied description, but
fear and disbelief featured heavily.
(You're not thinking of doing that?) He
loved the Ribbon Chair, though. Isometimes wonder if the hi-fi biz is going
through the '60s car thing; you know, all
fins and chrome and fancy stuff? Shame
there's not much musical bang in Bang
& Olufsen gear, 'cuz it sure looks sexy
And the prices. Jesus, Mary, Joseph,
and the Donkey! Iwant to put these
things in my home, not send them into
space! (Please note: From the prices you
publish for equipment, the US is awaycheap place to buy —would you believe US$2560 for apair of Thiel CS.5
speakers? No? How about US$3100 for
Vandersteen 2Ces? Try these multipliers and come up with your own numbers for Krell, Levinson, et al —if your
calculator has enough digits, that is. Oh,
and CDs here in Australia ring in at 22
US bucks each, thanks very muck) I
close my eyes, hope the AmEx doesn't
hit meltdown, and sign the docket for
two small boxes — anew amplifier and
aCD player.
This is great, music is fun again, it
eles me that tingles-in-the-dangly-bits
feeling. Even the Madonna disc from
the last mid-life crisis sounds goodish in
parts. (Try the opening of "Justify My
Love" on Immaculate Collection —I had
this cranked up and my bass drivers
went ballistic.) Still, Ithought the speakers (especially post-Madonna) were past
it. Back to the shops for aused but barely run-in pair of the lovely Vandersteens.
Significant Other is away at the moment, so Ihave risked the Style Police
not approving, but what the hell.
Many late nights later, Iam even
more happy with my new gadgets. I
have spent some of the hours reading
the copies of Stereophile Ibought, and
have some comments and queries:
•One reviewer states that he listens to all
his music at "very quiet levels." Why?
The oft-repeated aim is to get as close as
possible to live music. Ihave very rarely
been to aperformance by any artist playing "very quietly"! (Maybe John Cage's
4.33 would qualify...) Hey! You guys
up there in the brass section — keep it
quiet, okay?! And you with the big sticks
S
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— if you must belt that drum thing, do it
softly.
•Much is made of the rhythmic qualities of the various bits of kit under review. I agree completely that some
components convey the swing of the
music markedly better than others, but
cannot understand the cause. Slew rate?
Phase shift? Polarity inversion? If I
understand correctly, the rate at which
(digital) information is decoded by the
player is part of the signal recovered
from the disc — rotational speed has
nothing to do with it. Is the original recording equipment acritical factor, and
only when the playback gear uses DAC
chips that exactly mirror the recording
A/D algorithm in the processing path
will the "sense of timing" be asynergistic match? Isee that the manufacturer
of the DACs is usually noted in the review, so Ipresume there are variations
between them. If not, what causes the
differences? JA, in among all the techno
bumff that goes with equipment reviews, could you design ameasurement
test for boogielocity?
•You need a new set of adjectives.
There is afinite number of combinations of air, huge, liquid, inner detail, etc. to
describe asoundstage. Invent some new
words (preferably as crazy as possible),
publish a glossary, and then we can
make this audiophile thing even more of
asecret society with its own language
that the non-believers can't fathom! Just
kidding...
•Analog may be back in the US, but
nobody told us. Turntables are still rare
as rocking horse doo-doo in Australian
shops; the only vinyl to be seen is 12"
singles for the dance-club DJ set, and
even they use CD now with those variable-pitch-control double decks. (How
do they do that?) While some of this
music is fun, and occasionally the sound
quality is wild, it's difficult to justify the
cost of agood 'table for the sake of afew
hipshakers. The fact that this music is
best played at bleeding-eardrum levels
while throwing oneself all over the huge,
airy, liquid, whatever soundstage impersonating an epileptic on speed is probably agood argument in favor of CD as
source anyway! Also, less need to worry
about some total stranger fooling with
your bazillion-dollar arm/cartridge
combo after his 19th beer...
And all the fuss needed! Michael
Fremer outlined the rituals of LP use:
Brush the record, clean the brush, clean
the stylus; then, when it's all finished,
do it again! Kind of makes me think
that the digiphobes are the types who
will have ashower, clean their teeth,

and iron the sheets before agame of
horizontal tango. Talk about passion
killers! ("Have Igot the VTA right,
honey? What about the tracking force?
Oh, damn, Iforgot to use astylus preservative! Hang on, halfway through,
time to flip over ... ")
•Stereophiles music reviews section is
better than ever! Iespecially like the bad
raps — why is it that your writers can be
sharply eloquent when trashing something, but often seem to struggle for just
the right words to describe things they
like? It's also great to see equipment reviews using such avariety of music in the
process. More, more, more! While you're
at it, could you include alist of the contact details for the smaller recording
labels, maybe at the end of the review
column? Some of these are not distributed here; any help in finding them
would be appreciated.
•Iam not happy with your subscription
policy! Why is the super-cheap offer
available only in the US and Canada? It
can be quite difficult to get Stereophile
here —very few news agencies carry it,
and the audio shops get only ahandful of
copies, which sell fast. Subscribing would
be simpler, but at your normal cover
price plus individual postage it becomes
more expensive than buying from the
local shop.
Enough already. Stereophile is already
the benchmark for critical journalism in
the audio world — may 1996 simply
widen the gap between you and the
rest. Happy New Year!
SIMON G. TIPPING
Elizabeth Bay, NSW,Australia

Welcome back, Mr. Tipping. And sorry about the
high cost of subscription Down Under; Stereophile is abig, heavy magazine to mail, and you
live along way away. And may the rest of 1996
be boogielicious for you.
-JA

ATLEAST IT'S PROMPT

Editor:
It is most unfortunate that Ms. Margaret
Fue ("Letters," March'96, p.11) received
her Stereophile after it hit the newsstand.
Iknow the feeling, as Isubscribe to a
heap of other magazines. The fear of
losing acopy is adisturbing factor Also
deep inside is the feeling of not being
treated as an equal once you are aloyal
reader.
But in my case Imust say that Ialways get my Stereophile within the first
week of the month. To me this is the
most efficient delivery time Iam getting from any particular magazine — I
would expect just-in-time delivery, but
that would be asking too muck Given
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that Stereophile comes all the way from
the US, it's adamn good job. Some local
magazines that Isubscribe to cannot
match this efficiency. Icannot ask for
more, except to request that you keep
up the excellent service.
MICHAEL ONG
Churchlands, WA, Australia
M.Ong@Cowan.edu.au

March '96 Stereophile Ifound some very
good articles about stereo equipment in it,
but Iwas appalled by the immaturity and
obvious closed-mindedness of your
record reviewers. Itrudged through praise
of the likes of Beethoven and Bach only to
come eventually to empty ramblings
about the lyrical content of Alice in
Chains and Smashing Pumpkins. The
reviews from your staff made little or no
THANKS SAM
mention of the musical content in these
Editor:
albums (other than the opinion that
I'd like to enthusiastically affirm Sam
Mellon G)Ilie and The Infinite Sadness should
Tellig's praise of the Naxos record label
never have even gotten one CD). Your
in February 1996 (p.63). Ihighly recomreviewers obviously yearn to be enmend the Weber Clarinet Concertos 1 veloped in Bruce Springsteen and ELO.
and 2 and the Concertino for Clarinet
Ibelieve that you should either reand Orchestra (550378). Ernst Otevaluate the type of reviews that you
tensamer is awonderful clarinetist, and
wish to publish, or drop your record rethis disc always puts asmile on my face.
views all together. Ifound them to be
Check out Adrian Leaper and the RPO's
empty and immature, and, as amusician
Tchaikovsky Rstival (550500). Recorded
who plays classical, jazz, rock, and
in Watford Town Hall, this one has
band/orchestra music, Ifound them
superb sonics and performances of these
insulting.
DOUGLAS PANZER
warhorses as good as any in the catalog.
Lexington, VA
Also try Schubert's "Great" C-Major
Dpanzer@liberty.uc.w1u.edu
symphony with Michael Halász and the
Failoni Orchestra (553096).
LOOK FORWARD TO Ft2D4
If you have trouble finding any of Editor:
these discs in your area and you have a Ialways look forward to the "Records To
computer, try CD World on the World
Die For." The main reason is to get tips
Wide Web at http://cdworld.com/ —
on noteworthy recordings of which I
they have an excellent selection of may not have been aware. Certainly the
Naxos discs. (Use the label search funcFebruary '96 rendition was no exception.
tion if you know the catalog numbers.)
Thomas Conrad's news of anew Sony
Thanks, Sam!
KEN W EST
edition of Miles's Kind of Blue that corSantee, CA
rects previous glitches with aback-up
kwest@ix.netcom.com
master is intriguing. Also worth learning
about is Steve Stoner's revelation that
ENJOY THE RECORD REVIEWS the new MCA reissue of The Who's
Editor:
Live at Leeds corrects the noisy transfer of
Congratulations to Sam Tellig and Stethe original and adds additional tracks to
reophile for giving Naxos the special
boot. Ihave to admit that Ithought the
mention it overwhelmingly deserves. I,
noise was part of the deal in my early
too, have been enjoying these superb
vinyl version, along with the hand-letdiscs, and constantly look forward to
tered label that made it look like aboottheir new releases.
leg. Ieven have it filed along with my
While Stereo/rink is dominated by aureal bootleg Who LPs. Oh, well. Iguess
dio hardware reviews, and Isometimes
we can make anything perfect in this
find your recurring discussions on todigital age of ours. It's afull life!
pics such as "digital vs analog" to be abit
But the other, more vicarious reason
tedious, more and more Ifind your recIenjoy "R2D4" is to see if any of Stereoord reviews to be very informative, re- phi/A sagacious contributors happen to
liable, and entertaining. In fact, Ican't agree with me in touting some obscure
wait to check out the record reviews
treasure. Then Ican say to myself, "I just
every time Ireceive anew issue. This
knew Ihad good taste! Here's validation
superb section provides the balance that in print for all to see!" Carl Baugher's
makes Stereophile truly the best audio
account of the Robbie Robertson/Red
magazine available.
JAKE QUIASON
Road Ensemble disc, Musicfor the Native
South Setauket, NY Americans, is an example. Ialso even
Joaquin.Quiason@umc.sunysb.edu
agree that the collaborative nature of the
music is its greatest strength. The conDROP THE RECORD REVIEWS
tributions of Native American perforEditor:
mance groups Pum Fe and Kashtin are
I recently picked up a copy of the
particularly engaging.
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Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.

To FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE DIABOLICALLY CLEVER DESIGN OF THE LINN 5140 LOUDSPEAKER
AND FOR THE NAME AND LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST LINN DEALER CALL 1-800- LINN HI -FI .

LINN HI-FI
music for life
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Until recently, Iwas strictly an analog
listener (I hated the harsh glaze and lack
of soundstage focus in digital). My analog front-end consists of Cosmos 'table,
Lead Balloon, SME IV arm, and Claws
cartridges as well as ReVox and Tandberg 4- and 2-track open-reel machines.
A friend convinced me to sell my
Stax Quattro Pro II and buy an Audio
Alchemy top-load CD transport, aDTI
jitter reducer, and aDAC-in-the-Box. I
was fascinated with its quality. Iupgraded to aDTI•Pro, aForte 50A, and the
Audio Alchemy DDE v3 DACs as they
became available.
Iwas told by my local dealer that
some crazies (mostly in foreign countries) were running up to 12 DTI•Pros
between the transport and DAC. I
called Audio Alchemy and was fortunate to talk with Peter Madnick, their
in-house digital-design genius. He told
me you could never have too much jitter reduction, but suggested that, if I
wanted to be atotal nut, Icould try two
DTI v2 jitter reducers and two DTI.
Pros. He thought Iwould like the results, but felt that after that, the law of
diminishing returns would kick in.
In any event, Itried it. The sound
blew me away. Ihave never heard anything better.
But now we have HDCD capability,
right? That's one of the commercial
selling points of the v3, and the main
reason Ibought it.
Ihave pretty good equipment (Infinity Betas, Counterpoint Natural Progression monoblocks, and Carver's
monster Sunfire for the bass). A physician friend (who has Infinity IRS V
speakers and Jadis equipment) was over
to listen to the HDCD. We played
Rutter's Requiem (Reference Recordings
RR-57CD), which we both know well
and love.
We listened for hours. At first we
liked its laid-back stage, controlled dynamics, and natural tonal balance. We
wanted to love it — we had been waiting for years. But as the evening wore
on, the good doctor remarked that he
felt something was "missing."
Iagreed. We switched back to the
two Pros with 20-bit dither and two
DSP chips. The improvement was not
subtle. Our jaws dropped.
Not only was the stage deeper wider,
and better-defined, there was considerably more ambience and detail. The
most astonishing change involved the
dynamic contrasts. The music came
alive. In addition, .we both felt we were
hearing at least an octave more deep
bass.
S
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We experimented for many weeks.
Megabuck transports and DACs made
no real significant difference in the
sound, just adent in our pocketbooks.
It sold my friend. He now drives the
IRS V through Jadis amps and preamp
with the same "inexpensive" Audio Alchemy setup. Ido not use the HDCD
option, nor does my friend. We both
have come to the conclusion that
HDCD took too long to get to the market. A year ago, we would have loved it.
Now it appears Pacific Microsonics has
come up aday late and abuck short.
If this letter leads just one person to
actually listen to the Audio Alchemy
system before they invest in HDCD,
they will not be sorry, and Iwill feel like
Ihave performed apublic service.
Meanwhile, Iam going to sell my
analog front-end, records, and prerecorded open-reel tapes, and pay off my
mortgage.
THOMAS W .SHEA
Chico, CA

Sounds
Great,
Looks
Great,
Won't
Mug
Your
Wallet.
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Is it still called arecliner
ifyou're always perched on its edge?

Bring Parasound high-end audio
to your home theater and you usher
in some of the most sophisticated and
elegant technology available. Which
means you're not watching movies,
you're experiencing them.
For more information, please call
415-397-7100. Or better yet, visit your
Parasound dealer, kick back, and relax.
Then just try and stay that way.

HCA-2003 3CHANNEL THX AMPLIFIER
Over 200 watts per channel (300 watts at 40) and
180 amps peak current. Tranerms your existing stereo
into a4gb-petfotnance, no-compromise home theater.

MOW

WSP-1500 THX PROCESSOR/PREAMP
Astonishing sound unleashed with simple
on-screen operation. It's ready for our Dolby AC-3
decoder today so it won't be obsolete tomorrow.

1 1111"
HCA-806 6CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

Over 80 watts per channel (120 watts at 40)
and 180 amps peak current means you're really
serious about getting into the movies.

PAReOUND
In Canada. caLl
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is aregistered trademar

4-98-1-340
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little voice tells you to hug
Gun shots and screeching tires don't tell a story,

story, from spoken word to subtle sound effect. And

they're just the punctuation. Movies are mostly dialog.

when the script calls for a nuclear blast, you'll think

So before you buy your home theater speakers, audition

you're sitting at ground zero. NHT home theater — you

NHT. Our critically acclaimed systems deliver the whole

really should hear what people are saying.

USE YOUR

HERO.

Now Hear This, Inc., 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia, CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1.800-NHT-9993: (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448
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US: Wes Phillips

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer seminars shouldfax (
do not call) Wes
Phillips the when, where, and who, at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event —ie, ¡Iyou're putting on
something in July 1996, you should get the
information to Wes no later than May 1.
Mark thefax cover sheet «For the attention of
Wes Phillips — Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should alsofax
Wes the details as soon as possible.
Arizona: Esoteric Audio (4120 N.
Marshall Way, Scottsdale) will host Brad
O'Toole of Transparent Cable on April
19 from 7to 8:30pm for an A/B demonstration of Transparent Cables, with and
without their networks. Troy Kosovitch
of Wilson Audio Specialties will also demonstrate the WITT and WATT/Puppy
5.1 speaker systems. Seating is limited;
call (602) 946-8128 for reservations.
California: Affordable Audio (9605
Venice Blvd., Culver City) will host
mastering seminars on April 27 at 3pm
and 6pm, featuring engineer Len Horowitz of HRS Records. He will demonstrate and lecture on the mastering process using his customized Scully lathe.
Admission is free, but seating is limited.
Call (310) 558-0716 for reservations.
Elite Electronics (1073 S. Winchester
Blvd., San Jose) will present aseminar
by two designers noted for breaking
with tradition: Nelson Pass of Pass
Labs and Albert von Schweikert of Von
Schweikert Research. The two will present continuous demonstrations Saturday May 4 from 10am to 5pm. Call
(408) 996-2400 for details.
Canada, Ontario: On Tuesday April
30, Distinctive Audio (903 Carling St.,
Ottawa) will hold aseminar featuring
Doug Blackwell of Transparent Audio.
Audio cables will be the featured topic,
and Transparenes network philosophy
will be discussed. Time: 6-730pm. Call
S
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(613) 722-6902 for reservations.
Audio Excellence (8763 Bayview
Ave., Toronto) will facilitate aseminar
on Wednesday May 1, conducted by
Transparent Cable's Doug Blackwell.
Time: 6-7:30pm. Call (905) 881-7109
for reservations.
Canada, Québec: On Thursday May 2,
Audioville (972 St. Laurent, Montréal)
will host aseminar with Doug Blackwell
of Transparent Cable. Cable needs for
music and Home Theater systems will
be discussed, and Blackwell will compare Transparenes cables with and without their networks. Time: 6-7:30pm.
Call (514) 861-8050 for reservations.
Filtronique (9343 Lajeunesse, Montréal) will host Transparent Cable's Doug
Blackwell on Friday May 3for adiscussion of audio cable and an A/B demonstration of Transparenes networks. Time:
7-830pm. Call (514) 389-1377 for
reservations.
Georgia: Hi Notes (919 Carroll St,
Perry) will play host to Chuck Gerlach
of Cambridge Signal Technologies on
Thursday May 9at 730pm. Chuck will
demonstrate the SigTech Acoustic Correction System with both the Acarian
Systems Alón II and the Audio Artistry
Vivaldi loudspeakers. Spectron's new
line of PWM amplifiers will also be premiered. Fade! Art and Kimber Kable
have generously donated cables, interconnects, and power cords as door prizes.
For information and reservations, call Hi
Notes at (912) 987-9491.
Illinois: Holm Audio (450 Ogden
Ave., Lisle) will welcome Albert von
Schweikert, designer of the Von Schweikert Research Virtual Reality VR-4 loudspeakers on Saturday April 27. Mr. von
Schweikert will be in the store from
10am to 6pm to discuss his theories, research, and manufacturing techniques.
Special pricing on all speakers will be
available during the event. Call (708)
663-1298 for details.
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Louisiana: Audio Orleans (6915
Jefferson Highway, New Orleans) will
present ademonstration of Theta Digital products by Scott Davenport on
Saturday May 25. The debut of the
Casablanca Home Theater Processor/
Preamplifier will be the highlight of the
evening. Call (504) 737-2026 for details.
New Mexico: Sound Consultant (9517
Avenida del Oso NE, Albuquerque) will
host Phil Bamberg on Saturday May 11 at
7pm. Mr. Bamberg will demonstrate the
Bamberg Series 3 and 4 loudspeakers.
Seating is limited; call (505) 821-9626 for
details and reservations.
New York: Select Sound (6314
Northern Blvd., Rt. 25A, East Norwich
at Oyster Bay) will host their Spring
Manufacturers Seminar, Saturday April
27 from 11 am to 6pm. Music, Home
Theater, and custom multiroom systems will be demonstrated, including
the latest Dolby AC-3 surround-sound
components. On hand to answer questions will be designers and representatives from ADA, B&W, Krell,
Meridian, Naim, Pioneer Elite, Rote!,
Runco, Stewart, Solid, Target, Totem,
Velodyne, WireWorld, and others. For
more information, call (516) 624-2124.
HI-FI '96: The Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show, promoted by
Stereophile and the Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater in conjunction with the
Academy for the Advancement of High
End Audio, will take place at New York's
Waldorf=Astoria Hotel from May 31 to
June 2, with May 29-30 reserved for
trade visitors. Live music will run
throughout the Show, induding concerts
by pianists David Chesky, Lincoln
Mayorga, and Robert Silverman (whose
Liszt Piano Sonata recording for
Stereophile makes its debut at HI-FI '96),
violinist Arturo Delmoni, blues singer
Doug MacLeod, and the Lynn Arriale
Trio. The Academy also has arranged a
full schedule of seminars and lectures on
the trade days.
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gia, June 2-5, 1997. This immediately
follows Stereophiltes HI-FI '97, which is
scheduled to take place at San Francisco's historic St. Francis Hotel the
previous weekend. The two organizations also announced the creation of
a new trade show and conference
intended to address the needs of the
converging audio, video, and computer
Oregon: Sound Decisions (The Honeymarketplaces. This will run concurman Hardware Lofts, 555 NW Park
rently in Atlanta in June '97. CES's
organizers, the CEMA group of the
Ave., Portland) will host George Cardas
EIA, will continue to run their very
and Paul Hales for aone-day seminar on
successful Las Vegas WCES, while the
April 27. Call (503) 221-4006 for details.
huge Fall COMDEX will also take
The Audio Gallery (16318 SW Bryant
Rd., Lake Oswego) will feature MIT's place in Las Vegas independent of any
Bruce and Tim Brisson presenting a CES involvement.
It is planned that the joint Show will
seminar on Thursday May 9. Topics will
find its long-term home in Chicago "in
include "Actual Cable Measurements
late April or early May" from 1998
Correlating to What We Hear," as well
through 2007. Ifind this ironic in light of
as "A Systems Approach to Linear Music
the CES's abandonment of the Windy
Reproduction in the Real World." The
presentation begins at 7pm; refreshCity following the 1995 event.
It remains to be seen what synergies
ments will be served. Space is limited;
call (503) 699-8888 for reservations.
exist between the computer and audio/
video industries. Will specialty audio rePennsylvania: The Philadelphia Audio
tailers, for example, want to visit atrade
Society will host Charles Sassoon, Presishow mainly devoted to computer harddent of Panor, Dynaco's parent company,
ware? But it spells the end of CEMA's
and Pierre Sprey of Mapleshade plan to combine alate Spring consumer
Recordings, on Sunday April 28 at the
electronics show with aspecialty audio
Adams Mark Hotel at 1pm. A complete
show and its Habitech show, the first
event of which is scheduled to take place
Dynaco system will be demonstrated
and aCDV-1 vacuum-tube CD player
this month in Orlando, Florida, May
will be raffled off. Mr. Sprey will discuss 23-25.
Mapleshade's recording techniques and
play his most recent sonic blockbusters.
US: Wes Phillips
In lieu of their May meeting, the
Boston Acoustics has moved to new faPhiladelphia Audio Society will sponsor
cilities at 300 Jubilee Dr., Peabody, MA
01960. Their new phone number is
abus trip to HI-FI '96 on Saturday June
1. Tickets are $55 (including Show tick(508) 538-5000. The Sales and Marketets), and are available from area dealers as
ing Department's fax number is (508)
well as direct from the Society. The bus
538-5100.
will leave Philadelphia at 7:30arn; refreshments will be served, and avideo tour of
the 1994 CES will be shown. Return
departure from New York is scheduled
for 8pm. Leave your name and address
on the Society's voice-message system for
ticket availability: (610) 265-5700.

Ohio: Paragon Sight & Sound (5450
Monroe St., Toledo) will sponsor aseminar featuring Stephen Hill, President of
Straight Wire, on Tuesday April 30 from
630pm to 9pm. Topics will include new
cable technologies and affordable cable
alternatives. Space is limited; call (800)
873-6873 for reservations.

US: John Atkinson

A surprise for many journalists at the Las
Vegas Winter Consumer Electronics Show
last January was the news that Krell
Industries was to replace its S-series power
amplifier range this spring. There are three
new stereo models: the Full Power
Balanced 600 ($11,500), Full Power
Balanced 300 ($8500), and Full Power
Balanced 150 (around $5500). As you
might expect, the amplifiers deliver 600W
pc, 300Wpc, and 150Wpc, respectively,
and offer arefined version of Krell's patented "Sustained Plateau" output-stage biasing
scheme that is said to offer the sonic advantages of class-A bias without the heat and
inefficiency penalties. The circuit is fully
balanced from input to output—hence the
name —and there are no coupling capacitors. In addition, the gain circuits operate in
current mode, which is said to be faster—
the -3dB point is specified at 700kHz —
and more lineas. The output stages are fully
regulated and make use of bipolar devices
manufactured for Krell by Motorola. Full
details from Krell Industries, 45 Connair
Rd., Orange, CF 06477 Tel: (203) 7999954. Fax: (203) 799-9796.

US: Michael Fremer

The Sony digital dog-and-pony show I
wrote about in my April "Analog Comer"
(p57) came to town the other day. Iwas
fortunate enough to see and hear the production, front-row centet at Sony's New
York studios. As Ireported, Sony is developing the "Direct Stream Digital" (DSD)
recording system, which they hope will be
an archival-quality medium. Fortunately,
Sony has been inviting feedback from industry pros and bitchy critics—that's how
Igot invited—opposed to how 16-bit,
44.1k digital was forced down our throats.

Washington: Madison Audio (909
Western Ave., Seattle) will be the site of
Ross Keim's Meridian seminar on
Thursday May 9from 6pm to 8pm. The
Meridian 565 AC-3 video and audio
processor will be featured. Call (206)
292-9262 for details and reservations.

US: John Atkinson

In asurprise announcement in March,
it was revealed that the 1997 Spring
Consumer Electronics Show and COMDEX/Spring '97 will be organized as
one Show, beginning in Atlanta, Geor34
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2
and aTape monitor. Pair this
flexible controller with our
RB-956AX — ahigh-current,
six-channel x40-watt rms am-

Raters RSP-960AX surround-sound processor fiatures frill input/output
switching for an elaborate audio/video system, Dolby ProLogic decoding,
and wireless remote-control for under $600.

HOME

THEATER

Shopping for Home Theater? We'll give you 100
reasons to start with Rotel.
That's the number of international press awards Rotel products have received over the past four years—including Grand Prix
Awards from Audio/Video International.
Yet just because our designs are applauded by some of the
best ears in the business (they actually clapped with their hands),
doesn't mean you need to win the lottery or come into atrust
fund to afford Rotel home theater components.
Quire the contrary. Rotel products provide exceptional value
for the audiophile, music lover and movie aficionado, regardless
of budget.
How do we do it? By applying aconcept called Balanced
Design. Rotel's engineers are true audio fanatics who shop the
world for premium component parts used in some of the world's
most expensive audio equipment. (We won't name names because we deplore gossip.) Then they build, listen, and tweak until
they get it right.
We know that to deserve "two thumbs up", we need to provide more than mere specifications. We have to create an experience of total immersion in the cinematic experience. And do it at
an affordable price.

The easy way to bring Hollywood home.
Selecting the right components for your home theater dream
system shouldn't take more work than producing amajor motion

Start with aDolby Prologic decoder and medium
powered multi-channel amplifier. Or go big time, right
off the bat, with an all-out
reference system. (Your

plifier and you have the foundation for atruly remarkable
system. Need something to
shake the plaster off your
walls? Bridge the RB-956AX
into a3x100-watt mono amplifier and add our 120 wattper-channel stereo amplifier
for increased power and sonic
detail.
Want even more muscle to
experience the full weight of

those bone-jarring explosions?
Hook up Rotel's RB-985 It's
a5x100-watt high-current
friends will
design that
be lining up
will let you
for front row
feel every
seats.)
thunderous
At the
tremor, yet
Roters RB-956AX—asix-channel
heart of the
reveal even
x40-watt (3 x 100-watt),
Rotel Home
the tiniest
configurable amplifier.
Theater Sysdetail in the
tem is the RSP-960AX. This
soundtrack. And if nothing
superbly designed, remoteshort of feeling T-Rex's hot
controlled, Dolby Pro-logic
breath on your face is your
decoder feaidea of cintures an
SSM-2126A
chip for ac-

ematic ecstasy, then
put together
curate chanfive of our
The THX® approved RB-985
nel steering
RMB-100
delivers the powe tfiil sonic boom
and wide dyofamovie explosion with
mono block
5x100-watts ofpower.
namic range.
amplifiers
It accepts up to three video
with an RSP-960. Just be sure
sources, and even includes a
to clean up the popcorn when
line input for CD or Tuner,
it's all over.
What the reviewers are saying about Rotel.
RSP-960AX. "I was really surprised when Ipopped the cover.
How in the world can Rotel sell this product for only $599?"
Edward J. Foster, High Performance Review, Vol. 11, No. 2, June 1994.
RB-985THX. "As afive-channel amp, Ican't think of asingle
fault I'd ascribe to the Rotel... The Rotel will put you in the
all-star game for agrand, which is the lowest sticker price yet for
afive channel THX amp." Home Theater Technology', Nov. 1995.

picture. And with Rotel, it doesn't.
Rotel of America
54 Concord St. North Reading, MA 01864-2699
tel 800-370-3741
TR% is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd
Colby •and Rrologic 'are trademarks of Colby Laboratories licensing Corp
(‘` Copyright 1995 Rotel of America All rights reserved

ROTEL OF AMERICA

fax 508-664-4109
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40W+40W Single-Ended Power Amplifier

Single-Ended Parallel Pentode, Pure Class A Zero Feedback Ultra Linear, 6x5881 + 2x6SN7,
Parallel to 80W Mono, Choke Filter Power Supply, Unit Weight 45Ibs.

US$980

SEP - 1 Output Transibrmer Coupled Pre-Amplifier
Single-Ended Triode, Pure Class A Zero Feedback Single Stage, 1x6922 + Output
Transformers, Fully Regulated & Shielded Power Supply, 6 RCA Inputs, 1 Record
Select, 2 x RCA, Headphone & XLR Balanced Output, Optional Phono.

US$880

Proudly Made In USA
Contact Solo Electronics for more information or adealer nearest you
2462 Tripaldi Way, Hayward CA 94545 Tel (510)887-8016 Fax (510)887-1657
Golden Tube Audio is atrademark of Solo Electronics

In April Irecounted how Allen Sides,
Bob Cleannountain, Doug Sax, George
Massenburg, Bernie Grundman, and
other famed engineers got to audition
Sony's DSD against analog, 16-bit PCM
encoding, and 20-bit PCM encoding in
Los Angeles. In New York, it was my
turn. What Iheard and saw was music
to my ears. For one thing, virtually
everything I've been screaming about
for the past 10 years was essentially validated — straight from the horse's
mouth! "No, 16-bit CD technology
doesn't capture everything on an analog
tape," Iwas told. Even this new, sophisticated system isn't quite there yet,
as we heard, but it's close.
My satisfaction is not in saying, "I told
you so!" but in knowing that we now
have achance of getting atruly archival
digital system that will accurately preserve the history of recorded sound. In
1984 Iwrote an article called "An Archival Dilemma" for alocal Los Angeles
magazine in which Icompared digital
remastering of analog recordings to the
colorizing of black-and-white movies,
so seriously did the process change the
original sound. Back then, Sony engineers seemed more concerned with
fitting Beethoven's Ninth into adashboard than with preserving the world's
great music. But buying a $2 billion
music catalog can sort of, um, change
one's perspective. Idoubt Sony will proceed with its archiving of the Columbia
back catalog' until it's satisfied that the
transfers will be transparent, or at least
very nearly so.
Four of us were ushered into asmallish control room facing apair of Wilson
WATT/Puppy 5 speakers driven by
Cello electronics. On aledge directly
before us sat aDCS 20-bit linear-PCM
converter and the hand-wired DSD
prototype.2 Out of sight, off to the side
in asmall studio, sat atrio ofjazz musicians waiting for the cue to begin playing. Eight microphones fed asmall Massenburg mixer. When the trio commenced, we were invited one at atime
to sit in anearfield listening seat and flip
aswitch between the live feed, the 20bit processor, and the new DSD device.
1Sony's archiving plan calls for using Digital Betacam
videotape to store the data. Being a Betamax guy
myself —1 support all losing technologies —I'm glad
to see the old format find yet another new use.
2 The DSD hardware at the demonstration was
housed in four chassis with their tops removed to
reveal the electronics. The state of the DSD prototype
hardware indicated how early DSD was in its development. Two 2-gigabyte hard-disk SCSI drives stored
the DSI) bitstream, providing a 90-minute storage
time. Note, however, that DSD is independent of any
recording format: the DSD datastream can be recorded on virtually any high-capacity digital medium.
—RH
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The pressure! Three of my peers
watched over my shoulder observing
my switching technique and timing as I
tried to discern the differences between
the feeds. My first thought was the music: these guys are good! Then, as any
good audiophile nerd must, Icame to
my senses, forgot about the music, and
concentrated on the sound.

W

E NOW HAVE A

CHANCE OF GETTING
A TRULY ARCHIVAL
DIGITAL SYSTEM
THAT WILL ACCURATELY
PRESERVE THE HISTORY
OF RECORDED SOUND.

Guess what? Neither version of digital sounded like the live feed. And even
though the system as it exists now is
basically flat out to 20kHz with agentle
rolloff from there out to 100kHz, and is
capable of 120dB of dynamic range,
refreshingly, no one at Sony made any
claims that they'd achieved complete
transparency — yet. So when the
Nyquist nebbishes try to prove to you
that 16-bit/44.1k digital is audibly transparent, you can tell them Groucho sent
you! (Not too hostile of me.)
The easily audible differences?
Soundstage width, depth, and air became constricted when switching from
the live feed to either digital converter,
though it was less apparent through the
DSD format. Timbrally, both were excellent, though the 20-bit PCM clearly
chopped the ends off of reverberant tails
and had aclear resolution-floor limitation compared to the DSD version,
which passed much of the delicacy and
low-level detail of the straight mike
feed intact.
After each of us had had an opportunity to audition the switchen the trio
stopped. "Hey, those guys are good.
Who are they?" someone asked. "Randy
Brecker on trumpet, Al Foster on drums,
and George Mraz on bass," came the
answer. Duh. No wonder. Nonetheless,
the panelists agreed that apiano and perhaps aviolin would have been somewhat more revealing than bass, drums,
and trumpet (which had some artificial
reverb added on top).
Next up for audition was something
more germane to the DSD's archival

task: a30ips two-track Mariah Carey
analog master tape. We were told that
while the recording had been made on
the 48-track Sony digital DASH system,
it had been mixed down to analog because the producer wanted to use, and I
quote, "the highest-resolution system in
the building." Hey, now!!
Our host explained that the song,
which features avocal chorus and many
effects, had agreat deal of information
concentrated in avery narrow upperfrequency band, and that getting it
mixed down without smooshing all the
information together had been rather
difficult. That's why the track was chosen
for this demo: It was, in his words, a"real
converter killer."
Repeating the test with the master
tape produced, as you might expect,
closer results. Clearly, neither of the two
digital converters got it exactly right, but
the DSD was awfully close, constricting
soundstage width and depth very slightly and causing, as one panelist astutely
noticed, aslight added sense of discontinuity to one of the effects that was not
present on the master tape, or on the
20-bit conversion. "We've heard that before," said our host.
As awork in progress and as outlined
to us by Sony engineers, Sony's new
DSD technology and its archiving application sound extremely promising. I
have to agree with engineer Allen Sides,
who told me that, "with alittle more
work," Sony could have something that
would render the differences between it
and his trusty ATR analog machine
"meaningless."
This leaves me somewhat perplexed
about the presentation by Meridian's
Bob Stuart at the January WCES.
Stuart lobbied the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio to
reject Sony's proposal to use their 1bit encoding system for the high-density digital-audio format based on
DVD. Idon't remember him making
acase for why not,3 but from what I
heard in New York, Sony made apretty strong case in favor. Perhaps Harley
can explain what it is that Stuart
objects to.

US: Robert Harley

As Michael Fremer reports above, Sony
held listening demonstrations last February of their new Direct Stream Digital
(DSD) technology, first described ex3My notes record that Bob Stuart's exact words were
"Bitstreani is anonsense," and that he drew an analogy with the prematurely adopted NTSC TV standard,
substituting "Never quite the saine data" for the infamous "Never twice the saine color" expansion of the
video acronym.
—JA
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clusively in Stereophile.4
Direct Stream Digital, an attempt to
leap beyond current digital encoding
technology with a different approach,
could fundamentally change the way
music is recorded. Specifically, DSD uses
Pulse Density Modulation (PDM), atype
of 1-bit conversion, to encode an analog
audio signal into adigital datastream.
With PDM encoding, an analog audio signal's amplitude is represented by
the density of digital pulses rather than
by discrete multibit digital "words." In
conventional 16-bit PCM (Pulse Code
Modulation), the 16-bit digital words
representing the analog audio signal can
describe any one of 65,536 (2 16)amplitudes. A 1-bit converter, by contrast,
knows only two amplitudes. Although a
1-bit quantizer would appear to have
very low resolution (only two quantization steps), the combination of an ultrafast sampling rate and noise-shaping
provides the amplitude resolution.
A DSD-encoded analog signal has a
bandwidth of awhopping 100kHz and
adynamic range greater than 120dB in
the audioband below 20IcHz. The DSD
encoder runs at 64 times (64x) the conventional 44.1kHz sampling frequency,
but can also operate at 32x for less critical applications or at 128x for the highest quality. At 64x, DSD produces abitstream with adata rate of 2.8224 million
bits per second per dtannel. For comparison, 16-bit, 44.1kHz PCM data has a
data rate of 705,600 bits/s per channel.
DSD thus produces four times the
amount of digital data compared to
"CD-quality" digital audio.
Of course, aDSD bitstream won't fit
on any existing consumer media. That's
why the DSD system includes a"down
converter," basically adigital decimation
filter to convert aDSD-encoded signal
into alinear PCM signal. This PCM signal can have one of five sampling frequencies (32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz,
882kHz, 961cHz) and one of three word
lengths (16-bit, 20-bit, 24-bit). The sampling frequency determines the signal's
bandwidth, and the word length determines the resolution. A single DSD master can thus support awide range of consumer release formats — including those
not yet developed.
Astonishingly, a writer for another
audio magazine (not Michael Fremer) at
the press briefing/listening demonstration suggested that DSD's 2.8 million bits/s data rate was wasteful of media space. In his opinion, abandwidth of
100kHz and adynamic range of 120dB
4"Industry Update," Vol.19 No.1, January 1996, p37.
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were overkill. He expressed his view
that a lossy data-compression scheme
would be adequate — even preferable —
for creating production masters and
long-term archiving. The Sony representative politely disagreed.

York were conducted at the highest
level of integrity. The methodology,
electronics, and listening conditions
were exemplary. In the studio adjacent
to the control room where we listened,
ajazz ensemble performed live. Sony
didn't get just any musicians to play live;
the trio consisted of Randy Brecker,
George Mraz, and Al Foster. The three
DSD-ENCODED
journalists in the session took turns in
the sweet spot with aswitch that selectANALOG SIGNAL HAS
ed between the live microphone feed,
the DSD-encoded and DSD-decoded
A BANDWIDTH OF
signal, and the best that current 20-bit
A WHOPPING IOOKHZ
PCM technology has to offer (not including
HDCD »)— a signal path
AND A DYNAMIC RANGE
consisting of the dB Technologies
GREATER THAN I2ODB.
AD122 AID and DCS 903 D/A converters. (The dB Technologies A/D
and DCS D/A are highly regarded in
the professional world.)
Sony's incentive to develop DSD was
The playback system consisted of
to solve their massive archival problem
Cello amplifiers driving Wilson WATT/
[see Martin Colloms's report — Ed.]. In
Puppy 5 speakers. The switching was
addition to the archival possibilities of performed by athree-pole, pure-silverDSD, Sony suggests that DSD will crecontact switch that also switched
ate the infrastructure for future digital
ground connections. A passive attenuaaudio technologies. For the first time,
tor controlled the volume. Levels were
the production master and archival
matched between sources to within
master would be one and the same.
0.1dB and checked every 90 minutes.
Moreover, DSD is claimed to be aflexThe ability to compare alive microible system that offers the program
phone feed with the conversion techproducer wide latitude in setting the
nologies under evaluation was invalunumber of channels, bandwidth, and
able; the technique was highly revealing
resolution.
of the differences between sources. This
The bit-pool provided by DSD can
was the most elaborate and best-set-up
be allocated in avariety of ways. For
listening demonstration I've been inexample, amultichannel DSD profesvolved in. Besides, it was areal treat to
sional master could be used to create a hear alive mike feed of this terrific band
six-channel consumer mix, with wide
under good monitoring conditions. I
bandwidth and higher resolution on the
wished Icould have sat there all day and
more important front channels, and
enjoyed the music.
lower quality on the rear channels. SimWhen Iwas in control of the switch,
ilarly, the producer could make tradeItended to listen to longer sections of
offs between bandwidth and dynamic music rather than the rapid switching
range depending on the music. Noise- preferred by the other two journalists.
shaping techniques would also allow After getting my bearings with afew
the most quality to be obtained from
minutes of the live mike feed, I
16-bit Compact Discs.
switched to the 20-bit PCM. Following
Sony dodged my question of whethsome live vs PCM comparisons, Iliser they proposed putting a DSDtened to the live feed in relation to
encoded bitstream on the new generaDSD. The second part of the listening
tion of high-density CDs, specifically
session used ath", 30ips analog master
the forthcoming audio-only version of (of Mariah Carey) in place of the mike
DVD. They suggested that industry
5Bob Stuart has stated publicly that the audio-only
groups rather than aspecific company
13V1) should use linear PCM encoding, not a 1-bit
should decide the encoding format for
representation. He believes that whereas PCM has
new media. Nonetheless, I'm sure the
proved itself over time, not enough is yet known about
the possible flaws of 1-bit encoding. [An analmy can be
imminent introduction of DVD spurdrawn with CD-standard digital There were severe measurred development of Direct Stream
able flaws :vid: the system's implernentation back in the early
'80s, but as di,' corresponding some flans were new and thereDigita1. 5
fore initially unrecognizable, it task lister:es quite atime to
Michael Fremer reports above on his
latch onto what was WrOng It would be adisaster for aIleW,
11101Miliar reCht1011e such as DSD to be widely adopted, only
reaction to Sony's Live vs DSD listening
for its limitations to become glariney audible in the long term.
tests. Ifelt that the listening demonstratend to rreee with Bob Stuart here; caution should be the
tions at Sony Music Studios in New
watchword when new standards are being proposed. — Ed"
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Now the Theta That Brings You the Music
Can Take You to The Movies, Too
We live in atime of Change. Theta has made areputation over
the last nine years for building components that do not become
obsolete. Casablanca is the full realization of this ideal: configured
specifically for your needs now, it can quickly and easily be
reconfigured and upgraded for your future needs.
Casablanca's open architecture allows for choices in capabilities
and quality levels now, for upgrading later, and updating as
industry standards change. Casablanca can be configured as a:
•high performance D to A converter
•high performance analog preamp
•high performance digital preamp
•surround sound processor with Dolby Prologic*
•surround sound processor with Dolby 5.1*
•surround sound processor with Dolby AC-3 .
•surround sound processor with DTS Coherent Acousticst
•high fidelity video switcher

THETA DIGITAL CORPORATION

)IGITAL D ONE RIGHT
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079
is aregistered tradeniark iif Milh)

Licensing Cory). tiffS 1:iilierent Acoustics is aregistered trademark of

Theater ti)stems. 1..1..

feed. In all, Iheard about 25 minutes of
music, with 10 minutes in the sweet
spot with the switch.
Ifelt that the DSD-encoded signal
sounded closer to the mike feed than
did the 20-bit linear PCM path. The
PCM sounded slightly more forward in
the upper midrange and lower treble
than either the DSD or the live feed.
Moreover, the PCM had atrace of grain
and coarseness overlaying the trumpet's
timbre.6 The DSD signal sounded
smoother, more liquid, and had agreater
sense of ease than the PCM. The 20-bit
PCM added abit of aglassy edge to the
piano in contrast with the DSD, which
maintained the live feed's naturalness.
The mike feed's incredible transparency and resolution were also better
preserved by DSD. Where the 20-bit
PCM tended to make detail more
etched and analytical, the DSD's portrayal of detail was more relaxed and inviting. The 20-bit PCM sounded excellent (and vastly better than 16-bit CD
quality), but DSD sounded more musical and natural overall. Although Sony
maintains that DSD better preserves
soundstage width and depth, Ididn't
hear much of aspatial change. Ithought,
however, that the WATT/Puppy 5s had
been set up more for tight focus than for
overall spaciousness.
Of course, it takes much longer than
25 minutes to evaluate any musical presentation: flaws as well as strengths become more pronounced with extended
listening. In addition, long sessions of
"single-presentation" listening (no
switching) are necessary for acomplete
evaluation, something impossible in
Sony's demonstration. Nonetheless, I
was greatly impressed by what Iheard.
One comparison Iwish Sony had made
available was of 20-bit linear PCM
noise-shaped to 16-bit vs DSD decimated to 44.1kHz and 16-bit quantization.
This comparison would better reflect
the real-world conditions of how DSD
is likely to be used — at least in the immediate future on conventional CDs.
The first application of DSD (other
than Sony's archival plans) will likely be
in mastering studios. This assumes, of
course, that mastering engineers think
DSD is an improvement over their current technology. The mastering studio
tends to be aproving ground for any
new professional audio technology.
Mastering is ahighly competitive business, with each house striving to offer
6Less than 72 hours before the demonstration, Ihad
heard the fabulous trumpeter Roy Hargrove and hi.
quintet from third-row seats. (There was no sound
reinforcement on the trumpet.)
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the best possible sound. If anew technology sounds better, mastering studios
will buy it.
I'm sure that Sony envisions aworld
in which the entire music-recording,
distribution, and reproduction chain is

THE ABILITY
TO COMPARE A
LIVE
MICROPHONE FEED
WITH THE CONVERSION
TECHNOLOGIES
UNDER EVALUATION
WAS INVALUABLE.
based on Direct Stream Digital. Whether it would be ablessing or acurse can't
be determined without more extensive
auditioning. But based on my brief listen to DSD, the technology seems promising. Regarding its use for archiving,
Ihope that the original analog masters
will be kept and cared for despite their
deterioration and the existence of the
DSD transfer. Although DSD offers
much, it would be tragic if the original
masters were destroyed in the belief
that DSD is the end of the technological road?
The decision to use DSD on these
analog sources is monumental. The
transfers made with DSD will likely become the masters for all future formats.
When people a hundred years from
now listen to recordings made in the
20th century, these DSD transfers will
be the only source. Ihope that future
generations of audiophiles believe Sony
chose the right time and the right technology to commit this vast musical legacy to digital.
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North London.8 Sony Classical's David
Smith stressed that DSD is a"work in
progress." However, Sony had sufficient
confidence to organize carefully calibrated listening sessions, including a
direct comparison with a live microphone feed. He made it clear that they
welcomed critical comment on and appraisal of the new ideas.
David Kawakami gave the initial
briefing, explaining the project's background and the real-world commercial
demands being made on the Sony
Music division. Driving the development of DSD is their staggering inventory of 90,000 lacquers9 and 300,000
analog and digital master tapes 10
(30-40,000 of the latter are early digital
U-Matic tapes and the like). All of these
storage media are known to have finite
lifetimes; in addition to the familiar
problems with analog tapes, Sony conceded that some of the more recent digital media are not lasting as well as was
first anticipated.
It was paramount, therefore, that a
longer-term solution be found for the
preservation of this archive, which has
inestimable musical value. Much preliminary work had already been done
with the best of current technology,
commercial necessity inexorably leading to the adoption of 20-bit, 88.1IcHzsampling technology. But in 1993, a
small research group led by Yoshizumi
Inazawa and Ayataka Nishio was asked
to attempt the creation of an "ultimate"
digital recording format.
This team delivered Direct Stream
Digital. Kawakami described DSD as
using aDelta/Sigma modulator, atrue
1-bit design, with a clock rate of
2.8224MHz (64 x44.1kHz). This is by
no means fixed in stone, and both 32x
and 128x sample rates are envisaged.
The demo unit currently uses fifthorder noise-shaping, but Sony is experimenting with others.
Sony's engineers were aware of the
need to make the primary stage of ana-
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In addition to its sessions in New York
and Los Angeles, Sony demonstrated
its Direct Stream Digital technology at
EMI's famous Abbey Road Studios in
7 Michael Gerzon has speculated that sophisticated
future technologies will be able to correct seemingly
permanent flaws in analog source media. For example,
it may one day be possible to create aDSP-based system that can "learn" the wow-and-flutter signature of
the machine on which atape was made, then correct
for those repetitive pitch and timing errors using digital techniques.

8 Attendees at the London sessions included Steve
Harris (Hi-Fi NCIM & R•rord &view. Tim Goodyer
Stsidio Soidoi4, Carl Snapc (One to One), John Borviick
Gramophone), Bernie Spratt and Simon Hayworth
Chop 'on Out), Barry Fox (Audio Week, New
BBC Music, and many more), Bill Foster, and Roger
Furness and Francis Rumsey (Audio Engineering
Society). As Iwas leaving the meeting, George Martin
arrived, plagued by autograph hunters — Iresisted the
temptation!
9 Iassume that the lacquers will be played back
using the dedicated turntable developed by Rockport Technologies and described by Michael Fremer
in "Analog Corner" last November (Vol.18 No.11,
p31).
—JA
10 During the Abbey Road discussions, it was noted
just how much modern material was still analog. For
example, 80% of the masters crossing Bob Ludwig's
desk at MasterDisc are still analog.
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log-to-digital conversion as short and as
pure as possible. Aware also of the
psychoacoustic work donc on the perception of low-level information and the
importance of bandwidths wider than
the traditional 20kHz audioband, they
set a target for DSD of better than
120dB dynamic range and an audio
bandwidth approaching 100kHz —
more than two octaves wider than existing practice.
Not only must the new format satisfy
critical assessment to be accepted for the
role of archive preservation, it must also be
friendly in terms of data-storage media.
Not least, it must be capable of easy, essentially lossless, conversion or decimation
to the commonly available formats.
Sony and the other record labels that
have participated in discussions anticipate along and successful future for the
standard 16-bit CD. It is mandatory,
therefore, for any new archive format to
give the best possible transcription to
the CD format. The choice of 64x sampling for DSD is considered crucial.
Accurate, whole-number division is
possible to any of the common formats.
(The use of proper rounding and noiseshaping is implicit to maintain transparency during decimation.)

David Kawakami showed acouple of
graphs to illustrate the technical performance of the demo encoder that he
considers to be state-of-the-art, though
he did point out that this international
series of trials was set up to find out
more about the musical aspects of coder
performance.

S

ONY CLASSICAL'S
DAVID SMITH

STRESSED THAT
DIRECT STREAM DIGITAL
IS A
"WORK IN PROGRESS."
A graph for frequency response
showed atrace that was essentially flat
from DC to 20kHz, gently decaying
with almost aBessel rolloff to -5dB at
100kHz. The response was only 25dB
down an octave higher at 200kHz. This
is an exceptional input bandwidth for
DSD; all credit is due to Sony's engineers
for taking this significant step in ensuring
that the wide bandwidth of analog mas-

ters is not compromised in their transcription to digital. It was explained that
an early target was the use of avery simple, musically transparent analog lowpass filter at the input. Conventional
lower-rate encoders require asteep antialiasing filter at their inputs that often
prejudices the overall sound quality.
We got aglimpse of DSD's low-level
linearity with aspectral analysis of a10kHz
tone at -80dB. The noise-floor was dean,
free from any harmonics, and lay at an
indicated -142dB in the audioband. A
slow rise in noise, duc to the noise-shaping, was apparent above 20kHz. On the
face of it, the indicated A/D linearity
approaches 22-bit resolution.
Any form of compression was dismissed absolutely. There was no question of any need for data economy:
"Digital storage is bountiful in this context." It was also noted that tests with
data-reduced program showed an
increased sensitivity to errors; this alone
would preclude archive use, Sony felt.
Sony presented their proposals for
stereo and for multichannel working,
explaining that the record producer is
free to manage the "bit budget" according to the program and application. The
DSD format allows for a working

tradeoff to be made between dynamic
range and bandwidth, adecision that
the recording engineer can make
according to the needs of the project.
Descisions can also be made regarding
the number of channels.
Kawakami stressed that, contrary to
early reports in the audio press, DSD
was not connected to the proposals for
the high-definition Compact Disc. Musing over the avowed aim of the proposing groups to fill the new disc with
4.7 gigabytes of program data, he asked,
"Where is the music?" Asked about the
Pacific Microsonics HDCD. system, he
confirmed that Sony had alicense and
was looking into it. Concerning the
proposal for DSD to be adopted as a
universal mastering format, Kawakami
noted that the following groups were
now involved: ADA Japan, DVD, IFPI,
EIAJ, and the RIAA, but that much further input was still required.
Sony is designing anew storage facility on the third floor of their Manhattan
Archive Building. For the DSD-encoded archive, they favor Digital Betacam
cassettes as the storage medium. Each
cassette holds 80 gigabytes of DSD-encoded data (compared with 0.65Gb for
a 16-bit CD, not including redundant
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information), meaning that about 2000
cassettes will be required to hold the
entire archive.
Sony plans to store the entire inventory in an automated silo in which temperature and humidity arc computer-

DSD PATENTS
HAVE ALREADY
BEEN FILED.
controlled. The silo would be operated
like a giant jukebox: Any recording
could be accessed, then output in any
desired format and medium, whether
for compilation, promotion — or aproduction dub, anew release, or areissue.
And with Sony's New York Studios just
across the road, the plan is to carry new
material to the archive on removable
hard disks.
Archival tapes will be sampled and
automatically checked every six months.
If atape's error or dropout rate exceeds
aconservatively set limit, it will be automatically copied to a new tape with
errors corrected, or the original master
will be re-encoded. By this means, Sony
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expects its archive to be self-repairing.
The listening tests presented an opportunity for ahands-on trial of DSD,
with listeners allowed individual sessions in the optimum position. Waiting
in EMI's Studio Three was afour-piece
jazz combo ready for action. Monitoring in the control room was via active
in-wall Quested speakers using ATC
drive-units. Signal handling was via the
Solid State Logic 8000G console.
We could audition four signals: the
live microphone feed; A/D-D/A using
Sony's DSD prototype; 20-bit PCM
A/D-D/A via the DCS 900 and 950
combination; and an analog classic —a
Studio A80 halftrack tape recorder running at 15ips (38c-m/s), monitoring offtape with the usual 60ms delay due to
the distance between the record and
replay heads. As in the New York and
Los Angeles tests, the switch box was
specified by Doug Sax. It was ahardwired rotary type, with solid silver contacts and two paralleled contacts per
switched pole. Much care had been
taken to maximize signal transparency
for the clearest result.
All present freely acknowledged the
patently solid, musical performance of
the analog tape recorder, implicitly
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You can feel it in your system the moment you turn your Denon Home Theater on. The experience of lifelike soundscapes
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reflecting the consensus among many
critical listeners that, after more than
two decades of development, digital recorders still do not capture all the
nuances of the live microphone feed.n
It was also agreed that while the analog
recorder had familiar if mild errors — its
richer harmonic rendering correlated
with tape distortion, its softer-sounding
bass with phase shifts and response
errors at low frequencies —it sounded
natural, lively, and musical.
In this comparison, the DCS 20-bit
digital chain didn't sound as alive or transparent as the rest. It was smooth enough,
however, and delivered very fine results
in a professional recording context.
Against the live mike feed, Sony's DSD
compared well: It was atrace sharper
than the truth in the high treble, more
solid in the bass than analog tape, but
nearly as transparent and as focused.
The second session was intended for
comparisons of the codecs' replay qualities. Unfortunately there were cue
problems with the magneto-optical data
recorder used for the DCS combina11 David Kawakami noted how good some of the classic rebuilds of the best halftrack tape decks sounded.
He agreed that it was still atough proposition for digital to match atechnology that matured 20 years ago.

lion, so we were reduced to comparing
Sony's prototype DSD with the Studer
analog machine. This auditioning gave
results similar to the first.
Following the tests, we discussed the
subject of transparency. There was speculation as to whether the full sound of a
classic analog master tape could be successfully copied to digital without audible loss. No matter how good the ADC,
there are still the links between the
replay recorder and the digital encoder,
the output amplifiers, cables, input amplifiers, and the anti-aliasing filter to
consider. Sony appears to be very conscious of the kind of audiophile detail
required to minimize transfer losses. In
this connection they are actively working with industry leaders including
Spectral, Mark Levinson at Cello, Tim
de Paravicini, MIT, and Transparent
Audio. When asked when the development of DSD will have been completed, they noted the need to develop a
solid interface format. An overall schedule of two to five years was mentioned,
as was the fact that 51 patents have already been filed in connection with
Direct Stream Digital.
Most of those present felt that DSD
was going in the right direction. In par-

ticular, Iwas reminded of my trials with
the Pioneer double-speed DAT recorder. Ifeel that the wider bandwidth
of DSD is helpful in closing the gap
with analog tape.
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Sonic Frontiers has established aWeb
site: http://www.sonicfrontiers.com .
They can also be reached via e-mail at
sfisonicfrontiers.com
The Parts Connection also has aWeb
site: http://www.sonicfrontiers/tpc
Their e-mail address is tpcsonicfrontiers.com
Hearnet is aWeb site established by
Hearing Education and Awareness for
Rockers, which dispenses information
on the deleterious effects of prolonged
exposure to LOUD music and on how
to prevent hearing loss: http://www.
hearnet.com.
And Web-surfers who visit http:
//www.stereophile.com should note
that this site has no connection with this
magazine. "Stereophilen is aregistered
trademark.
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Sparks to move the heart. Introducing the new line up of power
amplifiers from Sonic Frontiers -headed by the Power 3Mono Amplifier.
Through progressive and unique circuitry, these amplifiers bring tube
audio amplification performance to anew and higher level.
Resolution, the reproduction of subtle nuances that make the
musical images believable and lifelike. The Power 3excels in this
area. Through careful parts selection, selections made through
proven sonic merit -with no room given to preconceived impressions
or brand loyalties. Through innovative circuit techniques, acreative
approach to implementing feedback in the Power 3reflects Sonic
Frontiers' desire to develop original circuit designs utilizing tubes.
This approach avoids the sonic downfalls that are associated with
traditional feedback designs. With these factors contributing greatly
to the resolution and detail of the Power 3, the listener will hear and
feel music exposed with incredible detail and emotional impact.
Control, the Power 3Amplifier has the ability to take hold of the music
and loudspeakers they are driving. Tube amps have been accused of
not delivering good low frequency performance. The lower octaves are
often criticized as slow and ill-defined, coloring the vital midrange. The
Power 3renders this to be agross misconception, bass performance
excels and the midrange snaps into focus. Boasting adamping factor
of greater than 50, this amplifier treads on ground never touched by
tube amplifiers. Its ability to start and stop loudspeaker drivers is only
rivaled by the very best solid state designs. Leading to aprecision,
liquidity and warmth never attained by amplifier designs of the past.
Power, rated at 220 watts off the 8, 4, and 2ohms taps, the Power 3
has the muscle to deal with very demanding loads. Speaker selection
is suddenly not acrucial, limiting issue. The 6550 power tubes, operating in partial triode, remain sensitive to the loads loudspeakers
demand. This new Sonic Frontiers amp responds very much like a
voltage source providing greater current as load impedance drops, or
less as it rises. All these benefits can be fully experienced through any
of the Power 3's taps.
Extensively tested, including a 100 hour burn-in, repeated on and
off cycling, and conservative component ratings ensure the Power 3's
reliability. A fully balanced design, input through output, as well as
single-ended inverting and non-inverting inputs, permits great flexibility with corresponding preamplifiers. A stand-by feature ensures the
tubes are warm and ready to perform. A mute feature, when activated, enables easy and convenient interchange of cables and biasing of
the Power 3's 6550 power tubes.
To find out more about their notable new line up of power amplifiers,
contact Sonic Frontiers. To hear life beat in your heart, audition the
Power 3Mono Amplifier today.

Available at thee and other fine dealers
Audio Video Today
Westminister, CA
(714) 891-7575

Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
Great Falk, MT
(406) 761-8683

Silver Screen & Sound
Towson, MD
(410) 296-0202

Goodwins Audio
Boston, MA (617) 734-8800
Shrewsbury, MA (508) 791-8200

Audio Etc.
Fairborn, 01-1
(513) 429-4434

FWon iq ue/ Son- or
Montreal, PO
(514) 389-1377
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The new Sonic Frontiers Power 3
Mono Amplifiers -sustaining life.
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Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada 16H ST4 Tel (9051829 3838 Fox:(905) 829-3033 E-Mail: SFIesonicfrontim.com WWW: hap://www.sonicfrontiors coat
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they are revolutionary. Now controlled by a single touch-screen remote so simple even a child can
operate it.
TheaterMaster: The world's first and foremost Dolby AC-3 e surround-sound processor. The reference
machine used by Hollywood to master over 30 AC-3 movie releases. TheaterMaster combines consummate
musical performance (with HOW') with state-of-the-art 5.1-channel surround sound. Field upgradeable to
DTS and other future 5.1 formats.
SwitchMaster: Integrated video switching. Links 12 S-video and composite video inputs with 12 audio inputs
on the TheaterMaster. 150 Megahertz videophile switcher with built-in state-of-the-art comb filter.
TheaterVision: The ultimate CD -Laserdisc transport. Featuring AC-3 RF output and fully-digital video
processing, TheaterVision boasts by far the world's most stunning sound and picture.
System Controller: Powerful hand-held home automation center offers total system control. Back-lit
touch-screen pad uses diagrams (graphical user interface) to control all components in your system,
including TheaterMastern", TheaterVisionTm, SwitchMasterm, as well as any VCR, DSS, CD or laserdisc
player, DVD player—even screen and room lights.
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bese Thiels are cute," Larry
Archibald said when he
spied the Thiel CS.5s in my
living room. "And they sound good, too.
Maybe I'll order a pair for the bedroom."
"They're only atad smaller than the
CS1.5s," Ichimed in. "About two inches shorter and ahalf-inch skinnier. And
they cost nearly $650 apair less."
You don't have to buy expensive
stands, either, which often adds $200 to
$500 to apair of speakers. The CS.5 is a
floorstander, 31" tall.' The suggested
retail is $1450 apair East Coast, $1480
West Coast, in walnut, black, white oak,
or natural cherry finish. The narrow
width —8" —makes the tiniest of the
floorstanding Thiels agood bet for small
rooms and tight spaces, not to mention
tight budgets.
"Of course, it doesn't hurt to use
$13,000 worth of amplification," Icontinued, pointing to the recently arrived
Jadis SE300B monoblocks. "Best amps
I've had on these speakers. Trouble is,
Thiel recommends at least 30 watts per
channel, and these do only 10."
"I doubt anyone but you would think
about driving the CS.5s with apair of
Jadis SE300Bs," Larry replied.
The Quicksilver GLA monoblock,
rated at 40W, drove this speaker quite
easily off its 4 ohm tap. The Manley
SE/PP 300B monoblocks were terrific,
too —even in single-ended mode rated
at 18 watts per side. Best of all (except
for the Jadis) was the AudioPrism
Debut (15Wpc in triode mode, 35Wpc
in ultralinear) off the 6 ohm tap —a
neat amplifier for $1995.
The 10W Jadis SE300Bs didn't supply quite enough Jadis juice — what a
certain Swede used to call "yadis yooce"
— to drive the Thiels. The speakers
1 Stereophile published Lonnie Brownell's formal
review of the CS.5 in October 1995 (Vol.18 No.10).
The larger CS1.5 was reviewed by Muse Kastanovich
in November 1995 (Vol.18 No.11).
—JA
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he originally developed for the CSZ
When he heard how good it sounded in
the CS1.5, he says he knew he had to use
it —even if it meant the speaker would
sell for $2k. The CS.5 uses apaper-cone
6" bass/midrange driver instead, and
that, by Thiers spiel, accounts for much
of the difference in selling price.
While cheaper to make than the
metal-cone woofer used in the CS1.5, the
paper-cone driver shares its short-voicecoil, large-magnet, long-gap structure,
which Jim says helps reduce distortion.
The CS1.5 uses apassive radiator, the
CS.5 has aport instead.
You would hardly know the CS.5 is a
budget speaker by looking at it —it feaThiel CS.5 loudspeaker
tures the same 1" wall-thickness cabinet
sounded too compressed, even at modused in other Thiel models, and the
erate volume levels. Ditto for the
same superior fit and finish, too.2
Wavelength Audio Cardinals, which
Aesthetically, the Thiel is aknockout.
was too bad. Voices sounded especially "The cabinet of the CS.5 isn't braced
palpable on the Cardinals. Harmonics
like that of the CS1.5," Jim Thiel told
were pure, lush ... Too bad, too, that the
me, "but that's not so critical with such
Thiels can't really get going on 7+ watts.
asmall speaker. It's another way we reMaybe someday Jim Thiel will give us a duced the cost." Actually, this lack of
super-efficient speaker.
bracing may bring something of abenefit to the CS.5 —a slightly woody sound
and alittle added warmth compared to
the CS1.5, if my memory of the latter
speaker serves me correctly.
Since I've lived with both the CS.5
and the CS1.5, Imight be able to shed
some subjective light on the differences
between the two.
The CS1.5 strikes me as being a
So why are these two tiny Thiels —the
$3000 or $4000 speaker selling for
CS.5 and the CS1.5 —so close in size?
$2200/pair. Its resolution is right up
"To meet alower price point," Jim
there with the very best. Of course, it's
Thiel answered. The Thiel CS1.5 retails
asmall speaker. Dynamics are limited.
for abasic $2190/pair, which Isuppose
So is the ability to fill abig room with
makes the speaker a little pricey for big sound. But in terms of delicacy,
someone trying to put together a$3000 detail, and resolving ability, this speaker
system. The CS.5, on the other hand, performs well above what I would
retails for $1450/pair.
Actually, Jim Thiel admits he got car2Commenting on the finish of the CS.5 while visitried away with the CS1.5 and used a ing my living room, Larry Archibald said, 'Ibis is like
the least-expensive Mercedes. You get the same quali"ridiculously expensive" (his words) 6"
ty and attention to detail that you get in the mostmetal-cone bass/midrange driver that
expensive Mercedes."

THE THIEL CS.5IS A

SPEAKER THAT I
COULD
EASILY LIVE WITH.
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The Meridian 565 is the first digital processor specifically designed for
high performance music and movie surround sound.
This means that for the first time audiophiles can make the greatest
music and hear the finest movie sound from the same system, in the
same room.
Meridian Audio, pioneers of digital audio for the home, have complete
audio and video systems which can be used in one room or around the
house, all easily controlled from our master handset.
At last, one solution —only with Meridian Digital Theatre' m
The Meridian 565, now available with Dolby AC-3, has been voted the
European Surround Sound Processor of the Year and has also been
awarded the Home Entertainment Editor's award for excellence.
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3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 112
Atlanta, GA 30331
Tel (404) 344-7111 Fax (404) 346-7111
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expect at its price point. There is acatch,
though. To coax this kind of refined
high-end sound from the CS1.5, you
have to use very good electronics.
The CS.5, on the other hand, strikes
me as more forgiving. Ididn't have any
real electronic junk on hand to drive it
with, but Ican imagine that it would not
be adisaster if you used CS.5s as frontchannel speakers with awell-chosen 3or 5-channel Home Theater receiver.
Even with very good electronics,
some folks might prefer the more
relaxed, slightly laid-back sound of
CS.5. Yes, you lose resolution and detail
compared to the CS1.5. You also lose
extension on the top and bottom. Jim
Thiel says the CS.5 is slightly rolled-off
above 15kHz — which may be one reason why Ihear little of the sonic fatigue
I often associate with metal-dome
tweeters. On the other hand, the sound
is not quite so sweet as it is with speakers using one of the better soft-dome
tweeters. The ProAc Tablette 50 Signature, for instance, sings even more
sweetly than the Thiel CS.5.
You don't get the extraordinarily
tight, deep bass of the CS1.5 with the
'.5. There are times when the CS1.5 can
surprise you, even jolt you (not unpleasantly) with how low it can go. Not so
the CS.5. What you do get with the
tiniest Thiel is avery balanced sound —
not too thick on top, not too fat on the
bottom, with a generous sense of
warmth and aluscious midrange —plus
aspeaker that can be driven quite nicely on 20 watts or less.
And I'm not just talking tubes.
These speakers combined very well
with aCreek 4240SE integrated amplifier (50Wpc), priced $795. "That's
what you need on these American
speakers," said Roy Hall as he delivered
apair of Epos ES 22 speakers to the
house; "a good British amplifier."
The CS.5 has a kind of midrange
rightness that may even be more pleasing than the CS1.5. Iwas reminded of
such speakers as the LS3/5A, the
Spendor S100, and the new ProAc
Tablette 50 Signature— speakers Iknew
Iwas going to like the moment Ifirst
hooked them up. By the way, break-in
with the CS.5 took alot less time—
maybe 20 hours or so — than with the
CS1.5, whose metal-cone bass/midrange driver needs running in for along,
long time — maybe 80 hours.
Is there adownside to this tiny Thiel?
Yes. For one thing, the sound is close
to the ground. It doesn't rise in the
room, or at least it didn't in my listening
room and living room. (I tried the
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

speaker in both.) Iprefer asoundstage
that stretches from floor to ceiling, if
possible — which is what Iget from the
Infinity Compositions Preludes. With
the Thiels, the soundstage seems to go
about two-thirds of the way to the ceiling. Idid get used to it.
As with other floorstanding Thiels,
the CS.5 has its speaker binding posts in
the back, at the bottom of the cabinet,
making it very difficult to attach cables
with spade lugs unless you bend them
sharply. It can make for aneater installation, however. Also, there is no provision for bi-wiring, which saves you
money on speaker cables.
More seriously, the Thiel CS.5s do
seem to be alittle compressed dynamically, even when you drive them with
an amp with balls — c
g,
aMcCormack
DNA0.5. The sound lacks alittle rhythmic drive, or expressiveness, if you will.
The music seems a little cooped up
inside the speaker, and not all of it
appears to come out. This is more of a
problem on jazz, pop, and country, I
would say, than it is on classical. Plus,
the Thiel CS.5 doesn't like to be played
super loud. This is hardly aspeaker to
appeal to heavy metal types.
Still, considering the price, the overall
performance, and the (relative) ease of
drive, the Thiel CS.5 is aspeaker that I
could easily live with and that Ihighly
recommend. Iwas sorry to pack them
up and see them go. In fact, if Ihadn't
already bought my father-in-law another pair of speakers, Iprobably would
have bought him these.

CASTLE DURHAM 900

Jacketchka (that's what my wife Marina
calls my ex-) got my pair of original
Castle Durhams when we divorced five
years ago. She liked the way they looked.
Castle speakers, made in England,3
have always been noted for great cabinet
finish (they make cabinets for other
speaker manufacturers) and appealing
sound, more or less in the classic British
BBC mode; the kind of sound associated
with Quads (old and new), LS3/5As, and
various Spendor and Harbeth models.
It seems to me that there are two
kinds of British speakers; maybe even
two kinds of British eye-fye:
1) The classic, laid-back, tonally neutral, very polite BBC sound beloved by
classical music lovers (and jazz buffs)
like myself.
2) The let's-play-tunes, timing-is3Castle speakers are distributed in the US by QM1
Inc, 25 South Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748. Tel:
(508) 429-6881.

Castle Durham 900 loudspeaker

everything, don't-mind-if-you-placethem-against-the-wall, foot-tapping
speakers that might appeal to someone
who loves the Linn LP12 turntable. The
sound most often associated with Linn's
Ivor Tiefenbrun and favored by those
Britcrits who talk incessantly about
"pace'n'rhythm." Ithink it's safe to say
that this sound does not particularly
appeal to lovers of classical music,
although it may turn jazz buffs on.
This is not to say that every classic
British speaker of the first sort is a
slouch (thank you for that word, Nizar)
when it comes to timing. Nor is it to say
that every speaker that plays tunes has to
forgo neutrality.
Me? As usual, I'm schizophrenic. I
like it when aspeaker sounds tonally
neutral and plays tunes. Ilike it even
more when a speaker is capable of
reproducing beauty of tone —a sweetsounding violin, for instance, or the
reedy richness of atenor sax. Harmonics
are my big thing—that and imaging.
The Castle Durham 900 is aclassic
British speaker of the first sort —it gives
me the kind of sound Iassociate with
Quads and with such oldies-but-goodies as the Spendor BC1. In other words,
this speaker sounds as if it is "voiced" to
excel with classical music. (Indeed, I
remember someone from Castle once
telling me they keep apair of Quad ESL63s around as areference of sorts.)
The new Castle Durham 900 is
about the same size as the original
Castle Durham (almost 16" high by 8"
wide by 9" deep), but it is atotally new
design —not arevision. (The "900" designation pays tribute to the 900th
anniversary of the founding of Durham
Cathedral.) The speakers retail for
51

Pushing the Envelope.
Introducing the Threshold Ti.

For over twenty years,

Threshold has been breaking
new ground in the design and
manufacture of reference quality
audio components.

The new T 3takes the company's
commitment to absolute quality
to anew level. Not only does
the T 3offer the visual elegance
and technical virtuosity tradi-

tionally found in all Threshold
products; it does so at avery
reasonable price. The T 3truly
pushes the envelope — that of
value —to new limits.

Threshold

Look for the T 3at select dealer
locations.
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Threshold Corporation
7325 Roseville Road, Sacramento, CA 95842
Phone (916) 348-0600, Fax (916) 348-0678

$699/pair, in six basic (glorious) wood
finishes: walnut, cherry, mahogany, light
oak, medium oak, and black ash. For an
extra $100/pair, yew can have rosewood
or yew. My pair came in yew — magnificent!
Since this speaker is rated at 90dB
sensitivity and is said to present afairly
even 8ohm load, Ithought it might be
agood match with low-powered singleended tube amps. And, to a certain
extent, Iwas right. The Wavelength
Cardinals, for instance, had no problem
driving the Casde Durham 900s to
quite satisfactory levels. A little compressed dynamically, yes, but the speakers sound this way even with more
powerful amps. They are not dynamic
powerhouses.
Castle recommends 20" stands,
which Ithought were rather short, so I
put them on 24" stands instead, which
seemed to sacrifice abit of bass performance. Castle also recommends placement near a rear wall, and indeed I
found them most satisfactory in my living room when placed about 2' from a
rear wall instead of my usual 4' or more.
The 1" tweeter uses alaminated soft
dome — harder than a normal soft
dome, but not ametal dome. (You will
not come down with acase of metaldome tweeteritis listening to these.) The
bass/midrange driver is a5" polypropylene-cone unit featuring alarge magnet
system, which helps give the speaker its
high sensitivity. Two sets of binding
posts are provided for bi-wiring. Iused
Nordost Fladine Blue Heaven to the
tweeters and Nordost Flatline Red
Dawn to the woofers. Excellent cables.
The sound?
Like Isaid, these speakers are not
dynamic powerhouses. Forget playing
them super loud. When Iplaced the
speakers afoot or so away from the rear
wall, Igot quite acceptable bass, down
to around 60Hz. No bass boom or
bloat. On the other hand, these speakers
don't "play tunes" as crisply and forcefully as some speakers do. The Castle's
midrange is open and neutral, and the
sound is sweet through the upper
midrange and treble, making this speaker an excellent choice for modest systems and classical music.
Yes, modest systems.
The problem with these speakers, for
me, is that they performed quite well
for their price point, but they didn't
transcend themselves. Ifelt Iwas almost
as well off using, say, aCreek 4240SE or
an Arcam Alpha 5integrated amplifier
as Iwas using, say, the AudioPrism
Debut or the Quicksilver GLA.
STE REOPII I
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In aword, the issue is resolution.
These speakers just don't resolve the
detail, the ambient information that
some — usually more expensive —
speakers do. Ididn't get the sense of
acoustical space that Iget, for instance,
from a pair of ProAc Tablette 50
Signatures. Imaging was only fair, although the lateral placement of instrumentalists and soloists across the soundstage was quite precise and stable. Of
course, Ilost some of the imaging when
Iplaced the speakers closer to the rear
wall, but the sacrifice wasn't all that
great considering these are not imaging
champs to begin with. Ishould also
mention that bi-wiring lifted the perfor-

THE CASTLE DURHAM
900 SOUNDS AS IF IT IS
"VOICED" TO EXCEL
WITH CLASSICAL MUSIC.
mance only slightly — a little more
focus and clarity, atad more impact and
definition in the bass.
But for $669/pair, who's complaining?
So they don't give the $1700/pair ProAcs
arun for their money, especially in terms
of imaging. You do get tonal neutrality, a
very smooth midrange, sweet and extended (but not over-the- top) treble, and
reasonably tight bass for as low as the
speakers can go. When you factor in the
superb cabinetry — even with the standard finishes — the Castle Durham 900
represents appealing and solid value. Just
don't pair them with expensive amps —a
good 30-40Wpc British integrated (I
especially like the Creek on these speakers) will do just fine.
If you have atight budget, asmall
room, the need to site your speakers
close to awall, and listen primarily to
classical and jazz, these might be the
speakers for you. Or, considering their
truly extraordinary finish — I don't
know any other speakers that look this
good for the price — they might be
speakers you recommend to friends or
buy for your parents.

measures 34" high. It comes in alight
cherry. The cabinets are quite nice!
Recommended amplifier power is
50-175Wpc. Impedance is stated at 6
ohms, sensitivity at 87dB/W/m. A pity
— this is not aspeaker you can drive on
7 or 9 watts. Don't even think about
using this speaker with your favorite
tiny triode amp!
No, you need power with this floorstanding Epos. The excellent Creek
4240SE amplifier did a credible job
driving it; the McCormack DNA 0.5
did even better — not surprisingly —
and proved to be asuperb choice with
this speaker, eliciting from it the tight,
fast, extended bass it's capable of giving.
This three-way design uses aversion
of the 1" metal-dome tweeter used in
the ES 11, a6" midrange driver derived
from the one used in the ES 11, and a
totally new 6" bass driver. Yeah, the bass
driver is the same diameter as the
midrange driver. Curious, that.
Obviously, the ES 22 is engineered
with some care — Ihave awhole 19page "white paper" (Issue 1.10) to prove
it. Looking at the white paper, Isee that
the midrange driver is apolymer cone
inside adie-cast aluminum chassis with

EPOS ES 22

Twenty-two is twice 11, and the Epos
ES 22 is an attempt to build the Epos ES
11 — a very successful speaker, both
sonically and commercially — down to
the ground. In other words, to make it a
floorstander, and in so doing give the
speaker abit more balls.
The ES 22 sells for $2495/pair and

Epos ES 22 loudspeake,

"...one of high end's most
accomplished companies."
—Tom Miiller, The Audio Adventure

th,
ftom left to right: SCS2, CS1.5, CS3.6, CS5i, CS7, CS2 2, CSi5
1« ,(1 from $1,350 to $12,300 per pair. All are carefully hand crafted in a
variety of finishes from the world's finest woods.
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•2Stereo Sound (Japan) "Component of the Year" Awards
•Stereophile magazine's "Loudspeaker of 1993," Runner-up '92 & '94
•Six models in Stereophile's "Recommended Components"

Call or write for our 32-page full-line brochure,
review reprints, and the name of your nearest 11-11EL dealer.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
11-1IEL • 1(126 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427

a2" voice-coil wet-wound on an aluminum former with high-temperature
wire. Wet-wound, huh? Sounds like
something Ishould have. Moreover, the
midrange driver is housed in an isolated
enclosure "to protect it from vibrations
produced by the bass unit."
Now that's interesting.
Imean it. The midrange driver is
placed in abox within abox (the speaker cabinet) to prevent the bass driver
from mucking up the sound and making amess out of what otherwise would
be an Epos.
Let's back up for aminute.
Those of you who own — or have
heard — the Epos ES 11 or the original
ES 14 know that the Epos speakers are,
above all, clean-sounding. They're fast.
As the British writer Alvin Gold might
put it, these speakers "let go of the
notes." They play tunes. Linn dealers
love to sell them. The challenge, then,
to build an Epos "to the ground" is not
an easy one. The problem is, how do
you prevent the extra bass from mucking up the Epos sound?
Iguess this isolated enclosure is part
of the answer, because this speaker does
succeed in providing far deeper bass
performance than either the ES 11 or
the ES 14 without compromising the
trademark Epos speed and clarity. It
doesn't do really deep bass. According to
the specs, the frequency response is
38Hz-221cHz. But what bass the speaker does, it does very well: tight, fast,
with (apparently) no stored energy in
the speaker cabinet to slow down the
overall sound. (As you probably know,
my biggest bugaboo is bloated bass.)
'Where to place these speakers?
That — ah, um — seems to be critical,
considering the wimpy performance I
got from them in my listening room (not
my living room), where Itried them at
my usual 4' or so from the rear wall. No
go. These speakers, like many British
speakers, seem to do best when placed
closer to arear wall—like 1-2'. Then I
got bass with balls.
Not only that, Igot alively sound in
which the music —especially jazz and pop
—couldn't wait 03 get out of the box. This,
Isuppose, is what British critics call "expressive" sound. The ES 22 is quite acontrast to
the sedate Thiel CS5 and '15, where the
music seems to be slighdy tamed —held
badc, kept behind the box. With the ES 22,
the music can... well, leap out
What about imaging? Soundstaging?
With the speakers so close to the rear
wall, don't ask.
Only kidding. Imaging is okay with
these speakers, and lateral placement of
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instrumentalists and soloists across the
soundstage is quite good. But a big,
open, airy soundstage? No, Idid not
quite hear it with the ES 22s — sorry.
'This may be because the Epos's low sensitivity meant Icouldn't use it with my
favorite single-ended tube amps.
Idon't think these speakers are about
imaging and soundstaging, however.
Nor are they about beauty of timbre
and sweetness of tone. (While the
sound is not aggressive, it is just not the
most refined.) These speakers are about
conveying the pace and energy and
rhythm of alive performance. They are
about letting go of the notes and getting
on with the music. When you get these
speakers placed right — woe to you if

THE EPOS ES 22 IS
QUITE SPECIAL-AND
VERY DIFFERENT
FROM THE AVERAGE
LOUDSPEAKER.
you don't — Ithink you'll get arhythmic drive that is as close to live as Ihave
ever heard from apair of loudspeakers.
Obviously, then, lam torn. Iadmitted
earlier that Iplace aspecial premium on
imaging and harmonic beauty, and Idon't
think that these considerations were the
highest priority for the designers of the
Epos ES 22. On the other hand, there is
something immediate and exciting about
this speaker that Ifind quite appealing. It
is not bland. It doesn't hold the music
back. It isn't polite. As one British critic
said about adifferent Epos model, "These
speakers know what they've got and they
know what to do with it."
Ido have some reservations about bass
weight and authority. There are some
speakers, such as the similarly priced
Hales Concept Two ($2245/pair with
grilles; see review in this issue), that convey a lot more weight and authority.
With the Epos ES 22, Imissed acertain
richness of piano tone; aweightiness and
abloom in the cellos on an orchestral or
chamber recording. Ipersonally prefer —
from afloorstanding speaker, anyway —
a richer, warmer, more full-bodied
sound. Without, of course, bass bloat.
Iforgot some other stuff—I guess I
got excited by the speaker. (It's hard to fall
asleep listening to the Eposes.) Like other
Epos models, the ES 22 uses aminimalist
crossover. The leads from the midrange
driver are soldered directly to the termi-

nals, so that your amp drives the midrange unit directly. The tweeter is fed via
a single polypropylene capacitor. The
first-order midrange/bass crossover is
handled by alarge air-cored inductor, one
end of which is soldered directly to the
terminal of the bass unit. Elegant Neat.
Ican't help wondering whether there is
a connection between the minimalist
crossover and the lively, immediate sound.
Thiel speakers, for instance, are known for
their complex crossovers. They are also
known for their polite and somewhat
restrained sound. No one would call the
Epos ES 22 polite and restrained!
The speaker allows for bi- or triwiring. There are two ports: one for the
midrange driver, another for the bass
driver. The bass-driver port is said to be
"gas flowed to provide constant loading
and eliminate the chuffing caused by air
turbulence." Idon't know what that
means. ("Neither do I," says importer
Roy Hall.) That the speaker doesn't fart?
Well, it doesn't. This speaker has one
of the tightest bottom ends around.
Tuneful, too.
You really should hear the Epos '22
for yourself—preferably in your own
listening room. It's quite special —and
very different from the average loudspeaker.
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"In short, the
Adcom GFA-5800
stands out even in a
world where almost
all amplifiers now
sound good.

"This is the kind of
product that shows
the best of the high

"...this is aproduct that
deserves attention. yy

end can be made
truly affordable. yy

"You may be
surprised to find
out how good
your speakers are
when you first try
an amplifier of
this quality. y,

"It is also alittle difficult to
believe that this amplifier is in
the $1500 price range.

"It does everything
exceptionally well for
its price, and its upper
midrange and treble and
overall musicality are
hard to find in any amplifier not costing at least
twice its price range. yy

"The imaging, soundstage,
dynamics, and transparency of
the Adcom GFA-5800 had the
kind of realism and integration
Ionly expect to find in far more
expensive products.

"Just as Adcom once
changed the standards of the
power amplifier market with
the 555, it has introduced a
new product that may similarly
change the market again. yy
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The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear.
We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250
watts continuous per channel into 8ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and
component specifications are in aclass by itself.
But you don't have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will
send you areprint of Audio's review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to
listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you
r
ca Send me Audios review and detailed literature on the
all you need to know.
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MICHAEL FREMER
« Cr an't we all get along?"
Long before Rodney King,
Iwas posing that question
in Los Angeles —in 1983, to be exact.
One big difference: Iwas the one doing
the head-bashing. No, Iwasn't in an
LAPD uniform at the time, though a
hyperventilating, mucus-snorting L.A.
cop once did put arevolver to my head.
But that's another story.
This story is about collectivism in the
age of rack systems. Irelate it to you
because even though Ifailed then, I
hope to succeed now. If you keep your
Stereophilts — which Ihope you do —
read Ted Lindblad's letter in the January
1996 issue (p.29). Mr. Lindblad, a
Connecticut retailer, calls for ahigh-end
marketing collective in response to my
observation that high-end audio is an
invisible industry in the country leading
the charge — the good old U.S. of A!
It's as if Mr. Lindblad had been reading my mind, or thumbing through my
filing cabinet, to be exact, for back in
1983 Ihad tried to set up the very sort
of cooperative advertising campaign he
called for in his letter. This was before I
had any involvement in the industry. I
was a full-retail-paying, card-carrying
audiophile just like you.

HI-FI IN LA-LA LAND

Iwas living in Los Angeles then. Every
Sunday Iwas driven crazy reading the
LA. Times's "Sunday Calendar" section,
a thick, tabloid-sized supplement that
covered music, film, and the other arts
in considerable detail —as you might
expect in the entertainment capital of
the world. This supplement was filled
with display advertising for mid-fi rack
systems. Page after page of rack-system
advertisements from Federated, Pacific
Stereo, and the other mega-chains of
that era passed between my fingers, supplemented by co-op advertising dollars
supplied by overseas mid-fi manufacturers. Reading the limes, you'd never
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996
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EADING THE L.A.

TIMES, YOU'D NEVER
KNOW L.A. HAD A
THRIVING HIGH-END
AUDIO SCENE.

the "Calendar's" display advertising
rates and some rough estimates for artwork costs from a few of L.A.'s top
graphics people, whom I'd met while
circulating in the record and film industry, Icame up with aproposal that I
recently rediscovered:
"A PROPOSAL TO ORGANIZE A HIGH-END
AUDIO

DEALERS'

ATIVE FOR

know L.A. had athriving high-end audio
scene —not by the advertising, and not
by the editorial content, which back then
was even more neglectful of high-end,
high-quality music reproduction than
was the Nov Yorie Times, if you can imagine that. Also fueling my disgust were
the many visits Ipaid to record-industry
executive offices. These were inevitably
equipped with aplastic turntable, alowpowered Japanese receiver, and, if they
were really privileged, a pair of JBL
Studio 100s or 4311xes — you know, the
ones with the orange or blue foam grilles
— hanging on the wall and wired with
lamp cord. This was the typical system
used to approve test pressings! No wonder recorded sound was going down the
toilet! No wonder these folks were looking forward to CD!
Most of the guys Imet in the record
biz had never heard of The Ana&
Sound or Stereophile or David Haller or
Joe Grado or KEF or Thorens. And
believe me, they, along with tens of
thousands of other decision makers,
could afford the good stuff— and
would probably buy it—if they even
knew it existed. But why would they?
They read the Times's "Calendar" section, and rack systems were all that they
were seeing in the advertising.

M IKEY'S SOLUTION

What to do? Ifigured none of the highend dealers had the financial resources
to advertise in the "Calendar," and that
the only solution was to organize an
advertising cooperative. Armed with

ADVERTISING

COOPER-

LOS ANGELES AND ORANGE

COUNTY.

"High-end audio retailers do most of
their advertising in the
Stereo'
listing of the LA. Times's Sunday
`Classified' section. It's relatively inexpensive, and most serious audiophiles
read it.
"Unfortunately, the other 99.5% of
limes readers don't. They do read the
`Home' section, where they see full-page
color spreads for $1400 `rack' systems.
Worse, they actually go to The Broadway
and buy those awful-sounding things.
"They read the `Calendar' section and
see four pages of Federated ads —a
company more interested in selling
microwave ovens than audio. And more
likely than not, they skip over the
wordy, postage-stamp-sized ads afew
high-end retailers have tried.
"An advertising cooperative would
have the financial resources to mount a
successful campaign that would put
high-end audio in front of all the potential 'rack-system' customers, most of
whom don't even know you exist.
"The great popularity of the `rack' systems, in addition to making a lot of
money for department stores and mid-fi
chains, is possibly preventing you from
getting the kind of financial support
your lower-priced `starter' systems
should be providing your business. At
the very least, every `rack' sold is another consumer (and his or her friends)
diverted from the high-end marketplace. It's atremendous loss to all of you.
"A possible theme for afirst ad might
explain what's wrong with the `rack,'
59
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talking about the importance of the cartridge and the irony of its being totally
ignored amidst the flashing lights and
gleaming chrome.
"At the bottom of the page all the
participating retailers would be listed,
utilizing logos, along with addresses and
phone numbers.
"Certainly there are many questions
to be asked and answered, and details
must be worked out, but it would seem
that the overwhelming benefits of such
an association are self-evident in today's
'upscale' but all-too-frequently ignorant
marketplace.
"If the 'Target Buick Dealers' can get
together for their mutual benefit, surely
acivilized group of people like highend audio retailers can too!"
I'll skip over the part where Ilist my
credentials and work experience, but
one line worth reprinting here went: "I
have been aserious audiophile for most
of my life, and hope you'll forgive me
for not listing my equipment here, or
giving you my `sign'."
Ifigured Iwas doing agood thing,
and that I'd be welcomed with open
arms everywhere Iwent, which was
to Jonas Miller, Christopher Hansen
Limited, Gene Rubin, Shelley's, Optimal Enchantment, Beverly Stereo,
Paris Audio, Havens and Hardesty,
and the others. I can't remember
some of the names, but those of you
living in the Basin are probably coming up with them even as you read
this — and thinking: "Where'd they
all go?" (A few are still around, of
course.)
Ieven took with me amockup of
what Ithought was acatchy ad: Over a
photo of a prototypical LED-laden,
dual-well-cassette-decked, whitewoofered rack system, the headline
read: "Do You Know Why They Call
This a'Rack' System?" Below was the
copy: "Because it's an instrument of
torture! You want knobs and blinking
lights? View Mulholland Drive at
night in your car. You want ahomeaudio system that reproduces music?
Visit one of the fine retailers listed
below."

NOBODY'S BUYING

You'd think this campaign would have
gone over big in the retail community.
You'd think that everyone would realize
it was in their self-interest to get the
high-end message out to the great
unwashed. But No!!!! The little guys
didn't want to pay the same as the big
guys, and the big guys didn't want to be
seen in the same ad as the little guys.
S
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"Why would Iwant to be in the same
ad as alittle `pitzela' like Gene Rubin?"
an owner of one of the larger stores
asked me. "Why should Ilend him my
credibility?"
And the little guys said, "Why should
Ipay the same as the big guys? They
should pay a larger percentage!" No
matter what Itried, Icouldn't get these
guys together. Hey, it was the "go-go
'80s"! Everyone was doing well. After
all, twenty- and thirtysomethings who'd
grown up with the concept of "hi-fi"
and who already owned systems were
hip to the tremendous sonic strides
being made in high-quality audio gear.
They were buying. There were plenty
of them and they didn't need selling to.
Life was easy!

ANALOG IS AND
WILL REMAIN A
HIP,
HIGH-CACHET, LIMITEDMARKET PHENOMENON.
So what if the High End was losing
the Low End of the market? There was
enough business to go around. Who
cared about the future when the present
was so good? So what if ageneration
was being lost to rack systems and big,
white-woofered speakers?
Audiophile trickle-down theory
worked about as well as Reaganomics.
The government can borrow money
and raise the debt ceiling to cover the
shortfall that wasn't supposed to result
from slashing taxes without cutting
spending (that was the plan), but highend audio dealers can't. Now look at
the Los Angeles high-end audio scene:
It's been decimated. There's still plenty
of money out there, and the music biz is
still there, but high-end audio? The
retail pickings are slim compared to
1985. At least the movie moguls are
buying high-end video systems, which
frequently contain gear made by companies we know and love. But the lost
generation is now the married-withkids, thirtysomething folks trading up
to $400 Dolby Pro Logic receivers and
five channels ofjunk loudspeakers. Isn't
that special?
Now I'm not saying my idea would
have saved all of those closed businesses, or even one of them. But who
knows? Had all of those rack-system
buyers, or even asmall percentage of
them, been steered to high-end audio

dealers, and had even asmaller percentage of them invested $1400 in astarter
music system, perhaps the high-end
audio scene in Los Angeles might not
be in the sorry state it is today.

W HAT DOES THIS HAVE TO
DO WITH ANALOG?

The past year has seen aresurgence in
analog that Ithink has surprised even its
most ardent supporters. No, it's not a
mainstream phenomenon, nor will it
ever become one, and that's fine. In fact,
vinyl was at one point in time "mainstream" only because there were no
viable alternatives.
After all, as soon as crappy-sounding
8-tracks and cassettes became available,
they replaced vinyl for most music
lovers; the CD was originally intended
to replace those, not the LP. The vinyl
surge we've seen over the past year is
simply a"market correction," as they
say on Wall Street.
Analog is and will remain ahip, highcachet, limited-market phenomenon —
like fine mechanical watches and real
jazz and classical music. Turntables, not
CD players, get featured in television
commercials and films like Indecent
Proposal (a VP! TNT). Have you seen
that recent General Foods International
Coffee ad where the woman comes
home from ahard day at the office and
puts on arecord? Did you notice the
'table? Not aTechnics or aKenwood,
but avintage wooden Grado Lab arm
on what looks like an old Rek-O-Kut!
This wasn't an accident. The art director
or the commercial's director chose that
— and it wasn't product placement for
profit. It was probably product placement for passion.
On the other hand, perhaps aboycott
of Ray-O-Vac batteries is in order, given
the Michael Jordan ad where he talks
about "progress" and "not being left
behind by technology," backed by the
image of an LP fading to aCD.

I
T'S NOW OR NEVER

In any case, now is the time for the analog community to get together and
encourage and promote the phenomenon. According to the February 26
issue of Audio Week, the RIAA reported
that vinyl LP and EP sales in 1995 were
up 41% over 1994. Okay, total volume
was ameager 22 million unit sales, or
$25 million in sales, vs 727.6 million
units for full-length CDs worth billions
of dollars. However, the increase in CD
sales of 11% over 1994 represents the
smallest increase in CD growth since
the introduction of the medium. And
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PF2AND MF2300
Solid-State Components Without Solid-State Sound

Too often, solid-state audio components
sound harsh, edgy, grainy, and dimensionless. This is so common among solidstate designs that audiophiles readily
identify this unmusical sonic signature as
"transistor sound". At conrad-johnson,
we have long believed that these audible
distortions are not inherent in solid-state
devices. Instead, they are aconsequence
of circuit design and implementation.
Through innovative circuit design and
the use of highest quality parts, we have
developed arange of conrad-johnson
solid-state products that prove the point.
They do not sound like solid-state. They
just sound like music.

For more detailed information on the full range of
conrad-johnson solid-state products write, phone or tax:
conrad-johnson design, inc.
2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •phone: 703-698-8581 •fax 703-56C-5 6L.'

let's face it: The percentage of actual
new LP sales that get reported to
SoundScan is probably fairly low, so I'm
sure LP sales were much higher than
reported.
With the hipness and commercial
success of retro "bachelor-pad" and
"exotica" music, what better to play
such recordings on than aretro-looking
high-end audio system? It's a natural
tie-in. But will we see industry
"lifestyle" ads in Rolling Stone or Spin
promoting neat-looking high-end audio
systems over plastic "mini-systems" —
the rack-system replacement? Alas,
probably not. And will we see the analog community present aunited front to
the world? Will we see Eddie Vedder or
Slash endorsing vinyl? Probably not,
and that's too bad, because despite the
increase in vinyl and turntable sales, last
year was amixed bag of ups and downs
that leave this industry observer alittle
queasy.
MCA issued its first five Heavy Vinyl
titles, but they were its last five, too. As
Ireported here recently, they've killed
the project. Blue Note stopped pressing
its Connoisseur Series jazz reissues on
vinyl (though the SBM CDs will continue), and GRP has discontinued pressing its outstanding Impulse! reissue
series on vinyl. That's not good. What is
good is the apparent willingness of label
executives to license catalog to the
audiophile vinyl labels, which will
probably do abetter job anyway.
Retail sales of these reissue LPs failed
to meet label expectations. Why?
Expectations were too high for one
thing, and retailers weren't buying for
another. You can't sell the records if
they're not on the shelves. The MCA
Heavy Vinyl series had my name (and
Stereophik's and The Tracking Angle's) on a
cover sticker that Inever had the satisfaction of seeing on aretail store shelf
— and believe me, Ilooked!
My local Tower did ahalf-assed job
of stocking the Impulse! vinyl. They
sold out every piece Iever saw them put
up, but did they restock? No. So fine,
we can forget about depending on all
but a handful of mostly independent
retailers to find out what's available on
vinyl. Tell the average consumer about
records and what do they say? "I didn't
even know they were making them
anymore." "Can you still buy aturntable?" "I can't find aneedle for mine!"
You've heard it, I'm Shure.
Even Ican't find areliable source of
information as to what's available on
vinyl. The record-company publicity
folks don't even know — vinyl is like
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

some kind of back-door deal at the
record labels. What I'm about to try is
compiling alist of all the active commercial pressing plants nationwide
(there probably aren't that many), and
getting asource at each one to provide
me with alist every month of what's
being pressed.

R

.
ETAI L SALES

OF THESE REISSUE LPS
FAILED TO MEET LABEL
EXPECTATIONS.
What we need is an analog clearing
house and an analog publicity push.
(And when Isay "we," Imean the industry and the consumer.) Remember in the
late 70s when the record industry had
that "Records Are Your Best Entertainment Value" publicity campaign
going? That's what analog needs now.
Instead, we're getting paranoia and
ego trips. There's animosity and pettiness
among the audiophile labels like you
wouldn't believe, but don't expect me to
air the dirty laundry here. And there's no
reason for it! Arc these companies really
in competition when they all reissue different titles? Sure, there's competition to
license titles, but clearly there are enough
good recordings worth reissuing to last a
lifetime —and enough bad ones too,
judging by some of the choices. But
instead of cooperating, they fight among
themselves.
The more vinyl that's available, the
more viable the format becomes for
everyone. Same goes for hardware.
There's got to be room for more than two
or three high-quality tonearms; otherwise
we're fooling ourselves to think there's a
future in all of this. Yet figurative elbows
fly when someone new tries to enter the
field. Iguess it's easy to sit back in
Journalism Land and write these words,
but Ireally do believe the more the market opens up, the more choices consumers have, and the more sales will
increase. It's not azero-sum game, guys!
So, what's needed is an Analog
Association — a coalition of hardware
and software manufacturers working
together for the common good.
Imagine if the catalogs of Classic, DCC,
Mobile Fidelity, Speakers Comei Reference Recordings, Clarity, Cisco, Alto,
Analog Productions, the major labels, and
the rest of the analog offerings—even the
used-LP dealers—were combined into
one printed analog compilation.

Imagine if all of the currently available analog hardware products were
assembled in one large photo shoot —
all the arms, turntables, phono sections,
cartridges, and accessories — not forgetting products from Technics, Denon,
Kenwood, and the other more mainstream companies that still support the
old technology —and tastefully photographed for a co-op advertisement
aimed at young, hip music lovers, or for
apublic relations foray.
How about a campaign featuring
endorsements from musicians like
Eddie Vedder or Bob Dylan or Branford Marsalis or Keith Jarrett, or engineers like Steve Albini, Joe Ferla, or
Shawn Murphy saying, "I still like
vinyl!" You could add photos of recordcompany execs (wearing masks, of
course) who confide (off the record, of
course) that they prefer listening to
vinyl at home, too. You wouldn't
believe how many of those people there
are! Well, maybe you would.
All such ads would be paid for by
contributions from the hardware and
software manufacturers. What ashock
to the average Roiling Stone and Spin
readers such an ad would be! How
about it, folks?
S

RUARK ACOUSTICS

astroke ofgenius
Ruark loudspeakers are
renowned for their smooth
liquid sound and life-like
performance. With fine
woodwork that testifies to
membership in England's
Guild of Master Craftsmen,
Ruark speakers are an
affordable luxury, ranging
from $750 to $6000 apair.
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EMI VINYL TREASURES RESTORED
REVIVED FROM THE ORIGINAL EMI MASTER TAPES, CUT ONTO LAC QUER AT EMI 's ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS AND MASTERED USING FULL ANALOGUE TECHNIQUES
THROUGHOUT PRODUCTION. THESE RELEASES ARE HAND PRESSED ON TOP QUALITY 180 GRAM VIRGIN VINYL AT EMI 's HAYES PRESSING PLANT,
INDIVIDUALLY INSPECTED AND HAND-PACKED IN ORIGINAL DESIGN SLEEVE ARTWORK.
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DAVID OISTRAKH, violin
Philharmonia Orchestra

LEONID KOGAN, violin
Philharmonia Orchestra
conducted by
Kyril Kondrashin

conducted by
David Oistrakh and Alceo Galliera
Mozart: Violin Concerto No.3
Prokofiev: Violin Concerto No.2

Brahms: Violin Concerto
Originally published in 1960
Stereo SAX 2307
LP= AEMI 2307 $30.00

Originally published in 1959
Stereo SAX 2304
LP= AEMI 2304 $30.00

CHRISTIAN FERRAS, violin
Philharmonia Orchestra

stereo

GIOCONDA DE VITO, violin
London Symphony Orchestra
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra

conducted by Constantin Silvestri

conducted by Rafael Kubelik

Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto in D
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto in Eminor

Bach: Violin Concerto in E
Mozart: Violin Concerto No.3 in G

Originally published in 1958
Stereo ASD 278
LP AEMI 278 S30 GO

Originally published in 1961
Stereo ASD 429
LP= AEMI 429 $30.00

ARTURO BENEDETTI
MICHELANGELI, piano
Philharmonia Orchestra

CHRISTIAN FERRAS, violin
PAUL TORTELIER, cello
PIERRE BARBIZET,piano

conducted by Ettore Gracis

Philharmonia Orchestra
conducted by Paul Kletzki

Rachmaninov: Piano Concerto No.4
Ravel: Concerto in G

Brahms: Double Concerto
Beethoven: Sonata No.1
in D

Originally published in 1960
Stereo ASD 255
LP= AEMI 255 $30.00

Originally published in 1963
Stereo ASD 549
LP= AEMI 549 $30.00
GUIDO CANTELLI
Philharmonia Orchestra
Beethoven: Symphony No.7 in A

SYMPHONIE ESPAGNOLE
t n110, •

Originally published in 1956
Stereo ASD 254
LP= AEMI 254 $30.00
.T111•••• •

FORTHCOMING RELEASES TO INCLUDE:
• ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPH

mt.

LEONID KOGAN, violin
Philharmonia Orchestra

DAVID OISTRAKH, violin
French National Orchestra

conducted by Kyril Kondrashin

conducted by Andre Cluytens

Lalo: Symphonie Espagnole
Tchaikovsky: Serenade Melancoligue

Beethoven: Violin Concerto

Originally published in 1960
Stereo SAX 2329
LP= AEMI 2329 $30.00

Originally published in 1959
Stereo SAX 2315
LP= AEMI 2315 $30.00

SHIPPING:
Any size order in
continental USA

TO ORDER CALL:

$4.95 UPS Ground
or

1-800 -716-3553
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AIRBORNE

• VICTORIA DE LOS ANGELES
• MARIA CALLAS

For Vol. 5 (300 page) Catalog containing all
audiophile LPs and CDs, send $5 in the USA,
$10 elsewhere. Refundable coupon with
catalog or FREE with order
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 1905 •SALINA, KS 67402-1905 USA
INFO (913) 825-8609 •FAX (913) 825-0156
WWW address = http://www.btown.com
E Mail address = asounds@aol.com
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Acousbc Sounds Stocks All Avaikibie Stereophile Records To Die For
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Art Pepper

So In Love
Of the new releases issued
under Art Pepper's name in
1980, So In Love was overall
the finest. The altoist
stretches out here on aproeonl
niousIn
uatie with
gram of standards and
belo
tio ffi, Q
blues, backed by alternat"(heinous
ing rhythm sections from
0 ,Force
iohntri Wien s17.50
the East and West coasts.
wft 300 2
let $17 50
Bola Sete
o,
3003
Pianist Hank Jones is all
L.F=PeP"
one could ask for in an accompanist, and his aching solo on Diane
sustains perfectly the restive mood
of Peppers' opening choruses.
Overall, the West Coast team (pianist
George Cables whose great rapport
with Pepper is unmatched, along
with jazz legends Charlie Haden and
Billy Higgins) powers the music along
with great care and economy. Pepper
had climbed to such a plateau of
individuality that he seems often
here to be drawing his
shell eainso
ne„ds
8.33a
Unbeaf' of
unconscious influences into
marshal%
009 $1 750
the light and remembering
' Ottget
15' ,Nre 3
what it was he loved about
more
them in the first place. On
a leisurely Stardust, he
bquilc
t
1
daffodils his sentiments
with the grace and cunCurtis
TO ORDER CALL:
ning of aLester Young.
Cottne,ià
t >
The title track, a Cole
Porter waltz that agitates into a collective
improvisation by its
Get Mote
climax, offers the
, "'""
Curtis counce(m
e uoonce
best illustration of
souncetlen
006
' $17 50
the wondrous use
Me 3
Pepper makes of John
Coltrane. It isn't in this case amatter
of piling up chords or of playing more
notes, as it is with so many others,
but rather of drawing on extreme
registers of the horn to express more
conflicting emotions, to reach deeper
and higher recesses of the viscera
and the psyche. Remixed by Rik
.1ohns °n °111"11eland
Pekkonen and John Koenig; remastenne
Blues,Ballads,
Snowd en ,
au, youlole 2
tering supervised by John Koenig
„hone 3001 st7 50
and Chad Kassem.
Original Artist
House 9412.
LP=AAPR 3013
t‘t
$17.50
CD=CAPR 3013
$15.00

Series

Revival
Art Pepper

New York Album
Songs include: A Night In Tunisia,
Lover Man, Straight, No Chaser
(alternate take), Duo Blues, and My
Friend John. An exceptional quartet
date from '79, with Pepper having
just established what became aregular working relationship with pianist
George Cables, who plays with passion and conviction. He hadn't yet
hired abassist and drummer so for
the occasion Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins were used. Pepper was certainly inspired by what they contributed; his alto sax solos are
intense and often jubilant—Ron
Wynn. Remixed by Rik Pekkonen and
John Koenig; remastering supervised
by John Koenig and Chad Kassem.
Gatan 5154.
LP=AAPR 3012 $17.50
CD=CAPR 3012 $15.00

1-800-716-3553

jimmy Witherspoon!
Eeenin
m ph
Woes
3000
n s17 50
LP=

Again
3u
,07 $17 50
Lp,AAP
Art Pepper

The Intimate
Art Pepper
In 1979, Art Pepper was recorded at
two sessions that, up until now, have
yielded two fine albums, So In Love
and The New York Album. There was
more first-rate material recorded in
those two sessions than would fit on
two LPs, so difficult choices had to
be made as to what material not to
include in the albums released at the
time. Those choices were not necessarily made on the basis of the quality of the performances, but with
respect to such considerations as
length and congruence of repertoire
within an album. These rare recordings, which feature primarily material recorded in connection with the So
In Love session, but which also
include a beautiful rendition of
Jerome Kern's Yesterdays, with Hank
Jones, Ron Carter and Al Foster,
showcase Art in solo and trio (clarinet, bass and drums) treatments of
jazz standards. There are also quartet performances (with George
Cables, Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins) of material from Pepper's
repertoire. The original recordings
were painstakingly mixed by Rik
Pekkonen
and
John
Koenig.
Analogue Productiona
is pleased to be able to
release this material
for the first time in
album form, and
much of it, for the
first time in any
form.
LP=AAPR 3014
$17.50
CD=CAPR 3014
$15.00
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Acoustic Sounds and wn have acquired the spectacular Wilson Audio Custom Tube
Mastering facility. The equipment has been installed at RD in California with Bruce Leek
and Stan Ricker, mastering. Analogue Productions Revival Series were the first LPs mastered with this incredible system. The beauty of having the mastering facility in the same
location as the pressing plant is that the lacquers can be
processed immediately. This eliminates any degradation
in the lacquer. KU has state of the art pre-plating equipment and produces the best pressings in the world.
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Acoustic Sounds Stocks Alt Available
Stereophile Records to Die For

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

For Vol. 5(300 page) Catalog containing all audiophile
LPs and CDs, send $5 in the USA, $10 elsewhere.
Refundable coupon with catalog. FREE with order

P.O. BOX 1905
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SHIPPING:
Any size order in continental USA.
$4 95 UPS Ground
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SALINA, KS 67402-1905 USA
INFO (913) 825-8609
FAX (913) 825-0156
WVVW: http://www.btown.com
E-MAIL: asounds@aol.com
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expertence

Why is it always so different at the movie-theater?
Does the popcorn taste better in the dark?
Is it the People?
What about sound?
The galloping horses. Thunder.
Explosive

soundtracks?

SOUND!
PSB loudspeakers — with lifelike tonal balance,
spatial imaging, and full range capability — extend your
video viewing to bring the excitement and impact
of the theater into the comfort of your home.
The popcorn is on you.
e

s

b

EAKERS
PSB -

t UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.

For your nearest PSB

dealer call

Toll Free

1-800-263-4641.
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W ES PHILLIPS
Na na net naa,
Na na naa naa,
Hey Hey-ey,
Goodbye! —Steam

T

he sun was shining on the brilliant, snow-white Sangre de
Cristos in my rearview mirror
as we started down La Bajada, shedding
altitude by the foot, leaving New
Mexico's New Year's storm behind us.
Before us, the road beckoned. We were
on our way to Las Vegas for the 1996
Winter CES, but that was 11 hours in
the future. For now, Joan and Ihad two
thermoses full of java and three
weeks' worth of catching up to
do, but most important, we

had tunes. The '84 Grand Wagoneer (aka
the Great White Rhino) had been fitted
with a Nakamachi 1000 head-unit/
changer combo, Audio Alchemy UltraDac and DLC preamp, McIntosh 4channel power amplifie and MB Quart
door-mounted speakers and trunkmounted stereo subwoofers. (Full details
on the installation were given in my first
column on mobile sound in the
February issue, p.73.)
You may think it odd,
but for me the
most stress-

ful part of packing had been choosing
what CDs to take along for the trip. I
think it took 15 minutes to throw ajumble of clothes into avalise and maybe
five more to outfit myself with notepads,
pens, camera, and tape recorder. Then I
stayed up late winnowing down my
choices to amere 60 CDs. After all, we
had the 11-hour drive to Vegas, apostShow journey to the Grand Canyon, and
then the trip back home to Santa Fe. It
was acomplex equation that reminded
me of the math problems back in grade
school: Hou,many socks must Dan take out
of the drawer to make sure he has one of each
color? Sixty hours of music to cover about
30 hours of driving...I knew I
was cutting it close, but it
would have to do.
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714-833-30 40 • 1751 Langley Avenue - Irvine, California
http://calaudio.com/ • info@calaudio.corn • Fax 714-833-1329
Quality You Can Hear'

One of the best letters generated by
my first column came from John
Arrington of Eureka, CA (April '96,
p25), who persuasively argued that car
stereo should suck—not really badly, he
maintained, just enough to make your
home system sound fantastic. Iunderstand where he's coming from, but it's
not where I'm headed. A system that
sucks would be okay if all Idid was
drive to the corner store for acarton of
milk, but I'm a Westerner now. You
know, wide-open spaces, unbounded
vistas, big-sky country —all that stuff?
The thing is, that means you gotta drive
afur piece (not atoupee, but acoupé) if
you want to go anywhere — and while I
like to drive as much as the next guy, I
must leaven that experience with music.
Music that engages me on more than
the most superficial level and, audiodweeb that Ihave become, that means
musical presentation of acertain level.
My wife and Iare talkers, but an 11hour trip taxes even our capacities for
idle conversation, so by afternoon we'd
quieted down
and turned the
stereo up. Arizona is a sic
state, especially
going from east
to west (or vice
versa, as we discovered a week
later), but it just
flew by as we listened to an
tic

IXTY HOURS OF
MUSIC TO COVER
ABOUT

30 HOURS OF

DRIVING

... I KNEW

IWAS CUTTING
IT CLOSE.

Rhino as we sang along on songs such as
"My Little Grass Shack (in Kealakekua,
Hawaii)," "Stealin'," and the immortal
"Teddy Bear's Picnic." Now maybe I'm
not normal (an easy bet, don't even ask
for odds), but while I've sung, bellowed,
and roared along with the radio to keep
awake on all-night drives, I've never
joined amass sing-in with acar stereo
before — something was really working
here.
But the most deeply satisfying mo-

mu

asu
set o
mg
e and
finger cymbals —
all of which were
thrown up and
out across the
hood of the car.
'We're driving through the music!" Joan
exclaimed. So we vre.
Dave Van Ronk's A Chrestornathy
(Gazell GPCD 2007/8) had us driving
through afiner grade of gravel as the
scratchy-voiced one sang highlights
from his 30-year career. It wasn't just
that the disc sounded good, its swing and
authoritative delivery had us
ticipatory mood —it was p
ally a
mini-folk festival in the
at White
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Crying Beasts." The piano strings are
stroked zitherlike, sustain-pedal down,
as chimes tinkle across the soundstage; a
gong is brushed quietly and sighs like
the wind; tentative piano chords block
out amelody; and 40 seconds into the
song, Carlos cuts in with ashriek of fatback feedback — BREAYEANNG breedle
dawnrund— and at that moment ashaft
of pure gold fell across the purple dusk
and lit aspire rising out of the distant
desert. "Did you see that!?" Igasped, as
my wife echoed, "Did you hear that?" A
magic moment.
One that was nearly matched by our
descent into the draw that houses
Hoover Dam. Brian Eno H— Vocals (EG
Editions 839116 2) was on the box, a
Sony Super-Bit-Mapped reissue of
Another Green World and Before and After
Sciena., and the music proved the perfect
counterpoint to ourjourney, as switchback
after switchback took us deeper and deeper toward the dam, which was brilliantly
illuminated by its banks of lights. We were
moving out of darkness down into afuse
daylight, and then
immediately back
toward the night.
It was otherworldly, and Eno's clever
songs and weirdly
buzzing music
seemed the perfect retro-futuristic
commentary on
our saga. Especially because once
we'd regained elevation beyond the
dam, we had Oz
spread across the
desert floor in the
distançe. We were
on ("di: final approach, and as Eno
sang, we rushed
toward a destination as removed
from our day-today reality as any
oddball wriel..he
might conjure.

ON THE BOULEVARD
BROKEN DREAMS

OF

By now, the '96 WCES has been reported to death, so Iwon't dwell on that
part of the trip except to note that, due
to a
ky ignition switch, the valet at
our otel left the hi-fi on after, parking
the
o. On the last day of the Show,
we tried to take the Wagoneer' around
to s w it off to those who'd participated
establishin its reference system,
69

CARVER

6-Channel THr Power Amplifier
• THX

certified

• Dual power transformers
• Six separate power supplies
• All discrete circuitry
• 6, 5, 4or 3-channel configurable
• Any 2channels bridgeable to
500+ watts
• Made in Carver's U.S. factory
Specifications
8s2 FTC rated power

6x133 W

8i2 actual power @ clipping

>150 W

4SI actual power @ clipping

>250 W

8SI bridged power @ clipping .... >500 W

"I was expecting
competent
performance;
what Igot
was magic"
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater Vol. 1No. 2
1996 Carver Corporation. All rights reserved.
THX

is a registered trademark of LucasFilm. Ltd.

Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237. Lynnwood, WA 98046
For authorized dealer locations call (206) 775-1202

only to find the battery deader than a
doorknob. We blew half aday, first getting the battery charged (sort of) and
then getting stranded in the parking lot
of the Convention Center Zoo, where
we had to wait for AAA to jump-start
us. Then we had to drive around so the
alternator could do its thing— to no
avail, as it turned out, since we had to
get jumped the next morning, too. I
began making my mental checklist: 1)
Get rid of that annoyinq whine; 2) Make over
the entire electrical )
,
stern... The drive to
the Grand Canyon with Jonathan Scull
and Kathleen Benveniste finally got us
fully charged, and aspnathan regaled us
with tales of his perambulations about
the Show, we didn't hardly need the hifi at all. We hit the South Rim of the
Canyon just in time to watch the sun
sink below the horizon, and drove to
our hotel in awestruck silence.
The next day we caravanned back to
New Mexico, stopping at nearly every
Canyon overlook. After
one such hiatus, Idiscovered that the Cl) player was
no longer working. Oh no!
The eight-hour drive to
Santa Fe confronted us —
and we had no tunes. The
radio worked, as did the
cassette player, but Ihadn't
thought to bring any cassettes. el epee out of this, I
thought overdramatically,
/in going to tape acouple of cassates of 11
sic and
make
in pan O.
'radian
ame w
ha mer an the lend N

T

of Sims Vibration Rings in the mb1000,
but the technician tells me that you
HE GREAT W HITE
were not only using the rings, but you'd
applied them on discs that had old cirRHINO LIMPED INTO
cumference rings pasted on. When the
Sims ring rubbed off of your disc, it
SANTA FE WITHOUT A
jammed the mechanism."
WORKING CD PLAYER,
In other words, it was nobody's fault
but
mine —I'm sure this is covered in the
STILL SUFFERING FROM
owner's manual, but I've never seen one.
ALTERNATOR—INDUCED
At the suggestion of aknowledgeable
friend Icalled Tom Dorsey, Technical
WHINE, AND WITH A
Director of Mobile Product at Esoteric
RECORD FOR ELECTRICAL Audio/StreetWires.2 We spoke about
the alternator noise and my valetUNRELIABILITY.
induced battery drain. He was extremely helpful. "Hinmm," he mused,
Santa Fe without aworking CD player,
"your McIntosh amplifier has a400W
still suffering from alternator-induced
continuous power load, and if we do the
whine, and with arecord for electrical
basic math —without taking into conunreliability. We had some work to do.
sideration amplifier efficiency or anything —that means that your system
ONTHE ROAD TO RECOVERY
can pull about 33 amps. Irecommend
The first step was returning the mb1000
that you upgrade your alternator. Your
factory alternator puts out
about 70A running down
the highway, but sitting at
idle, it only delivers about
15-17A! If you're playing
your stereo hard and you've
got your headlights, windshield wipers, and air conditioner on, your car is
demanding most of those
17A just to run its basic
package — there's nothing
left for the stereo, which still
«lie*
wants 30A. With our 135A
alternator, 3 you're going to
get 55A at idle, which gives
5
,01 30A for the stereo, 20A
OF E
RGENCY,
AK
r xour car, and leaves a
GL
S."
nfor peak demand."
WU'
have
eco
4So that's what's causing
worse
diatc
the whii .?"
At VW
fe
"It frould contribute,
an kept its si
'althou
it does sound as if
a cg
you h e some problems
tlitnie
our journey. But the
with t& grottnd plane as
4\r) dkerc-09
minute we hit the New
well — which isn't at all
Mexico border, we had to
uncommon in older cars like
start station-surfing, and we
your .... what do you call that
No. this isn't a mb. Its aStreetWires Ultra-How" capacitor.
couldn't keep aclear signal
thing?"
for more than 10 minutes
"The Great White Rhino.
until we got to Albuquerque. If you
CD ch
er to Nakamichi. 1
guys het- What else should we explore?"
haven't done a survey of radio away
ter have
ad r 'nation /ir this, Ifumed.
"Two other changes would help trefrom urban areas, vou won't believe
They
Richardson called me
mendously.4 ..second battery would
how bad it is
stations compress
the next
and patiently explained the
help as
that your cranking battery
and otherwise trash-up their broadcast
order to accommodate
obvious.
stays charged. The second battery has
signal to the point where it sounds
seven discs,
Music Bank changer has
two primary functions. Number one
offensively low-fi, but that doesn't matvery little cl
ice between CDs. Ury
ter much because what they're b
earance.
do not advise the use
iscasting is rarely worth the elf
I Mikan'
IIC
Corp, 955 Fr.amisco St..
tening in the first place.
Torrance. CA
:(310) 538-8150. Fax: (310)
The Great White RInn
Iped into
324-7614.
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(207) 929-4553 •FAX (207) 929-4271

analyze it and determine what the problem is, treat that, then find the noise has
changed character and location. It's
almost as though we're dealing with
more than one problem."
"Maybe we are. Could the funky ignition be compounding the problem?"
"Sure," he allowed. "Let's get that
taken care of and then I'll take this baby
apart, if Ihave to!"
Naturally, Ineeded another problem
just to make my life complete. The
Nakamichi, which had worked during
the week the truck had been in the
shop, died the minute Itook possession
of my ride. So before Ieven left the
shop, we removed it and boxed it for
return and repair.
As Idrove around, the electrical system was playing hob with the Rhino.
The power windows were working
mighty slowly, and one day, on the way
to work, Inoticed that the stereo would
mute every time Iused my turn signals
or stepped on the brake The minute I
got home that night, Iparked the beast,
awaiting my appointment with my
mechanic.
When Itook the truck in, Ihad to
jump-start it. With Joan following in
her car, Iset out in rush hour to the
truck hospital. Halfway there, the
Rhino started losing power and all of
the controls started acting really
shaky. Realizing that Imight never get
to the shop otherwise, Ishaved ared
light and— pedal to the metal, going
all of 20 miles-an hour—drove desperately toward my...
tination. Two
hundi.ed yards from
al, in the
middle of one of S
F busiest
intersections, the G R d d. My
mechanics, God by em, p hed us
into-their lot.
Gil Bransford poppe the,hood
and peered in. "What's
thKtutf?"
hr lsked, pointing at the 4-gauge
the second battery, the goldplated fuse block, and the switching
solenoid.
"That's for my stereo," Istarted to
explain.
"Why do you need so much stereo?"
"I'm starting to wonder," Ireplied.
"I'm really starting to wonder."

ONTHE ROAD AGAIN

"At this point," Iwhined to JA later that
morning, "I'd settle for aWalkman and
acar that works."
"Cheer up, Wes," he responded
with editorial sympathy.6 "The
reason awriter has alife is
e
something to write about
nk of
all the copy you can ge
ate from
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THE SYSTEM
NOW SOUNDS
UNBELIEVABLY CLEAN
AND DETAILED.
this experience."
Bransford called me later that afternoon. "How many amps did you say
that alternator was supposed to produce?"
"135 peak, 55 at idle," Iresponded.
"Well, it's not producing any at all."
Two days later, outfitted with a
new ignition system and a new
StreetWires alternator, the Rhino and
Iwere back at Sound/FX. Rob was as
good as his promise — he practically
did have to take the truck apart to
trace the whine. "I grounded each
interconnect to the frame before I
totally got rid of the noise," he
explained. While it was in the shop,
we put an alarm in as well — Ihad
been slow to realize that this should
probably be the first step of any ambitious installation.
Now everything worke-The Nakamichi just keeps spinning my discs.
There's no noise in the system. Well,
there was soMe low-level noise at first.
But then Irealized that the Audio
Alchemy DLC had been scrambled by
all of the electrical high jinks, and it was
leaving its display permanently on. I
reprogrammed it to turn off the LED
readouts two seconds after receiving
commands and hey presto! the noise disappeared too. Of course, having been
sensitized to having noise, Ikeep thinking I'm hearing stuff that isn't there. I
think.

ONEASY STREET

So w re have Iended up? With the
noise ne and the power supply stiffened ,I've spent alot of time listening to esystem. It now sounds unbelievab
clean and detailed. Surprisin
considering the high-on-thedoor
unting scheme for the MB
Quart
eters and midrange drivers,
the im
is quite centered —and well
above te.dashboard. On mono recordings, stich as my beloved Best of
Louis Jordan
41-54) (MCAD-4709 2),
rial sympathy" is best illustrat6 rconccpt
ed by a,artnon I,
cendy. Standing by agrave, an
cendy deceased with "This
editor addreseix tiss
cet your deadline, does it?"
doesn't mean yoit wyt

the image is glued to the inside of the
windshield, smack dab in the middle.
It's so undeniably there, it actually
scared me the first time Iheard it. On
stereo recordings, the lateral spread of
images prevents that degree of palpability being achieved, but performers
are placed in a convincing manner
upon the soundstage and some out-ofphase information is placed elsewhere
within the cabin — convincing, but
disconcerting when you're driving
alone.
The Quart woofers, despite their
rear-of-the-truck placement, sound
well-integrated with the primary speakers. JA was riding with me one day, listening to the Dead's Hundred Year Hall
(Arista 14020-2). "I love Phil Lesh's
bass sound," he commented. "It has
such awarm, organic, fany quality —
one that your rig emphasizes, Imight
add." Well, there is acavity resonance
slightly above 200Hz that does have a
certain pooty nature — it's inevitable,
really, when dealing with cars and
trucks. But Iknow Ican coax it out of
existence.
Stiffening the power-supply has improved the sound in significant ways.
There's less of that ripe sound in the
bass than there used to be, leading me
to suspect that heavy bass was taxing
the power delivery. Things are tauter
now. Complex passages sound cleaner.
working my way through Rykodisc's superb Zappa reissue series—
material overflowing with stacked harmonies and complicated rhythms —
and the system goes along way toward
making sense,..of that musical overload.
It's articulate.
Overall, *I _fudge the Great White
Rhino's systéth asuccess. Ilike listening
to it. Certain discs just don't work for
me at home the way they do in my
truck, may never take Hundred Year
Ha
ut of the Nak changer — it
soun sway better on the road. On the
other han I'll probably never listen to
Ravel's Piano Concerto in G on the
road; even Dyanamatted, the GVVR is
too noisy an environment for that
work.
Some people —most of them audiophiles —can never leave well enough
alone. Iwant to attack that bass node. I
don't get as much depth as Iwould like,
despite excellent imaging, so Iwant to
address that as well. I'm now ready to
attempt some intelligent EQ. Just as
soon as McIntosh completes their addon equalization board, I'm gonna slap
that sucker in there. Then we'll see. Stay
tuned.
S
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MORE LIVE MUSIC! MORE FREE CONCERTS!
MORE FRINGE EVENTS! MORE EXHIBITORS!

HI-FI '96 will be the
Show of the Century!
HIFT96, at the Waldorf:Astoria in NewYork City.
May3lst -June 2nd. Order tickets now and save!
THE CENTURY'S ALMOST OVER.

SPECTACULAR CONCERTS!
Kenwood USA, in conjunction with Stereophile magazine, is
co-sponsoring the Grand Concert Saturday night
Béla
Fleck and the Flecktones, and Dr. John...L1VE! This is the
weekend's hottest ticket in New York, and it's FREE, included
in your Show admission price!
Groove with pianist David Chesky and the Lynne Arriale
Trio. Get it on with blues singer Doug MacLeod. Dean
Peer, the peerless electric bass player. Saxophonist Chico
Freeman. Hear recitals by pianists Robert Silverman, Lincoln
Mayorga, Mario Grigorov; violin virtuoso Arturo Delmoni;
and tenor Joseph Grado. Harpsichordist Gavin Black.
Vocalist Margie Gibson in songs by Leonard Bernstein.
Order show tickets in advance and we'll give you the
opportunity to order seats for the free concerts and
fringe events of your choice.

So we can say this for sure:
HI-FI '96 will be the Show of the
Century. Never before has there
been ahi-fi show like it. Not in
New York. Not anywhere!
You know it has to be the biggest
and the best. It's happening in
New York ... at the famed
Waldorf=Astoria Hotel. All the
other shows have been building
toward this!! !
!

NEW PRODUCT PREMIERES!
Manufacturers will debut some of the hottest new products in
hi-fi and home theater at the Show including the new digital
video discs. Hot new solid-state and tubed gear. Speakers. More!
See and hear the new digital video discs
the future of
home theater. Hear the latest and best solid-state and tube
gear. Catch the retro trend in tubes. Celebrate the renaissance
of VINYL. Revel in the fact that so many people love good
music, sound, and video
just like you!

The whole hi-fi world is coming.
Just look at the partial list of
exhibitors. You'll meet the manufacturers and designers. Hobnob
with the staff of Stereophile.
You'll mix'n'mingle with fellow
'philes from around the world.

ROOMS ARE GOING, GOING ...
The Waldorf=-Astoria is sold out, but the MARRIOTT
EASTSIDE
across the street — has a special Show rate.
Phone them at (212)755-4000 and tell them you're a part
of HI-F1'96. Hurry — these rooms are going fast, too!

ATTENTION:
MEMBERS OF THE TRADE
TWO TRADE DAYS!
Sponsored by the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio

TO REGISTER:

EXIIIDITORS!

CONTACT:

Fax Kristen Weitz on

Only so many rooms are

NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

your company letterhead:

available. Last year, exhibit

May /9 &30,1996

(505) 989-8791

space was completely sold out

62 Wendover Road

for members of the Trade & Press

or register on-line on the Web:
htt p: //Internet road ru nnercom/h

months before the Show.
Don't be disappointed!

May 31, June 11,2
are Consumer and Trade Days

fi

Contact Ken Nelson NOW!

Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone: 1914) 476-3157
Fax: (914) 969-2746

ALL DIE BIG BRANDS!

ORDER TICKETS NOW AND SAVE $7
Send me

advance tickets to HI-FI '96 at $28 each.Ticket good for all 3days.
For rooms at the
Waldorf -Astoria call
18001 WALDORF.
Hotel reservations by fax:

NAME

ADORE ii

12121 872-4784

SUITE NUMBER OA APARTMENT

STATE

HOME PHONE

NIP

Mail this ticket order to:

WORK PHONE

HI-Fl '96, P.O. Box 5529

u Check Enclosed Payable to HI-FI '96)
°Charge

CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

My:

VISA

MASTER CARD

Mention HI-FI '96 when
making your reservation.

AMEX

EXPIRATION DATE

Santa Fe, NM 87502
(505) 982-2366.
Or fax your credit-card
order now to:
1505) 989-8791.
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No matter where you are, you're there.
Musical truth.
At once familiar. Yet resonant with expanded meaning.
You sink deeper and deeper into aprivate experience.
You've travelled these chords before, but suddenly
you're hearing them for the very first time. The
speakers fade into the distance as the
soundstage grows.
See your Energy dealer today. And
audition the new Connoisseur series.
Surrender to pure, unadulterated sound.
Your command performance.
Lost in space.

I.UUDSPFAICIMS

Sound as aperformance art.
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GEORGE REISCI-11

I

ndebates about audio, philosophy,
literature, fine art, or whatever,
people often adhere to either absolutism or relativism. Absolutism supposes,
for example, that either analog or digital
is superior, and that whichever is better
holds for all parties concerned. Michael
Fremer, for instance, is not just advertising his opinion about the superiority of
analog; he believes that everyone would
acknowledge it if they paid attention to
the evidence. Relativism, on the other
hand, teaches that no such absolute and
univocal consensus can be reached. In
the end, we all have our own subjective
preferences, and that, quite simply, is
that. If we disagree about whether tube
amps are better than solid-state, or single-ended is better than push-pull, c'est
la vie.
In large part, this is what divides
advocates of objective and subjective
testing. The point of taking measurements, after all, is to attach objective,
absolute indices to acomponent's performance. These measurements are "absolute" because they're transpersonal —
if you and Imeasure sound-pressure
levels at 10' from aloudspeaker with a
certain test tone, we expect that our
results will be nearly the same. If not,
one of us goofed. But if our yardsticks
are our own private experiences, there's
usually little point in taking measurements. No oscilloscope can tell me better than my own ears whether or not a
certain system or component will let
me make contact with Ludwig or Miles
or Sarah. And what works for me, of
course, may not work for you.
For most Stereophile readers, all this is
old hat. Judging from the letters published in this magazine, Iexpect that
most audiophiles would have little hesi1George Reisch is an audiophile, aphysicist, aphilosopher, and ahistorian of science. He recently completed aPh.D. at the University of Chicago.
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digital, tubes or transistors, stranded or
solid-core cables, subjective or objective
testing —is superior? We dress differently, eat differently, and vote differently — controversies of this sort have
thrived since this hobby was born.
Unless most of us are aggressively stupid, or just unwilling to acknowledge
the (absolute) truth, there's no reason to
suppose that any such consensus is in
the offing.
So, relativism must be right. I'm
always suspicious of clichés and platitudes, but in this case they're apt: "different strokes..." or (my favorite)
"whatever floats your boat" do amuch
better job of describing high-end audio.
The problem with relativism, however,
is that its truth comes at the expense of
its practical appeal. What it recommends, after all, is arather boring and
dull approach to life in audio. Since I'll
tation in subscribing to one or the other probably never convince you digitschool of thought. There is, however, a heads that listening to LPs is more
problem with this simple dichotomy. enjoyable than listening to CDs, for
When we look at what we typically do instance, and you'll never convince me
and how we learn about high-end audio, of the reverse, there's no point in arguneither of these pigeonholes looks too ing. Relativism also puts the lid on subinviting. The rhetoric of absolutism and jective reviewing. Since a reviewer's
relativism, that is, does not do justice to appreciation of aproduct will have no
how we carry on in the world of audio.
necessary bearing on your own, put
I'm not going to argue that there's a down this magazine and go audition it
spectrum or continuum of positions yourself (See? You didn't. No one in
between these two extremes, for they're audio is agenuine relativist.)
logically opposed. Given any debate, we
As Isee it, neither relativism nor
suppose that there's an absolute, objec- absolutism is avery good philosophy for
tive truth we should all agree to (abso- high-end audio. The one is false, the
lutism) or we suppose that there's not other uninteresting. But are these con(relativism). Instead, I'll argue that these cepts useless? No, they're not. Audio
two camps are mythical. None of us seems to thrive on acertain tension
really belongs to one or the other.
between these simple points of view —
The basic thesis of absolutism, for the pair, it seems, is more than the sum
example, is just false. Absolutism holds, of the two. To illustrate what Imean, let
again, that we should all fall on the same me recount how my views about popuside of any particular issue. But what evi- lar music were shaped by wrestling with
dence is there that audiophiles can pos- absolutism and relativism.
sibly agree that one side —analog or
Like many white suburban males
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Phono Linearization/Preamplification like .1
'ou have never heard!
The most amazing improvement in phono reproduction in
decades! A totally new approach takes into account all
variables.
With features like unlimited cartridge loading possibilities,
lowest noise of any phono preamplifier, unique RIAA
de-emphasis, true balanced Class A circuitry, it is finally
possible to discover what is truly hidden in record grooves.
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growing up in the '70s, Iliked heavy
metal. (Step one: "My name is George
and Iused to listen to Rush ... ") of
course Iliked Rush. Literary and philosophical (!) allusions in the lyrics; blazing, gymnastic musicianship; slick production — what more could an aspiring
teenage guitarist, intellectual, and
audiophile (with Stanton headphones)
want?
At college, Istill liked Rush, but only
until Imet Biff. (Yes, "Biff"—with
Docksiders, Polo shirts, and parents
with lots of money.) One night Iplayed
the latest Rush album for abunch of
friends, including Bill. Since Ihad heard
he was very serious about music, I
asked him what he thought. "Is this just
intense, or what?" Iasked eagerly. He
looked up from his marijuana haze (I
never touch the stuff myself) and said,
"It doesn't work." Ididn't understand.
"What do you mean 'It doesn't work'? I
just played it and it worked fine." "It's
all hot air;" he said. "It sounds like a
bunch of nimble-fingered technicians
with pocket protectors trying to pack as
many neat sounds and literary clichés as
they can into eight-minute 'sound constructions' that have nothing to do with
anything."
Iwas dumbstruck. Sure, I'd known
lots of people who didn't care for the
music Iliked, but I'd never met someone intelligent (and Biff was afirecracker) who articulated specific reasons why
the music of my guitar heroes was simply bad.
Ifelt publicly humiliated. But, like a
good relativist, Iwas determined to
convince Biff that there was something
likable (to me, at least) about this music.
"But don't you hear those strange
chords and polyrhythmic beats? Isn't it
amazing how the guitarist rips those
furious yet ethereal-sounding notes out
of achunk of wood with six strings?
Isn't it creative? This song has something
to do with the Iliad... or something."
Biff was unmoved: les not rock and
roll. They've confused Cream with
Socrates and now they think they're
artistes or cultural critics when they're
really just masturbating their guitars and
drums in a studio, trying to capture
every 'sophisticated' riff and every
'insightful' lyric for the rest of the world
to drool over. It's pretentious!" Sensing
that Icould make neither heads nor tails
of how he saw things, he then asked me
afundamental question: "Do you know
what the phrase 'Rock and Roll' really
means?" Hmmmm. It was time to
change the record. Biff got up, dropped
the tonearm on Exile on Main Street, and
STEREOPHLE, M AY 1996

turned up the volume. Istarted to see
his point.
That conversation changed my
musical life. Istarted listening to The
Clash, Elvis Costello, Wire, Talking
Heads, and began to hear things Biff's
way. Forget Homer — these guys were
talking about lust, jealousy, unemployment, even fine art. ("I don't have to
prove that Iam creative," David Byrne
sings nervously in "Artists Only.") And
they meant it. So, Igave my Rush, UFO,
and Styx (ugh!) albums to the computer-science major down the hall —
"Really? Ican just have 'em?" —and
started building areal record collection.
For the next few years Iwas aconvert

W

E LEARN A

GREAT DEAL ABOUT
OUR OWN TASTES
AND PREFERENCES
WHEN THEY ARE
CHALLENGED
BY OTHERS.
to absolutism. Ibelieved there were
objective standards for what was good
and bad in popular music and that, up
to that time, Ihad simply gotten it all
wrong.
But this conclusion was foolish —literally sophomoric in my case. Just as it's
extremely unlikely that Icould convince
all CD collectors that the real music's in
the vinyl, there's no point in even imagining aworld in which everyone prefers
the same kinds of music. But relativism
would not have been a good view,
either. If Ihad succeeded in convincing
Biff that what Iliked about Rush was
just as legitimate, satisfying, and important to me as what he liked about Mick
and the boys, Imight never have bought
Elvis's Armed Forces or The Clash's
London Calling. And that would have
been acrime.
The same holds true for audio. Just
because we're all going to make our
own different choices between analog
and digital, tubes and solid-state, electrostatic and dynamic, and so on, it
would be foolish to stop defending our
opinions and chalk them up to mere
whim or taste. We learn agreat deal
about our own tastes and preferences
when they are challenged by others.
Listening to music or appreciating asystem, after all, is not apassive exercise.

We can constantly teach ourselves and
others about what is there to be heard
and how to hear it, and these can be
priceless lessons.
Irebuilt apair of Dyna Mark III
amplifiers once and was dismayed by
the rather woolly bass they produced
with my then speakers, the Thiel CS2s.
When afriend listened, however, he
pointed out what aglorious midrange
they had. Ihad to admit he was right.
My attention had been focused on that
bass problem (Should Irewire? Try a
different impedance output?); I had
neglected to pay enough attention to
the midrange. Similarly, Ifelt early on
that the major flaw in digital was the flat
soundstage, so Ipublicly declared analog the winner. "But what about the
bass?" another friend asked. From then
on Ipaid more attention to it, and, of
course, that old Magnavox wasn't quite
so bad.
What fits high-end audio best, I
think, is aparticular and selective combination of absolutism and relativism:
We should act like absolutists and proclaim our discoveries and likes and dislikes as if there were achance to convince everyone of their absolute value.
But, really recognizing this impossibility for what it is, we should think and
speak like relativists. When you recommend the latest speaker to your friends,
for example, don't claim that it's simply
"the best for the money" or "better than
Quads" and assume that they'll agree.
They probably won't. Instead, recommend the component simply because
you like it. That's reason enough. They
may agree or disagree with you, but in
either case, everyone stands to learn
more about what this hobby has to
offer.
Anyway, Rush came back to haunt
me. Some 13 years later, Iwas teaching
a course in 19th-century philosophy.
On the first day, astudent walked into
class wearing aRush concert T-shirt.
Instantly, Iknew what would happen:
As soon as the course progressed to the
old debate over whether or not we have
genuine free will (you closet Rush fans
can see this coming), this student would
make apoint to mention their song
"Free Will." Sure enough, his hand shot
up —"There's asong by the band Rush
that says, 'If you choose not to decide
you still have made achoice,' and I
think that means that we definitely have
free will." Iwanted to say, "Do you
know what 'Rock and Roll' really
means?" Instead Iasked, "Do you have
that on LP or CD?"
"Cassette," he said.
S
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perform the competition in neutrality, resolution,
warmth and overall musicality.

Tom' Federici

ACCURAT
in the

11S11
JOHN ATKINSON
first met limy Federici at a1986 high-end show in Lucerne',
Switzerland. He was at that time distributim Perreaux amplifiers in the US; the dem room Perreaux shared with ¡(El
and McIntosh overlooked Lake Lucerne and Wwner's villa at
Tribschen, perhaps the most idyllic setting for Show sound I
have ever experienced. limy was educated as aphilosopher In
the' 10 years I've' known him, Ihave never known him at aloss
for an opinion. It all the more strange, therefitre, that Stereophile
has lielk7 asked him to submit to the ordeal qf afitrmal
Iput this oversight right at HI-Fl '95, our
high-end Sh011 , held last year in Los Angeles.
Mondial, the company Timy Jo-mted about nine
years ago with his compare, guitarist and ragtrade flitter Paul Rosenberg, has become fMnotes
both for its policy of not exhibiting at Consumer
Electronics Shows—they instead throw parties
where audio journalists, reps, dealers, and designers make bols ofthemselves with impromptu jam
sessions—and of manufacturing the Arteries and
Aragon lines qf high-value solid-state amplifiers
ratcheer in the US (J./A. Iasked limy what had
been his and Patel's original goals when they started Mondial...
Tony Federici: Basically, we wanted to
have agood time. It sounds strange but it's
true. Paul always loved audio, Ialways loved
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

audio, and this is what we like to do. If you can have abusiness in which you're enjoying what you do, it's alot better
than having abusiness that you hate getting up for every
morning. We love getting up every morning and we love going
to work, and it's alot of fun.
But we didn't want to be agarage operation. Instead, we
used military contractors to build our products. And that
was amajor advantage...It kept the pricing in line while the
quality remained real high. They were building military and
medical equipment, and we gave them a
contract for athousand units at atime. We
didn't know it then, but when you give contracts for that man); units at once — which
can then be renewed — you get excellent
service. Because the contractor usually has to
go out six months later and find anew contract, whereas we can give him steady business. The electrical construction from then
is excellent.
John Atkinson: IknowfMm talking to cone;
nies who subcontract overseas that one etc pml
lems theyface is &at, havittgfine-tuned the design,
it comes hack dead 71w subcontractors have their
own ideas about how a component should be
desiened and made Did you get any surprise's?
Federici: No. Military contractors arc
accustomed to following instructions right
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down to the letter. They're even accustomed to something
being rejected by the customer if the label is placed on the
box on the wrong location. Now, what they did do was
inspect the design and make suggestions that would
improve either the reliability or the performance of the
product. For example, on the Aragon amplifier, they insisted on a slow-start circuit because they were concerned
about the quarter-horsepower switch. This is alarge switch,
but given the inrush current due to the power supply being
so large, aslow-start circuit was agood idea.
But to answer your question, no, they wouldn't tamper
with any components used or anything of that nature. They
can't do it with military contracts, they can't do it with medical contracts, so they didn't do it with us. It's agood marriage.
Atkinson: The other side qf starting up acompany is the designs
themselves. What were you looking for? What sound did you want
from an Aragon amplifier?
Federici: We always felt that it was possible for an amplifier to do power — musical power, real power — while maintaining smoothness and musicality, plus the ability to drive
any speaker out there. The key was that we were the first
ones to do this at aparticular price point. And we liberated
the speaker manufacturer.

Atkinson: What was the stimulusfor your Acurus line?
Federici: We brought out Acurus because, according to the
dealers, there was a need for a lower-priced, US-made,
properly made —we'll phrase it that way —amplifier line. A
non-gimmick amplifier line that the independent dealer
wanted to sell. Without going into names, other manufacturers that started out manufacturing in the US went offshore and started to be sold in chain stores. Once that occurred, the independents were saying, "Tony, can you do
something, can you give us something in this price range,
can you make it in America in this price range? Can you do
it?" That was the impetus for Acurus.
Atkinson: HOW was it possible to make an amplifier in America
that sellsJo' rless than $1000? 11w wrwentional wisdom is that toga
high volumes at reasonable prices, amanila-cturer has to mom his production offshore.
Federici: The easiest way to answer it is that there is aprice
point below which you cannot manufacture in this country.
So you have to be above that price point. If we wanted to
make a$400 amplifier, as of right now, we can't figure out
how to do it. It is possible to do it. But you change everything.
You can't use glass-epoxy boards. You can't build it like the
Acurus is built. You would have to completely change your
entire manufacturing method, which then would not make
it an "American" product in the eyes of the rest of the world.
So you have to accept that you cannot go below acertain
price point if you want to be true to what you're doing.
How did we pull it off? You need both dealer support and
the quantity in order to reach certain price points if you're

ABOUT SEVEN OR EIGHT YEARS AGO, IT WAS ONLY THE VERY
EXPENSIVE LOUDSPEAKERS THAT HAD THE FREEDOM OF OFFERING
WIDELY VARYING IMPEDANCES BECAUSE YOU NEEDED VERY
EXPENSIVE AMPLIFIERS TO DRIVE THEM.
Ido want to make apoint about the High End and loudspeakers. The problem in the mass audio market is, everybody's
making 8ohm speakers. Receivers can only drive 8ohms.
You vary the load, they go crazy. So once you do that, then no
matter how good the speaker designer is, you've handcuffed
him. But if you take the same designer and say, "Okay, it doesn't matter what the impedance is, it doesn't matter if the load
is reactive, it doesn't matter what you do," that changes his
ability to design product. The key is that if the customer has
electronics that can drive any load, the speaker designer has
the freedom to do whatever he wants in order to maximize
the sound quality. lliaes why the speakers that the high-end
dealers sell arc clearly superior to mass-market speakers.
There's no question about ir, it's because of that.
Atkinson: Them you saw in the market was an amplifier that
wouldn't befazed by awkward loads, but at aprice that was not out
°freach?
Federici: Right. And that allowed the speaker manufacturers
to then create less expensive loudspeakers with alot more
freedom. About seven or eight years ago, it was only the very
expensive loudspeakers that had the freedom of offering
widely varying impedances because you needed very expensive amplifiers to drive them. We fed on the market and the
market fed on us. And changed it radically, Ithink.
S
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manufacturing in this country. But again, if you want to talk
about a$400 amplifier, no matter what your quantity is, it
really is almost impossible to do in the US. Not if you want
to maintain acertain level of metalwork and so on.
Atkinson: And ffyou lose money on each sale; you can't make it up
on volume.
Federici: Very difficult, Ifind. We're not apublic corporation yet. [laughs] Aragon and Acurus are genuinely two different design philosophies. It's not Toyota rebadging certain
models "Lexus" in the United States while they're still Toyotas in Japan. We didn't do that. The key to the Acurus was
that once you realize, lees say, that you're talking $1000 for
an amplifier, you have to face the reality of what speakers it
will be used with. So you're no longer attempting to design,
market, and sell the best amplifier in the world. You're
attempting to design the "best" amplifier in the world for
speakers costing $2500 and under—which aren't all that
demanding loads, although they will, at least with the brands
stocked by our dealer network, be going down to 4ohms
and sometimes to 2ohms.
Atkinson: And Acurus also ripresents your foray into Home
Theater amplification.
Federici: Home Theater is fundamentally the same business
as audio. We see Home Theater as "legitimate." However, we
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en u 'milli TONY FEDERICI
don't believe it's been presented legitimately, at least so far.
The only split between high-end audio and Home Theater is
created by marketing. The problem has been that many of the
people who are involved in Home 'Theater were not involved
in audio. And many of those who were keep on insisting
that the standards are different. The standards aren't different.
'The bottom-line standard for both audio and Home
Theater is to reproduce the live event as accurately as possible.
Anybody who tries to deviate from that standard is fundamentally incorrect.
Now if that means that the movie industry has to get the
sounds more realistic, that the sound effects that they've
been using all along sound artificial once played on the type
of speakers that arc used to reproduce audio as accurately as
possible—if thunder now sounds like somebody taking a
sheet of aluminum and shaking it — that's aproblem for the
movie industry, not the audio industry. The movie industry
now has to realize what we're capable of reproducing and
come along with it.
But we've always had these problems. Even with records,
the music may be excellent but it's still alousy recording.
The problem of trying to incorporate pop music in ahigh-

Atkinson: Interestiqq. Our .
qemration sort al' grew up with live
11111SiC, real /ice music. We went to rock concerts and heard drums, but
they were acoustic, unamplyied drums. Iwonder also ifpart sy .what
is happosing is the lack qf music education in school. That's where I
first heard acoustic instnintents, playim violin in the school orchestra.
Federici: Yes... and besides which, the experience of the
instrument up close is radically different. It's difficult for a
child to get the experience of the live musical event as it's
supposed to be portrayed, versus being the person playing it.
Atkinson: House Theater as aconcept has beets around/or almost
two decades. What do you think have been thefactors behindfirst, its
very slow .
qrowth, but then its explosion in the lastfour years?
Federici: Ithink there was definitely amarketing job done.
And agood marketing job, by people such as Dolby. Ialso
think that even prior to Home Theater coming to the forefront, part of the growth of Home Theater also had to do
with the shift to three-piece systems, where apair of smaller loudspeakers is used with asubwoofer. Ithink that's part
of it—it sort of fed on itself What Ialso love about Home
Theater is... the toughest thing Ithink high-end audio has
always had is that somehow or other we've alienated wives
from the audio experience.
Atkinson: Is that because of the "boys' club" atmosphere?
Federici: That may be it. Idon't even know if it's been us.
Ithink the mass-market contributed to it, with all the buttons and the lights. People perceive that as "audio," and it's
intimidating. What our end of the industry manufactures is
something completely different. You have aknob, you turn

THE BOTTOM-LINE STANDARD FOR BOTH AUDIO AND HOME THEATER IS
TO REPRODUCE THE LIVE EVENT AS ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE.
end system can be just as difficult as that of incorporating
movies into ahigh-end system. It's the saine problem.
The problem is the way the industry is affected, not by
the mass market of audio, but by the mass market of music.
Twenty years ago, Iwould say most people knew what a
live instrument sounded like. Today evelythissq is miked.
What they call "unplugged" is, in fact, acoustic instruments
plugged-in. Even many classical concert halls now have hidden speakers to "help out" the sound.
So what's happened is that people no longer know what
the live event sounds like. That's aserious problem, whether
it's Home Theater or audio. That's in the US. In other countries, Istill think that there is more knowledge of what the
actual instruments sound like. But this country thinks if they
go to aBroadway show and they hear all that noise and distortion coming out of loudspeakers that are cranked up like
crazy with microphones right down the performer's throats,
that's the live event.
Any good home audio system sounds better than that. So
we've come around full circle where it is actually easier to
get agood musical experience in your home than it is at a
live event where you've paid money for aseat. That's weird.
That's very strange. People don't know what things arc supposed to sound like anymore.
What Ilike about Home Theater is at least there arc sounds,
whether they arc athunderclap or the phone that rings, that
people have areference to. The good news is that maybe we
can get to ahigher quality because now at least they know
what certain things sound like live. That's the hope.
STEREOPHILE. M AY 1996

up the volume, anybody can operate it. But the public perception is that better stereo is almost impossible to operate
because of how the mass-market wants them to perceive it.
More buttons, more money, and therefore better. "Better" is
nude to appear as though it had to do with complexity, not
quality. Ithink Home Theater is bringing the family into the
enjoyment of the audio system. Ithink that's wonderful.
Atkinson: Having lived throssqls the quadraphonics debacle in the
70s, 1never tho4t Iwould actually see areturn to surround-sound.
But there is now an increasing base of people with surroundsound—based audio systems that were originally put tagether kr House
Theater. Do you think that's going to cause major rdhinkirsq sy .she
way people make records, and the way peopk like you make your
products? Or
you just be selling more amplykr channels?
Federici: Part of the problem with quad was the battle of
different systems, which is aproblem that we still have to
worry about today. But Ithink the problem also was that the
industry assumed that the public could not understand quad
unless they surrounded the listener with instruments and
had things popping up all over the place. They assumed that
the public could not understand being placed into alive
atmosphere, as best as could possibly be done with four
speakers, so that it sounded more realistic.
Today, because of Home Theater, what they're attempting to do is what should have been done with quad to
begin with. People understand that the purpose of surround-sound is that when the jet moves off the screen and
flies over your head, it's asmooth transition from front to
rear. The visual is now letting people know that the purpose
87
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TONY FEDERICI
of the surround is to put them within the live event.., to
envelop them rather than just overwhelm them with apingpong effect. If music goes in that direction, people will
understand that the purpose of music being played in surround is to recapture the ambience and put you in aseat in
the concert hall. The easiest demo in the world is when you
put somebody in that position, give it about five minutes'
worth of demonstration with surround-sound, then turn off
the rear channels. They think somebody blew the back of
their head off. It's not subtle!
Atkinson: There's always the danger that, in an industry driven by
the image, audio will take aback seat. "Well, we only need so much
data spaceJo" rthe audio.., it's only audio, tv/so cares?" But when you
experience agood Home Theater setup, what impresses you is not the
picture, it's the way the sound drags you into the experience.
Federici: I've always been disturbed by the poor marketing
that we've all done of audio. We've allowed "virtual reality"
to be defined as something that isn't even close. The closest
thing to avirtual-reality industry is the audio industry... We
come closer to re-creating the live event than video is even
dreaming about at this point. And we fail to communicate
that to the public.
That's the importance of sound on film. The visual image
of the film is clearly not real. Achild will know it's not real. But
with some audio recordings, at the right time, the sound can

Given that, how can we be snobbish and say that's not avalid
emotional response, because there's video and sound involved compared to an emotional response that is purely
based on sound? k's artificial.
Atkinson: One of the things that's changed in the nine years since
you started Aragon has been the maturing ofthe high-end audio business. The mark of atrue high-end product used to be that it was
expensive, it was unreliable, and the company that made it went out
of business very quickly. But U
.
you look around at the exhibitors at
this Show, they're serious companies. They've enjoyed growth, they
employ people, they've become the Establishment, almost without
realizing it. Some audiophiles would say that these companies are selling out because they are no longer producing amplifiers where you cut
yourfingers on the sharp edges of the heatsinks, they're not designing
loudspeakers that break all the time Do you think the soul of the
High End is being lost?
Federici: No. In the end, the numbers are still small. Compared to the mass market, the High End is small. Sometimes
we may act as if we're big and maybe sometimes we like to
delude ourselves, but we're still at the level of handcrafted
product. [Aragon and Acurus] have the largest dealer network of any of the electronic manufacturers in the United
States. But that is still minor in overall sales compared to just
one of the large Japanese companies.
The High End just can't get the message out The problem
is not that people can't afford what this industry produces.
The problem is, we have all failed in getting the message out.
People out there think that all they're supposed to spend for
an audio system is $1000. Like you and Ispent 20 years ago.
Atkinson: Part of the problem as Isee it is that the combined CUMlotion all the specialist audio magazines—Audio, Stereophile,

AUDIO IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF HOME THEATER.
make your head spin around because you're positive it's the
real thing. It's happened to all of us. You can't get that experience from video. You can only get it with the audio. The
audio is really the most important aspect of the experience.
Atkinson: Opera on laserdisc is not as satisfying as opera on CD
because, with opera on CD, the picture is better!
Federici: [laughs] Yes.
Atkinson: Do you think the high-end audio industry will remain
separatefrom the home-entertainment industry?
Federici: No. Igenuinely don't understand why the two are
separate. However, there will be asplit if Hollywood decides
that they don't have to improve the sound quality, that they
don't have to make things more realistic, that all of this doesn't matter really to the mass market, because then we can
never get atruly satisfactory experience off of amovie. But
if the sound quality begins to improve, and if they realize
that they should try to make films sound as realistic as possible, then the two will merge. There's no reason to keep
them separate. If you don't choose to watch videos, that's
fine, but you don't need different types of speakers to reproduce the two experiences if you're going for the most
accurate possible sound.
There's alot ofjunk made by Hollywood. There arc also
good movies. Music has to do with evoking an emotional
response. There are plenty of movies that also evoke an
emotional response. Given that, how can the two art forms,
in the end, be different? They both are designed to do the
same thing. Some fail, some succeed. The same with music.
S
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The Abso!ute Sound, etc, etc. — is probably about aquarter of a
million people Compare that with Consumer Reports, which has
acirculation offour million. In every issue in which Consumer Reports discusses audio products, they say, in efféct, "You don't need to
spend more than $400for apair ofspeakers, you don't need to spend
more than $250
ff
or areceiver" So, how can media with acirculation
one sixteenth o that of Consumer Reports overturn that publication's negative message? And as you pointed out, the mass market
has been sold the message very heavily that better sound quality doesn't exist, more price buys you more features, more bells and whistles,
more lights, more complexity. How does the high-end industry—with
aturnover ahundredth of that of say, Matsushita—compete with
Matsushita's message, which is repeated in advertising . m every
direction?
Federici: Okay, I'm going to ask you aquestion: Do you
agree that, in the overwhelming majority of cases, the components that this end of the audio industry produces are
clearly superior to what the mass-market companies make?
Atkinson: Yes.
Federici: Iwish Stereophile would get that message out
more. Because this industry is kept small by reviews in magazines like yours, where this level of product is compared
with this level of product. You forget that all the products
that are being compared are of high level. When was the last
time that Stereophile actually put in print something like:
"Look. No matter what you read in areview — we think the
top end is alittle like this and the bottom end is alittle like
this —any of these products, with all the flaws we talk about,
89
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TONY FEDERICI
is far superior to what you're going to buy if you go into the
mass-market store."
That's the message. We keep walking around the same
circle rather than all of us saying, "Wait aminute. It doesn't
matter whether you buy my product or one of my `other
American competitors" products. As long as you buy something of this level versus the mass-market level, you're way
ahead of the game."
You can't transmit this message via the media. What I'm
talking about is just astronomically expensive — Imean, who
are the only [American companies] advertising in Newsweek?
It's really only Bose. You have to be at the half-billion-dollar
level in order to be able to afford that level of media.
It needs to be targeted. It would be good if the independent
dealers who are selling this level of audio equipment had
some sort of reprint, whatever you wish to call it, that clearly explains that this level is far superior to the $250 receiver
level—not just in sound, but in build and everything else.
For when that uninitiated customer comes in and freaks
because there's no brand in the store that he knows the
name of, the dealer can hand him something like that.
You can only do it one customer at atime. But there is an
army of independent retailers out there that can do it. And
gradually things can change.

point won't stretch up to $2000for the Aragon...
Federici: They may not. But Ithink there are anumber
who would. You said that this business has become — how
can we call it? — legitimized. The reason for that is that
there were anumber of people, and there still are anumber
of people, who will spend the money.
Ithink we need to try to communicate that message
more. That it really doesn't matter whether you buy X product or Yproduct —as long as you're not buying Z, which
is basically an appliance, you're way ahead of the game. Even
on cost. Products in this end of the industry have genuine
resale value. When somebody buys amass-market product,
that money's gone. The product has no intrinsic value at that
point. The customer may have laid out $2000 on an audio
system, but that $2000 is gone. They lay out $5000 on an
Aragon system and it costs them less than the $2000 they
laid out on the other audio system because it has an intrinsic resale value.
Atkinson: Where is this industry going to be in 10 years' time?
Federici: Ithink in general we'll use the term "home entertainment" for music, for the reproduction of sound as accurately as possible. Ithink we'll be far stronger than anyone
anticipates. As people have more freedom of what they want
to listen to, with what they want to watch, and as the new
technologies come into play and the access to it becomes a
lot easier, this whole industry is literally going to explode.
The question becomes: Based on what we discussed earlier, in terms of people not knowing what live sound is anymore, will people really care about quality? Will they just be
Y just buying an appliance? If people stay at home more and

I
N THE OVERWHELMING MAJ
ORITY OF CASES, THE COMPONENTS THAT
THIS END OF THE AUDIO INDUSTRY PRODUCES ARE CLEARLY SUPERIOR
TO WHAT THE MASS-MARKET COMPANIES MAKE.
Atkinson: Why has that army of retailers so far not succmied in
spreading the message to any large extent?
Federici: Part of it is that these are people who in most
cases genuinely love audio. That's why they're in this industry. Not so much for the dollars. So their marketing skills
may not be as good as the mass-market retailer's marketing
skills. That's number one.
But number two, whenever aretailer hands out areview
reprint of my product, or of somebody else's product, of any
product, it's always of this product versus X versus Y, at a
price, let's say, of afew thousand dollars. And the customer
reads that this one was better in this arena, that one was better in that arena, and they're reading about flaws. Because
that's what your magazine and the other specialist magazines are about. But when they look at a$250 receiver, they
can't find any flaws mentioned in Consumer Reports. Why
should they risk spending all this money on ahigh-end
audio component, when for $250 they're "safe"?
So while we've grown this industry using magazines and
reviews, at the same time we've frightened off the uninitiated
customer. They're spending all this money and they're getting all these imperfections? "I'll go spend $250 and I'm safe."
Atkinson: But even if we said that an Aragon amplifier n'as one
hundred times better than a$250 receiver, it doesn't matter— the
person whose expectations are met by something at the $250 price
STEREOPHILE, MM 1996

don't even go out, and just listen to artificially reproduced
sound and become completely unfamiliar with live sound, is
that what we're all headed for?
Atkinson: Iwas looking around yesterday at the Academy for the
Advancement ofHigh End Audio dinner: amore homogeneous group
ofpeople in terms ofage I've never seen. The age span of35 to 50 pretty much covers everybody involved in high-end audio. And the
thought struck me: We're all pretty homogeneous in age— not in gender, there are lots ofwomen in this industry—and your customers and
my readers over the next 10-20 years are all going to be ageneration
younger than we are. This industry has ridden the baby-boom wave,
but it could be argued that the wave is running out of momentum.
Hou, does the high-end industry relate to people who don't have the
same shared experiences?
Federici: Ithink it's do-able. Idon't have aproblem with
that. Think of the question in terms of software, not hardware. The younger generation is still going to movies produced by our generation. Idon't think that what we have
here is afailure to communicate.
Igo back to what Isaid earlier: It is our job to reproduce
sound, the original event, as accurately as possible. That's
what it really gets down to. Ithink that cuts across any generation gap. What you're attempting to do is the reproduction of reality. Which, Iguess, has been ahuman goal since
the first cave paintings. Ithink we're safe in that area.
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The Finest High-End
Audio and Video Systems
All Come With This

Andrew N. Singer

President
Sound By Singer, Ltd.

Indispensable Component.
Free!
)
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When you buy from us, you get the one
thing you absolutely need to make your
system look and sound its best.
You get us!

conrad-johnson Premier 11

Want state-of-the-art audio? You can't get it by merely buying
better equipment. You have to have the knowhow and creative vision to put it all together.
.

11
For

Krell KSA 2005 Amplifier

18 years Andrew Singer and his staff of

dedicated professionals have designed, selected and assembled
complete state-of-the-art audio/video
systems that come as close as possible
to recreating the live experience. Combine

Krell DT-10 Transport

an obsession for quality that borders on mania with vast
expertise, experience and adeep love of music
and the result is high-end audio...done right.
So, call us. We'll help you realize your audio
dream.
Wilson WATT/Puppy

S(
)LJI•II) 1)NT SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th Street, (between Fifth Avenue and Union Square West)
New York, New York 10003 (212) 924-8600

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Acurus, Accuphase, ADA, ADYTON, Adcom, AERIAL ACOUSTICS, AMC, AMX, Aragon by Mondial, ASC
(Tubetrap), AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, Audio Access, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO PHYSIC, AUDIO MATIERE, Audioauest, AUDIO TRUTH, Aural
Symphonics, AYRE ACOUSTICS, BENZ MICRO, Billy Bags, SSW, Cal Audio Labs, CARDAS AUDIO, CEC, CHANG LIGHTSPEED, conrad
johnson, CONVERGENT AUDIO, Creek, Crestron, CWD, DAY SEOUERRA, DENON, Elite by Pioneer, ENERGY, Enlightened Audio Designs,
Epos, Faroudia, Fosgate, GOLDEN TUBE, Grado, GRAHAM TONEARMS, HALES AUDIO, JMIabs, KINERGETICS, KRELL, KRELL AUDIO
STANDARD, LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS), Magnum Dynalab, MARIGO, MARTIN LOGAN, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, MUSE, NBS, Niles,
Nitty Gritty, Ocos, Parasound, API Powerwedge, Proton, REGA, ROCKPORT, Rocksolid, Rockustics, ROKSAN, RoomTunes, Runco IDTV,
Salamander, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel, SONOGRAPHE, SONUS FABER, Sound Anchors, Stax, Stewart, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta
Digital, Totem, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY (VAC), Van den Hul CARTRIDGES, Vandersteen. Velodyne,
Vidikron, VPI, Well Tempered, WHEATON TRIPLANAR TONEARMS, WHITE AUDIO LABS, Wilson Audio, WIREWORLD, YAMMAMURA
SYSTEMS, & more! New York City Exclusives are set in bold type
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Listen Past the Equipment
and Experience the Music
as Intended

Once in a while an idea

comes along which represents

asignificant step forward in

advancing the current state-

of-the-art. We feel our new

ST Series amplifiers exemplify

this unique distinction.

A new approach to low-noise,

low distortion signal -path

has produced a line of

amplifiers which is actually

quieter and more transparent

than any source material

currently available.

Bryston ST amplifiers, from the top: 8B ST 4 channel 120 ape, 511 ST 3 channel 120 wpc,
4B ST 250 wpc stereo, 7B ST 500 watts mono. Not shown is the 3B ST 120 wpc stereo.

Music
for a
Generation

The Bryston ST innovation: our

Completely

ultra-linear "input buffer-with -

supplies for each channel elimi-

separate

power

unbalanced and XLR-1/4 inch

gain" substantially lowers the

nate any crosstalk to ensure firm

balanced inputs, with equal

distortion and inherent noise

focus and completely accurate

gain, allows flexibility for multi-

floor — hearing is believing.

imaging of musical instruments.

channel system configurations.

Bryston Ltd, P.O. Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive, Peterborough, Ontario,
Canada K9J 7Y4

Tel: (705) 742-5325

Fax: (705) 742-0882

Switchable gold plated RCA
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Las Vegas
on one Pair Of

,rks 1
'1r
-I

was hurriedly packing clothes to leave (somewhat
later than optimally) from Wakefield, Rhode Island,
for my CES departure city (Boston).2Jan (my wife)
uahei rushed in with the cheerful news that Sybil, our multiple-personality 1986 Nissan Stanza wagon, refused to start.
This, right after the snowstorm that would turn out to be
the curtain-raiser for the Blizzard of 1996.
Iasked Jan to move the kids into my car, a1973 Saab 96
sedan. Cursing Sybil, and lusting for the new GMC Yukon
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

Ele(
4-door that ever recedes beyond the financial horizon, I
threw the rest of my clothes into the suitcase, grabbed my
IJohn Marks is the John Marks in John Marks Records. John Marks Records is
the company that released that superb Cl) set of the Bach Cello Sonatas perfunned by Nathaniel Rosen OMR 6/1.
2 New Englanders may be amused to learn that in my haste to get to Logan
Airport, Idrove my private passenger vehicle through the Ted Williams T
1, a
big-time no-no. Iwas neither fined, turned around, nor even stopped, perhaps
because my Saab's custom two-tone yellow-and-white paint job looked like ataxi
to the dozing forces of social control (four patrol cars that Icounted).
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DDS•Pro

The gelli Reference in Digital Playback
Notu's or chance to get on the bus the IS bus
The first transport to offer the IS bus digital data output format providing
ajitter-free link to Alchemy's DTI•Pro32 or DDE v3.0

11
Features the new-generation Pioneer "Stable Platter" based engine
All clock signals are generated via aproprietary, high-accuracy,
ultra-low jitter (2 pS) internal master reference oscillator
External power supply utilizes four separate transformers and
employs 12 low-impedance regulators/buffers to provide filtered, low-noise DC
S/PDIF data -clocked to master reference oscillator for jitter-optimized output is provided via BNC coaxial and AES/EBU (standard), or ST glass (optional)
Controller and display interface are each enclosed in their own shielded
environments; chassis is resonance damped for additional isolation.
Complete with full-function remote control and
detachable AC mains cord with integrated line filtering

DDS•Pro Digital Drive System
Compact Disc Playback Transport

AUDIO

chemy

31133 Via Colinas, Suite 111 •Westlake Village, CA 91362 • vox 818 735.0329 • FAX 818 707.2610
Call for alocal dealer near you.
CD 1995 Audio Alchemy, Inc.

DDS, DTI and DDE are trademarks of Audio Alchemy,Inc.

briefcase and the Saab keys, and
ran out the door.
Only later — that night in Las
Vegas —would it become apparent that Ihad left all my clean
underpants spinning in the clothes
dryer. Was this an omen? Apparendy not. It was a remarkable
CES and awonderful trip. The
near-total lack of correlation
between high-end price and hi-fi
value has never been driven home
to me more forcefully or repeatedly. In Las Vegas, new companies,
new products, old technologies,
and new publications proved that
high-end audio lives!
The clothes store in the Sahara
Hotel did not sell underwear, and
driving out to amall would have
cut into valuable informationgathering nine, so my long-suffering traveling companion, Bob
Saglio (my spell-checker suggests
Visiting the Las Vegas Convention
"Sagely"), of Robert Saglio Audiofurniture.
Video Design in Carolina, Rhode
Island, looked on in amusement each night as Ihand-washed
my underpants in the bathroom sink and hung them out to
dry in the desert air.3
So what impressed me at the Show?

MY, WHAT ABIG SOUND YOU HAVE

The single most impressive sonic discovery for most of the
people Iencountered was aCD. Not one on John Marks
Records, I hasten to add. It was a sampler that Rick
Capparela, of the "Preview ITour" syndicated radio program,

Center "Zoo is stressful enough to drive visitors to seek refuge in vibrating

thought Pavarotti. Some said Carreras, some I)omingo.
Gigli, Merrill, and Tucker were mentioned, but were quickly discarded as real possibilities when the non-period sound
was taken into account.
Who, then? Ben Heppnen A young Canadian whose
Italian diction was declared by the fine folks at RCF
Artesuono, Momio, and MPR to be completely unobjectionable, Heppner has avoice that combines freshness, purity,
even chastity (in his refusal to go for cheap, easy, crowd-pleasing effects) and—did Imention it? — stunning power.

N LAS VEGAS, NEW COMPANIES, NEW PRODUCTS, OLD TECHNOLOGIES,
AND NEW PUBLICATTONS prtcwFn TH AT HIGH-END AUDTO LIVES!
had put together for RCA. (In the interest of full disclosure
—my life is an open book —Rick also does programming
for Chandos, Tower Records, and for John Marks Records'
distributor, Allegro Corporation. However, if anyone is paranoid enough to think Ican expect to benefit in any way other
than personal satisfaction by encouraging people to buy an
RCA disc, well then, Iam sure that they also know who was
on the Grassy Knoll.)
Ireceived the sampler, looked over the contents, and said
to myself, "more junk from afonnerly great label."4 Was I
wrong! The last track is "Nessun donna" (of World Cup
Soccer fame) from Puccini's Turandot. Ihad good clean fun
asking people at the CES to guess the identity of the tenor.
Most people guessed Pavarotti (spell-checker suggests
"lavatory"). The more astute ones remarked upon the incongruity between the freshness of the voice and the good,
modern, but not obviously digital recording job, but still
3Thanks to ASC Tube Traps, Idid not have to launder shirts as well as underpants.
4 My favorite critical slain of 1995 was David McKee's neat filleting of Anne
Akiko Myers: "Dresses like Sharon Stone. Plays the fiddle like her, too.
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Stunning because the voice gets bigger—much bigger—
without getting coarser. Iam not the guy who can tell you
how he would fare against, say, Jussi Bjóding. But Bj6rling's
RCA stereo LP set (from 1959, Ithink) is anatural comparison that someone who is avocal connoisseur should make.
Back to Heppner's Turandot. Don't trust me on this. Go to
abig (or small) record store and ask them to open it and play
it (RCA 60898-2). If they refuse, tell all your friends not to
shop there, and tell the store that you arc telling all your
friends. Find astore that cares about music and their customers, patronize that store, and consider the difference
between discount and full price to be aconsulting fee.
There is an analogy to the saying that libraries will get you
through times of no money better than money will get you
through times of no libraries. Specialist stores will get you
through times of no discount houses better than discount
houses will get you through times of no specialist stores.
Real record stores are on the endangered-species list, along
with real audio dealers.
Iam still grateful for Nicholson's Stereo Shop in Nashville
(where Iattended law school; Nashville, that is, not the stereo
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shop). Nicholson's let you audition a record before you
bought it, and this was in the days of the $2.18 sale-priced
Seraphim LP. Iclearly remember paying $2.88 for the newly
released Honky Chateau. Sigh.
On the other hand, just because astore is independently
owned does not mean that it is committed to customer service or deserves to survive. A place like Borders (a John
Marks Records customer) has 500 titles per month on the listening posts, and appears to have customer service (or at least
cappuccino) as amantra. Use your brain, not slogans.
So, where at the 1996 Las Vegas CES did Ben Heppner's
Turandot sound great?
•At the ESP Loudspeakers (Concert Grand)/Iirnbre
Technology (transport-DAC-preamp)/Esoteric cable

solo cello suites to the Timbre/ESP bunch so they could
demonstrate full 20-bit playback through the Timbre DAC
from aNagra-D digital recorder on the ESP speakers. No
money changes hands, and Ihave lent master tapes elsewhere. However, Irealize that the time Ispent hanging out
there, or walking the halls asking friends — including journalists — to stop in and hear the tape, was time that Iwas not
listening to other systems. Idid not hang out for hours on
end chez (spell-checker suggests "cheese") any of my friends,
and Idid hear most of the systems in the Sahara bi-level
(spell-checker suggests "bivalve") complex. Idid listen to
most of the systems in the Sahara's Alexandria Tower as well.
•A somewhat smaller crowd, but sonic excellence and
body-hair excitation at the exact same level: Shahinian's

S
GET YOU THROUGH TIMES OF
NO DISCOUNT HOUSES BETTER THAN DISCOUNT HOUSES
GET YOU THROUGH TIMES OF NO SPECIALIST STORES.
PECIALIST STORES WILL

WILL

(throughout)/ASC Tube Trap (enough, but not too much)
suite, the crowd burst into applause at the end of the first playing, in the sense of "Yes! This is what justifies it all!" Although
Manley was not an exhibitor at that suite, the setup used
Manley Reference 240 monoblock amps. Wow. A great
installation. The hair on the back of my neck stood up. It
was the only applause Iheard at asound demo this CES.
Full disclosure compels me to note — not in the sense of
personal horn-blowing, but so that people will know that I
realize that friendships can influence one's perceptions —
that Ihave in the past and, at this CES, again lent areel of
unedited 20-bit master tape of Nathaniel Rosen playing Bach

English company Wilson Benesch finds ause for carbon fiber in everything,
especially turntables, tonearms, and stands.
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Diapason loudspeakers, Timbre Technology transport and
DAC (again), White preamp and amp, Kirnber cable.
Thrilling, tonally luscious sound, but with adifferent character from ESP. Different is not necessarily worse or better.
Ican't put my finger on the difference; it's not as easy as light
and dark. Perhaps it's that the ESP speakers create an image
between, beside, and behind them, and the Shahinian speakers project an image around and above them. Iying and
yang back and forth between these two speakers.
Shahinian speakers are amust-listen for any audiophile
who is going to spend more than $1000 on apair of speakers. The range tops out at $8000, which is reasonable in this
market. ESP's range is $3000—$15,000, which also seems
reasonable in view of the disappointing sounds coming from
more expensive equipment elsewhere.
•In the same exalted league for Ben Heppner playback was
Burmester's one-brand system. Slightly greater intelligibility, slightly less emotional involvement. Who knows what's
in those pits, anyway? Entirely from another planet (in the
good sense) was Burmester's reproduction of an organ CD
recorded in Berlin and given to them by the organist. Power,
subtlety, and three-dimensional imaging (perhaps artifactual) combined with spaciousness. Not acase here, or in any
of these first six rooms, of the head guy diving to turn down
the volume control as Puccini and Heppner head down the
home stretch, full orchestra in hot pursuit. Bravo to all six!
•Powerful sound at Waveform Loudspeakers, at acomparatively bargain price ($6000). The room was dark and a
bit crowded, so associated equipment was amystery. The
Shahinian and ESP systems mentioned above had adistinct
advantage in terms of tonal lusciousness; the Burmester system was coherent as abrick; but Waveform, again by aslight
margin, and perhaps related to its smaller room, took the
prize for dynamics.
If you're shopping for speakers in this price range, listen
to them all yourself. Get on aplane if you have to. For this
amount of money, it should be aonce-and-for-all-time purchase. If you can't live with one set of carefully chosen
speakers for along time, seek therapy. Iam serious.
•The big
loudspeakers did Big Ben substantial justice.
Even more luscious sounds came from Leontyne (spell-

Alón
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a new era.
a new journey.
a new loudspeaker system...

is the Evolution from Nova;
a new reference standard for loudspeakers.
Evolution: $22,000 pair

NOVA
NOVA USA, INC. (409) 696-0723 FAX (409) 693-6923 E-Mail:sales@NovaUSA.com
From the maker that brought you FirstAudio Loudspeaker products.

checker suggests "Lenten") Price's
Carmen on CD.
•WAVAC makes visually beautiful,
direct-heated, single-ended tube amps
in the Maserati (spell-checker suggests
"Macerate") price range. This is not
just an analogy; you can buy agood
used Maserati 5 for the small amp's
price, and anew one (in Italy at least)
for what the big amp costs. Proof of
the pudding: JBL pro speakers have
never sounded so good to me!
The WAVAC suite had acharming young woman in akimono (she
was not ageisha, as some surmised)
acting as agreeter. She was not handing out business cards, so Idid not get
her name, but she did give Toni Flosi,
JMR's publicist, abeautiful origami
crane.
The sound at WAVAC lacked the
nth degree of power; and the soundIt was Jeff Joseph who discovered the tweak value of strategically placed HMIs. His fiancée. Abbe, seems not
stage was narrower than any of the
sure how to react...
others, but the music had a tactile
immediacy the other noteworthy systems did not. Iwould not
recording (Windmill Lane Studio 2, Dublin) with some prolike to have to choose, but the current state of affairs seems to
cessing apparent, but great vocal and instrumental timbres,
be that you cannot have it all in one system. WAVACs sound
spectral (as in ghostly, as in great) imaging, and Mary Black's
made the best case Ihave heard yet for the multi-megabtuc trigoosebump-raising voice. Despite my Jewish name and
ode/horn school of sound.
somewhat Mediterranean looks —Sam Tellig thought Iwas
•The combination of Gradient loudspeakers and Bow
Italian — Iwas raised lace-curtain Irish, so Black's diction
Technology CD player and electronics produced effortless,
does areal number on me. Herr Doktor Jung, answer your
involving, no-fuss music from mid-size speakers and minipager, please.
mal componentry. There was hardly anything in the room
No Frontiers is astrange mixture of art songs and pretty
except wonderful sounds.
worthless pop that, unlike Jennifer Warnes, leaves you ask-

M ANY EXHIBITORS SEEMED TO BE UNAWARE OF
No Frontiers CD.
M ARY BLACK'S

•Merlin's $4000 small-tower VSM monitors sounded great,
with awide, deep soundstige and unforced dynamics among
their strong points. Arnrita's $3000 tower speakers had
classy, room-filling sound at acomparatively bargain price.
Very good sound also from von Schweikert speakers (both
in their own room and in the Audio Magic room) and
Venture b.v.b.a., acomplete Belgian line Ihad not encountered before. Goertz cables and Voce Divina speakers
made sweet music as well, as did N.E.W. electronics and
Green Mountain speakers. (If I've omitted anyone whose
room sound Ienthused about in person, Iapologize.)
"Joseph Audio let the world know what it thinks of tweakcry (spellchecker suggests "treachery"). JeffJoseph carefully
arranged different-colored M&Ms at the top front edge of
his fine-sounding speakers. The colors and layout depended
upon the genre of the music. Oooh, bitchy.

M ORE MUSIC

ing the question "Female singer, or what?" That aside, the
track "Columbus" may haunt you for more than alittle
while. Even Dick Shahinian commented on the lack of spitting on sibilants, so they did something right at Windmill
Lane.6 A disc to enjoy as well as to demo with.
The Audio Magic cable folks introduced me to something Inever would have stumbled upon in my usual
rounds: the group Sonia Dada's (I assume it means Dadaesque sounds) CD, A Day at the Beach. The cover depicts a
shrouded corpse being buried at sea. The selected track,
"Lester's Methadone Clinic," sounded like the Nylons, with
heavy percussion, after a long stretch in Disciplinary
Segregation over at Maximum Security. All in all, acharming little ditty that made me think of the Brady Bunch.
Right. Awesome percussion and bass sound, but Idon't
think I'd like to wake to it, as Ihave to Mendelssohn's
"Italian" Symphony.

CUTE KID STORIES

Many exhibitors seemed to be unaware of Mary Black's No
Frontiers CD (Gift Horse G2-10002). This was surprising; I'd
thought of it as aCeltic Famous Blue Raincoat. It's astudio

Ihad two stories that people seemed to like at CES: First, I
took my five-year-old daughter to church one Sunday

5Many would call this acontradiction in terms,

6Ivisited Windmill Lane in the early '80s and was impressed with the Dublin studices commitment to sound quality.
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Part 3
The following is the third in aseries of technical articles by TARA Labs designer Matthew Bond.

The Sonic Differences Between Conductor and Dielectric Materials and Treatments.
In Part 2, we discussed the conductor's
own inductive reactance and its effect on the
sound in an audio cable. In this installment,
we'll examine conductor materials and
treatments, as well as dielectric materials
1.1
x(0.099346)

Insulating materials exposed to electric
fields are called "dielectrics." Dielectrics are
necessary components in any cable
because they prevent oxidation and keep
the conductors from touching one another.
D: Diameter of conductor
L- Permeability of material
f Frequency at which HF attenuation occurs
p Specific resistivity of material (micro S21 cm)

Conductor diameter vs. frequency linearity

and their effect on the sound. Although it's
important to note that these factors have a
lesser effect on the sound than the design
of the conductors themselves, when the
conductor is more linear with frequency,
these minor differences in materials do
become more apparent.
The two most common conductor
materials today are copper and silver. Is one
inherently better than the other? Not
necessarily. So much depends on the purity
and treatment of the raw conductor material.
The treatment process known as annealing
softens and purifies the conductor material,
affecting its specific resistivity. Proper
annealing of copper conductors increases
conductivity (lowers specific resistivity) by
increasing the length and size of the crystals
within the material. This results in fewer
electrical discontinuities in the conductor,
removing the distortion, brightness, or
hashiness from the sound.
Conductors must also be properly
designed to deliver maximum frequency
linearity with any given material. The
mathematical formula shown above shows
adirect relationship between the diameter
of the conductor and the specific resistivity
of the material. We see that, for agiven
conductor material, there are different
frequency response curves and different
linearity with frequency. The sound of a
properly designed and treated conductor
is open, neutral and extended, yet smooth
and without grain. Conductors which sound
harsh or bright have not been properly
designed, or treated, or both.

In audio cables, relatively low voltage and
current levels mean that dielectric strength
is not the most important factor. Far more
significant in its effect on the sound is a

frequencies, making coloration less
noticeable.
TARA Labs uses aproprietary dielectric
material called "Aerospace Polyethylenene
or "Aero-PETm." This material is chemically
treated to have low dielectric absorption and
high dielectric elasticity. Therefore, it reacts
less and returns more quickly to its neutral
state, making it more sonically neutral than
other materials. Aero-PE is also extruded
at alower temperature than other insulating
materials. Copper conductors insulated with
Aero-PE are not exposed to high heat and
therefore retain their specially annealed
qualities.
In comparing lesser quality cables, you

+ffloseme
Audio signal creates an electromagneticfield around the conductor.

material's dielectric absorption. This
characteristic describes the way adielectric
may discharge asecondary signal into the
conductor out of phase with the audio signal.
As acurrent is passed through a
conductor, an electromagnetic field is
created which interacts with the dielectric
material and temporarily displaces the
molecular structure. If the dielectric material
has good elasticity and can return quickly
to its normal state, then the material is said
to have low dielectric hysteresis or loss and
will have little audible effect on the signal.
Dielectric materials, then, sound different
because of the different rates that the
materials store and release energy at
different frequencies. PVC, acommon
dielectric material, causes distortion and
coloration mostly audible in the mid-bass
and mid-range frequencies, whereas Teflon
causes distortion in the lower treble

Dielectric materials absorb energy and
release it back into the conductor out
of phase with the audio signal.
may never hear the difference between PVC
and PE insulation, or hyper-pure vs. low
grade copper. The limitations of the design
itself will obscure these subtler effects.
However, with high-quality cable designs,
one can more readily hear the differences in
materials, proper annealing and good quality
insulation.
In Part 4, we'll examine the cable as an
interface having the properties of asecondorder low-pass filter.

ARA LABS
Celebrating aDecade of Sound
541/488-6465
Te Aerospace Polyethylene and Aero-PE are
trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.

morning. After the choir's first offering, Clare whispered in my ear,
"Daddy, was that a sound check?"
"No," Ireplied. Eyes growing wide,
she asked, "That was for real?"
Also: .
John Marks Records gets
three or four unsolicited independent
submissions aweek, usually on cassette. Idutifully put them on, then
send out aform letter saying we do not
do thrash, acid jazz, reggae, etc., and
suggest several sources of information,
such as the Mix Bookshelf (If you have
any interest in recording, sound reinforcement, or the music business, you
should get this catalog: (800) 2339604.)
My nine-year-old son Peter calls
unsolicited independent submissions
"contract hunters." Anyway, Iwas
doing some brainless filing work. Iput
Roxy Music's Avalon (spell-checker
suggests "Abalone") on the home system and left my office door open.
Sheryl Lee and David Wilson accept the Award for Stereophiles 1995 Product of the Year from John Atkinson
for their Wilson X-I/Grand SLAMM loudspeaker.
Peter yelled from the next room:
"Daddy, if these are contract hunters,
tell them they are terrible!" He has never in the past said anyis the Canteloube Songs ofthe Ativeroe to own: Frederica von
thing remotely as negative. Ihaven't yet broken the news to
Stade's on CBS (CD MK 37299; previously available on LP
Bob Ludwig.
from digital tape). The orchestral textures fairly shimmer in
the midsummer sun, and von Stade's voice is by turns teasEVEN MORE MUSIC
ing and haunting. Just buy it.
This one is only for hard-core music lovers —poseurs need
not apply. (Therefore, this CD received play only in the
CATEGORY KILLERS
shrines to music.) Nimbus has released their acoustically
For me, the most exciting products were those that redederived remastering of the (previously unknown to me) 1924
fined the state of the art at budget prices. Ihave not audiRichard Strauss Men. with Edwin Schneider, Fritz (spelltioned these things in my home. but on the other hand, Idid

FOR ME, THE MOST EXCITING PRODUCTS WERE THOSE THAI
REDEFINED THE STATE OF THE ART AT BUDGET PRICES.
checker suggests "Fruits") Kreisler, and John McCormack
(NI 7868). Vocal connoisseur and John Marks Records'
recording artist violinist Arturo Delmoni was "flabbergasted"
at the very existence of this recording, and speechless at the
playing of it.
McCormack is not the first name you think of when the
subject is German art songs, and yes, he does sing German
with something of abrogue. But McConnack's phrasing is
art of akind we no longer hear, and his tone quality likewise.
For all Iknow, this may be the earliest recording of Morgeti.
Certainly it's the most illuminating Ihave heard. This CD is
not as stunning asonic resurrection as Nimbus's Galli-Curd
disc (NI 7806) —the McCormack CD has aslight honk,
and noticeable dynamic constriction. If you care about 20thcentury singing, you will ignore these flaws.

A REAL AND ANICE GUY

In aSahara bi-level corridor, Elliot Kallen of the Tweak
Shop introduced me to Antonio (Tony) de Almeida Santos.
Tony's father, Antonio de Almeida, among other recorded
achievements, conducted what Dick Shahinian and Iagree
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

hear them play CDs Ihad people record and master for my
label. In my humble judgment, these products—the few,
the proud —are going to give some people heartburn, but
countless others joyful listening:
•Margules debuted ablack box that goes in the signal chain
after your CD player's analog outputs and before your preamp. Retail price will be under $150; distribution will be
through Gold Aero. For the King Tube guys to get on board,
it must check out! With a$79 TEAC CD player, the sound
was what we have previously associated with $1000 one-box
CD players. Margules/Gold Aero forthrightly state that the
improvements are not as evident the better the player or
DAC. Based on what Ihear, you can do aCD player, black
box, and nifty cables at alaughable price. The line forms
here.
•JoLida has undercut VTL:s initial prices (ca 1986) by about
50%. How about an integrated tube amp for $550 retail?
With German transformers. Only extended listening will
reveal whether JoLida is in the same sonic realm as early
VTL, but preliminary indications were positive. JoLida's
product presentation is professional. The amps don't look as
103
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"CLEARLY AN INNOVATIVE

May/June 1994

TECHNICAL BREAKTHROUGH !"

"...the moderate cost of the Clarifier makes it
an indispensable accessory for all audiophiles
worthy of the name. Try it, you won't be able
to do without it."

Audiophile

-R. Guy Trepanier

March 1994
"It definitely works. After treatment the sound was clearer and cleaner,
with better depth and space around instruments and voices leading to
increased clarity and detail."
-Jimmy Hughes

the absolute sound
vol 20, issue 103: August 1995
See Tweak Alert -review

High Fidelity
Sweden: April 1993

Positive Feedback

"...anyone can easily hear distinct differences
in sound quality before and after.., the sound
after demagnetizing was more clear, better
detailed and showed alarger soundstage."

vol 5, #I: January/February 1994
"I find the results quite appealing. It does not create
any unnatural effect at all. Just the opposite. The
sound becomes MORE natural." "It improves detail,
decreases the noise floor, improves the imaging and
decreases image bloating on loud passages." "Highly

Audio Adventure

recommended..."

vol I, issue 3: December 1994

-Mike McCall & Clay Swartz

"They were richer and cleaner, as if some noxious
grit had been removed from atop their sound."
"Instrumental timbres became more brilliant,
vocalists became more intelligible and the whole
soundstage lit up... The stage locations of the
vocal groups were more precise and the rendering
of open spaces between them clearer."
-Tom Miller
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For Product Information or Dealer nearest you, call 1-800-876-0299

P/â ocaiini®

ELECTRONICS, INC.

•2619 Seltice Way, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Tel: 1-208-667-8300

Fax: 1-208-667-5300

THE MANES REPORT

I

nthe lobby of the Mirage Hotel
(the perfect Las Vegas name!),
there is amini-jungle containing
amix of exotic plants and glorious
fakes. The live plants are so well-kept,
and the artificial ones so welldesigned, it's hard to distinguish
them. The artificers of Lis Vegas aim
not so much to create believable fakes
as to "improve" upon reality: asky
that changes from dawn to dusk every
half hour, so we don't have to rise
early for sunrise or wait all day for
sunser, apirate battle in which acaptain not only goes down with his ship,
but comes back up with it afew minutes later; and, of course, casinos that
are clean, hygienic, wholesome —
and in which you will certainly win!
It's the perfect venue for CES. With
most of the high-end audio exhibitors
crammed into tiny, bare rooms with
inadequate wiring, and with music
blaring out from every room and thus
into every room, suspension of disbelief
is the first essential. Each manufacturer
must then create his or her version of
reality, both visual and sonic.
Some exhibitors simply refused to
play. They set up their equipment,
dragged in afew chairs, laid out their
literature, and waited for the interested to drop by. Others went for "realism": asofa for listeners, paintings on
the wall, potted plants next to the
speakers —all, presumably, to make
you feel that you were in someone's
home. Still others offered atmosphere, with dimly lit moms and dra-

matically spotlit components. One
transported us back to the '70s with
scented candles (or was that incense?).
At the Convention Center, where
there was clearly not the remotest
chance of actually hearinz anything,
SpeakerCraft went all out on appearances —a Western saloon serving soft
drinks, with product samples mounted in "Wanted" posters.
Iassume everyone did their best as
regards sound —after all, that's what
we were there for. Virtually every
room boasted acoustic treatment of
some sort, be it RoomTune's patches
in odd places or PopeMusic's wall of
crushed wooden honeycombs (specially created, Wes Phillips tells me,
because flat surfaces are abad thing
sonically). But for me, the best systems were simply the first two Iheard
each day. Ialso liked the sound in any
room where there was comfortable
seating, and where music Ienjoy was
being played at what Iconsider areasonable level (le, soft). The technical
discussions made a pleasant background: designers spoke of push-pull
and single-ended amps, taking me
back to my childhood and Dr.
Doolittle's strange animals; speaker
manufacturers crooned about crossovers, and Ivisualized charming walk
ways connecting one monoblock
with another.
Some things did stand out, of
course, and since Las Vegas is supposed
to be about winning, Iwould like to
propose afew awards here:
11M1111

if they were banged together in agarage, but at these price
points, JoLida can't afford to give Jadis anything to worry
about in the fit-and-finish department. Crazy Eddie prices
for real tweakoid tube gear.
•Shahinian's new Compass speaker had us giggling incredulously at the portal it opened into the world of orchestral
sound. (Soon to be available at about $1200/pair.) As
Confucius said, "Bucket has athousand ideas, Heaven has
but one." Dick S. wants to deliver the emotional impact of
orchestral music, ideology be damned. His speakers should
not sound as coherent and seamless as they do, but they do.
At $8000, space-filling, taut, muscular orchestral sound is an
achievement. At $1200 it's aheadshalcer...and anear-hysterical giggler. Not since the I.M. Fried Model Q of 1976 have
Iheard aloudspeaker that so totally confounds the usual
price/performance equation.
Do you see apattern emerging? Margules black box/$79
TEAC front-end; try afew rationally priced cables, JoLida
integrated amp, and Shahinian Compass speakers. Cables,
wires, equipment rack, adozen new CDs, and abottle of
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

Best Product Name: The Wilson
XS — as David Wilson himself says,
"No one needs a6'-high, $10,000 subwoofer."
Most Interesting Technical Description: The explanation by a
Russian "engineer" (in Russian) of the
apocryphal, all-digital speakers introduced at the C,erwin-Vega party—to
the confusion of anyone who'd tried
to keep their baggage weight down
by leaving their sense of humor at
home.
Most Frequently Overheard Idiocy:
"Have agood Show!"
Truest Overheard Remark: "Am I
having fun? Idon't know."
Most Bizarre-Looking Speakers:
A three-way tie —the glossy guys
with pointy heads (mbl); the horns
with cylinders underneath, which
made nie feel that atrain was rushing
toward me (Avantegarde); and the
alien spaceships (Gallo).
Best Booth: You guessed it —
Stereophile's! You may think I'm biased
(not to say bought), but the free popcorn and chocolate was all that kept
many Show-goers going, while back
issues and CDs were selling like
proverbial —although unfortunately
not edible —hotcakes.
—Joan Manes

4111114

Korbel Extra Dry to celebrate, and you still get change back
from $2500.
Ihave not tried this combination, and alittle tweaking will
be in order, but Iwould recommend this category-killer system to afriend in aminute. Will one of the audiophile magazines please put it together and report on it? Please? The
scary thing is that it probably trounces the stuff Ilisten to now.
Okay, it's not all that cheap: Respect is one thing, lust is
another. Iwant the new Thorens Consequence one-box
CD player. Jadis-class industrial design and what seems to be
CAL-class sound for $2000. Small footprint and two-knob
operation. Spring-suspended chassis, with leveling screws.
Steel case, gold-plated knobs. What else would you expect
from one of the world's leading turntable companies? They
also make music boxes, which this one really is. Yummy!

DISAPPOINTING TOURIST ATTRACTION

Itook time to visit the Imperial Palace automobile collection. After paying my admission, Iexamined the initially
impressive prewar Mercedes sports cabriolet, which grabs
105

your attention as soon as you get off the elevator.
Igot down on hands and knees to examine the car's
undercarriage. Iended up lying down full length on the
floor, sticking my head under the velvet rope, and looking
up, all the while waiting for the forces of social control to
come and modify my behavior.
When Ihad seen enough proof of Las Vegas's all-encompassing vulgarity, Istood up and turned in complete disgust
to the next two tourists. Isaid, "Just look at that. No prewar
Mercedes ever left the factory - that Iknow of- with
chromed and polished lower A-arms and coil springs." The
two young men silently took my comment in. They then
knelt on the floor (perhaps fearing that Iwas armed as well
as crazy), craned their necks to take in the view, shook their
heads, stood up, and conferred quietly in German.
The one who turned out to be more comfortable in
English said, "Over-restored, you are right. We are on vacation. From the factory. The Mercedes factory."
The 300SL Gullwing was much less of apimp car, and
the prewar prototype Volkswagen "Bug" by Mercedes (ll
was almost entirely unmolested. Hitler's parade car and field
cap were areal downer, despite the no-glorification disclaimer in the booklet available for the taking. Mussolini's
girlfriend's Alfa Romeo was just plain sad. Not aSaab, a
Morris, or aCitroën in sight. Ileft.

BAD NEWS

It seems only yesterday that Peter Mitchell, my wife, and I
were in Boston, congratulating Boston Philharmonic
Maestro Benjamin Zander and soloist Arturo Delmoni on
the most musically interesting Brahms Violin Concerto any
of us had ever heard, live or on record. Peter was atrue lover

of music, an astute judge of matters technical, and agenerous
person. He died the week before CES. Ispent the first two
days hoping to run into him, somewhere or another. Pace.

W ORST &BEST

My Worst (and Most Embarrassing) Sound Award goes to the
majority of guests at the Stereophile party who ignored host
Larry Archibald's repeated pleas to quiet down, so that the
identities of and remarks by the Stereophile Products of 1995
winners could be heard. Shame.
The Best Speech of the Show was also to be heard at the
Stereophile party when David Wilson, in his acceptance
speech for the 1995 Product of the Year Award, declared that
one person was responsible for the existence of the Wilson
X-1/Grand SLAMM, and all products with similar aspirations: J. Gordon Holt. Amen.

DISGUISED BLESSING

The Blizzard of 1996. Having an unplanned extra day in Las
Vegas, I
joined Bob Saglio as he tooled his rented Mustang
convertible through aglorious Nevada day, across the desert
to the Red Rocks Management Area about 25 miles from
the Strip.
We drove the 15 or so miles of the loop road that encompasses some of the most spiritually involving scenery Ihave
seen. We got out at most of the stops. Iclimbed perhaps
only some 200' up the Calico Basin walls before chickening
and tiring out, but it was what Abraham Maslow called a
peak experience. How foolish of me not to have done it
before. Iprobably never would have done it had the option
of immediately returning to the grindstone not been
removed. Thanks.

Premium tubes developed specifically for audio by British audiophiles and engineers.
'Judging by the quality and sonic superiority of the Golden Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this venture is the best thing to have happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve and Mullard
the Golden Dragon goal of premium tubes rivaling the best ever made appears to have been realized:•
- Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 1991
Low Noise
TWIN TRIODES Each
Low Noise
Match Pair
&Matched
Pairs
Quads
Sextet
Octet
•
ECG85/6A08
14 00
24.00
38 00
62 00
6550A
90.00
284 00
380 00
188.00
12AT7A
16.00
26 00
42 00
66 00
KT66
116.00
176 00
236 00
54.00
16 00
26.00
42 00
*KT88
374 00
12AU7A
66 00
248.00
500.00
120.00
42 00
KT88S
440 00
12AX7A
16.00
26.00
66.00
142.00
292.00
588.00
66 00
60.18
22.00
37.00
96.00
807
64.00
136.00
206 00
276.00
12AT7A Gold Pin
54 00
78.00
'EL509/6KG6A
42.00
140 00
188.00
22.00
32.00
92.00
12AU7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54 00
78.00
542 00
724.00
50CA10
176.00
360.00
78.00
12AX7A Gold Pin
22.00
32.00
54 00
POWER TRIODES
80 00
60J8 Gold Pin
29.00
44.00
110.00
2A3
110.00
228.00
344 00
460.00
22.00
54 00
'6SL7GT
344 00
2A3 Octal
110.00
228.00
460.00
20.00
50 00
•
6SN7GT
211
458 00
148.00
304.00
612.00
54 00
'EF86 Gold
22.00
300E3
354.00
716.00
1076 00
1436.00
POWER TUBES Pairs
Sextet
Octet
Ouads
805
566 00
184.00
376.00
756.00
EL84/6805
108 00
22.00
52.00
80 00
811A
60.00
128.00
194 00
260.00
E84L/7189
101 00
136 00
29.00
66.00
845
184.00
376.00
756.00
566 00
140 00
•6V6GT
42.00
92.00
188 00
RECTIFIERS
Each
Each
EL34
228 00
52.00
112.00
170 00
•5AR4
19 00
23.00
5U4G
276,00
*E34L
64.00
136.00
206 00
•G234
14 00
23.00 '85A2
140 00
6L6GC
42.00
92.00
188 00
•GZ37
19.00
176 00
236 00
5881
54.00
116 00
807 BACON STREET •DURHAM, NC 27703 •919-596-2037 FAX
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Recommended high-end gear can be hard to find—unless you call Audio Advisor!
Over the past fifteen years, more than 100,000 audiophiles have taken advantage of Audio
Advisor's huge selection and low mail-order prices on highly recommended hi-end audio 8,
video gear. Everything is backed by our exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call us
Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly, expert audio advice.
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"Dial-In" Your Home Theater System
With The Reference Video Standard Disc
Broadcasters and video technroons
from Hollywood to Hong Kong use
Reference Recording's Video
Standard loser diu ro optimize
franc and directview video pro
patron systems Easy to use, with
dear instructions. Reform'
Recordiegs Video 5h:endued
loser disc only S69 95

r----------

Tune Your Ears With Chesky's Ultimate
Demo Disc, Only 514.95!

À

System Burn-In Disc 8 Audio Enhancer
New XLO/Reference Test 8 Burn-In HDCDCD by Purist Audio Design,
Compatible CD, Only S29.95f
,
the world sfirm total system burn in
lie
(reeled inntly by 11.0 0Reference
treatmenr, System Enhancer was
Iii....70.ik
, Aeroding,. this gold (D is the only
destgoed as awide barn In CD—
tent disr evadable tbm's both HD4D
until experts dncovered àimproves
Surround Sourd Compatibler
the whole system 'Everyone Iknow
6
Include tests demogneturng
who's tned the Mc has heard abrg
r;
, ., ,
sweeps system burn in and
ddlmence.• reports WTI Tellig PAD l,'
...• •.
morer 810/Reference Test
System Enhancer (DR 5149 95
' .. ..
IL Eturn-In CD 529.95

Dramobrolly improve your listening
skills yeti, (hesky sUltimate Demo
Dnc Cud by the onnourner
druaver what reviewers mean by
tramporerny, depth. resolution.
midrange purity and more
Ultimate Demo CD 514.95

Teter, loose speaker cable
connections '
,
nth Monster
Cable sIterminator expanding
locking speaker roble banana
connector Monster Coble
X-Terminators: One pair S29 95
two parrs S55 00 four pairs 599 90

AudioQuest Energy Absorbing CD Feet.

Demagnetize CDs With CD
Clarifier—And Save $40!
CD Clarifier removes the eledronotic charge
that builds up between the (Do metal foil
8. plastic layers 'Does It workr le a
dyes," reports Mike McCall in Peen,.
Feed beck I
find the results quite appeal
leg' Bedini CD Clarifier vrtn $75, no«
34 95 Optional AC power supply 524 95

Solid milled brass with geometry to maxnue
energy tronsfer charoneristics Points come 'nth
speed du to protect wood or tile surfaces
AuchoPoiets for Ek<trotics:
549 95/set of 3, Iwo sets 595 00

ludo
foret

t MU.
Prole Det

Famous LAST Record Core Products.

Reduce drptol norse and RF interference
nth Mockers none absorbers F
OI
ourbo Interconnects, Portal cables,
power cords Regular Cockers:
Ill 95/pr, 3. 12 95/pr Big
Mockers fit 1/2' cable, $19 95/pr

Ilse best none in enyi record core nUST,
with osuperb reputatron for record 8. stylus
ckaners and preservattves
LAST 01 record power cleaner, 05 at solotan wail applicator brushes,............S24.95
LAST #22 00 record preserrative,S2A95
LAST 114 stylus cleaner w/brushes,S14.95
LAST 05 stylus preservative, ........519.95

ProCald cleans &enhances metal coodu(hydy
of RCAs 8speaker cables, and is used in highspeed computen, oerospixe gear, even by
NASA Our problem' Its not expensive enough
for audephrks to lake senausly—Mough ifs
probably the best clean-enhance re the wale
ProGold G5 spray $I 495

These high quality 3ply ontrstatic ore
paper UP/laser dru record sleeves
look like copies of the famous
Dist-washer VRPsleeves Knockoffs'
We're not sure No-nono rke
paper sleeves, 50 par $19.95

Moeller M-1000V Cables: 1014 039 95, 15IA 49 95,
0064 91 40099 95, 6061 139 95 8Ohl 169 95

Component
Iso-Platforms
Isolate your components
from harmful vibrations
with these system tweaks!

!AIR
AUDIO
ANN*

STEItisoPitis

Eosy io apply rost ellertne way ro improve (D sound by
redwing laser light leokage Apply Stoplight to the edge of
all your (Ds Rerommended by lending audiophile mugs
CD Stoplight Pen SI S95 each ,Two pens 529 90

62% OFF Audio-Technica ATP-11T
"Way Recommended" Grado Headphones!

"Professional" Tone Arm, Only $99.951

'The (lardy and power of these budget Grades nlust totally
unheard of in this erne range,' reports Stereophrle's Corey
Greenberg 'Way recommended ,
Grade SR-60 stereo
headphones oath Aft cad
& mir, plug adapter. 569 00

Don't mec the tentaste closeout from Audio Tema] Nadel
ATP- I
71 professional stereo tone arm features infinitely
adjustable tonearm height, sealed homed& 8vertical ball
bearing pivots, decoupled countenveght daft for cum resonance control, arrn lift 8arm rest suppled, detochohle
movers& heodshell, easy to odic'st stylus force, &morel
Audle-Teduska ATP-I 2T orm, was 5765. now 99 95"

New Geode SR-I 25: with new diaphragm, new ewe
cods, and more comfortable headbond—plus aFREE $40
Grab Lobs 6ft extensron cable, all for only $149 95r

New, Improved
QR/DNM Ringmat

New Geoda RS-I: New Reference headphones oath bondcrahed, handcured mahogany air chamber oath 1.1HPIC cop•
per wring, &errare Weighn only 9ors! Intro pro.. $690 00i

çip

Imported from Engkond, the
new ihrigrnot 330 0111 rs lop rated
for Improvng trornrents and boso—
my, Robert Deutsch re Stereophde
OR/DHM Riegneat Mi 11
turntable mat, 574 95

"Class!'" Rated Sennheiser HD580s

New Cordes Sweep/Degaussing Record,

alAMMAMIntaawsistwIllitailà,

Ever since it sIntroduction VPI sff0 I
llr turntede has been
on Stereoplues—and everyone else's Recommended' kst
An ingenious design comboned oath superb port and bath-in
upgrodeaety make It the best turntable value non the
pore We odd the Moth Mk Iorm, mode by Rego &dement
to Rego sown 9E-250 Thfs deal can't be bean-by anyone
-for the pre& VP? KW-191R turntable vnth Moth Mk 1
tonearm, regular 5950, now only 5699 95'

Grade SR-80: features alarger, more comfortable ear
pece than SR 60 for better bans and smoother sound Great
for portables 8borne stereo applications Only 595 00

Save With Premium "No-Name"
Rice-Paper Record Sleeves
•1111.116,

Our best selling ardes cables" The hanch-dern ienner are
rhe 1A -Serres Slyer Vuleo fables from Monster Coble these
ultra high resolutron, maxlmum sbgnol strength arden cables
feature polished silver conductors, 2-layer 100% foil 95%
braided shielding &241( Monster Turbine Comes-test Perfect
for VCR, loser dru, A/V reeve, &PI comer-horn Coll for
pores on M-Seres SVideo rubles

r

More Grade Headphones:

Our "Big Problem" Electronic
Connection Cleaner/Enhancer.

Monstrous M-Series "Silver" Video Cable
Values From Monster Cable.

the perfect upgrade for CD players, and 0/A converters,
AuchoOriest sorbothone,
by 5/8' (D Feel improve loser
focus and promote better imaging and bcns by keeping
harmful vtbradions out of the
component rhesus
AutlioOnest CD Feet
$29 00/set of four

Sore $150 On VPI HW-191R d Moth
Arm Combo.

CD Stoplight Green Point Pen

AerfroPoints for Loudspeakers:
$89 95/set of 4tao sets SI79 90

Stop Cable Distortion With
Digital Noise Blockers

.„

," &

RoomTune AudioPoint Isolators
Monster X-Terminator locking Bananas

Unbeatable
Turntable/Tonearm
Deals 8, Analog
Accessories

en lad for Improvng your auda system, Cordes Sweep Record degausses
the phono cortndge-ond entire code
teens-and uhrosonrcolly deans the
phono wade stylus and cantilever
Pressed ce lugh quality 180g err
enyl Cordes Sweep/Degaussing
Record, 516.95
Postman Binding Post
Wrench.
An indispenstble tool for connecting °mho speaker rabies
'A reviewer's hand' says Stereophde Dyeadear Postman
speoker binding post tightening wrench, S9 95

'Ultra smooth, uhro detailed open
back dynormr heodphones oath full
extended low frequencies reports
Stereophde they re John Atkinson s
reference 'Senehe4ser HD580
headphones, reg $049,
now only $299 95 -

Audio Duster Makes Cleaning Audio 8. Video
Gear Fast 8. Easy
a»

The Flumt For A Great Record Brush Is Over
Hunt FDA 106 brush from England ha two types of cleaning
bristles -long and sharl-to dean retords noce oath lust one
pass The finest record
brush we can hrul ,Heel
IDA MK6, reg $25
now 19 95

•

Din 100% sheepsbn duster head wrth 24'• long block wood
handle, &natural Lanolin in the wool head Ores dust like a
magret Great for dusting in dose oreas—hke nude rocks or
between gear Reg SI 995 now 16 95 2Of more, 514 95 each

Bright Star Big Rock 3Isolation Platform

New Low Price Seismic "CD" Sink, Only $149.95

Aright Star B.9 Rock 3comport isolation platform is designed la la
side most Target Stondeugn and other metal oudia racks
only
18 5' by IS' by toll The mosr
recommended component rolo
rice shelf on the market'
Bright Star Big Rock 3
Park gronde S125 00'

Reviewers report aSenmir Sink nequivalent to de'full upgrade of arompo.
nent "New low pored (D Sink, features the whine fluid dair filled 'spiffier,
blodders isolation os the more expennve Sinks—ix CD players. trornports
Dx.1, eir New Seismic
"CD" Sink 5149 95"

DR Systems Prone, lets any amateur
do profesuonal phone cartodge °Igo
rrienn Hghly mare nth any non
dard cartridges and radial toneorrm
DI Protroc now 34 95
le Sure Of Stylus Force With The Shure
Styles Force Gauge
Shure 51G-2 stylus force gauge occurately measures the
stylus lone for ophmum sound and mcreased stylus kit
The lost stylus force gauge on the
markets Hurry ,Shore
gape, Sle 95

No Other Source Stocks So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories!

In the US—or Canada—Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100.
,M AY 1996

Ari n

g Cartridges Like A Pro
with the DB Protnx

More gear on next
two pages
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For A
Colorful
High-End Audio
Catalog, Call
1-800-451-5445.

WHO A
DVISOR

Now ... Get more than you bargained for from Audio AdvisorAmerica's best high end audio retailer! Audio Advisor offers great deals
the most popular high-end audio components &stocks hundreds of
hard-or impossible-to-find gear &accessories. Call us toll free at
1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly &knowledgeable service.

Great Audio Books.
EVERYTHING you need to know about buying 8. enjoying high
end audio gear-for beginners g experienced listeners alike!
Robert Harley Editor of Stereophde, tells you what you need to know to become
obetter listener and better buyer of High End gear Discover how to get the best
sound for your money identify weak links in your system and upgrade where il
will do you the mast good and how to get maximum performance from equipment
you already own The Complete Guide To High-End Audio, paperback, 480
poges, 529 95 hardcover 539 95
The Master Handbook of Acoustics.
Everything you wanted to know about °mows-but didn tknow who to ask This
classic some book covers everything from the basics of sound to the latest in room
treatments Paperback, 366 pages. 521 95
New "Build Your Own Home Theater" Book.
The dad yourseller's guide to the ultimate audio/video eapenence wish everything
you need to know about building your own home theater system including designing
the system. fmtng your room Dolby vs In -covering systems from 51 500 to
515,000 Find out where to put ohome heder system w/a buying anew house
learn tips, techniques. and buying strategies for iummg ordinary systems into
something eatroordmary Paperback, 100 pages. 519 95

Great Audio Interconnect Deals
SAVE On TARA Prism 22 Audio Interconnects. Excellent for budget sys
terns-or wherever you need olong low price (able Phase coherent with noturol
hatmonrcs Gold RCAs Pairs 06M reg 530, now 24 95 1OM reg 535 now 19 95,
15M reg 543, now 37 95, 1OM reg 550 now 45,00
SAVE On Straight Wire Flexcannect ll Interconnects. With olong history os
a'best buy cable. Flexconnect has aquiet background with outstandrng teahsm
extended depth Gold Ens Pans 05M reg 533, now 29 95, IOM reg 539, now
33 95, 1Shigeo 545 now 38 95 118 now 543 95
Sane 549 On TARA Quantum 66 Cables! This outstanding new unshielded solid
cote audio interconnect is ideal for (D players 0/A processors, amp preamp tonnes
lions, tube gear--and morel Delivers prense detail and natural harmonics Highly
livable and has gold R(As TARA Quantum 66 Pairs: 06M reg 589 now
45 00, 1OM reg 598, now 49 95, 15M reg 5119 now 59 95
SAVE On Best-Selling Cordes High Speed Digital Data Cable! Our best
sellingcsocial digital dato cable-which we ve found is deol for optimum perfor
manse with Audio Alchemy Theta and many other digital components-a Condos
Audio's High Speed Data (able Try it yourself and hear why ,1OM tcg 578 now
69 95; 15M reg 598, now 89 95
TARA Lobs Quantum IV Audio Interconnect- the sonic repkoement for the
legendary &highly recommended TARA Pandora "S'-with solid core Space 8Time
conductors, now at low, low closeout antes' Pairs 06M reg 5155, now 89 95, 1OM
reg 5115, now 99 95, 15M reg 5132, now 119,95

New Deals In High End Speaker Cables
TARA Phase 11/TFA Speaker Cable Closeout the only colle ihot been con
trnuously on Stereophiles Recommended (omponents list sane 1988 "(lass A
sound for obudget price -says Stereophile sDick Olshet "This has to be the greatest bargain In (Ale Iknow of "'Pons 6h pou 00s 5130, now 65 00 8h was
5160, now 79 95, 11h was 5115, now 99 9S;
15h was S270, now I
19 95; 10Ft wos 5350, " 1/
111611mil
i
dii,
now 149 95, 25it 5430/179.95

e

TARA Lab's Quantum Ill. Speaker
Cable Reborn! Our best selling speaker cable all991 hos just been reintroduced
by TARA Is seems golden eared audiopfules in Hong Kong kept demanding its 'paw
erful bass". "full midi' &"Plky highs' Best of all, 0111. rs now 40% off ,Hurry ,
8h pail was 5184, now 109 95', 10h won 5119, now 119 95; 12h was 5255. now
149 95, 15ft was 5309, now 17995, 17f1 5345/199.95 20h 5398/179 95
New TARA RSC Prime1000 Speaker Cable. Remorkable new RS( cable
cleverly engineered for tingle table bi wired terminations Extremely transparent.
neutral, 8superb boss (Pram Regular price/Out price 1
Length Single Wired Single-Si Wired length Single Wired Single-Si-Wired
6h
10h
15h

5147/127 50 5161/149 95
5219/199 95 5239/119 95
5309/279 95 5319/299.95

8ft
12h
17h

5184/167 50 5/04/185.00
5245/219 95 5265/249 95
5345/315 00 5365/325 00

'Prices for stereo pairs with spode or pin terminations For bananas odd 510 per set of
four All cables covered by our exclusive 30 day satisfaction guarantee

World's Best Selling Phono Cartridges
Blue Point

Cartridges

Audiophiles -and audio
revrewers- ore amazed by
she sound of Sumiko's Blue Point
high output 12 091 moving coils
he worlds best selling phono
cartridges Try one yourself 8
discover why

SUIMÀO Clue Point

New Sumiko Blue Point
high output moving (Oil phono
ismudge, fits almost any tone
arm, reg 5195, now 5149 95

Top-Rated Sigootare Wit.

Blue Point Special high output
moving coil phono cortridge w/37
refinements over the Blue Point
',odor 5795 now 5749 95

Signature
Signature
Signature
Signotute

8181 reg 5100/169 95
160711 reg 5300/155 00
110 reg 5500/399 95
LIT reg 5750/599 95

Grotto 113E.

I

Grillo Signature

Save On RoomTunes, Target
Standesign Racks le Speaker Stands
New Justarack "Junior" Rock As Low As $1351

New Junior rooks hare infinitely cidiustable 2e
wide, 16' deep, 3/4" ihkk block shelves rigidly held
by 1/1" diorneter steel rods/nuts Useable 'puce
between rods n19.5" (one pomt feet are included
Scene assembly required

en'32' nw
Standesign DTV28, For 25' 28' Pis,
with three 28 9/ a10'D shelves. regular 5199, now 149 95t

JUSTARACK Linda 30-4, 30" tall with 4shelves,
reg 5160, now 135 00t
lUSTARACK leeks 36-5. 5shelves, 36" tall, reg
5100, now only 169 95t

Standesign Audio 8. Video Racks Sale
SAVE 569-579 On Siondeugn big screen
T1/ rocks with 10" tall one.prece welded steel
frames, composite wood shelves, and conter
feet Distance between shelves is 75
.

Am./ IFS

RoomTunes' Racks by Michael Green Designs
Sturdy rocks with 3/4 support rods 8odivstable 23 75 wide by 15 75
deep by 3/f•thick composite woad shelves Standard finish is honey? block
Cone pant feet are umpired.
JUSTARACK 30-30 -tail with 4shelves,
reg 5349, now
...299 951
JUSTARACK 36, 5shelves, 36' toll
reg 5399, now .... .....349 95t
JUSTARACK 42, 6shelves, 4r toll,
leg 5449. now
399 951
lUSTARACK 48 7shelves 48' toll
reg 1099 now
449 00t

Standesign DTV32, For 28 ..3r Ws with three 32 -Wa101/shelves,
regular 5099, now 249 95t
Stondesign DTV35, For 35' Fis with three 351V by 12"D shelves,
regular 5349 now 299 95t
Ultra-modern Staudesign Aida Racks feature o
one piece 'tilted bock' welded steel frame with 14' by
18'shelves, ond spiked tone point feet Asupet strong
1' a3" beam supports all shelves
Design 5Rack. 5shelves 34 -tall with 65' between
shelves Regular 5439, now 369 95t
Design 4Rack. 4shelves, 34' toll with 95" between
the shelves Reg 5379, now 319 95t
Dee 5no& Pori
New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Ultra-Rigid Target Rocks As Low As $199.95

New Siondesign BB speaker stands feature rigid, onepiece welded steel construrtron with inethane
pods on top ond spikes on bottom

Strong one pine welded meal frame for maximum
rigidity from England
Target TT3: 31 toll with 12 8between the 3shelves,
wor 1260, no« 199 95'
Target TTS: 31 -tall with 61 between the Sshelves
wsr 5350. now 769 951
Target TT5T, 39 -toll with 8.V between the 5shelves,
was 5395, now 299 951

Standesign 8850: 65
-by 65 -top plate, choose
12 16 or 20 heights, 559 95/pr'
Standevgn
8875

Standesign 8875: 1.9 by 75 -top plate. cheese
from 11, 16 -,21, 2f or 30' heights, 569 95/pr'
5tontitugn 8850

Target "SA" Rocks As Low As $179.95

Target "T" Stands As Low As $99.95

Special low priced assembleyoursell air° cocks Improve
audio performance

New Target TSeries stanch feature 3support legs welded to on
extra ode 8stoble 14 35 wide by 12' deep 't' shaped base
with oflat steel top plate Both top spikes 8 bottom cone pant
feet included

Target TT35/4, 3/ toll w/I 28 between the 3shelves,
was 5230, now 179 951
Target TTSTSA 39 -tall, 5shelves, was 5335, now 255001
525 Off Target Amp Stand. Strong steel frame.
14 by 18 composite wood shelf &spiked feet
holds amps rigidly. Was 5105, now 7995"
MI Amp floor Stood

Call 1-800-942-0220
10 H

World Famous Grado Cartridges
Greda moving magnet cot irdges
feature an innovative 3piece
-ttansmispon line' cantilever
that reduces record surface noise
reveals mote detail
Grade PE.1
11 95
2F3E.. reg 569, now 39 95
1F3E• Pmount ',moo 39 95
IF3E• 78 RPM model 39 95
Zlv,ieglitl,nee
95 00

Target T-50: 10 tall with 75by 7.5 -top plate, steel top
spikes &bottom cone points, on 5130 now 99 95"
Target T-60: 14 tall vnth 75 by 75 top plate. steel top
spikes 8. bottom cone points, wits SI 40, now 109 95'
Target T-70: 28 toll, 63-by 63 -top plate, steel top
steles &binons cone paints .5140 net 109 95'

International FAX Line:
616-975-6111
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Senior Sales Rep
Tom Meyers

Great Audio Close-Out Deals!
Last Chance Saving On Spica
TC -60 Loudspeakers!
Aloudspeaker that sounds os unified on
its looks ,Soca's 1(-60 December 1994
Stereophde reports, 'Every pucka
reviewer lives for the moment when he or
she hears true high end sound quality emanating from affordable components Which rs why
Igot earned by the Spiro "
In the tradition of the legendary Spica T(
50, the T(-60 is 'better in every way,' accord ,
ing to Anthony H(Amman in Audio (Vol. 79,
No 11 1(60 odds extended boso.
more transparent highs, and improved '
dynornks 'This is asmall speaker that
sounds 'big' and live when played at any.
thing like reasonable volume levels,' says Anthony
This two-way 65" design features natural wood veneer
robinets. FR 48 20 kHz, 612 impedance, 87 dB sensitivity
Rerommended power 60120M. Warranty, 5yrs.
Spica IC-HO speakers in black oak, reg $795, now 499 9Sprf
natural oak leg S839, now 519.95pr/ Spica Grovity Stand:
reg 5250. now 149 95--nth T(.60purchose only 5135prt.
de

Save S155 On Music Hall CD 32 CD
Player Rated Among "Top Ten Finds"
of 1995 by Audio Adventure Magazine!
'lint it silly' You con spend oneiger 5315 und get o(D
player this spectacular r" soy, the Audio Adveniure '031
ncoherent and rosy to listen to "How get the surpromgly
good sounding Moor Hall (D32 ot olow low closeout pror
For Improved stabdrec the (031 t3beam light pen loser
transpon system rs
mounted in the
middle of the
chasso--ond
double shorkmounted to
improve dos reading Extensive root panel are offered,
but you con control everything eh the 16.bunon infrared
remote (D31 ploys both 35' 8525' discs FR -202064,
S/N •90 dB DR '.90 dB CS 80 dB THD.Hoise 008%
Dimenvom .14.25' wide, 12 25' deep 36' tall Warranty 1year Mode in (lima
Music Hal C1332 (0 player, regular 5325, while they lost
only 169.95'. Hurry, supplies are limited

Save Now On The World's Best
Record Cleaning Machines
Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital
To Vacuum-Clean Valuable [Psi
LPs ore getting harder to find—and more valuable IT s
increasingly important to keep records safe is dean Hand
crushing—even with the fanciest solutions is methods—
doesn't remove all of the gunk Vacuum powered droning
machines with
the right Said Irft
away dirt, dust 8
grime You'll be
shocked at how
smooth and
norse•free vocu•
urn cleaned Ifs
sound Record
surface noise n
reduced by up to
90% 1(lean LPs are more valuable too
Save S50 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine!

Some 530 On The "Recommended' Record
Doctor IL Only 5169.95!
Record Doctor II deem like the expensare modones —with
Duo' applootron &vocuurn suction—but costs less because
you turn records by hand
And the rev,
improved
Record Doctor
11 is reran
mended by
lending audio
review mago
Slereophole,
Record Doctor II
Deluxe Cleaning Package: Revved Doctor II vacuum.
powered LP cleaning machine, 4oz cleaning fluid, fluid
applIcator brush—a $200 value—now 5169 95'
$100 Off VPI 's "Professional" Cleaner.
WI nil fully Ritornelli( cleaning machine rs tile worlds
most tliormli LP cleaner with °atone« fluid applicatioo. and
bi-din.ct,orwl LP deoning—to insure every bit el dust ddirt is
removed! NW.17 is furry erklased--na splashing and no
mess. All ports are extia.heavy duty, professional grade. Ilse
model will' —only $IDO more—includes aroofing fan
fa continuous cleaning of hundreds &hundred of (Ps The
HW-17 srhe LP collenor's dream rnoriunet
VP! H1V-17F Henning module reg SI 000 now 899 95'

Save now on the world sbest selling record cleaning
moan., the VPIHW.16 5. Corks praise HW-I6 5's rugged
build and superb cleaning power Apowerful motor spins (Ps
*bile the self.leveling suction tube deep.cleans the record
grooves—your records never sounded sweeter' bad the VPI
HM Ill comes complete vnth dust cover (not shown above,
fluid applkolor bottle and romplele Instructions
VPI MW-16,5 regular 9450, now S399.951

Call Toll Free To Order :

1-800-942-0220
Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!

Z_J
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Audio Advisor's
Experienced Sales
Staff Is Ready To
Answer Your Audio
&Home Theater
Questions. Call
Us Toll-Free At
1-800-942-0220.

1
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B
EST S
ELLING AUDIO ALCHEMY DIGITAL
C
ONVERTERS, T
RANSPORTS &F
ILTERS
SAVE On Viler° 32 Anti-Jitter Tiller

Next generation mer rorrection with DTI•Pro 31's incredible two-stage digital filter B. 32 -bd DSP data enhancer
(mod, AES/EBU. Tostink is gloss inputs, coax, AES/EBU.
0181 outputs Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro 32 digital
antcener filter, reg. 51.191. now 51.495.00"
Save $195 OmAdvanced DDEv1.1

5200 OFF New DDS Pro CD Transport

illiffl11111
Gel professional performance with Audio Alchemy's new
dual rhassn DOS Pro CD transport nth the advance new
Pioneer 'Moble planer' CD transport system, both ISO
S/PDIF divot output, is outboard power supply Audio
Alchemy DOS Pro regular $1,595, now 1,395 00'
NEW HDCD DIA Couvert« Only $6991
.Yelkhemy

.—

The ODEr1.1 Ves
DII.type ontiLiner stage,
world's first Passive DA(/Integrator stoge, hybrid op
amps/(loss Adiscrete output stage, 2digital inputs d
outboard power supply Alchemy DDEr1.1 D/A,
ant 5495, now $299.95'
$249 Off New DDSIII CD Transport
llus out.
standing
new CD
transport
horn Audio
Akherny
features a
highly Intelhgent Sony loser drawer asumbly and low lit
ter output stage shock mounted in asteel chassis AucGo
Akherny DDSIII (0 transport reg 5699 now 449 95 Upgrade DTI•Pro, DDEv1.1, DDEv3.0 &
DLC With Power
Station 3
Improve the clarity,
locus, dimaging of
your DTI, Digital Engine
DA( or DU preamp with the new Power Station 3high
current power supply vnth many times the current of the
regular power supply 8extra filters to remove RF, 8drgr
roi line none Audio Alchemy Power Station 3
L ogrode power supply, regular $159, now 169 95

New DOEv3.0 takes diintal technology one step further
with the Pacific Aticrosorms HOOD digital filter for HD(D
discs! Anew dual mono output offert unmatched dorm
dloos. (ace Aoptic& inputs, digital B. onolog outputs
&more! DNA.° D/A, regular 5799, now 5699"
5295 Off DEC Remote Preempt

Mae
"lhis rs orighteous little line stage- inexpensive expon
doble end inrreddily tronsparent races Stereophde
Wes Phi* The 01( remote controlled /me Morn, r•
amp offers 4inputs sod omolly upgraded Alchemy
DLC preomp, was 5495, now only 299 95"
50% Off DTI•Pro Anti-Jitter filter

GEM

Save now on the Alchemy DT1•Pro Stereophrle sRobeni
Harley called -abreak through in Man& rudo there
factory updated &upgraded units
•.n two
stage digital filleang. HD(D competid, .•.. tomcod
4E5 E8U, &Toshnk raps, Nos SI 30L
95"

Clean &Protect With Power Wedge Conditioners
Power Wedge Power Conditioners

New Low Price Power Filters

Power Wedges feature three antrum ,i'i nui t rechnologres ro
conditron power for enhanced performance in hogh end audio
haine theater systems.

New low price Power Pack filters have rugged high grade
industrial-strength fillers is fast acting MOV spike 'agues
son for superb protertron and improved sound

Power Wedge 116 nth 10 outlets for oudio
'639 00
Power Wedge 114 vdth 8outlets for audio
'499 01
Power Wedge 113 w/7 outlets for big lk'sbadeo '639 00
Power Wedge 112 with 6outlets for audio
'389 00
Power Wedge 110 nth sic hi current amp outlets '179 00
Power Wedge 121 6outlets for 20.arnp devices '479 00
Power Wedge PE Ipower enhancer w/A( meter '279 00
Power Wedge 1118 new 18 outlet model offering power
conditioning for complete home theater tymerns'1.279 00

Audio Power Power Pock IT 6outlet power filter with
4analog 82digital outlets
fast acting MOV spike
protection, reg 5229.
now 199 95"

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore...More"
Shipping Charges Ground UPS: Accessories lut item sa 95 for
extra item, odd 51 40 each lurniables/Stends range from $12 95 SI 495
"Elerronks amp rocks etc are $8 95 512 95 tRocks/Lorge
stench/Turntables etc range from 516 95 529 95
Hours Monday•Thursday 8MA 8PM, Friday . 8AM 6PM,
Saturday 10 AM.5 PM, Sunday 11 4PM All times are Eastern
Standard Time Prices &specifications are subiem to change with
out nonce '
,-21996 Audio Advisor Ins

New Audio Power Power Pock V dim 12 outlets
for audio& video systems, heavy duty steel core UL
approved design, IF rack mount lane A( power meter
more. Regular 5529, intro price '499 95

New Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30 AM-8 PM
Friday 8:30 AM-6 PM, Saturday 10 AM-5 PM
Sunday 12-4 PM. All Times Are EST.
Estabhshed in 1981 Audio Advnor Inc is the world's largest seller of high end
audio geai by direct moil We imp to oll 50 stales lanado Homo is 180 'melon
towlines Member of the Berter Business Bureau unte 1981 Address 4649
Dancers Dr SI Ken6vood MI 49511 Direct soles line 616 975 6100
Adrionotrotron hoe 616 975 6103 FAX Line 616 975 611 I

Per

Tandem State Imaging
Acoustic Image

Studio City, California

...from amusical background

u

Audio Den

Long Island, New York

After aquarter century of hand building tube amplifiers for the world's top
musicians, we are pleased to offer the
Baron to the Audiophile Community.
A true dual-mono design —offering
up to 150 watts per channel —the 12
power tubes can be switched incrementally...from full Pentode authority
to 1/3 Triode, through 2/3 Triode, and
finally to all Triode richness...during
the performance.

Ensemble

Nashua, New Hampshire

Holm Audio
Lisle, Illinois

Lyric HiFi

Manhattan, New York
White Plains, New York

Madison Audio

Seattle, Washington

Overture

Wilmington, Delaware

Sound Hounds
Denver, Colorado

Soundscape

Santa Rosa, California

Stereo Unlimited

Walnut Creek, California

The Analog Shop
Rochester, New York

illetairfaitekee

The Audible Difference
Palo Alto, California

This, in combination with four select.
able stages of Negative Feedback,
enables the Baron's output configuration to match awide range of musical
styles, speaker types and listening
environments. You will enjoy hours
of exploring your favorite recordings
and discover soundstaging options
that are most life-like and revealing.

"The Baron from Mesa Engineering is,
quite simply, the coolest new hi-fi toy
since the George Kaye Tube Checker.
It has plenty of 'air', wonderful midband
clarity and aclearly discernible threedimensionality. The selectable tube
mode, feedback and earthing are enough
to make it (probably) the most accommodating high-end amp on the market,
adaptable to just about any system you
can imagine. For once we have aproduct
which dazzled everyone at its hi-fi show
launch and then actually delivered the
goods in practice."
Audition the Baron's tunable soundstage at one of these fine audio establishments and experience for yourself
what we like to call The Spirit of Art
in Technology.
$3395.00
For further information
and our color brochure
contact Tom Menrath:
(707) 433-8663 Voice
(707) 433-1904 Fax
audioguy@mesaboogie.com
1317 Ross Street, Petaluma
California 94954
"There's nothing left out, no optional extras. Everything you could possibly
want in a'fantasy' valve amp is there, including some features so generous,
so kind, so thoughtful that the sadistic snobs in the traditional high-end sector
wouldn't dream of giving them to you."
All quotes from Ken Kessler, HiFi News & Record Review, January 1996

(17Sek
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Vacuum Tube Audio

BERNARD
HAITINK

Bernard Haitink conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra

1
3

Perfect
Patrician
of the
Podium

emard Haitink is one qf the world's most
respected veteran conductors. He was chief
conductor (Y .Amsterdam's fa.motes Royal
Gmœrtgeboutv orchestra from 1964 to
1988, and principal conductor of the London
Philharmonic lion; 1967 to 1979, beconting that
orchestra's President in 1990. Recently Haitink was given a
three-year ,ippointment as the Boston Symphony's Principal Guest
Gmductor, apost that includes teaching and conduaing at the orchestra's
summer home at 7intglewood Meanwhile; Haitink is also music director at London's Royal Opera House; and is very active with the Berlin
Philharmonic.
Haitink has an extensive, award-winning discography of symphonies and operas to his credit (see sidebar), with aspecial accent on
the Romantic music qf Mahler, Bnickner, and Wagner. Tite Maestro
also has aspecial affinity for the French repertoire, especially the music
of Ravel. Ey this rare interview, Mr. Haitink spoke with Peter Catalano at Boston's Symphony Hall, where he was in town for aguestwnducting appearance with the BSO.

CONDUCTOR BERNARD HAITINK
TALKS WITH PETER CATALANO

Peter Catalano: After so many years as music director (Pile Royal
Gmœrteboutv Orchestra in Amsterdam, is there any lingeriv bitterness since you left your post there?
Bernard Haitink: Well, no bad feelings toward the orchestra; none at all. Ihave many friends there. It's true my departure went in aslightly odd way. Idon't want to say it was a
case of mismanagement, but of what you could call personal

things with management. These things tend to escalate in a
small community. Actually, Iwas the one who made the first
step when Iaccepted an offer from Covent Garden. My hope
was to keep acertain link with the Orchestra, and that was
not handled very cleverly. Then Idug in my heels. So the link
is not there anymore.
Catalano: But you still have ties with the Gmcertgebouw?
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"I take seriously all tweaks that someone, somewhere
has found to result in asonic improvement."

•

John Atkinson, Editor of Stereophile magazine, August 1995, Volume 18, No.8

CD

BLACKLIGHT"

"We were amazed at it's stunning effect on the sound of CD's."
Jim Davis, Music Direct, February 1996.

ISO BEARING ®
"...and these little guys WORK!...I'm
keeping them under all my gear."
Corey Greenberg. Stereophlie Magazine
April 1992 Volume 15, Number 4.

ACFX"

Power Lune Filter

"This box works! Its refined and gentle
nature often makes transistorized
sounding equipment transform."
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the pleasure of opening the new house. So that's in the balance at the moment.
Catalano: Here in Boston it's interesting that you're the only conductor recording with the BSO these days.
Haitink: Yes, we've just finished the Brahms Symphonies
and will be recording French pieces.
Catalano: Despite Seiji Ozawa's intentions to get aheavier, more
German sound out of the Boston Symphony, are they still, in your
mind, basically aFrench orchestra—compared with, say, the Berlin
Philharmoniy which you often conduct?
Haitink: Berlin is a tremendously diversified orchestra;
they can play everything. Still, French music is abit further
away from them than here in Boston.
Catalano: Do you think people who conducted the BSO decades
ago could have left such alasting influence?
Haitink: How is it possible? Pierre Monteux was Music
Director here quite a long time ago [the 19205—PC];
Charles Munch was also quite along time ago [the 19504
None of the current musicians in the BSO, as far as Iknow,
played with Munch.
Catalano: Still, the Monteux/Munch legacy seems to remain.
Haitink: That is one of the miracles of music-making —
tradition —a very dangerous word to use. There's some
grain of troth that there is atradition somewhere in this Boston orchestra, but you can't exactly put your finger on it.
Catalano: While we're talking about aFrench orchestral sound in
Boston — how "French" are the French national orchestras these
days?

T

HERE'S SOMETHING IN THE FRENCH MENTALITY—YOU CAN'T
BRING THEM TOGETHER; THEY ARE SUCH INDIVIDUALISTS.

THE STRONGEST TRADITIONS FOR FRENCH ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
ARE IN BOSTON AND AMSTERDAM.

Haitink: My ties are loose now. Iguest[-conduct] —during
the Mahler festival last year Idid the Mahler Second with
the Concertgebouw. Ialso led the Third with the Vienna
Philharmonic, the Sixth with the Berlin Philharmonic, and
The Sore ofthe Earth with the Youth Orchestra. With my ties
in Amsterdam, they know me well there.
Catalano: How often do you guest at the Concerrgebouw?
Haitink: Igo once in awhile, but the problem is that Idon't
have much time anymore. First, Ihave anew position as principal guest conductor with the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
and summers at Tanglewood. Those commitments take up
six weeks ayear, then Ineed rest before and after. Ihave my
ties with the Royal Opera House, which are supposed to finish at the end of next season.
We're talking at the moment with the board management
at the Royal Opera. The orchestra is unanimously asking for
my return. Of course, the situation is difficult: The house will
close, and it looks now as though we will go to anew, temporary theater. And of course they want to keep the figurehead —
I'm sort of afigurehead after being there 10 years. Iwould feel
very bad to leave them in the cold.
The past five years at the Royal Opera were extremely
positive, and Iwould be sad to leave it. However, Iwill only
stay on if Ican lead the company into the new house; Iwill
retire after that season. If Ihave to be acaretaker, Ialso want
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

Haitink: The French orchestras are not an easy topic. I'll stay
out of that. Iconducted the Orchestre de Paris several times
10 or 15 years ago, and at that time Ithought it was nearly a
great orchestra. "Nearly" because they had wonderful musicians, but there's something in the French mentality —you
can't bring them together; they are such individualists. I
don't know what it is in France.
Catalano: Do you think that the tradition of French orchestral
music is stronger in the US than in France itsee
Haitink: The strongest traditions for French orchestral music are the Boston tradition, and Amsterdam. Amsterdam always was very French, very French-oriented. My predecessor;
Eduard Van Beinum, was very, very expert in French music.
It was wonderfully, wonderfully there, in contradiction with
his predecessor; Willem Mengelberg, avery...
Catalano: ... Teutonic conducting temperament?
Haitink: Yes, yes. Well, he also did French music, but
Mengelberg did it in his own demonstrative way. From Van
Beinum it was much more subtle, and much more elegant.
Catalano: Are you enthused about Mengelberg's other work?
Haitink: Oh, yes; I'm deeply impressed by the man. But you
have to see [his art] in context and hindsight He put enormous
energy into the Concertgebouw —40 or 50 years. [However;]
Ithink at the end he became abit strange.
Catalano: You mean his political alliance with the Nazis?
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Haitink: Yes. But it was aconsequence, as one of the players
who is still alive told me, of nearing the end of his life. It was
also at the end of the war that he got abit strange in his mentality. Maybe there was something going on there. But, in his
heyday in the '20s, far before my time, he was miraculous.
Catalano: People still admire what he's done in recordires— oddly
enouqh, Isis Bach.

ing and impressive conductor.
Catalano: Mengelberg had close artistic ties with Mahler. Around the
time Mahler cut his piano-roll rixordingseis Ruirth Symphony Invadable on Pickwick Golden Lacy GLRS 101 —Ed.], he endorsed
Mewelberg as his ideal interpreter. But Mengelbee wild recordiuq (fthe
Ruuth is so at odds with Mahler's. Do you fed that his Mahler recordire are &AMMO

BERNSTEIN WAS AGENUINE EMOTIONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF

THE MAHLER STYLE. IT'S NOT THE MENGELBERGS AND
THE BERNSTEINS BUT THEIR IMITATORS WHO ARE DANGEROUS.

Haitink: People greatly admire him. There's this wonderful old recording of Strauss's Ein Helder:1Am with the New
York Philharmonic [available on RCA 60929-2 — Ed]. It's a
fantastic recording. Also his Tchaikovsky Symphonies with
the Berlin Philharmonic. Mengelberg was avery domineer-

Haitink: By the time of Mengelberg's Fourth Symphony recording, Mahler wasn't alive anymore. Ithink that particular
recording is agreat mistake. It is alive recording from 1939;
at that time Mengelberg went really over the top with his
ruban and began playing around too much with the music.

A BERNARD HAITINK DISCOGRAPHY
BEETHOVEN
Fidelio
Jessye Nomun, Reiner Goldberg, Kurt Moll,
Pamela Coburn, Hans Peter Blochwitz,
Ekkchard Wlaschiha, Andreas Schmidt;
Dresden State Opera & Chorus
Philips 426 308-2 (2 CDs)
Piano Concertos 1-5
Alfred Brendel, piano; London Philharmonic
Philips 422 937-2 (3 CDs)
Symphonies 1-9
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 442 073-2 (5 CDs)
Symphonies 5& 6
Royal Concertgcbouw
Philips 442 404-2
Symphonies 5& 7
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 420 540-2
Symphony 9, Egmont Overture
Janet Price, Birgit Finnila, Horst Laubenthal,
Marius Rintzler, Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 442 644-2
Triple Concerto; Piano Trio Op.121a
Beaux Arts Trio, London Philharmonic
Philips 420 231-2
Violin Concerto, Two Romances OppA0 & 50
Henryk Szeryng, violin; Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 442 398-2
BIZET: Symphony in C,Jeux d'enfants
DEBUSSY: Dances for Harp & Orchestra
Vera Badings, harp; Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 416 437-2
BRAFIMS
Piano Concertos I& 2
With: Haydn Variations, Academic Festival Overture,
Tragic Overture
Claudio Arrau, piano; Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 438 320-2 (2 CDs)
Symphonies 1-4
With: Serenades 1& 2, Academic Hstival Overture,
Tragic Overture
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 442 068-2 (4 CDs)
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Symphony 1, Minie
Tanglewood Festival Chorus, Boston Symphony
Philips 442 799-2
Symphony 2
Boston Symphony
Philips 432 094-2
Symphony 3, Alto Rhapsody
Jard van Nes, Boston Symphony
Philips 442 130-2
Symphony 4, Haydn Variations
Boston Symphony
Philips 434 991-2
Violin Concerto, Double Concerto
Henryk Szeryng, violin; Janos Starke4 cello;
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 446 194-2
BRITTEN: Peter Grimes
Felicity Lott, Thomas Allen, A.R. Jolmson, Royal
Opera House 8t Chorus
EMI CDCB 54832 2(2 CDs)
BRUCKNER
Symphonies 1-9
Royal Conccrtgebouw
Philips 442 040-2 (9 CDs)
Symphony 3
Vienna Philharmonic
Philips 422 411-2
Symphony 4
Vienna Philharmonic
Philips 412 735-2
Symphony 5, Te Deum
Karita Manila, Susanne Mentzer, Vinson Cole,
Robert Holl, Vienna Philharmonic
Philips 422 342-2 (2 CDs)
Symphony 7
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 434 155-2
DEBUSSY: Orchestral Music
Images, La Mer,Jeux, Prelude àl'après-midi d'un faune,
etc.
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 438 742-2 (2 CDs)

LISZT
Complete Tone Poems
London Philharmonic
Vol.I: Les Preludes, Orpheus, Mazeppa, etc.
Philips 438 751-2 (2 CDs)
Vol. II: Mephisto Kidtz No.1, Hungaria, Hamlet, etc.
Philips 438 754-2 (2 CDs)
Piano Concertos 1& 2, Totentanz
Alfred Brendel, piano; London Philharmonic
Philips 426 637-2
MAHLER
Das Lied von der Erie
Janet Baker, James King, Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 432 279-2
Symphonies 1-9
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 442 050-2 (10 CDs)
Symphony 1
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 420 936-2
Symphony 2, "Resurrection"
Sylvia McNair, Jard van Nes, Berlin
Philharmonic
Philips 438 935-2 (2 CDs)
Symphony 3
Jard van Nes, Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 432 162-2 (2 CDs)
Symphony 4
Sylvia McNair, Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 434 123-2
Symphony 5
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 422 355-2
Symphony 6, Songs of aWayfarer
Jessye Norman, Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 426 257-2 (2 CDs)
Symphony 7, & 10 (Adagio only)
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 434 997-2 (2 CDs)
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto,
Symphony 3, Hebrides Overture
Henryk Szeryng, violin; Royal Concertgebouw,
London Philharmonic
Philips 442 661-2
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Mahler, people get that way.
When you hear the New York Philharmonic recordings
— not the Concertgebouw —that Mengelberg made in the
'20s, there is enormous energy and finality in the Bellow and
Coriolan overtures, and in Tchaikovsky. There's incredible
freedom, and incredible control, infused with energy. Later
recordings — the Mahler Fourth —are not ideal examples of
Mengelberg.
Mahler's piano rolls are far more interesting for how strict
Mahler was. Mahler was such agood conductor himself, he
wrote all sorts of signs and remarks in the scores, especially
early ones: "Don't rush!" and "Not too
slow." He knew exactly [what he wanted], and expressed his wishes using me- x_
ticulous dynamic signs. So if someone is
over the top, it may not exactly be what
Mahler wanted.
Catalano: Are all Mahlo's comments contaMed in the standard scores, or do conductors
have top back to the autoffaph scores or his rehearsal scores?
Haitink: There is anew edition which is
very good and has all the Mahler annotations. And them is now aphotograph
With

MOZART
Don Giovanni
Carol Vaness, Alan Ewing, Elizabeth Gale, Keith
Lewis, Thomas Allen, Richard Van Allan,
Glyndeboume Choir, London Philharmonic
EMI CDCC 47036 2(3 CDs)
Overtures
Die Zaribelliite, Don Giovanni, Cost fan tuile.
Idometteo, Le nozze di Ream, Die Eneihning aus
dim Serail, Der Schauspieldirektor, La clemenza di
Tito, Lucio Silla
London Philharmonic
Philips 432 512-2
Die Zauberflête
Lucia Popp, Edita Gruberova, Siegfried
Jerusalem, Wolfgang Brendel, Roland Brack
Bavarian RSO 8t Chorus
EMI CDCC 47951 2(3 CDs)
RAVEL: Orchestral Music
Ma MM. l'oye, La Valse, Rhapsodie quietude, Boléro, etc.
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 438 745-2 (2 CDs)
SCHUMANN
Cello Concerto, Adagio Cr Allegro, 3
Fantasiestücke, 5Stücke im Volkston
Heinrich Schiff, cello; Gerhard Oppitz, piano;
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 422 414-2
Symphonies 1-4
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 442 079-2 (2 CDs)
STRAUSS
Eine Alpensinpkonie
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 416 156-2
Der Rosenkavalier
Barbara Hendricks, Kin Te ICanawa, Anne
Sophie von Otter, Dresden State Opera 8t
Chorus
EMI CDCC 54259 2(3 CDs)
Tone Poems
Donjuan, Till Eulenspiege4 EM Heldenleben, Tod und
kfrkkinitte Also sprach Zarathustra, Der
Rosenkavalier Suites
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 442 281-2 (2 CDs)
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manuscript of the Second Symphony, and also of the Seventh
Symphony, which we just brought out in Holland at the
Mahler Festival. Iwas also instrumental in that; Igave some
money for [the project]. It's awonderful edition; Iam very
proud of that. Of course, Amsterdam has the manuscript of
the Seventh Symphony. The Concertgebouw Hall has that,
not the orchestra, but the Hall. I've seen it; I've had it in my
hands.
Catalano: Do you think the somewhat exaetrated, undisciplined
pop' nuances if Mahler's music stem from the Ia.ct that Leonard
Bernstein was so instrumoual in roriving these pieces durim; the '60s?

STRAVINSKY: The Firebird, Scherzo àla russe
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 426 317-2
STRAVINSKY: Petruudolta, Scènes de ballet
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 422 415-2
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies 1-6
With: Capriccio italien, Francesca da RiMilli, Romeo &
Juliet, 1812 Overture, Marche slav, The Storm
Overture
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 442 061-2 (6 CDs)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 5,
Norfolk Rhapsody, The Lark Ascending
Sarah Chang, violin; London Philharmonic
EMI CDC 55487 2
WAGNER
Overtures & Preludes
Die Meistersinger von Niiniberg, Tristan und ¡solde,
Lohengrin, Pamfid, Siegried Idyll
Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 420 886-2
Tannheiuser
Klaus Kiinig, Lucia Popp, Waltraud Meier, Kurt
Moll, Bernd Weikl, Siegfried Jerusalem,
Bavarian RSO & Chorus
EMI CDCC 47296 2(3 CDs, op)
DER RING DES NIBELUNGEN
EMI ZDC 54833 2(14 CDs)
Das Rheingold
James Morris, Matjana Lipovsek, Heinz Zednick,
Theo Adam, Peter Haage, Hans Tscharruner,
Kurt Rydl, Bavarian RSO
EMI CDCB 49853 2(2 CDs)
Die Walker
Eva Marton, Cheryl Studer, James Morris,

Reiner Goldberg, Matti Salminen, Waltraud
Meier, Bavarian RSO
EMI CDCD 49534 2(4 CDs)
Siegfried
Siegfried Jerusalem, Eva Marton, James Morris,
Theo Adam, Peter Haage, Bavarian RSO
EMI CDCD 54290 2(4 CDs)
Gátterdammerung
Eva Marton, Siegfried Jerusalem, Thomas
Hampson, Marjana Lipovsek, Theo Adam,
John Tomlinson, Bavarian RSO & Chorus
EMI CDCD 54485 2(4 CDs)

VIDEO

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7
Dutch National Ballet, Royal Concertgebouw
Philips 070 216-1 (LD)
MAHLER
Symphony 1
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 070 174-3 (VHS)
Symphony 2, "Resurrection"
Sylvia McNair, Jard van Net, Ernst Sear Chor,
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 070 170-3 (VHS)
Symphony 3
Florence Quivar, Ernst Senff Chor, Ttilzer
Knabenchor, Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 070 146-1 (LD), 070 146-3 (VHS)
Symphony 4
Sylvia McNair, Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 070 149-1 (LD), 070 149-3 (VHS)
Symphony 7
Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 070 156-3 (VHS)
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Haitink: No, I think that Bernstein was a genuine
emotional representative of the Mahler style. He was so
close to the music and was so convincing, Ican only admire
him for that. You know, it's not the Mengelbergs and the
Bernsteins, but their imitators — those who want to bring it
just abit further — who are dangerous.
Catalano: In your MYpedo" nuances, I'm most impressed with the
wonderful balances you achieve among sections ea large ensemble. Do
recordingsJae
. trate such meticulous designs?
Haitink: No, not at all. Ihave learned through the years
that Ihave to see that the balance is right. In my opinion, it's
avery wrong philosophy to say, "The producers will balance
the recording in the mixing studio." That happens, you
know — aquick job. And that won't work, really. If balance
and sound aren't right, of course the engineers can make it
right, artificially, but it will never sound as good as the man

But Idon't want to say the German school is good and the
English school is bad. My Peter Grimes was recorded in
London with an EMI team. There's avery good man there,
Simon Wood: young, and avery talented producer. Iwill
also do anew Bartók recording, Bhiebeard, in Berlin with
him, and Idid some Vaughan Williams. Wood's avery good
man.
Catalano: Do you think retordine should sound as if you're in the
ambience ty .the concert hall, or do you believe that ahome stint system
should hare aderent sound?
Haitink: My philosophy, and my producer's too, is really to
try to get the sound as Ihear it. What Ifound is that if you
record in agood hall like the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, or
here in Symphony Hall, you not only hear the orchestra, you
hear the orchestra in the hall. Ifind that important. It doesn't
always work, but recordings should capture that.

I

F YOU RECORD IN A GOOD HALL LIKE THE

AMSTERDAM CONCERTGEBOUW OR BOSTON SYMPHONY HALL,
YOU NOT ONLY HEAR THE ORCHESTRA, YOU HEAR THE
THE HALL. RECORDINGS SHOULD CAPTURE T

O1H1 I iRA

IN

ITINK

who is with the musicians doing it himself
More difficult when Irecord is the Berlin Philharmonic,
because the hall itself doesn't give that much [acoustic resoFranldy, I'm avery lucky man in many ways because the
nance]. Nevertheless, you can make good recordings there
bulk of my recordings are made with the same producer at
using avery different approach —one that's not for me —
Philips Classics, Volker Straus. Volker and Igrew up together,
where the producer gives the final recording abit more rethough he's abit younger than Iam. He will produce the
verberation than the hall itself does. Of course, artificially
Ravel pieces recorded with the Boston Symphony for Philips
adding reverberation makes things slightly more complicatClassics. When we work, we don't need many words.
Actually, it's ateam — not only the producer, but the peoed, and Ihave to trust Volker Straus and his good taste. I've
ple who cut the tapes and edit them. This is Dutch quality
always trusted him, and he's never overstepped the mark.
Catalano: Do you frel that tode audiences, haviuq listened to so
at its best. I'm very critical about the Dutch —I'm Dutch
myself— but the Philips team
is avery positive thing.
Catalano: Hou,do you feel about 1
the EMI team that produces your
opera recordings?
Haitink: The opera recordings
I've made for EMI are, for the
most part, done in Munich as a
co-production of EMI and Bavarian Radio. The production
people are very good. They
come from the same school as
my Dutch people. In Detmold,
in Germany — a very little
town —there's avery famous
academy with a sound-engineer education department. It's
abreeding place for audio engineers. There are other schools
besides Detmold, however. At
Philips Classics, for example,
there are two schools: the
Detmold school and the
English school. Idon't know
what the English school is
exactly because Inever record
Haitink conducting the BSO in Bostons Symphony Hall.
in that way.
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Vienna, [that are very "live]. Nowadays
orchestras are bigger and louder, because
now they play alouder repertoire [in halls
built for smaller-scale works].
Catalano: Didn't Richard Strauss say that his
most histrionic scores should be conducted like
Mendelssohn's fairy music, instead fsomething
inflated and grandiose?
Haitink: It's true. It was very interesting
when Iwas in Vienna —it was along time
ago — when I conducted Zarathustra. The
principal viola player —now retired —played
under Strauss, and he told me that, when
Strauss conducted, it was so subtle, so aristocratic, so light. People don't realize that today.
Look, Iwas brought up in acountry that
suffered under German occupation —Strauss
was not persona grata. When Istarted, my
artistic administrator said Ishould not mention Strauss. But as a young conductor I
wanted to do Strauss. At that point the
administrator commented that, "Strauss is so
heavy." And Isaid, "It's not true. Look at the score. It's so
wonderfully orchestrated — we have to do it light and transparent." Later on, when Iwent to Vienna and conducted
these pieces, Ilearned how true that was.
Catalano: But few conductors have the conviction to play Strauss
that way, even though it might sound better
Haitink: In aletter, Strauss wrote to afriend, "Last night I

o

nurdr recorded music, have thus been misled into thinking that's what
it's supposed to sound like in the hall?
Haitink: Oh, yes. There's agreat danger that nowadays
there's asort of apremanufactured sound, what Icall "unisound." There's adanger that one goes for brilliance, for
direct impressions. Sometimes, reviewers and listeners in
general go for the very first impression.

I

SAW A VIDEO OF STRAUSS CONDUCTING TILL EULENSPIEGEL
IN

1944.

IT WAS LIGHT, TRANSPARENT, NO—NONSENSE.

ITHINK WE'VE DETERIORATED — TASTE HAS GONE
IN A VERY BANAL DIRECTION.

The problem really occurs when we have to start apiece
very pianissimo, knowing that the climax is coming in 20
minutes and that we can't distort that. When you start off
quietly, very often people listening at home don't hear any
audio signal, and are turned off by that. The recording that
starts with abig bang is [considered] the "best" recording.
This leads to anumber of very sensitive artistic arguments.
One must really go, every time, from the score. That's
what Volker Straus always does — he always knows the
score inside and out.
Catalano: Do you think modern audiences get hooked on hearing
Romantic symphonies louder and ber in the concert hall—as loud
as they can hear it at home?
Haitink: In general, the danger nowadays is that the louder
[one is], the more success one has. One has to resist that. I
had this discussion with the Boston Symphony Saturday
morning when we were rehearsing the Ravel. The brass and
percussion were too loud, and Isaid, "Listen, this is not negative criticism, but you have to keep in mind that this hall
was built 100 years ago."
Symphony Hall was built by people who knew
Schumann, Beethoven, and Schubert. The music of Mahler
wasn't yet written. Ravel was non-existent, Strauss was just
starting. That is the only drawback of these halls here, and in
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

went to [Wagner's] Meistersinger. Ilooked into the pit and saw
100 musicians playing and Icould hear every word of it.
When Iwrite for one flute and one solo violin, people can't
hear the soprano anymore." He was right; it was very clever.
The story about playing Elektra like Mendelssohn —maybe
he did say that; maybe it's true.
As for Strauss conducting— recently Isaw avideo of
Strauss conducting Till Eulenspiegel with the Vienna
Philharmonic in 1944. It was totally off the cuff: light, transparent, no-nonsense. Ithink we've deteriorated in away.
Taste has gone in avery banal direction, I'm afraid.
Catalano: Are you willing to take those risks yourself and conduct
Strauss that is breezy and diaphanous?
Haitink: Oh yes, Itry. Itry.
Catalano: Do you find you run up against resistance from the
orchestras?
Haitink: Oh, no. Orchestras love to play it less heavily. At
that time in Vienna it was still too heavy, and when the principal viola said, "Listen, Iplayed with Strauss; it was really,
really, much lighter," Iwas very grateful for that remark.
Catalano: When the orchestras get whipped up like that, I
find it's
my harsh on the ears.
Haitink: Yes; it's terrible, terrible. Karajan always said, and
he's right, "Every piece has only one climax." In Karajan's
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off moments --at times it was abit streamlined —it became
too indulgent. But Iremember all his good times in the old
recordings which he made with the Philharmonia
Orchestra, playing Verdi's Falstaff, that sort of thing—they
were wonderfully clear and transparent.
Catalano: What's characteristic to me about your music-making is
that youfind the primal chordal pillars that provide stability and guidancefor not only the musicians, but the listener's ear as welt
Haitink: That's what Itry to achieve, yes.
Catalano: is that what's characteristic ofaHaitink performance?
Haitink: That's not for me to say, but that's what Itry [for]. So
often Isay to an orchestra —more and more, actually — you
have to listen to each other. You have to listen to what's going
on [in the other sections]. If you don't hear [the other musician], you are robbing him or her. That's one of my priorities.
My other priority —especially in Romantic repertory,
Mahler and Bruckner —is the structure of the piece. Maliler
symphonies are symphonies; they're not emotional fantasies.

You can't push asinger over the top because then the voice
will suffer.
Catalano: It turns ugly.
Haitink: Of course, there's no excuse. It's wonderful to give
the singer the right basis, the foundation, to nuke abeautiful
sound.
Catalano: Do you feel pressure _firm the recording companies and
talent agencies to use singers who are being promoted very young, whom
they are able to White with PR, and do you find yourseffighting or
resisting them?
Haitink: Not in the opera house. I'm in the position of music director, and with my artistic director we sit together and
nearly always come to ageneral consensus about which
singer we want.
It's adifferent thing with arecord company. Record companies have general artists on their lists. In my opinion, they
make the stupid mistake [of insisting] that these artists have to
do everything in the catalog because they're on the list. There

YOU LEARN IN THE OPERA HOUSE THAT YOU CAN'T BE
SO BLOODY-MINDED ABOUT YOUR OWN INTERPRETATION YOU HAVE TO BE AWARE OF A
SINGER'S POSSIBILITIES.
Of course, there's enormous emotion involved; but of
course, emotion is already there. Mahler as acomposer was
fascinated by symphonic form, the genus "symphony." He
composed asymphony every summer. That was his way.
When an ideal performance — which never exists —
begins, the audience should already feel where it will lead.
The same with Beethoven. It's ajourney, and I'm guiding
the audience and the orchestra in that journey.
Catalano: The ideas are pregnant in thefirstfew bars and chords.
Haitink: Yes. Sometimes Ithink—to say it in sort of abanal, pictorial way —"Here it's abit foggy, it's not avery
beautiful view; let's go on. Over there is awonderful view."
The overall shape of the piece is very important for me.
Catalano: Wouldn't it be alot easier on singers to conduct the big
Romantic pieces more lightly, more quietly, and with clearer direction?
Haitink: Of course; what do you think?
Catalano: Singers often sound pushed to the bursting point in this
music.
Haitink: Oh yes, it's crazy. When Iwas doing the Wagner
Ring cycle, Iwas extremely careful that the orchestral balance was such that the singers could cut through. When you
look at the score, there's no excuse. Wagner has enormous
outbursts, okay; but the moment the voice enters, he gets
lower — that's fantastic. He might omit abar in the orchestra, or the brass stops, or he writes molto piano in the score.
It's so cleverly done.
Catalano: With this approach of not pushing your singers to the
extremes, can you use lesser-known but more artistically compelling
people?
Haitink: Well, Imust say the singers I've worked with are
very artistic and compelling. Of course we try out newer
singers, and then one has to be careful. You have to learn in
the opera house, as aconductor, that you can't be so very
bloody-minded about your own interpretation, to use abig
word — you have to be aware of the possibilities of asinger.
S
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was acase where Ihad to say "No" because they wanted a
singer who had never previously performed acertain repertoire. It was adifferent language, adifferent country', for this
person.
"Yes, but he's on the list," the recording people said. Itold
them, "I'm terribly sorry, but that Iwon't do because X is
really not the right choice." I'm very often willing to be convinced about the choice, but not in this case. Iwouldn't do it.
Catalano: What about the management companies— the CAMIs
and ¡MG Artists? Do they pressure you to take one artist to get
another?
Haitink: That happens in the opera world; in order to get
X the diva or Ythe main man, you must also take Z. And
then it's for us to decide on apackage deal. Of course, some
things one should not accept do slip through the net.
Catalano: What discs ofyours do you consider indispensable listen-

ing?

Haitink: Ifind that question very difficulr, one tends to forget them alittle. Start with the end: Brahms's Fourth with
the Boston Symphony; Peter Grimes with the Royal Opera
House; Mahler's Seventh with the Berlin Philharmonic.
Maybe some of my old recordings with the C,oncertgebouw.
Maybe some French music, Debussy's Jeux. Ithink there's a
decent Bruckner Ninth with the Concertgebouw. The Schumann Symphonies really went well.
Catalano: What recording projects are coming out?
Haitink: The Ravel with Boston comes out in February on
Philips Classics. Bluebeard's Castle later on is with the Berlin
Philharmonic with John Tomlinson. Then in the summer,
I'll record Don Carlo with Philips. That's part of awhole Verdi cycle. Idon't know the cast at the moment.
Catalano: It must be very hard to cast Verdi operas these days, especially the tenor roles.
Haitink: Yes, it could be atremendous problem — I'm abit
worried about that!
S
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When you wish upon astar,
Makes no deerence who you are;
Anything your heart desires
Will come to you. —Jimmy Cricket

1

2-21-92-17-52-46. Big deal, another
$100,000 lottery winner. Where's
Jean-Phillipe? Probably off getting
us something to drink. Who can blame
him? Ican't believe people sit around
dreaming and waiting to hear all these
winning numbers. J-P, you out there?
Young, good-looking, bright —J-P
has alot going for him. He certainly
doesn't need to sit here listening to winning lottery numbers. Ah, there you are.
What are you mumbling about?
"12-21-92-17-52-46. I've won! I've
won! I'vz viox!" He shouted over and
over, almost crushing me in abear hug.
My oh my, J-P had really won abig
one. And what was it he'd been dreaming
about while buying all those tickets every
payday for the last three years? Speakers!
He'd wanted to own the best loudspeakers in the world, and now he could.
We talked into the wee hours that
night. Should it be Dave 'Wilson's X-1/
Grand SLAMMs, which earned Martin
Colloms's raves in Vol.17 No.12, and
ended up Stereophiles 1995 Product of
the Year? Or might it be Arnie Nudell's
Genesis Model One, the big brother of
the Model 11.5 praised by Robert
Harley in Vol.18 No.1? How about
Jason Bloom's attention-grabbing Apogee Grand, ahit at so many audio shows
125

and the huge sibling of the Studio
Grand Ireviewed in Vol.18 No.5? Or
maybe the futuristic B&W Nautilus, at
whose splendor John Atkinson hinted
in his Silver Seven review in Vol.17
No.6? Dipoles, bi-/tri-/quad-amping,
ribbons, room size, musical tastes, other
equipment...
We talked about everything audio
with unbridled joy in our hearts. Then
J-P looked at me. "What about the
JMlab Grand Utopia?"
The what?

right —but not entirely. JMlab came first,
having started in 1979 as asubsidiary of a
family-owned precision mechanics business. Founder Jacques Mahul (the JM of

THE WHAT

The Grand Utopia is the $65,000 flagship loudspeaker from French speaker
manufacturer JMlab. No, that probably
wasn't one that sprang to your lotteryobsessed mind, was it? Well, it had better in the future — the mighty Grand
Utopia is one sensational loucispeake4
and must be counted among the handful of contenders for the very best in the
world. But I'm getting ahead of myself.
Wilson, Avalon, Thiel, and Hales,
along with 60 other loudspeaker manufacturers around the world, use Focal
drivers in at least some of their speaker
designs. In many of these company's
models, the entire driver complement is
sourced from the French firm. And
Focal is well-known in the US—their
hard-to-miss yellow PolyKevlar drivers
show up everywhere.
If you guessed that JMlab is yet another company using Focal drivers, you'd be

JMlab Grand Utopia loudspeaker
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JMIab), who had been the principal designer at Audax, had become increasingly dissatisfied with the drivers available to
him. Like so many ultimately successful
audio designers, he decided to roll his
own for JMIab.
In 1980, responding to numerous
requests, Focal was formed to make and
sell drive-units. In subsequent years, Focal introduced the inverted-dome tweeter, the 15" Audiom bass driver with 12
separate magnets, Polyglas and PolyKevlar cone materials, advanced cast-aluminum baskets, and the Timid titaniumdome tweeter. A growing line of automotive products followed, as did the
acquisition of the SEBAC woodworking
factory for cabinet construction.
Innovation has been the life's blood
of Focal; they have continued to develop groundbreaking products. Other
speaker manufacturers have paid close
attention and continue to take advantage of Focal's technological advances.
But all of this technology has actually
been developed to advance the performance ofJMlab's own loudspeaker lineup. The Grand Utopia is the latest step
in this continuously evolving development — in essence, the field-test laboratory for the next generation of Focal
drivers.

BACK
ISSUES
ORDER NOW!
1-800-358-6274
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My first thought was that the $65,000
Grand Utopia was simply related to the
Wilson Grand SLAMM. After all, almost all of the X-1's drivers are made by
Focal. But when Iput the question to
Jacques, he seemed taken aback. It turns
out that JMIab represents approximately 75% of his business, Focal amere
10%. Worldwide sales of Focal drivers
are handled primarily by distributors. In
most cases he doesn't even know who's
buying the drivers. More important,
their 15% market share makes JMIab
the top speaker manufacturer in France.
(Their primary competitor is Cabasse.)
After nearly three years of intensive research, JMIab debuted the Grand Utopia both as amatter of national pride
and as ashowcase for Focal's new Sandwich W technology, which is used in all
of the drivers (with the exception of the
tweeter): two layers of spun glass surround an ultra-rigid layer of thin syntactic foam originally developed for highstress aviation applications. The stated
benefits of the new technology are rapid
propagation, greatly diminished energy
storage, and state-of-the-art freedom
from detail smearing.
The Grand Utopia and the Grand
SLAMM aren't all that similar, therefore.
While the Wilson may indeed represent
the best implementation of anent Focal
drivers — as well as remarkable breakthroughs in cabinet construction and
driver integration — the Grand Utopia
provides aglimpse of Focal's future. Not
one of the Utopia's drivers is currently
available to anyone other than JMIab
(though they're likely to find their way
into the Focal catalog at some point in
the future).
As well as the new cone material, the
15" Sandwich W woofer uses Focal's
proprietary Audiom configuration — a
dual layer of twelve 3" magnets — and a
rubber surround instead of the foam
used in Focal's earlier and current implementations of the Audiom approach.
This +31-lb driver is mounted in the
bottommost of the speaker's six separate
subenclosures, many of which are reinforced with lead. This particular subcabinet has avolume just under 9ft 3,with
aslot-shaped port located at the very
bottom of the front of the cabinet. Its
baffle is angled upward.
At the top of each cabinet is an 11" upper-bass/lower-midrange driver, mounted in asealed box with adownwardangled front baffle and avolume ofjust
under 2ft. The crossover is located in
its own subenclosure behind this upperbass/lower-midrange box. Its cover
plate, on the top rear of the cabinet, can

The I
S" Focal Audio woofer with its Sandwich W
cone.

be removed to provide easy access to the
crossover's air-core inductors, polypropylene capacitors, close-tolerance
resistors, and point-to-point wiring. This
plate also provides access to the speaker's
lone control — by moving asingle jumper, the tweeter output can be increased
by 1
dB for use in unusually dead listening rooms. (At the manufacturer's suggestion, the crossover plate was removed
for this review to eliminate possible resonances.)
The dual 6.5" mids and 1.2" inverteddome tweeter are arrayed in aD'Appolito configuration between the bottom woofer and upper woofer/mid subenclosures. Like the woofer baffles, the
lower mid is angled upward, while the
mid located above the tweeter faces
downward. In the center is the vertical
face of the tweeter's subenclosure. The
net result of the angled front baffles is to
present acurved front surface optimized
to focus the sound at apoint located at
the apex of a10'/side equilateral triangle. The tweeter, an updated version of
Focal's Tioxid design, uses adiaphragm
with alayer of titanium-dioxide vapor
deposited over a pure titanium substrate. The pole-piece is made of Telar
57 alloy and the magnet is neodynium.
Due to the extraordinary difficulties in
producing the virtually carbon-free
Telar 57, the retail price of these tweeters would be approximately $2000 each
As the mirror-imaged speakers are
designed to fire straight ahead, averticalphase correction baffle is mounted in
front of the tweeter to provide flat
response 30° off-axis.
Each Grand Utopia weighs 397 lbs
and stands just under 6' tall. Each speaker rests on four casters (only the front
two rotate) and contains dual sets of
WBT connectors with removable
jumpers for bi-wiring/amping.
The design effort has carefully taken
into account how the final product looks
as well as how it will be used. As aresult,
all of the technology is built into asingle
box. The cabinet is visually subdivided
into three sections, the dual inids and
tweeter making up the central portion.
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The front baffles on each woofer — the
top and bottom portions of the cabinet
— are finished in Porsche black lacquer,
as are the sides of the center section,
which are made of 12"-thick African
Anigre over dual layers of 1"-thick
MDF. The front baffle of the center section and the sides of each woofer's subenclosure are finished in a lovely
Brazilian Tauri using solid wood pieces
with every edge beveled. There are no
conventional grille covers, as JMIab feels
none are sufficiently sonically transparent. When not in use, additional solid
Tauri panels can be mounted on the separate front baffles to transform the cabinets into stunning monolithic wooden
sculptures.

One of my biggest surprises occurred
during setup. In my experience, most
true high-end speakers are terrible at
low levels. But as Ieffortlessly moved
the Grand Utopias about, Icontinuously played music through them, and, no
matter how low the volume, Ienjoyed
it. These monoliths were extremely
adroit at playing softly. This may be related to their tonal balance and high
Focars Tioxid tweeter
sensitivity; they had body and life even
at unrealistically low levels.
the side walls. As Itried different placeAs nutty as it may seem, the monsters
ments, Idid try to maintain aset of disalso were superb for background music.
tances proportional to those suggested.
Many visitors to my listening room were
As is typical in my room, Idid have the
shocked at the delicacy these 800 lbs of
speakers athird of the way into the room
loudspeaker were capable of. A great
and far from the rear wall. If Imoved the
example was the ethereal voices from
cabinets too close together, soundstaging
the Anonymous 4(An English Ladymass,
I
NITIAL IMPRESSIONS
simply wasn't realistic, with center-stage
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907080).
Ifirst heard the Grand Utopias at their
bunching apparent. With the speakers
Non-audiophiles in particular seem to
world debut at Stereophile's HI-FI '95
moved as far apart as possible, lateral stagalways expect aBIG sound out of big
Show in Los Angeles. At first listen Iwas
ing improved dramatically but sidewall
speakers, regardless of source material.
very impressed, despite my unfamiliarity
reflections and bass reinforcement Solo acoustic guitar, acappella voices, and
with the Pass Laboratories pre- and
became more problematic. While Iwas
wispy new age material consistently
power amps and Mike Moffaes Angable to tame the sidewall reflections with
shocked visitors to my listening room.
strom DAC. The presentation was big,
floor-to-ceiling Soundwall absorption
Adding to its wonderful ability to
powerful, and effortless as well as being panels, the final sidewall placement was
sound delicate was the Utopia's emotight, quick, and coherent. Not surpristhe best compromise with respect to bass
tional splendor in sounding beautiful.
ingly, bass foundations and dynamic concharacteristics.
The caressingly sweet upper reaches of
trasts sounded compelling. But when I
In most cases Iprefer to aim speakers
aviolin were aconstant case in point
returned for the second of many visits,
directly at the listening position; Ifind
from both LP (eg, Rimsky-Korsakov's
the setup had been changed. The speakthis often yields the optimum soundScheherazade, Chesky RC4) and CD
ers now fired diagonally into the listenstaging dimensionality and image focus.
(Midori, Live at Carnegie Hall, Sony
ing area instead of their earlier, more conDoing so with the Grand Utopias was
Classical SK 46742). The Grand Utoventional positions parallel to the side
the wrong decision: the treble balance
pia's upper limit was well above my
walls. Iwas not as impressed with this
suffered, but in amanner opposite to
own hearing capabilities in terms of
setup.
what often happens. In this case, the
quantity or output but, more important,
amount of high-end energy decreased it had abelievable quality of fullness,
M YWISH COMES TRUE ...
when Iwas looking directly at the front detail, focus, speed, and everything else
After numerous conversations, my wish
face of the cabinets, no doubt because of Iforced myself to listen for.
to get areal crack at these monstrous
the plates mounted on each tweeter. OpThis was harder than Iexpected. It
speakers finally came true. Although
timal treble performance was best, as
was always the music Iwas actually lismoving the shipping crates about and
intended by JM, well off-axis --in this
tening to —it took agreat deal of effort
getting the speakers out of them was a case, with the speakers aimed straight to pay any attention to the speaker. But
laborious task, it was nonetheless
ahead.
when Idid, Iwas captivated by approstraightforward, given adequate amounts
My last set of early trials with the priately splashy cymbal onslaughts
of muscle power. In my case, this was
speakers concerned top-to-bottom co(Dave Brubeck, Time Out, Classic/Cohandled by abunch of my always-helpful
herence. Initially, Iwas unhappy with
lumbia CS 8192), wailing top-of-thenephews) Once in the listening room,
the noticeable phenomenon of multiple
neck guitar attacks (The Essential Jimi
the casters made it easy to experiment drivers (re)creating music. Moving my
Hendrix, Vols.1 and 2, Reprise 26035), and
with placement. Experiment Idid.
listening seat back abit farther than norstaccato keyboard pyrotechnics (Nojima
The sheer size of the Grand Utopias
mal proved to be the solution. At acerPlays Liszt, Reference RR-25). Once I
made them abit uncomfortable in my
tain distance, everything meshed topaid attention to the treble performance,
13'-wide listening room. Ideally they
gether in afar more satisfying fashion.
Icould find no fault. Shortcomings came
should be used in alarger room, where
One issue that Iexpected to be a from source material and other equipthey can be well away from the rear and problem turned out not to be one. At
ment, not from the speaker itself.
side walls while still having agood bit of first, Iassumed that: 1) Iwas shorter than
Though changes in speaker cables and
space between them. I was simply
the average expected Grand Utopia lisamplifiers were immediately obvious in
unable to achieve JMIabs' prescribed
tener, 2) my listening chair was too close
the top end, the speaker simply reprosetup of 10' between the cabinet centers
to the floor; or 3) the tweeters were too
duced whatever it was fed — and feed it
while still leaving enough distance from
far from the floor. Once again, Iassume
Idid.
JMIab didn't want my (or your) ears
But it was the opposite end of the fredirectly on the axis of the tweeter and its quency spectrum that was the most iniI
Ryan, Shaun. Brian, Jonathan. Brendan,
Justin, kcenn, Joshua
thanks again.
damping plate.
tially arresting. The Grand Utopia's bass
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extension went on forever, rivaling that
of any other speaker — including subwoofers — I've ever had in my listening
room. But it didn't just dig deep, it did
so with the same naturalness Iheard in
the treble: it was rich as well as simultaneously fast and detailed. Pumped up to
real-world volumes, the bass lines on
Ben Harper's Welcome to the Cruel World
(Virgin 39320-2) jumped on my chest
and grabbed me by the ears, shouting
for attention. Michael Murray's attacks
on the Cavaillé-Coll organ at Saint
Quen de Rouen made Vierne's Symphony 3 (Telarc CD-80329) shake the
very foundation of my listening room,
air thundering through the pipes in a
controlled fury evocative of ahurricane
or cyclone. In this case, big speakers made
big bass! The bottom end was so strong
my initial reaction to the Grand Utopias
was afeeling that they were bass-heavy.
Over time, Irealized that they were

nothing of the sort—it was just aproblem of listening to home hi-fi. The
overwhelming majority of speakers are
bass-deficient. Only in comparison with
any number of other speakers did the
JMIabs sound bass-heavy Compared to
live music, they could really handle true
low-frequency information.
But here the threads begin to weave
together into the pattern of my ultimate
evaluation of these speakers. Like other
good big speakers, the Grand Utopia
could reproduce great bass. Driven by a
pair of Classé 1000s bridged for mono,
they produced extraordinary bass. But
unlike many other big speakers, the
Grand Utopias didn't always sound big.
They only sounded big when the music
warranted it. Images were never larger
than life unless they'd been recorded
that way (eg, Johnny Hartman's Once in a
Lifetime, BeeHive BH7012). Solo performers and delicate instruments were

BATTLE OF THE
uddenly and unbelievably, the
hottest market niche for loudspeakers is the hefty $65,000 to
$75,000 range. At this essentially
price-no-object level, the diversity of
design approaches incorporate virtually every speaker material and technology currently available: vertical arrays,
powered subwoofers, active external
crossovers, and single-/bi-/tri-/quadamplification, to name afew. As aconsequence, one long-standing audio
myth can be safely laid to rest.
It has been generally believed that
price is the limiting factor in equipment design. The cheaper the product,
the greater the number of compromises, and the more extensive the departures from perfect neutrality. Remove
price constraints, it has long been assumed, and the greater the convergence toward the realistic sound of
live, unamplified music itself Having
heard, on multiple occasions, every
one of the contending loudspeakers
currently fighting it out in this hotly
contested niche, let me sum up my
evaluation of this long-held assumption in asingle word: hogwash.
At lower price points, most designers are forced to make similar compromises. With the elimination ofprice
as aprimary factor, the array of options
available to designers becomes nearly
limitless. What becomes much more
prominent are such things as the avail-
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reproduced with the appropriate scale
and level of accuracy, the same fine realism, as full orchestras and live rock concerts. The monstrous Grand Utopias
handled Suzanne Vega (99.9°F, A&M
54001) with kid gloves, and gently unraveled the complex array of unusual
sounds from Andreas Vollenweider's Ea¡jan Minstrel (SBK/ERG 27897-2),
sounding as petite and delicate as each
respective source.
As I've mentioned, these speakers
were surprisingly good at low volume
levels and astounding at high levels.
They were also terrific at getting everywhere in between. Given their high sensitivity, it was not much of asurprise
that these beauties were sensationally
dynamic, putting back the jump in
reproduced music that is all too often
missing. They simply had that magical
ability to spring to life with the vibrancy
of something real — as evidenced in the

TITANS

Jacques Mahul stands next to the "Pride of France:'

ability of materials, the time and resources dedicated to the effort, and the
ingenuity of the designers. Choice,
not compromise, becomes the principal concern. Given this remarkable freedom of choice, we've learned at least
two other irrefutable facts: first, the
current crop of loudspeaker designers
are brilliantly creative and open-minded; and second, the sound of reproduced music still has along way to go
before it truly re-creates the real thing.
While it would be the dream of
many an audiophile to be able to conduct side-by-side comparisons of all of
the contenders in this remarkable
product niche, it is unlikely to ever happen. But given the contenders, Iwas
most interested in hearing the Wilson
X-1/Grand SLAMMs and the JMlab
Grand Utopias in acontrolled compar-

ison. Thanks to the graciousness of
Andy Singe4 Iwas able to accomplish
just that early one Sunday morning in
New York at Sound by Singer, where
not only were both of these stunning
speakers made available, but all of the
requisite level of ancillary equipment
was on hand as well.
Both of these monster speakers
feature single-box—like designs, high
sensitivity, relatively benign loads,
seemingly conventional drivers such
as (different) 15" Focal (sub)woofers,
and truly full-range frequency performance. The Wilson eschews woods
in its cabinets; the JMlab embraces
them. The Wilson requires meticulous installation and setup; the JMlab
requires no complex setup and is
remarkably tolerant regarding room
placement and listening seat(s). Both
make attention-grabbing visual statements (as do all other competitors at
this price point), though Ifound the
Utopia's alternating wood tones and
black finishes far more appealing.
While Iwas forced to listen to the
two monster sets of speakers in different listening rooms, both systems
included the Krell KPS-20i CD player,
CAT SL-1 Signature preamp, and the
same pair of VAC Renaissance 140
monoblodcs (they were moved from
room to room). Cables differed, but
included some of the cream of the current crops from NBS, Transparent
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awesome street-smart bombast of Sergio
Mendes's Brasileiro (Elektra 61315).
My little son and Isamba'd all over
the house, the speakers easily passing
Bob Deutsch's Listening-From-Another-Room Test. Heck, had the weather been better, we might have danced
right out into the street, subjecting the
JMIabs to the Listening-From-Outsidethe-House-at-Unlawful-VolumesBefore-Being-Arrested Test. More critically, the Grand Utopias were excellent
at re-creating all of the subtle micro volume levels of music. Ella Fitzgerald's
"Cry Mc A River" (Clap Hands, Here
Onnes Charlie!, Classic/Verve V6-4053)
provided alovingly natural example. But
most important of all, they handled all of
these levels and transitions in atotally
effortless manner. One of my all-time
favorite tests of this particular phenomenon is John Handy's Excursion in Bhie
(Quartet Q1005CD). It was captivating.

Audio, and Yamamura/ART. Because
the Wilsons were located in their accustomed places in the large rear listening room, it could be argued that
they had acompetitive advantage. To
offset this seeming imbalance, the
JMIabs had been set up the evening
before by Andy Singer and Jacques
Mahul, to both of their satisfactions.
The choice of source material was
mine, as were the conditions and timing of the actual listening.
The most startling and immediately
obvious difference between these two
truly full-range loudspeakers was their
respective voicings. The SLAMM offered up alighter, brighter sound, with
greater emphasis in the mid-treble.
Associated with this overall voicing
were wonderful sparkle and air, a
sense of speed and control, astounding
resolution of inner detail, and an open,
airy character remarkably free of such
huge cabinets. Dynamic ability, macro
as well as micro, was better than that
of any other speaker Ihad ever heard.
This stunning set of characteristics
made the Wilson sound very lively
and immediate.
In contrast, the Utopia offered a
weighter, warmer sound with a
greater midbass emphasis. As aresult,
harmonic structures were richer,
orchestral weight greater, with more
resolute foundations and low-end
spaciousness. The Utopia was at least
the equal of the SLAMMs in detail
resolution, and was actually superior
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It was music.
The combination of bass, dynamics,
and the overall sense of power made
these the ideal choice for all sorts of music, including the always-demanding organ. Oh, the splendor ofJohn Eargle's recordings! (Sampled on Engineer's Choice,
Delos DE 3506.) As Ilistened, Iwas
struck by how much was being revealed
in all these masterful organ works about
where they had been recorded. The
spaces themselves had weight and volume, asense of heft rarely properly captured. Live recordings weren't simply
spacious because they had alight, airy
character. There were halls and rooms
filled with ambient noise, decaying
sounds, and reverberant fields. In contrast, many other speakers have sparkle
but little body in portraying naturally
occurring waves of sound in real space.
While the music never ceased to
enthrall me, Iwas occasionally reminded

through the midrange. Given the different listening rooms and cables and
the relatively short listening sessions,
I'm hesitant to give the nod to the
Grand Utopia. In any event, both sets
of speakers allowed me to hear things
from some of my familiar CDs that
I'd never heard before.
The mid-treble vs midbass voicings
were at the heart of much of what I
heard. It was actually the treble from
the Wilson that added to its airy,
lighter sound, as well as providing a
greater sense of freedom from the endosure. The SLAMM's bottom was
tighter, quicker, drier. The faster bottom and more prominent lower treble provided agreater sense of control, resolution, and accuracy.
But all was not perfect. When
pushed to lifelike volume levels
(keeping that stunning dynamic capability firmly in mind), there was an
occasional hardening. Depending on
the source material, there was also a
continuum of performance ranging
from microscopic resolution through
analytical presentation to aggressive
and mildly irritating attack Was this
the source material, the ancillary
equipment, or the room? Was the
Utopia incapable of the resolution
needed to show up these underlying
shortcomings of other components in
the system? Maybe, maybe not.
Martin C,olloms's review included
terms such as "brash," "crispness," "leanness," and "hardness" when describing

of the presence of the speaker cabinets.
Unlike the best minimonitors, the huge
Grand Utopias never entirely disappeared into the soundstage. Oddly, this
wasn't because sounds were clearly coming from the drivers, as they do with certain other speakers; it was the soundstage
that was bounded, as opposed to the
individual sounds being so directionally
sourced. The cabinets themselves often
defined edges or parts of the soundstage,
with performers placed with wellfocused precision between, behind, or
within them. Width and depth were
both good, and my hall seat was abit
back (which Iprefer), though neither at
the very back nor the front of the hall.
For some small-scale performances,
speakers with acloser perspective provide amore intimate relationship with
the artists. Given the distance to the
listening seat required to achieve proper overall coherence with the big

the Wilson's performance in different
situations. This may well be the only
meaningful area in which the SLAMM
can be further improved.
The JMlab, with anearly identical
reported sensitivity, apparently went
louder. Iused the term "apparently"
advisedly — the room sizes were not
identical. In addition to the greater
midbass prominence, deep bass was
slightly but noticeably more extended
with the Utopia.
Two differences in the construction
of these phenomenal speaker systems
struck me some time after this listening session. The Wilson does have the
two additional ambience tweeters,
which might have contributed to its
greater upper-end openness and midtreble emphasis.
When the dust settled, Iwas left in
awe of both of these truly astounding
loudspeaker systems. Yes, they were
different from one another, but each
was much more different than almost
anything else on the market The
Grand SLAMM just might be the
finest example of an accurate transducer that has yet to be created. But
the Grand Utopia could just as readily
carry the mande of Most Wonderfully
Musical Loudspeaker I Have Ever
Heard. While Itruly admired the Wilson, Idon't hesitate in stating my preference for the spectacular JMlab
Grand Utopia. For me, this is truly the
ultimate desert-island loudspeaket
—Jack English
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Two New
Speaker Technologies
at Ultra Systems

I

•A new, improved Revolution...
the "i" series tunable speakers
$750 pr -$1 750 pr

2

.The ultimate Lifestyle speakers
for Audio and Video:
Winner of the CIS Innovatioas 1995 Design
Engieeering Award far the category al loodspediers.
tNGIN

e,

The "On-Wall" Alternative
The Quarz speakers are slim panels onty 23'
4"thick which bong
on the wall. High end oodio and theater sound for under
5500/pair! front, renter, rear channel speakers rpowered
subs. Special 6channel some theater packages S1299-1999.
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JMlabs, Idon't think this is acharacteristic they would be capable of
achieving. But having said that, the
Utopias were fully capable of precisely
placing sounds all over my listening
room when playing Roger Waters's
QSound-mixed Amused to Death
(Columbia CK 53196). I generally
regard this as an indication of aproduct's overall phase performance;
everything Iheard led me to believe
phase was still another attribute handled adroitly by these speakers.
As Itried to pay attention to the
bevy of drivers, Ibecame aware of still
more audiophile traits that hadn't drawn
my attention before. These babies
were, as advertised, clean and fast.
Transients sounded like transients,
with clearly defined starts, stops, sustains, reverbs, and decays, as required.
Once again, Iwas sucked in by the
jump from the brass on the great
direct-to-disc recording Sonic Fireworks,
Vol.11 (Crystal Clear CCS-7011), and
was caught playing an armful of airinstruments along with Spyro Gyra
(Catching the Sun, MCA 5108).
But as long as the JMlabs occupied
center stage in my room, it was always
the music Ireturned to. Lovingly, the
harmonic richness of the bass and the
sweet delicacy of the treble were both
found in abundance where it mattered
most — through the critical range of
the human voice. Ilolled in the textural palpability of Chris Rea's startling instrument as Ijourneyed with
him on the "Road to Hell" (The Best of
Chris Rea, East West 98382); reminisced with Richie Havens and his
open-tuned acoustic guitar as we
revisited the '60s (Collection, Rykodisc
RCD 20036); marveled at the belllike purity of Joan Baez (Vanguard
VRS 9078); and got lost in the
humanity of Laurie Anderson (United
States Live, Warner Bros. 25192). The
haunting splendor and vast complexity of the human voice were very
much at home with the Grand
Utopia, providing the luscious icing
on the proverbial cake.

STUNNING

tra
SYSTEMS
One W alter's L
ane, PO Box 570, Point Pleasant PA 18950
(800) 724-3305, (215) 297-0227, Fax (215) 297-8661

The JMIab Grand Utopia is an
absolutely stunning accomplishment in
every regard. It was able to let music
sound like music — at levels high, low,
and everything in between. It was
dynamic, detailed, fast, and — most
critically — beautifully musical. Truly
one of the world's greatest loudspeakers. (Now —where'd Iput that lottery
ticket ... ?)
S
S
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ALL HALES BREAKS LOOSE!
Lonnie Brownell bends his ear toward the Hales Concept Two loudspeaker
Two-way, floorstanding, sealed-box loudspeaker. Manufacturer's specifications:

purchase). Serial numbers of units tested: 9502-1011A/13. Approximate number of

Frequency range: 35Hz-26kHz. Sensitivity: 813d8/W/m. Nominal impedance: 6ohms.

dealers: 27. Manufacturer: Hales Design Group, 16812 Gothard St.. Huntington Beach.

Dimensions: 36" H by 1
0W by 16.5" D. Weight 85 lbs each. Price: S1
995/pair (grilles

CA 92647. Tel: (714) 841-6884. Fax: (714) 841-2427.

add $250/pair).Warranty: Iyear (5 years if registration is returned within IS days of

A

few moons ago Ihad an opportunity to visit the Hales Design
Group factory up the road in
I
luntington Beach, my old high-school
stomping grounds. The plant tour concluded with astop in the listening room
Set up therein was apair of their Concept Two speakers. On went a disc,
down went the lights. (Did Isay down?
Try out —the room is a windowless
bunker, after all.) "O000h," Ithought,
"that sounds nice. The imaging is nothing short of holographic!" After we concluded our listening session, Iput on my
poker face and asked, "So, how much
do these go for?"
lust under $2k," came the reply
from Paul Hales.
"Hminin..." Isaid meaningfully. I
took alook at the backs of the speakers.
"Hey — there's a yellow sticky-note
thingie here that says Stereophile on it.
What's that mean?"
"This pair is duc to go to Santa Fe for
review. Uh ... are you interested?"
Again trying not to seem too eager, I
said, "BOY HOWDY YEAH! Oh, uh, sure,
ah, maybe; let me talk it over with Wes
Phillips ... "

HALES AND HEARTY

To say that the Concept Two is ahandsome speaker is like saying that a
Cohiba is apretty good cigar. The quality of the finish is in the fine-furniture
league, with closely matched Sapele
veneer 1covering the side, top, and back
surfaces. The cabinet leans back — that
is, the front and back arc parallel to each
other, but aren't perpendicular to the
floor, in order to time-align the drivers.
This makes the Concept Two look as if
it might have atendency to topple backward, but that's just in your imagination;
it's as steady as they come.
The front of the speaker is made
from 2" MDF — the massive amount
of mass doesn't hurt in quelling unwanted vibes, either. You did notice that these
babies weigh in at 85 lbs apiece, didn't
you? Isure did. The cabinet walls are
1Other finishes are available as well.
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Hales Concept Two loudspeaker

made of 1" MDF and are internally
braced. Go ahead, tap on it with your
tough-guy bare knuckles — hertz, donut? It's like banging on atree trunk.
There are also some highly engineered grilles, covered with black fabric,
available for another $250. The grille
frames are made of metal, and slide
onto the speaker in agap between the
baffle and the cabinet. The fit is snug,
and once on it takes more than alittle
effort to get them back off. The grilles
arc sharp-looking, too, in that each has a
bowed metal bar that causes the fabric
cover to take on its own sculpted look.
Good-looking or not, acoustically transparent or no, these grilles were removed

for all lily listening. The speaker remains very handsome-looking — even
to non-audiophiles.
The Concept Two woofer not only
woofs, it's also assigned to cover most of
the midrange, so it has to be quick on its
feet. The Hales folks use aproprietary
8" design with aKevlar-composite cone,
which is very light —a moving mass of
only 20 grams — but is also very stiff.
The tweeter is Hales's own 1" aluminum-dome unit: the same driver
that's used in their larger, more expensive models. The crossover is anice'n'
steep fourth-order, and the bass loading
is of the sealed-box type, these being
two of Hales's design constants. The
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critically damped sealed-enclosure approach is preferred in order to avoid the
resonance and peakiness that can accompany ported designs. The company
motto is "Death Before Bass Reflex,"
which you might paraphrase as "Any
port in astorm, but not in our speakers."
Connections are made via two sets
(for bi-wiring, of course) of Cardas
binding posts. Now these are some
BINDING poem! None of those plasticcovered jobbies here — these are solid
brass, built to take just about any kind of
wire you want to throw at 'em. Also,
they come with some solid-copper
Cardas jumper plates, should you want
to run them single-wired. Finally, the
Concept Twos come with substantial
screw-fitted cones that you wind into
the three matching inserts on the bottom of each speaker until they're all the
way in. Easy, simple, and effective.
However, as the vet), informative 45page user's guide states, you'll want to
wait until you've found their ideal locations before adding spikeage — without
the spikes, you can slide 'em around on
your carpeted listening-den floor, but
with the spikes in place you have to pick
'cm up, set 'em down, and then crawl
over to the phone so you can call for an
appointment with your chiropractor.

HALESTORM

HALES, HALES,
THE GANG'S ALL HERE

Once Iwrestled the speakers into the
living/listening room, Iset them up in
For the auditioning chtz El Bee, LPs
my usual locations fairly close to the
went 'round'n'round on a Linn Axis
wall, and gave them aquick listen. After
'table with Basik Plus arm fitted with
all, these had been playing at the Hales
Shure V-15 Type 5MR or Benz Glider
factory for awhile, so they were probacartridges. Two digital front-ends were
bly pretty well ready to go. My first
employed. One was from Audio Alimpression was most favorable — they
chemy, featuring aDDS III transport,
had the same sort of detailed but not
connected to aDTI 2.0 via an Illuminati
DataFlex Studio digital cable, then to a fatiguing presentation that they had at
DDE v3.0 using AA's PS bus cable. The
the factory, with pinpoint placement of
other front-end was the all-in-one CD- images and tight, well-controlled bass.
1000 CD player from Enlightened
Then Idecided to read the user's
Audio Designs. The preamp was an
manual.
The manual devotes alot of text to
Audible Illusions Modulus 2A. The
Audio Alchemy Overture 0M-150, placing the Concept Twos — especially
fully dressed with two power supplies,
in relation to the front corners of the
was used for most of the serious audiroom — in order to get sufficient roomaided low-frequency extension. The
tioning, with the nothilf-but-fmeJoLida
SJ-502A integrated amp and PSE Studio
manufacturer's specs list these babies as
reaching down to 35Hz, but, you'll
Two also getting some hang time.
notice, without specifying ±ndB. This
Interconnects used included Synergistic
Research Kaleidoscope, XL0 PRO
seems abit overoptimistic to this listener, but that's what they said. Ifigured I'd
Type 100, and AudioQuest Ruby.
Speaker cables used were Synergistic
try their recommendations, and moved
'em to the suggested positions: 67" from
Research Signature No2. Everything
except the amp was plugged into an
the front wall to the front edge, and 39"
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge
from the side wall to the midpoint of
116; the amp was plugged into an API
the front. That put them quite abit farPower Wedge 110, and an API Power
ther out into the room than I'd had
Enhancer 1completed my power trip.
them initially, and also closer to the side
walls (and, on one side, very close to a
record cabinet). In addition, this gave
the setup something of aflattened equilateral-triangle look, with the speakers
_Áttrther._Ktecimilieclj
spread far apart and me rather close to
them.
Ilistened, then measured the lowfrequency
response. My impression was
S
UCCSFL, YNG, WORLDLY OVER ACHIEVER ;
MATURE, DETAILED ORIENTED SEEKS
that Iwas hearing two individual speakS
KS INTELLECTUAL TYPE WHO ENJOYS MOV- 4
MUSIC LOVER. I'm trim, fit and silver with
ers more than a stereo pair working
IES &MUSIC. Me-comfortable with bohemian and à
apenchant for music. I'm pedigreed and
together. The measurements indicated
aristocrat alike. I'm from along musical lineage, well
come from an advanced background in metversed in scientific disciplines too. I'm easy to fall in love_â
allurgy. I'm easy to interface with and work
that there was some bass peakiness that
.with &I'll go to great lengths to please the discern well in upscale environments. Let me take
would prove deleterious as well. So I
wig &deserving. Hook up with me today &fall in love for ip
you to the top and show new highs. I'll bring
played with positioning, primarily by
life. No bad amplifiers, torn cones or lo -fi situations
.
11
bliss to your life and life to your musk GUARmoving them in toward the middle of
please. SSS not important. Call 801-621-5530 box#
ANTEED! Respond to boxholder KCAG.
the room, listening and measuring at
.••••••••
each step. Isettled on apoint 68" from
the front wall and 45" from the side.
PRAGMATIC, DOWN-TO-EARTH, WORKIN' JOE
SEEKING AUDIOPHILE 4ENDLESS
This smoothed out the bass response —
SEEKS ANO-FRILLS SITUATION WITH ASENSIINTIMATE LISTENING SESSIONS.
though it did seem to roll off abit early
TIVE MUSIC LOVER. I'm comfortable spending qualMe-1 come from ascientific back—and also gave amore seamless preity time at home playing records, «I's or watching
«gob
ground and into all types of musk. 1
sentation. I was playing with toc-in
_movies. I
would like to explore alife long relationship
e
can take all the power you can unleash,
when Paul and Scott showed up.
with you. I'm boxholder 4VS... Comfortable as your
but respond with equal finesse to quiet
i
ir

favorite slippers, 'right as rain.' Best of all I
have aheart ir
of the purest copper. Call today you won't be sorry.

.40

.2)Piervistei Comp

moody types. Telephone 801-6215530 lye msg box 4TC.

onen ti _7m/ellier

524,0

(10' KIM3ER KABLE
Il
2752 South 1900
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Ogden,

Utah

HALES GOODFELLAS
WELL-MET

84401 USA •(8011621-5530

4IP

Paul is the man hisself, Paul Hales, and
Scott is Scott Brooks, Hales's new marketing director, and an acknowledged
master setter-upper. I'd invited them
down to check things out; something I
hadn't donc before with amanufacturer. Ifigured this might be agood time
S
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to start, since placing the Twos was abit
of achallenge, and since the Halesfolks
were local (sort of). They listened to my
setup and pronounced it not bad. Then
Scott used a formula for calculating
placement that he'd based on one used
by George Cardas (for whom Scott
used to work). He actually carne up
with two locations, one not wildly different from what Iwas using (2" farther
out from the front wall and 7" farther
from the sides), and another afoot and
ahalf farther away from the front wall
than his other position.
The latter position, however, was
really aproblem given my usual listening position. Paul commented that his
speakers weren't well-suited for nearfield listening2— there's over a foot
between the centers of the woofer and
tweeter, and they need some distance
from the listener to integrate properly.
This was definitely in the nearfield category.
Not only that, but the required room
boundary LF reinforcement was also
taken away by such placement. The
diminution of upper- and midbass (let
alone bass-bass), coupled with the "in
yo' face" placement, had the unhappy
effect of making the speakers sound a
tad strident. We tried moving the listening scat back 'til it was up against the
dining-room table (!), which gave a
good 9' or so from speaker to ear (as opposed to the original 6'). This helped in
some ways (less strident, drivers better
integrated), but other problems — lack
of wannth and bass, and imaging anomalies due to mom problems that come
into play with such positioning3—
remained or arose. Plus Iwasn't too
keen on the disruption of normality that
this setup required — Ilike to be able to
sit at the dining-room table. Iknow, I'm
an audiophile and such petty trifles
shouldn't concern me, but Ican't help
it. On the other hand, if it had sounded
absolutely killer there, I'd probably be
shopping for a different chow table.
Something ... smaller.
So Iwent back to Scott's first placement. And listened, and ... wasn't satisfied. It seemed that the bass still wasn't
what it should be, and this gave enough
of a tonal imbalance to make some
recordings sound forward, even though
2As complete as the Hales user's guide is, it doesn't
discuss how near or how far the listener should be
from the speakers. Something for alater revision, perhaps.
3Mr listening/living/d . •grtsmn has awide entrywar lll i
l
lwav down the left side wall as von face the
system: the Scaring described results in the first reflection point lving in the middle of that opening, which
my nonnal, more forward seating does not.
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others were lovely and the imaging was
holographic. To make a long story
short, after much sliding back'n'forth and
in'n'out, Isettled on a position 45"
(again) from the side walls, and 'zactly
5' from the front wall, with just ahint of
toe-in. As I've said, it took along time
to get there. Was it worth it?

HALES THE
CONQUERING HEROES

Yes, it was. Worth it, Imean. At this
position, all the elements carne together
to create asonic whole that just clicked.
The bass wasn't subterranean, but it was
exceptionally clean and taut and satisfying. The opening bass-drum booms on
"Dream in Blue" from Los Lobos' Kiko
(Slash/Warner Bros. 26786-2, CD.)
sounded more like mallets hitting taut
drumheads than I've ever heard them,
even though the following low-frequency bloom wasn't as deep or bone-shaking. And the rest of this cut (and album)
was similarly stunning, with David
Hidalgo's vocals occupying asolid center space —just right in proportion —
slightly behind the speaker plane.
That sense of proportion — of things
being of the right size, and in the right
place — was aconstant and interesting
phenomenon. With most speakers in
my room, I'll get avocalist or instrument now and then that seems to be
hanging out somewhere near the ceiling or the floor, but this was not true
with the Concept Twos. Vocals tended
to hover just about at tweeter level, no
matter if it was Hidalgo's sweet high
tenor, or Holly Cole's now warm, now
sassy delivery from her Temptation CD
(Metro Blue CDP 8 31653 2). Even
Brad Roberts's basso absurdo on the
Crash Test Dummies' "Superman's
Song," from The Best of Mountain Stage
Live Vol.3 CD (Blue Plate Music BPM003CD), hung in there at eye-level.
In fact, one thing that the Hales
speakers got nght time and again were
vocals. Reggae rapper Shaggy's voice on
"Gal You A Pepper," from his Bootnbastic
LP (Virgin American 840158 I), sputters and jumps like a lawnmower in
need of atune-up, which the Hales had
no problem following. On the aforementioned "Superman's Song," Ellen
Reid's haunting backup vocal —down
in volume but not in emotion —provided a fitting and finely rendered
counterpoint to the comical-yet-moving slur of Mr. Roberts.
The one thing Igave up just abit of
with this placement was stage depth.
'There was still front-to-back layering —
in fact, the hand-claps and guitar on

"Dream in Blue" seemed to be in fivtit
of the speakers — but it appeared to go
only as far back as the wall. On the Fritz
Reiner/CSO reading of Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra (Classic/RCA LSC1934, LP), this resulted in asomewhat
foreshortened picture of the ensemble,
but only somewhat. But if you want
width, Igot width, with the violin section extending beyond the left speaker,
and the basses closer to the right but still
on their outer edge.
If you want detail — the ability to see
all the way into the recording — you've
come to the right place. If it's in the
recording, the Hales will get it to you.
In Shaggy's "Gal You A Pepper," there
were some wervy little noises way deep
in the mix that sounded like they came
from acomputer game. They're hardly
noticeable, but once Idid latch onto
them, Icould follow them all the way
home. On the title track of the LA
Four's Going Home CD (East Wind
EJD-3045), Shelly Manne runs his
brush over the surface of acymbal at
one point. Icould easily follow which
way he was brushing, which was afirst
in my system. Idon't recommend listening to the applause between tracks,
but it was hard not to notice that the
applause on my olde Belafonte at Carnegie
Hall LP (RCA LSO-6006) was equally
pinpointed and, well, detailed.
If you've got abad — or not so good
— recording, the Hales will also tell you
about that. Sometimes I'd be struck that
something would sound hard or edgy;
I'd switch to another recording, and
there'd be no such problem. For example, on Ellington's "Mood Indigo"
(Indigos, Columbia CS 8053 six-eye LP),
I noted that Shorty Baker's muted
trumpet had an ever-so-slightly papery
quality to it, as did the violin solo on
"Autumn Leaves." But on the very next
recording Iput on, the Philliarmonia
Baroque Orchestra/Lowell Greer recording of Mozart horn concertos (Harmonia Mundi HMU 7012, LP), the violins showed no hardness or excess sheen,
and the horn sound was round and
warm as you please. Ilistened to another version of an Ellington band doing
"Mood Indigo," this on the Duke Ellington Meets Coleman Hawkins CD
(MCA/Impulse! MCAD-5650 JVC461),4 and Inoted that it sounded so
sweet and low (in volume — it's asub4An album you oughta get if you don't have it, if only
for the first cut, "Limbo Jazz," which features drummer Sam Woodyard singing along—not knowing he
was being recorded —in asilly and joyous fashion
that's sure to brighten your day. Oh, and the rest of
the album is all killer, no filler.
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dued reading) that it ought to be illegal.
Ialso noted that the brushwork - a
good place for any hardness to show its
ugly head - was exquisite, and that
Coleman Hawkins was just too fine and
mellow. So there you go. Now that
Indigos LP is ahoney, but it is old, and it's
seen some rough times. Iguess the
Concept Twos were trying to tell me
something, like when Lassie would paw
at the dirt and bark.
The Concept Twos aren't really
what you need if you want to play very
loud - or loud and clean, anyway. I
found that they'd start to harden up if
pushed, but this wasn't aproblem at the
levels where Ido most of my listening,
which aren't exactly quiet. That said,
they will rock, which is important. The
frighteningly good drums on Southern
Culture On The Skids' Dirt Track Date
LP (Telstar TR 020) snapped with precision, driving the coolly demented
tunes like they oughta. Beau Jocque's
Git it, Beau Jocque complex zydeco
rhythms had me reaching for the
Tabasco so Icould try to be that hot,
t00.

-Lonnie Brownell

HALES ON WHEELS

The Hales Concept Two's B-weighted
sensitivity was alittle below the specification, at a calculated 85dB/W/m.
However, its impedance (fig.1) stays
above 8ohms throughout the bass and
midrange, meaning that its current
demands on the partnering amplifier
will only be moderate in this powerhungry region. But note the drop to just
above 4 ohms in the presence region.
The phase angle is also moderately severe between 800Hz and 2.51cHz. Although the worst phase angle coincides
with ahighish impedance magnitude 64° and 10 ohms at 1340Hz - which is
okay, the phase angle is still quite highly capacitive, -45°, at 2kHz, while the
amplitude has halved to 5ohms. This
combination is equivalent to a pure
resistance of 3.5 ohms, and as music has
quite alot of energy in this region, it
should be becoming clear that the Hales
Concept Two needs to be driven by a
beefy solid-state amplifier or atube design with agood 4ohm output setting.
The high impedance peak in the bass
in fig.1 -49 ohms at 36Hz - indicates
the tuning frequency of the sealed-box
enclosure. This usually coincides with
such aspeaker's 6dB-down point. Fig2,
which shows the individual responses of
the Hales's woofer and tweeter, indicates that the woofer's bass response is
actually -6dB at exactly 36Hz, compared with its maximum level. Fig2
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also shows the crossover between the
two drive-units to lie at arather low
1500Hz. This might explain LB's feeling that the speaker sounded hard when
pushed; this low crossover point means
that the tweeter is working hard in the
bottom octave of its passband. The
woofer shows atrace of breakup behavior well above its passband, but both
drive-units are very flat in the regions
they cover.
The Concept Two's overall response
on the tweeter axis at adistance of 50",
averaged across a30° horizontal window, can be seen from fig3 to be aston-
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Hales Concept Two, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.5 Hales Concept Two, horizontal response family at SO", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response S*-90° off-axis.
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ishingly flat. This is obviously awellengineered speaker. The top octave is a
little suppressed before the tweeter undergoes its ultrasonic resonant behavior,
but LB didn't remark on anything untoward in this region.
Vertically (fig.4), the Hales's response
hardly changes within a±-5° window
centered on the tweeter axis, suggesting
that listening-axis choice will not be
particularly critical Horizontally (fig.5),
the choice of baffle shape and crossover
frequency results in awide, very even
dispersion across most of the audioband, correlating with the excellent
imaging LB noted in his auditioning.
The speaker does become more beamy
at the top of the woofer passband, however, which in live rooms might make it

5

6
Tenemms

Fig.6 Hales Concept Two, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window.
30kHz bandwidth).

sound slightly bright, and in good
rooms might make it abit fussy over
setup.
In the time domain, the Concept
Two's step response (fig.6) reveals that
it is not atime-coherent design despite
its use of asloped baffle. The sharp up/
down spike of energy in this graph is
the tweeter's output; the lazier up/
down energy triangle is the woofer's
output. Both are in positive acoustic
polarity, but the woofer's arrival is more
than 0.5ms after the tweeter's, due to
the high-order crossover filters and the
fact that the woofer is positioned quite a
long distance from the tweeter. The
associated cumulative spectral-decay or
waterfall plot (fig.7) reveals abasically
clean initial decay, with asmall amount
of low-level hash visible in the mid-treble. This is probably due to woofer misbehavior that has been suppressed by
the crossover.
Finally, the Hales's unusual parallelogram of acabinet has afew resonant
vibrational modes detectable. Fig.8
shows awaterfall plot calculated from
the output of asimple PVDF-tape accelerometer fastened to the front baffle
between the two drive-units. The mode
at 370Hz is relatively low in level, but
could also be found on the cabinet sides
and back, along with ahigher-frequen-

dB
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0.60

0.0 -

1.26

cy resonance at 516Hz. The latter is too
high in frequency to have much of a
subjective effect. Note the apparent
mode on the baffle at 60Hz. This is actually due to 60Hz hum being picked
up by the accelerometer and should be
ignored.
-John Atkinson

LBHALES ACAB
ON OUTTA HERE

So, what have we learned today? That
the Hales Concept Two loudspeaker is
atrue high-end component - in other
words, it makes real music, but only if
cared for and fed just right. Also, this is
aspeaker that isn't likely to raise problems with the decorating committee in
your house -you couldn't ask for a
better-looking speaker. Take your time,
work with 'em, and you can make some
beautiful music together.
One telling moment was the day
after Igot home from WCES. Richard
J. Rosen, my good buddy and show-report better half, was hangin' at the LB
crib, chillin' in Cali while back home in
New York they were trying to dig
themselves out from under tons of snow.
We were exhausted -WCES and Vegas
will do that to you -and were flaked in
a serious way on the sofa, with the
Concept Twos in front of us and
Stratosphere Boteie: The Flamil Guitars of
Speedy West andJimmy Bryant (Razor and
Tie RE 2067) on the CD player. We'd
used this album for demo material at
the show, and had heard it on literally
dozens of systems. "Man," Rick croaked,
eyes like slits, "That sounds "'IV@
% ing great ... "
"Yeah..." I replied, spent but
relaxed, and happy. -Lonnie Brownell S
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ROCKPORT SERIES 6000 AIR-BEARING TONEARNI
Michael Fremer machine-tools down the vinyl information highway
Air-bearing, linear-tracking, silicone-damped tonearm. featuring continuously

factory-direct only. Manufacturer: Rockport Technologies. 229 Mill Street. Rockport.

adiustable VTA during play. Optimal cartridge mass: three counterweights supplied.

ME 04856.Tel: (207) 596-7151. Fax (207) 596-0928.

Warranty .2years parts & labor. Price: $4500. Approximate number of dealers: sold
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he silly season is upon us once
again. The last time out was
predictable: When CDs were
introduced, the mainstream audio press
didn't just declare 44.1kHz, 16-bit digital born perfect, it tried to kill the LP. To
admit to playing records was made out
to be like walking into Barney's in a
leisure suit. One reviewer, who's since
gone to that big digital filter in the sky,
proclaimed that he'd put his turntable
on ashelf to gather dust, and that was
that. At the time, only about 5% of the
entire history of recorded music had
been digitized, which lets you know just
what kind of amusic lover he was.
When the battle seemed won and the
LP had all but disappeared, the relentless attacks stopped. A few of us crybabies gurgled and spit, but, like
Saddam Hussein after the Gulf War, our
forces were left out in the desert to lick
our wounds and retreat. We'd soon be
gone; why kick sand in our faces?
Well, we're baaaaccccccIdddc!! And,
like George Bush, the forces of ones and
zeros (especially the zeros) are kicking
themselves today for not seeking total
victory. The resurgence of vinyl has
heated up the anti-LP rhetoric to an
almost hysterical pitch not heard since
the early part of this decade.
The old arguments are being trotted
out: 'If you like distortion, listen to
records. The big soundstage? False L-R
information, and groove pre- and postecho. The wide-open high frequencies?
Resonance. Everything good about LPs
is really bad. Everything you hear that
sounds bad about CDs is really good!
You're just not used to what's good —
give it time, you'll learn to like it. You
like your records? Fine, that's because
you've never heard areal mike feed in a
real studio. If you had, you'd like' CDs.
They sound identical to the mike feed."
You want to read some of this sillyseason stuff? Not only is the LP back on
the hit list, the basic perfection of 16-bit,
44.1k-sampled digital is once again
being proclaimed. In the February 1996
Audio, editor Michael Riggs wrote: "I've
been disturbed to hear so much of the
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Rockport Series 6000 air-bearing tonearm

industry discussion of a 'Super CD,'
based on the new high-density discs,
cast in terms of things like higher sampling rates, which would have little or no
impact on perceived sound quality. Today,
the greatest remaining impediment to
sonic realism is the spatial distortion of
two-channel stereo...." (my italics)
Hello? Riggs's position that ahigher
sampling rate and longer digital word
length would not yield signfficantly better
sound is more of afringe position in
1996 than saying you prefer analog and
LPs to CDs. In fact, today, preferring
analog recording in the studio is very
mainstream.
What did mastering engineer Bernie
Grundman tell me last year? "Pull any
guy off the street and play him a44.1kand a96k-sampled version of the same
music and he'll hear the difference instantly." In the April Stereophile, Idocumented alistening session held recently
at Ocean Way Studios with various digital formats and some of the recording
industry's best ears (p.57). And that's not
to say that adding three more discrete
channels would be abad thing: It could
be great —as long as we don't trade two
good channels for five crappy ones.
That said, LP playback is fraught with

problems, as any of you know who've
tried to get it right. But with analog on
the ascendant, Ifigure now's the time to
cover the waterfront with this review of
the Rockport tonearm.

THE STRAIGHT DOPE

Records are cut in astraight line, and
that's how they ought to be played back.
Unfortunately, linear-tracking arms are
abitch to design, build, and get to work
properly. Unless you do get it right, you
et it much more wrong than the performance achievable with a welldesigned pivoted arm like the Graham
1.5t, for example.
There arc two really big problems
with linear tracking: one is moving the
entire large arm mass laterally, and the
other is transferring the signal from the
wide-ranging arm to afixed point without the wires interfering with the free
movement of the arm. Other problems
abound, of course, but those two loom
large.
There are three basic technologies for
effectuating lateral linear movement: a
servo motor (as in the original Rabco,
the Goldmund system, or the el-cheapo
plastic linear trackers), the near-zerofriction mechanical-bearing systems like
S
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the Souther, and air bearings.
Owners of Goldmund Reference
'tables will argue otherwise —and perhaps in the case of that very complicated, very expensive, and very tweaky
arm it did work well — but servo systems are noisy, complex, and almost
never achieve the desired perfect perpendicularity of the cantilever to aradial line across the grooves. Instead, the
stylus zigzags its way across the record,
the servo first overcompensating in one
direction, then the other.
Almost all the parallel-tracker action
today (such that there is) is in air bearings: the Eminent Technology 2, the
Airtangent, and the Rockport 6000.
The Forsell arm is only available as
part of the Air Force One arm/'table
combination. It is ahigh-airflow/lowpressure design unlike any other current and most past units. The first completely air-bearing record playback system was the Versa Dynamics 2.0, designed and built by John Bicht, but
Bicht no longer manufactures it or its
lower-cost brother, the 1.0. Rockport
continues to manufacture air-bearing
arm/'table combos as well as the series
6000 arm, which you can mount on
your turntable if you've got $4500.
After reviewing the Rockport Capella 'table (no longer in production) a
few years ago, Itold designer Andy
Payor that he should consider selling
the arm as aseparate product. Easier
said than done: on the Capella, the arm
is situated at the back of the 'table and
moves right to left across the record. To
make the arm adaptable to other 'tables,
where it would have to be mounted on
the right side and play front to back,
required Payor to redesign and retool
the complex mechanism into amirror
image of the original.
That done, Payor sent me one to play
with and compare to almost everyone's
favorite reference, the Graham 1.5t.
This I've been doing for the better part
of ayear, and if air-bearing arms have a
reputation for fussiness and high maintenance, the 6000 should shatter that
stereotype. It has been absolutely trouble-free and has required zero maintenance — unless you call sliding the arm
back and forth on the shaft once before
each listening session to clear away dust
"maintenance."

ELEGANT DESIGN

As with every product Andy Payor has
ever built that I've seen, both the design
and build quality are of the highest
order. Every aspect of the design and execution of this ami has been engineered
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and built with one thing in mind: controlling and banishing the resonances
inherent in any spring/mass system
(cantilever pivot/arm) and those caused
by the excitation of materials due to vibrations created at the stylus/groove
interface.
The massive main housing, which
includes a fine-pitched, rock-solid,
threaded VTA adjustment system and
its base, are milled from solid pieces of
anodized aluminum. Also attached to
the main housing: the shaft upon
which the air-bearing/arm system
rides, the cueing system, and the silicone damping trough. The unit
includes aseparate milled aluminum
terminal block housing the RCA output jacks and air input.
The armtube is acarbon-fiber/epoxy
composite consisting of four plys of
directionally oriented carbon fiber on
either side of adamping layer (eight
plys total), all of which is fabricated
using aerospace high-pressure laminating techniques. Payor claims the tube
possesses the stiffness of steel while
weighing half as much as aluminum.
The tube is held in place by arigid
clamping system protruding from the
bearing, which allows for easy azimuth
and overhang adjustment. Both the electrical output and the air input get to and
from the arm via arcing loops, which
allow free movement. Payor has custom, true Litz arm wire wound from
"five-nines" copper.
The air supply consists of asmallish,
ultra—high-quality linear motor, freepiston compressor housed in ablacklaminated, precision-constructed (what
else?) MDF box (16" W by 6
1
/
2
"D by
11" H). The arm runs at between 13
and 15psi (pressure gauge included), the
pressure controlled via a pulsationremoving, precision Wilkerson regulator utilizing apassive condensation removal system (forced ambient cooled)
and a0.1i.tm filter. The system prevents
dirt and dust from clogging the arm, or
condensed water from running up the
air hose and out the bearing (I once saw
this happen on another brand of arm).
A small fan draws in air, which circulates through aserpentine route via a
series of compartments that help cool
the compressed air and the compressor
itself, and also damp pump and airflow
noise. The air outlet is amedical-grade
CPC 0-ring style connector. Fifty feet
of high-quality hose (nothing like
aquarium line) is included. While the
pump box is much smaller and less
complex than the one used in Rockport
'tables, it's noisy and must be located in

another room. Turn-on is not remote:
you have to flip aswitch on the side of
the unit. So while you want it out of
earshot, you don't want it out of your
control.
The heart of the system is the captured air bearing and shaft, built for
Rockport by Professional Instruments
in Minnesota (the world's leading
builder of ultraprecision air bearings for
industry and the military). Air bearings
are found in precision machine tools
used to manufacture everything from
nuclear weapons to automobile parts
and medical equipment.
Payor's position —and that of Lorien
Consultants Group's Tim Sheridan,'
one of the world's leading experts on
air-bearing design and implementation
— is that aturntable is nothing more
than areverse precision machine tool.
That is, instead of engraving or imparting information upon asurface, its
job is to extract information already engraved in the surface with which it
makes contact — namely, the record
groove.

You ARE ENTERING
THE WORK ZONE

As with conventional-bearing pivoted
arms, linear-tracking air-bearing arms
must have free movement both vertically and horizontally. Too tight atolerance and you restrict movement; too
loose and you get sloppy geometry. The
goal is for the arm and cartridge to track
across the record with perfect tangency
to the groove.
The Rockport arm is a low-flow,
high-pressure design. Air enters in the
center of the sleeve and exits via an
annular gap at the sleeve/shaft interface.
Constant high pressure and low airflow
are maintained in the bearing sleeve/
shaft interface (the "work zone") as the
sleeve travels along the shaft via an
extremely tight tolerance (0.0002") film
of air. The grinding tolerance of the
bearing components themselves is
0.00001"! The air pressurizes the entire
bearing surface, escaping at the interface
of the shaft and sleeve.
In addition, the bearing is specially
designed to gradually reduce the pressure gradient from its center where the
air enters, to the edges where the air
exits. By the time the air exits it's barely
IWhen John Bicht decided to build the world's first
genuine captured air-bearing arm, he went to
Professional Instruments to work with Sheridan on
applying the technology to tonearm design. While
Payoes implementation differs considerably from
niches, the bearing basics arc the sanie; Payor readily
acknowledges that Bat was the pioneer in using this
type of bearing design in an audio product.
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above ambient pressure, thus ensuring
that no resonances arc induced by a
steep pressure gradient as the air odts
the work zone.
'luis is as true in practice as it is in
theory (see sidebar below). This same
design is used in precision machine
tooling, and it works. If it didn't —if
there Were audible high-frequency "resonances" — they would show up physically in the precision work done by the
bearing as amachine tool. They don't.
The air bearing consists of aringlike
sleeve that fits over along circular shaft.

M ORE

The sleeve, with arm attached, rides
along the shaft as the stylus traverses a
radial line across the record while maintaining tangency to the groove. An air
bearing is much like aspring: stiffiiess is
based on pressure and the projected
area of the bearing surfaces. In order to
produce high pressure in the bearing
without excessive flow, atight tolerance
is necessary.
If you want understand how it works,
try the following: Make believe your left
hand is gripping apipe. It represents the
sleeve. Now extend your middle finger

THAN

You

— this is the pickup annmbe. Stick
your right index finger (the "shaft")
into the "sleeve" and slide the "sleeve"
back and forth (axial movement).
That's how the arm moves across the
record. Now loosen and tighten your
grip on the "shaft." The looser the fit,
the more unwanted movement in the
sleeve/shaft interface, and the more the
sleeve can rotate horizontally (yaw) on
its axis away from perpendicularity. In
addition, the arm has greater freedom
to move forward and back (radially
with respect to the arm shaft), thus

EVER WANTED TO

KNOW

ABOUT AIR-BEARING DESIGN

T

oget another viewpoint on
the efficacy of Andy Payoes
design for the Rockport
6000, Ispoke at length with three
individuals involved in arm design
and damping: Bruce Thigpen of Eminent Technology, manufacturer of
the ET 2 air-bearing arm; Max
Townshend of Townshend Audio;
and Tim Sheridan of Lorien Consultants Group.
Townshend is awell-known and
respected turntable designer whose
specialty is damping. Sheridan, as
mentioned elsewhere, is an expert
on air-bearing design, and aformer
employee of Professional Instruments in Minneapolis, the world's
leading manufacturers of air bearings
used by both the military and private
industry for everything from machine tools to nuclear weapons research and production:
"I'm aprecision instrument designer. Actually, all aturntable is a
precision instrument. The same concepts are used in precision machine
designs all over the world. A record
player is aprecision machine tool
whose job it is to copy information
off of a surface, as opposed to a
machine tool whose job it is to copy
information into the surface. I'm sorry
if that sounds crass, but it's just aprecision machine tool, that's all it is.
"The world is very complicated,
and there are people out there who
do kind of want to believe in 'experiential magicians.' But the music
that you listen to was created, recorded, replicated, and extracted
under the laws that are in operation
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in this particular comer of the universe, and no amount of wishing can
make that be otherwise." — Tim
Sheridan
In a Gyro Gearloose universe
populated by aplethora of audio
magicians, isn't Sheridan's nonaudiophile perspective refreshing?
Don't misunderstand: Isometimes
hear things that don't make sense
from the point of view of known science, but all of us would do well to
ground ourselves in informed, rational thought before engaging in
flights of fancy about what we hear
and why. Certainly Sheridan's vantage point is the correct one from
which to initiate this discussion — a
discussion that required many gorounds before Iwas able to grasp it
all.
Getting Our Bearings: Whether
air or conventional, atonearm bearing system must be free enough to
allow both vertical and horizontal
movement, but not so loose as to
allow sloppy geometry and/or bearing "chatter." That's obvious. And
that's avery tall order.
Ideally, acartridge should traverse
aradial line across the record while
maintaining tangency to any groove
along that line. That's how the
groove is cut, and that's how it
should be played back. In aproperly
executed pivoted arm, the stylus
tracks an arc across the record that
crosses the ideal line in only two
places. With aproperly executed linear tracker, perfection in this regard
is achievable.

Air Bearings & the Promise of
Tracking Perfection: There are
detractors who claim the high-pressure/low-flow design used in the
Rockport creates an audible "resonance" (from the air "slapping" in
the bearing and trying to escape) in
the mid- to upper-midrange area.
'This accounts for the "liveliness" of
the arm, they say.
Sheridan's answer to the critics
regarding the supposed high-pressure-induced resonance is long,
complex, and requires more than
one reading to absorb. If your eyes
glaze over, move on; however, as
with arecent cable piece published
in these pages, it's important to put
the facts in print for current and
future reference if and when the debate continues.
According to Sheridan, "Any
mechanical system has an associated
stiffness and an associated mass and
an associated damping. In simple
terms, the resonant frequency is related to the square root of the stiffness over the mass. The formula is:
w= (k/ni)
Where: w =natural or resonant frequency in radians/s
k= spring stiffness in newtons/
meter
m =mass in kilograms
And to convert rads/s into hertz,
divide wby 2pi.
"The stiffness of an orifice-compensated air bearing is approximately proportional to pressure over
anarrow range of pressure; outside
the design pressure, the stiffness
becomes increasingly non-linear.
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altering the overhang distance.
Competing designs use ahigh-flow,
low-pressure "orifice-compensated
hearing" system. Air enters the shaft
(which acts like areservoir) and exits it
via aseries of small holes running its
length. To reach the "work zone," the
air has to exit holes and enter the gap
between slider and shaft. Because
there are so many open holes not
under the slider, the holes must be
small to prevent alarge volume of air
from escaping. Still, the shaft blows
lots of air —put your face over one

The stiffness of an element-compensated bearing is approximately
proportional to the applied pressure
over quite awide pressure range;
however, at very high or very low
pressures, this rule does not hold
well. Ultimately, the dependence of
the undamped resonant frequency
on applied pressure is related to the
type of air bearing.
"The stiffiiess of an air bearing is
proportional to the projected area. In
addition, any increase in area will
result in an increase in mass for a
given overall bearing geometry. In a
cylindrical bearing, for example, an
increase in length results in alinear
increase in projected area and mass,
while an increase in diameter results
in alinear increase in projected area,
but an increase in mass related to the
square of the increase in diameter.
This results in acomplicated interaction between projected area and
mass.
"The stiffiiess of an air bearing as
afunction of clearance depends almost entirely on the type of compensation in the air bearing. Compensation is the term applied to the
physical structure (orifice, slot, capillary, etc.) in the bearing that controls the pressure changes that allow
proper operation. For agiven bearing there is aclearance where the
stiffness is at amaximum, and stiffness drops for clearances that are
larger or smaller than this value. In
general, the undamped natural frequency is not inversely or otherwise
proportional to clearance.
"In reality, all systems have damping. Even nature's best bargain in
energy storage vs damping, the
quartz crystal, has some damping,
since the crystal stops oscillating
when the battery runs down."
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and feel (and hear) the breeze.
This kind of bearing is designed to a
relatively low tolerance — ie, arelatively
large space between slider and shaft.
When heavy groove modulation is
encountered, the arm is pulled slightly
forward in the direction of groove travel, creating an eccentricity in the
sleeve/shaft. A pressure gradient occurs
within the bearing, and because of the
loose tolerances in this type of bearing,
most of the "restoring" force must come
through the orifices from the reservoir
in the shaft. This compensating air

Energy Storage fic Oscillation:
According to Sheridan, the energy
stored in aproperly mounted quartz
crystal is 40,000 times as much as
the energy lost in each cycle. The
lost energy appears as hear The
small temperature rise due to low
damping and the low coefficient of
expansion of quartz means the physical size of the crystal does not
change much. That's why quartz is
such agood timekeeper
"With a damping ratio of
0.000025, aquartz crystal oscillates
readily at alarge amplitude with a
small energy input. For any system, as
the damping ratio gets larger, the
actual frequency of oscillation and the
amplitude both drop, and more energy is required for continuous oscillation. For systems with discontinuous
or time-varying inputs, the mathematics get even more complicated,
but the physics remain essentially the
same. For damping ratios of less than
1, the system is said to be underdamped; if subject to transient input
(ie, acartridge attached to an air-bearing arm, wiggling in the grooves), the
system will oscillate in a decaying
sinusoidal fashion.
"When the damping ratio is equal
to 1(le, the energy loss is equal to the
energy stored) on aper cycle basis,
the system is said to be critically
damped and the behavior is nonoscillatory. In addition, the return to
the quiescent position after atransient is an exponential with the fastest possible response. For damping
ratios greater than 1, the response is
still exponential, but the response
time is slower."
Sheridan then discussed a pendulum in air, in water, and in 40weight oil in January in Minnesota.
You see the direction the damping is

pushes the slider back to the "neutral"
position, thus equalizing both distance
and pressure. There is, however, aconstant time delay as the air tights to get
through the small orifices in the shaft' to
reach the "work zone" between sleeve
and shaft.
The tffleann's inertia, coupled with
the time-delayed restoring force, sets up
a radial resonance —not a desirable
condition if you're interested in building a"reverse precision machine tool."
The inherently low central stiffness of
this bearing design also allows yaw to

moving in. In the oil, if you displace
and release the "bob," it might take
half aday to return to vertical. This
is an overdamped system with aratio
much greater than I. Heat the oil
until the pendulum returns to vertical in minimum time with no overshoot past vertical, and the system
would be critically damped; ie, with
aratio of 1.
Energy Storage, Oscillations, &
Air-Bearing Arms: "One of the
essential components to proper airbearing design is to ensure that the
air-film damping ratio is always
much greater than 1. When this is
done, the response of the air film
will be non-oscillatory under all
conditions. Damping in air films
comes from the 'squeeze film effect,'
which involves the thermodynamics
of gas compression and expansion
cycles, and is too complicated to
cover here.
"The bearing on the Rockport
Series 6000 arm [and other Rockports] will show no sign of unstable
or otherwise oscillatory behavior
even when operated at apressure of
several hundred psi," Sheridan
assured me.
Contrasting the "groove-compensated" Rockport bearing with the
"orifice-compensated" one on the
Forsell, Sheridan continued: "The
Forsell's current bearing is not a
closed-circle design with a symmetrical array of pressure-control
elements. Even though the air film
[on the top of the shaft] is very thin
due to adjustment of the applied
pressure, the squeeze-film efficiency
is greatly reduced because the unpreloaded design does not play
opposing films against one another.
Also, the film thickness is extremely
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compromise the tangential relationship
of the arm/cartridge and the groove.
Thus, as with the servo systems, the cartridge describes aseries of very small
arcs across the record instead of asingle
radial line.
There will also be yaw-induced, variable phase differences between the
channels as the stylus "sees" one wall of
the groove before it sees the other. The
result is acoloration — an attractive one
if your goal is to create an arm with
"bloom," "warmth," or other pleasant
colorations not present on the record.

RESONANCE CONTROL

With any arm/cartridge system, pivoted

sensitive to variations in applied
pressure; this will require constant
tweaking to maintain constant bearing performance.
"Next, the low pressure results in
low stiffiiess, leading to poor locational control of the bearing under
external loads such as cartridge lead
wires and even stylus forces. Actually, the stiffness in the plane of the
arm parallel to the platter is near
zero because there are no pressurecontrol elements in that plane. The
yaw' effect [in the Forsellf does most
certainly exisr, it cannot be avoided
in this design."
Sheridan concludes: "The physics
of air-bearing theory, design, and
operation are moderately complicated
and cut across many scientific and
engineering disciplines. In addition to
these skills, air-bearing manufacture
requires exceptional manufacturing
skills to produce bearings whose characteristics are predictable and uniform
and whose operation is reliable.
"Professional Instruments Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota
manufactures the spindle and arm
bearing for Rockport as well as the
[ones used in the] Versa Dynamics
Model 2.0. Professional Instruments
was founded in 1947 by Harold
Arneson and his brother, T.J.
Arneson, Jr., who presently runs the
company. Harold designed his first air
bearing in 1960 and holds all the
important patents regarding air bearings. PI has manufactured air bearings
continuously since 1960, has many
thousands of them currently in service in awide range of industries, and
is considered to be the premier gasbearing manufacturer in the world."
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or linear, amass/spring system is created. Any such system has afundamental
resonant frequency. In atonearm, this
frequency is based on the effective moving mass of the arm/cartridge and the
cantilever/suspension compliance.
Ideally, the fundamental resonant frequency of the arm/cartridge combination should be between the recordinduced warp/wow (approximately
5Hz) and the lowest-frequency groove
modulation (about 20Hz). The idea is
to place the resonance where it won't
be excited by either one. The middle
area, 12-15Hz, is considered the ideal
resonant frequency range by many designers, though there is some disagree-

Damping: Necessary or Not?
According to Max Townshend,
DuPont invented silicone oil as a
damping liquid with very particular
properties. It is a"Newtonian" liquid; that is, resistance to motion is
directly proportional to velocity, so
that when the ami is slowly traversing arecord, there is little resistance. But aresonance that would
cause the arm to shift back and forth
rapidly would create resistance, and
is thus damped out.
Without repeating here all of the
details Townshend was kind enough
to provide me, suffice it to say that
given the way aflat plate (the paddle)
moves in aliquid combined with the
particular characteristics of silicone,
there is no "buildup of fluid," and no
"stored energy," as anti-damping
advocates contend. Rather, the movement of the paddle through the fluid
is, according to Townshend, "... well
below turbulence, and below wavemaking speeds."
Townshend makes the case,
through aseries of graphs not reproduced here, that the correct viscosity and paddle size for agiven application are not found by guesswork. Rather, the suppliers of silicone fluid provide all the information necessary to calculate both
paddle size and viscosity
In aspring system such as an automobile suspension, alack of damping (ie, a trashed shock absorber)
produces a bumpy, bouncy ride.
There's no reason to believe apickup arm tracking agroove behaves
any differently.
Summing Up: There's much,

nient on this subject.
Unfortunately, if you have an air
bearing that resonates, and you center
the air-bearing resonance anywhere
near this middle area, as the highflow/low-p ressure "orifice-compensated" bearing arms do, you risk exciting the ann's fundamental resonance
— not agood thing. Tuning around that
excitation is one reason such designs
allow users to easily alter pressure with
'table-mounted knobs. It's also why, as
one "tunes" the resonance, changes in
pressure result in such obvious changes
in sound.
In conventional pivoted arms the
ami/cartridge system moves vertically

much more to both conventional
pivoted and air-bearing arm designs
than we've looked at here. There are
issues of anntube resonances, counterweight decoupling, fixed pivots vs
unipivots or duopivots, etc. Problems
arise in all designs, and their solutions
require compromise. Inevitably, the
result is compromised sound —and
that goes for the Rockport Series
6000.
The designer has made certain
choices concerning the armtube
construction, the clamping and
materials for the structure that
holds the tube in place over the
record, the wire, and many other
aspects of materials and construction, all of which affect the final
sound.
As Bruce Thigpen concludes,
with the evennest of hands, "Different tonearm approaches have different strengths and weaknesses, and
none are completely correct."
What you want to achieve in the
sound of your analog system, and
what you're willing to give up, will
help you to determine which arm is
best for you.
Nonetheless, the inescapable conclusion Idraw from this discussion is
that for there to be true progress in
analog sound reproduction, the art
of arm design must follow science,
not vice-versa. In the end, you have
to purchase what sounds best to you.
My feeling is, the best place to
induce "pleasant distortions," if that's
your desire, is in the electronics, not
in the mechanical part of the music
reproduction process. But that's my
choice. Yours may be different.
— Michael Fremer
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and horizontally around a common
point; thus, horizontal and vertical
effective masses are very similar. In linear trackers there is abig difference
between the effective vertical and horizontal masses. Being apivoted system
in the vertical axis, alinear tracker's
effective vertical mass is low because it
consists of the relatively short armtube
and cartridge. Horizontal mass is much
larger: It includes the entire arm/sleeve
assembly as well as the cartridge, all of
which must be carried across the record
and which do not benefit from being a
pivoted system.
Hang asmall weight on the end of a
spring and it bounces at afairly high frequency over ashort distance. Put abigger weight on the spring and the rate of
movement slows while the excursion
length increases. The high mass of alinear-tracking arm in the horizontal axis
can create avery nasty low-frequency
resonance. The eccentricities due to offcenter pressing of virtually every LP
made will excite this resonance as the
system moves back and forth trying to
track the shifting groove.
In any arm/cartridge system, the arm
should hold steady while the cantilever
remains free to extract information
from the groove. If the two were dancing partners, the cantilever would "lead"
and the arm would follow. In an
undamped high-mass system the "tail"
(arm) begins to wag the dog (cantilever). Unwanted cantilever movement
creates unwanted electrical output. In
addition, any electrical output created
with the coils uncentered in the magnetic gap is nonlinear, thus making it
virtually impossible for the cartridge to
act as alinear transducer, which is its
job. Cantilevers can actually snap in undamped linear tracking systems.
When Iowned an Eminent Technology 2 arm — before the damping
trough was added — the stylus would
shift back and forth (along with the
soundstage and a"shssing" sound) for
some time until the picture stabilized.
Even then, you could easily watch as the
arm's high horizontal mass ¡nade the
stylus wiggle back and forth, causing
the cartridge coils to shift uncontrollably in the magnetic gap.
The Rockport ann features a silicone-filled trough that runs under the
length of the shaft. Apaddle attached to
the bottom of the arm sleeve rides in
the trough. The system allows for free
movement at low frequencies while
providing effective damping at higher
resonant frequencies, much as your
hand can easily move slowly through
STEREOPHILE. M AY 1996

water, but encounters resistance when
you speed up. The amount of damping
applied is variable, depending on how
much silicone you add to the trough.
In his original Versa design, John
Bicht dealt with the large horizontal
mass problem by building what
amounted to an "armless" arm. But that
created another set of problems to solve,
not germane to this discussion. In my
opinion, alinear-tracking arm without
damping is simply not viable if the goal
is a"reverse machine tool" accurately
tracing what's in the groove.

Once you've got the stylus pressure
in the ballpark, you set the overhang by
loosening the two tiny 0.050 hex screws
that secure the armtube clamp. Iuse
Telarc's Onwidisc (nla) to set the overhang. One side of the two-LP set contains aprecision-cut radial groove and a
series of perpendicular hash marks. You
rotate the platter until the arm's travel
and the radial line are parallel.
Before proceeding with overhang,
with this or any other arm (except the
Graham, where overhang is accomplished with the annwand disconnected), be sure to prevent the platter
from rotating by using afew carefully
TIME OUT
Just took abreak from writing for afew placed wedges made of wood or rubber.
minutes to take aphone call, and while
Then you slide the arm in or out
yakking cleaned an original "six-eye" of until the stylus tip rests centered in the
Brubeck's lime Out that I'd picked up
radial groove (a piece of paper with a
for abuck at agarage sale afew years straight line and ahole would probably
ago but had never had the chance to work almost as well). Once you're cerresurrect. Icleaned it using the LAST tain the stylus rests centered in the
Power Cleaner/Orbitrac/VPI 16.5 groove all along the record surface and
method Idiscussed in "Analog Corner" that the cantilever is also parallel to the
a few months ago, put it on the
hashmarks, tighten the cartridge and
turntable, and shut off the CD Iwas the two hex screws and you're almost
auditioning — the wonderful Passion done.
Flower: Fred Hersch Plays Billy Stray/mont
Next you adjust the stylus pressure,
(Nonesuch 79395-2). Even though the and then set azimuth, however you do it.
Brubeck is not stone mint, the sense of Iuse alittle box Graham Engineering
"thereness" — of live music playing builds that reverses polarity on one
behind my back (I sit at the computer channel then sums the two to mono:
with the stereo to my back) — was somo You plug the arm leads (which, on the
much more compelling and convincing Rockport, are of your own choosing)
on that old LP, it's not even funny! But into the box and the box into one chanIknow it's all post- and pre-echo, reso- nel of your phono input. You can make
nances, etc., etc. Ifollowed that with such adevice yourself by reversing the
Classic's reissue of Time Out, cut direct- leads on one channel of apair of cheap
ly from the three-track master tape, and interconnects and plugging one end
WOW — the pre-echo, post-echo, res- into a stereo-to-mono Y-connector.
onances, and distortion must have been Using amono record, loosen the hex
twice as bad — it sounded twice as good!
nuts enough to be able to twist the arm
on its axis and listen for the least
SETUP
amount of crosstalk. Ideally, no sound
The 6000 came mounted on an arm- should be heard, but usually there's
board fabricated by Rockport for the
residual chatter.
VPI TNT, so the initial installation was
When you find the spot where crossbolt-on simple. Rockport supplies a talk is minimized, you tighten the hex
number of counterweights to ensure
nuts. Then you have to recheck overcompatibility with any cartridge you hang to be sure that, in the twisting
choose. Iuse acombination of agroove- process, you haven't actually slid the arm
less record and abubble level to level fore or aft. It's arelatively straightforward
the turntable so the arm won't drift one and rapidly accomplished procedure.
way or the other.
Setting VTA is easy and precise:
Cartridge mounting is trouble-free, Loosen alarge locking knob on the side
and the rugged, high-quality cartridge of the armblock and turn the large knob
clips inspire confidence — you won't on top that moves the entire block up
get that queasy feeling that one slip of or down on alarge-diameter, fine-pitch
the needlenoses and clips will drop to threaded post. Believe me, the feel and
the floor. Also, the completely open action of every aspect of this arm is
area behind the cartridge pins means commensurate with its construction
you won't be bending and cramming and price.
wires into atight space, as you someThe only sticky part is adding the siltimes must with pivoted arms.
icone, and that's not too difficult either:
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as they're depicted in the photo, except
with this arm on the Capella turntable.
Of course, over the years I've heard all
of these qualities to one degree or
another, but never with the clarity,
authority, and ease with which Inow
heard them —partly as aresult of the
arm and the TNT 3, and partly because
of the resolution of the associated
equipment.
Not only were the singers placed perfectly — each existed in three dimensions, with athroat, ahead, and achest.
Enveloping those clear-cut images was
the subtle sonic picture of the stage
itself, portrayed in three dimensions and
W HAT'S THE USE?
surrounded by the wet night air, which
If playing records is fun, playing records
offered abubblelike cushion in front of,
with the Rockport is fun squared.
to the sides of, and behind the group. It
While the arm's proximity to the leadwas eerie how real the ensemble soundin groove makes putting vinyl on the
ed, how convinced Iwas that Iwas
platter without shearing off the stylus a
watching it happen live in front of me. I
learned skill, I've never had aproblem, BIG SOUNDSTAGE!
GRANITE IMAGES!
and I've never even come close to
could see the individual faces. And then
lunching a cantilever. Just don't play
EXPLOSIVE DYNAMICS!
the drugs kicked in.
records wearing ashirt or sweater with
STRINGS OF CLICHÉS!
It was possible to focus on any one of
Iauditioned the Rockport 6000 arm
the performers and listen to his/her
loose-fitting sleeves ... but that admonition holds true for any arm.
with the AudioQuest Fe5, Clavis and
voice without missing a note of it
Clavis D.C., Dynavector XX-1L, and
Every aspect of playing records with
throughout an entire song. On "Blowin'
the 6000 is pleasurable: The cueing sysTranfiguration Temper cartridges.
in the Wind," as Baez quivers ghostlike
in the highest-pitched vibrato, she
With any of these fine transducers, the
tem is the most accurate and easy to use
6000 produces an enormous, airy walks back and forth, clear across the
I've ever encountered. The cam-andstage. Icould follow her movement as if
rod-based system allows you to raise
soundstage. A// linear-tracking air-bearing arms I've heard excel in this perfor- viewing a holograph. Stage left (the
the ann and stop it dead at any point
mance parameter, but the 6000 com- audience's right), Mary Travers's voice
between "in the groove" and full up. It
never slips, it gives you excellent control
bines that with absolutely rock-stable,
shines through, while Ives (or whomphysically believable, sharply focused
ever) croaks stage right and Dylan
over lowering speed, and there's no
images. The delineation between
annoying wait for the damping to give
strums and sings slightly right of center
way. This is particularly helpful for a images and the surrounding air — the
stage —as the photo shows.
reviewer, and this speed and maneuverreverberant tails and reflections bounc(Keep in mind the achievement this
ability will add greatly to any vinyling off of recorded room boundaries
represents, given that all of it is aresult
lover's experience. Plus, wherever you
(where applicable) — is one of those
of pre- and post-echo, phony L-R
were in the music when you lifted the
audiophile geek thrills Inever tire of depth augmentation, horrendous IM
arm is where you'll find yourself when
hearing. It helps create the illusion of distortion, wow, flutter, and resonances.
you lower it—every time.
Amazing!)
reality with only two channels.
Because the arm tracks front to back,
Well-recorded live albums ably
The same thrills and chills awaited on
demonstrate this arm's ability to snap a Joan Baez In Concert (Vanguard VSDthe view from the front allows you to
2122), Belafonte at Carnegie Hall (Classic/
believable picture into focus, to balance
easily see and set VTA. You don't need
the above-mentioned parameters in just RCA ISP-6006), and Mel Tonné and
to compensate for perspective as you do
Friends Live At Marty's (Finesse W2X
with apivoted arm if you can't get to
the right proportions. The Netvport Folk
Festival-1963, Vol.2 (Vanguard SH 114,
37484). Baez popped out way in front
the side of your turntable. Setting the
original 1964 Japanese pressing) feaof the speakers in three dimensions
arm to be parallel with the record — the
ideal starting point when adjusting VTA
tures Bob Dylan, Peter, Paul and Mary,
with incredible detail, delicacy, and
Joan Baez, The Freedom Singers, Pete
immediacy. Icould easily hear and "see"
— is about as easy as it gets.
Everything about setting up, adSeeger, and what looks (there's a her voice reverberating off the side and
justing, and using the 6000 is as straightpanoramic photo on the jacket) and
back stage walls. Way behind (here's
sounds like Burl Ives —a total of 11
forward and effortless as most pivoted
where two-channel audio does present
singers spread out across the stage
arms (the Graham, though, is the easyaweird picture) was the audience, so
singing Dylan's "Blowin' in the Wind."
setup king), and in some ways it's even
clearly placed in the hall, and visible even
easier. This is not atweaky product, ex(Ile photo also shows astereo mike pair
when sitting on its collective hands, I
was there.
cept for two things: Keep your greasy placed in front of Dylan, stage center.)
I've played this record using all kinds
More important, Baez's subtle modfingers off the bearing shaft, and make
ulations in volume and tonality —from
sure the looped Litz wire stays in anice
of turntables and arms over the years,
where in her body she chooses to project
smooth arc so the arm is free to go
and I've never heard each of these perher voice on any given phrase — were
formers so perfectly placed way across
about its business. That's all. When the
the soundstage in three dimensions, just communicated with subtle conviction. I
stylus hits the groove, there's absolutely
The trough slides easily out of the armblock once you loosen yet another locking screw. Istarted with asmall amount
of silicone —just enough for the paddle
to make contact —and added more in
small increments until the arm stabilized immediately upon entering the
groove. As an experiment, Ifilled the
trough to see if Icould get the arm to
stick —I couldn't, but the sound got
slightly congested. Iremoved the full
trough and dabbed some fluid out with
a piece of Bounty. Thank God for
Bounty!!!!
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no "settling time"— this arm is stable.
If you do get fingerprints or other
greasy substances on the shaft, you'll
have to wipe it down with acetone
applied to alintless cloth. Ihaven't had
to do that yet. And whatever you do,
don't smoke in the 6000's presence —
or in the same room with any other ann
or cartridge, for that matter. The
exhaled tars will clog up the bearing.
Are there any ways in which the
arm's "useability" can be improved? I'd
like to see reference lines silkscreened
on the back part of the armtube to
make overhang adjustable without
using agauge when swapping cartridges
(this is probably of greater concern to a
reviewer), and I'd like to see aVTA
gauge that would allow precise, repeatable settings.
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Now mite through dealer network

Warden in is a name you can trust. We extend
our appreciation to the following recording
company executives who have selected Waveform
loudspeakers as one of their lull range monitors: Mr. Jack Renner. Telarc International
(since 1991). Mr. Craig Dort. Dorian
Recordings" (since 1992). Dr. Amelia S.
Havgood. Delos International (since 1995).
The exceptional reproduction of alive
perewmance demands accuracy, balance and

precision from your loudspeakers. Only an
accurate speaker has the ability to reproduce
the subtle nuances and intricate detail as they
were intended to be heard and felt without *
listener fatigue.
Come visit Waveftwin at honte on the Web at
www.waveewm.ca. Experience 25 ears of passion in pioneering work. Know why our proven
history in state-of-the-performance-art loudspeakers is anatural outgrowth of this excellence.

Hear atechnical presentation on the Mach 17 at Hi-Fi 96. Thurs May 30th. 3pm, nmm 602.

WAVE FORM
FLAT LIN E

FI DELITY

Trl: I-8(X)-2 19-8808 Fax: I-800-219-8810 www.warrforin.ra
Posi: R.
R.#4. Brighton. Ontario. Canada KOK IHi)

info•.e

Contact factory for list of authonzed dealers

✓ Stereo Dual-Mono power amp
✓ Output Transformerless design
V Power Output: 85W into 812or
60W into 4S2
✓
<.25S2 to drive dynamics or
electrostatics
✓ Distortion primarily even-order
harmonics by use of triode
output tubes
• Auto-biased

Me'

•.•

FOURIER

COMPONENT

FOURIER COMPONENTS, INC.
116 Main St. St. Peters, MO 63376
TEL: (314) 946-4232 FAX: (314) 925-0800

14 r,

.••••••11,1.6... 111=,

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr. — Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707
Fax: 813-948-2907
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sensed Iwas "there" not just because
the 6000 portrayed spatial details with
such uncanny precision, but also because it possessed abuoyant sense of
energy and dynamic forward motion —
asense of relaxation and abandon, even
as it always let inc know it was in control of the mechanical/electrical interface.
The 6000's iron grip on the cartridge
allowed the groove's energy to modulate
the stylus without apparent loss or misdirection. There was never asense that
the tremendous mechanical energy
being generated at the stylus/groove
interface was "leaking" out of the system
because the ann was being "thrown."
Nor did Isense that reflections were
being sent back to the tip to cause confusion, blurring, and sonic anemia. Nor
was Ileft feeling that the arm was being
subdued into behaving by being overdamped. Most important—and unlike
any other arm I've heard—along with
the mind-boggling information retrieval
came the sensation that astylus traveling
through agroove on aspinning disc was
totally absent from the listening experience. That, as much as anything, is what
you're paying for —and it's worth every
penny.
When a record contained dynamic
explosions, the 6000 dug them out
without strain or confusion and laid
them right out for me. And when they
came, they exploded! The 6000 also
offered the best dynamics —large gestures and small —of any ann I've heard.
And it moved fast, delivering spectacular transient response. Check out
Classic's Living Stereo reissue of Pictures
at an Exhibition (LSC-2201) —one case
in which the reissue creams my original
25S and 27S pressings in every way,
especially in terms of dynamic swings,
transparency, and bass extension. Those
veils flew!
Icould trot out a hundred more
musical examples to justify why Ithink
this product is worth every penny of its
clearly outrageous price: how its portrayal of both male and female voices is
the most convincing I've heard from
records; how it focused images anywhere on the soundstage with equal
precision — front, middle, back, sides,
corners; how it could suggest humongous volumes of air and space: and
how it correctly portrayed instrumental
timbres up and down the line: woody
string textures without atrace of edge,
metallic brass and buzzy reeds, gut and
steel guitars, and on and on.
I'm left holding a bag of clichés:
"sounds as close to the master tape as
S
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vinyl gets" (I've heard plenty of master
tapes); "leaves me going 'wow' every
night"; "makes any cartridge sound subjectively much louder than it really is";
"lowers the noise-floor to near digital
silence"; "tells you what's really in the
grooves, for better or worse" (too often
it's for worse, but when it's the opposite,
watch out); "has the rhythmic control of
abellydancer"; "has the best bass of any
ami out there" (though the Graham is
my close); and so on.
It is hard not to resort to clichés because we've been through this territory
before with each improvement in analog playback. Just when we think we've
reached the limits of the system, aproduct comes along that redefines what's
possible. Back when Ifirst heard the
Graham Ifound myself in the same
place Iam now. Icouldn't believe Iwas
hearing the isolation booth where Joni

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT
LP Playback: VPI TNT Mk3 turntable, Graham 1.5t arm, and Clavis
D.C., AudioQuest Fe5, Transfiguration Temper, or Dynavector XX-1L
cartridges.
Electronics: Audible Illusions
Modulus 3A preamp, Audio Research PH3 phono section, EAD T7000 transport and DSP 9000 Mk3
digital processor, Audio Alchemy
DTI•Pro 32 digital interface, Cary
Audio 805 single-ended triode amps
or OCM 500 solid-state amp.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo or ProAc Response 2.5, Audio
Physic Terra powered subwoofer.
Cables: XLO Signature 3.1 phono
cable, otherwise A.R.T. and Yamamura Systems Millennium 5000
interconnect and speaker cable
throughout. A.R.T., Transparent
Audio, and Mango Labs AC cables.
Accessories: Bright Star Audio Big
Rock, Little Rock, TNT base.
Townshend Audio Seismic Sink
(under Bright Star TNT base and
under T-7000 transport). Hamionix
tuning feet under Modulus 3A,
Black Diamond Racing Pyramid
cones Mk3 (under PH 3), A.R.T. Q
Dampers under speaker spikes.
Sumiko Kontak and A.R.T. TR-30
contact cleaner. Audio Industries
Power Wedge (front end), Harmonix mom-tuning discs, and ASC
Tube Traps.
—Michael Fremer

Mitchell sang the songs on Court and
Spark separated so clearly from the rest
of the mix, but, after years of playing
that record again and again and not
hearing it ... there it was.
using the Graham as abenchmark because I've lived with one for a
few years and know it well. The
Graham and the Rockport share characteristics that any analog lover would
love: organization, control, asense of
physical and musical "grounding" —a
solidity to images that can convince one
that one is "there" on the soundstage,
and aharmonic completeness and balance between fundamentals and overtones that just sounds "right." Vocalists
have throats, heads, and bodies, for
example.
But there are differences between the
arms that Ithink anyone reading this
could easily hear, though they're not
revelatory in the "all of asudden I'm
hearing..." category in ternis of important musical information. Rather, it's
acompletion-of-the-picture kind of information. The Rockport's absolute
background silence was the first thing I
noticed. It was so much quieter — a
calming, velvety-smooth quiet — that
low-level information once difficult or
impossible to discern was revealed with
clarity.
The difference in presentation between the arms on Joan Baez In Conart,
for example, was fascinating: with the
Rockport, Joan bloomed in perfect,
dead-on focus on asoundstage that appeared way in front of the speakers, surrounded by lots of air. With the
Graham she was back behind the
speakers, not quite as well-focused
(though the Graham has the best focus
of any arm I've ever heard save the
Rockport; the Spotheini SPJ is acontender as well), less "joyous," more
"tight-lipped."
It was as if the arms varied the emotional essence of the performance,
though that, of course, was not really
the case. It was more about the radiation of energy — a sense of forward
propulsion. With the Rockport, Baez's
guitar moved lots of air; with the
Graham it was there, nicely rendered
with wood and strings, but the sound
didn't radiate with the saine level of
energy. The audience, even when sitting on its collective hands while Joan is
singing, was "present" through the
Rockport, but barely revealed through
the Graham.
The differences were aresult of two
factors: the much lower noise-floor that
all but obliterates the sense of astylus
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moving through agroove, and the perfect arm geometry. No arcs and no antiskating do make adifference, as does
the complete absence of metal-to-metal
contact. All of these factors should make
adifference. They did.

THE CHARACTER ISSUE

Because each of the cartridges Iused
has its own particular sonic signature,
it's difficult to talk about the specific
textures or tonal colorations of the arm
itself. Still, the Rockport 6000 is, in my
opinion, as neutral a carrier as Ican
imagine. And keep in mind that my
setup was carried out with extreme care
in all cases, and Iplayed with VTF over
and under what Iconsider to be the
ideal •tracking force for each cartridge
because small variations can have enormous consequences for the final sound.
If Ihad to ascribe an overall "character" to the arm, it would be big, bold,
muscular, full-bodied, self-assured, and
in complete control. It's the Arnold
Schwarzenegger of tonearms. The
Graham? Organized, compartmentalized, very solid-sounding, but not quite
as controlled or as resolving near the
noise-floor. And certainly not nearly as
explosive and dynamic. More like Rick
Moranis. (I like Rick Moranis.)
But if you own aGraham, don't fret.
And if you're scraping together the cash
to buy one (or one of the other great
pivoted arms), don't think you have to
now almost double your savings to
reach analog nirvana. It's not like that.

NOT FOR EVERYONE

Forget about the price for a second:
Even if you can afford the Rockport
Series 6000, you might not want it. Not
everyone wants to deal with a compressor, diminutive though it is. There is
afeeling while it's on—even if you can't
hear it— that it's on, as if an engine's
running, and for some that creates a
feeling of discomfort in the same way
tubes do. It seems as if turning it on
means it's running down and wearing
out. And you have to run the airhose,
and find aplace where the compressor
is convenient yet enough out of the way
to not make noise.
The other issue is longevity. Clearly
an arm like the Graham is likely to last
longer than you or I. What's to go
wrong? But if something happens to the
Rockport's air bearing or shaft and
Rockport has gone out of business in
the meantime, or (God forbid) something happens to Andy Payor, who is
Rockport... what do you do? What
happens if the compressor poops out?
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It's replaceable, but you're not going to
play any records until you replace it,
that's for sure. This is not to say the air
bearing is delicate: these things are used
in industry in far more taxing situations
under far worse conditions.
Ihope the preceding will serve as convenient rationalizations for why you
wouldn't want this arm if you can't afford
it. Once you see, feel, work, and listen to
it, you probably will want it. If you can
easily afford it, you can easily afford the
Graham, the Wheaton, the SME, the
slightly eccentric Spotheim SPJ, the new
VPI JPW Memorial, the Irnmedia, or almost any other arm save the most expensive Ait-tangent (it costs about $10,000
and I've yet to hear it; it has remote-control VTA, among other features).
Is it worth spending $4500 for atonearm when you can get something as
superbly engineered, fine-sounding,
and convenient (cartridgehrmtube
swaps are asnap) and easy to set up and
use as the Graham or most of the others
for under $3000? If you have +5000
LPs and agreat turntable like aVPI, a
Basis, an Immedia RPM 2, aSOTA, an
Oracle, aLinn (assuming the spring system can support it), or any of the other
fine platter-spinners out there, the
answer is Yes! That's abuck arecord to
achieve alevel of performance you have
to hear to appreciate. If you choose to
stick with aconventional pivoted arm,
even if you can afford the Rockport, I'd
certainly understand.

the cracks when Iquit. Either one of
those —or any of the other arms mentioned in this review — will easily beat
any digital system, regardless of price, in
terms of providing musical and emotional satisfaction when used with atopquality 'table and cartridge in aconscientiously applied program of analog
hygiene and regular checkups.
The problem is, it's all too easy for
me, a reviewer, to switch from the
Graham to the Rockport and hear the
sound go from truly outstanding to
something that, once Ihear it, Isimply
don't want to give up. The Rockpores
awesome sonic performance, its ability
to banish the sensation of amechanical interface, its explosive dynamics, its
gigantic soundstage and exquisite
focus everywhere, its ability to resolve
all kinds of detail, its tonal neutrality,
and its surefooted ability to hang the
cartridge precisely where it can
retrieve the most information at any
point in time and space — all combined with its superb engineering,
high build quality, and ease of use —
make it atrue (dare Isay it?) bargain
for someone with asecure bankbook
and seven or eight thousand records
and counting. So where does that
leave me? Counting.
S

CONCLUSION

For some, writing about absurdly expensive gear is fun. For me it's painful.
I'm comfortable writing about $5000
loudspeakers and $2500 preamplifiers
that offer Class A performance. They're
attainable even if it means acredit card
and usurious interest rates. But $4500
for atoneann? That's tough. It's doubly
tough because something like the
Graham is so damn good —and, at
about $2750 loaded, it's not cheap either.
It wouldn't be fair to an outstanding
product like the Graham to overemphasize how good the Rockport is, yet it
wouldn't be fair to the Rockport to
neglect to point out the areas where it
simply has no equal, in my experience.
It's tough. When I reviewed the
Graham afew years ago, Ilavished on it
the kind of praise I'm now throwing at
the Rockport. The Graham's performance was and is arevelation, as was
the Spotheim SPJ (at about $3500).
After months of auditioning and notetaking Iwas about to review the SPJ for
The Absobite Sound, but it fell through
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CLEARAUDIO NSIDER PHONO CARTRIDGE
Jonathan Scull
Moving-coil phono cartridge. Housing material: handcrafted special lead alloy Total

tracking force 2.8gm. Channel separation >40dB. Output voltage: 700pV. Internal

mass: II.5gm. Stylus: Trygon 11 diamond, oriented P-2 (tip radius, 5pm by 40pm).

impedance: 60 ohms at I
kHz. Price: $7500. Approximate number of dealers: IS.

Cantilever; boron tube. Compliance: 15pm/mN in both horizontal and vertical planes.

Distributor Discovery Cable Co.. 28 Beardslee Rd., Millstone, NJ 08876. Tel; (908)

Minimum tracking force: I.6gm. Recommended tracking force 2.1 gm. Maximum

359-0950. Fax: (908) 359-2170.

A

cartridge Ienjoyed listening to
in the past year or so was the
Clearaudio Signature,' a product of Peter Suchy and son Robert.
(Suchy —pronounced "soo-key" — is of
Czech derivation.) Iunderstand Clearaudio is afamily affair, and that offspring
Patrick also works in the business. The
Signature offered alot of performance
for its $2200 price tag and, of course, I
became more than curious about their
top-of-the-line Insider, presumably
More and Better.
In due course, one arrived for review,
along with aquantity of that very fine
red stuff known as Discovery Signature
that we wired up with when we were
reviewing the Manley 440 monoblocks
last December (Vol.18 No.12). Since the
Insider's arrival, I've had the happy task
of swapping it with the Symphonic Line
RG-8 and the van den Hul Grasshopper
IV GLA.2 Icame to know intimately the
sound of these three thoroughbreds —
yes, Ido realize how lucky Iam! And I'm
happy to share the experience with you.

BUILD CONSIDERATIONS

In the course of abrief conversation with
importer Joe DePhillips, of Discovery
Cable, Ilearned some interesting facts
about the Insider's manufacture and construction. While its basic shape is similar
to that of the Signature, the details are
slightly different. It still sports that snarky,
hammerhead-shark layout, and points its
gold connector pins out the back of the
outriggers. All the corners and edges of
the Insider are slightly rounded, and it's
plated with gold rather than the
Signature's rhodium.
"All interior parts are absolutely identical — as opposed to simply being
matched — when they build an Insider,"
Joe told nie. "When they match the
magnets and the coils for aSignature,
there's atolerance of up to 10%. But
1Reviewed in January 1995, Vol.18 No.l. p.149.
2Tbe latest iteration of van den Hut's polycarlxmatebodied 'Hopper IV sounds better than ever. The new
vdH importer is Stanalog Audio Imports. Tel./fax:
(518) 843-3070.
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with the Insider, there's zero tolerance —
all four coils and magnets are identical!
That's the major reason for the high
price. It takes one man two weeks to
build an Insider —80 man-hours —and
the company only builds two per month.
Almost every one is ruler-flat from 20Hz
to 20kHz, and has better than 40dB
channel separation. That's what they
look for when they build 'em, Jonathan."
Here are afew more technical tidbits,
gleaned from aClearaudio spec sheet.
"Utilizing Clearaudio's patented symmetrical cartridge design, the micro-fine
coils are wound in series, directly on the
hollow boron cantilever, equidistant on
either side of the cantilever pivot point.
These coils are positioned precisely
between four identical and symmetrical
magnets comprised of the highest flux
density material available. The end result
is acartridge whose design is completely
symmetrical — mechanically, magnetically, and electrically. The Insider uses a
hollow boron cantilever, whose physical
properties exhibit highly reduced mass
while maintaining strength and longevity. The stylus, known as the Trygon II,
uses an extremely small, [ultra—lowmass] oriented diamond tip that ensures
extended stylus and record life."

SETUP

The Forsell Air Reference turntable
comes supplied with two thicknesses of
aim and several thicknesses of Teflon spacer to best match the resonant signature of
the cartridge, and to deal with whatever
tendency the latter might have for putting
energy back in the arm. With asolid-bearing pivoted arm, this energy may travel
back and exit through the bearings and so
out of harm's way. Forsell's solution for his
linear-tracking air-bearing design is to
damp resonances at the cartridge/headshell interface befire they get into the ann.3
3 In an altogether amusing and memorable conversation on the subject. Irecall Scan-Tech's Jonathan
Carr suggesting that a hydro-elastic cartridge/
headshell interface and solid-bearing arm would suit
their Parnassus best. Was it olive oil he'd mentioned ...
or is my sense of humor getting the better of me?

Clearaudio Insider phono cartridge

To facilitate cartridge swapping with
the Symphonic Line RG-8 and the vdH
Grasshopper IV GLA, Iset up each on
its own arm/slider/RCA terminal
block combo with the azimuth and
counterweight already dialed in. Changing the arm's slider/block assembly
took about five minutes on aslow day.
Once the assembly was gliding freely on
the arm bearing, with perhaps atweak
of air pressure to accommodate the
mass of the cartridge in question, I'd
reset overhang and check VTF. Then a
quick flick would rev the Flywheel up
to speed and in aminute or two we'd be
ready.
Interestingly, the Grasshopper IV
GLA sports a lighter polycarbonate
"generator support structura" (one hesitates to call it abody), specially designed
to attenuate the stylus-borne vibrations I
mentioned earlier. Perhaps as aresult of
this resonance aforethought, the IV
sounded best with no Teflon spacer.
(After its last visit to Papa Stylus in the
Netherlands, there appeared acurious,
button-shaped flux damper mounted on
the pole-piece, which may play arole in
the improved sound of this latest iteration of acontemporary classic.)
I mounted the Insider on a thin
Forsell ann and slider rather than on a
thicker arm, along with the thinnest
Teflon spacer — that's the combo that
had worked best with the Insider's
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LSP 1972 Belafonte Sings the Blues
Harry BeInfante

LSC 2489 Dvorak. Symphony No.
Monteux, LSO

BA 17012 RCN

LSC 2490 Dvorak: Cello Concerto
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Potiagorsky, Munch, BSO

LSC 2369 Tchaikovsky: Symphony
No. 4—Reiner, (SO

LSP 2438 Desmond Blue
Paul Desmond

Charlie Mingus
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CLASSIC RECORD!

Just look at our current selection of titles—reissues of the finest
RCA Living Stereo Classical and Popular recordings; memorable titles from the Columbia and Verve jazz catalogs; and
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vinyl and including original cover art and liner notes.
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COL 17008 One Foot in the
Gutter— Dove Bailey Sextet

LSP 2927 Now's the Time
Sonny Rollins
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Michel Legrand

For more information on ALL current and
upcoming titles, or to receive acopy of our
quarterly AudioFile newsletter OR to order
any of the titles shown, call Classic Music
DIRECT at 1-800-457-2577
LSP 2527 The Bridge
Sonny Rollins
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Munch, BSO

LSP 2533 lijuono Moods
nacre Mingus

junior sibling, the Signature. The spec
sheets and response curves packed with
the Insider suggested aVTF of 2.1gm as
optimal. I began with the cartridge
exactly parallel to the record surface, the
white line on the side of the cartridge
body making this child's play to set.
Please, please ... at this price point it
could be argued the dealer should handle
installation of the cartridge in your
'table — at your home, Iwould think.
But setting up arms and cartridges is
simply alearned skill — there's no reason for grown men or women to turn
weak at the knees when facing a'table.
As Devo rhetorically asked some years
ago, "Are We Not Men?!" In fact ICal
Rubinson, an Audiophile Network 4
acquaintance of ours, is building his
own turntable and air-bearing arm from
scratch—so be brave, pick up that screwdriver, bend over, and get to work! I
guarantee your involvement with the
workings of the instruments through
which you listen to fine music will only
serve to improve your mind and heighten the experience.
Dialing in azimuth with the AudioTechnica AT6020 Cartridge Analyzer,
Inoted that the Insider's channel separation was as advertised: better than
40dB at 1kHz. Indeed, in my experience, the Clearaudios arc close to perfectly vertical when viewed from the
front when azimuth is properly set.
Many handmade high-roller cartridges
can be skewed way off the vertical axis
when crosstalk measures equal in both
channels, meaning that the generator
axes are not square, either with the
body or with the stylus orientation.
Solid German engineering, it would
seem.
For those used to more standard
shapes, the Trygon H diamond at the tip
of the stylus looked quite unusual under
normal load. It appears canted down
low in front and high in the rear as you
look from the side, rather than straight
in under normal VTF load —a Vshape,
so to speak. But despite this digger
stance, all is well.

TWEAKAGE

Other than aShakti Stone sitting over
the electronics under the rear cover of
the Flywheel, the Forsell was kitted out
as usual. Iuse around Harmonix RF-57
in the center of the VTA adjustment
knob, and aquartet of the rectangular
RF-56 Tuning Bases fronen'rear of the
bearing support tower. Three Mpingos
are triangulated around the platter on

4The Audiophile Network: (818) 988-0452, 81N.
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the glass plinth, face down and pointing
in the direction of spin. There's amini
Cable Jacket around the arm wire,
another Jacket on the phono cable, and
three of them on the power cord
between the power supply and the
'Wheel.
Iemployed the Harmonix TU-812
Tuning Record Clamp exclusively; the
Insider is so broad abeam that it
bounced alarmingly against the Shun
Mook Record Weight's broad base at
the end of play. The Insider seems
robust certainly, especially in comparison to the more delicate Symphonic
Line RG-8 and, to alesser extent, the
Grasshopper. But Iwouldn't ask any
cartridge to take that kind of punishment for long, especially one at this
lofty price point. No matter, the
Harmonix clamp sounded superb,
always tightening up the overall presentation, bringing the highs a touch
forward, extending and tightening the
bass to auseful degree. Net result: more
palpable imaging. Its mass, in combination with the beautiful polished
ring of ebony about its bottom surface,
nuke it special.
Other analog tweakthings included
the Cardas Sweep Record. Playing this
LP is said to ultrasonically clean the stylus and cantilever and degauss the cartridge. In fact, it'll "do" your entire system if you play it at alow/medium volume and stand back. System demagnetization was supplemented with
regular doses of the effective Gryphon
Exorcist.

I
NSIDER TEMPERAMENT,
OR LACK THEREOF

The Insider took the usual 40+ hours to
settle in and open up, but it sounded
just fine out of the box. As the suspension loosened up, the presentation
became more free and easy, and the
imaging went from bloody good to
truly exceptional. As the cartridge accumulated hours, Istarted playing with
VTA. Best sound for most LPs was
found with the rear of the cartridge
slightly down. It's easy enough to adjust
during play on the Forsell, so alittle
tweak one way or the other was all that
was needed to sharpen up the focus and
find the right tonal balance from record
to record.
If the Symphonic Line RG-8 invites
comparison with a Formula 1 bottle
rocket, then the Insider comes across as
abig, sleek Mercedes — much easier to
live with on a day-to-day basis. It
absolutely doesn't require constant
tweaking to sound its best, and it won't

change its sound coincident with
weather conditions or whatever. In fact,
it was interesting how relatively insensitive to VTA the Insider turned out
to be.
The Trygon II diamond requires perfect azimuth to drop down right into
the very bottom of the groove; one can
imply this from the way azimuth goes
from being not quite right to suddenly
locked right in. (As reported in the
Signature review, Clearaudio designed
their stylus profile after slicing through
an LP with alaser and examining the
groove cross sections under an Elektronett-Rastermikroskop-Aufhahme— an
electron microscope.) Nevertheless,
while micro-managing the VTA and
VTF setup yielded significant sonic
benefits for this thoroughbred, it
seemed that anywhere in the vicinity of
the ballpark sounded just fine. This
speaks to one of the major strengths of
the Insider. You may be classically all
thumbs, but you'll still find it easy to
achieve first-class sound.
By contrast, each time Iremounted
the Symphonic Line RG-8, Itypically
spent several hours getting it just so —
it's very sensitive to VTA and especially
to VTF, not to mention ambient temperature. And it has to run in for some
time before opening up. In fact, if the
RG-8 was left unplayed for as brief a
period as aday or so, it took some small
period of time to loosen up. You can say
this of any high-end cartridge, but it was
especially noticeable with the RG-8. If I
didn't pay attention to these small but
critical issues, the '8 could sound less
than ideal. 5 Way less.
With the Insider, Icould enjoyably
listen to music almost immediately.
Over time I'd tweak it in, but without
fuss or concern. The Clearaudio is a
mature cartridge that has learned how
to take care of itself, thank you very
much.

DID IMENTION
THE SOUNDSTAGE?

Even with its easy-to-get-along-with
character, the Insider always sounded
forth effortless and musical. And HUGE!
Get that VTA just so, and big turned
into ENoRmous! I'm not kidding— the
cartridge billowed out asoundscape that
was always incredible airy, open,
enveloping, luscious, even captivating.
This was especially poignant when
switching from digitation, Imight add.
5 Iused the Symphonic Line cartridge to nuke this
point because the newer vdH 'Hopper IV proved
much more tolerant of setup than previous generations
of Grasshoppers, in nw view.
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Stop... look.., and listen
If you think you've
never seen aspeaker like
the Avantgarde before,
think again. Those old handcranked gramophones had something in common with it. A horn.
They needed it for amplification.
The horn shape produces the
most sound with the least power.
The Avantgarde Trio delivers
as much sound with 10 watts of
power as an average speaker
would with 640 watts, if it could
handle it. A bi-amped active sys-

Avantgarde makes speaker systems from $9000 up to $34,000 for
the Profile Trio Compact.
The sensitivity and accuracy of
Avantgarde speakers makes them
ideal for Audio Note amplifiers,
including the legendary Ongaku,
about which British reviewer Alvin
Gold said: "It digs deep into the
music and lays bare its flesh and
soul... Runs rings around everything Ihave heard, tried, used or
borrowed."

If you want to truly hear all the
music on your records, listen to

You can do this at Sound by
Singer, under conditions that
respect the music and respect
your judgement. Our knowledge-

This extraordinary sensitivity

The Avantgarde avoids "coloration" and "character" by it's
mathematically determined horn
shape which produces aperfect
hemispherical wave front. This
increases fine detail. Just listen.

nent so it's not surprising that the
Ongaku costs $89,200. Other
Audio Note amplifiers, based on
the same principles, start at $1995.

them through an Audio Note amplifier and speakers from Avantgarde.

tem, it produces 105 dB of sound
at Imeter with 1watt of power.
means the signal is rendered
more accurately, since the travel
distance of the driver is much less
than in abox speaker.

There are 21 pounds of Italian
silver in every Ongaku amplifier,
drawn by Audio Note itself into
wire which is wound into transformers by hand, through amicroscope. This kind of pain-staking
handwork goes into every compo-

AUDIO NOTE

The single-ended triode circuit
design used in Audio Note amplifiers was developed by Hiroyasu
Kondo to give you the body and
soul of the performance, rather than
mere sonic pyrotechnics.

able staff love audio and, even
more, love music. You will hear
your own records as you have
never heard them before.

SOUND by SINGER
HIGH END AUDIO...DONE RIGHT
18 EL,' I
bah Street New York. NY

212 924-8600

The exact nature of the soundstage
ent information, or come anywhere
depended, of course, upon myriad facfrom between, or most often well
tors, but the Insider always seemed to
behind, the speakers—and certainly
capture the recorded acoustic with
well off to either side. ..
if you were
insouciance. I say this confidently
looking.
because Ilistened to it on awide variety
But you won't be. You'll be sitting
of system platforms. Push-pull ampliwith your eyes closed, enjoying the
fiers included the suave Jacks JA 200s,
musical immersion. But if you were
Forsell's behemoth The Statement, the
inclined to have your eyes open, then
gargantuan Symphonic Line 400s, and
your brain would be frantically signalthe exuberant Manley 440s. My wife
ing that you were seeing things— it
Kathleen and I also listened to it
wouldn't seem possible that you were
through the many single-ended amps just sitting around in some chair listenwe recently had nesting about the place.
ing to mere speakers. You would be
The Insider was also auditioned with
mistaken, sir!
the CAT SL1 Signature and the Jadis
JP80MC preamps, relying mostly on
IAM THE WALRUS
XL0 Signature phono cable. Not to
Excuse me? Well, what Imean to say is
mention the Avalon Ascents, Reference
that the Insider makes its wonderful
3A Royal Master Control, and the Jadis
musical magic by achieving absolutely
Eurythmie II loudspeaker systems.
the highest sense of sonic continuity
Whatever the front-end, it was surely
that Ihave ever heard from an audio
the Clearaudio's entertaining, expansive,
product. This sense of music and sound
and airy soundstage that most imas asingle acoustic event arises from a
mediately captured every listener's attenclose coupling of both the "physical"
tion. Playing the Ellington/Sinatra Frauds side of listening (soundstage, layering,
A. &Albert K (Reprise FS 1024) always
localization of instruments within) to
filled me with aspecial joy, especially
the "aural" side (frequency response,
with the Insider playing through the
tonal palette, transient behavior, and
JadisJP80MC, SE300Bs, and Eurythmic
harmonic bloom).
•
II speakers. The detail and texture, the
As described, I experienced the
air and utter organic presence of soundstage the Insider presented as a
Hoboken's First Son that it dug out of continuous and natural acoustic enthe grooves was extraordinary.
vironment. This was true across awide
This heightened ambience retrieval
variety of music and recording venues.
was on tap whether dealing with amore
Listening to aclassic jazz release like
intimate volume of space or with larger
Ellington'sfazz Party in Stereo (Columbia
acoustic venues. Or, for that matter, with
"six-eye" CS 8127), Iwas stunned by
electronically manipulated environments.
the incredible air, apparent space, and
(You might not be listening to Art of the manner in which the players connectNoise or Dead Can Dance much when
ed to that space. The Insider transcendyou're buying a $7500 cartridge —
ed imaging as a thing in itself—the
although you ought to!)
physical side —and melded it seamlessThere's something magical about sitly into the acoustic/aural side of the
ting back and feeling so intimate with
equation.
the performance as Idid listening to
Listening to two great new rereleases
Charlie Byrd's very special Blues Sonata from Classic Records, Duke Ellington
(Riverside RS 9453). The aural cocktail
Blues In Orbit (CS 8241) and their wonof detail, speed, vibrancy, harmonic
drous Brubeck Time Out (CS 8192), I
integrity, and fullness of tone that was jotted in my notebook, "The Insider is so
developed in such an open, airy,
difficult to describe. It's perfectly transenveloping, and illuminated acoustic
parent, neutral, and supremely musical.
was apleasure to enjoy, and led me easIt seems as if... it's not there! How do
ily to that special direct connect that the
you write about ... nothing?"
best analog has to offer.
In this sense, the cartridge sounds
The layering within this giant
both more musical and a touch less
acoustic was at all times extremely wellexciting than the Symphonic Line RGdelineated and natural-sounding. It
8. When Ilisten to the '8, Iusually find
wasn't so much asense of multiple dismyself floored by the dynamic, pristine
crete layers stacked front to back and
sound. I'm attracted specifically to cerside to side, but rather that the volume
tain elements of its presentation, espeof retrieved ambience might contain
cially its outstanding speed and startle
sounds and music from almost anyfactor. Look — music can startle somewhere within it. Such sounds might be
times. With the Insider, although it posslightly forward in the "lobe" of ambisessed dynamics and speed aplenty, I
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was never aware of those specific characteristics as Ilistened to music. It became
... awhole thing, man. As apoint of reference, Ifound the latest-gen 'Hopper
IV GLA to sound closer in nature to the
Insider, and less like its non—'carbonatebodied 'Hopper cousins and derivatives.

THE REST OF THE PALETTE

As regards the three major spectral components of frequency response —bass,
midrange, and highs —I can only stand
and applaud. The bottom end truly rates
a"Best Bass from aCartridge" nomination. The Symphonic Line RG-8 may be
atouch faster and more vibrant in the
nether regions, atouch more delineated,
but not so deep, impressive, large, and
powerful as the Insider managed. And as
one might hear in either Dead Can
Dance's Into the Labyrinth or in the
Mahler Symphony 4with Solti and the
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra of
Amsterdam (Decca "Blueback" CS
6217), this deep, well-controlled plumbage was perfectly blended into the mid
and upper-midbass region, and from
there up into the midrange itself. The
scale, impact, slam, and sheer power of
the bottom end was truly astounding to
experience. Believe me, it was visceral!
Articulation and pitch differentiation
in the lower, mid, and upper bass was
superb, ifjust ahint less tight and pluckish than the van den Huts achieve.
There's acut on aGerman LP on the
Enja label called Echoes of Enja (4000
Stereo Special) that Ilove to play. It's a
rendition of" 'Round About Midnight"
by the Bennie Wallace Trio, originally
from Bennie Wallace Plays Monk (Enja
3091). Bennie W. puts abrooding, modernesque spin on an old favorite, and
Eddie Gomez on bass provides the
main and plaintive voice. And what an
overwhelming acoustic voice it is—
redolent with harmonics and overtones;
powerful, emotive, and totally involving. The transition and integration
of the bass range into the rest of the frequency spectrum was always quite
seamless, as when the tenor sax of
Bennie Wallace joins Eddie in introverted harmony.
And what of the midrange, analog's
natural port of call? The Insider's was...
poetic. It would be too simple to rely
on trusted semaphores such as lush, liquid, detailed, acoustic, transparent, and
harmonically rich, even though the
Insider certainly embodies these many
characteristics. No, the midrange was
so capable, so developed, so able to
communicate, that it truly became the
music itself.
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UNISON RESEARCH
Tube Integrated Amplifiers
from Italy
-.41111110.-

•Simply Two

$1,799

Acclaimed in March 94 HiFi News
8 Record Review

•Simply Four

$2,599

•Absolute 845
$22,000
Triode Tube Amp
See The Absolute Sound Magazine
Vol 19, Issue 98 -Review
Vol 19, Issue 100 -Best Components 011994

Now Available in
North America
CALL: (304)768-7874
10-5 M-F and 10-5 Sat., ET

Absolute Sound, Inc.
4008 MacCorkle Ave
S. Charleston, WV 25309

'/

An1NATION

IN VACUUM TUBE 1)551ej

eetetekezt single ended amp
napoleon single ended amp
SINE LL preamplifier
tangent phono preampifier

4539 Plainville Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
513.271.4186 PH.FX.VM
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Listening to midrange-rich productions like "The Nearness of You"
on Branford Marsalis's Trio Jeep)'
(Columbia CX2 44199) could be ariveting, compelling, and memorable
musical experience. When it was over I
found myself sitting alittle stunned, as
Ilet acouple of minutes drift by in the
Ribbon Chair thinking about what I'd
just heard. When Branford turns
'round and plays to the rear on two
occasions, the Insider developed the
sense of the artist turning, playing, then
facing front again so perfectly it was
magical. But it wasn't just the voluptuous true-to-life imaging that the
music turned on; the burnished harmonic tonality of Branford's tenor sax
was awesome in its acoustic integrity.
In this same way, vocals were perfectly served by the Insider. Listening to the
Duke croon that sweet little ditty
"Moon Maiden" on The Intimate Ellington
(Pablo 2310-787) raised goosebumps
that still haven't subsided. Itried to take
listening notes when confronted by
Marianne Faithfull's angry Broken English
(Island M1 rerelease) or Poulenc's glorious Dialogues ofthe Carmelites (Angel CL3585), but didn't make it. This was an
oft-repeated Insider scenario. Ifound
myself sitting in the Ribbon Chair listening, notebook at the ready, pen
poised, only to wind up with my eyes
closed, simply enjoying the fabulous
sound on tap.
And of course the highs were everything you might feel you had aright to
expect at such ahigh price point. The
upper regions of the Insider's frequency
range were just delightful. Iwould characterize the highs simply as elegant,
smooth, and extended. The Insider "lit
up" the performer (on close-miked
recordings) and the larger recorded
acoustic less specifically than did either
the RG-8 or the IV GLA. If the Insider
has amoving-coil HF peak up its sleeve,
Inever heard it.
While the van den Huis have always
had acoustic qualities that excite and
inspire me, the Clearaudio Insider
remained more self-effacing. At all
times, it turned its full and exclusive
attention to the job at hand: the art of
highest-end analog playback. One
might say it was less flashy, more filling.
Ifound my attention less distracted to
some one or another characteristic of
playback, attractive though it may have
been to hear. Rather, the Insider created
awhole musical presence — abit like
single-ended triodes — where the
music itself stood out in wondrous
relief.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Steve Guttenberg called last evening —
he's been very quotable of late. He
wanted to make adate with Kathleen
and me soonest to come and hear his
Quad-based system, which to his mind
was sounding particularly good recently. But he wished us to come quickly, as he was afraid it would fall out of its
blessed state of audio grace all too soon.
Iknew exactly what he meant — those
magic moments when everything is just
right seem so fleeting.
Iconsidered the Insider in this light,
and realized how spoiled I'd become
over the months by the superb level of
quality it seemed so willing to offer at
the drop of its stylus. No one knows as
Iknow how much you have to sweat
over analog (well, with the exception,
perhaps, of analog maven Michael
Fremer), yet with this pedigree cartridge, it was all so easy—and remained
uncompromised by this ease in any way
that Icould discern.
Poor recordings still sounded that
way with the Insider, but its sophisticated level of playback always pulled the
best out of the vinyl it traced. For
instance, Kathleen and Icould easily
hear the superiority of the recording
and the technique of Wolfgang Boettcher's traversal of Bach's Six Suites for
Solo Cello on the French Cercle
Kallistos label (CK 1005 "Restitution
Naturelle") when compared to that of
Frederick Zloticin on aMusical Heritage
Society recording (MHS 8344698).
But we still managed to enjoy Zlotkin's
rendition.
Between its smooth and neutral frequency response, the quick and sure
hand it displayed with transients and
dynamics, the colorful palette, and the
ease with which it threw up asoundstage — club date, concert hall, or
recording studio — the Insider never
lost its aplomb and always gave the best
of itself.
So... I'll say it. The Insider is the best
cartridge in the world!
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SUMO ANDROMEDA III POWER AMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton
Solid-state stereo power amplifier, Rated power: 240Wpc into 8ohms (23.8dBW),

number of sample reviewed: 8102121. Price: $1799. Approximate number of dealers:

400Wpc into 4 ohms (23dBW). Frequency range: 20Hz-20kHz (no limits given).

50. Manufacturer: Sumo Products Group. 5312 Derry Avenue, Suites S and T.

THD: <0.1%. IMD: <0.05%. Risetime: less than 2ps. Input impedance: 47k ohms.

Agoura Hills. CA 91301. Tel: (818) 706-9974. Fax (818) 706- I
I
39.

Damping: >500. Dimensions: 19" W by 16.5" D by 7" H. Shipping weight: 50 lbs. Serial

V

olume VII of Stereophile. That's
a/ow way back. The Orwellian
year of 1984, to be specific, and
it was in Vol.7 No.6 that we reviewed
the original Sumo Andromeda. Back
when a home computer meant an
Apple II (remember Apple?). Back
when Home 'Theater meant Uncle Bill
doing karaoke without the oke (it hadn't been invented yet).
There's nothing like staying power.
Apple is now an endangered fruit, and
Uncle Bill still can't remember the
words to "Lolly Pop," but the Sumo
Andromeda lives on. Now in its third
generation, the Andromeda III is, like
its predecessors, asolid performer at a
fair price. In a high-end audio world
increasingly dominated by sticker
shock, the newest Andromeda, at $1799,
will cost you just $300 more than the
Andromeda II that Ireviewed in 1991
(Vol.14 No.6).
Sumo says that the internal topology
of the Andromeda III is largely new,
though most of the main design features
of the amp remain the same. As with
the original, the Andromeda Ill's main
technical bragging ground is its fully
balanced design. That is, it's balanced all
the way through, from input to output
(though unbalanced inputs are also provided). The positive and negative output terminals are both actively driven.
Since the negative output terminals are
not at ground potential, the negative
terminals of the two channels must
never be connected together. Neither
must they be connected to the system
ground. Otherwise, to quote JA as he
walks past me while l'in bench-testing
some high-power amplifier or other:
"BANG!" If you add any type of network, such as a multiple loudspeaker
switcher, between the amplifier outputs
and the loudspeakers, you must ensure
that this device never straps the two
channel grounds together, or connects
them to any other ground. In practice,
this is irrelevant for the typical user driving asingle pair of loudspeakers. But it
STEREOPHILE. M AY 1996

Sumo Andromeda Ill power amplifier

Andromeda II). The back panel, howevis an important consideration for those
with custom installations. Furthermore,
er, is crowded. There is the line-cord
the two channels of the Andromeda caninput, five fuse holders (two rail fuses per
not be bridged.
channel and the main power-supply
To make full use of the Sumo's balfuse), four RCA jacks, and two XLR
anced topology, two forms of balanced jacks jockeying for position. Iwish there
inputs are provided: positive and negwas aduplicate set ofjacks to facilitate biwiring with some cables—but there's
ative RCA, and XLR. When the amp is
to be driven single-ended, the positive
nowhere they could go!
RCA jacks are used and shorting plugs
SYSTEM
are inserted into the negative jacks.
The system Iused in evaluating the
As is usual for apower amplifier, all
Andromeda III consisted of the Denon
of the Sumo's low-level gain-stages are
DP-S1 CD transport and Mark Levinoperated in class-A. The output stages
son No36 D/A converter linked by a
have sufficient bias current to operate in
ICimber AGDL coaxial digital cable,
class-A at low power, transitioning to
and aJeff Rowland Design Group
class-AB as the power demand inConsummate preamp. All auditioning
creases. Sumo's proprietary "TL" circuit
took place in my (approximately) 26' by
(Transconductance Linearization) com18' by 11' listening room. The loudpares the gate and source voltages of the
speakers used were the Energy Veritas
output MOSFETs and provides error
correction to the driver stage as rev2.8s. Preamp—power-amp interconnects were Cardas Hexlink (unbalanced
quired. The TL circuit also provides the
and balanced). The loudspeakers were
bias for the output devices. There is no
bi-wired using a single-jacket, bioverall (global) feedback. Power is supwire—configured pair of Monster M1.5
plied by asingle 1500VA transformer
with 50,000p.F of filter capacitance. A cables.
total of 16 MOSFETs are used in the
output stage.
1Makers of super lugh cnd amplifiers are often faced
In its physical design and ergonomics,
with a catch-22. Then amiss have to be expensive
Ifound the Andromeda III as attractive
because of the expensive design and parts content. To
as it needs to be, but its price is not justify this expense, deluxe cosmetics must he added,
which raises the price even further. The cuisis and
inflated by expensive cosmetics' (the
front panels of such amplifiers mac well be their most
expensive components.
styling is identical to that of the
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There's no doubt that the trend in amplifiers in recent years has been toward
smoothness, sweetness, and warmth,
sometimes at the expense of detail and
clarity. Could this be because reviewers
in general tend to prefer this type of
sound? Or because of the high-end
popularity of tube amplifiers? To many
audiophiles, an abundance of detail
sounds suspiciously like "hi-fi," or even
"digital" or "solid-state." Something
wicked this way comes.
Itake no holier-than-thou stance
here, and have certainly leaned in this
direction as much as the next reviewer
(though Iam definitely neither antidigital nor anti-solid-state). Yet Ihave
always delighted in the proper reproduction of detail. If it isn't in-your-face
or clearly too-bright or etched, detail
adds undeniable life to the sound. Live
music is full of detail.
And the Sumo Andromeda III has it.
Lotsa detail. Clarity to spare. Ihear
none of Sam Tellies classic "MOSFET
Mist" here. If we limit our vocabulary
to "bright" and "dark," the Sumo would
have to be described as "bright." But
that term is insufficient here —and misleading. Say "bright" to an audiophile,
and he or she thinks "etched," "edgy,"
"unpleasant," or even "strident." The
Andromeda is none of those things,
though there would be no confusing it
with a tube amplifier, save for one
aspect—its sense of life and immediacy.
There is, subjectively, asubtle forwardness in the Sumo's upper midrange and
low treble that crisply defines images in
space. Vocals sound clear and vibrant.
The textures of voices are clearly rendered. Tiny details, such as the buzz of
guitar strings or the snap of percussion,
are all there. There is atrace of ametallic quality to the sound that Ido not
hear with a number of other good
amplifiers. However, Icannot clearly
trace this to the Sumo — it could just as
easily be blamed on the recordings, or
on the metal-dome midrange and
tweeter on the Veritas.
It seemed, in fact, as though the
Sumo was merely telling it like it is.
Good recordings sounded stunning.
"Jersey Girl" and, in particular, "Train
Song," from a limited-edition Holly
Cole sampler released by Energy
Loudspeakers2 (Sound as aPerformance
Art, Alert DPRO-313), had a clarity,
precision, and "alive" quality that are
only too rarely heard in reproduced
2Both soup arc also available on Holly Colc's album
Temptation (Alert 81026/Metro Blue/Capitol 31653).
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sound. "Veiling" is not aword that comes
to mind here. The subtle detailing on
"Train Song" sparkled; the bells at 2:45
into the cut were clearly distinguishable
as individual sounds, and Icould almost
make out the words uttered by the
instrumentalists at the end of the song.
And while questionable recordings can
sound analytically crisp with the
Andromeda, Inever found any recording of reasonable quality to sound irritating or over-the-top.
The general sparkle and detail of the
Andromeda were enhanced by atight,
well-defined, punchy bottom end. The
mid- and upper bass sounded alittle
lean compared with warmer-sounding
amplifiers, but on the Veritas —itself a
little overwarm —the match was ideal.
Male vocals were refreshingly free of
that slight trace of plumpness — inaccurate though often pleasant—which
is aproblem with many large loudspeakers, including the Energys. Instrumental bass was as tight as Ihave ever
heard it over the Veritas 2.8 loudspeakers. The bass extension on the
soundtracks from Jumanji (Epic EK
67424) and Patriot Games (RCA 660512) was exceptional. The ubiquitous percussive whacks on the latter in particular were alittle less explosively full-bodied than Ihave heard with other amps,
but made up for it in tightness and
punch. And the double bass on the
above-mentioned Holly Cole album
was in-the-room real.
The soundstaging from the Andromeda III was first-rate, with asee-through
transparency that greatly enhanced the
sense of reality. Lateral focus was precise; depth was convincing. The midrange was clear and open. While vocals
were very much present, the slight coolness to the sound —a result of the
otherwise-desirable top-end sparkle
and midbass tightness — made them
less palpably rich than with warmer
more full-bodied-sounding amplifiers.
Iwould have occasionally preferred a
bit more warmth, but not if it meant
sacrificing any of the Andromeda's positive qualities.
All of the above observations were
made with the Andromeda driven from
its unbalanced inputs. Iam not aparticular fan of balanced interconnects for
home audio, except in special cases
where noise pickup in the cables might
be aproblem. In my system and listening room, Ihave only rarely heard any
sonic improvement —and then quite
subtle — from using the balanced
mode. Certainly the differences have
been nowhere near those heard, for

example, with different cables. While
XLR connectors are definitely an improvement on the standard RCA plug,
balanced mode has always struck me as
an increased cost to all buyers that only
benefits afew. Despite the Sumo Andromeda's fully balanced internal topology, which might argue intuitively
for superior sound from abalanced input, Icould not decisively pin down any
sonic benefit from a balanced connection in my system. While Ithought
that perhaps —just perhaps — Imay
have heard asubtly softer sound from
the balanced connection, the difference
was elusive and not worth agonizing
over. My balanced preamp-to-poweramp interconnects are about 5' longer
than the similar Cardas Hexlinks Iused
for the unbalanced mn. This alone
could possibly account for the slight difference Imight have heard. If you're
using apreamp with abalanced output,
Icertainly see no disadvantage in driving the Andromeda III balanced. But if
you do not, you have no reason to feel
deprived in the sound you might expect
from the Sumo. For the remainder of
my listening, Icontinued using the
unbalanced input.

COMPARISONS

First up, the $3995 Carver Research
Lightstar Reference. Ihave used the
Carver frequently in recent months
with the Energy loudspeakers, and
have been captivated by the combination. Clearly, the Carver/Energy match
is rather rich-sounding, but the clear,
palpable midrange and sweet top end
have never disappointed me. The
Sumo/Energy offers an entirely different sound. The added tightness of the
Sumo noticeably opens up the soundstage; its more detailed top end adds
sparkle. Surprisingly, I found that
though the Sumo is crisper-sounding
than the Carver, the latter is slightly
drier and grainier in the sibilance
region.
While Ipreferred the Carver on
some material for that vivid-yet-sweet
midrange, more often the tight clarity
of the Sumo won me over. On "Superman's Song," from the Crash Test Dummies' The Ghosts that Haunt Me (Arista
ARCD-8677), for example, the Carver
took the honors. The Sumo was alittle
lean and cool-sounding here. This is
hardly anatural recording —though a
very good one — and it could easily be
argued that the leaner sound of the
Sumo was more true to what is on the
disc. Absent adirect comparison, the
Sumo sounded excellent. With both
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amplifiers on hand, the extra warmth of
the Carver won out.
But on the King's Singers' Good Vibrations (RCA 60938-2), the added
warmth from the Lightstar simply
muddled the voices. The Carver is
decidedly darker-sounding than the
Sumo, and some will prefer it for that
reason, but Iwelcomed the extra clarity and snap from the Andromeda III.
The same was true on Potato Radio
(Justice JR 0802-2). The latter displayed asense of focus with the Sumo
that the sweeter, yet slightly more
homogenized, sound of the Carver
could not equal.
And Holly Cole's "Train Song"
through the Carver — with its richer
and somewhat more powerful bass and
vocal immediacy and sweetness —
could not be judged anything but excellent. Yet it sounded veiled next to the
precise, detailed, sheer "liveness" of the
Sumo.
Ialso had the opportunity to briefly
compare the Sumo to the recently discontinued Krell KSA-300S. Surprisingly, the Andromeda was more effective on some material. On Jiimatiji,
the deep bass was more constrained
with the Krell. It is perhaps this very
quality that allows the KSA-300S to
tightly control the bass performance of
so many loudspeakers, but on the
Energys, Icouldn't deny that the bass
from the Andromeda sounded more
powerful and unrestrained. The crispness of the Sumo also lent amore sharpedged definition to the sound compared
with the more relaxed, sweeter sound
of the Krell. On the other hand, though
the Krell's balance in the upper
midrange/low treble was quite similar
to that of the Sumo, the Krell's more
rounded weight in the upper bass/
lower midrange better balanced out this
upper mid/low treble immediacy, and
gave it the upper hand in providing full,
natural reproduction of voices and solo
instruments.
Yet Icouldn't deny that on some
material Ihad to give the Sumo the nod
over the Krell. The former did, at times,
sound more focused and transparent.
Does this mean that the Andromeda III
is the better amp? It would be foolish to
leap to that conclusion. The Krell has
proved its value over the long haul with
awide range of loudspeakers (see, for
example, my recent reviews3 of the
Wilson WITT and the KEF Reference
Series Model Four). And the Krell is
designed to be bulletproof into virtually
3Vol.19 Nos.1 .ind 3. respectively.
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any load. But the Andromeda III was
not sent packing by the Krell. It definitely surprised me here, and more than
held its own. Which simply reminds us
that when comparing two up-to-date,
technically competent amplifiers driving a given loudspeaker, your ears
should be your guide.

M EASUREMENTS

A full set of measurements of the
Sumo Andromeda III was made using
its unbalanced inputs. Most readings
were repeated with the balanced inputs and these are noted below where
appropriate.
Following the 1
/
3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the Andromeda
III's heatsinks were quite hot, as was the
top of the case itself. The input impedance measured 49.6k ohms (95.8k
ohms, balanced). The output impedance was 0.033 ohms or below at lkHz
and 20Hz, increasing to amaximum of
0.39 ohms at 20kHz. The frequency
response of the Sumo should be virtually independent of the loudspeaker
load.
The amplifier is non-inverting when
driven from its positive, unbalanced input; at the balanced, XLR input terminal, pin 2is positive. The Andromeda
III's voltage gain into 8ohms measured
26.8dB, balanced or unbalanced. Unweighted signal/noise ratio (ref. 1W
into 8 ohms) measured an excellent
91dB over a22Hz-22kHz bandwidth.
Over a10Hz-500kHz bandwidth, still
referenced to 1W into 8ohms, it measured 87dB unweighted, improving to
100.9dB when A-weighted. The corresponding figures for the balanced input
were 92.7dB, 88dB, and 101.8dB, respectively. DC offset measured 2.4mV in
both channels.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response
of the Andromeda III (unbalanced
input) at 1W into 8ohms and into a
simulated real load; there is only an
insignificant difference between them.
(The response at 2W into 4ohms was

identical to the 8ohm result, and the
balanced results, not shown, were also
virtually the same as the unbalanced.)
The 10kHz squarewave of fig2 is excellent, with only asmall rounding of the
leading edge and agood risetime. The
1
kHz squarewave response, not shown,
is nearly textbook, with only aslight tilt
of the top and bottom of the waveform
indicative of very-low-frequency rolloff.
Fig.3 shows the Andromeda III's
crosstalk. The balanced result is only
marginally better than the unbalanced;
this is afirst-rate result.
The Sumo's THD+noise vs frequency curves are plotted in figA. The
results show very low levels of distortion, with some increase into lower
impedance loads, and marginally but
insignificantly lower values using the
balanced inputs. The waveform of the
distortion at 4W into 2ohms is shown
2
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Sumo Andromeda Ill, small-signal I
OkHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Sumo Andromeda Ill crosstalk (from top
to bottom at I
OkHz): L—R unbalanced, L—R
balanced. R—L unbalanced, R—L balanced
(1
OdliVvertical div.).
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Fig.1

100

Sumo Andromeda Ill, frequency response at
IW into 8ohms (top at 10kHz) and into
simulated speaker load (right channel
dashed. IdB/vertical div.).

10,

Sumo Andromeda 111.THD+noise w frequency at (from top to bottom at I
kHz): 4W
into 2ohms (unbalanced, then balanced),
2W into 4ohms (unbalanced, then balanced), 2.83V into simulated speaker load
(unbalanced), and I
W into 8ohms (unbalanced. then balanced) (right channel dashed).
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in fig.5. It is heavily second-harmonic,
with noise, plus limited higher-order
components. The result is similar into
4 ohms and 8 ohms (not shown),
though it appears to have even lower
high-harmonic content into these
higher impedances.
The Andromeda III's output spectrum
reproducing 50Hz at 268W into a4ohm
load is shown in fig.6. The only artifacts
greater than -80dB (0.01%) are at 150Hz
-66dB or about 0.05%) and 250Hz
-79dB or about 0.012%). We could not
drive our simulated real load to this output level (it is not designed for high
power), but driving it briefly to 100W
resulted in the plot of fig.7 -which is
very similar to that of fig.6. The distortion
components were somewhat different at
100W into a pure 4 ohm load (not
shown), increasing to -75dB (about
0.017%) at 100Hz, and dropping below

Trrne rn ms

Fig.5

Sumo Andromeda III, IkHz waveform at 4W
into 2ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).

-90dB (0.003%) at all other frequencies.
Fig.8 shows the response to acombined 19+20kHz signal - the spectrum
of the intermodulation products resulting from an input signal consisting of an
equal combination of these two frequencies - at 268W into 4ohms. This
is agood result, with the largest artifacts
at 2kHz (-66dB or 0.05%), and 18kHz
and 21kHz (both at -72dB or 0.08%).
At 160W into 8ohms (not shown) the
largest artifacts were at 18kHz and
21kHz (about -77dB or 0.015%).
The lkHz, THD+noise vs output
power curves for the Andromeda III
are shown in fig.9. Note that while the
amplifier will put out slightly higher
power into 2ohms than into 4ohms at
a3% THll+noise figure, it puts out
slightly less at our usual 1% limit. Although it will drive 2 ohms, the amplifier is not really comfortable doing so
at sustained high power. In compiling
the discrete clipping levels shown in
Table 1, apower-supply rail fuse blew
immediately after Iacquired the 2ohm
result (the amplifier had been driven at
this power for less than 3 seconds). I
would not expect problems with most
loads on music, but Iwould avoid using
the Andromeda III at high levels with
those few loudspeakers whose impedance curves dip significantly below
3ohms over an extended range.
Sumo has indicated to me that the
Andromeda's current-drive capability is
limited by its fuse. In commenting
recently on asimilar fuse-blowing expe-

Table 1 Discrete Clipping levels
(I
%THD+noise at I
kHz)

Impedance
ohms
8

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)

267 (24.3) 264.5 (24.2)
II
7V

4

400 (23)
II6V

One Channel
Driven
W(dBVV)

314.5(25)

II
7V

II8V

400.4 (23)

511.4(24)

II6V

2

II7V
471

(20.7)

II8V

rience we had with the Andromeda II,
they stated, "Blowing the fuses on the
bench proves only how robust the fuses
are, not the current-drive capability of the
Andro II." For the user, however, the net
effect is the same: reduced power available into 2ohms. If the Andromeda III
will safely put out more power into that
load, why doesn't Sumo use alarger fuse?
The answer, Ispeculate, is that while it
will put out more power safely with
music, continuous use at higher power into
low impedances is not advisable, and a
smaller fuse is used to prevent acareless
user from damaging the amplifier.
There is little to criticize in the
Andromeda III's measured performance; its only limitation was at high
power into a2 ohm load. While the
amplifier does not really appear to be
designed for heavy use into very low
impedances, that will not be alimitation
for most users. Otherwise, the Sumo is
an excellent performer in all respects.
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10

Fig.9

Sumo Andromeda III. distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
100W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms,

is not substantially different from my
reaction to its predecessor. When Iwent
back and reread my own review of the
Andromeda II (after Ifinished the above
review), Iwas not surprised by my earlier
words: "The low end sounded powerful
and gutsy...the top end was open and
airy, with adefinite but not overdone
sparkle... nothing hazy or misty about
the Sumo's top end...," and "somewhat
lean in the lower midrange." Even making allowances for an entirely different
reference system and room, Icould have
written any of this today about the
Andromeda III. Does the Sumo Andromeda III sound exactly the same as the II?
While we haven't had aII in-house for
years, there is definitely afamily resemblance reflected in my reviews. But my
feeling now is that, appropriately matched
with the right loudspeaker, the Andromeda III definitely can elbow its way
into class B. It is aterrific amplifier at what
is nearly abargain price.
S
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M ANLEY REFERENCE 240
MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Steven Stone
All-tube monoblock power amplifier with class-AB, push-pull output stage. Output

Dimensions: 19" W by 11" H by 13" D. Weight 63 lbs each. Serial numbers of units

power (at 1.5% THD): 240W into Sohms (2 I.8dBVV) (tetrode mode): 100W into 5

tested: R24025 & R24026. Price: $9000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: sold

ohms (I
8.0dBW) (triode mode). Input impedance: 100k ohms. Output impedance:

factory-direct only Manufacturer: Manley Labs. 13880 Magnolia Ave.. Chino. CA

transformer secondary set to 5ohms. S/N ratio: 80dB. Input sensitivity: IV for full

91710.Tel: (909) 627-4256. Fax: (909) 628-2482.

output. Power consumption: 30W standby mode: 815W at full power.

I

nthe name ofjournalistic ethics, 1 I
have to come clean. David Manley
once gave me agift. He presented
me with alarge, rather heavy, Russianmade watch at the 1995 Las Vegas
WCES. A very manly watch: In fact, it
said "Manley" right on the dial. The
watch worked fine for about six months.
Then it developed a very subjective
approach to timekeeping. Time stood
still, and my life wasn't even passing
before my eyes. The watch has become
a nice, albeit slightly ugly, mini—boat
anchor, now my rubber ducky stays
where Iput it in my bathtub.
Giving someone apresent is usually
intended to place the giver in afavorable position vis-à-vis the receiver, n'est-ce
pas? But giving someone a gift that
works badly might instead produce a
rather negative reaction in the recipient.
So I'd call it awash: Giving someone a
watch that breaks is the same as giving
them no watch at all.
The Manley Reference 240 is the little brother of the Manley Reference
440 monoblock reviewed by Jonathan
Scull last December (Vol.18 No.12,
p.155). At $9000/pair the 240 is not
inexpensive, but it's certainly less dear
than its big brother. While it's not the
sort of contraption you'll find in the
home of your average grade-school
teacher, the Reference 240 might appeal
to an audiophile with apenchant for
tubes and some sense of fiscal propriety.
I'm not atube-swapping kind of guy
(I've learned that fooling around with hot
tubes can burn ya), or even atubeopinle
(life is too short to spend half my waking
hours curled around ahot component
trying to achieve optimum output-tube
bias). Iprefer to spend my reviewing
hours judging acomponent's neutrality,
transparency, and fidelity rather than its
ability to make me wax lyrical over Frank
Yes. Iknow, in the age of:Entertainment 7innehi, Inside
Edition, and Geraldo, tins has become an oicymoron
right up there with "military intelligence."
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Manley Reference 240 monoblock power amplifier

Sinatra. However, my time with the
Manley 240s reaffirmed my faith that
some tube amplifiers are for manly men.

way to make apush-pull design is with
a fully balanced differential circuit.
Many of the problems with crossover
distortion that are blamed on push-pull
TUBES BY DESIGN
designs are aresult of improperly balThere arc alot of tube amplifiers on the
anced legs, he feels. (Think of achair
market, but David Manley's designs are
with one support 2" shorter than the
unique in several exceedingly important
other and you'll get the idea.) Manley
ways. Manley Labs makes all of its audio
designs may be among the only tube
transformers in-house, employing severamps on the market that fulfill the
al proprietary design techniques, includpotential of the push-pull design philosing twin-coil output transformers. In a ophy.
twin-coil transformer, each leg of the
While the Reference 240 has both
push-pull topology is identical because it
balanced XLR and single-ended RCA
involves an identical number of turns in
inputs, it is not afully balanced differenthe transformer, guaranteeing that DC
tial design from input to output. The
resistance is the same for each leg.
XLR input signal goes to aManley-built
Moreover, since there is aseparate and
transformer, which converts it into a
physically identical coil for each phase
conventional single-ended signal to be
half, everything else —leakage inducfed to the amplifier's input stage. The
tance, primary inductance, DC resissingle-ended RCA input goes directly
tance, impedance, and stray capacitance
to this same input stage, which consists
— will also be identical.
of a 12AT7 twin-triode tube with its
This transformer design, coupled
halves in parallel. This input tube's outwith Manley's use of adouble driver put is sent to the splitter stage, which
tube for each phase of the push-pull circonsists of one double-driver, a 6414
cuit, makes the Reference 240 atrue
tube. Each half of the push-pull circuit
differential push-pull amplifier. David
uses a separate 6414, the outputs of
Manley is adamant that the only proper which drive the EL34 output tubes.
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There is nothing radical about the circuit topology. The goal is to take atriedand-true design and execute it as well as
is humanly possible.
The Russian-made EL34 tubes used
in the Manley 240 are matched using a
proprietary computer program. In theory, since each output tube has its own
individual bias adjustment, matching
should not be necessary, but Manley has
found that far better performance can
be achieved if the tubes are critically
matched. My experience with the
Reference 240 has shown the output
tubes to be phenomenally stable. I
checked the bias several times during
the two months that Ihad the amplifiers in-house, and Inever had to
make more than minuscule adjustments
to any bias setting. This remarkable stability may be disappointing to those
tweaks who live to check tube bias.
(They could use the time saved to listen
to music.)
The Manley 240 has four separate
power supplies: one for the AC heaters,
one for the B+ voltage rail, one for the
screen grids, and one for the bias circuit.
The very stiff, 600V B+ supply has a
capacity of 2600g. The power transformer has four primaries so that the
Manley 240 can have a "Soft-Start/
Ever-Warm" idling capability. In this
mode, only 5% of the voltage and 5% of
the current are fed to the amplifier circuits. This is quite different from most
"standby" switch positions, which
merely remove or reduce the B+ rail,
something that can actually shorten
tube life. The Soft-Start setting on the
Manley 240 extends tube and component life by allowing current and
voltage to pass constantly through all
components so they are never fully
turned off.
The Soft-Start setting also protects
the amplifier against brownouts. Unlike
most tube amps, whose owners often
leave them on permanently to ensure
optimum performance, the Manley 240
can be left in Soft-Start mode. Then, if
your local power company decides to
brown out (ie, suddenly drop the voltage), the subsequent surge should do no
damage. In an amplifier with aregular
standby mode, such surges may damage
components, since all but the B+ rail is
still fully powered.
The Manley's Soft-Start setting is not
the same as amute. Not only will music
still play through the Reference 240
while it's in Soft-Start mode, but any
connecting or disconnecting interconnects will be audible. Be forewarned: You should treat aManley 240
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

in Soft-Start mode as you would any
other amplifier when it's turned on!
Don't pull plugs, disconnect speaker
wires, or muck around with any connections on the Manley unless you turn
it off. Your speakers and amplifier will
thank you for your consideration.
As with most other Manley tube
amplifiers, you have your choice of triode or tetrode operation. In triode
mode, you've got 100W to play with,
while tetrode mode gives you 240W to
whack around. It's like having two amps
in one. It's great entertainment for
tweaks: aswitch that changes the sound
of the amplifier. Just remember to turn
off the amp when switching back and
forth between modes, or else your new
toy might well go pool.
If your amplifier ever does "let the
smoke out," you need only call David
or EveAnna Manley on the phone to
remedy the situation. You'll never hear
those awful words "Have you called
your local retailer? We don't deal with
consumers!" from the Manley crew.
There are no local retailers; Manley
products are sold directly only.
The bad news is that if you wish to
hear aManley amplifier in your home,
you must either have a friend who's
already got one and is willing to lug it
over to your place, or you must buy
one. Manley does have asatisfactionguaranteed arrangement: If you buy it
and don't like it, you can return it. No,
you can't keep it for two years, then
return it on awhim —Manley is not a
free equipment-rental service — but
they will give you aweek or two to
thoroughly audition the product.
Fit-and-finish on the Manley Reference 240 is generally good, but not
exceptional. This amplifier is certainly
not as elegant looking as a Rowland
Model 6, nor is its internal finish as
anal-compulsive as that of aCello or
Mark Levinson product. The Manley
has ano-nonsense, workmanlike physical style that says, "Hey man, this is an
amplifier, not apiece of bloody audio
jewelry." Perhaps the interior finish is
not suitable for hours of transfixed Zen
meditation, but most owners will probably never have any reason to open up a
240 except out of morbid curiosity, or
to clean out cat hait (My cats find
Manley 240s in Soft-Start mode to be
the perfect temperature for long naps
—flip on full power and yE0000w0

SYSTEM

For this amp review the following
equipment was used: Analog sources
were a VP! TNT Jr. turntable, with

cost-effective upgrade and outboard flywheel, on a Bright Star base and a
Townshend Seismic Sink. Tonearms
were the Graham 1.5TIC and Clearaudio/Souther TQ-1. In my small
room, a VP! HW-19 Mk.IV with a
SAMA and mounted with a Clearaudio/Souther TQ-1 sits on aBright
Star J-7 base. Cartridges included the
van den Hul MC-1 Super, Dynavector
XX-11, AudioQuest MC-200, Fidelity
Research/van den Hul FR-1, Denon
103/van den Hul, and Denon DL-S1.
Digital front-ends were PS Audio
Lambda and C.E.C. TL 2 CD transports and aSony TCD-D7 DATman
connected via coaxial, AES/EBU,
TosLink, and AT&T optical connectors
to EAD DSP-7000 III or EAD DSP9000 III D/A processors.
Preamps in-house were the Threshold T-2 and Carver Research Lightstar
line-level units, with Vendetta SCP-2C,
Audio Research PH-2, and Gold Aero
dB-45 outboard phono units. Comparison power amps included the
Rowland Model 6 and Pass Aleph 0.
Speakers were the Dunlavy Signature
SC-VIs in my large room and the
Avalon Eclipse speakers in my small
room.
Interconnects — all balanced — included Audio Magic Sorcerer, Synergistic Research Kaleidoscope, and WireWorld Eclipse. Speaker cables were
Dunlavy Labs DAL-8Z and Audio
Magic Sorcerer (with the Dunlavys) and
Synergistic Research Signature 2and 3
(with the Avalons), all in 8' lengths.
Digital cables used were Mod Squad
Wonder Link 1and Audio Magic Sorcerer coaxials, TARA Labs RSC Master
AES/EBU, AudioQuest, Sony, and
Parasound fiberoptic cables.
All major components sat on Bright
Star Audio Big Rock bases and Little
Rock top plates. Other accessories
included RoomTunes CornerTunes,
EchoTunes, and Ceiling Clouds, Acoustic Sciences Tube Traps and Shadow
Casters (in the small room); an Arcici
Levitation stand (in the large room);
RoomTunes Just-a-Rack, Ardci Superstructure II, Soundstyle X503, and Billy
Bags amp stands; Shakti Stones, Fluxbuster, PAD break-in disk, Music And
Sound ferrite beads, AudioQuest ferrite
clamps, NoiseTrapper power strip, Synergistic Research power cords, TARA
Labs RSC Master power cords (with Pass
Aleph 0), Coherent Systems EAU-1
Electroclear AC line conditioner, AudioQuest record brush, Gryphon Exorcist
conditioning tool, Nitty Gritty record
cleaning machine, RadioShack Sound
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Your local dealer is the right choice.
We are not amail order firm.
Our prices and services are for
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sounds better done professionally.
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Pressure Meter, Kleenmaster Brillianize
CD cleaner, and a1945 Martin 000-18
with original brass frets.

also had a hair better low-frequency
dynamics and control than did triode.
When the bass tracks on Joan Osbome's
"Spider Web" kicked in, tetode didn't
TRIODE VS. TETRODE:
muddy up or lose dynamic articulation.
HOW DO YOU WANT IT,
The midrange in tetrode mode
RARE OR WELL-DONE?
sounded less seductive, but it did retain
As anyone with at least 25% of their hearthe same amount of inner detail regarding left can tell you, niode- and tetrodeless of the music's complexity. Tetrode's
mode tube amplifiers sound different.
midrange was not the warm, fuzzy
Since the Manley Reference 240 allows us puppy of triode, but was more revealing
to switch back and forth ad nauseam while
of the true nature and harmonic fabric
everything but the operating mode reof the source material.
mains constant, it provides awonderful
When listening for pleasure, Iusually
opportunity to hear the sonic differences
select the triode switch on the Referbetween these two modes in acontrolled
ence 240s. Combined with awarm fire,
test situation. It's not asimple question of aglass of brandy, and my beloved, the
which mode sounds "better," since "better"
Manleys in triode mode can instill a
is asubjective term that reveals little about
sense of well-being and cosmic conhow each actually sounds. Each mode has
tentment that banishes even the most
particular strengths and weaknesses. With
exasperating daily frustrations. If, on the
different sources in different situations,
other hand, Ineed to know what's realeach has appropriate applications.
ly going on in amix, or I'm wearing my
The triode mode excelled at creating
reviewer's cap (the one with the big
a three-dimensional soundstage that
Mickey Mouse ears), Iflip the Manleys
breathed life and form into music. On
into terode mode. For full orchestral
Music in 18th-Comuy France (Nonesuch
recordings and "serious" rock and roll at
H-71371, LP), Ann Monoyio's voice had a "realistic" levels, tetode is obviously the
palpable quality that was both startlingly
way to go. With acoustic folk and smallrealistic and devilishly seductive. The
group jazz, triode provides the intimate
harpsichord and viola da gamba continuo
warmth needed to make the music
also had adimensional verisimilitude that
glow. The nice thing about the Manley
sounded both right and voluptuous.
Reference 240 is you don't have to
Rear-wall reflections were quite convinchoose either/or .... you have both.
cingly rendered. Triode mode was harConsider the Reference 240's two
monically lush, with awarm, wet midamplifiers sharing the same chassis.
range that bounded up to you like an
Perfect for the schizophrenic music
overly friendly Great Dane wanting to
lover.
get all up-close and personal without the
benefit of aproper introduction.
THE MANLEY VS.
On intimate and minimalist music,
SOLID-STATE
this harmonic approach worked beauIhave apair of Rowland Model 6solidtifully. Dense, thickly mixed material,
state monoblock amplifiers on hand for
however, could get abit gummed-up in
aforthcoming review. Comparing the
all the schmaltz. In triode mode, the
Manleys with this radically different
Manley's presentation of low-level
but equally excellent design proved
detail was excellent during quiet, simple
both ear-opening and mind-bending. It
passages, but became obscured when precipitated asonic epiphany of sorts.2 I
the music got complicated and cacofinally got it. Got what? Got that evaluphonous. Triode mode reminded me of ating the differences between great
my beloved old Quad ESL speakers,
tube and solid-state designs is not as
which sounded superb as long as the
simple as comparing apples and ormusic suited their particular strengths.
anges, but as complicated as examining
Tetrode mode made up in power and
exactly what it is about the music itself
control what it lacked in subtlety and
that makes us crave it deep within our
dimensional nuance. On dynamic masouls.
terial like Tori Amos's "Pretty Good
The Manley Reference 240 is betYear" from her Under the Pink LP (Easttered by the Rowland 6in every sonic
West/Warner Bros. 7567-82567), teuode
parameter save one, but the Manley's
delivered the goods without losing its
superiority in this particular area is so
cool. True, terode did not do the 3-D
striking, so completely earth-shattering,
thing as convincingly, but it did produce
that all other areas of comparison
awider soundstage, with more precise
2Most of my listening was done during the holiday
lateral imaging to compensate for the
season. Perhaps combining cognac and Amahl and the
reduction in dimensionality. Tetode
Net Visitors wasn't such agreat idea.
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become moot. What does the Manley
do that utterly eludes the otherwise
superb Rowland? Simple: The Manley
preserves the soul and emotion of the
original performance in a way that
escapes the solid-state amplifier.
Soul and emotion? Puhleeze ... But
wait, before you blow this off as cognacinspired gobbledygook, let me explain.
After several days of A/B-ing the
Manleys and Rowlands, I began to
notice that my reactions to the same
music through these two designs was
fundamentally different.
When Ilistened to alive version of
Dave Alvin's "Haley's Comet" on DAT
with the solid-state amps, Iwas swept
up by the phenomenal performance,
the articulation of each individual musical part, and the interactions of these
parts. Iwas both intellectually stimulated and challenged by the wealth of
musical information available.
When Ilistened to that same cut
through the triode-mode tube amps, I
cried. Yup, tears rolled down my
cheeks while Ibounced up and down,
waving my arms, physically buffeted by
the raw emotion of the music. Emotion
— that essential component at the very
core of great music. The Manleys pass
through that emotional information,
but the Rowlands don't.
Time after time, Iexamined how the
music was affecting me. It was always
the same: through the Rowlands Iwas
intellectually stimulated; through the
Manleys Iwas moved. The Rowlands
are cerebral, but the Manleys are emotional. This all begs the question, "Why
do we listen to music?" For some, the
emotional connection is all-important,
while for others, the genius of creation
is the spark that drives them into their
listening rooms.
Before this, Inever "got" the singleended triode thing. Funky little singleended triode amps are musically colored electronic Tinkertoys, as incapable
of producing sonic neutrality as acockroach is of singing "The Star-Spangled
Banner" (Roseanne aside). If, as
claimed by the effervescent Harvey
Rosenberg — single-ended evangelistextraordinaire —musical enjoyment is
all about experiencing ecstasy, then tube
gear brings the listener the raw emotion
of the music. Even if it is more severely
colored than apiece of paper fresh from
afive-year-old with an ultra-deluxe box
of crayons, tube gear is the only way "to
really hear the voice of God." For aguy
like me, for whom neutrality and transparency have always been the goals of
high-end audio, this is mind-bending.
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"...the combination was magic!"
Wes Phillips, writing about the Thiel CS-7 Loudspeakers with
MIT MH-770 Reference CVTerminator Speaker Interface.
Stereophile, Jan '96 vol 19 no.1
"Magic is what happens when the equipment disappears and the performance takes on
reality. Thiel's CS-7 loudspeakers, MIT's Reference Series Interfaces and Krell electronics
make up the heart of asystem that can create that same magic in your listening room.
That's why it is one of our most highly recommended systems."
Bill Brandt & Richard Duplantis/Audio Orleans
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Audio Orleans
6915 Jefferson Hwy.
New Orleans, LA 701 23
Phone: 504-737-2026
Fax: 504-737-1909

Expert advice, service and installation.
Seven comfortable soundrooms.
VISA/Mastercard, Amex. Financing available.

Mon-Fri 10-7
Saturday 10-5

Listening to live music, this dichotomy
between emotionality and intellectuality
doesn't exist. A great live performance of
Malilees Symphony 2 is an emotional
roller-coaster that also taxes our intellectual facilities to their utmost. The
finest recordings of this same piece of
music don't pack the same combination
of intellectual and emotional power.
Why? Because no matter what the quality of the sound system, something is lost.
Defining just what that something is represents the Holy Grail of the High End.
Do Ihave the answer? Who do you think
Iam, Lancelot? No, I'm just another poor
beggar who understands that the problem exists.
Perhaps having both the superb articulation of the Rowlands and the emotional
accuracy of the Manleys would be too
much for our puny biological systems to
tolerate. Smoking husks of our earthly
remains would litter our listening chairs if
one amplifier could do it all. But still,
when Fm listening "professionally," flying
to hear differences and variations from
neutrality on source material, the Rowland
Model 6is afar more useful tool than the
Manley Reference 240. But when it's late
at night and Ineed amusical fix to make
me forget all the crud swirling around in
my brain, apair of Manley 240s is just
what the doctor ordered.
This dichotomy between tubes and
solid-state is what keeps sending audiophiles scurrying back and forth between
them. There isn't a simple solution,
only the expensive option of owning
both tube and solid-state amplifiers. I
hear evil laughs emanating from highend dealers everywhere. —Steven Stone

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N

A complete set of measurements was
made on the Manley Reference 240 in
both the triode and tetrode modes using
the balanced inputs. Selected measurements were also made using the unbalanced inputs.
The Manley Reference 240 was
warmed up for one hour at 60W into 8
ohms, one-third of its rated maximum
power in the tetrode mode. Although
the top plate became very hot, this was
not enough to be an operational concern. However, it was hot enough that
the amplifier should be kept out of
reach of small fingers. (The same might
be said of the sharp edges on the
Manley logo forming the ventilation
holes on the casing.)
The Reference 240's measured input
impedance (at 1
kHz), voltage gain into
8ohms, and S/N ratio (ref. 1W into 8
ohms), to the nearest ohm and dB, are
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

Table I Manley Reference 240: Voltage Gain 8‘ Noise

Gain

S/N
22Hz-22kHz
dB

S/N
10Hz-500kHz
dB

S/N
10Hz-500kHz
dB

dB

unweighted

unweighted

A-weighted

32

67

65

77

137

32

67

64

77

116

34

65

60

76

Tetrode (unbalanced) 144

34

66

60

76

Input
Impedance
k ohms

Triode (balanced)

118

Triode (unbalanced)
Tetrode (balanced)

given in Table 1. The amplifier's output
impedance was at or under 0.77 ohms
in the tetrode mode at low and mid-frequencies, increasing to 0.87 ohms at
20IcHz. In the triode mode, the corresponding figures were 0.83 ohms and
0.97 ohms. While this source impedance is not small enough to be irrelevant with real-world loads, Iwould
expect it to have less of an effect on the
amplifier's performance than is the case
with most of the tube amplifiers Ihave
tested recently, which have output
impedances over 2ohms and in some
cases over 3ohms.
The DC offset of the Reference 240
measured an inconsequential 0.6mV
triode and 03mV tetrode. The amplifier is non-inverting.
Figs.1 and 2 show the frequency
response of the Manley Reference 240.

Here Ihave chosen to show the balanced
results for all configurations in fig.1, and
the balanced and unbalanced results into
only an 8ohm load in fig2, to make for
a clearer comparison. The real-world
load variation, while definitely noticeable (and very likely audible), is never
worse than -1dB up to 25kHz or higher. Fig3 shows the Manley's small-signal 10kHz squarewave response. There

Fig.3
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Manley 240, small-signal I
OkHz squarewave
into 8 ohms.
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Fig.1

Manley 240, frequency response (from top
to bottom at 20kHz): at 2W into 4ohms,
tetrode mode; I
W into 8ohms, tetrode:
2W into 4ohms, triode: I
W into 8ohms,
triode: 2W into simulated speaker load,
tetrode: and 2W into simulated speaker
load, triode (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4

Manley 240, tetrode mode.THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
20kHz): 4W into 2 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms,
2.83V into simulated speaker load. and I
W
into 8 ohms.
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Fig.2 Manley 240, frequency response at I
W
Into 8ohms (from top to bottom at
20kHz): tetrode mode, balanced input
tetrode, unbalanced: triode, balanced; and
triode, unbalanced (0.5d8/vertical div.).

le

Fig.5 Manley 240,THD+noise vs frequency at
I
W into 8ohms (from top to bottom at
30kHz): triode mode, unbalanced input;
triode, balanced; tetrode, unbalanced: and
tetrode, balanced.
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A Musical Milestone...
Osiris by Avalon Acoustics
You're invited to join Overture and Avalon Acoustics'
President, Neil Patel, at "Hi-Fi '96," The Stereophik
High-End Show, for an exclusive presentation of the
magnificent Osiris Speaker System. We are proud to
present aturning point in reproducing recorded music
and sound.
New technologies in magnetics, resonance control,
and temporal coherence, never before employed in
high-energy transducers, will redefine the boundaries
of music reproduction.
For those who must have the ultimate in performance,
hearing the Osiris System will be arevelation. A new
level of realism is immediately apparent.
From the largest component to the minutest detail, the
Osiris System is atechnological tour de force. The results
are atrue milestone in musicality and performance.
Priced from $72,000, the Osiris System will be available
in limited quantities. Standard and optional finishes
are offered.
Hear the incredible "full scale" 2C3D System, featuring
the Osiris Speakers, Spectral Electronics (including the
SDR 3000 Professional Transport), and great new
technologies from MIT. Don't miss this exciting
presentation.

For more information, please call.
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The East Coast's Premier
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is some slowing of the risetime, consistent with the measured high-frequency
response, along with asmall overshoot
but no ringing. This is agood response
for atube amplifier. The lkHz squarewave (not shown) is excellent except for
the saine small overshoot at the leading
edge (barely visible at this frequency).
The variation of the Manley's THD+
noise with frequency (at lIcHz) is plotted in figs.4 and 5. Here again Ihave
divided the results into two curves, the
first for the tetrode response (balanced
only) and the second for the results into
8 ohms (at 1W). These results are
respectable for a tube amplifier, the
main aberrations being the higher distortion into 2 ohms (a load not wellmatched to this amp, also see below),
and the rise in LF distortion below
50Hz when the 240 is running in
tetrode mode. The 1kHz distortion
waveform into an 8ohm load is shown

load.) 'The results into a simulated
real-world load (not shown) were not
substantially different. In the n'iode
mode (fig.9), the largest artifacts are
Load
Tetrode
Triode
the second through the fourth harohms
W (dBVV)
W (dBVV)
monics, at -43dB (0.7%), -46dB
e
304.8 (24.8)
203.5 (23.1)
(0.5%), and -52dB (0.25%), respec(line)
116V
II
7V
4
106.3 (17.3)
74 (15.7)
tively. The remaining harmonics are
(line)
1I
6V
II 7V
below -60dB (0.1%), and the corre2
28.5 (8.5)
12.4 (4.9)
sponding tetrode results (fig.8) are
(line)
1I
6V
II
7V
only slightly better (though at amuch
higher power output).
Feeding a combined 191cHz+201cHz
in figs.6 and 7(tetrode and triode modes,
signal into the Reference 240 produces
respectively). It is heavily second-harthe spectra shown in figs.10 and 11, at
monic, though higher-order content is
158W tetrode and 69W triode, revisible in the tetrode-mode trace.
spectively. Only the results with an 8
Figs.8 and 9 show spectra of the
ohm load are shown here; the artifacts
Reference 240's output in response to a into a non-optimal 4 ohm load are
50Hz input, taken at 160W (tetrode)
somewhat higher in level, though not
and 67W (n'iode), respectively, into an
dramatically so. The 1kHz IM dis8ohm load. (We normally use 4ohms
tortion lies at -58dB (about 0.12%)
for this measurement, but the Manley's
tetrode, -49dB (about 0.35%) triode;
single set of output terminals are clearly
the 18kHz artifact also lies at -49dB
more optimally matched to an 8ohm
tetrode and -33dB (just under 2.5%)
triode.
The variation in the Manley 240's
THD+noise with output power are
shown in figs.12 (tetrode) and 13 (triode). Note that the power output in
both operating modes is clearly optimum into an 8 ohm load, dropping
dramatically into lower impedances.
But also note that at aslightly highet
3% distortion level, the triode output
power into 4ohms exceeds that into 8
Fig.9 Manley 240, triode mode, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-IkHz, at 67W into
ohms. The discrete clipping measure8ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
ments (at 1% THD+noise) are shown
the second harmonic at 100Hz is the
in Table 2.
Table 2 Manley Reference 240: Clipping
(I% THD+noise at I
kHz)
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Fig.6 Manley 240, tetrode mode, IkHz waveform
at 5W into 8ohms (top); distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.7

Manley 240, triode mode. I
kHz waveform
at 5W into 8ohms (top): distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig. 10 Manley 240, tetrode mode, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,19+20kHz at
I
58W into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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2Manley 240. tetrode mode, distortion (%)
vs output power into (from bottom to
top): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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Manley 240, tetrode mode, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 160W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that
the second harmonic at 100Hz is the
highest in level, at -48dB (about 0.4%).
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Fig.1 lManley 240, triode mode. HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz. I
9+20kHz at
69W into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig. I
3Manley 240, triode mode. distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top):
8ohms. 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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S
TILL BUYING ThE SAME
OLD SACRED Cow BRANDS?

The measurement results for the
Manley Reference 240 arc respectable
for ahigh-powered tube amplifier. The
single set of output terminals somewhat
restricts the amplifier's flexibility into
lower impedance loads. Furthermore,
the unweighted S/N results are unimpressive. Nevertheless, the amplifier
must be rated a success on the test
bench for this type of design.
—Thomas J. Norton

WELL, WE SELL GOOSEBUMPS.
VIL ICHIBAN with signature transformer
Audio Matièrè •VAC •Classè •Fanfare
N.E.W. •Copland •Single Ended
Audible Illusions
Balanced Audio Technology
C.A.T. •Wadia
Genesis •Yankee Audio •Audio Physics
Sound Lab •Brentworth •Von Schweikert
Yamamura •Seismic Sinks •XL0
Vibraplane •Synergistic •Mango
Versalab •Siltech
VPI •Sota •Lyra RPM2 •Graham
Wilson Benesch •Benz •Clavis Dacapo
Crown Jewel (shelter model 1)
Phono Preamps
Many more

SS SUMS UP
We all want perfection. We all seek that
one component without flaws, that
does everything so impeccably that we
can clearly and effortlessly identify the
voice of God through our sound systems. Good luck. The Manley 240 is
not the last, most-perfect amplifier you
will ever want, but it is damn good. It
excels at transmitting the raw emotion
and energy of live music. In triode
mode, a pair of Manleys produces a
remarkably three-dimensional soundfield that is both convincing and seductive. When switched into tetrode mode,
the Manleys have the brawn to deliver a
full symphony orchestra directly into
your living room.
Unlike many tube amplifiers that
have let their smoke out in my listening
rooms over the years, the Manley
Reference 240s were exceptionally reliable during their three-month visit.
Not only was biasing asimple, painless
process, but monthly checks revealed
that the Manleys hold their bias beautifully. This may just be the tube amplifier for folks who love the way tube
amps sound, but hate the way tube
amps work—or don't work, as the case
may be.
Although it may not be as simple as
trundling off to your local hi-fi emporium if you wish to hear apair of
Manley 240s, if you're searching for an
amplifier to light your soul on fire while
keeping your house flame-free, the
Manley 240s may be just the thing to
satisfy your cravings. Give David
Manley acall; he gives very good phone.
— Steven Stone
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CARY AUDIO DESIGN SLM-100 REVISED
MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Robert J. Reina
Push-pull, class-A. monoblock tube amplifier. Output power: II3W into 8

impedance of <2.7 ohms. Dimensions: 6" H by I
0" W by 20 D.Weight: 40

ohms (20.5dBVV), 100W into 4 ohms (I 7dBW). Frequency response:

lbs. Price: $3495/pair: optional chrome chassis adds $500/pair. Approximate

9Hz-30kHz. +0, —0.75dB. at I
W; 15Hz-23kHz, ±0.5dB, at full power. Input

number of dealers: 65. Manufacturer: Cary Audio Design, 111A Woodwinds

sensitivity: 750mV for full output. Input impedance: 150k ohms. Noise and

Industrial Court, Cary, NC 275 II
.
Tel: (919) 481-4494. Fax: (919) 460-3828.

hum: 80d13 below rated output. Damping factor: >3, equivalent to an output

A

lthough I'll be spending most of
my Sterrophile hours reviewing
affordable gear, Iwill from time
to time examine so-called "trickledown" designs from high-end designers
who have made their mark in the upperprice echelons. More and more, such
designers are taking what they've
learned and applying it to less-expensive
products in order to broaden their customer base. Cary Audio Design, for
example, of single-ended triode fame,
has entered the ring with the SLM-100
pentode monoblocks.
Ishould mention that Ireacted to the
single-ended triode phenomenon with
great skepticism. My negative biases
were twofold: 1) Ihave little interest in
products with limited applicability to the
marketplace — the low-powered nature
of most of these beasts results in matching problems with many speakers; and
2) Ihave a natural bias against very
expensive products. As Itend to compare amplifiers on aprice-per-watt basis,
single-ended triodes come out worst.
My first experience with this genre of
"hornblowers" began with an invitation
by neighbor Andy Benjamin, a longtime contributor to The Abso!ute Sound, to
hear his new Cary 805 monoblocks. I
trundled over and heard these sexy,
glowing beasts perform incredible magic
on his Martin-Logan CLS electrostatics.
With aseductive midrange and uncanny
stage presentation, the combo was one
of the finest systems I'd ever heard.
My reaction to this experience was
not to join in the single-ended triode
frenzy, but to run in the opposite direction. "These Cary guys are pretty clever.
I wonder if they make any normal
amps," Ithought. You know, push-pull
stuff with 6550s or EL34s that can kick
out at least 100 per.
A quick look at the Cary catalog, and
Ahal Isee the SLM-100 monoblock! A
hundred push-pull watts into 4 ohms
(113 into 8) for only $3495 retail! It
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

Cary SLM- 100 Revised monoblock power amplifier

would be akick to compare apair of
Carys to my beloved reference amplifier of six years, the similarly priced (and
tubed) Audio Research Classic 60. 1
When the Carys arrived, I was
stunned by their beauty (they sent me
the $500-extra chrome-plated jobs).
Moreover, Iwas impressed that the high
standards of parts and construction quality featured in their more expensive
wares seem to have not been compromised in the SLM-100. The amp is outfitted with 1% metal-film resistors,
polypropylene coupling capacitors, and
all wiring is point-to-point.
The design features apair of 6SN7
tubes as the input, pre-driver, and
phase-inverter stages, with the input
stage buffered and direct-coupled to the
phase-inverter. The amp uses Svetlana
KT99A (6550) output tubes in apushpull configuration, and employs acustom-designed Ultralinear output transformer. In the dark, the sight of the
SLM-100's row of output-tube filaments gleaming off of the chrome was
stunning. (A friend refers to them as
"the apostles' tongues of fire.")
To audition the Carys, I used my

Goldmund Studio/Syrinx PU-3 Revised/Koetsu Urushi and CAL Delta/
Sigma II front-ends. Preamplification
was via aVendetta Research SCP-2C
phono stage and Audible Illusions M3
and Li line-stages. Speakers were the
Infinity RS-lBs above 100Hz, and the
full-range Acarian Systems Alón 5
Mk.11s. Wires included MIT MI-350
Twin CVTerminator and MIT '330
Shotgun interconnects, MIT Digital
Reference interconnect, MIT MH-770
Twin CVTerminator, and (for the
Alóns) Acarian Black Orpheus tri-wired
speaker cables.
The appearance of the Alón 5s represents the first time in 11 years that I've
replaced the Infinity RS-lbs in my reference system. The Mk.II version of the
Alón 5 is among the most dynamic,
revealing, and transparent speakers I've
heard? It can also put out aconvincing
20Hz in the right room. But its greatest
strength is in its tonal balance —it's the
least-colored high-end product I've experienced. Moreover, the relatively benign
impedance curve makes it afairly easy
load for an amplifier to drive. In effect,
the Alón 5acts as amagnifying glass for
the electronics placed before it, making it
an ideal tool for reviewing amplifiers.

1Reviewed by JA in September 1990 (Vol.13 No.9).

2A review by Russell Novak will appear shortly. —JA
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SONICS

The first thing that struck me about this
amplifier was its glorious tubelike
midrange. Vocals, whether Janis Ian
(Breaking Silence, Morgan Creek 292920083-2), José Carreras (Misa
Philips 420 555-2), or Mighty Sam
McClain (AudioQuest AQ1015), the
seductive reproduction of well-recorded voices melted me down into apuddle. Yes, there was abit of euphonic
tube sweetening (which also had a
somewhat forgiving effect on massed
strings on dryish orchestral recordings
and added atouch of Log Cabin syrup
to brass), but Ididn't care. I
just wanted
to close my eyes, sway, and sing along.
Adding to the realism of the Carys'
vocal reproduction was the dimensional
body accorded to vocals and instruments in their wide and deep soundstage presentation. This, combined with
excellent detail resolution, ambience
retrieval, and image specificity, makes
these amps well-suited for those who
cherish well-recorded orchestral music.
Simon Rattle's reading of Stravinsky's
Pulcinella (EMI HMV ASD 3604, and
one of the finest EMIs ever recorded),
as well as Previn's recording of Messiaen's Turangalila Symphony (EMI SIS
5117), delivered arealistic replication of
musicians performing in real space. And
when Ithrew ahighly dynamic classical
blockbuster at the Carys, such as
Crumb's Makrokosmos III (Nonesuch
71311), Ifound they could deliver staggering dynamic contrasts, from ppp toff
— the widest dynamic contrasts, in fact,
I've heard in any of my systems.
The Cary's high-frequency reproduction was sweet and extended, but on
certain recordings the transients could
sound a bit slow. This occasionally
made percussion sound abit blunted,
and highly modulated cymbal and gong
crashes swished a bit. But this was a
very subtle effect, and was less noticeable than with the original SLM-100, in
production before the middle of 1994
(and which used a slightly different
input stage and tube complement). The
earlier model sounded noticeably sluggish on all material.
Bass reproduction could plunge convincingly into the nether regions, at
least up to the limits of my speaker/
room combination that, with the Alóns,
is solidly to 25Hz, with somewhat
reduced output at 20Hz. However, the
greatest shortcoming of the Cary was
apparent in the 80-100Hz region,
where a ripe thickness could add an
overly prominent halo to electric and
acoustic basses.
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

In the early stages of my reviewing, I
needed to send the amplifier Iuse to
drive my Infinity woofers, aPerreaux
2150B, back to the manufacturer to be
updated with the revised 3300 circuitry.
As several weeks without music is
untenable in the Reina household, I
asked Cary's Dennis Had how he felt
his monoblocks would do driving the
Infinity woofers until Igot my Perreaux
back. (I would use my ARC Classic 60
to drive the midrange/treble panels.)
Said Had: "Uh, sure, uh
Idon't see
why not. Yeah, go ahead, try it."
Hmmm. In his voice was adefinite tone
of"I really can't say no to areviewer, but
hell, if he blows it up, Ican always send
him another unit." His hesitation, as
Infinity fans would know, is derived
from those pesky Infinity woofers,
which, to really sing, need high-powered, high-current amplifiers with ultrafast damping factors. (Solid-state arc
welders, the line forms to the right.)
However, the result was not what you'd
expect from this modestly powered
tube amplifier. To the surprise of both
of us, the SLM-100 performed quite
well. Although not as "fast" or as
extended in the bass as the Perreaux, it
put out consistently musical sound —
and at loud volumes without strain!

AGAINST THE AR CLASSIC 60

Ispent agreat deal of time comparing
this baby to the Audio Research Classic
60 on both sets of speakers. The results
were fascinating: Both amplifiers were
clearly impressive performers with
totally different sonic presentations.
They shared awide and deep soundstage presentation, but it was difficult to
determine which was more realistic.
The ARC excelled in image specificity,
detail resolution, and transparency, but
the images on the stage with the Cary
sounded more dimensional and lifelike.
On dynamic contrasts, the Cary had the
added edge on high-level contrasts (perhaps due to nearly double the power),
but both amps excelled in reproducing
music's microdynamics. The ARC's
bass, however, was far superior through
the bottom two octaves.
The high-frequency comparison was
most interesting. The Classic 60's
biggest shortcoming is in its tight,
etched low treble, which is the only
flaw in what would otherwise be my
ideal amplifier under $5000. The Cary's
high-frequency reproduction was more
natural, but the ARC didn't suffer from
the Cary's slight slowing of transients.
The comparison reminds me of
Sarah Faust, a brilliant piano crafts-

woman in Irvington, New York. She
rebuilds Steinways from scratch, using
only Hamburg parts. The result is a
grand piano better than what you can
buy new, for about two-thirds the price.
A few years ago a friend bought a
Model B from Faust; for awhile, each
time Ivisited his house the piano's
touch and sound had changed. He
explained that Faust was in the process
of "voicing" the hammers to his taste,
softening them by pricking the felt with
asharp instrument to mellow out the
attack of the notes. The Classic 60's
high-frequency transients reminded me
of my friend's Steinway before it had
been voiced; the Cary reminded me of
the softened, fully voiced hammers.
Which is correct? It's amatter of taste.
—Roberti. Reina

M EASUREMENTS FROM TJN

Following its one-hour, '/3-power preconditioning test, the Cary SLM-100 was
typically hot for atube amplifier. Its voltage gain into 8ohms measured 26.7dB,
the input impedance ahigh 123.6k ohms.
DC offset was effectively zero. The
SLM-100 was non-inverting, apositivegoing input emerging positive at the output. The unweighted S/N ratio (ref. 1W
into 8 ohms) was 77.4dB over both
22Hz-22IcHz and 10Hz-500kHz bandwidths. A-weighting improved the figure
to 90dB.
The SLM-100's output impedance
varied between 5.4 ohms and avery high
8.8 ohms, depending on the load impedance Iused to assess the value. This very
high output impedance will cause significant frequency-response deviations into
real loads.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response
of the Cary SLM-100 under the conditions indicated in the caption. With our
simulated loudspeaker load, the expected deviations due to the amplifier's high
output impedance are quite visible,
though it's interesting that they appear
to be no more severe than with tube
amplifiers we've measured that have
StERIOIMLII 11,111.101.1.10.1.101,..«
OR,

Fig.l

Cary SLM-I00, frequency response (from
top to bottom at 20kHz): at 2W into 4
ohms, I
W into 8ohms, and 2W into simulated speaker load (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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lower but still high output impedances.
The output of the SLM-100 in
response to a 10kHz squarewave is
shown in fig2. This is agood squarewave
response for atube amplifier: the risetime
is short, there's no overshoot, and only a
slight oscillation can be seen on the tops
and bottoms of the waveform (these are
too small to be easily visible here, but
they're clear on a conventional 'scope
trace). The lkHz squarewave response
(not shown) was also very good, with
only abarely perceptible overshoot followed by arapidly damped oscillation.
Fig3 shows the Cary's THD+noise
level plotted against frequency. These
results, not atypical for atube amplifier,
are neither exceptional nor disappointing, though I'd like to see alittle less distortion at low frequencies. High loworder harmonics in the bass will often
add warmth -pleasant though unnatural - to the sound, while harmonic distortion above about 8kHz will very likely be inaudible (the harmonic distortion
alone of an 8kHz signal will add no artifacts below 161d-lz). The Cary is clearly
not intended to drive 2ohm loads, as is
obvious from figs.3 and 7(see below).
The 1
kHz THD+noise waveform at
low power into 8 ohms (fig.4) is primarily second-harmonic, with some
higher-order components and noise
apparent. The results into 4ohms were
similar, though with more .visible higher harmonics. The main component
with a2ohm load was third-harmonic.
Fig.5 shows the distortion spectrum
resulting from a50Hz input at 66.7W

into 8ohms (
2
/
3 rated power). (Though
we normally show this measurement
into 4 ohms, the
is clearly optimized for 8ohm loads.)
l The largest artifact is the third harmonic, at -42dB
(0.8%). The distortion spectrum into a
simulated speaker load (not shown) was
similar in distribution though slightly different in magnitude (about 1.5% at the
same third harmonic). This behavior is
typical for atube amplifier, ie, moderately high for amodern amplifier design.
The sanie can be said for the
19+20kHz intermodulation spectrum at
47.5W into 8ohms (fig.6) -just below
the level at which clipping is observed in
the output waveform with this input signal. [This sipal has apeak:mean ratio twice
that (fa sinewave, meaning that amplifiers will
clip at about hail. their rated powers.- Ed]
The 1
kHz difference-tone artifact is at
-49dB, or about 035%; the 18kHz component is -40.7dB, or just under 1%. The
artifacts were slightly lower into 4ohms

Fig.4

Cary SLM-100, 1
kHz waveform at I
W into
8ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Cary SLM-I00. small-signal I
OkHz squarewave into 8ohms.
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Cary SLM-I00, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave. DC-I kHz, at 66.7W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in
level, at -42dB (0.8%).
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Fig.3

50h

Cary SLM-100,THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 20kHz): 4W into 2
ohms. 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V into simulated
speaker load, and IW into 8ohms.
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Fig.7 Cary SLM- 1
00, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 8ohms,
4ohms, and 2ohms.

(not shown), but the available power at
clipping with this signal was slightly less
with the lower impedance.
The SLM-100's THD+noise vs level
curves (at lkHz) are shown in fig.Z Ille
Cary's measured discrete clipping
points (defined here as 1% THD+noise
at 1kHz) were 99W (20dI3W) into 8
ohms, 24.8W (10.9dBW) into 4ohms,
and just 9W (3.5dBW) into 2 ohms.
(These measurements were all taken
with a116-117V AC line voltage.) You
can see that the output power would
have been significantly higher, especially into 2or 4ohm loads, had we chosen
to define clipping as the 3% THD+
noise level. The clipping would then
have been at about 110W (20.4dBW)
into 8 ohms, 90W (16.5dBW) into 4
ohms, and 40W (10dBW) into 2ohms.
The Cary SLM-100's test-bench performance was satisfactory for a tube
amplifier, though its output impedance
is a matter for concern. As with all
amplifiers of high output impedance,
the SLM-100's perfonnance with any
specific loudspeaker will not necessarily
be representative of its performance
with another.
-Thomasf. Norton
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Cary SLM- I
00, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 47.5W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).

The Cary SLM-100 Revised is an excellent amplifier that is quite suitable for
someone looking for musical 100W
tube sound on arealistic budget. The
high qualities of sound, parts, and construction make it abargain. (Definitely
go the extra bucks for the chrome!)
No tube amplifier that I've heard in
this price range is free from tradeoffs.
I'd like an amplifier that combines the
detail, transparency, and bass of the
Audio Research Classic 60 with the
dimensionality, high-level dynamics,
and high frequencies of the Cary.
(While we're at it, let's throw in the
midrange of the EAR 509.) I'm still
looking for my dream tube amplifier
costing less than $5000. Until then, I'll
be happy settling for the Classic 60.
Your tastes may be different. Check out
the Cary.
-Robert J. Reina
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Speaker Cables

Length RF400
3' pair
$29.95
6' pair
$36.00
8' pair
$38.50
10' pair
$41.50
12' pair
$44.95
15' pair
$49.95
18' pair
$54.95
20' pair
$59.95
25' pair
$69.95
30' pair
$74.50
35' pair
$88.50
40' pair
$97.50
snit 'wir
eadd
N/A

F-111
$29.95
$36.00
$40.00
$44.00
$48.00
$52.00
$58.00
$62.00
$72.00
$78.00
$92.00
$102.00
N/A

Type-2
$29.95
$36.00
$40.00
$44.00
$48.00
$52.00
$58.00
$62.00
$72.00
$78.00
$92.00
$102.00
N/A

Type-4
$34.00
$46.00
$55.00
$62.00
$70.00
$82.00
$94.00
$99.95
$119.95
$139.95
$159.95
$179.95
N/A

Type-6
$39.95
$49.95
$69.95
$79.95
$89.95
$99.95
$119.95
$129.95
$149.95
$175.00
$199.95
$225.00
N/A

Indigo-2
$49.95
;84.50
$94.50
$117.50
$129.95
$159.95
$184.50
$199.95
$239.95
$279.95
$319.95
$359.95
$25.00

Crystal-2
$51.50
$89.95
$99.95
$125.00
$139.95
$175.00
$199.95
$219.95
$269.95
$319.95
$369.95
$419.95
$25.00

Midnight-3
$99.95
$169.95
$199.95
$239.95
$279.95
$339.95
$399.95
$439.95
$539.95
$639.95
$739.95
$839.95
$30.00

Interconnect Cables
Length

Turquoise x2

Topaz x2

Ruby-2

Quartz x3

Comp-X

Comp-Z

Digital-X

Digital-Z

0.5 m
1.0 m
1.5 m
2.0 m
3.0 m
4.0 m
6.0 m
7.5 m
10 m
15 m

$22.95
$25.95
$27.95
$31.95
$36.95
$41.95
$52.95
$64.95
$79.95
$109.95

$34.95
$39.95
$43.95
$47.95
$55.95
$63.95
$79.95
$91.95
$109.95
$149.95

$59.95
$69.95
$79.95
$89.95
$109.95
$129.95
$169.95
$199.95
$249.95
$349.95

$108.00
$132.00
$158.50
$185.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$19.95
$22.50
$24.95
$27.95
$32.95
$37.95
$47.95
$64.95
$79.95
$109.95

$29.95
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95
$79.95
$99.95
$139.95
$169.95
$219.95
$319.95

$24.95
$29.95
$32.95
$34.95
$36.95
$39.95
$49.95
$54.95
$69.95
$95.00

$49.95
$54.95
$64.95
$74.95
$89.95
$99.95
$119.95
$149.95
$189.95
$259.95

AC-15

AC-12

N/A
$44.95
$46.95
$49.95
$59.95
$66.95
$79.95
$89.95
$104.95
$139.95

N/A
$69.95
$75.95
E79.95
$89.95
$99.95
$125.00
$143.50
$175.00
$235.00

Video Cables & Power Cords
Length

Video -X

Video -Z

Video SIX

Video SIX

0.5 m
1.0 m
1.5 m
2.0 m
3.0 m
4.0 m
6.0 m
7.5 m
10 m
15 m

$24.95
$29.95
$32.95
$34.95
$36.95
$39.95
$49.95
$54.95
$69.95
$95.00

$49.95
$54.95
$64.95
$74.95
$89.95
$99.95
$119.95
$149.95
$189.95
$259.95

N/A
$29.95
N/A
$36.95
$42.95
$48.95
$59.95
$68.95
$82.95
$109.95

N/A
$49.95
N/A

$69.95
$89.95
$109.95
$149.95
$179.95
$229.95
$329.95

Video S/Pro Lapis X3 AES/EIRI

N/A
$135.00
N/A

N/A
$179.95
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

HCM Audio • 800-222-3465 •916-345-1341 •Fax 916-345-7269
e•mail to: hcmaudio@pinsight.com

PO Box 7385 •Chico •CA •95927

For price list requests: hcmlist@aol.com

PARASOUND C/I
3
D-2000
BELT-DRIVE CD TRANSPORT
Robert Harley
Belt-drive CD transport with remote control. Outputs One coaxial S/PDIF (RCA

(ST-Type optical output adds $229). Approximate number of dealers: 350.

jack), one AES/EBU (ST-Type optical output optional). Dimensions:19"W by 3.25" H

Manufacturer: Parasound Products Inc., 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111.

by 15.25" D. Weight 23 lbs. Serial number of unit tested: OEBSY00028. Price: $1550

Tel: (415) 397-7100. Fax: (415) 397-0144.

T

he introduction of C.E.C.'s beltdriven CD transport three years
ago caused quite astir. Not only
was the $4650 C.E.C. TL 1designed and
built like no other transport, its sonic signature was radically different from that of
other transports. The TL 1generated as
much controversy over the merits of
belt-driven CD mechanisms as it did
over its soft and ultraliquid musical rendering.
Parasound, the US distributor of the
TL 1 (and C.E.C.'s stunning $17,500
TL 0), wanted to briag the TL l's musicality to abroader market. They commissioned C.E.C. to build abelt-driven
CD transport that tried to maintain the
TL l's special musical virtues, yet was
substantially less expensive. The result
of that effort, the $1550 Parasound
C/BD-2000, costs around one-third the
price of the TL LI

TECHNOLOGY

The C/BD-2000 is atop-loading transport housed in what looks like adrawer-loading chassis. A sliding plexiglass
cover in the top panel, along with the
absence of a front-panel drawer, give
away the unit's unusual design. To load
adisc, slide back the cover, put the disc
on the spindle, put the large clamp on
the disc, and close the cover. Compared
with perfunctory drawer-loading mechanisms, using atop-loading CD transport with aclamp has more of aparticipatory feel — almost like playing a
record.
One problem with CD transports
that require clamps is what to do with
the clamp when changing CDs. Parasound has nicely solved this dilemma
with around, felt-lined depression in the
top panel that's perfect for holding the
clamp. You don't need to worry about
scratching equipment or arack, and you
1See my review of the TL Iin Vol.16 No.7, my
response to areadees letter about the TL 1in Vo1.16
NoM and other mentions in Vol.17 No.11 and Vol.18
No.5. See also Jonathan Scull's review of the TL 0in
Vo1.18 No.5.
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always know where the clamp is. This is
particularly important with the C/BD2000's massive (
/-lb) metal clamp.
4
1
Another nice touch is the recessed
area in the loading well to accommodate fingers putting a CD on the
spindle. This makes it easier to load and
unload CDs. This feature, along with
the clamp storage area, suggest evolutionary improvements over the C.E.C.
TL 1in user convenience.
All the C/BD-2000's controls and
display are on the front panel. The display is large and readable, and the transport control buttons are easy to use. A
small, rectangular remote control is supplied with the unit. Unfortunately, the
remote doesn't fit in the hand very well,
and the buttons are all the same size and
shape, making it more difficult to use
(particularly in the dark) than many
other remotes.
Digital output is provided on RCA
(S/PDIF coaxial) and XLR (AES/
EBU) jacks. A user-installable module
containing an ST-Type optical output is
available for $229. The review sample
didn't include this feature.
Removing the top cover revealed a
subchassis covered with damping material to reduce vibration. Inside the
subchassis, the C/BD-2000's parts and

construction have some similarities
with the TL 1, but also some important
differences.
First, the TL, 1and C/BD-2000 use
the same motor and belt-drive mechanism to spin the CD. Unlike the C/I3D2000, however the TL l's motor is encased in a heavy shield to prevent its
electromagnetic radiation from getting
into the other circuits. Both units use the
same phosphor-bronze thrust bearing
on which rest the spindle, CD, and
clamp. This bearing must be durable to
withstand the clamp's weight, yet
smooth to prevent drag or vibration.
The bearing's design and function are
similar to those used in turntables.
Second, the TL 1used asecond beltdriven mechanism to move the laser
over the spinning CD; the C/BD-2000
has amore conventional electrically driven sled. Electronically, the C/BD2000 may have some advantages over
the TL 1. Although the C/BD-2000's
power supply is smaller, its output
clocking stage benefits from what
C.E.C. has learned in the four years
since the TL 1was designed.
The C/BD-2000 is housed in amore
spartan package with less expensive
metalwork, but still has aconsiderable
amount of mass loading to reduce chas-

Parasound C/BD-2000 belt-drive CD transport

Audiophile Vacuum Tubes

P/N

PRE-AMP/RECTIFIER TUBES

SAR4 CHINA
6AN8A USA
6AU6A USA
6BL8
6BM8
6CA4
6CW4
6DJ8 EUROPEAN
LM-6DJ8 EUROPEAN (LOW NOISE)
6F07/6CG7
6KN8/6RHH8
6SL7GT USA
6SN7GT
6X4
I
2AT7/620 IUSA
I
2AU7/6I89 USA
I
2AX7A CHINA
LM- I
2M7A (LOW NOISE)
I
2AZ7 USA
I
2BH7A
I2BY7A
12F07
12X4
5751 GE-SYL
5965A USA
6922/E88CC USSR
6922/E88CC TESLA
7199

z

I
5.00
15.00
6.50
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
6.50
12.00
15.00
22.00
8.50
8.50
9.00
8.50
8.50
6.50
12.00
I
5.00
20.00
6.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
500

ARS ELECTRONICS
Electronic Tube Specialists

7110 DeCelis Place
Van Nuys, CA 91406
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P/N
MATCHED POWER TUBES
2A3
61305 USA GE-PHIUPS/ECG
6CA7
6L6GC CHINA
6L6WGB PHILIPS/ECG
E34L TESLA
EL34 TESLA
KT88 TESLA
KT88 CHINA
KT90/99
211
300B
807
845
5881 PHILIPS/ECG
5881 USSR
6550A CHINA
6550A GE
6550WB USSR

SINGLE
25.00
15.00
24.00
12.00
30.00
18.00
17.00
35.00
25.00
45.00
45.00
78.00
12.50
50.00
30.00
12.50
19.00
40.00
25.00

MATCHED
PAIR
50.00
30.00
48.00
24.00
60.00
36.00
34.00
70.00
50.00
90.00

MATCHED
QUARTET
100.00
60.00
96.00
48.00
120.00
72.00
68.00
140.00
100.00
180.00

156.00
25.00

50.00

60.00
25.00
38.00
80.00
50.00

I
20.00
50.00
76.00
160.00
100.00

WORLD WIDE SHIPPING
U.S.A. Shipping Information &Terms
COD Cash Payment:
UPS 2day Air s
I
r/UPS Reg. s
IV"
Prepayment:
UPS 2day Air 59°°/UPS Reg. sr°
8.25% Sales Tax in California
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

FAX: (818) 997-6158

(818) 997-6279
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sis resonances. The chassis-within-achassis design is quite hefty, and surprising to find in a$1550 transport.
Many of the TL l's handmade parts
are CNC-machined in the C/BD. The
overall design concept and control drcuits, however, are identical in the two
units.
Iliked using the C/BD-2000. The
sliding plexiglass cover operated smoothly, the front-panel controls are well laid
out, and there's anice ritual about opening the cover and putting the clamp on
the CD that's reminiscent of playing
records. The unit also had asturdy and
solid feel. The C/BD-2000, however, is
slow to access tracks compared with
most CD transports.

fits of aheavy clamp to smooth over
small speed variations.
It's difficult to ascribe acertain sonic
characteristic to adesign approach, but
the two belt-driven CD transports I've
auditioned share acommon signature:
smoothness, liquidity, soft-sounding
bass, and a laid-back presentation. I
don't know whether the belt-drive
mechanism is responsible for the two
transports' similar sound, but it's an interesting question.

and better defined. The Parasound
transport's bass was weighty in the midbass, but didn't extend as deeply into
the bottom octave as did the SFT-1.
This had the musical effect of putting
more emphasis on bass guitar and less
on the kick drum. The music's rhythmic propulsion was slightly diluted,
with less power and drive than that
heard from the SFT-1 or the No.31.
The C/BD-2000's entire bottom
end was less dynamic and punchy than
the other transports under audition,
SYSTEM
reducing the sense of slam. Again, these
Ilistened to the C/13D-2000 with four characteristics were less pronounced
digital processors ranging from the $750
than in the TL 1. Although Ididn't have
Theta Chroma 396 to the $3999 Classé
aTL 1for direct comparison, IperDAC-1. In between were Parasound's
formed extensive TL Ivs No.31 audisuperb D/AC-2000 Ultra ($1995, retions three years ago, along with some
BELT DRIVE
viewed in April) and the $1295 PS
C/BD-200 vs No.31 comparisons for
The C/BD-2000's transport mech- Audio SL Three (reviewed elsewhere in
this review. Iwould even venture to say
anism is designed very much like a this issue). The digital connection was
that the C/BD-2000 had an overall
turntable, yet is radically different from
primarily the Illuminati 75 ohm coaxial
better bass performance than the TL 1.
all other CD transport mechanisms. A cable, with a Parasound DataBridge
Sound tempting? Ithought so, too.
rubber belt stretches between the moproviding the AES/EBU interface. IalWhat really set the C/BD-2000
tor and the spindle, in sharp contrast so used the WireWorld Gold Starlight apart, however, was its magical midwith the conventional technique of coaxial and AES/EBU digital links.
range. The transport's gorgeous rendermaking the motor an integral part of Transports on hand for comparison
ing of midrange textures was unprethe mechanism that directly drives the
were the reference-quality Mark Levincedented in atransport anywhere near
spindle. Turntables are belt-driven largly
son No.31 ($8495),2 the Sonic Frontiers
the C/BD-2000's price. The ¡nids were
to isolate the motor vibration from the
SFT-1 ($2295), and aPS Audio Lambda
totally lacking in grain, hardness, striplatter, a purpose that seems less ap- Two ($1995).
dency, or edge. Vocals lost their sibilant
plicable to recovering digital data from a
The digital front-ends under audition
edge, sounding more natural and less
CD.
fed a Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 preamforward. Instrumental textures were
To maintain speed consistency, the
plifier via 3' runs of AudioQuest Diawonderfully liquid and smooth, with no
C/BD-2000's belt-drive mechanism
mond (unbalanced), Diamond x3 (baltrace of coarseness. Solo violin and
relies on the flywheel effect created by anced), or WireWorld Gold Eclipse
massed violins were particularly well
the massive disc clamp. With a large
(balanced and unbalanced). A20' run of served by the C/BD-2000. The fabuamount of rotating mass, small speed
AudioQuest Lapis connected the prelous recording of Ulrike-Anima Mathé
variations are smoothed over. This flyamp to apair of Audio Research VT150 playing Reger's Sonatas for Unacwheel effect is important in abelt-drive
tube monoblock power amplifiers.
companied Violin (Dorian DORmechanism because the rotational servo These drove Genesis 11.5 loudspeakers
90212) were particularly revealing of
system responds sluggishly to changes through short runs of AudioQuest
the C/BD-2000's midrange and treble
in motor speed compared to adirectDragon H. The preamp and digital
purity. The layer of grain overlaying the
drive design.
front-ends sat on aBilly Bags equip- violin's texture was mercifully absent
Conversely, most CD transport mechment rack and aMerrill Stable Table.
through the C/BD-2000. Another exanisms have very low rotating mass and
Power to the system was conditioned
ample was the wonderfully recorded
fast servo control over the spindle speed.
by the MIT 7.-Stabilizer II, Z-Center,
oboe (and the other woodwinds) on
In other words, the spindle speed is held
and Z-Cord H power cords.
Oregon's Beyond Words (CheskyJD130).
nearly constant by many small correcIt had a"truth in timbre" that gave it a
tions from the rotational servo system. A LISTENING
palpable realism. If some transports add
lightweight design is essential to making The C/BD-2000 had astrong family a"burlap" character to the mids and trethe spindle respond quickly to changes in
resemblance to the C.E.C. TL 1transble, the C/BD-2000 was more like the
motor speed. This is one reason the disc
port, but the Parasound bore less of a finest silk.
clamp in the Mark Levinson No.31
distinctive signature than the TL 1. Like
In my recent review of the SFT-1, I
weighs so little.
the TL 1, the C/BD-2000 had awarm
praised the transport for its soundSome engineers I've spoken with
and rich midbass with atouch of softstaging, dynamics, and bass, yet criticonsider a belt-driven CD transport ness. Although the TL 1could be charcized it for amore forward and slightly
anathema. They can't understand how
acterized as being overly ripe in the
coarse midrange in relation to the
the rotational servo can operate precisebass, the C/BD-2000's bass was tauter
No.31. The C/BD had none of the
ly with all that rotating mass and arubSFT-1's forwardness, and even apber belt between the motor and spindle.
proached the No.31 in midrange
2 The No.31 is unique in its combination of resoluIcan intuitively understand simultanesmoothness. Where the SFT-1 could
tion, ease, transparency, bass performance, and dynamously the merits of a low-rotatingadd abit of a"whitish" quality to timics. If you want it all — with no compromises—the
mass/quick-servo system and the beneNo.31 is the state of the art in Cl) transports.
bres, the CB/D-2000 provided asofter
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and more burnished rendering. Similarly, the C/BD-2000's treble was gentle, refined, and soft, but did not sound
rolled-off or closed-in.
Idon't want to give the impression
that the C/BD-2000 was overly lush
and romantic at the expense of resolution. The Parasound transport had a
very similar midrange and treble rendering to that of the No31, although
the C/BD-2000 was less resolving. For
comparison, the TL 1 sounded much
softer than the Levinson. The CI13D2000 was liquid, but not to the point of
sounding lackluster, uninvolving, or
bland. On the contrary, the CB/D2000 had more musical immediacy than
sonic immediacy. It was the kind of presentation that doesn't impress right
away, but sneaks up on you as you find
yourself deeply immersed in the music.
The C/13D-2000's soundstaging had
superb delineation of individual instruments, but aless expansive presentation
overall compared to the SET-1, Lambda
Two, and No31. Soundstage depth was
excellent, with layers and layers of
information separated by air and bloom
all the way to the back of the soundstage. The sense of width was slightly
constricted compared to the SET-1,

Lambda Two, and No31, with less air
at the soundstage's outer edges. The
sense of bloom combined with tight
image focus to present astrong impression of individual instruments in space.
If you've heard agood single-ended
tube amplifier, you have an idea of how
the CB/D-2000 sounded: alittle soft in
the bass, with muted dynamics, but a
stunning midrange, immediacy without
forwardness, asmaller and more intimate rendering, and a wonderfully
involving musicality. Of course, the
C/BD-2000's signature was far less
pronounced than that produced by a
single-ended tube amplifier, but the
parallels were striking.

The C/BD-2000's easygoing sound
was very different from that of the
Sonic Frontiers SET-1. The SET-1 had
tighter and deeper bass, with more definition, detail, and rhythmic drive. The
Canadian transport also had wider dynamic contrast and amore expansive
soundstage. But for sheer midrange
magic, treble smoothness, and ease, the
C/I3D-2000 was bested only by the
Mark Levinson No31.
The C/BD-2000 paired well with
Parasound's superb D/AC-2000 Ultra
digital processor, both sonically and cosmetically. The D/AC-2000 Ultra's
minor shortcoming —a lean midbass —
was largely ameliorated by the Parasound transport's warmth. It was almost
CONCLUSION
as if the two units were made for each
True to its promise, the Parasound
other. At $3545 for the pair, the C/BDC/BD-2000 transport delivered many 2000 and D/AC-2000 Ultra make a
of the wonderful musical attributes of great-sounding combination hard to
the three-times-the-price C.E.C. ii 1 beat at the price.
transport. The C/BD-2000 presented a
System matching is even more imdelicious and ultraliquid rendering of portant with the C/BD-2000 than with
midrange textures that was addictive. I other transports; the belt-drive transfound the C/BD-2000's sound inti- port's sound may not suit all systems or
mate, musically communicative, and
tastes. But if you value musical inimmensely involving, much the way volvement over sonic fireworks, the
single-ended tube amplifiers are so
C/BD-2000 should be at the very top
compelling.
of your "must-audition" list.
S
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PIECES OF EIGHT
Arrrgh, mateys!
Wes Phillips dews down some digital tackle that really hoists his mains'!:
the Theta Data Basic II CD transport and DS Pro Basic IIIa D/A processor.
Theta Data Basic 11 CD transport. Outputs: one RCA coaxial S/PDIE one AES/EBU.

RCA jacks. Digital filter: 8x-oversampling, custom-software-controlled. Computing

lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 13314. Price: $1995 (optional AT&T ST output

olution: 20 bits. Linearity: 20 bits. Dimensions: I
rW by 2.24" H by 13" D. Weight 19

adds $300; optional Single-Mode LaserLinque output adds $800. plus $250 for the

lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 13248. Price: $2695 (optional HDCD module

Jitter: <20 picoseconds typical. Dimensions: I
rW by 3.5" H by 15)i" D. Weight 20.5

cable).

power: 86 effective MIPS. Internal mathematical resolution: 56 bits. Output data res-

adds $459; optional AT&T S-type input adds $300: optional Single-Mode LaserLinque
optical input adds $800).

Theta DS Pro Basic lila D/A converter. Frequency range: DC-2IkHz (no tolerance
given). S/N ratio: >I08dB. THD at full output 0.002%. Balanced output level: 4.2V

Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer:Theta Digital,

RMS. Output impedance: 120 ohms (balanced): 60 ohms (single-ended). Digital inputs:

5330 Derry Ave., Suite R. Agoura Hills. CA 9130I.Tel: (818) 597-9195. Fax: (818) 597-

one AES/EBU, two coaxial on RCA jacks, TosLink optical. Digital tape loops: one. on

1079.

_

_J
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yrelationship with digital has
been a stormy one. Iwas
working in arecord-pressing
plant when CDs were first introduced,
and Ithink Iknow how buggy-whip
manufacturers felt upon spotting the
nascent automobile. Ibought one of the
first-generation Magnavox machines and
took it straight back to the store —surely
it wasn't meant to sound like that? And I
worked at alarge NYC record store during the mid-'80s, which meant that every
day Ihad to figure out how to put more
CDs on the shelves and which LPs to
send back to their manufacturers —jobs
that stuck in my craw.
As both the recordings and the technology that plays them have improved,
however, I've made my peace with the
format. Perhaps it wasn't totally by
choice, but let that pass. One of the first
digital pieces that really impressed me
was Theta's DS Pro Prime, which I
thought did aterrific job of sorting out
harmonic detail and rhythmic pace. So
when JA suggested Iaudition the combination of the Theta Data Basic II and
the DS Pro Basic Ilia, Iwas more than
tolerant of the idea — Iwas enthusiastic.
This enthusiasm seems family-wide
— even my cat Yanamichi approves of
the Pro Basic Ilia. This is highly unusual: Turntables fascinate he4 but she generally ignores digital gear. Yet she has
wiled away many an hour on top of the
Basic Ilia, taking comfort in its warmth
and solid construction. Me too, now
that we're on the subject.

EIGHT REALS

Both pieces are built —if you know
what Imean. They feel solid and kinda
chunky, and their weight belies their
slim lines. The Data Basic II is abasic
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

Theta Data Basic II CD transport

CD transport. The fascia sports apower
button on the left and the disc drawer in
the center. Under the display on the
right, eight dome-shaped buttons control the drawer and the play options.
The rear panel accepts amodular LEC
power-cable plug as well as RCA
S/PDIF, AES/EBU, and TosLink data
outputs. AT&T glass or Theta's own
Single-Mode LaserLinque optical outputs are available as options. There is
also a rocker-type power switch that
powers-off the unit — the front panel
switch only deactivates some of the digital circuitry. The unit rests upon four
compliant feet; there is also aspike that
mechanically "grounds" the transport to
the surface upon which it sits.
The original Basic transport was in
production for over two years and was
considered by some to set the standard
for transports costing less than $3000.

The Basic Il's improvements center
around the power supply —along with
the isolation of what Theta calls the
"crucial" digital sections. In addition to
working on power regulation and isolation, Theta has rethought the transformers used, substituting low-flux models
said to bring improvements to low-level
resolution and dynamic contrast.
The DS Pro Basic Ilia D/A processor
offers avariety of input options, including AES/EBU, two RCA S/PDIF, tape
in and out (in the digital domain),
TosLink, and (again) the option of ST or
Single-Mode glass. It has both singleended and balanced analog outputs.
The front panel boasts an input selector
atape/source switch, indicators for each
of the inputs, apolarity switch, and an
on/off switch. HDCD' capability is
available as an option, and when
HDCD-encoded discs are played, ared
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STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC

FRIED
PRODUCTS o CORPORATION

present the latest development in the
honest reproduction of music, the Fried
M.A.R.S. series. A bold new lineup of
musical loudspeakers featuring the
Studio V (pictured), A/6 and Beta VI
possessing clarity and openness
unmatched by most loudspeakers. The
McShane Ambience Recovery System
(M.A.R.S.) is a revolution in the way
music is reproduced. In combination
with Fried's classic transmission line
designs the result is truly stunning,
placing you at the recording site. Come
audition Fried products as well as the
other fine brands below today!

CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $1395 to
$12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the
single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is raving
about!
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD
player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre
products! (Sorry, no moil order on Rote!.)
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system?
The VCC- Icenter channel speaker is the best in the industry!
MELOS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of their
preamps and D/A converters make musicality available to all
budgets. Highly praised in TAS and Stereophile. YOU MUST
HEAR THE SHA GOLD.
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for
$980! Amiracle!

EAD The word is out! The DSP9000 D/A Converter and T-8000
Transport are contenders for best sound at any price! They have been
joined by the lower cost DSP 1000 Converter and T-1000 Transport
with standard AT&T glass interfaces. These have been artfully combined
to produce the bargain CD-1000 single chassis CD player. HDCD is
here—you must hear it!
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line drives
are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need more
power? Go for the full size DNA 0.5 or DNA 1.0 amps!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much
larger designs.
EPOS The famous and venerable ES 14 and ES Il loudspeakers have
been joined by the new 3-way floorstanding ES25. Come hear it!

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audio Alchemy •Audioguest •Audiostatic •BEL •B&K•CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celestion •Chang Lightspeed
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LED indicates that the circuitry has
been engaged.
Theta describes the Pro Basic Ilia's
topology as follows: "Input selection is
performed by a field-programmable
gate array which replaces numerous
logic ICs and the attendant circuitboard layout problems. Following the
input selection, the signal is routed to a
Crystal CS8412 decoding IC which
decodes the S/PDIF datastream into bit
[clock], word [clock], and data. An
advanced phase-locked loop circuit
then performs jitter reduction. The bit,
word, and data signals are sent to the
heart of the digital section: two
Motorola DSP 56001 microprocessors
implementing Theta's proprietary algorithm. The 56001s perform eight times
oversampling to 20-bit precision.
"The oversampled datastream is
routed to four 20-bit Burr-Brown
PCM1702K digital-to-analog converters. Each DAC converts one phase of
the signal for fully differential operation.
Following each DAC is a high speed
current-to-voltage section based on the
Analog Devices AD841... At this point,
each phase of the balanced signal is sent
to abuffer for the balanced output and,
in addition, is sent to asumming network which does abalanced-to-singleended conversion using both halves of the
balanced signal. This summing stage
gives the single-ended outputs a 6dB
S/N ratio advantage, compared with
simply using the plus phases of the balanced signal as the single-ended signal.
After the summing stage, the now single-ended signals are buffered and routed to the output jacks."
Theta uses custom-wound low-flux
transformers in the lila —one for the
digital section and one solely for the
analog. This, they claim, prevents the
digital section from compromising the
analog section through the transformers. The microprocessors and input ICs
have their own regulated power supply,
separate from the phase-locked loop
(PLL) section. The analog section
employs six individually regulated
power supplies.
The Pro Basic Ilia differs from the
Ill in three major areas. The PLL circuit, which generates aclock signal in
sync with the transport's while rejecting
jitter or other spuriae, was found to
have significant impact upon the sound.
Experimentation with different PLL filters revealed that they all affected the
sound in different ways, so 'Meta now
optimizes them for each model. In
addition, Theta has installed anew filter
program that adds dither to the signal
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

below the threshold of audibility Finally,
they have implemented anew analog filter, which in turn required careful
matching of capacitors to the circuit. The
Ma employs Wima capacitors, to which
Theta attributes increased transparency
and the elimination of unnatural sibilance (see sidebar interview with Neil
Sinclair and Jim White).

BOOTY

& PLUNDER
Iauditioned the Theta gear in the context of several systems, but most of my
critical evaluation stems from teaming it
with an Audio Research LS22/VT
130SE/Aerial Acoustics 10T setup.
Straight Wire Virtuoso Gold balanced
interconnect and speaker cable connected
everything. My Linn LP12/Naim Armaeddon/Naim ARO/Sumiko Trans'on Temper/Naim Prefix/SuperCap
front-end served as the analog comparison. An assortment of accessories tuned
the rig: VersaLabs Red Rollers, Flat
Rollers, Ground Block, and Wood
Blocks; Audio Power Industries Power
Wedge 112; MIT Z-Series power cables;
Highwire Audio Power Wrap (on components with non-replaceable power
cables); Shakti Stones (on pre- and
power amps); Bedini Ultra Clarifier,
Townshend Seismic Sink (under
turntable); The Shelf by Black Diamond
Racing (under the amp); and Golden
Sound DH Cones (under everything
but the Linn). Ialso listened straight into
the Stax Omega/SR/vI-T1S —a hi-rez
minimalist headphone system that was
like putting an electron microscope on
the combo.
SMALL BEER
Let me address the small stuff first.
Small — like the buttons on each unit's
faceplate, and the discreet gold lettering

that identifies them, which is virtually
unreadable if the gear is not precisely at
eye level. Is this abig deal? Maybe not,
but even after using the Data Basic II
for several months Ifound the location
of most of these buttons confusing, and
my wife has yet to discover the logic
behind putting the stop command next
to the drawer open/dose command.
(She told me to say that.)
In the context of day-to-day use, I
wasn't severely inconvenienced. I'd
open the drawer, pop in adisc, and do
everything else with the remote from
my listening position. However, when
preparing for WCES, Imade several
CD-Rs with the Meridian CDR inserted into the tape loop of the Pro Basic
Ina, and Ifound that Icycled through
the input options of the unit by "braille"
— Ijust kept hitting the selector until I
heard something. Most folks probably
won't notice or care about such things,
but if you're one who might —check
this feature carefully.
Here in desert-dry Santa Fe, we are
static electricity connoisseurs; we each
perform our own little grounding rituals before we touch our audio gear. I
found the Pro Basic lila more sensitive
to static than most of the processors I've
used. I'm not talking about scrambling
the DAC with aspark from my fingertips, but periodically Iheard chh-dth-chh
noises faintly coming out of one speaker or the other. The fix was simple — all
Ihad to do was power down the system
and then power down the Pro Basic
Ilia. When Iturned the system back
on, the sound would be gone. Theta
knows about this and (rightly) addresses
it in their owner's manual.
As to the rest, Iwas impressed by
how carefully thought-out the units
were. Many of my favorite tweaks made

Theta DS Pro Basic lila D/A processor
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no improvement on their sound —
which Itook as asign that Theta had
done their homework and built wellbalanced products in the first place.
Power cables were one area that did
bring audible enhancements, so Iused
MIT's Z-Cords. Confounding conventional wisdom, these digital units benefited greatly from being placed on highquality platforms such as Black Diamond
Racing's The Shelf; Barry Kohan's Bright
Star Bases, or Townshend's Seismic Sink.
Go figure.
Iused the Data H and the Pro Basic
Ina as asingle unit most of the time,
although Idid try each with other components. Ifed the Pro Basic Ilia with
the McCormack SST-1 as well as with
the AES/EBU outputs of the Audio
Research CD-1. The Data II clearly
mated well with the Pro Basic Illa in
these comparisons. (I matched input
type, of course.) The Data II/Pro Basic
Ma combination revealed more lowlevel detail — Icould hear further into
the music. Idon't just mean that Iheard
more space, air, and all of that audiophile stuff— although that was certainly true. Ialso heard more of the telling
musical details that so distinguish one
performance from another.
But the Single-Mode LaserLinque
connection system (see sidebar) was the
main reason I used the two units
together nearly exclusively. If Iheard
more detail, and hence less grain and
hash overlaying the musical information when combining these two components, then changing over to Theta's
proprietary glass system put that change
into warp drive. Mama! It wasn't subtle.
I
just didn't want to forfeit that level of
clarity and nuance, so ... Ididn't.

SIXTEEN BITS ON A
DEAD MAN'S CHEST

Theta's gear has garnered the reputation
of being atrifle, shall we say, relentless in
its presentation of music's top end. Not
shrill-sounding exactly, but hyperdetailed and aggressive. Perhaps this was
true at one time, but Ifound these two
components to sound naturally balanced, although brimming with detail.
There was an abundance of air surrounding the performers and an unusually well-developed portrayal of the performance space itself— neither of these
being qualities generally associated with
CD playback in my experience.
A case in point is Calamus's The
Splendor ofAl-Andaluz (MA Recordings
M026A), which was recorded in an
ancient Spanish abbey, the stone walls
of which impart aprofound reverberant
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996
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Fig. I Steve Reich's Drumming. basic rhythmic element

signature to the proceedings. "Modaddar
'Ya Muslimin'" is adeceptively simple
piece that has as its heartbeat apulse
established by a large, loose-skinned
frame drum, asmall clay drum called a
dumbek, and some metal shakers. Over
this rhythm sail two melodies, one taken
by apiercingly pure-toned cane flute, the
other by a mellow-sounding portative
organ. To hear the intertwined melodies
over the hypnotic propulsion of the percussion is to be pulled into adance —or
perhaps trance —state. But as easy as it is
to describe, it's abear to unravel.
The two melody voices are distinct,
but can blur together through some
players. So, too, the frame drum:
Indeed, as much as Ihave listened to
this disc, it was not until Iplayed it on
the Theta combo that Iclearly heard
that there are, in fact, two frame drums
playing —one of them atan with the
metal rattles, the other abendir, which is
much larger. I'd never heard the sound
of the tar's membrane as distinct from
that of the larger drum before. Then,
also, there's the character of the room
the musicians are playing in: a large
stone chamber that has amesmerizing
decay — fast and clean, but incredibly
extended in the finish. With the Theta,
the decay seems to last forever, on most
digital gear of my acquaintance, it
sounds like someone's riding the gain
with a"click-stop" pot.
Another CD that tests the Pro Basic
Ilia's ability to unravel complex information is Steve Reich's Drumming (Nonesuch
79170-2).1 Iwould not be guilty of overstatement if Iclaimed that encountering
Drumming in 1976 changed the way I
heard music—certainly it shook my convictions about something as basic as
rhythm and forced me to reevaluate the
power of the beat The work is divided
into four parts played without apause.
Part one is scored for four pairs of tuned
bongos; part two for three marimbas,
played by nine players and accompanied
by two women's voices; part three for
three glockenspiels, played by four players, and accompanied by whistling and
piccolo; while the fourth section combines the instrumental forces from all
1Reich originally recorded the work on LP in 1973
for DG (2740 106), but this 1987 release is an even
better realization, enhanced by abrilliant recording by
Judith Sherman.

three preceding sections. The 57minute work has only one rhythmic
pattern (see fig.1). It starts by constructing the basic pattern, with only one beat
played in each cycle of 12 beats.
Gradually the other beats in the pattern
are added, and for the rest of the work
every musician plays that core rhythm,
or some portion of it. The pattern
changes phase position, pitch, and timbre constantly, but never lcey —which is
the conventional method of maintaining
interest in aprolonged musical composition, at least in Western music.
Sounds like it would be dull, doesn't
it? But it's not, it's subtly hypnotic. As
the basic beat begins to drift among the
players, new and fascinating rhythmic
patterns form; these clusters come to
the forefront, break up, and reform into
differing patterns made from the same
materials. There's no melodic progression — hell, there's no melody! — but
changes in pitch (and instrumentation)
keep the ear/mind involved.
Drumming gives the critical audiophile acruel tool for evaluating lowlevel resolution, pace, and subtle
dynamic shifts at both ends of the spectrum. It was recorded in RCA's Studio
A, and one can hear the large room —
not overly reverberant, but certainly not
dead — in the decay of the individual
drum beats. This is most noticeable in
the early passages, where the rests outnumber the beats, but I'll be damned if
it didn't inform even the busiest passages through the Theta. As the drumbeats shift emphasis, and cluster and recluster in changing rhythmic patterns,
the Theta combo kept the drive and
swing intrinsic to the piece alive. The
complexity of the patterns is starkly set
against the acoustic, and I've heard
processors go mad trying to reproduce
the contrast: the beats become blurred;
the emphasis sounds wrong-, the decay
of the instruments no longer dies anatural death, but is cut off abruptly.
Shabby treatment for a work of art
capable of shattering preconceptions.
The Ma presented all of the little
details that make the overall effect of
the work so powerful. In fact, Iwas
reminded of the first time Isaw Steve
Reich and Musicians; having come to
his works through the recordings on
DG and ECM, Iwas unprepared for the
189

rich stew of overtones that hovered over
the stage, clanging and clashing against
one another. Those discs, recorded in
arid studios, didn't offer aclue as to that
dimension of his sound. But in his later
recordings, captured by Ms. Sherman,
it's all there to be revealed — if your system's up to it. And the Theta is.
Iwould be remiss if Ididn't give special mention to the amount of bass the

DS Pro Basic extracts from discs. It's
impressive. It doesn't sound hyped-up
because it is well differentiated in pitch.
Articulate, too. This baby's got bottom.
Iknow that bass is spored to be one of
the glories of digital, but I've never
found the bass from CDs to be particularly convincing. Theta's on to something, though, because the lila keeps
everything lithe and focused. And deep

— did Imention that?
The illusion of layered depth was very
well-constructed with the Theta. While
my current listening room doesn't sustain
this quality as well as my previous one
did, the 1)S Pro I
lIa/l)ata Basic II combo
managed to distinguish themselves in this
arca. Is this merely an artifact of the
recording process, as some have claimed,
or does it have musical relevance as well?

BASIC PREMISES

N

dl Sinclair had corne to Santa Fe
to deliver some equipment for
testing and had brought Jim
White— his right-hand man at Theta —
because the airlines were offering a"friends
flyfiee" deal. Icouldn't pass up the opportunity to get them together for atalk about
Theta, the DS Pro Basic Illa and Data
Basic II, and the state of digital itself It was
agray Februaiy afternoon, perfectfor settling
into arelaxing conversation— but Igotta
tell you, these guys were hard to keep up
with. They passed the conversational ball
back andforth rapidly once they wanned to
the subject, so Ijust held on and listened
intently. We began talking about records and
music when Jim got on the subject of "digital resistance"
Jim White: Ithink consumers have a
lot of misunderstandings about what
digital means. They don't understand
the full implications of it—not that it's
complex, but it's not within the scope
of most people's understanding. So any
technical explanation as to why they're
having trouble is often disregarded as
technobabble.
Neil Sinclair: Even those who are
somewhat technical have gotten used
to living in an analog world and feel
uncomfortable because they really are
just different worlds.
Wes Phillips: So what are the new
.
ground niles?
Sinclair: That all depends on where
you're trying to go. For example, in
analog you have generation loss. In
digital, you don't necessarily—you
may even have generation gain.
Volume controls are also different; for
example, if you use a really good
resistor in analog, you don't lose
much at all. If you control volume
through aDAC, you lose resolution.
You lose the way anote fades out, you
lose the room — the DAC starts
sounding gritty. You have to design
power supplies differently for analog
and digital. Grounding is crucial in
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both, but it's applied differently.
Amplifiers have to be designed with
great attention to magnetic fields, but
not much is given to RFI.
Phillips: Tell nie about Theta's Basic line

Jim White

Sinclair: Our goal with the Basic
series has always been to see how
close to our benchmark pieces we
can come, while making them
affordable. Someone to whom
music and sound are important could
afford to buy our Gen.V and the
Data III, perhaps, if they were willing to move heaven and earth. But
that's a $10,000 combination, and
we know that it's out of reach for
most people. The Basic products, on
the other hand, cost under $2500
each.
How close can we come? We
think of these as catch-up pieces —
they represent technology that was
available only in our state-of-the-art
products not all that long ago. But it
takes us awhile longer to determine how to do it at alower cost.
It's exactly like the computer industry, where you can buy the latest
processor and the largest hard drive
early on and pay ahefty price, or
you can wait awhile and see those
features offered as standard not
much later.

For example, we sell are-clocking
device —the TLC —that strips the jitter from the signal and offers TosLink
inputs in addition to coaxial for just
under $200. A few years back, you
couldn't have bought anything like that
for the money. Now it's priced so that
anyone with an aging CD player could
buy one and aD/A converter for arelatively small amount of money and
garner ahuge increase in sound quality. Yet, it's good enough that until I
began using our Single-Mode option, I
had one in between my Gen.V and
Data Ill—so it also represents alot of
technology for the money.
Phillips: Sounds like it's time to ask about
Single-Mode What's it do?
White: Basically, with AT&T glass
cables you have two pieces of glass
with differing numerical apertures that
give you an effect called total internal
reflection, where the light never leaves
the first piece of glass because of the
angle that it strikes it at. If the light
were incident at a certain angle, it
would go through, but it doesn't. The
aperture, or the diameter, of AT&T
glass cable is 62.5 microns [pin], which
is rather large for the wavelength of
the light used. The light itself has many
paths that it can take as it travels down
the fiber, and then the connectors
themselves have flat ends. Flat isn't
good, because as the light hits, some of
it bounces back and only some of it
passes through. And whatever bounces
back ends up as jitter.
In Single-Mode, the diameter of the
glass is only 8.3iim —an eighth as
wide as the AT&T—which means
that, given the wavelength of the light
used, there's only one path it can take
down the fiber The connecting surfaces are dome-shaped, which means
they make contact when joined, so you
get very little back-reflection.
Phillips: Is that also why Theta recommends Optigue— because it standardizes the
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Personally, Iwould never sacrifice timbrai
accuracy or relaxed articulation for it, but
Iappreciate the hell out of it when it's
done well, as it is here.

S
TRIKE THE COLORS

So arave? Well, yeah. Okay, I'm not
Bob Harley, who has more experience
with cutting-edge digital products than
almost any other man on the planet, nor

optical impedance at the connection?
White: That's right, and because it
eliminates any air in the connections.
Sinclair: Even though it's formulated
for use with glass, we find it improves
the transfer for TosLink as well —it's
still a closer impedance/refractiveindex match to the plastic than air!
White: One other advantage to
Single-Mode —one that it shares with
AT&T optical —is you eliminate the
ground connection between the transport and the processor.
Sinclair: That's apathway for garbage
to travel along!
Phillips: Single-Mode is offered as an
option on all cfyour units. How much does it
add to the cost?
White: It's $800 on each end and
$250 for the cable.
Phillips: Should someone spend their extra
$1000 buying abetter processor or adding
Single-Mode to aPro Basic Ilia?
White: That's atough one. It would
depend upon the system.
Sinclair: You could buy a singleended Gen.V for the extra money If
your system is single-ended, that's
what I'd do.
White: But if your system is balanced, I'd get the Basic 111a, because
you get alot of benefit from running
its output balanced.
Sinclair: You get balanced DACs,
and you get greater linearity and drive
ability in the analog stage.
White: This is the kind of question
that customers ask us all the time:
"Should Iget aBasic III with aData
Basic, or should Iget aGen.V and
keep my current transport?" It's really
hard to answer because it all depends
on the system and the person using it.
Phillips: Since the ultimate answer is so
system- and user-dtpendent, wlqi not just
confine ourselves to adesmption of the Pro
Basic IIIa and the Data Basic II?
White: We've done alot of work on
the transport, but we haven't really discussed all of it —just bits and pieces in
various pieces of literature. We start
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am IJohn Atkinson, who goes home
every night to the mighty Mark
Levinson No.30.5/31 combo. The
Theta Data Basic Il transport and DS
Pro Basic Ma D/A processor are pretty
much the most expensive and ambitious digital gear I've auditioned for any
length of time. But they offer performance commensurate with their cost. I
thoroughly enjoyed them in my system

with the power supply. Basically, the
Irs an all-digital machine. All of those
clocks generate very high frequencies
and they all interact. The primary
route for this interaction is through the
power supply. In the Data Basic II, the
main thrust for improving it came
through work on the power supply.
The more we address questions such
as: what kinds of power supplies work;
what kind of regulation works; what
kind of transformers or grounding
schemes or regulation or power-supply capacitors sound best —the more
we find that it has a tremendous
impact on the end output.
Sinclair: That's really the key.

Neil Sinclair

White: There are additional things we
do to the signal itself, as far as risetime.
We have avery fast transformer-coupled output that maintains the integrity of the signal while giving the proper output impedance. We could pm
ably design abetter interface for just
Theta equipment, but in order to work
well with areally wide range of equipment, we were forced to optimize the
industry standard.
Sinclair: Our first prototype, which
we called the Frankenstein, had aseparate cable between the processor and
the transport for the clock —which
was really neat, but you couldn't hook
them up to anything else.
White: Now you're starting to see sys-

and consistently discovered new levels
of musical enjoyment in my CDs —
which is saying alot. As long as we have
the 16-bit CD standard there will be
cause to complain about Cl) sound, but
with the Theta Data Basic II/DS Pro
Basic lila, Ireally didn't suffer much at
all. Nope, hardly asingle bit.
Ahhh, who am Ikidding? Iloved 'em.
— Wes Phillips

tenis like that from other companies.
Phillips: Is there anything else about the
transport you'd like to mention? Iwas
impressed by how substantial it is.
White: We've done alot of work on
the physical package, including vibrational behavior — you noticed the
"grounding" spike, for example. Obviously, there are benefits from working there, but we found the differences from improving the power supply to be so significant that we decided to focus on that —and on reclocking the digital signals. But there's
more work to be done there in the
future. Let's just say that that's an area
where we are engaged in ongoing
research.
Phillips: On to the Pro Basic Ma...
Sinclair: Its digital processing section
is similar to the Gen.V. That's one of
the keys to what aTheta is, really,
because we use DSP for reconstruction filters. The Basic III uses two
thirds the computer processing power
of the Generation V, as well as asimilar algorithm —just not as complex.
We don't tend to use the same
parts that the mass-market companies
do, nor do we use similar topologies
— open up alot of CD players and
you'd notice how they all have the
same parts and very similar circuits,
with the differences mainly falling in
the analog circuits. We do use some
standard elements — we use aCrystal
[data-receiver chip] like many other
people do —but we do unique things
with our phase-locked loop, and to
control jitter. We've done a lot of
research into the audibility of jitter
and we've experimented alot with filters to reduce it. Our reconstruction
filters are unique.
White: One of the biggest changes
in the Basic lila, as compared to the
III, is in the software program itself.
We found that adding certain
amounts of dither at select frequencies improved the linearity of the
DAC — which means the listener
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M EASUREMENTS FROM RH

As with other Theta 1)igital products I've
measured, the DS Pro Basic Ma had a
very high output level, 3.75V at the single-ended outputs and 7.5V at the balanced jacks. Theta maintains that this
high output level improves their products' musical performance. When driving anormal high-gain preamplifier with
the I)S Pro Basic Ma, however, you'll

hears an amazing amount of lowlevel detail and decay.
Sinclair: And cleanliness.
White: Exactly —all from noise that
is supposedly below the level of audibility. For instance, hearing the natural decay of abell is something that
digital supposedly doesn't allow you to
do, but using dither and our DSP
reconstruction, you can hear that
clearly.
Sinclair: You've heard digital playback turn decay into aprocess where
it steps down, rather than smoothly
fades out—or just truncates it.
We've been working for adecade
now just to get that right. But in
music, you don't have that easy atask
— usually you have complex sounds,
with each fading off with different
timing...
White: That's something that analog
naturally does right. It can't do it
wrong! It has all bids of noise and
other distortions occurring, but it
does that right because you can hear
down into the noise-floor —easily.
The noise may be at avery high level,
but at any one frequency, it's actually
at avery low level. The ear can hear
an event occurring way down into
that noise. So while analog has its
problems, it gets that part right. For
the first time, we're approaching that
with digital.
The PLL filter is another area
where Theta has done alot of work.
It has rnajor sonic implications in
imaging. Things are much more
clearly defined, and the spaces between them are blacker. What the
circuit does is take an incoming clock
signal and compare it to the outgoing
signal. If the two aren't the same, the
error artifact can pollute the clock
that drives the DAC. The PLL filter
eliminates that effect —that's avery
tricky business, especially to accomplish without degrading other areas.
The Pro Basic Ma also has
HDCD'' available as an option...
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end up making very small adjustments to
the volume control at the bottom of its
range (particularly when using the balanced outputs), where its interchannel
balance is most likely to be awry.
The output impedance was an
extremely low 14 ohms (single-ended)
and 28 ohms (balanced). This combination of high output level and low output
impedance makes the DS Pro Basic III

Sinclair: We didn't want to make
people buy it. For normal dices—
which is still most of them — we feel
pretty secure about our own filters.
When we've done tests with HDCD
discs —some of which are excellent
—our results are not so conclusive.
Some people prefer our filter on
some HDCD discs, others prefer the
HDCD filter. People don't even
agree as to which discs are better!
After all this time, there are still
only about 25 HDCD-encoded discs.
We get calls from people all the time
asking us to guarantee that HDCD is
the wave of the future, and we just
can't do that. We offer it if people
want it. If they don't, fine —or if they
want to wait and see if it takes of
that's fine too. There's no price difference between purchasing it as part of
anew machine or adding it to one
you have. We did feel that we should
make it available, though, to give customers achoice.
Phillips: Any otherfeatura?
Sinclair: The DS Pro's flexible, having multiple inputs: optical, AES/
EBU, three S/PDIF
Phillips: Then you're happy with
S/PDIF as an interface?
White: Let's just call it anecessary
evil. Ideally, you'd have three separate
cables: data, word, and dock. But then
you'd have three separate interfaces
and you'd be paying for three different
interconnecting cables. It would cost
consumers alot.
Sinclair: Plus, you've already got too
many standards — TosLink, AES/
EBU, S/PD1F, AT&T/ST, and, of
course, we've added Single-Mode. It'd
be hard to get consensus to create
another standard.
White: Not to mention all the
substandards of coax. You've got
BNC, SMC, and all the different
connectors that coax has. Digital is
already confusing enough to most
people.
Phillips: Isn't this where we came in?

ideal for driving a power amplifier
through apassive attenuator. The DS
Pro III's DC offset levels were amoderate 4.5mV (left channel) and 7niV
(right channel). Although the processor
locked to 32kHz and 48kHz sampling
frequencies, it produced a distorted
waveform when processing 32kHz
data. 'This is amoot point for most users
because the digital audio broadcasting
frequency of 32kHz isn't used in North
America. The DS Pro Basic III doesn't
invert absolute polarity.
Fig2 is the DS Pro Basic Ill's frequency response and de-emphasis error.
The response is ruler-flat, with only a
slight mlloff at 20kHz. This response,
determined by the Basic Ill's custom
digital filter, is flatter than that of most
processors using off-the-shelf digital filters. Crosstalk (fig.3) was excellent,
measuring more than l20dB of channel
separation at lkHz.
A spectral analysis of the DS Pro
Basic Ill's output when decoding a
IkHz, -90d13 dithered sinewave (fig.4)

,44,
44

1C•

Fig.2

Theta DS Pro Basic lila, frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis error (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Theta DS Pro Basic lila. crosstalk (R—L channel dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4

Theta DS Pro Basic lila. spectrum of
dithered I
kHz tone at —90.3IdBFS, with
noise and spuriae (20-bit data. A-octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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showed superb performance. The noise
level is low, the trace of second harmonic distortion seen in many processors in this test is almost non-existent,
and only ahint of power-supply noise
can be seen in the audio signal (the tiny
bump at 120Hz). A wideband spectral
analysis (fig.5) confirms the Basic III's
low noise, along with the effect of the
output filter above the audioband.
Fig.6 is the DS Pro Basic III's linearity, which shows that the unit's PCM
1702 DACs are performing well to
about -110dB, suggesting performance
approaching 20-bit resolution. Looking
next at the Theta's reproduction of a
lkHz, -9031dB undithered sinewave
(fig.7), we can see the good performance
of the DACs, along with alow level of
audioband noise overlaying the waveform. The Theta's reproduction of the
same signal with 20-bit resolution (fig.8)
shows fairly uniform step size.
The DS Pro Basic Ill's noise modulation plot (fig.9) was excellent, sul.41esting
the unit's noise floor doesn't shift in level
or spectral content as the input signal
changes amplitude. An FFT-derived spectral analysis of the DS Pro Basic Ill's output when processing data representing a
full-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones
(fig.10) showed low levels of intermodula-

Music to your Ears

tion distortion. The lkHz difference component, hem buried well below -100(113,
usually protrudes into the -95dB range.
Inext measured the DS Pro Basic
III's clock jitter with the Meitner LIM
Detector. The signal source was a PS
Audio Lambda playing test tones from
the CBS Test Disc. Fig.11 shows the jitter spectrum when the DS Pro Basic III
was processing a 1kHz full-scale
sinewave. Note the absence of signalcorrelated jitter components, which
would be seen as spikes in the trace.
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Fig.5

Theta DS Pro Basic Illa, spectrum of digital
silence (20-bit data, ii-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).
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-Robert Harley

.03

130

ARCA

Instead, the plot is extremely clean,
indicating the unit's clock jitter is primarily the more sonically benign
"white" jitter rather than periodic jitter.
Although free from periodic jitter components, the RMS jitter level measured
at the 8x clock pin was ahighish 500ps.
The RlvIS level dropped to 450ps when
the unit was processing asignal of all zeros,
but rose back to 500ps with a lkHz,
-90dB sinewave input. The three traces all
looked simila4 suggesting that the DS Pro
Basic III has agood ability to reject incoming jitter, although its intrinsic jitter is moderately high. There's alot of speculation
about the audibility of jitter particularly
with regard to whether the jitter is random
or periodic. Higher levels of jitter are tolerable if that jitter is random rather than
having aspecific frequency.
Iwas impressed by the DS Pro Basic
Ill's bench performance, particularly
the high channel separation, low noise,
and good low-level performance.
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Theta DS Pro Basic lila, departure from linearity (right channel dashed. 2dB/vertical div.)

Fig.9

Theta DS Pro Basic lila, noise modulation,
-60 to -100dBFS (10dB/vertical div.).
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Theta DS Pro Basic lila, waveform of
undithered I
kHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS
(16-bit data).
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Theta DS Pro Basic lila, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at -90.3IdBFS
(20-bit data).

Fig.I ITheta DS Pro Basic Illa, word-clock jitter
spectrum. DC-20kHz, when processing
I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS; PS Audio Lambda
transport (linear frequency scale, 10dB/
vertical div., OdB= I
ns).
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I
LLUMINATI DATAFLEX STUDIO S/PDIF COAXIAL
&ORCHID AES/EBU BALANCED
DIGITAL DATALINKS
Jonathan Scull
Illuminati DataFlex Studio coaxial digital datalink. Price: $225/1m, plus $100 for BNC

Electronic Systems and Cables, I46S Gabriel Drive. Lawrenceville, GA 30243 Tel:

or RCA termination. Illuminati Orchid AES/EBU balanced digital datalink. Price:

(770) 237-8419. Fax: (770) 237-8421. Distributor -Kimber Kable. 2752 South 1900

$750/13m terminated. Approximate number of dealers: 325. Manufacturer: Illuminati

West. Ogden, UT 84401. Tel: (801) 621-5530 Fax: (801) 627-6980.

C

hris Sommovigo, designer and
chief cook and bottlewasher at
Illuminati Electronic Systems
and Cables, has made areal name for
himself in digital datalinks. A classic
behind-the-scenes kind of guy, Chris is
happiest when sitting at his computer
cooking up anew design or refining his
present ones. I've seen kin in asuit at
CES, but clearly he prefers his otherwise ubiquitous T-shirt and jeans. He's
single, given to cigars and scotch, and is
committed to the Holy Grail of electrical precision.
Illuminati's earlier cables were superstiff— real bears to work with —and
looked completely strange. DataStream
Reference, the first coax design, also
sported odd vase-shaped RCA connectors that wouldn't fit all female connectors. Everyone bitched about their
ergonomics, but no one, to my knowledge, complained about the sound.
Chris has addressed these issues in his
latest designs: the sleek-looking and
easy-to-bend D-60 DataFlex Studio coax
AES/EBU balanced datalinks. These latest efforts are so successful, in my opinion, that Ifelt the time had come to put
it in writing. For details on their construction and the philosophy behind Illuminati's products, read my sidebar
interview with Chris.

SE300Bs, and the Audio Note Kassai.
Preamps included the CAT SL1 Signature and the Jadis JP80MC.
Associated line-level interconnect and
speaker cables included XL0 Signature,
Discovery Signature, Siltech, and Synergistic Research. We also recently laid in
aset of TARA Labs' top-of-the-line Decade interconnect and speaker cable. (I
will have much to say about these terrific-sounding cables soon.) We cycled
through power cords from Mango,

Synergistic, and Fssrntial Sound Products.
Other coax on hand included Mango
Apparition Reference Signature and the
slightly more malleable Reference 2,
Kimber AGDL and TGDL, and XL0.
AES/EBU entries included AudioQuest AudioTruth Diamond x3, Kimber AGDL and TGDL, Apogee Electronics Wyde Eye, and Chris's older
AES/EBU cable, which Ialso liked very
much. Optical connections were made
with what Iconsider to be the finest

ACROSS THE GREAT DIVIDE

Kathleen and Ihave listened to the current Illuminati cables on awide variety of
systems during the last six months.
We've heard them on the Avalon Ascents via our Jails JA 200s, with the giant
Symphonic Line Kraft 400 solid-state
amps from Germany, and with the highpowered American tube amps from
Manley Labs. We auditioned them on
such speakers as the Reference 3A Royal
Master Controls and the Jadis Eurythmic
II hybrid horns, with single-ended amps
ranging from the Wavelength Cardinal
XS monos to the Cary 301SEs, the Jadis
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

Illuminati DataFlex Studio digital datalink
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glass cable on the planet, Aural Symphonics Optical Gen.1, which only
achieves this exalted status when gooped
with their impedance-matching ioGel.

we sent the SE300B amplifiers off to
Santa Fe for their fateful rendezvous
with Torquemada —I mean, Thomas J.
Norton. (He must lie awake at nights
wondering what I'll think of next to
I
FTHIS IS THURSDAY
send him to measure. Ifear 22 years in
IT MUST BE SWEDEN
the Air Force did nothing whatsoever to
The Forsell Air Bearing CD Transport prepare him for the vicissitudes of sinMILLI has no optic transmitter installed gle-ended amps!) And so Ithought to
— Ifound that merely connecting the
awaken the Swedish DAC from its
board's ribbon cable to the clock deslumber. All seemed well until I
graded the sound of the electrical coax
switched on the air-bearing transport,
and AES/EBU outputs. The Forsell
which had likewise been enjoying alitDAC (run without its top cover in
tle vacation. But its cute little Japanese
place) has to be pulled from the tight pump (heretofore fairly quiet) had eviembrace of Michael Green's Signature
dently decided Basta!— it was noisy,
ClampRack to reach ajumper in order
raucous, and obviously no longer fit for
to change its internal impedance from
duty. As we waited for areplacement
75 ohms to 110 ohms for AES/EBU
pump from the good Doctor, Ifed digconnection. So Ijust don't bother with
its to the Forsell DAC with the Jadis
it overmuch—or at all. Besides, the
transport to check its post-snooze IQ.
digital datalink that still sounds the best
It was to gush. The Forsell is still the
between the Forsell DAC and its transmost analog-sounding DAC Ihave ever
port is that old standby, ICimber AGDL,
heard. The roundness, the air, the enorwith aCable Jacket wrapped around its
mous soundstage, and the gentle, rich,
stranded conductors. As aresult, the Jafull harmonic palette just poured out of
dis JS1, strutting its multiple inputs, beits analog outputs. "Liquid" doesn't do it
came the default processor for this re- justice! (Where'd Iput that towel?)
view. But it should be Stated For The
In fact, the Jadis and Forsell DACs
Record that the Forsell D/A is far from
often polarized visiting audiophiles sitchopped liver! (What do they call
ting in the Ribbon Chair. Some prechopped liver in Sweden?)
ferred the JS1's life, pace, rhythm, snapThe Forsell DAC had been sitting py transients, detail, tight bass, and pure
idle for some time while we listened to
musical excitement. Others swooned
the all-Jadis system that was featured in
over the Forsell's positively huge soundthe March Stereophile. I'd been giving it a stage, incredible air, beautifully devellittle R&R because (he admitted sheepoped tonal palette, and terrifically anaishly) Ithought I'd fried its little digital
log musicality. Me? Ilike 'ern both!
brain. Like all the components in our
As switching inputs to the Jadis JS1
system, the Forsell DAC (left permarequires no more than aflick of an exnently powered up) had been fitted with
pensive-feeling selector knob, I'll cover
aheavy, stiff, and unwieldy Large 8c Inboth cables at once rather than reveal
Charge Audiophile Power Cord. (No
their charms separately.
names, please!) One day Ifitted yet
another behemoth cord to adigital deLISTENING NOTES
vice situated close to the convoluted
For some no doubt aberrant reason, I've
path of the Forsell's cord, and in so donever been much of aKeith Jarrett fan.
ing jostled it abit. This resulted in a I
just didn't understand him as an artist.
rapid intermittent contact to the Swe- But listening to The Köln Concert (ECM
dish DAC. By the time Irealized what
1064/65), Irealized the supreme folly
was going on, the poor guy was in ahigh
of my ways. Twenty-one minutes and
state of confusion. Iswear Iheard it say,
change into Part 1, Jarrett "makes for
"Hi, my name is Sven Gump. You can
me the goosebeumps," as Poirot might
call me Sven Gump." Uh-oh.
put it. As Iclosed my eyes and let the
Iknew Iwas in trouble —Forsell normusic wash over me, Ifelt the powerful,
mally suggests waiting at least 60 seconds
trance-inducing rhythms well out of his
after turnoff before powering up again.
piano in acaptivating, visceral manner.
Sure enough, following its electrical
"Present" is just not the word I'd use to
molestation, it didn't sound so hot. In any
describe the spiritually encompassing
case, it made perfect sense to employ the
sense of musical communication pourJadis JS1/J1 Drive combo while reviewing through the system at that moment.
ing their single-ended amps and speakIfelt as if Iwas in his firmament, so to
ers, is it not so? And so the Forsell lay,
speak, in the very mental state Iimagtightly 'Clamped but asleep.
ined him to be in when he played this
Finally, the Jadis review in the can,
music. The sense of excitement and
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

passion was incredible.
As always, Ifind the way asystem —
or acable, for that matter — manages to
reproduce the piano to be very telling.
And as Ilistened to this particular recording, switching between the two Illuminati cables, Imight easily note that
they both sounded robust and bigchested. Powerful and dynamic, colorful, open, lots of air (for digital, that is;
sorry), very precise and quick, neutral,
and certainly wide-bandwidth. The
'links seem to obey their prime directive
of getting the heck out of the way of the
music. (See my interview with Chris
Sommovigo for details.)
Let's begin with the DataFlex Studio
—or D-60, as it's known by its catalog
number. For sheer musical pleasure, I
always turn to an old favorite, Ben Webster Meets Oscar Peterson, recorded in 1959
and, from what Ican make out, released
in '61. This AAD German Verve import
(829 167-2), "remastered directly from
the original analog master tapes,"
seemed to highlight in amost delightful
manner all the best qualities of the
Datelex. First, it was big, bold, and colorful without getting too hi-fi or technicolor about it. (As if digital could ever be
guilty of too much tonal color. Isee my
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analog slip is showing, but hey — how do
Ireally.li.el? Well, at least you know...)
Take track 7, "This Can't Be Love."
'Why this old chestnut? For its extraordinary rhythm and pace, Webster's
fulsome and exuberant tenor sax, Ray
Brown's movin'-it-all-right-along pluckedbass line, arestrained and elegant Oscar
Peterson on piano, and Ed Thigpen
holding the entire ensemble together
with asnappy-yet-restrained beat. The
lifelike cymbal crashes were born of
quick and beautifully formed high-frequency initial transients followed by the
burnished bloom of wood-on-metal
shimmer punctuated by snare. Nor did
the cymbals jut out of the soundstage in
an unseemly or noticeable fashion—
the rest of the 'stage was open, airy, and
transparent. Ray Brown's bass sounded
weighty and admirably acoustic, while
still maintaining control, tightness, and
pitch differentiation, giving the acoustic
truth to the sound created by the transient and subsequent bloom that diffused out into our little world.
So chalk up "fast, open, and detailed,"
without problems of etch or digital hash.
Sure, this is an effect of the entire system,
but it's easy enough to find the hash by
substituting other, less capable, datalinks.
In fact, as I've mentioned before, it's the
cLitalink connection that for me remains
one of the most critical in the entire system. Get it wrong and you can blow the
whole thing —you'll never find the music
hiding between the digits.
If you're reading this magazine, then
I'm sure you're familiar with ascenario
similar to the following: You seat visitors in your version of the Ribbon Chair
and play some tunes. It's always interesting to see exactly how long it takes
before they turn to you and start gabbing. The longer they remain silent, the
closer you've come to making the magic in your own system. When they sit
quietly until the end of the track, well,
you've come along way, baby!
Spinning "The Touch of Your Lips"
from this CD often elicited avery long
silence indeed. Ben Webster's sax was
beautifully focused, highlighted, illuminated, warm, and approachable, filled
with texture and nuance of overtone. As
his instrument traversed the midrange
and up, it became acaptivating musical
experience.
Switching to the AES/EBU Orchid,
the soundstage immediately became
quieter all 'round, with ablacker, more
velvety background. The imaging
seemed to move back several feet and
narrow up just atad from the DataFlex
Studio's presentation. In an interesting
S
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twist, focus suffered slightly—as I've
always found to be the case with balanced digital connections of whatever
type — while the sense of palpability increased, offsetting the softer focus. It
seemed as if the "roundness," the dimensionality of the performers, was enhanced.
Also, while the D-60 was very specific about the total (and often enormous)
volume of space in a recording, the
Orchid seemed to define the boundary
less specifically, tapering off the size of
the soundstage into space more seamlessly. Concomitant with these effects,
the sense of acoustic decay was slightly
better-developed with the Orchid, perhaps abyproduct of the lower noisefloor — there was more air there in
which to decay, so to say.
In my experience, AES/EBU digital
connections decrease the energy in the
upper-midrange/lower-treble region,
creating aslightly more polite and recessed presentation than coax. Depending on the recording, this might rob the
music of some of its visceral quality —
the presentation would become more
fluid but less of the moment. I'd say
AES/EBU might be considered the
thinking audiophile's digital link. Of
course, this wasn't always abad thing,
especially given the hashy digital nature
evident in some CDs. Happily, Inoted
less of this withdrawal or damping of
energy in the critical presence region
with the Orchid, an aspect of its sound
that Ireally appreciated.
For example, when listening to the
all-digital soundtrack to the French film
The Accompanist (Travelling K 1008), the
Orchid proved just perfect at re-creating
the divine compositions of Strauss, Mozart, Berlioz, Massenet, and Schumann,
among others, in heartbreaking, glorious fashion, exhibiting less of the digital
glaze that plagues the recording. Likewise with the Tous les Matins du Monde
soundtrack (Travelling K 4640), which
features works by Savall, Marais, Lully,
Colombe, and Couperin. Here, too, the
D-60 was just too much, the kinder
Orchid improving Anglo-French relations nicely. You see, the Orchid can be
... politic.
If anything, the Orchid's midrange
was just atouch further developed than
the D-60's. There was just that bit more
detail, texture, liquidity, and nuance
available than with the coax link. In the
same way that balanced lowered the
energy in the presence region, coax has
always appeared to be more focused,
alive, and sometimes even slightly raucous and gutsy in this region of the fre-

quency response —another way of saying "more real." Ilike the sharper end of
the musical stick, when it's called for, as
well as its gentler caressing side.
Drop Dexter Gordon's Go (Blue
Note CDP 746094 2) on the transport
and cue up track 4for yet another rendition of "Love For Sale" —altogether a
more energetic reading than the Siri
Svale Band cooks up on their disc (we'll
come to them in aminute). Here we be
jumpin' with Dex! This CD of a'62 session sounds like atypical mid-'80s inyour-face Blue Note release, but the
energy of Dexter's "boss" tenor really
drives the 4/4 rhythm section. Color
me ... exuberant! Another fine quality
of the Illuminati: It jumps!
The slightly more gutsy D-60 got the
bite right on this recording, while the
Orchid made things sound just atouch
too pretty, and perhaps ahair slowersounding than the coax. Still, the Orchid
is several orders of magnitude faster and
more energetic than balanced cables of
any other manufacturer I've tried (except
the TARA Labs Decade datalink, but
that's another story for later). Ipreferred
the Aural Symphonies glass connection
for its smoothness with this slightly
hashy-sounding 1986 mastering.
And what of Illuminati dynamics?
Let me tell you astory. Iwas out the
other day shopping for CDs with avisiting audio victim of our acquaintance. I
was looking for the Yellowjackets' Live
Wires (GRP GRD-9667). He looked at
me in astonishment. "Yellowjackets?!
Eeewunvww!" So intolerant, the young.
Anyway, whatever you may think about
the Yellowjackets, track 9 is a killer
drum heart-stopper that'll move you
and your woofers about the room lickety-split! The wickedly fast drum licks
whip out at the listener at astartling
dynamic clip that the D-60 just nails.
There's alot of air in this recording anyway, so if anything, the volume the D60 wraps around the listener is enormous and alive, even in the silences
between the riffs. The acoustic sounded
alive and filled with musicians, even if
they weren't playing at the moment.
Here, again, Ipreferred the D-60 for its
gutsy and exciting presentation. The
rest of the album? Hey, my bud's right
—if you like Dave Grusin and the GRP
sound, you'll love this album. Different
strokes ...
Listening to the bass on Ben Meets Oscar, Dex's Go, and especially on the Sin
Svale Band's version of "Love For Sale"
(Sonor SON CD 2001), I'd say the
Stygian depths were rendered with
(continued on p.202)
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I
LLUMINATION
onathan Scull: Chris, you've garnered afair amount of recognition .for
your unusual and .flne-sounding Illuminati DataFlex Studio wax and Orchid
AES/EBU digital datalinks. Tell us
about your approach.
Chris Sotrunovigo: Well, to begin
with, everything Ido revolves around
electrical precision. Call me apurist;
that's the foundation upon which I
engineer all my cables.
Scull: Why did you name your company
"Illuminati"?
Sommovigo: Ichose "Illuminati"
because: a) It described my feelings
toward what Ithought Ihad "discovered" about the nature of the interface and its interaction with the transmission line, b) It sounded nice, and
c) Iwas reading abook at the time by
Robert Anton Wilson called Masks of
the Illuminati, which Ireally enjoyed.
Scull: /see! Okay, let's btgin with the
coax, the DataFlex Studio. That's ,gone
through anumber of changes from the
early stffi DataStream Reference cable to
today's more workable design. Tell us how
you arrived at the current configuration.
Sommovigo: It's the result of eight
months of work. Iwas trying to get
my cable more flexible. Understandably — my first coax was a
semirigid design and somewhat difficult to use. But it gave me the electrical precision Irequire. The current
iteration of the coax took along time
to develop because Ihad to be able
to make things flexible and electrically precise.
Scull: That is to say, the 75 ohm digital
standard. Hou ,do you achieve that in your
new design?
Sommovigo: Well, the impedance
of acoax cable is related to the geometrical relationship between the inner conductor, the shield, and then
both of those in relation to the dielectric constant. So, the more constant
you keep those relationships geometrically, the more precisely you
control the impedance for the length
of the cable. In the case of the earlier
semirigid design, the jacket was actually asolid tube. That was very precise
geometrically, as you can imagine, but
certainly not flexible. Ieventually
found away to keep that semirigid
tubelike geometry using a flexible
shield. And Imanaged that with a
helical winding technique.
Scull: Ahh, Isee...That leads me neatly
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to asking about the actual materials and
construction you employ.
Sommovigo: Well, in the coax
there are nine layers...
Scull: [with some astonishment]
Nine layers?
Sommovigo: Yes. It begins with a
solid-silver signal conductor, sourced
from England, that's covered with an
air-articulated Teflon tape dielectric.
Scull: Air-articulated? Would you mind
explaining what that means to the milling
throng, Chris?
Sommovigo: Sure. The Teflon tape
is air-impregnated — what they do is
pull it apart so that more air is introduced into it. Over that there's a
layer of sintered Teflon.
Scull: Sintered Teflon?
Sommovigo: You apply high heat
to athin layer of Teflon tape, and it
becomes homogeneous and solid.
Over that is the first helical-wound
shield made of silver-plated copper,
then carbon-impregnated Teflon tape,
over that atextile layer —in the Orchid we use asilldike material— then
asolid Teflon layer, asecond helicalwound shield, and finally a clear
extrusion of Teflon to finish it all off.
Scull: A textile layer? Explain, please...
Sommovigo: Yeah, amechanical
damping composite textile that's
tensioned very specifically in my
cable. It's... abit like string.
Scull: And so these many layers damp
internal resonances.
Sommovigo: Yes. You know, Ididn't believe in any of this until acustomer sent back one of my cables
with aMango dot on it. Ilistened to
it and, yes, it was pretty undeniable
that it had abeneficial effect.
Since then I've investigated the
effects of vibration control on the

performance of my digital cables.
That's what led me, in part, to create
the multilayered designs of both the
D-60 and the Orchid. Many of the
layers are there for targeting specific
bands of possible resonance. These
may affect the quality of the transmission itself; or merely the propagation of vibrations through the
chassis to the sensitive parts of the
DAC's gain stage. I'm really not sure
which of these is most likely the culprit, but Iam sure from my listening
that the control of vibration in an
electrical transmission line for digital
or analog can have sonic consequences.
You know, Idon't think trying to
entirely damp or "kill" vibrations is
the answer. Instead, Ibelieve selectively "tuning" the vibrating member
[looks at me penetratingly and laughs to
split agut] will yield more "musical"
results. Icame to this conclusion
based solely on my experiences with
subjective listening tests using differing gradations of damping, and not
based on the "objective"— or what I
call meta-subjective —methods of
empirical data-gathering and interpretation. Ican tell you that my own
opinions about this have correlated
closely with those of friends whose
ears Itrust who are also independently investigating this possible area of
effect. Ican tell you, that makes me
feel warm and frizzy all over! [laughs]
Scull: That's quite an explanation,
Chris! Tell us more about the double
shield in the DataFlex.
Sommovigo: Right. There's asecond shield. But in terms of the electromagnetic relationships of the conductor to the shield and the impedance, the first shield is the reference.
The second shield is there for additional rejection.
Scull: Ah yes, I've heard that cable
designers have to be able to take lots of
rection, is it true?
Sommovigo: Oh, yeah. Lots!
[laughs]
Scull: Isee your RCA connectors have
also evolved into amore user-friendly standard. Those early ones looked alittle like
miniature Egyptian oil vases! What's their
role in maintaining astable impedance in
the cable?
Sommovigo: Well, I alter the
geometry in the RCA male connector so that Ican maintain 75 ohms —
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(continuedJr.om p.199)
slightly more tightness and pitch differentiation with the coax D-60, but were
more round, acoustic, and redolent with
harmonics with the balanced Orchid.
The 1)-60, too, seemed able to dig lower down the scale in some ultimate
sense than the Orchid, but it was anear

thing. Once again, in this regard Ipreferred the D-60's foals, its exciting and
involving speed.
The coax 1)-60 had the greater power to inspire. Listening to 01' Blue Eyes
on Francis A. and Edward K. (Reprise
1024-2) brought Inc the velvet glove
along with the power and bite that

at least until it hits the female connector. You can't control the female
RCA connector in terms of its impedance, you know ...
Scull: Uhhh, yes... it is tough to control
those pesky Jemak RCA connectors.
Politically Incorrect Alert!
Sommovigo: Noted. Do not strike
from the record!
Scull: [turning to a laughing
Kathleen] Cherie, you didn't hear that!
Sommovigo: Anyway, Iuse the
tops—the male electrical contact
elements — of ICimber RCA connectors. When Ilooked at what was
going on inside the connector, Irealized Icould keep the geometry of
the cable almost perfect right up to
the point at which the center conductor actually terminates at the connector. But there's atiny gap just at
the termination point where Ican't
be "coaldaL" Ihave to strip away
most of the layers that make up the
cable and leave just the center conductor and its two shields exposed
for termination. So Idesigned aspecial outer casing that fits around the
ICimber contact elements, and Ispecify aspecial potting agent to be used
right at that point that stabilizes the
dielectric constant both mechanically
and impedance-wise.
Scull: Ahhh, so that's hou,you do it...
Sommovigo: That's right! The
result of all this is abeautiful 75 ohm
transmission line, even using RCAs.
When you purchase aD-60 you get
agraph of its impedance characteristic, by the way. The Time Domain
Reflectometer measurements are
taken on a Hewlett-Packard Network Analyzer, and are aregular part
of quality control.
Scull: D-60?
Sommovigo: Yes, that's the catalog
number for the DataFlex Studio.
Scull: And the DataFlex is also available with BNCs?
Sommovigo: That's tight.
Scull: Chris, Ithink jitter has gotten its
day in court, but you're also very concerned
about signal-degrading reflections within

the transmission line of the datalink, is
that nght?
Sommovigo: Yeah, people are
measuring the jitter of transports, jitter at the DAC, but no one's looking
at the interactions between the two.
You know, Jonathan, the interface
itself contributes to the problem.
That is, the interaction of driver and
receiver creates jitter — word-clock
anomalies. The only thing that Ican
do in terms of the transmission line
— the cable —is maintain the load
impedance as precisely as possible.
That doesn't alleviate jitter per se, but
it eliminates reflections caused by
impedance mismatches.
Ipublished an article afew years
ago describing how impedance mismatches in the transmission line and
through the area of the interface can
cause reflections of the incident signal to be "bounced back" toward the
source. This, in turn, can cause jitter
— timing anomalies in the clock signal. The analogy Iused was that of a
maestro/conductor (clock) and an
orchestra (bits). Even if the orchestra
were to play every note perfectly, if
the conductor's timing is ofE the
interpretation suffers. That's what I
believe we are dealing with on the
binary level of digital decoding of
music.., at least in part.
In any case, my ultimate goal is to
maintain the impedance with ahigh
characteristic bandwidth, and so let
the cable get out of the way, so to
speak.
Scull: And how do you feel about external digital jitter-reducing processors —
reclocking, DSP?
Sommovigo: Sure, jitter boxes are
one way to go. But people don't realize that when you use one of these
boxes, it becomes the new source.
Although it may have abetter jitter
signature than the transport that's in
front of it, the box still has to interact
with the receiver at the DAC. And
we still haven't addressed the basic
problems inherent in that interface.
Scull: So it helps to maintain impedance
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made it real. Accompanying horns
were focused, burnished, alive, and
lovely. If not quite as refined as the
Orchid, the 1)-60 still handled decay
very well, Sinatra's voice sounding
ambient as hell and beautifully illuminated in real acoustic space. The lower
midrange was fleshed out and coin-

at 75 ohms, but it doesn't really solve the
problem.
Sommovigo: Right.
Scull: You know Jerry Ozment at
Ozment Engineering— he designed the
digital boardsfor theJadisJSI. He told me
almost the very same thing— the interface
has serious inherent problems. But before
we all get depressed and take Prozac, let's
segue to the Orchid AES/EBU digital
datalink.
Sommovigo: Good idea. The
Orchid is actually two very precise
55 ohm coa:cials that draw their construction and technology from the
D-60. The difference is in the geometry of each of the two conductors.
They're paralleled and wind up, of
course, as 110 ohms —a very precise
differential transmission line. Otherwise, it's very much like adouble
DataFlex Studio.
Scull: The Orchid is easier to bend and
looks quite different. Almost sexy, you
might say.
Sommovigo: Yeah, the jacketing is
Nomex. It's very good-looking, and
it's the most visible element of the
mechanical damping that's built into
this cable.
Scull: Is the AES/EBU double the layers of the D-60?
Sommovigo: Yup — sixteen layers.
Scull: Hou ,long has Ilhuninati been in
business, Chris?
Sommovigo: Almost four years
now.
Scull: And you're associated with
Kimber Kahle?
Sommovigo: That's right, they distribute Illuminati products.
Scull: Mmmm can we lookJo.nvard to
other Illuminati cable products in the
fe'e ture?
Sommovigo:
Definitely — I've
been thinking about analog interconnects lately...
Scull: Alta! line have some cable up your
sleeve, or in your pants, as the case may be?
Sommovigo: [laughs]
Scull: How do you view Illuminati in
the context of the specialist cable indrutry?
Sommovigo: As Isec it, I'm avir-
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piece without getting tubby or boomy
about it. The 1)-60 always sounded
vibrant and alive — not zippy at all, but
fast and vivid.
The Orchid rendered this recording
pretty well, sweetening the highs to
some extent. Nevertheless, there was
some noticeable diminution of pace and

tuai manufacturer in the sense
that Ipersonally don't fabricate
anything. I create designs and
have them prototyped until Iarrive at something satisfactory, and
then finally go into production. I
source most of the materials, then
send it to the people who make
my raw coax, for example. The
only other things they do are military- and aerospace-related —
communications, microwave, even
surveillance.
Scull: Is that why you checked my
security clearance &Jo-re this interview
began?
Stmunovigo: That's right...
and you passed.
Scull: Thank goodness.
Sonunovigo: We do have your
number on file, though. [laughs]
With my approach, Iuse outside
sources who are required by their
normal work to be incredibly
precise about what they do. The
aluminum connectors of the D60 are fabricated at an aircraft
machine shop, and the BNCs are
sourced from an RF/microwave
connector specialist. Everything is
then assembled by amicrowave
house that Iuse in Florida, who
get most of their business from the
military. And Ihave them do all
the terminations because Idon't
believe anybody would be able to
terminate the cables more perfectly. In fact, the terminations are
done by a method known as
"induction welding" or "resistance soldering," which basically
makes the area to be soldered a
filament by using its own resistance against an electrical charge.
It seems to produce better bonding, and it's also very consistent—
more so than the "flunky with a
Weller" technique. The solder
used is silver bearing — the usual
for things audiophile.
Scull: Thanksfor the insights ChM.
Sommovigo: Thank you, Jonathan.
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rhythm with the AES/EBU connection, accompanied by an ST-optical-like
overall smoothness that could be very
appealing in its own right. And, of
course, the quieting of the balanced
connection made for ahuge and airy
background in which the merrymaking
took place. (It was Frank's birthday,
after all.)
Even though Iprefer the coax D-60
for its guts'n'glory presentation —its
excitement — the Orchid came across
as more refined, and for certain music
it was the best choice. Again, Irecommend wiring with multiple digital
datalinks if your DAC/transport
allows, and choosing one to listen
through based on mood and music.
Pick your temperament: alittle cutting
and bold, or laid-back and refined. I
know which I'd choose: The D-60
coax almost every time. It digs out the
maximum in detail, as on Bill
Henderson's Live at the Times CD
(Discovery DSCD-779). The sound of
the audience, the rattle of plates and silverware, the clink of glasses, the pop of
an opened bottle — all can be made out
better with the coax.
What's all that got to do with enjoying the music? Plenty. Not only is it

participatory in aYou-Are-There way,
Bill's voice also benefited from the
slightly enhanced detail, letting him
through one step closer to alive than
with the Orchid.

CONSIDER ME ILLUMINATED

If you go for Chris Sommovigo's Illuminati digital datalinks, be aware that
they do take some time to burn-in and
open up. They will reward your patience (and your smarting pocket) with
topflight sound. They're not finicky
about what transport and DAC they're
used with, and have always ranked at or
near the top of the best of the digital
datalinks we have around here to play
with. If you've gotten the idea that I
prefer the coax 13-60 to the Orchid,
you're right. But —and it's abig but—
the Orchid manifested its own set of
strengths that made it a very viable
alternative.
Base your decision on your own set of
priorities. Remember, this is all about the
qualities that you prize most when listening to music on your system. Make sure
you use your ears for more than hat stops!
My highest and most enthusiastic
recommendation — its hard to go
wrong with cables such as these.
S
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Levinson
For Less.

Acurus & Aragon by Mondial
AKG •Audio Alchemy
Avalon •B&O •Bryston
B&W •California Audio Labs
Carver •Celestion
Classé Audio
Clearaudio/Discovery •Crown
CWD •Faroudja
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Genesis •Gold Aero •Grado
Harmonix •Jadis
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Magnum Dynalab
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Sennheiser •SME
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A new Mark Levinson amplifier family is rarely
born simultaneously, since every model introduced
must significantly outperform its predecessor.
Levinson 330 Series amplifiers meet that requirement. From the same design team that created the
reference-standard NO 33, they employ much of that
monumental amp's technology.
The 330 Series includes three balanced, dualmonaural amplifiers with dedicated power supplies.
Dynamics command attention. Transparency and
avirtually inaudible noise floor combine to reveal a
wealth of subtle, low-level detail. The three-dimensional soundstage is exceptionally spacious, open,
abounding with air.
There's more power per dollar as well. The 200
watt-per-channel NO 332 costs $6500, $1000 less
than the similarly-rated NO 23.5, which it follows
The 100 watt-per-channel NO 331 sells for $4500,
and the 300 watt-per-channel NO 333 costs $8500.
We urge you to audition these remarkable
amplifiers at Lyric very soon.

MANHATTAN 1221 Lexington Ave, NYC, NY 10028 212-439-1900 800-848-4981
WHITE PLAINS 146 East Post Rd, White Plains, NY 10601 914-949-7500
BOTH STORES OPEN MON. FRI. SAT 10-6, TUES, WED, THURS 10-7, SUN 12-5
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PS AUDIO SL THREE D/A PROCESSOR
Robert Harley
Digital/analog converter with HDCD decoding. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz.

"Balanced" on XLR jacks (see text), unbalanced on RCA jacks. Dimensions: 17"W by

t0.3dB.THD: 0.003% at 1
kHz full-scale. Signal/Noise ratio: >100dB. Dynamic range:

2.25" H by 8" D. Serial number of unit tested: 51101026. Price: $1295. Approximate

>913qB. Channel separation: >100dB (no frequency specified). Output voltage: 2.5V at

number of dealers: 85. Manufacturer: PS Audio. Inc., 310 Cortez Circle, Camarillo. CA

full-scale. Inputs: coaxial S/PDIF (RCA jack). AES/EBU, TosLink optical. Outputs:

93012.Tel: (805) 383-2791. Fax (805) 383-2794.

any digital processors introduced several years ago at
moderate prices found themselves the victims of "price creep." As
the manufacturer refined and updated
the processor, its retail price kept increasing. After several such revisions, it
wasn't unusual for an updated product
to cost more than twice what it sold for
initially. Granted, the later versions
often sounded alot better than the originals, but aprice doubling seems excessive.
That's what makes PS Audio's new
SL Three processor all the more amazing. Although the SL Three is the third
generation of PS Audio's SuperLink
series, the processor still sells for $1295
—the same price as the original SuperLink back in 1990. What's more, the
SL Three benefits from acomplete redesign and massive improvement in
parts quality. The SL Three is so different from its predecessors that PS Audio dropped the "SuperLink" name, but
its spirit lives on in the "SL" designation.'

DESCRIPTION

The SL Three is housed in an attractive
slim-line chassis with a3/
8"-thick faceplate. The unit's streamlined appearance
is enhanced by the small flush-mounted
switches on the front panel. One switch
turns the unit on and off, the second
scrolls between the SL Three's digital
inputs. LEDs indicate power on, the
input selected, and when the unit is
decoding an HDCD k source. The
switch marked "power" appears to shut
down the SL Three, but it actually only
mutes the unit. This feature keeps the
circuitry powered at all times for the
best sound.
RCA, TosLink optical, and AES/
EBU inputs are standard. The SL Three
has both "balanced" and single-ended
outputs (more about the "balanced"
outputs later). An ST-type optical input
is not available, even as an option.
1See my review of the original SuperLink in Vol.14
No.4 (April 1991).
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The SL Three's power supply is
smaller and more refined than that used
in previous PS Audio processors. Where
the SuperLink used three transformers,
nine regulation stages, and a huge
amount of filter capacitance, the SL
Three features just one transformer. A
bidirectional filter on the incoming AC
line prevents powerline noise from getting into the SL Three, and also stops
noise inside the SL Three from getting
back into the AC line, where it could
degrade the performance of other components sharing the same line. The single toroidal transformer supplies six
power-supply regulation stages, all
using three-pin regulators. All the
power-supply bypass and decoupling
caps are the high-quality Wima brand.
The new SL Three benefits from an
UltraAnalog AES21 input-receiver
module. This low-jitter receiver replaces the high-jitter Yamaha YM3623
chip used in both the SuperLink and
SuperLink Two processors. The Yamaha chip produced about 5nanoseconds
ofjitter in the recovered clock; the AES
21 module is specified at 40 picoseconds
maximum, amore than 100-fold reduction in clock jitter.
Digital filtering is provided by the Pacific Microsonics PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter chip. Fortunately, the SL

Three is a ground-up design effort
around the PMD100 rather than aretrofit of the PMD100 into acircuit designed for the NPC filter (as is PS
Audio's UltraLink Two). The PMD100
replaces the inexpensive Yamaha
YM3434 filter in the SuperLink, and
the NPC 5813 used in the SuperLink
Two. In my experience, the PMD100 is
a significantly better-sounding filter
than either the Yamaha or NPC filters,
particularly when the PMD100's digital-domain attenuation is not used?
The 8x-oversampled and filtered data
are input to apair of 20-bit Burr-Brown
PCM63 DACs. The "J" grade was chosen, which is the middle of the three
available grades of the PCM63.
PCM63s are made the same way, but
manufacturing tolerances produce quality variations between batches.) For
comparison, the original SuperLink
used apair of older 18-bit Burr-Brown
DACs called the PCM61. The SuperLink Two went to apair of Analog
Devices AD1860 18-bit DACs. The
PCM63 used in the SL Three represents another large upgrade in parts
2 More and more processor designers arc avoiding the
PM1)100's digital-domain attenuation feature its favor
of analog-domain attenuation. Some compmies are
even telling their dealers how to defeat the PM D100's
6dB of digital-domain attenuation in the field.

PS Audio SL Three D/A processor
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quality over the DACs used in its
predecessors.
The output stage is a discrete/
monolithic hybrid circuit developed by
Threshold (which was acquired by PS
Audio's owners in 1994). The circuit
uses a Precision Monolithics OP-275
op-amp and discrete transistors within
the op-amp's feedback loop. The directcoupled output stage is individually
trimmed at the factory for low DC offset. An output muting relay disconnects
the output when the input receiver isn't
locked to a source, and during the
power-up sequence. The 6dB of attenuation required by the HDCD license is
performed in the analog domain, a
more expensive yet better-sounding
technique than using digital-domain deemphasis. Parts quality is high: 1%
metal-thin resistors and Wima caps are
used throughout.
The XLR outputs are unusual in that
they don't carry atrue balanced signal.
The single-ended signal appears on pin
2, with pin 1the signal ground (as is
usual). Rather than anegative-polarity
signal, pin 3 provides asource impedance equal to that on the signal-carrying pin 2, but without asignal. This
arrangement lets you connect a balanced cable between the SL Three and
abalanced preamplifier, but the signal is
still single-ended.

the SL Three sound less open and transparent than the Audio Alchemy pair or
the Parasound D/AC-2000. Ididn't get
LISTENING
quite the same feeling of extension and
Having recently reviewed the $2295
air with the SL Three, particularly at the
PS Audio UltraLink Two (Vol.18
outer edges of the soundstage. Instead,
the presentation was alittle smaller and
No.12), Iwas expecting the SL Three
to be asignificant step down in sound
more intimate.
quality given the $1000 price differDespite the slight loss of air and openence. To my surprise, the SL Three
ness, the SL Three had good resolution
was only a small notch below the
of recorded detail. Low-level inforUltraLink Two musically.
mation was well resolved, but in ways
The SL Three had awarm, rich, insubtle rather than incisive. Although not
viting sound. The midbass was full and
as resolving as the DIAC-2000 Ultra,
weighty without being bloated. Some
the SL Three nonetheless provided afull
digital processors sacrifice warmth for
measure of musical detail.
These characteristics were partly
definition; others give up detail and
pitch articulation for weight and power.
dependent on the transport driving the
SL Three. The Sonic Frontiers SFT-1
The SL Three struck anice balance between these extremes, with asatisfying
and the Lambda Two, with their brightmidbass fullness and good bass definier and more open sounds, were better
choices than the softer and more subtle
tion. Roscoe Beck's bass guitar on Robben End and the Blue Line (Stretch STDParasound C/BD-2000. The belt-dri1102) had astrong, purring quality couven Parasound, however, sounded better
driving the D/AC-2000 Ultra.
pled with good pitch definition.
Compared to the Parasound D/ACThe SL Three had asurprisingly welldeveloped soundstage. Iwas particular2000 Ultra, the SL Three had amore
pronounced midbass and a warmer
ly impressed with its ability to resolve
depth along acontinuum from the front
lower midrange, but less deep-bass exof the soundstage to the rear. The
tension. The Parasound was also more
dynamic in the low bass, with more
processor also presented a wonderful
kick in the bottom octave. The SL
sense of air around image outlines that
contributed to the sense of space and
Three's bass was also anotch better than
that of the DDE v3/DTI v2 pair, with a depth. The dense passages on Zappa's
orchestral The Yellow Shark (Barking
more solid foundation and greater
weight.
Pumpkin R2 71600) were beautifully
SYSTEM
resolved. Iheard very little of the tenThe SL Three saw action with avariety
As much as I've liked PS Audio processors (and their high value) in the
dency of moderately priced digital elecof transports, including PS Audio's
updated Lambda Two ($1995), aSonic past, they've always had amidrange fortronics to smear the instruments into a
wardness that could be bothersome. It synthetic continuum. The SL Three's
Frontiers SFT-1 ($2295), the Parasound
midbass warmth was also aplus on this
was almost as if the mids were spotlit
C/BD-2000 ($1550; see review elsewhere in this issue), and the referenceand thrust to the front of the soundmusic, providing agreater sense of power and authority.
quality Mark Levinson No31 ($8495). I stage. Fortunately, the SL Three sounded less forward than any other PS
Overall, Iwas greatly impressed by
auditioned the SL Three on its own,
the SL Three. Listening to music
and in matched-level comparisons with Audio processor I've heard. Moreover,
the SL Three's midrange had agreater
through this processor was consistently
the fabulous $1995 Parasound D/ACrefinement and delicacy than previous
rewarding musically, something Ican say
2000 Ultra and the $995 Audio Alabout only ahandful of processors in this
PS processors, and was better integratchemy DDE v3 and DTI v2 pair coned with the rest of the spectrum. The
price range.
nected with the low-jitter PS interface.
result was amore relaxed presentation
Digital interconnects included aParaM EASUREMENTS
sound DataBridge (AES/EBU), Wirethat drew me deeper into the music.
Vocals and solo instruments were set The SL Three's maximum output level
World Gold Starlight (coaxial and
back in the soundstage slightly, providwas 2.53V from either the balanced or
AES/EBU), and the excellent Illumiunbalanced outputs. (As mentioned
nati coaxial cable (also reviewed in this
ing agreater sense of ease. The overall
perspective was just right, walking the
earlier, the "balanced" XLR jacks carry
issue).
fine line of presenting presence and imthe single-ended signal on pin 2and no
A Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 line-stage
mediacy without sounding pushy or
signal on pin 3.) The output impedance
preamplifier drove apair of Audio Remeasured 39 ohms (single-ended) and
search VT150 tubed monoblock power aggressive.
amplifiers through arun of AudioQuest
Similarly, the SL Three's treble was
87 ohms (XLR jacks) at any audio freclean and grain-free for its price. The
quency. (Although pin 3carries no sigLapis. The VT150s powered the ribbon
nal, its output impedance is matched to
top end had asmoothness, lack of edge,
midrange and tweeters of the Genesis
and freedom from hash that was among the "hot" pin 2.)
11.5 loudspeakers, with the II.5s'
the best I've heard in an affordable proDC levels measured 2.5mV in the
woofers driven by their servo amplifier.
cessor. The treble, however, did have a left channel, 0.5mV in the right. The SL
Loudspeaker cables were AudioQuest
slightly subdued character that made
Three locked and properly decoded
Dragon II. AC power to the system was
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

conditioned by the MIT Z-Center, ZStabilizer II, and Z-Cord II power cords.
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"'-
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32kHz and 48kHz sampling frequencies, and didn't invert absolute polarity.
The SL Three's frequency response
and de-emphasis error (fig.1) are predictably flat, with the de-emphasis performed in the digital domain by the
PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter. Crosstalk (fig2) was very low, the channel
separation measuring 120dB at 11cHz
and still nearly 110dB at 20kHz. Leakage from the right channel to the left
(dotted trace) measured about 4dB better than in the opposite direction.
Fig3 was produced by driving the SL
Three with a1kHz, -90dBFS dithered
sinewave and performing a 1
/
3-octave
spectral analysis. Note that this measurement was made with a20-bit digital signal, indicating that the SL Three
can process full 20-bit data. The noise
level is low, and we can see just atrace
of power-supply noise in the audio (the
small bumps at 60Hz and 120Hz). We
can also see ahint of second-harmonic
distortion, which is typical when measuring with 20-bit input signals.
In my recent review of PS Audio's
UltraLink Two, Idiscovered that, despite having a24-bit input receiver, a
24-bit digital filter, and a20-bit DAC,
the Two would pass only 16-bit data.
The SL Three benefits from being a
ground-up design effort that can take
advantage of the PMD100's 24-bit data
path. Note that the number of bits your
processor can pass is afactor only if you
use asignal-processing device such as an
Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro or DTI•Pro
32, the Meridian 518 Mastering Pro,... 1 100.•01ry

cessor, or a true 20-bit source like a
Nagra-D.
Repeating the spectral analysis over a
wider (200kHz) bandwidth with an input signal of all zeros showed amild attenuation in the analog low-pass filter
well above the audioband (fig.4).
Fig.5 reveals the SL Three's excellent
low-level linearity. The DACs are well
behaved down to -110dB, and very little noise overlays the measurement.
The SL Three's good reproduction of
low-level signals is confirmed by fig.6,
the processor's reproduction of alkHz,
-9031dBFS undithered sinewave. The
three transition levels are clearly apparent, although the positive-going portion of the wave has aslightly higher
amplitude than the negative-going half
This differential nonlinearity is mino;
however. When fed the same signal
with 20-bit precision, the SL Three produced the reasonable-looking waveform of fig.7.
The SL Three's noise-modulation
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performance (fig.8) was superb, and
one of the better-looking plots I've
seen. The five traces (each measuring
the SL Three's noise-floor with adifferent input level) overlap so closely
that it almost looks like one trace. This
indicates that the SL Three's noise-floor
hardly shifts in level or changes its spectral characteristics as afunction of input
level at all.
Driving the SL Three with data representing afull-scale mix of 19kHz and
20kHz tones (fig.9) shows very few intermodulation distortion products. The
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PS Audio SL Three, crosstalk (R-L channel
dashed, 10dfl/vertical div.).
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Fig.5

PS Audio SL Three, departure from linearity
(right channel dashed. 2dB/vertical div.).

PS Audio SL Three. HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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lkHz difference product (20kHz minus
19kHz) rises to the —95dB level.
Imeasured the SL Three's clock jitter at the 8fs word-clock pin on its
PCM63 DAC using the Meitner LIM
Detector. The transport driving the SL
Three was a PS Audio Lambda
through the same cable we use for all
our jitter measurements. The measurement bandwidth was 400Hz20kHz. Fig.10 is the SL Three's jitter
spectrum when driven by a lkHz,
OdBFS sinewave. The RMS jitter level
was 60 picoseconds. Note the periodic jitter components at lkHz and multiples of lkHz, which arc indicative of
signal-correlated jitter. In other words,
the clock controlling when the DAC
converts its samples to an analog output signal is jittered at the same frequency as the audio signal being processed. In the superb piece on jitter in
the March Stereophile, authors Chris
Dunn and Malcolm Omar Hawksford
raise the interesting point that this signal-correlated jitter arrives at the
DAC before the audio signal related to
that jitter because the audio data are
delayed by afew milliseconds through
the digital filter. The jitter error associated with a signal therefore appears

before that signal, making it more easily audible.
Fig.11 shows the SL Three's clock-jitter spectrum when processing asignal
of all zeros. This measurement indicates
the input receiver's intrinsic jitter. Note
the absence of signal-correlated jitter,
except the small spike at 735kHz. This
is caused by the subcode data rate. The
RMS jitter level measured just 33ps,
beating the 40ps (maximum) specification of the SL Three's UltraAnalog
AES21 input receiver.
When driven by the jitter "torture
test" signal of a lkHz, —90dB sinewave, the SL Three's RMS jitter level
rose to 155ps and the spectrum (fig.12)
took on some strong periodic jitter
components related to the test-signal
frequency. Note, however, that the
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amplitude errors caused by jitter at
the DAC output will be extremely
small when the DAC is processing
such low-level signals. Although the
jitter is higher with this low-level signal, the jitter may not be as sonically
significant.
Overall, the SL Three had excellent
bench performance. The unit had low
noise, good linearity, excellent noisemodulation performance, and handled
low-level signals well. Not bad for a
$1295 processor.

CONCLUSION

The PS Audio SL Three is a goodsounding processor that offers terrific
value for $1295. Its sound is only a
shade below the $2295 PS Audio UltraLink Two, and costs a whopping
$1000 less. In fact, the SL Three easily
beat the performance of the original
UltraLink.
Ienjoyed the SL Three's combination of warmth, smoothness, and sense
of ease. Soundstaging was also excellent
for a processor of this price, as was
overall resolution. Compared to the
$700-more-expensive Parasound D/
AC-2000 Ultra, the PS Audio processor sounded less open and transparent,
alittle darker and warmer, and didn't
have as great aresolution of detail. The
SL Three did, however, sound better
than the Audio Alchemy DDE v3/
DTI v2 combination, apair that costs
$300 less than the PS Audio processor.
This is high praise considering that
both the DDE/DTI pair and the
D/AC-2000 Ultra are, in my opinion,
the products to beat at their respective
prices.
Ican't emphasize strongly enough
the need for careful system matching to
get the best sound for your digital processor dollar. In some systems that are
on the bright and thin side of reality,
the SL Three may be abetter choice
than the D/AC-2000 Ultra. Conversely, if your system already sounds
warm and soft, the SL Three may push
it too far in that direction. As always,
listen to the processor under consideration in your system if possible before
making adecision.
With that minor caveat, Ican heartily recommend the PS Audio SL Three.
It's aheck of alot of processor at areasonable price.
S
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Fig. I
2PS Audio SL Three, word-clock jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when processing 1
kHz
sinewave at —90dBFS; PS Audio Lambda
transport (linear frequency scale, 10dB/
vertical div.. OdB= 1
ns).
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LOU DSPEAKER

CABLES
began when the room's temperature
drift was below 1°C/hour, an hour or
areful readers will have
noticed that my article last
three after daytime heating had kicked
December about speaker cable
in. To make the connections transmeasurements 1 was originally written
parent, 4-wire sensing was used, with
to inform my recording and live-sound
locally shielded ("guarded") leads. Just
engineer colleagues, quite a few of one conductor in each CUT was meawhom recognize sonic differences
sured. The complete resistance is easily
between cables but are as confused
calculated by doubling, though measurabout the subject as everyone else.
ing the other side might reveal slight
When, in arecent issue of Stereophi/e, an
ohmic differences caused by deviations
advertisement for cable claims, almost in cross-sectional area (CSA) or purity.
in the saine breath, that the wire both is
Connection was via the XLR connecneutral and gives warmth, Ican rest my
tors used for the original test left in situ;
case about the dearth of clear thinking the 4-wire sensing leads were terminatand explanation.
ed at mating XLRs.
Idid not cite individual R(resistance),
'The meter was first zeroed by plugC (capacitance), and L(inductance) figging these XLRs together and pressing
ures for the speaker Cables Under Test
the zero button. 'This was donc several
(CUTs), as making these measuretimes, and the connections remade,
ments takes time and increases cost; in
then left, to check for drift and repeataddition, as one-dimensional, first-order
ability. In these tests, repeatability was
details, they do not get to the point as
better than ±150 micro-ohms (0.00015
graphically as the pulse-shape method
ohms), giving aminimum test accuracy
that Idemonstrated. Nevertheless, the
of 0.4% with the lowest-resistance
figures are of interest, and Isupport the
cables, and up to 0.03% with the most
collation of such data. How best to mearesistive. At the start of the tests, the
sure is another matter.
room temperature was 17°C —not had
'The resistance — strictly DCR, the
with arctic winds gusting outside — and
DC resistance — of any speaker cable
at the end, it was 18°C. These temperashould be well below 1ohm, and can
tures are ±0.5°C, so the temperature
range down to the low milli-ohms.
may have varied by 2°C at most, indiAccurate measurement demands good
cating aworst-case additional total teminstruments and careful technique. For
perature-induced uncertainty of about
example, copper's resistance varies such
1.5%.2
that tests can't be casually continued
'The cables in Table 1are identified
"later"; a7°C change in lab temperature
by the names used in the original article.
overnight can change a given cable's
Each test length of cable was 18' (5.5m)
resistance by as much as 6%. To take the
long.
following readings, aDatron 1061 digiLike resistance, inductance may be
tal voltmeter/digital multimeter was
calculated by measuring one conductor
used. This is aclassic, auto-calibrating
reference DVM/DMM, made in the
Table I DCR,"halesectIon" resistance
UK, which even true-blue US instrument companies have used to calibrate
Monster HF section
0.566 ohms
Twisted. 0.5mm CSA. solid
0.371 ohms
their own designs! Unlike most cheaper
Zip cord
0. I
36 ohms
DMMs, which are increasingly made of
Sonic Link AC
0.108 ohms
plastic and are also increasingly thoughtTwisted. I
mm CSA. standed
0.102 ohms
lessly designed, the Dation pushes out a
Sonic Link Blue
0.066 ohms
Connectronics, 2.5mm CSA
0.059 ohms
decent 10mA on the low-ohms ranges.
Supra Ply, 2.5mm CSA
0.050 ohms
(Many $1000+ DVMs cannot even test
PVC AC, 4mm CSA
0.025 ohms
an LED because the manufacturer's
Test Y-lead. 4mm CSA
0.0026 ohms
idea of an ohmic test current is so
In effect, this list measures CSA, factored by
pathetic.)
purity
The DMM was switched on for 12
hours before tests began, and the cables
were placed in the sanie room. Testing
2 1have not anywhere seen the temperature coeffi1 "What a Difference a Wire Makes," Stereophile,
December '95, Vol.18 No.12, p.95.
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cient (teinpco) of copper mentioned in the context of
speaker cables. In passing pulses of up to tens of
amperes, even cl
ky conductors are bound to heat
up sufficiently to affect the 1X:R.

Table 2 Loop Inductance
Monster HF section
Twisted, 0.5mm CSA. solid
Twisted. 1mm CSA, stranded
Zip cord
Sonic Link Blue
Connectronics, 2.5mm CSA
PVC AC. 4mm CSA
Supra Ply, 2.5mm CSA

9.4pH
5.7pH
4.6pH
4.0pH
4.0pH
3.5pH
3.2pH
2.1pH

end-to-end. But the figure attained will
not be representative. The real inductance seen by apassing current will be
much lower, because it is partially or
even largely canceled by the return current's "counter-inductance." To measure this effective net inductance, one
end of the cable was shorted with an
XLR shorting plug. All cables were
strung out and hung free of magnetic
fields and ferro-active surfaces.
As with resistance, the net inductance
of 5m lengths of speaker cables is
toward the lower limits of most common test instruments, below lOttH.
'There is also some risk of error, as few
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made. But Elgar also declared this "larger theme" to be an expression of "the
loneliness of the artist," and obliquely
likened it to the spirit of mortality. If the
Enigma Variation? theme represents an
abstract concept, then that of lifelong
friendship must surely be at its heart.
The theme itself is introduced,
Andante, by first violins, in the key of Gminor, arest on the first beat of each bar
immediately introducing an element of
uncertainty. This contrasts with the
more hopeful G-major melody stated
by the clarinet, and leads, via an unresolved chord, to...
"Variation 1, C.A.E." These are the
initials of Elgar's wife, Caroline Alice
Elgar. Some years later, Elgar explained
that this tender variation was really a
"prolongation of the theme with what I
wished to be romantic and delicate
additions." Those who knew Elgar's
wife would understand this reference to
one whose life was always aromantic
and delicate inspiration.
"Variation 2(H.D.S.-P.)" depicts Hew
D. Steuart-Powell, the pianist of the trio
in which Elgar played for pleasure. It
recalls Powell's "characteristic diatonic
run over the keys before beginning to
play," and includes a passage which,
Elgar teased, was "chromatic beyond
H.D.S.-P.'s liking."
"Variation 3 (R.B.T.)" describes the
classical scholar and member of an amateur dramatics group, Robert B.
Townshend. Its quirky rhythms and
wide intervals affectionately recall
R.B.T's portrayal of an old man whose
"low voice ... occasionally [skipped]
into 'soprano' timbre."
"Variation 4 (W.M.B.)" portrays
William Meath Baker, Townshend's
brother-in-law, whom Elgar described
as a "country squire, gentleman and
scholar," and who must have been of a
rather gruff and irascible nature.
"Variation 5 (R.P.A.)" is Richard P.
Arnold, son of the poet and critic
Matthew Arnold, and an earnest young
philosopher-poet who played in the
small orchestra Elgar conducted. The
oboe mimics his laugh, for Elgar said
that his "serious conversation was continually broken up by whimsical and
witty remarks."
"Variation 6(Ysobel)" was anot-tootalented viola player who, for some
time, was Elgar's pupil; she eventually
discontinued her lessons, explaining, "I
value our friendship much too much."
Elgar has written an affectionate viola
solo here as atribute, and the opening
bar establishes aphrase that involves
crossing the strings, "a difficulty for beS
TEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

ginners" and certainly aconstant bone
of contention for Ysobel!
"Variation 7 (Troyte)" is aswift and
vigorous evocation of architect Arthur
Troyte Griffith's enthusiastic but erratic
pianism. It also tells of the day he and
Elgar were caught in athunderstorm
and ran for shelter to the house of...
Winifred Norbury, "Variation 8
(W.N.)," aneighbor and assistant in the
preparation of Elgar's scores. The oboe
trills are the "suggestion of a characteristic laugh."

E

LGAR'S OWN

REALIZATION OF
"NIMROD" IS FAR
MORE PROSAIC
THAN THAT OF ANY
CONDUCTOR SINCE.

"Variation 9 (Nimrod)," the most
famous of the Variations, is atribute to
August Jaeger (the translation of whose
German surname into the English
equivalent, "hunter," suggested the
mythical hunter's name, Nimrod).
Jaeger worked at Novello, the firm that
published Elgar's music, and was the
composer's most persistent supporter.
This portrait "was arecord of along
summer evening talk when...Jaeger
grew nobly eloquent... on the grandeur of Beethoven and especially of his
slow movements."
"Variation 10 (Dorabella)" recalls
Dora Penny, a modest friend whose
stammer is suggested by the oboe figure
prevalent here.
"Variation 11 (G.R.S.)" was the organist of Hereford Cathedral, George R.
Sinclair, although, as Elgar explained, this
brief, exciting sketch depicts his beloved
bulldog Dan. "One day on awalk by the
rive4 Dan loses his footing, rolls down
the steep bank and falls into the water.
He swims downstream, trying different
spots until he finds aplace where he can
scramble out, ending his adventure with
alow, self-satisfied bark."
"Variation 12 (B.G.N.)" has awonderful cello melody in honor of Basil G.
Nevinson, the cellist of Elgar's trio, and
the musician who later inspired the
Cello Concerto.
"Variation 13 (***Romanza) was
originally headed with the initials of
Lady Mary Lygon, but, for the sake of

discretion, Elgar removed them at a
later date. lisis emotional piece mourns
her departure from England as she accompanies her brother to his new government post in Australia. The variation
quotes Mendelssolues "Calm Sea and
Prosperous Voyage," and a side-drum
roll suggests the constant low rumble of
the ship's engines.
"Variation 14 (E.D.U.)" portrays
Elgar himself and, at Jaeger's suggestion,
was later extended into awonderfully
exciting conclusion.
The earliest extant recording of the
Enigma Variations is that which Elgar
himself made in 1920/21 for the
Gramophone Company with the Royal
Albert Hall Orchestra (Pearl GEMM
CDS 9951-5, a5-CD set also including
the Pomp & Circumstance' Marches, the
Violin Concerto, the Cello Concerto,
Sea Pictures, and Wand of Youth Suites 1
and 2). Elgar decided to record "Nimrod" and "Dorabella" first, in 1919, but
they were not successfully set down
until the following year. Work on the
project then came to asudden standstill,
for Elgar's wife died and he found himself unable to conduct awork that made
direct reference to her. Although some
eight months later he did go ahead and
record the first eight Variations, it was
found that the recording of Alice's was
unsatisfactory; it was another six months
before it was successfully cut into wax,
together with the remaining Variations.
This strange order of recording means
that, ironically, this is the only account
that does not follow Elgar's attacca
instruction in the score from the end of
Var.8 into "Nimrod."
The performance by the RAHO is
extremely good, although the close
focus of cellos and basses and their occasional doubling — by, Ithink, tuba —
sounds quite ludicrous in places. But the
portraits are by turns affectionate and
energetic, and Iwould say that Elgar's
own Variation and the Finale are among
the most exciting I've heard. But it's also
interesting to note that his realization of
"Nimrod" is far more prosaic than that
of any conductor since. If possible, hear
this performance out of historical interest — sonically, it's unsuitable for
repeated listening.
In 1924, Columbia recorded the
work with the New Queen's Hall
Orchestra under Sir Henry Wood, a
champion of Elgar's music who first
conducted the Variations in 1901, and
premiered many other works. This
acoustical recording is something of a
rarity, as it was soon surpassed with the
advent of electrical recording in 1925.
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Unsurprisingly, Elgar was anxious to
test the advantages of the new process
and recorded the work with the RAI-10
again in 1926.
It was 1932 before another band of
musicians, the Hallé Orchestra of Manchester under Sir Hamilton Harty, took
on the Variations. This reasonably wellcleaned-up Columbia recording is still
available (Pearl GEMM CD 9087, with
Dream Children and the Coronation
March), and has the bonus of also being
coupled with Wood's 1935 performance of the Enigma with the Queen's
Hall Orchestra. Ilike the rhythmic vitality of Harty's performance and his
vivid sense of characterization, even if it
is not entirely faithful to Elgar's perceptions of his friends. It shows, too, the
degree of portamento still acceptable at
the time, although the more widespread
use of it in Elgar's first recording suggests that the tradition was beginning to
die out by the time Harty was recording.
Although Wood had a long association with Elgar's music, Ifind his performance lackluster, its unceasing
blandness and melancholy in direct
comparison with the variable quality of
the recording, in which volume setting
and focus of the woodwind and the various string solos are all extremely unstable. It was made by the six-year-old
Decca company, who formed a new
Queen's Hall Orchestra especially to record with Wood from 1935 to 1937.
In 1936, Adrian Boult set the work
down with the BBC SO for HMV.
Malcolm Sargent recorded it with the
National Symphony Orchestra for
Decca in 1945, and John Barbirolli followed suit with the Hallé Orchestra for
HMV in the same year. None of these
versions is currently listed in Schwann
Opus, although Barbirolli's 1957 recording with the Hallé (EMI CDM 763955
2, coupled with Introduction &Allegro, the
Cello Concerto, and Elegy) can still be
found in the UK catalog. Ilove Barbirolli's touch; his performances are
always highly volatile, have a great
warmth and affection, and are totally
subjective while never losing sight of the
written note. Unfortunately, the Hallé's
wind playing is sometimes scrappy here,
and sonics are less than ideal.
Happily, Barbirolli's 1963 recording
with the Philharmonia (EMI CDM 7
69185 2, coupled with Rdstaff played by
the Hallé) has all the best qualities of the
earlier recording with none of its shortcomings, demonstrating Barbirolli's lifelong zest and exuberance, his ability to
lighten and darken textures and focus
solos, and his unfailing sense of humor.
STEREOPHILE. MAY 1996

No other conductor has been able to do
this with such natural facility and charisma and still remain faithful to the essence
of Elgar. Barbirolli decries the "stiffupper-lip" notion of Elgar in particular
and the English in general, and taps the
richly emotional vein that underlies
much of the music but which seems to
elude the understanding of most nonBritish conductors. This statement may
well promote cries of"Xenophober but,
in fairness, performances that fail to lay
bare the depths of Elgar's soul are simply
unrepresentative: The skin-deep grandiloquence of his Pomp & Circumstance
Marches is far from being the only stimulus that fired his writing.

than Sinopoli in 1981. This proficient
but strangely impersonal reading leaves
me unmoved.
Andrew Davis also recorded the
Enigma in 1991 with the BBC SO, the
orchestra of which he has been
Principal Conductor since 1989 (Teldec
73279-2, with Cockaigne, Introduction &
Allegro, and Serenade for Strings). Again,
this is an informed performance of
smooth technical control, well-paced
momentum, and finely tuned dynamics, but it still just misses that expressive
warmth that can turn the bare bones of
these Variations into flesh and blood.
This could never be said of Adrian
Boult, who, although represented in the
catalog by performances with the LSO
and the LPO, sadly cannot be heard in
arecording with the BBC SO, the orchestra of which he was Musical Director for some 20 years. The earlier
1963
LPO performance is a digitally remastered 1962 recording that, sonically,
is not apleasure to listen to (Classics for
Pleasure CD-CFP 4022, with Introduction &Allegro for Strings).
Unsurprisingly, when Boult took the
work into the recording studios with
the LSO some nine years later, his
speeds for all Variations, with the exception of "Nimrod," came within seconds
of his earlier recording. It is this very
consistency of view, this inner sense of
timing and pulse, that undoubtedly
imbues Boules performance with a
wonderful momentum and forward
propulsion. And he always encouraged
an intensity of tone by playing into the
string; this, coupled with his innate balance of textural detail and phrasing,
makes his interpretation—admittedly
very different from Barbirolli's —just as
rewarding. The LSO recording (EMI
CDM 64748 2, with Holses The Planets)
Two other, more recent recordings
is the more recommendable version of
with the Philharmonia are listed in the
the two for its superior analog clean-up
current Schwann Opus: that with Sinand sharpness of focus; even the perforopoli, from 1991 (DG 445 511-2, with
mance is sunnier and more fervently
the Cello Concerto and Serenade for vigorous, my only caveat being that the
Strings), is barely worth considering.
side drum in Var.13 is far too loud.
Sinopoli is no Elgarian, taking slow
Horn player Barry Tudcwell has also
tempos to the extremes of turgidity —
directed the LSO in arecording of this
though not, it must be said, as far as
work (IMP Classics PCD 913, with the
Bernstein does in his disastrously exCoronation March, Imperial March, and
aggerated Enigma, with its unbearable
Pomp & Circumstance Marches 1-5). Co"Nimrod" that, at 6:08 minutes, lasts
ordination is occasionally abit scrappy,
almost twice as long as the average!
but Tiackwell seems to be carried along
(DG 413 490-2, with the BBC SO also
by agenuine, touching excitement and
playing Pomp & Circumstance Marches 1 spontaneity This comes across as avery
and 2, and The Crown of India). The
personal account, but not one that would
other Philharmonia recording is under
necessarily have the universal appeal or
Andrew Davis (CBS MDK 44788, with
bear the repetition of Boules or BarPomp & Circumstance Marches 1-5), who
birolli's. Furthermore, the recording is
took it into the studios 10 years earlier too distant and lacks the immediacy

BARBIROLLI'S
PHILHARIVIONIA
RECORDING
DEMONSTRATES HIS
LIFELONG ZEST AND
EXUBERANCE AND HIS
UNFAILING SENSE OF
HUMOR. NO OTHER
CONDUCTOR HAS BEEN
ABLE TO DO THIS
AND STILL REMAIN
FAITHFUL TO THE
ESSENCE OF ELGAR.
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essential to this work.
Pierre Monteux, the Frenchman who
adopted American citizenship in 1942,
also recorded the Variations with the LSO
some 25 years ago (London Weekend
Classics 417 878-2, with Pomp &
Circumstance Marches 1-5). This budgetpriced AAD account is excellent value
for money, both sonically (despite the
anomaly of tweeting sparrows in the
"Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage"
Variation) and for its rigorous portrayal,
neat articulation, and wide dynamic
range. But it would still not be afirst
choice; it, like Davis's account, lacks a
certain warmth and personality.
Some seven years ago, American
Leonard Slatkin made a number of
recordings of English works with the
LPO and was rightly applauded for
them —even by English critics! However, Icannot warm to his version of the
Enigma (RCA 60073-2, with Froissart
and Cockaigne). It is far too self-indulgent and idiosyncratic, stretching the
theme, many of the Variations, and the
Finale to tedious lengths, and generally
over-sentimentalizing in the process.
Although it has much to commend it,
also ultimately unrecommendable for its
basic blandness is the version by Hilary

D

ESPITE SCRAWNY

STRINGS AND
SCRAPPY COORDINATION,
TOSCANI NI'S 1951
INTE RP RETAT I
0N
PROBABLY COMES
CLOSEST TO
ELGAR'S OWN.

Davan Wetten with the LPO (Collins
Classics EC 1003-2, with Chanson and
Serenade for Strifes) — but not so that by
Vernon Handley with the same orchestra (EMI Eminence CD-EMX 9503,
with Introduction &Allegro and Serenadefor
Strings). Handley divides first and second
violins to left and right, which makes for
some lovely antiphonal and countermelodic detail. Adrian Leaper follows
the same practice with the CSR
Symphony Orchestra in aperformance

(in well-focused sound) that begins
extremely well, but which, with the
shock of an incorrect chord in
"Nimrod," becomes thereafter increasingly pedantic and begins to lose
momentum. (Naxos 8.550229, with
Pomp & Circumstances Marches 1and 4,
Salut d'amour, and Delius's Brie Fair and
In aSummer Garden) Handley, however,
sustains the pacing, excitement, and delicacy of his performance throughout,
and throws in atouch of portamento for
authenticity's sake. If only the strings
and winds could have been alittle less
raw in places, this mid-priced version
might be recommended.
Daniel Barenboim also recorded the
Enigma with the LPO 20 years ago (Sony
SBK 48265, with Pomp & Cirnunstance
Marc/mes 1-5 and the Crown ofIndia Suitt).
As always, Barenboim's directorship is
assured and technically sound, but in his
ultimately stodgy and dull account he
fails to lift the notes from the page.
Finally, we have the saine orchestra
with Bryden Thomson (Chandos
CHAN 8610), whose recording has the
advantage of coupling rarer works: the
incidental music from Crania and
Diannid, The Sanguine Fan, the Funeral
March, and asong for soprano ("There
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Every second your
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electromagnetic interference.
These negative interactions
:N.Iire caused by the interplay
of fields that all active
circuit devices radiate.
Requiring no electrical
hook-up, SHAKTI's
triple-stage, passive
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dissipates abroad spectrum
of these unwanted fields.
Made in the U.S.A. by

L.

"The impressive result, unachievable by any other known
means, encompasses reduced noise and greater clarity, deeper
soundstage and an overall enhanced musicality."
Clark Johnsen, Positive Feedback, Vol. 5, No. 3

SHAKTI AUDIO
IN NO VAT IONS
Patent Pending

istening room 495 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583. (914) 472-4558 Fax (914) 472-4578
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are seven that pull the thread"). This
well-characterized but leisurely performance of the Enigma Variations is apersonal account àla Barbirolli, but not —
despite Thomson's many sterling and
often unsurpassable recordings of English music —one that Iwould want to
listen to regularly.
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
appears four times in the current catalog
with the Variations. Sir Charles Mackerras (Argo 436 545-2, with Froissart)
has the benefit of afine recording to
support his broad but gentle opening
statement of the theme, and each subsequent variation displays the delicacy or
strength, wit or melancholy called for.
But his characterization is, nonetheless,
alittle pallid. Yehudi Menuhin worked
closely with Elgar as boy soloist in the
Violin Concerto. On Philips 416 354-2
(with the Cello Concerto) he takes an
affectionate view and does particularly
well with the feminine Variations, but
lacks the orchestral technique to cope
with the more fast and furious sections.
So to two American conductors.
André Previn has had along association
with English orchestras, and his 11year-old RPO version of the Enigma
reveals an easiness with this music (Philips 416 813-2, with Pomp & Circumstance
Marches 1-5). This beautifully refined
performance is matched by sonics of
equal finesse. The overall impression is
one of peace and tranquility although
Previn demands agility and boldness of
attack where necessary. Ihave aspecial
affection for this reading, but Imust
admit it is indulgent and sometimes
lacks direction.
Not so Andrew Litton, in astunning
account (Virgin CDZ 59643 2, with the
Cello Concerto) marred only by a
slightly strident edge to the string
sound. Litton is amaster of pacing and
balance; his phrasing and dynamic rise
to allargando passages are perfectly
timed, allowing the orchestra its head
but always keeping rhythms on atight
rein —an excellent study in precision
and control. I'm still not sure how he
achieves, or whether Ilike, such aballetic interpretation of Dorabella's Variation, but Imust confess to being completely won over by the exultant confidence and excitement of the Finale and
the performance as awhole.
Another American who has tackled
the score — this time with his own orchestra — is David Zinman with the
Baltimore SO (Telarc CD-80192, with
Serenade for Strings and Salut d'amour).
This is another sleek, very refined performance that finds more in the elegant
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

The last five recordings are all under
British conductors. Neville Marrinees
reading with the C,oncertgebouw has
some lovely moments but offers no new
insights into the work (Philips 434 1592, with the Pomp and Circumstances
Marches). The same is true of William
Boughton's and the English String Orchestra's reading (Nimbus NI 5206,
with Cockaigne and Froissart), although
theirs is amore variable performance
altogether.
Christopher Seaman took the
Variations into the studios with the
National Youth Orchestra of Great
Britain (IMP Classics IMPPCD 1080),
completing the program, interestingly
enough, with Strauss's Symphonia Domestica. They give, as you might expect
from ayouth orchestra, afresh, vibrant,
and exciting performance that is strong
in character portrayal. The odd lapses in
tuning and coordination are a small
price to pay for such avibrant and committed account.
Gibson's BNO recording dates from
1978 (Chandos CHAN 6504, with
Pomp & Circumstance Marches 1-5), but
this is an excellent recording, with depth
to the soundstage and details held firmly in focus. Gibson leads with afreshness
and spontaneity that I find exciting;
there are some quirky surges in speed,
but their heat-of-the-moment compulsion makes them all the more appealing.
And finally to one of the newest
recordings in the catalog, and certainly
one of the best: Sir Simon Rattle with
the City of Birmingham SO (EMI
CDC 5 55001 2, with Rdstaff and the
Incidental Music 8c Funeral March from
Crania and Diannid). Initially Ifound its
want of drama disappointing, but its
very lack of histrionics shows a great
confidence in the music itself. Rattle is
as comfortable with the calm, reflective
characters as he is with Elgaes more
impetuous friends. Technically, Rattle's
ceaseless demands for rhythmic precision and tight articulation could never
be accused of robbing the music of its
vitality and energy, while his sense of
textural balance and attention to detail
are exemplary In afine recording from
the orchestra's Symphony Hall, this has
to be one of my ultimate recommendations.
And the others... well, Barbirolli
with the Philharmonia is amust if you
can get it. Even better, combine it with
Boult and the LSO and you'll certainly
have every facet of Elgar's style to
indulge in. Alternatively, go for Gibson
or Litton —both are very welcome to
stay in my library.

RATTLE'S NEW
RECORDING IS ONE OF
THE BEST: HIS LACK OF
HISTRIONICS SHOWS A
GREAT CONFIDENCE IN
THE MUSIC ITSELF.
Variations than it does in the rigorous
ones. In many ways it reminds me of
Previn's reading, but the sound is generally brighter and more crisply defined.
James Levine has also tried his hand:
his four-year-old BP0 version offers
the benefit of a unique coupling in
Debussy's Images, but has little else to
commend it (Sony Classical SK 53284).
This, though not as extreme as Bernstein's version, is again far too protracted, employs far too much vibrato,
and fails to recognize the humor and
wistfulness of certain Variations. Recorded in concert, it bears all the hallmarks of a live performance —spontaneity, idiosyncrasy, and excitement—
but is not the stuff of repeated listening.
Sir Georg Solti's reading is also covered with unmistakable fingerprints:
excessive contrast of dynamics and articulation, a breathless haste suddenly
quelled by spine-jarring applications of
the brakes, and an opulent sound to
bolster the CSO's bravura display —all
vital, dramatically powerful stuff, but...
it's not Elgar. (London 417 719-2, with
the Pomp & Circumstance Marches and
Cockaigne.)
Charles Dutoies performance with
the Montréal SO (London 430 241-2,
with Falstaff) is also acharacteristically
tight, confident, and superbly played account that is captured in excellent
sound. But it tends to ride roughshod
over details and has little time for more
poetic observations.
Back in 1951 Arturo Toscanini took
his NBC Symphony Orchestra to
Carnegie Hall, where his recording of
the Enigma Variations was set down (The
Toscanini Collection, Vol35, RCA 602872, mono, with Mussorgsky's Pictures at
an Exhibition). The lightweight, scrawny
string sound, arather comical turn to
the winds' tone, and some scrappy coordination do little to enhance this performance, but it must be said that it
probably comes closer to Elgaes own
than any other available interpretation.
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ounded in 1942 by Herman
Lubinsky, Savoy Records is
best known in jazz circles
for its seminal bebop
records by Charlie Parker.
Nonetheless, the company's first issues, Savoy 100 and
101, were by the totally obscure
novelty swing group The
Savoy Dictators. Their four
numbers, "Rhythm and
Bugs," "Tricks," "HeyfussGeyfuss," and "Jam and Crackers,"
did not shake up the industry
But Charlie Parker's Savoy recordings, made
between September 1944 and September 1948, certainly
did. On his first session as aleader, following the session in
which he was asideman to guitarist Tiny Grimes, Parker
recorded the devastating "Koko," aversion of "Cherokee"
introduced by asection of brisk solo and unison phrases
by Parker and Dizzy Gillespie, which then goes straight
into athen inconceivably brilliant solo by Parker, who
never refers to the original melody. Bebop had arrived
through Savoy Records, even if its owner found the
music of The Savoy Dictators more congenial.
There was more to the label than bebop. In the
'50s and '60s Savoy made traditional jazz records and
some influential r&b sides. With its sides by Clara
Ward and James Cleveland, it would also develop
one of the best gospel catalogs, but its key contribution was to modern jazz through its sessions
with Parker, Fats Navarro, Stan Getz, Milt Jackson, and others. Eventually Savoy dabbled in a
new kind of avant-garde, recording Sun Ra, Paul
Bley, Archie Shepp, and Bill Dixon.
The catalog has never been precisely unavailable, but the label has gone through changes.
After Lubinsky's death in 1974, Savoy's catalog
was sold to Arista, which reissued much of the
jazz on LP, including The Complete Savoy Studio
Sessions of Charlie Parker. Muse owned the
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

SAVOY AZ

rights to Savoy material for several years. When Denon bought
the
label,
it
immediately
announced plans to reissue all of
the Savoy jazz LPs on CD. They
arc most of the way through the catalog.
Denon has chosen 32 Savoy LPs to remaster, using a20bit process. Half of this supposedly limited-edition collection is now available. The packaging — hand-assembled in
Japan — is deluxe: Denon has attempted to reproduce the
look of the original LPs by inserting the discs in square cardboard, which is then enclosed in ahard plastic sleeve that
you'll find inside asoft plastic wrapper. 'The square sleeves
arc somewhat larger than the standard Cl) jewelbox, and
the result is something like aChinese puzzle (I've already
discarded one layer of covering). In their desire to copy the
original covers, Denon has neglected to announce that in
some of these discs they've added extra takes and performances: the Adderley disc has five extra takes, the Getz
three, and the Curtis Fuller one. (And was it necessary to retain the misspelling of Duke Jordan's naine on the Parkers?)
Iquestion the decision to reissue the Charlie Parker material in the irrational way Savoy devised for their initial LPs.
Rather than present Parker's career chronologically, or in complete sessions, Savoy mixed and matched. The result was and
is ahodgepodge.
This madness made alittle sense decades ago: Savoy suited
by putting out Parker's original takes and offered the
alternates in piecemeal fashion only when it turned out
that the originals sold. Arista handled the situation
more intelligently, it seemed to ine, by issuing the
complete Parker on Savoy in one collection, and the
-C
masters on two discs for those who didn't want to
hear the failed or rejected takes.
Denon claims that it has gone back to original 78s — or tapes, for their later recordings —
and remastered those sources by playing
them on specially designed equipment. If
so, they must have found unusually quiet
JULIAN CANNONBALL ADDERLEY:
Presenting Cannonball Adderley
Cannonball Adderlev, alto sax; Nat Adderley. corner,
Hank Jones. piano; Paul Chambers, bass; Kenny
Clarke, drums
Savoy CY78989. Rudy Van Gelder, eng. IT: 70:20
PAUL BLEY: Footloose
Paul Blev, piano; Steve Swallow, bass; Pete LaRoca,
drums «
Savoy CY78987. Paul Cady, mg. TT: 40:17
MILES DAVIS: First Miles
Miles Davis, trumpet Rubberlegs Williams, vocals;
Charlie Parker, Herbie Fields, tenor sax; John
Lewis, Teddy Brannon, piano; Nelson Boyd,
Leonard Gaskin, bass; Max Roach, Ed Nicholson,
drums
Savoy CY78995. TI': 4537
CURTIS PULLER: Imaglnation
Curtis Fuller, trombone; Thad Jones, trumpet Benny
Gilson, tenor sax; McCoy Tyner, piano; Jimmy
Garrison. bass; Dave Bailey, drums
Savoy CY78996. Patii Cady, eng. TI': 43:39
STAN GETZ: Opus de Bop
Stan Getz, tenor sax; Sonny Stitt, alto sax; Kenny
Lksrham, trumpet; Bud Powell, Hank Jones, piano;
Al Hall, Curley Russell, bass; Max Roach, Wally
Bishop, drums «
Savoy CY78993. Rudy Van Gelder, cis. TT: 32:28
MILT JACKSON: The Jazz Skyline
Milt Jackson, vibraphone; Lucky Thompson, tenor
sax; Hank Jones, piano; Wendell Marshall, bass;
Kenny Clarice, drums
Savoy CY78997 Paul Cady, eng. TT: 37:51
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copies
of
the
Parker material; I
hear none of the
swishing or crackling
that suggests a transcribed 78. I haven't
heard any original Parker
78s, but the sound of these
sessions is as good as I've
ever heard.
Parker wasn't particularly
well recorded to begin with. 'The Fats Navarro sessions are
equally limited —again, Denon has donc as well as anyone in
their reissue of Nostalgia. The performances should be heard.
Four of the numbers on Nostalgia arc led by Dexter Gordon,
and the last session, which has something of an r&b feel, features Eddie Lockjaw Davis on tenor.
Several of the other discs arc also collections of early bop
78s. First Miles brings together the eight takes Davis made in
1945 of some goofy-sounding novelty numbers sung by the
forgettable Rubberlegs Williams, and eight sides he made as
aleader two years later with aquintet including Charlie
Parker. Denon leads off with the interesting tunes of the
Parker date, which suggest anew direction for bebop. Davis
asked Parker to play tenor instead of his usual alto sax.
Parker's tenor sound blended with Davis's mid•! .`., "tie 144

tb,

MODERN
JAZZ QUARTET:
The Quartet
Milt Jackson, vibraphone; John
Lewis, piano; Percy Heath, bass; Kenny
Clarke, drums
Savoy CY78986. Rudy Van Gelder, eng. T1': 36:01
LEE MORGAN: Introducing Lee Morgan
Lee Morgan, trumpet; Hank Mobley. tenor salt Hank
Jones. piano; Doug Watkins, bass; Art Taylor,
drums
Savoy CY78985. Rudy Van Gelder, eng. IT: 3620
PATS NAVARRO: Nostalgia
Fats Navarro, trumpet; Charlie Rouse, Dexter
Gordon, Eddie Davis, tenor sax; Tadd Dameron, Al
Haig, piano; Huey Long, guitar; Nelson Boyd,
Gene Ramey, bass; Art Blakey, Art Madigan,
Denzil Best, Chums
Savoy CY78992. Rudy Van Gelder, mastering. TT:
45:16
CHARLIE PARKER: Charlie Parker Memorial
Charlie Parker, alto & tenor sax; Miles Davis, Dizzy
Gillespie, trumpet, Duke Jordan, John Lewis. Bud
Powell, Clyde Han, piano; Tiny Grimes, guitar;
Tommy Potter, Curley Russell, Nelson Boyd,
Jimmy Butts, bass; Max Roach, Harold West,
cinuni
Vol. One: Savoy CY78982. TT: 42:30
Vol. Two: Savoy CY78984. Tr: 40:46

range trumpet — the result, when applied
to such Davis compositions as
"Sippin' at Bells," was acooler
-- sound built more on the conso/7 nances between instruments than
on the contrast between soloists we
hear on Parker's own dates. Davis
was on his way toward the Birth of the
CHARLIE PARKER: The Genius of Charlie
Parker
Charlie Parker, alto sax; Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie,
trumpet Jack McVea, tenor sax; Duke Jordan, John
Lewis, Bud Powell, Dodo Mamarosa, piano;
Tommy Potter, Curley Russell, Tiny Brown,
Nelson Boyd, bass; Max Roach, Zutty Singleton,
dnuns
Savoy CY78991 TT: 4004
CHARLIE PARKER: The Charlie Parker Story
Charlie Parker, alto salt Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie,
trumpet; Dizzy Gillespie. piano; Curley Russell,
bass; Max Roach, drums
Savoy CY78990. IT: 36:05
CHARLIE PARKER: The Immortal Charlie
Parker
Charlie Parker, alto & tenor sae Miles Davis, Dizzy
Gillespie, trumpet, Duke Jordan, John Lewis, Bud
Powell, Clyde Hart, piano; Tiny Grimes, guitar,
Tommy Potter, Curley Russell, Nelson Boyd, bass;
Max Roach, Harold West, drums
Savoy CY78983. TT: 53:47
GEORGE WALLINGTON:Jaye at Hotdtkiu
George Wallington, piano; Donald Byrd, trumpet
Phil Woods, alto sax; Knobby Torah, bass; Nick
Stabulas, drums
Savoy CY78994. Rudy Van Gelder, mtg. IT: 40:10
JOE WILDER: Wilder'n'Wilder
Joe Wilder, trumpet Hank Jones, piano; Wendell
Marshall, bass; Kenny Clarice, drums
Savoy CY78988. Rudy Van Gelder, eng. TT: 5237
All above: Yujiro Kasai, remastering. ADD. CDs only.
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Special LP Blow Out 49.99
Brahms/ Piano Concerto #1/ Rubinstein/
Reiner/ CSO
First US Living Stereo release.
LSC1831
$19.99
Overture! Overture!! Agoult, NSOL
LSC2134
$19.99
Prokofiev/ Cinderella Suites/ Rignold/
ROHO
First US Living Stereo release.
LSC2135
$19.99
Prokofieff Lt. Kije/ Stravinsky/ Song of the
Nightingale/ Reiner/ CSO
Export. LSC2150
$19.99
The Reiner Sound/ Reiner/ CSO
Export. LSC2183
$19.99
Saint-Saens/ Piano Concerto #2/ Rubinstein
LSC2234
$19.99
Walton/ Facade Suite/ Fistoulari, ROHO
LSC2285
$19.99
Borodin/ Symphony #2/ Martinon, ISO
LSC229
$19.99
Shostakovich/ Symphony #1/ Martinon/ LSO
LSC2322
$19.99
Tchaikovsky/ Rimsky-Korsakov/ Capriccio
Italien/Espagnol/ RCAVO/ Kondrashin
LSC2323
$19.99
Sibelius/ Finlandia/ MacKerras/ LSO
LSC2336
$19.99
Bartok/ Music For Strings/ Reiner/ CSO
LSC2374
$19.99

Ballet Music/ From The Opera/ Fistoulari
LSC2400
$19.99
Sibelius/ Symphony #5 & Karelia Suite/
LSO/ Gibson
LSC2405
$19.99
Elgar/ Enigma Variations/ Monteux/ LSO
LSC2418
$19.99
Dvorak/ Slavonic Dances/ Martinon/ LSO
LSC2419
$19.99
Rachmaninoff/ Paganini Variations/
Rubinstein/ Reiner/ CSO (Export)
LSC2430
$19.99
Schumann/ Carnaval/ Rignold/ RHOH
LSC2450
$19.99
Kabalevsky/The Comedians
LSC2398
$19.99
Lalo/ Symphonic Espagnole
LSC2456
$19.99
Strauss Waltzes/ Reiner
LSC2500
$19.99
Stokowski/ Rapsodies
LSC2471
$19.99
Todtentanz/ Rachmaninoff Piano Conc. No. I
LSC2541
$19.99
Prokofieff/ Piano Concerto No. 2/ Frager
LSC2465
$19.99

Special
Blow Out
4799
Classic POP

Elton John/Made in England
ROC6915
$17.99
Matthew Sweet/Altered Beast
AZOOH01050
$17.99
Matthew Sweet/10096 Fun
AZOOH01081
$17.99
Little Feat/Ain't Had Enough Fun
AZOOH01097
$24.99 (2 LPs)
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1949.

Cool sessions of
The Rubberlegs Williams sides
are less satisfying thanks to Williams's yelping vocals.
The mono sound is clear, with the bass more prominent
than on my LP issues.
Listed under Stan Getz, Opus de Bop includes a
session by the tenor saxophonist, but also aSonny Stitt date of
the next year, and the Tadd Dameron session featuring Fats
Navarro that numbered the cruelly titled "Fat Girl" among
its four tunes. On "Eb-Pob" Navarro follows Dameron's
modest solo with an odd quote and astunningly phrased,
big-toned solo. "Goin' to Minton's" has aslightly harsher
edge than "Eb-Pob" — this one sounds dubbed from a78. In
general, the sound is solid and well-balanced mono. The
new CD adds as abonus three Getz compositions recorded
with two other tenors, Zoot Sims and Al Cohn, in
Savoy also recorded the next generation of beboppers, introducing Lee Morgan and Cannonball Adderley to the
public, and making one of the earliest Modern Jazz Quartet
discs and many of Milt Jackson's best recordings, including

1946

1949.

improvement.
Cannonball Adderley
s.
appeared in New York
during the summer of
just months
after Charlie Parker's
death. At ajam session,
Adderley
wowed drummer
Kenny Clarke with a
version of "Bohemia After
Dark," and the drummer brought him
immediately to Savoy studios, where he was a
sideman on Clarke's Bohemia After Dark session (part of
the second group of Denon 20-bit reissues). Savoy gave Adderley ashot as aleader with Presenting "Cannonball", and
Clarke consented to be his drummer. In this case, as my LP is
the long-out-of-print French BYG, Icompared the new issue
to Denon's earlier CD version. Iheard one improvement

1955,

THE SOUND OF THESE SESSIONS IS AS GOOD AS I'VE EVER HEARD.
1956

Jazz Skyline. Recorded in
in along session that produced two LPs, Jazz Skyline features the wonderfully adept
sax of Lucky Thompson. He's so fluent he's almost slippery,
running the changes of "Lover Man" like asnake slithering
through tall grass. Playing the ballad "What's New" as well
as ripping through "Sometimes I'm Happy," Jackson sparIdes on the generally uptempo numbers here. The 20-bit
disc sounds rounder and warmer than my LP, which was
crisper and included more highs. The sound of the new disc
is, in fact, closer to the previous Denon CD, except that I
hear more detail in this latest issue, such as the slap or
thunk behind Jackson's strokes.
Jackson is also on The Quartet, featuring the
MJQ acouple of changes away from its permanent personnel: In the two
sessions
here, Kenny Clarke is the drummer and
Ray Brown the bassist. Percy Heath takes
over on bass on the later date, and Al
Jones on drums. These are the MJQ's
first recordings, made before John
Lewis asserted himself by writing the
more complex arrangements that
became such an important part of
the group's repertoire. The Savoy
sides are blowing sessions designed
primarily to feature Jackson's vibes.
My Savoy LP has an edgy sound —
its highs are harsh and Jackson's tone
breaks up. Even with an occasional
crackle, the Denon version is an
enormous improvement—it has a
wider, richer sound, the bass is
brought forward, and Clarke's cymbals
are much clearer. The cymbal sound has
an odd swish —if Ihad to draw it, I'd
make an inward-spiraling wave —that I've
also heard on older Max Roach records. But
most listeners will be pleased with the

immediately: On the older version, there's aweird distortion
of Hank Jones's piano in the opening bars of the opening
blues, "Spontaneous Combustion." This has been eliminated. Elsewhere the sound of the two is similar. With his distinctive phrases that tumble like water spilling off atable,
Adderley sounds as he always did: brassy, bold, less cagey and
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witty than Parker, but more hard-driving and bluesy.
Pianist Hank Jones is heard not only on the Adderley disc,
but on two other discs of this series, Introducing Lee Morgan
and the sublime sleeper of this collection, trumpeter Joe
Wilder's quartet date Wilder'n'Efilder. Jones's light, agile style
derives as much from Nat Cole as from Bud Powell. Gifilder'n'ifilder begins with "Cherokee," but its strength is the ballads, such as "Prelude to aKiss," "My Heart Stood Still," and
"Darn That Dream," presented here with aclear, spacious recorded sound. Wilder has abeautifully
pure tone and a relaxed mannet He
plays no bebopping flurries of anxious
notes, just alovely sequence of elegant
phrases sounded in abig-toned manner
and made conversational with bent and
half-valved notes. Wilder is jaunty on
"My Heart Stood Still," and sweetly eloquent on "Darn That Dream," which we
have in two takes. An alternate take of "My
Heart" begins with Wilder (I believe) joking
around with awoman. Then, like atrue professional, he immediately goes into the head.
The music must have been going on inside him

I
NTHE '40S AND SOS, MODERN

ripping through "Dance of the Infidels" and other tunes,
Wallington, then in his 30s, sounds cool by contrast. It's
remarkable how fast things were changing in those years:
Nick Stabulas's bombs on "Dance of the Infidels" sound perfectly corny, abebop drummer's cliché. The title of this session suggests that it was recorded live. If so, the audience was
mighty quiet. I'd guess it was made in Rudy Van
Gelder's studio — it has that up-front sound.
Like Savoy itself; Denon seems to want to
only dip into the avant-garde. They recorded
pianist Paul Bley, an excellent choice, and
made agood record, Footloose, recorded in
stereo in 1962-63. By then Bley had
already played with Omette Coleman
(on the West Coast in 1958) and was
working with Sonny Rollins. He played
inside and out, and on Footloose offers a
stirring version of Coleman's "When
Will the Blues Leave," arather selfconsciously eerie Carla Bley piece
named "Floater" (on which Steve
Swallow thumps out apedal note), and several other Carla Bley pieces, including the intrigu-

WAS CONSIDERED ABSTRACT,
WILD, SEXY, AND, ON RARE OCCASIONS, HUMOROUS.
ICOULDN'T AGREE MORE.

all along.
Lee Morgan debuted with the Dizzy Gillespie band in
the mid-'50s and emerged as ayoung star almost immediately. Morgan was still with Gillespie when, backed by the
Hank Mobley quintet, he made Introducing Lee Moen. He
was 18 at the time: no wonder he lets Mobley take the first
solo on "Hank's Shout." In most ways, this is aMobley date.
Idon't know if Morgan was nervous, but he sounds rushed
and unwilling to let space into his solo on that opener. He
does better on the slower numbers, where his own version
of smeared notes personalizes his bop phrases.
My favorite Curtis Fuller album will probably always be
Bluesette, previously reissued by Denon Savoy. For the 20-bit
processing, however, Denon has first chosen "Imagination", a
1959 date featuring an all-star cast including Thad Jones,
Benny Golson, and McCoy Tyner, who sounds less heavy,
but also less distinctive, than he would afew years later. The
mystery here is that "Imagination" is still in monaural sound:
Perhaps Mr. Lubinsky didn't want to invest in the thencommon stereo technology. Fuller excels in swaggering
blues such as "Blues de Funk," whose style helps overcome the near flatness of his sound. The tenor-trombone sonority is appealing, and Thad Jones solos
effectively.
Though many of these musicians were just
beginning their careers, when he played for the
teenaged boys at Hotchkiss in 1957, bebop pianist
George Wallington was on his way to ending —or at least
interrupting — his. Wallington was in on the early years of
bop in New York, playing with Parker, Dizzy, and others,
and he stayed with the music until the end of the '50s, when
he entered his family's air-conditioning business. On the
Hotchkiss date, with ayoung Phil Woods and Donald Byrd
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996
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ing "Vashkar." The stereo recording has Bley's piano occupying the left channel and Steve Swallow parked in the right
corner —I wish the piano were aless tinny instrument.
The next batch of 20-bit Savoy releases will include more
of Parker, Fuller (Bhiesette, Images), and Mik Jackson; there will
also be sessions by Dexter Gordon (Dexter Rida Again), Dizzy
Gillespie (Groovite High, 71e Champ), Erroll Garner (Penthouse
Serenade), JJ.Johnson (Jazz Quintets) and Art Pepper, plus Jay
&Kai, Opus deJazz, and Bohemia After Dark, complete with its
wild original cover art. There will be more great music, and
more of those exotic covers that remind us that in the '40s
and '50s, modern jazz was considered abstract, wild, sexy,
and, on rare occasions, humorous. Icouldn't agree
more.
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lthough Istomin's approach
to these towering works
may not please all tastes,
they leave no doubt that he is a
thoughtful and probing musician.
Less controversial of the two readings is this superb K.491. 'Whereas
some performers opt for conveying
either the music's Sturm und Drang
intensity or its otherworldly, eerie
gloom exclusively, Istomin manages
to suggest both without compromising the work's integrity. He displays welcome rhythmic subtlety,
inflecting, for example, the piano's
initial entrance with just enough
rubato to heighten the significance
of amotif that becomes central to
the movement's development. Similarly, he favors dynamic inflection
of scales, thereby increasing their
expressivity, an expressivity made all
the more compelling by his evenness and clarity of articulation. Yet
he also recognizes the limitations of
the keyboard instruments of Mozart's day by restricting dynamic
range, apractice most notable in the
marchlike variation of the finale,
where some pianists tend to play
too forcefully.
Adding to the virtues of the whole
is the sharply focused interplay
between piano and winds, which
serves to italicize the solo/tutti conflict that generates drama in
Classical-concerto style. And the
Seattle winds play with world-class
virtuosity. Having aslow movement

STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

Andante, is an equally far cry from the
perfumed excesses imposed on it in
ISTOMIN
old-fashioned Elvira Madigan conceptions. Indeed, were the orchestra less
r
I thickly textured and colored by
cosmic, tighter, less spongy timpani, the performance might have worked better.
No.
K..en
Still, regardless of how one responds
to it, it cannot be condemned for
neutrality.
t.'
Mozart left no cadenzas for either
GER ARD CI-It411/
work, and the unidentified ones
•
• Seattle SfiftplOgOrchestra
rrn
played by Istomin seem abit long
[›-ccrp
and, at a few points, unstylish.
Thoroughly stylish, however, are his
brief and witty improvised additions
MOZART: Piano Concertos 21 & 24, K.467 &
K.491
in the outer movements of K.467.
Eugene Istomin, piano; Gerard Schwarz, Seattle
Aside from an occasional glassiness
Symphony Orchestra
Reference Recordings RR-68CD (CD only). Adam
of string tone, the sound is first-rate,
Stem, J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prods.; Keith O.
the
piano forward but never larger
Johnson, crag. DDD. TI': 5934
than life, and (as already suggested)
ideally balanced with the orchestra.
free of sentimentality and afinale
— Mortimer H. Frank
that benefits from asteady pace from
one variation to another, this is aperYes, alovely recording, pervaded by a
formance to reckon with.
sense of relaxed intimacy. Moreover,
So, too, is that of K.467, but for Prof Johnson has captured the power of
different reasons. Here the work's the tuttis and crescendos with startling
festive trumpet-and-drums ethos is vividness. A hard balancing act to pull
sometimes neutralized. With its rel- off to be sure, but aided here by the peratively broad pacing in outer move- sonal nature of the dialog between
ments, occasional rounding of square Istomin and the Seattle. The piano
edges, and expansion of the tempo at sounds almost meltingly sweet; the rouskey points (note the G-Minor sec- ing contrast provided by the orchestra
tion of the first movement), the per- saves it from being too much of agood
formance is afar cry from the mod- thing. Without question, the most
ern, period-instrument approach to musical, and musically engaging,
Mozart. Yet the slow movement, HDCD 2-encoded disc to date.
unfolding as an aptly "walking"
— Wes Phillips
N. 46;
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CLASSICAL
BERLIOZ: L'Enfance du Christ
Jean Rigby, Mary; Alastair Miles, Herod; Gerald Finley,
Joseph; John Alen Narrator; others; Corydon
Singers, Corydon Orchestra. St. Paul's Cathedral
Choristers, Matthew Best
Hyperion CDA66991/2 (2 CI)s only). Mark Brown,
prod.: Antony Howell, mg. DDD. TT: 100:48

Iforget how special this work is —its
quiet intensity, beautiful textures, and
soft edges tend to make one overlook
what an ardent piece of storytelling it is.
But Matthew Best here underlines the
drama and keeps matters moving; the
intensity is slightly less quiet than usual,
and our listening experience is much
the better for it.
There are no weak links in the cast:
John Alees is the first voice we hear,
and he grips us with his sharply focused
tone and expressive vibrato. Jean Rigby
and Gerald Finley make an excellent
Holy Couple, singing with great eloquence and sweet tone, and Alastair
Miles's Herod is just psychotic enough.
The chorus, too, pays heed to the text
and colors its reactions and commentary with real theatrical force.
The recording is justly atmospheric
yet clear, if Ihad to complain, it would
be about the slightly too mellow volume level of the final chorus. But I
won't complain. This L'Enfance, with an
operatic approach that manages not to
compromise its reverence, is now my
recording of choice, and it might as well
be yours, too.
—Robert Levine

with, especially in the Eke the most
affecting moments imaginable. If he is
not aBeethoven, he is still well worth
discovering, not least for the vigor of
his dramatic ideas, characteristics that
Marvin brings out well. All the sonatas
here are in minor keys, and their
cumulative emotional effect makes this
second Dussek volume, originally
recorded in analog between 1975 and
1979, a strong experience indeed.
Marvin is an excellent interpreter of
these works, and the piano sound, if
just alittle dull, is eminently satisfactory.
—Igor Kipnis

IVES: Universe Symphony, Orchestral Set No.2, The
Unanswered Question
Gerhard Samuel, Cincinnati Philhamionia Orchestra;
CCM Percussion Ensemble (So), CCM Chamber
Choir (Question)
Centaur CRC 2205 (CD only). Larry Austin, Carol
Nies, prods.; Bruce Ellis, eng. 1)1 )1). Tr: 62:04
IVES: Symphony 4, The Unanswered Question
VARÈSE: Amériques
Christoph von Dohnányi, Cleveland Orchestra &
Chorus
London 443 172-2 (CD only). Paul Myers, prod.; John
Pellowe, ens. 13DD. TT: 60:52

Christoph von Dohnanyi releases anew
recording of Charles Ives's almost unplayable
Symphony 4.

A piece surely from the pen of Ives,
Orchestral Set No.2 is given a superb
reading by Gerhard Samuel and the
Cincinnati Philharmonia, especially in
the ethereal rendering of the first
movement and in the powerfully am"... to cast eternal history, the physical biguous cacophony of the last moveuniverse of all humanity past, present ment's "In the Sweet Bye and Bye"
and future, physical and spiritual, to cast, theme. If the performance misses
them a'universe of tones'."
some of the rhythmic verve of Michael
Charles Ives's immodest ambitions Tilson Thomas or the etched intensity
for his final compositional effort were of Stokowski, it has its own distinctive
destined to remain unfulfilled. But over qualities. And the only weakness of
aspan of 19 years, Larry Austin has
The Unanswered Question is a slight
pulled together the composer's scoring, unevenness of violin tone and lack of
sketches, and notes to create what he articulation in the woodwinds.
calls "to the extent intended and possiIt's difficult to give an unqualified
ble ... a 100% Ives composition," pre- recommendation for the second disc
sented here in its first recording. The
under review, in light of its strong comUniverse Symphony bears many charac- petition. Although Christoph von
teristics of Ives, but much of it is unlike Dohnányi and his Cleveland perforanything we would expect.
mers give polished accounts of Ives's
DUSSEK: Piano Music, Vol.II
Sonata in f, Op.4 No3 ("1:Amante Disperato"); Grand
Opening with nearly inaudible dron- Symphony 4 and Varèse's Amériques,
Sonata in g, Op.10 No2; Grand Sonata in c, Op35
ing basses and moving to sections of more spirited interpretations are offered
No); Sonata in f#, Op.61 ("Elégie Harmonique")
Frederick Marvin, piano
intense scoring for percussion and later by Ozawa and Boulez, respectively.
1)orian Discovery D1S-80125 (CD only). Robert
brass, woodwinds, and strings, almost Where Ozawa and Boulez roll up their
Commagére, prod.; Richard C. Burns, eng. ADD.
TT: 73:55
the entire symphony is haunted by a sleeves and flail their coattails, Dohrepeated chime tone, perhaps signifying nányi keeps his tux securely buttoned.
The Bohemian-born virtuoso Jan the inexorable passage of time. The Even his slow, mystical approach to The
Ladislav Dussek (1760-1812), who mar- work is absorbing, almost mesmerizing
Unanswered Question is too much of a
ried into apublishing family in London in places, and shows us that Ives antici- good thing.
after having had Marie Antoinette as a pated yet another later 20th-century
Anyone interested in Ives or in music
patron in France, was admired by Haydn trend: minimalism. Austin writes that of this century should be thrilled to
and spent much of the latter part of his 20 percussionists play in different have the Centaur disc. They will be furlife wandering the Continent during meters and tempos, coming into phase
ther rewarded by arecording that offers
some of the early years of the 19th cen- every eight seconds. I'll take his word an excellent soundstage but is lacking in
tury in the employ of Prince Louis for it.
the detail needed to untangle much of
Ferdinand of Prussia. When the Prince
A work of stark beauty, of order and the dense orchestration. The London
was killed in an 1806 battle, Dussek chaos, of light and darkness, the Universe recording is an excellent second choice
penned the Harmonic Elegy, which con- Symphony is asingularly intriguing and for both compositions, offering haircludes Frederick Marvin's second disc valuable contribution to this century's raisingly plangent brass sounds, though
devoted to this composer.
music. Whether we consider it awork rendering the violins rather strident and
As with almost all of his music that I of Ives with the same assurance as the chorus over-sibilant.
know, Dussek tends to be romantic, Austin is open to question.
—Robert Hesson
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996
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MAHLER: Symphony 10 (ed. Mazzetti)
Leonard Slatkin, St. Louis Symphony
RCA 68190-2 (CI) only). Joanna Nickrenz, prod.;
Larry Rock, eng. DDD. TT: 75:28

Yes, this score for Mahler's Symphony
10 is adifferent edition from the wellknown one by the late Deryck Cooke.
(RCA's notes tell us that multiple completions have also been undertaken by
the Briton Joseph Wheeler and the
American Clinton Carpenter — four
and six, respectively!) k's apparently a
labor of love on the part of Remo
Mazzetti, Jr., who undertakes to reproduce amore authentically Mahlerian
sound than does Cooke's essentially
conservative realization.
In fairness, Cooke never referred to
his edition as a"completion" per se, but
merely as a"performing version" intended to give us a way to hear
Mahler's final symphonic thoughts
while preserving the integrity of' his
incomplete score as much as possible,
eschewing brilliance of color in favor
of an overall musical and stylistic
coherence. Mazzetti has exercised
more imagination in his fleshing-out
of the short score, opting for amore
pointillistic, less homogeneous approach (in fast, angular passages he
divides themes among instruments in
the manner familiar from Symphony
9), and adding counterpoints at likely
spots in movements two, four, and five.
The opening Adagio is basically straight
Cooke, save for a gratuitous added
timpani roll at 10:46 that merely
obscures detail, and Mazzetti's decision
to second-guess some of Mahler's own
instrumentations in the first Scherzo
puzzles me.
The differences from Cooke arc too
numerous to cite; Iwill simply say that
they are mostly plausible and stylish
realizations. Only the fourth movement, the second Scherzo, rings false:
Cooke's rather heavy sonorities have
been thinned out, but not in aparticularly Mahlerian way; the sonorities don't coalesce as they do even in
Mahler's barest, most transparent
textures.
For this assignment Iwould have
preferred amore positive, dynamic conductor than Leonard Slatkin, who typically declines most of Mahler's invitations to pick up the pace; but his performance is aconsiderable cut above his
soporific surveys of the Shostakovich
and Tchaikovsky symphonies. The St.
Louis strings lack the sonorous heft of a
world-class group (and still have problems sustaining long lines softly), but
232

Gustav Mahler's unfinished Symphony 10 in Remo
Mazzetes new performing edition, as conducted
by Leonard Slatkin and the SLSO.

Slatkin makes avirtue of necessity in
fashioning warm, flowing accounts of
the outer movements, emphasizing lyrical ease rather than dramatic weight.
The other movements are less impressive, but the orchestra plays alertly, with
the first Scherzo's metrical convolutions
well in hand.
RCA's sound, unfortunately typical
of their St. Louis work, is clean and true
in timbre but shallow, which for so
important aproject rather lets the side
down.
—Stephen Francis Vasta

MONTEVERDI: L'Orfeo
Jeffrey Thomas, Orfeo; Dana Hanchard, Euridice, La
Musica; Jessica Tranzillo, Ninfa, Proserpina; Jennifer
Lane, Mcssaggiera, Speranza, Pastore; Timothy
Leigh Evans, Pastore, Spirito; Michael Brown,
Apollo, Pastore, Spirito, Eco; Paul Shipper, Caronte,
'
,
Intone, Pastore; Artck, Gwendolyn Toth
Lyricord LEMS 9002 (2 CDs only). Dongsok Shin,
prod.; Christopher Greenleaf, mg. 1)1)D. 'IT:
11107
MONTEVERDI: L'Oeeo
Laurence Dale, Orfeo; Efrat Ben-Nun, Euridice, La
Musica; Jennifer Larmorc, Messaggiera; Paul
Gérimon, Caronte; Harry Pceters, Plutone; Bernarda
Fink, Proserpina; Andreas Scholl, La Speranza;
Nicolas Rivenq, Apollo; Concerto Vocale, René
Jacobs
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901553.54 (2 CDs only). Eva
Coutaz, Klaus L Neumann, prod.; Martin Andrae,
eng.1)D1). TT: 119:49

These two recordings reveal more similarities than differences, probably because both were based on stage performances. Toth's version was presented in
New York in November 1993, while
Jacobs' was done for the 1993 Salzburg
Festival. Both performances have agravity that makes you take the drama seriously. Other approaches —I'm thinking
of Harnoncoures first version —led me
to think "Wrfeo: An Entertainment"
Not here.
Since Monteverdi left only alist of
instruments with almost no orchestration indicated, the conductor has
many choices to make in L'Orfro. Both

Toth and Jacobs realize the piece effectively, and both add ornaments to agreeable effect. Their instrumental groups
play with assurance, again probably due
to the staged performances.
Now to some differences. Much of
the opera weighs on the title role. Both
Jeffrey Thomas (Toth) and Laurence
Dale (Jacobs) have afine grasp of the
role, but Iwould give the edge to
Thomas, whose coloratura and general
timbre are preferable to his rival's.
Thomas is a more believable young
hero. Ialso prefer Toth's slightly quicker pace overall; Jacobs sometimes lets
the music sit still. Supporting roles and
orchestral playing are strong in both
recordings, but here Iwould switch
sides and vote for Jacobs, whose
Euridice (Efrat Ben-Nun) deserves special mention. Ialso preferred Harmonia
Mundi's sonics to Lyrichord's reverberant acoustic. With Lyrichord everyone
sounds close until the music stops, after
which you become aware of a big
empty hall behind you!
If the role of Orfeo is most important
to you, choose Toth; otherwise Jacobs
would make a slightly better choice.
Among earlier versions I still find
Harnoncoures first recording (Teldec,
1968) has lots of life, as does that of
John Eliot Gardiner (DG) with an
excellent Anthony Rolfe-Johnson as
Orfeo.
—Paul L. Althouse

ROSSINI: The Barber of Seville
(Sung in English)
Alan Opie. Figaro; 1)ella Joncs, Rosina; Bruce Ford,
Almaviva; Andrew Shore, Bartolo; Peter Rose,
Basilio; others; Chorus & Orchestra of the English
National Opera, Gabriele Bellini
Chandos 7023/4 (2 C1)s only). Brian Couzens, prod.
DDD. TT: 2:29:00

An opera as clever as this one might fare
well in the vernacular, but there are
problems here. Patter arias such as
Figaro's "Largo al factotum" and
Bartolo's "A un dottore..." come out as
mush, with only enough words understandable for us to realize how many
we're missing. One might say the same
about the performance as awhole; the
fact that it's sung in English isn't enough
to recommend it.
Nor is the performance great. Alan
Opie is afine Barber and Bruce Ford's
Mmaviva is very good, but they seem
constricted by the language; I'd rather
hear them singing in Italian. Della Jones,
awonderful artist, is past her prime as
Rosina; she sounds matronly, and the
voice is abit thick. Shore's Bartolo is
good, but Rose's Basilio is too baritonal
and not at all menacing. Bellini's leaderSTEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

ship is unenlightening, and cutting the î
Count's final aria is amistake when a g
tenor with the flexibility of Ford is on g
hand. The sound is good.
Stick with Marriner on Philips or
Patane on London. Even in Italian, they
communicate better than this does.

about the role, as do Studer and
Cotrubas, not to mention Fabbriccini.
But Gheorgiu is avery important singer,
offering great sensibility and alovely
sound. Your collection will have ahole
in it without her Violetta.
—Robert Levine

—Robert Levine

SZYMANOWSKI: Complete Piano Music, Vo
Martin Jones, piano
Métopes. Op29; 12 Etudes, Op33; Masques, Op34;
Piano Sonata 3, Op36; 20 Mazurkas, Op.50; 2
Mazurkas, Op.62; 4Polish Pieces (1926); Romantic
Waltz (1925)
Nimbus NI 5435/6 (2 CDs only). DDD. TT: 2:13:57

The first volume of Szymanowslci's
complete piano music (Nimbus NI
5405/6) was a singularly impressive
achievement, one that deserved great
recommendation. This second volume,
containing the remainder of the composer's piano output, maintains that
same level of excellence both as music
and as performance. Szymanowski,
though he died in 1937, did not write
any keyboard music past 1926. The
works here can be described as brilliant,
violent, acerbic, craggy, yet often harmonically sensuous. The 20 Mazurkas,
each usually between two and three
minutes in duration, are especially
good examples of all these characteristics, but they always retain the rhythmic pulse and spirit of the Polish dance,
whether graceful in expression or
remarkably harsh in content.
Part of the pleasure of this set comes
from Jones's wide dynamic range and
often ravishing tonal colors. Throughout,
this is strong, characterful playing. There
is considerable reverberation, although
the empty-hall effect is not really bothersome.
—Igor Kipnis

VERDI: La &Mato
Angela Gheorghiu, Violera; Frank Lopardo, Alfredo;
Leo Nuca, Gemionr, others; Orchestra & Chorus of
The Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, Sir Georg
Solti
London 448 119-2 (2 CDs only). Andrew Comall,
prod. DDD. TT: 20721

This set pushes the number of available
Traviatas to over 30, and some fans/
listeners will wonder if they'll need it.
The answer is, simply, "yes."
The first thing one is struck by when
Angela Gheorghiu begins to sing is the
lovely, distinctive, instant recognizability of the voice — this is star quality.
'Men one notices the heedful attention
to detail — grace notes, rhythm, dynamics. Then the care with which the
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

Another Tin viato, another triumph for Sir Georg
Solti, who continues to age gracefully. Robert
Levine listens.

text is not only enunciated but shaded
— the natural flow of the line, the musical intelligence, the musical instinct.
The first-act "Brindisi" duet, and big
aria and cabaletta, are excellent — her
mastery of florid music is topnotch. But
the real surprises come in the second
and third acts: The duet with Germont
begins defiantly and nobly and turns
ever more acquiescent and tragic, all the
while maintaining its nobility; the
"Amami, Alfredo" is the climax it
should rightly be. The Gambling Scene
is splendid, and the entire final act is
heartbreakingly right. One might quibble with afew problems: Gheorghiu
tends to sing sharp and can overstate her
emotional case at times, but there's no
denying the obvious: Here is amajor
artist at the start of amajor career.
The rest of the cast varies. Lopardo's
baritonal, somewhat throaty tenor will
not appeal to all listeners, but his
involvement, ability to sing softly, and
true grit in Act II,ii will win great kudos
despite how one reacts to the sound
itself. Leo Nucci's Germont is the serious weak link — he scoops, and he's
cheap and dull, azircon among diamonds. The little parts are not well-performed.
Solti's leadership is surprisingly lyrical and exhilarating — the Maestro is
aging gracefully — and he can still pull
out all the stops. He holds the show
together with great drama, particularly
when one realizes that this is taken
from aseries of live performances. The
opera is performed complete, with no
embellishments.
The sound is excellent, some extraneous stage noise and abit of end-of-act
applause notwithstanding. Of course
you'll need to hold on to any Callas
Traviata you may own, and Sutherland is
crucial in her own way, and let's face it
—Caballé has some lovely things to say

WAGNER: Das Rheingold
Robert Hale, Wotan; Hanna Schwarz, Fricka; Kara
Begley, Loge; Franz-Josef Kapellmann, Alberich;
Peter Schreier, Mime; Jan Hendrik Rootering,
Fasolr, Walter Fink, Fafner, Nancy Gustafson, Frcia;
Elena Zaremba, Enia; Eike Wilm Schulte, Donner,
Thomas Sunncgardh, Froh; Gabricle Fontana.
Woglinde; Ildiko Kennon, Wellgundc; Margareta
Hintenueier, Flosshilde; Cleveland Orchestra,
Christoph von Dohninyi
London 443 690-2 (2 CDs only). Michael Woolcock,
prod.; John Pellowe, Jonathan Stokes, Philip Sincy,
engs. DDD. TT: 22724

Christoph von Dohnányi's new Rheingold is installment No.1 of London/
Decca's first Ring cycle since the first studio recording of it ever made —Solti's
classic cycle, also on London and still
grippingly exciting more than 30 years
after its completion. (And Solti's
Rheingold is still the hands-down
favorite.) You'd think any conductor or
record label contemplating such an
immense and expensive project as yet
another recording of Wagner's Ring
would make sure in advance that their
own version would have something
unique to offer — whether hitherto
=scaled heights of vocal or instrumental
excellence, or aconductor's vision that
simply demands wider exposure.
But London's publicity office seems
to have little to say in support of this
new recording, and Idon't wonder. At
first Robert Hale sounds promising as
awarm-voiced, vulnerable Wotan, but
his characterization never goes anywhere, and, compared to the levels of
ambition, irony, passion, and interior
conflict that, say, John Tomlinson
(recently for Barenboim) or George
London (38 years ago for Solti) bring
to the role, there's no contest. His
dwarfish counterpoint, Alberich, is
sung here by Franz-Josef Kapellmann,
who offers such relentlessly onedimensional, scenery-chewing villainy
that one cares little what happens to
him. There's none of the twisted
grandeur that can make Alberich complexly sympathetic, and that can give
his curse — which, after all, drives the
rest of the Ring—authentic power and
justification. (As downright nasty as
Haitink's Rheingold was, it was exciting,
conductor and singers, gods and
dwarves and giants all reveling in the
intoxication of sheer greed.)
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Rootering's Fasolt is more than adequate if by-the-numbers, but as his
brother giant, Fafner, Walter Fink is
embarrassingly bad— he has a voice,
but gives little evidence of it here.
Hanna Schwarz's voice has never been
beautiful, but here, as Fricka, she is at
least usually in tune. Still, there is as little depth to her interpretation here as
she brought to it for Boulez in 1980.
And with such singers as Ludwig,
Lipovsek, Flagstadt, and Finnie on
record in much better all-around
recordings, why bother? In addition, the
Rheinmaidens are aheavy-voiced and
ill-matched trio; even Peter Schreier's
Mime is ugly and forced to the point of
obnoxiousness.
Only Nancy Gustafson and Kim
Begley are consistently enjoyable and
convincing. Gustafson's Freia laments
her fate with grace and musicality,
and Begley shines as an actor/singer
of the first rank. His Loge is graceful
and witty, the voice full of light and
clarity, and appropriately empty of
angst.
In this one-act "Preliminary Evening" to the Ring Wagner is intent on
covering as much mythic background as
possible: Das Rheingold is nothing if not
briskly relentless exposition of place,
theme, and character, and aprimer in
Wagner's new musical language. Only
in Die Walküre, the "First Day" of the
Ring, do things slow down to amore
human pace. But Dolmányi's deliberately measured, even ruminative amble
here effectively leaches away this score's
inherent momentum and urgency. I
hesitate to say that this opera —any
opera —"demands" a single interpretive bent, but let's face it: if a
Rheingold doesn't move, it dies. This story
of youthful ambition and action, of
greed and acquisition, has nothing even
resembling alove story to linger over,
and no one learns anything—all of that
is to come later. Dohnányi's Rheingold
does not move.
As well-recorded and beautifully
played as this Rheingold is — the winds
and brass are gorgeously warm-toned,
and the trombones are chilling as they
intone the "Curse" motif following
Father's murder of Fasolt —it never
catches fire. There's no edge, and the
mostly second-tier voices —including
some distinctly unpleasant-sounding
ones —relegate this set to the bottom of
the pile, right next to Janowski's recording of the early '80s. It doesn't matter
that these are probably the best
Nibelheim anvils on record — Dohnányi has done for Rheingold what he
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

did for Wagner's Dutchman two years
ago; je, he's made arecording that is as
craftsmanlike as it is unnecessary.
Dolmányi's Die Walküre has already
been recorded and is being readied for
release, but as of this writing London/
Decca have not yet committed to completing the cycle. If this Rheingoid is any
indication, it hardly seems worth the
effort.
—Richard Lehnert
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ALAN FEINBERG: Fascinatin' Rhythm
Music of Gershwin, Waller, Ellington, J.P. Johnson,
Gottschalk, Cowell, Beiderbecke, Grainger, Joplin,
Confrey, Nancarrow, 6others.
Alan Feinberg, piano; Daniel Dnickman, marimba (in
Nancarrow)
Argo 444 457-2 (CD only). Chris Hazell, prod.;
Jonathan Stokes, cng. DI)D. TT: 75:33
GEORGE GERSHWIN: The Piano Rolls, Vol.2
Music of Frey, Conrad & Robinson, Gershwin, Akst,
Silvers, Kern, 9others.
George Gershwin, piano rolls (realized by Aros
Wodehouse)
Nonesuch 79370-2 (Cl) only). Max Wilcox, prod.
eng. DIM. TT: 41:30
PAULINE ALPERT: Keyboard Wizards of the
Gershwin Era: VoLl
Music of Rouen. Linckc, Gershwin, RimskyKorsakoff, Rodgers/Hart, Youman. Conrad/
Magidson, Liszt, 17 others
Pauline Alpert, piano
Pearl GEMM Cl) 9201 (mono CI) only). Artis
Wodehouse, prod.; Seth B. Winner, transfer cng.
DDD. TT: 7224

George Gershwin tickles the ivories on
Nonesuch's The Piano Rolls,Vol.2.

tunes, only two of which are by
Gershwin. A few, such as Jerome
Kern's "Whip-Poor-Will" and Irving
Berlin's "For Your Country and My
Country," are by familiar names, but
by and large one gets the impression
that Gershwin, either with his own
name credited on the rolls or (in two
cases) billed with the pseudonyms of
Fred Murtha and Bert Wynn, is basically indulging in being asong plugger
with less than exhilarating material.
Gershwin's own "Rialto Ripples," of
Alan Feinberg's scintillating comcourse, is an obvious exception, as are
pilation of 23 popular, jazz, and classiArtie Matthews's "Pastime Rag No.3"
cal studies of syncopation, tempo, and
and John Schonberger's "Whispering."
rhythm, ranging from Gottschalk's The dry, semi-close piano pickup
Bamboula (1845) through Conlon
sounds, not unsuitably, as though
Nancarrow (6.1912), ought immedi- you're listening to aplayer piano in the
ately to be snapped up as one of this
reasonable approximation of a fairly
month's most desirable discs. The
ideal living room.
contents to alarge extent are made up
If I'm not wholly enthusiastic about
of music by names inevitably linked
the above, the third disc, ahistorical
with rags and decades-old jazz; a collection by pianist Pauline Alpert
glance at the partial composers' list
dating from 1943/44 (supplemented
gives all the information you're liable
by two Victor sides from 1927), is an
to need. If you still aren't certain, try
absolute gem. The New York-born
to hear Gershwin's "Clap Yo' Hands," Alpert (1905-88) was essentially a
with its zippy left-hand stride techradio and vaudeville personality whose
nique, totally infectious and wonclassical training allowed for great
derfully virtuosic in this performance.
technical feats and sophisticated arOr, for that matter, any of the other
rangements of popular and more seriGershwin tunes. Or Fats Waller's
ous repertoire. Hearing this whiz of a
"Squeeze Mc." The piano reprokeyboard virtuoso, who established
duction is close and somewhat shalher reputation by playing for FDR and
low, but perfectly satisfactory in all
Truman, performing astunt in the air
respects.
at an elevated "flying piano," and doing
Recorded in 1992/93 in a comUSO stints during World War II, one
puterized treatment of Gershwin's origcan hardly resist her rhythmic vitality.
inal piano rolls, and again restored and
The album is amost engaging toe-tapsupervised by Artis Wodehouse on a per that I can heartily recommend,
Yamaha Disklavier piano at the same
even though the mostly clean surfaces
time that Nonesuch's best-selling first
of the originals are limited in frequency
volume was taped, Vol2 contains 16
response.
—I gor Kipnis
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FRITZ KREISLER: The Complete RCA
Recordings (1910-1946)
Bach: Double Violin Concerto: Beethoven: Sonata,
Op.30 No2: Grieg: Sonata, 015.45: Schubert:
Sonata, 11574. And shorter works by: Albéniz,
Bach, Berlin, Bizet, Boccherini, Brahms, Chopin.
Debussy, Dohnányi, Dvorak, de Falla, Foster, Friuli,
Gluck, Godard, Gounod, Grainger, Grieg, Handel,
Haydn, Herbert, Korngold, Kreisler, Lalo, Lehar,
IvÉscagni, Massenet,
Mendelssohn, Nevin,
Offenbach, Paderewski, Paganini, Rachmaninoff,
Rameau, Ravel, Rimsky-Korsakov, Romberg,
Schubert, SMetallâ, Tchaikovsky, others
Fritz Kreisler, violin; Maurice Fisner, Geork;c
Falkenstein, Fritz Kreisler, Carl Lamson,
O'Brien, SETO Raclumminoff (in Beethoven, Grieg,
and Schubert Sonatas), Edwin Schneider, Ludwig
Schwat, piano: Efrem Zimbalist, violin (in Bach);
Geraldine Farrar, soprano: Jolm McCormack, tenor,
conductors Charles O'Connell, Eugene Ormandy,
Josef Pasternack, Ihinald Voorhees, others
RCA 61649-2 (11 mono CDs only). John Pfeiffer, reissue prod.; Ward Marston, disc to digital tape transfers. ADD. Tr: 13:01:04

Although the bulk of this mammoth set
consists of short pieces, many of which
we might consider as trivial, even hackneyed encores, this impressive and
important compilation of over 13 hours
of the most superb violin playing — all
the recordings Kreisler made for Victor
between 1910 and 1946 —is an unalloyed joy to the ear, one gem after
another, and includes 23 previously
unreleased tracks. The listener may be
surprised by the number of duplications
of repertoire, sometimes because of
new technology (for instance, going
from the acoustic process to electrical),
but often because Kreisler authorized
more than one take. For example, there
are as many as five of ICreisler's own
Caprice viennois, four each of his The Old
Refrain, Schiin Rosmarin, Liebesfiend,
Liebesleid, and 'Tambourin chinois, as well
as the saine number of Massenet Thais'
Méditations and Dvorak Humoresques
(with a 1914 version played not by
Kreisler the violinist but Kreisler as
pianist).
At any rate, all the approved takes are
here, including anumber of alternate
sides, newly issued, for the Schubert AMajor Sonata with Rachmaninoff (the
previously issued version may be heard
in the BMG Raclunaninoff collection).
Altogether fascinating is the incredibly
high level of violin performance all
these great performances reveal, the
incredible tonal elegance, the old-world
charm, the immaculate intonation.
There are stylistic characteristics from an
earlier age, most especially the portamento slides, but everything is tasteful;
everything has sentiment, but the sentimentality is never cloying, even when
the repertoire descends to Queen
Liliuokalani's "Aloha Oe," an early electrical of 1925, or Mary Earl's "Beautiful
Ohio," recorded acoustically in 1919.
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996
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Fritz Kreisler% Complete RCA Recordings.
1910-1946 have been released on Il CDs. Igor
Kipnis can't recommend them highly enough.

There are, of course, other recordings
made by Kreisler that are not from the
RCA vaults and that are now obtainable
on CDs from Biddulph and other labels.
Notable among these are the Europeanmade Beethoven, Brahms, Mendelssohn, and Bnich (G-Minor) Concertos,
plus all the Beethoven Violin Sonatas.
Anyone who wants to know just why
Kreisler was so great aviolinist and performer will want to own those as well.
Particular mention must be made of the
excellent documentation (this is certainly one of the late Jack Pfeiffer's finest
reissues), the splendid notes by Eric
Wen, and Ward Marston's first-rate
remastering, in which Kreisler's gorgeous violin sound is never restricted due
to misapplied surface-noise attenuation.
Yes, there are the occasional bumps and
shatterings stemming from afew poor
original surfaces, but ICreisler's fabled
sweet tone remains largely intact. Icannot recommend this set highly enough.
—Igor Kipnis

SHOW M USIC
MISS SAIGON: 1995 Studio Cast
Music by Claude-Michel Schiniberg: Lyrics by Richard
Maltby, Jr., Main Boublil
David Charles Abell, cond.
Angel 55564 (2 CDs only). David Caddick, prod.;
David Hunt, mg.; DDD. TT: 2:09:56

Say what you will about the taste of
their product, you gotta hand it to
McDonald's for consistency. The staff
and the ingredients may be local, but
whether you're in Chicago, Paris, or
London, the Big Mac tastes the same.
Producers of shows like Les Misérables
and Phantom of the Opera have taken up
the McMusical approach, so that Les
Miz, whether produced in New York,

Toronto, Budapest, or Tokyo, has much
the same look and sound. Such rigidity
in casting and production approach
tends to stifle performers' individuality;
it's almost as if there's atemplate for, say,
Eponinc, and anyone auditioning for
the role had better sound exactly like
that.
For the theatergoer, the advantage is a
consistency of experience —you know
you're getting the real thing —and it also
means that for an international cast
recording the producers have a lot of
good candidates to choose from.
For this Miss Saigon recording, the formula is the same as for the successful
international cast Les Miz (Relativity/
First Night CD-1027). It's billed as "The
Complete Recording," which means that
it's about 23 minutes longer than the
Original London Cast (Geffen 24271-2);
William David Brohn has revised his
orchestrations for a73-piece ensemble,
and the recording incorporates revisions
to the score made after the 1989 London
opening. The cast is drawn from the
London, New York, Los Angeles,
Toronto, and Sydney productions.
Toronto's Kevin Gray plays the
Engineer, the role originally created by
Jonathan Pryce, and he's terrific. He
gets the character's creepy/fascinating
balance exactly right, and he's vocally
superior to Pryce. Joanna Ampil
(London/Sydney) is a touching Kim,
almost the equal of the original, Lea
Salonga.
The role of Chris is, like that of
Pinkerton in Puccini's opera dealing
with the same theme, the least showy
and most difficult in the piece. ft seems
that the authors' and directors' concept is
that Chris should sound young and
shouldn't have atrace of classical training apparent in the singing. The problem is, much of the singing is difficult to
carry off without sounding strained
unless you do have classical training.
Sydney's Peter Cousens manages this
feat extremely well.
I'm less happy with Hinton Battle's
John, Tony-winning or not. Battle
injects agospel flavor into "Bui Doi"
which doesn't work well with the
music, and he runs out of vocal steam in
the climax. (My choice for John would
have been Toronto's Rufus Bonds, Jr.,
who simply brought the house down
on the two occasions Isaw him do the
role.) Charles Azulay, Sonia Swaby, and,
especially, Ruthie Hanshall do well in
their less major roles. Recording quality
is typically multimiked/tracked, but
pretty good for all that.
Seen live, Miss Saigon is an effective
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piece of music theater, and Ilike several of the songs; but, unlike Les Miz, it's
not ashow that Ilove. If you do, then I
doubt you'll be disappointed with this
recording.
—Robert Deutsch

Eric Dolphy once said, "I think of my
music as tonal. Iplay notes that would
not ordinarily be said to be in agiven
key, but Ihear them as proper. Idon't
think Ileave 'the changes,' as the expression goes." To his own ears, he was an
advanced kind of bebop player: early
BLUES
on, he would rush off the stage to ask if
he sounded like Charlie Parker.
He never quite did. It wasn't merely
the notes that he chose, unlikely though
RON CARTER: Mr. Bou ,Tie
Ron Carter. bass; Edwin Russel. trumpet; Javon
they can still sound, but the rhythmic
Jackson, tenor sax; Gonzalo Rubalcaba, piano; Lewis
feeling that seemed to come naturally
Nash, drums; Steve Kroon, percussion
to him. And the excitement! There was
Blue Note CDP 8 35407 2 (CD only). Ron Carter,
prod.; James Anderson. eng. 13131). TT: 64:55
something breathless about Dolphy at
Ron Carter is still the most stylish jazz bassist
his best. He didn't merely start asolo —
around, and Mr. Bow Tie is his finest solo album
Ifirst encountered Ron Carter with
he seemed to burst into aroom in midever.
Miles Davis at the Blacldiawk in San
conversation, chattering wildly. His
Francisco in March 1963. (I hasten to
neering of digital recordings is an art
long, angular phrases are restless, even
point out that Ihad to use fake ID to get form in which each instrument is
obsessive in their unrelenting drive.
in.) Carter was 25 at the time —tall,
incised in place. For this bassist-led
Listen to the long string of notes with
bearded, scholarly, and seriously attentive
ensemble, Carter is mixed way down
which he begins "G.W." on the nineas he plucked behind Miles. He was a front. Anderson doesn't let the bass
CD Prestige set. He rushes through the
last-minute substitute for Paul Chamoverwhelm the other instruments, but two A sections of this song dedicated to
bers, who, along with Wynton Kelly and
he makes sure Carter hits like Mike
Gerald Wilson, and when he gets to the
Hank Mobley, had quit Miles's Quintet Tyson.
bridge, interrupts the pace with ahop,
just before that Blackhawk gig.
•Ron Carter himself. If you've never
skip, and ajump.
Carter stayed with Davis for five
experienced what he can do for a
Dolphy mastered his own version
years, in a legendary rhythm section
rhythm section — that not-to-beof bebop, but whereas Charlie Parker,
with Herbie Hancock and Tony
denied propulsion wrung from walking even at his most virtuosic, always kept
Williams, and played on such classic
lines and drones and ostinatos sprinkled
something of that Kansas City-style
recordings as My Funny Valentine and In
with samples of melody, not to mention
space and bluesy restfulness, to say
Europe. In the ensuing years he has
his eloquent solos — you're not too late.
nothing of his supple variations of
become one of the preeminent bassists
Ron Carter has not lost athing.
rhythm and pattern, Dolphy usually
in jazz. It's not always fortunate when
And if you need more reasons to buy
sounds pushy and, except in his occabassists (or drummers) achieve so much Mr. Bow Tie, what in hell are you doing
sional ballads, abit frantic. It's one of
stature as sidemen that they are exslumming in the Jazz Section?
the ironies of early-'60s jazz that
pected to become bandleaders. Many of
—Thomas Conrad
Dolphy playing bebop sounded far
Ron Carter's own recording projects
out — his record titles included
have been disappointing. Mr. Bon) 77e is
Outward Bound and Out There —
ERIC DOLPHY: The Complete Prestige Recordings
Eric Dolphy, alto sax, flute, bass clarinet, Freddie
different. It's the best album Ron Carter
whereas John Coltrane, who was freHubbard, Richard Williams, Clark Terry. Bobby
has ever made under his own name.
quently playing free or modal jazz,
Bryant, Booker Little, trumpet, Oliver Nelson, Ken
McIntyre, Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis, Jerome
Here is apartial list of its virtues:
seemed central to the jazz experience.
Richardson, Bob Ashton, Booker Ervin, George
•Gonzalo Rubalcaba, the hottest new
Dolphy was oblique, fanciful, and
Barrow, sax; Melba Liston, Jimmy Cleveland, trompiano in jazz. His lyrical depth and
sometimes funny; Coltrane, direct
bone; Jaki Bvard, Richard Wyands, Walter Bishop,
Gene Cases;. Mal Waldron, Bell Axen, piano;
seductive touch illuminate the meaning
and impassioned.
Charlie Simons, vibes; Ron Carter, cello; George
of the title track —Carter's tribute to
In fact, they were equally serious.
Tucker, George Duvivier, Sam Jones, Bill Ellington,
Wendell Marshall, Ron Carter, Joe Benjamin,
his father, who favored bow ties.
Dolphy, who died suddenly during the
Richard Davis, Erik Moscholm, Chuck leads, bass;
•The clarion power of Javon Jackson's
summer of'64 at age 36, practiced conRoy Haynes, Art Taylor, Manny Ramos, Charlie
Persip, Ed Blackwell, Jorn Elniff, drums; Juan
tenor sax. His pithy, confident statestantly — between sets, in the backs of
Amalbert, congas
ment on "Well You Needn't" is made
cars, through long days and nights
Prestige PRCD-4418-2 (9 CDs only). Esmond
from lines of varying length that accuEdwards, prod.; Eric Miller, reissue prod.; Rudy Van
when he might forget to eat. He was a
Gelder, eng.;13ave Luke, Joe Tirantino, reissue imp.
mulate like intriguing narrative subgenerous, soft-spoken man, usually
Al )D. Ti': 11:19:42
plots. A quick allusion to Monk's theme
poverty-stricken, whom Charles MinERIC DOLPHY: Vintage Dolphy
Eric Dolphy, alto sax, clarinet, bass clarinet, flute;
announces the denouement.
gus called asaint. Ifirst became aware
Edward Armour, Don Ellis, Nick Travis, trumpet;
•The recording debut of Edwin Russel,
of Dolphy in high school when I
John Oberbnumer, flute; Phil Woods, alto sax; Benny
from St. Croix by way of the City College
Golson, tenor sax; Jimmy Knepper, trombone; Louis
turned on the Harvard radio station
Krasner, Adrienne Galimer, Matthew Itaimondi,
Jazz Program in New York, where Carter
and heard astudent bravely but awkLewis Kaplan, violin; Joan Mulfinger, Samuel
teaches. You'll be hearing from Russel.
Rhodes, viola; George Mulfinger, Michael Rudiakov,
wardly interviewing asweetly intellicello; Lilo Schifrin, Eddie Costa, piano; Warren
Check out how cunningly he begins
gent, helpful musician whose calm sinChiasson, Eddie Costa, vibes; Jim Hall, Barry
"Nearly" with little chirps, then patiently
cerity almost put his interviewer at
Galbraith. guitar; Richard Ihvis, Chuck Israels. Art
Davis, Barre Phillips. bass; J.C. Moses, Sticks Evans,
assembles the scaffolding on which to
ease. When they interrupted the
Charles Persip, drums
ascend. He already has speed and range,
conversation to play aDolphy record, I
GM Recordings 3005CD (CI) only). Gunther
and atone that cuts like arazot
Schuller, prod.; Jerry Bruck, Richard Burns, cngs.
couldn't believe the music came from
ADD. Ti': 67:56
•James Anderson, for whom the engithe same man.
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Ifind the uniquely committed, vocal
Dolphy styles — angula4 sharp-pitched
alto sax, chattery bass clarinet, serenely
airy flute —all entrancing. Dolphy has
been influential: Jackie McLean has
something of his sharp-edged saxophone
style, Anthony Braxton picked up on his
angularity, and awhole generation of
new jazz made Dolphy's panoply of
vocalisms, squawks, anxious swirls, and
honks part of their arsenal of sounds.
Dolphy wasn't the first saxophonist to
play unaccompanied, but his "God Bless
the Child," with its alternation between
aswirling pattern and fragments of Billie
Holiday's melody, demonstrated anew
way of organizing such aperformance.
Two versions of "God Bless the
Child" are on The Complete Prestige
Recordings. Prestige recorded Dolphy in a
wide variety of contexts between April
1960 and September 1961. Given his
reputation as afar-out player; it's surprising to see how often Dolphy was hired as
a sideman by mainstream figures. He
often provided awelcome contrast, as on
such justly celebrated sessions as Oliver
Nelson's Straight Ahead, or Mal Waldron's The Quest, where he was pitted
against hard-blowing tenor saxophonist
Booker Ervin. Less well-known is the
August 1960 date with agroup called the
Latin Jazz Quintet, where Dolphy plays
exquisite blues choruses on this mostly
non-Latino group's opener; "Caribe."
The Prestige set contains much of
Dolphy's most characteristic, most brilliantly distinctive work: his solo version
of "Tenderly," his live dates with the
doomed trumpeter Booker Little. It has
the bebopping "Status Seeking,"
Dolphy's subdued flute solo on "Glad to
Be Unhappy," and his duet with bassist
Chuck Israels on "Hi-Fly." Fantasy even
includes a big-band session (led by
swing tenor Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis) on
which Dolphy plays but doesn't solo.
I'm happy to have it.
Most of the recordings were engineered by Rudy Van Gelder, the sound
is typically excellent, with some exceptions: The live session at the Five Spot
isn't well balanced, and one has to listen
to an excruciating piano.
After 1961, Dolphy recorded for
Blue Note and other labels, and
appeared frequently with Mingus and
Coltrane. By 1961, as we hear on the
Five Spot date, where he is accompanied by the relatively melodic, relaxed
drummer Ed Blackwell rather than the
typically tense and propulsive Roy
Haynes found on so many of his earlier
sessions, his style was already becoming
more vocal, less given to running the
240

At last — The Complete Prestige Recordings of Eric
Dolphy.

changes, even in his unique way.
One can hear this continued development on Vintage Dolphy: three concerts from 1962 and 1963 arranged by
Gunther Schuller, who also wrote three
of the pieces on the disc. Though previously issued on LP and CD, Vintage
Dolphy now includes aperformance of
"Variations on aTheme by Thelonious
Monk," recorded in Syracuse in March
1962. These "Variations" on "Criss
Cross" are one of the most justly celebrated third-stream works. Toward the
end of the piece Dolphy engages in an
extended duet with (I believe) bassist
Chuck Israels that's reminiscent of the
wonderfully comic, manic duets he
sometimes took with Mingus.
Vintage Dolphy also contains three
fine numbers by Dolphy's quartet,
including Jalci Byard's "Ode to Charlie
Parker," which turns out to be aversion
of "Embraceable You." Bassist Richard
Davis shines here, even while drummer
J.C. Moses sounds relatively crude compared to Roy Haynes. Schuller's other
pieces feature Dolphy as asoloist over
(mainly) written passages. "Night
Music" swings gently, while "Densities"
exposes Dolphy's clarinet playing.
Though the sound varies, it's never
pristine. The best-sounding, most realistic
recordings ("Densities," "Abstraction")
were made at Carnegie Hall, as were the
less well-balanced quartet numbers.
"Variations" and "Night Music" sound
dim compared to the LP. But this disc,
like the Prestige set, is acrucial part of any
jazz library.
—Michael Ulhnan
CLAUDIO FASOLI: Ten Tributes
Claudio Fasoli, tenor & soprano sax; Kenny Wheeler,
trumpet, flugelhorn; Mick Goodrick, guitar; Henri
TeXiet, acoustic bass; Bill Elgart, drums
RAM RMCD4517 (CD only). Raimondo Meli Lupi,
prod., eng. DDD. TT: 71:18

One of the rewards of album reviewing
is the occasional opportunity to tell peo-

ple about recordings like this one. Ten
Tributes is atestament to the continuing
globalization of the jazz idiom, and to
the still-evolving vitality of the art form.
Claudio Fasoli is acomposer, educator, reed player, and band leader who
has been apresence on the Italian jazz
scene for 20 years. At this late date it's
probably ethnocentric to be startled that
players so fresh and accomplished are
out there, almost totally unknown in
the US, reworking the jazz language.
Fasoli's sound on tenor is organic and
compelling. He shapes solos from unexpected note choices that follow apersonal syntax and branch logic.
But the importance of Ten Tributes
comes from the wholeness of its ensemble achievement and album concept. Fasoli has configured an intriguing
multinational balance of musical personalities. Kenny Wheeler, aCanadian
now based in the UK, is one of the
most distinctive trumpet voices in jazz.
American Mick Goodrick has played
guitar for artists on the level of Charlie
Haden, Jack DeJohnette, and Gary
Burton. Both are lyrical thinkers, yet
they live on the edge between form and
abstraction. Frenchman Henri Texier
and American expatriate Bill Elgart provide an intuitive, ever-shifting rhythmic
subsurface for Fasoli's band.
The program consists of five standards, each featuring amember of the
quintet and each providing aradical yet
respectful reading of a familiar line.
These alternate with five Fasoli originals, each focusing on one instrument
in the ensemble. Within this structural
symmetry are endless surprises. Jerome
Kern's "Yesterdays" has completely
œharmonized changes and an achingly
slow tempo with abar of silence every
eight measures, "for contemplation."
"My One and Only Love" also rethinks
the harmony and halves the tempo.
Goodrick's guitar is luminous, huge,
and poignant, but Fasoli slaps the song
around. "Lover Man" is also transformed (the waltz line instead of 4/4
gives it a nervous buoyance), yet it
remains "Lover Man" as Fasoli and
Wheeler pass it back and forth, fragmenting it more freely on each turn.
Fasoli's five originals are dedicated to
individual instruments (eg, "Bass Biz,"
"Drum Dream," "Trumpet Tramp"),
but everybody in the band plays his ass
off on all five. Wheeler's ideas are the
most riveting. His solos are all slanted,
quirky, melancholy, and beautiful. Yet
he is fully integrated into Fasoli's collective enterprise, complementing rather
than dominating.
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RAI'! is athree-year-old Italian jazz
label founded by Raimondo Meli Lupi.
On one level, Ten Tributes can be appreciated as an elegant example of contemporary Italian design. With its stark
cover photograph (by Fasoli), its shot of
the band looking like alineup of the
usual suspects, and its musical charts, the
insert booklet is awork of art in itself.
The sound, too, is squeaky-clean, each
instrument bathed in bright light and
etched in minute detail on abackground
of black silence. The best analog recordings may still have more airy ambience
than digital, but only DDD can effortlessly track such fierce attacks as
Wheeler's trumpet and the clamorous
dynamics of the ensemble unisons.
If you can't find Ten Tributes, contact
Sphere Marketing at (718) 656-6220.
—Thomas Conrad

The sound on the original Spirit
Sensitive was celebrated by audiophiles.
The Analogue Productions LP is even
better, eliminating some of the resonance that was particularly noticeable
around Freeman's sax, and tightening
up the prominently recorded bass. The
new pressing, too, is vastly superior,
this may account for some of the difference between my aging India
Navigation LP and AP's new one, but I
also hear on the new LP some printthrough that may be the result of aging
tapes. One of my favorite engineers,
David Baker, worked on Still Sensitive;
he put McBee alittle farther back in
the mix while producing aclear, beautifully balanced recording.
Chico Freeman simultaneously reissues his classic
Spirit Sensitive on audiophile vinyl, and the sequel.
Still Sensitive.

sounds even more contained, more
clear
and economical, than before).
CHICO FREEMAN: Spirit Sensitive
Chico Freeman, tenor & soprano sax: John Hicks,
It's also due to the presence on both
piano; Cecil McBee, bass; Billy Hatt, Don Moye,
dates of pianist John Hicks and bassist
drums; Jay Hoggard. vibes
Cecil McBee. Hicks was chosen
Analogue Productions APJ 020 (LI'). Bob Cummins,
prod., rug. AAA. TT: 36:59
because of his vast experience accomCHICO FREEMAN: Still Sensitive
panying singers; he has away, FreeChico Freeman, tenor a: soprano sax; John Hicks,
piano; Cecil McBee, bass; Winard Harper, drums
man says, of making any note you
India Navigation IN 1071 (CI) only). Bob Cummins,
play sound good. Hicks's playing
prod.; 1>avid Baker, eng. TI": 69:40
behind Freeman, with its gentle commentary and occasional surges played
The original Spirit Sensitive was recordin an intriguing flow of single notes
ed in late 1978 and early 1979 when
and neatly spaced chords, is a textsaxophonist Chico Freeman was makbook example of great accompanying.
ing asplash in New York lofts and on a
Freeman calls Cecil McBee "a liquid
series of India Navigation recordings
kind of bass player... virtuosic in his
that featured him mainly as an avantapproach to the instrument." Md3ee's
gardist. His large, expressive tone,
presence is crucial: "Autumn in New
husky and nuanced, also suggested
York" is aduet by McBee and Freemainstream sax players: Gene Amman, and "Peace" begins and ends with
mons, perhaps, and Freeman's father,
the two in quiet conversation. On
Chicago-based Von Freeman. India
"Answer Me, My Love," Freeman
Navigation producer Bob Cummins, a allows McBee to state the melody over
man full of good ideas, suggested to
Winard Harper's tapping tomtoms and
Chico that he record an album of balexpansive cymbals. The effect is eerily
lads. The resulting Spirit Sensitive was an peaceful, reminiscent of parts of the
unqualified success, a beautifully rerecording Archie Shepp made with
corded album of tenderly rendered
Dollar Brand.
material that included Horace Silver's
Spirit Sensitive will hardly impress lis"Peace," Thad Jones's "A Child is
teners looking for virtuosic displays and
Born," and bassist Cecil McBee's
bebop runs. Freeman never loses his
"Close to You Alone," among more
head here, but there's passion in his
traditional ballads such as "Autumn in
later choruses on "Angel Eyes," which
New York" and "It Never Entered My
allows drummer Willard Harper to
Mind." Now Spirit Sensitive has been
unwind with aslam on the bass drum
reissued on LP by Analogue Producand swaggering patterns on cymbals.
tions, and along-awaited sequel, Still Only the rendition of John Coltrane's
Sensitive, has appeared.
placid "After the Rain" is arelative faillithe connection between the sets,
ure: Only Coltrane himself can pull off
recorded 16 years apart, seems partithis kind of meditative performance on
cularly seamless, it's not just because
apiece that, while restless, doesn't sugFreeman's tone is virtually ungest progress — alittle like listening to
changed (in the newer album he
waves on abeach.
S
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—Michael Ullman

JEROME HARRIS: Hidden in Plain View
Jerome Harris, acoustic bass guitar; EJ. Allen, trumpet;
Don Byron. clarinet; Marty Ehrlich, alto sax, bass
clarinet; Ray Anderson, trombone; Bill Ware, vibraphone; Bobby Previte, drums
New World 80472-2 (CI) only). Mark Helias, prod.;
James Farber. eng. D131). TI': 58:27

In the notes by Stereophile's Wes Phillips
to Hidden in Plain View, the usually mildmannered bassist Jerome Harris sounds
alittle angry. His disc is atribute to the
late Eric Dolphy, and its new versions of
Dolphy compositions were made in
response to the attitude of some young
conservative jazz musicians toward that
master:
"Recently, I've heard comments by
younger players, who are saying that
Dolphy couldn't play! Or more, that
they didn't feel that he was headed in a
valid direction. The young traditionalists... excise from the canon musicians considered avant-garde." To
Harris, Dolphy was an individualist
who elaborated on the tradition in a
unique way. He deserves more respect.
Hidden in Plain View might help.
Harris's recording demonstrates the
validity of Dolphy's compositions and
the impact of his instrumentalism, and
features two reed players influenced by
Dolphy. Don Byron's sometimes
wacky clarinet style, alittle wild in its
accents and featuring wide skips and
angular phrases, has Dolphy lurking in
it, as does Marty Ehrlich's bass clarinet
style.
Of course, Dolphy was deadly serious. One difference between the playing on Hidden in Plain View and
Dolphy's own recordings is the humor
of Harris's renditions: On "Out to
Lunch" the band, beginning with
Byron, flirts with phrases from "The
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Stars and Stripes Forever," and finally,
irresistibly, quotes Sousa, with Byron
hinting at the famous piccolo solo.
More playful, perhaps, these musicians
usually sound more relaxed than
Dolphy as well, even if R.I. Allen seems
to be working hard running the chords
during parts of his solo on "Out to
Lunch."
The gentle lurch of "245/Les" in
Harris's rendition makes the first section sound like anew piece, one in
which Allen's bluesy smears fit right in.
Byron provides aperfect contrast by
beginning his clarinet solo with ahigh
pinched tone that leads to ajumpy solo.
The melody of "Far Cry" is stated here
by bass clarinet and clarinet in octaves.
Ehrlich's solo moves into doubletime
momentarily, and then back again: This
band is rhythmically flexible, able to
bring out the lyricism as well as the daring of Dolphy's still-startling compositions, with their neo-bop forms and
impulses.
Harris's disc may not convert the
more hardened young conservatives,
but it should please Dolphy's fans and
most jazz listeners. It was recorded
beautifully by James Farber, who places
the rhythm section back somewhat in
space but still makes each strand come
clear, from Ray Anderson's sighing
trombone exhalations to the perky licks
of Byron's wide-ranging clarinet. With
two pieces in the Dolphy mode by
Jerome Harris, Hidden in Plain View is a
winner.
—Michael Unman

Anyhow, Under the Pink's monotheistic "Icicle" ("Icicle, icicle, where are
you going?") has clearly melted away in
the fiery womb of the bitch volcano.
Should you wish to pursue this train of
thought, be advised that on Boysfor Pele,
Ms. Amos's usual complement of musicians play very well, musical composition and development yield to fragmentation, Ms. Amos can growl as well as
sing, and the Bósendorfer has been
recorded better (notably, by Kevin
Killen on Under the Pink).
The accompanying limited-edition
2-LP collectors issue (what? Gurrlzz
Watch out for those nasty undercurrents on Tori
don't buy CDs?) rounds up the piano
Amos's new Boys for Pe/e. Beth Jacques is not
sound a little, but we're not talking
amused.
Telarc here, so of course it would. Also,
Pink. (I do my homework and learn the more vivid photo imagery has been
fast.) While the imaginative and mov- cur, it's safe to leave the LP lying around
ing "Bells for Her" (Under the Pink; note in Wal-Mart.
too, the wistful, chiming soundscape,
Will you like this album anyway? If
via modified upright piano) may be a you're interested in marginalization,
lightly veiled lesbian declaration, it also self-destructive behavior, running off at
speaks to universal truth — here, of a the mouth in the name of freedom of
troubled female friendship, crystallizing expression, and artistic suicide, sure. If
like abright and shining gift the get- Ms. Amos currently prefers the Promewell wish Iwould write for afriend of thean fire of the female to the flame she
mine, if Icould ever write as well as says she's stolen from men, and says so
Tori Amos.
as the act of an honorable woman, fine.
So why pop agifted horse in the But taken to its logical extension, there's
mouth, burning her Biisendorfer (figur- an extremely nasty undercurrent ripatively: much Romantic pounding of ping out to sea right about here. The
keys here; and literally: see the CD liner male of the species is weighed in the
card) and sinking luxuriously into the balance and found inherently wanting,
most elliptical and hermetic verb- an us-vs-them mentality spotted all too
alization since Mallarmé? Okay, okay, easily in folks as diverse as Sister
okay, she's swapped boys for Pele, the Souljah, Pat Buchanan, and any
goddess of the volcano, and the most Ayatollah you care to name.
meaningful
orgasm since Eve's (asTwo wrongs don't make a right.
POPULAR
suming, of course, she's not recruiting a There's something smug, self-satisfied,
South American soccer team, such is divisive — precious, in the Chrissie
the delicate obfuscation of practically Hynde sense of the word —about Boys
TOR1 AMOS: Boys for Pele
Atlantic 82862-1 (2 Ll's), -2 (CD). Tori Amos, prod.;
everything on this LP). And maybe she for Pele that puts me off. Going to the
Mark Hawley, Marcel Van Limbeek, engs, mix; Bob
still wants to keep her stadium-size videotape, aprofessional second opinCleannountain, mix (four tracks). TT: 70:34
crossover audience to finance that ion (male) determines that the music is
upcoming career playing tiny little bars, well-performed but bits and pieces,
It's obvious to me that RL slung Tori like she did in her teens.
content is lesbian to the core, and he'd
Amos's third release my way for reasons
Or not. Veiled references to lesbian rather listen to Laurie Anderson. Me
similar to those ofJudge Ito vetting the
love, notes documenting the general too. The best parties are the ones to
OJ jury: Having lived in acave as far as appallingness of the boys (don't miss the which you're invited.
—Beth Jacques
(ick) singer-songwriters are concerned, CD liner snaps: plenty of snakes, guns,
my reply to working on an Amos and Ms. Amos breast-feeding, yes, atiny
BOOKMAN EKSPERYANS: Libete (Pean Pow
review was, "Uh, who?" Like that OJ pig), a predilection for the Grand
PranB)
jury, I'm not gonna be apopular kitty: Guignol, and lyrical meditations about Mango 162-539 946-2 (CD). Clive Hunt. Daniel
Beaubrun, Theodore Beaubrun, Jr., prods.: Erroll
In the words of the immortal Bart chickens with ataste for meat ("Blood
Brown, eng, mix. TT: 49:56
Simpson (or was it Beavis?), Boysfor Pele Roses") and an angry snatch ("In the
pretty much sucks.
Springtime of His Voodoo") pop so And you think Mick Jax.er and Keith
Maybe literally, as Ms. Amos appears relentlessly to the fore that one can only Richards—who just have to say "Uncle"
to have come out of the closet here in a say, with the fortitude of the Absolutely and dig out the FiloFax —have trouble
major way, and certainly, as opposed to Fabulous editorial gentleman working to getting an act on the road. Try fighting
the finely modeled songcraft, unusual ameliorate a stream of feminine in- international geopolitical warfare like
imagery, lyrical lines, and deft per- vective consisting entirely of the word long-established Haitian "roots" band
formances of her debut album Little "twat," Oh Dear. Mr. Dictionary has Boukman Eksperyans, who worked
Earthquakes and the follow-up Under the deserted us again.
feverishly to get aUS tour —and their
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996
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new album Libete— together during
international moves to reinstate Haitian
president Jean-Claude Aristide.
The US tour got canceled in the midst
of the US embargo of Haiti, the band's
bassist/drummer died when a special
shipment of antibiotics couriered from
Montréal went "missing" in the Port-auPrince airport, Boukman phones were
tapped, and in 1993, leading up to it all,
10,000 fans were teargassed singing the
lyrics to "Kalfou Danjere," aBoukman
song banned from Haitian national radio.
They did get the album out.
It would be a sad anti-climax to
report that Libete (Pran Pou Pran'll)
(Freedom (Let's Take Id)), recorded in
exile at the late Bob Marley's Tuff Gong
Studios in Kingston, Jamaica, is just
another so-so World Beat enterprise.
It's not, of course; it's terrific.
The third in aseries of the group's
"raisin" style, which interweaves traditional Vodou religious imagery, drums,
and rhythm with the technology of
modern studio instruments, the new
album extends the critically lauded
Boukman style (recorded on Vodou
Adjae, 1991, and Kalfou Danjere, 1992,
both on Mango) into edgy, socio-political areas. Even if the lyrics (in Creole,
translated on the liner) were easily
accessible, this is a'90s, Caribbean-area
evocation of that same hypnotic, underyour-skin sort of stuff (for instance,
Dylan's and Hendrix's "All Along the
Watchtower," an influence, along with
Santana and Pink Floyd) that goosed
the zeitgeist, if you will, into the eventual devolution of Richard Nixon.
However. You don't have to understand it to dig it. Take aprogrammable
beat box, three Haitian hand drummers,
crunching, guitar-carried melodies,
washes of synth, and female vocals that
shift from aballad to afolk tune to a
howl as smoothly as an automatic transmission, and that's astart.
—Beth Jacques

DEAD MAN WALKING: Original Soundtrack
Music from and inspired by the AIMOIll'idure
Columbia CK 67522 (CI)). Tun Robbins, David
Robbins, exec. prods.; various enp. TT: 46:15

During aweek in which Utah carried
out its first firing-squad execution in 19
years (inspiring this summary from the
prisoner's uncle: "That about answers
that, don't it?") and Maryland hung its
first convict since WWII (prompting an
AP backgrounder about a gallowsbound Washington inmate who ate
until he topped 400 lbs, then successfulSTEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

Steve Earle, star of the Dead Man Walking soundtrack

ly contended that a hanging would
decapitate him, thus constituting cruel
and unusual punishment), the Dead
Man Walking soundtrack showed up on
my doorstep.
What Ilike best about this record, and
the movie that inspired it, is that it avoids
the "On the Next Geraldo: Why I'd Pull
the Switch Myself" hysteria of the capital
punishment debate. Director Tim
Robbins gathers some of the best songwriters in the business and sets them to
work on the details that separate drama
from melodrama. The album starts out
with Springsteen's title track (one of only
three cuts that appear in the movie), and
while this may be only his third best
death-row song (after "Johnny 99" and
"Nebraska"), he gets off at least one great
line: "I had ajob /Ihad agirl /But
between dreams and actions lies this
world." In "Woman on the Tier,"
Susanne Vega, with help from producer/husband Mitchell Froom, captures
the disorienting cacophany of anun's first
moments inside aprison. On the other
side of the bars, Johnny Cash's "In Your
Mind" and Lyle Lovett's "Promises"
explore different aspects of acondemned
man's search for redemption.
But at the narrative center of this
album are apair of bookends by Tom
Waits and asingle ballad by Steve Earle.
Waits's "The Fall of Troy" depicts the
day in, day out emptiness that avictim's
family endures. His ending is aheartwrencher: "My legs ache /My heart is
sore /The well is full of pennies." His
bouncy "Walk Away" is all about denial
and the all-too-human tendency to distance one's self from one's actions.
Earle, who tackled the death penalty
head-on in his masterful "Billy Austin,"
here takes a detour with "Ellis Unit
One." This ballad, as haunting as it is
plain-spoken, tells the tale of adeathrow prison guard. "I've seen 'em go like
lions, boy /I've seen 'em go like lambs /

And I've helped to drag 'em when they
could not stand." In abetter world, his
nightmares would be our own.
The musical soul of this record (and
the movie) harks back to one of our
audiophile faves, Ry Cooder and V.M.
Bhatt's A Meeting by the River. Upon
hearing that album, Robbins knew he
had found the hybrid of blues and exotica he was looking for. "The Face of
Love" and "The Long Road" feature the
playing of C,00der and friends, with
vocals provided by Eddie Vedder of
Pearl Jam and Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan,
building on the East Meets West synthesis that made Meeting so special.
You'll like it.
And, Fm happy to report, the sound is
first-rate. Despite the cornucopia of producers and engineers, there's atrack-totrack consistency. The acoustic tracks
have that whisper-in-the-ear feel, while
the more demonstrative ones retain their
shock value. All in all, asplendid job.
Idon't expect that Dead Man Walking
will change your mind about the death
penalty; it doesn't attempt to. But after
hearing it, Idoubt that you'll be able to
read one of those matter-of-fact news
briefs datelined from a Texas prison
quite so dispassionately as before.
—Allen St. John

THE GRATEFUL DEAD: Dick's Picks, Volumes
One-Four
Vo1.1: Tampa, Florida, 12/19/73
Grateful Dead/Arista GDCD 40182 (2 CDs only).
Kidd Candelario, prod., mg. TI': 2:04:59
Vol.2: Columbus, Ohio, 10/31/71
Grateful Dead GDCD 4019 (CD only). Rex Jadcson,
mg. TT: 58:20
Vol.3: Pembroke Pines, Florida, 5/22/77
Grateful Dead GDCD 4021 (2 CDs only). Betty
Cantor-Jackson, cog. TT: 2:18:01
Vol.4: Fillmore East, 2/13-14/70
Grateful Dead GDCD 4023 (3 CDs only). Owsley
"Bear" Stanley, prod, mg. TT: 3:1005
Allfour Dick Latvala, Tape Archivist. AAD.
Vols2-4 available via mail-order only; call (800) 225-3323
(CAL-DM D).

Even though the Grateful Dead
Screensaver has been morphùig itself
for months now at Stereophile HQ, I'm
no Deadhead. Isaw the band in concert
once, aquarter-century ago, and Igo for
years without playing a Dead album.
But once Istarted listening to Dick's
Picks, Icouldn't stop.
For this series, Grateful Dead Tape
Archivist Dick Latvala has selected for
release tapes of complete or nearly
complete Dead concerts. Up until now,
he's restricted himself to the best of the
direct-to-two-track (ie, unremixable)
concert masters from the '70s that are
up to sonic and musical snuff. But
despite Latvala's "Caveat Emptor"
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regarding the deteriorated, warts'n'all
archive tapes he had to work with, these
are far from "official bootlegs" — the î
sound is perfectly acceptable, and sometimes alot more than that.
Vol.! takes most of its first CD to get
going, warming up through a set of
desultory versions (with some pretty
awful singing) of songs from Wake ofthe
Flood— not the strongest material to
begin with. It isn't until the 21:11 version of "Playing in the Band" that critical mass is finally gathered, touching off
achain reaction in the Jerry Garda/Phil
Lesh/Bill ICreutzman matrix. But from
then to the end of disc 2, Vol.1 is rich in
surprise, edge, and unpredictability.
But the obvious conclusion —that
Voll would have made aterrific singledisc set—would satisfy no serious
Deadhead, or anyone interested in true
improvisation, rock, jazz, or otherwise.
The Grateful Dead, not long before they recorded Dick's Picks,Vot4. RL surveys the entire series so far.
Half the fun, after all, is hearing how
often the Dead's grasp seems to exceed
their reach. les exciting —even, parabefore settling on an entirely unfound on History of the Crateful Dead,
doxically, when it's most dull — to hear expected "Sugar Magnolia." A big-beat
Val (Bear's Choice). During this Valmusicians define an edge, teeter on it,
"St. Stephen" transforms itself into "Not entine's Day weekend was performed
and sometimes just say "the hell with it"
Fade Away" just when you've conwhat most cognoscenti (read: Deadand jump off, magically sprouting wings
vinced yourself that "Love Light" is its
heads) agree is the finest "Dark Star"
at the last possible moment to effect a inevitable destination. Garcia's soloing is
ever captured on tape, and which has
musical miracle.
heroically fluid throughout; and "Going been the single version most often
It's worth it to listen through most
Down the Road Feeling Bad" is brisk
requested (read: begged for) for release.
of disc 1to hear the opening guitar and energetic, with Garcia and Weir in
(A 14-minute segment surfaced on
figure of "Playing in the Band" regreat voice (for them).
John Oswald's and the Dead's Grayemerge two modulations away from
The two-CD Vo13, from 1977, is folded; see March, p.237.)
the key you know it must eventually
founded on the weakest material, linkLuckily for us, Vol.4 also boasts the
return to to conclude the song, though
ing selections from Blues for Allah and
series' best sound, the reasons for which
you have no idea how that will hapTerrapin Station with more classic songs
producer/engineer/LSD alchemistpen. This is almost as dramatic as the
("Sugaree," and astrenuous workout on
missionary Owslcy takes some pains to
return to tonic in the finale of "Morning Dew"). But, as in most Dead
explain in his fascinating notes. (Among
Mahler's First. But Mahler planned it concerts, the songs are little more than
others, we can thank the prescient Bill
that way from the get-go; Iget the
fondly recalled pretexts for another
Graham for his then-state-of-the-art
impression the Dead happened upon
long reunion, less important for what house PA.) The direct-to-two-track
their own circuitous route only by takthe words might say than for the pleasound has wonderful presence and
ing the risk of getting lost in the first sure of singing and playing them. The
space for that period of rock recording,
place. And you can only get perforDead were somehow able to perform
and fairly oozes with what Owsley calls
mances as poignant and nothingtheir own compositions, even when
"constructive leakage" between mikes.
added as "Nobody's Fault But Mine"
new, as if they were folk standards so
The 30-minute "Dark Star" is by
(disc 2) if you've been as relaxed and
old that the songs could be loved simply
turns the quietest, hardest-edged, most
loosey-goosey as the band has been
for having survived so long. Thirty years
seamlessly adventurous, chamberthroughout disc 1. Garcia also takes a later, it seems actually to have turned
music-like, and musically comprerare (and terrific) turn on slide guitar out that way.
hensive version of this song ever recordhere, at the start of an extended suite
Which brings us to Vol.4, the most
ed (it even quotes Paul Simon's "59th
that segues through "Other One" and
recent release, the earliest gig so far repStreet Bridge Song"). It's that rarity
one of the band's best feedback/"space"
resented in this series, and the best of an
among long-rumored unreleased tapes
jams on disc, then on to avery slow
already great bunch. Here is the classic in fully living up to its legend. From
and understated "Stella Blue" that's all
Dead lineup (both drummers, plus
now on, this is the "Dark Star" — and,
the more heartbreaking for Garcia's
Pigpen), taped at a time when their for that matter, any extended Dead jam
vocal limitations, exhaustion, and the
chops and their adventurousness, their on any tune —against which all others
preceding hour of full-warp jam.
professionalism and their commitment must be measured.
The rest of the series is even better.
to an already well-established comHalf an hour each are also devoted to
Vol2's single CD starts off with aslow,
munity of followers, had found an ideal
"That's It for the Other One" and
spacious, lyrical "Dark Star" that segues
balance. These are the truly legendary
"Lovelight," the former the only live
inexplicably (and delightfully) into a Fillmore East concerts of Feb.13-14,
version of the suite Iknow of that covers
samba (!), then to many other places
1970, the remainder of which can be
all the territory surveyed on Anthem rf the
STEFtEOPHILE,
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Sun, but far more thoroughly. (By the
time Vol.4 is ovet Anthem is played in its
entirety.) This and disc 3's "Drums" are
ICreutzman's and Hart's finest moments
— their drumming partnership is here
revealed in all its perfect complementarity,
Kreutzman bashing away in his role as
indefatigably organic utility trapman, Hart
adding deft wire-brush cymbal filigree
and snare accents. The band's gangbusters
re-entry behind Phil Lesh's thundering
bass is almost overwhelming for agroup
that almost deliberately eschewed drama
of any sort.
Ron "Pigpen" McKernan's R&B
workout on "Lovelighe" goes places no
other version on disc even attempts, the
band laying out for long stretches as
Pigpen improvises verse after verse,
accompanied only by the ecstatic and,
for once, rhythmically ept audience. It's
a delight you want never to end; at
30:27, it almost doesn't.
The eight-tune, hour-long medley of
disc 3 starts with the only officially
released alternate version of "Alligator";
it segues into the 12-minute "Drums,"
followed by Bob Weir's briskly confident
"Me & My Uncle" and the rich crossrhythms of a 14-minute "Not Fade
Away," Garcia's fluid lead floating above

like liquid sunlight. Then comes an early,
rough sketch of "Mason's Children" that
sounds like ademo for American Beauty,
and a quarter-hour of nonstop-express—chooglin' "Caution (Do Not Stop
on Tracks)," Garcia filling behind
Pigpen's lead vocal with amazing grace
and speed. Nine minutes of "Feedback"
of genuine musicality and surprisingly
multilayered soundstige depth precede
that rarest of Dead treats, the seldomperformed "I Bid You Goodnight," in an
a cappella version of which the Live/
Dead version was only apreview.
What ashow.
Irecommend all of Dick's Picks. If
you're leery of ordering them sound
unheard, start with Vol2; its single CD
will give you agood idea of what to
expect from the longer sets. Those
more confident in their taste and 'head
credentials should start with Vol.4: three
CDs at a bargain $18.50 plus S&H.
Voll is already being distributed to
retail outlets by Arista; Vols2-4 will
also eventually be made available in
stores (though not this year).
As any collector of Dead tapes knows,
the band played 2500 concerts in its 30year careet and most of those are on tape
somewhen». For the foreseeable future,
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Grateful Dead Productions plans one or
more releases per year from the Dick's
Picks and From the Vault series. Next up
is Fvur from the Vault in late spring, after
which Dick will start picking from the
Dead's fur-track archives. If, now that î
they've disbanded, there was nothing like
aGrateful Dead concert, at least it's still
true that there is nothing like Dick's Picks.
Long live the Dead.
—Richard Lehnert
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MINISTRY: Filth Fig
Warner Bros. 45838-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Ministry, prods.;
Z. Huluc, B. Kapplin, B. Garcelon, J. Duffy, M.
Gibson, E. Tinley. W. Okeefe, engs. TT: 5431

The triumph of Ministry's breakthrough 1992 album, Psalm 69, was the
delirious joyousness at the heart of the
band's dark, dramatic reconstructions of
sonic reality. Despite its twisted, foreign,
sometimes frightening impact, one
always sensed the humans beyond the
microphones and tape machines.
Despite well-crafted songs and typically precise arrangements, that sense of
humanity is somehow lessened on nth
Pig, Ministry's four-years-later follow-up.
Combining familiar doses of rage and
despair amid adense mix churning with
metal and hardcore elements, this time
out Ministry reaches all the way back to
early Black Sabbath for agothic slant. hi
fact, much of this music is not far removed
from the locked-jaw, ponderously heavy
stuff associated with Seattle apocalypse
rockers Alice In Chains, among others.
Compare AIC's "Grind" with the title
track here and you'll see what Imean.
Ultimately, there's not much to hang
your hat on here but cold, calculated rage
and power forced through monstrously
distorted vocals, searing guitars, and
unrecognizably altered instruments.
Sometimes that's enough, but it certainly
doesn't make for music with an allembracing appeal — which anyway is
beside the point of the Ministry manifesto
of life-is-shit-so-let's-make-a-lot-of-noiseand-go-out-kicking-and-screaming. A
cover of Bob Dylan's "Lay Lady Lay" is
provocative but at best aperverse oddity
Sonies are (probably intentionally) ugly
despite solid has extension and surging
dynamics. The LP sounds oddly more
demonic than the CD, but sorts out the
guitar, bass, and drums more effectively.
(You can also make out the words better
on the LP.) Recommended to specialists
and dark-side dwellers only. — Carl 'laugher
LOU REED: Set the Twilight Reeling
Warner Bros. 46159-2 (CD). Lou Reed, prod.; Steve
Rosenthal, eng. TT: 50:55
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A very healthy- and together-looking Lou Reed
turns in his happiest record ever: Set the Twilight
Reeling.

For someone who's spent most of his
career on the shadowy edges of the music
business, Lou Reed's impact has been
immense —a case of the total being far
more than the sum of the individual parts.
He can, I'm sure, hear discrete
melodies in his head — there's an
implied sense of them on the records he
makes, but the niceties of pitch and register get lost in the late-night jazz-DJ
grumble. His instrumental work, too,
has until recently been haphazard —
he's the kind of guitarist who counts
beats to himself under his breath with
grim determination.
Not, to put it mildly, anaturally gifted musician.
With Set the Twilight Reek% however,
Reed puts it all together and makes it
stick. He hasn't quite learned to sing, but
who cares which notes he does or doesn't
hit when the accumulated weight of the
lyrics and the immediacy of the individual performances arc this good?
Plus, this is asonically gorgeous recording
that carries asense of both summation
and renewal. In short, acareer pinnacle.
It also has the raw, bare-bones
urgency of John Lennon's 1972 Plastic
Ono Band album, another guitar/
bass/drums trio record that, coincidentally or not, was acelebration of newfound sexual union and freedom, and
was meant to be PLAYED LOUD.
In Reed's case, the object of desire is
Laurie Anderson (like Yoko Ono on
the Lennon, she guests on one track),
and no matter what you may think of
her as aperformer, she's one helluva
Muse. Rarely, if ever, have Reed's words
been as open, direct, or human as they
are here, and if he occasionally tosses off
athrow-away ("Egg Cream" is all exuberant froth) or waxes ponderous (the
bridge of "NYC Man," with its many
Shakespearean allusions, is a stone
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clunker), you'll forgive him, because on
balance Twilight is, as they say, The Shit.
For instance: "Sex With Your Parents,
Part II" is Reed's wicked, hilarious indictment of the political Right: "Senatoe" he
says, in avoice suggesting Strom Thurmond as done by Lenny Bruce, "it has
been reported that you have had illegal
congress with your mother... illegal congress by proxy is apigeon by any other
name." The title track is alate-night tale of
spiritual discovery and acceptance. And
check out the seductive little guitar figure
that propels the magnificent whisper-toa
-scream of "Hang On to Your Emotions"
("When ademagogue inside your head
has taken charge /and this litany of failures is recited athousand times"). Honesty
and breadth.
And what asound. Reed's long been
into audiophile-quality reproduction,
and Twilight's got that going for it, too.
With the exception of a minimal
amount of discreet overdubbing when it
comes to the guitar parts, backup singing,
and some unobtrusive Oliver Lake horn
charts, the bulk of Twilight—Reed's
rhythm guitar, Fernando Saunders's precise, expressive bass, and Tony Smith's
crackling drumming — has been recorded live in the studio, with the intimate
feel of abunch of guys sitting in asmall
room or rehearsal space — the studio
cuts sound just as "live" as the single inconcert track ("Sex With Your Parents").
In the past, it often seemed as if
Reed's deadpan delivery hid private
jokes aimed at his audience. Here he's
laughing with us, happy to have gotten a
"14th chance at this life," as he sings
over and over in "Trade-In." On Set the
Twilight Reeling, he's made the most of
the opportunity.
—David Prince

World-class working-class music --that's honkytonk — on Unshaven from Shaver: Billy Joe Shaver
and son Eddie.

helped make Waylon Jennings' Hooky
Tonle Heroes aclassic, and one of the few
reality checks during the Urban
Cowboy madness of the early '70s.
Shaver's stripped-down solo release in
'87 featured son Eddie's bluesy guitar
and might have made afuture R2D4
list had Unshaven not come along.
The Shavers have hit the honky-tonk
highway in the last seven years, forging the
hottest roadhouse rock band you'll ever
hear. Thanks to producer Brendan
O'Brien (yes, Pearl Jam), you can experience all the sweat and soul without having
to burn your beer- and cigarettesmoke-scarred clothing the next morning.
The songs remain outlaw country classics: "Georgia on aFast Train," "Black
Rose," "You Asked Me To," the aforementioned "Honky Tonk Heroes," and
more. Shaver's battle-worn country
twang conjures up Hank Sr., while Shaver
Jr. rocks the house with guitar playing
BILLY JOE SHAVER: Unshaven: Shaver Live at
Smith's Old Bar
best described as Stevie Ray meets Buck
Zoo 11104-2 (Cl)). Brendan O'Brien, prod.; Nick
Owens. Special kudos to Craig Wright,
Didia, prod, trig. TT: 46:37
whose drumming is sophisticated, senSTEPHEN BRUTON: Right On Time
dos 7013 (CD). Tom Canning, prod.; Jay Hudson,
sitive, simple, and kick-ass, all at once.
Dave McNair, Dan Bosworth, cop. TT: 49:55
Shaver's timeless music is some of the
PAT McLAUGHLIN: Get Oat and Stay Out
dos 7012 (CI)). Mitchell Froom, prod.; Tchad Blake,
best that the bars have to offer, and this
eng. TT: 36:34
record sounds so real that when Billy
Joe calls for more "beer up here," you
Honky-tonk music, roadhouse rock —
might find yourself heading to the
call it what you will, it encompasses the
fridge to get it.
best American music has to offer —
To use his own line, Stephen Bruton's
country, blues, r&b, soul, funk, whatmusic is "simple as atwo-car funeral,"
ever it takes to get the joint goin' in a and, at times, "lonely as the ride back
way that rings true. That last part is
home." The former guitarist for Kris
important: This music is mostly played
Kristoferson, Bob Dylan, Delbert
for working-class adults with highly McClinton, Bonnie Raitt, and others
developed bullshit detectors.
comes up with lines this elegant on aregBilly Joe Shaver has been purveying
ular basis on this second solo release.
his brand of no-bull tunes for well over
The same blues and country back20 years now. Four of these 12 tunes
ground that informs the native Texan's
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excellent guitar playing also roots his songs.
But Bruton's music is no exercise in
"retro." He writes about the disillusionment that comes with age, of people being
reminded "of atime before their dreams
got smashed." His delivery —Dylanesque
with a twinkle —warms the messages
from his "heart of darkness." This, combined with the rodcin' release of the music,
allows us to feel the pain, but also to see
the light at the end of the tunnel
"Single Star" says it best: "The night is
long /The road is hard /You might get
killed /And you will get scarred... And
you kind of feel /like the coast is clear
/It ain't the end of the world /But you
can see it from here" (sung over ajaunty zydeco groove).
Bruton's music may ultimately be too
dark, too intimate, too real to excite the
masses — but in a good bar after a
rough day, it's just what the doctor
ordered.
Pat McLaughlin's first record has
already made my R2D4 list. His second,
recorded six years ago, was almost consigned to non-release limbo when
Capitol decided to drop him and vault
the tapes. Fortunately, they'd already
sent out pre-release cassettes, one of
which Ifound in aused-record store.
From a business point of view, I
could see why they might not release it.
The first one hardly sold, and the new
one was more of the same: great tunes,
great singing, great grooves. But so
what? If he isn't going to give us something that sounds just like something
else that's selling amillion units, the hell
with him.
Six years later, now that the good taste
of the folks at dos has convinced them to
license the masters from Capitol, we're
finally allowed to enjoy the greatest Al
Green tune never recorded ("Don't Tell
Me"), the space-funk of "Love Schedule,"
and Carlo Nuccio's brilliant backwards
groove on the aching ballad "Cut Down
Trees" (no, not an ecology song) — all
sung by one of the best white soul singers
around, and recorded Mitchell Froom
style: high-tech, tarted up, live. You like it
or you hate it. Ilove it.
McLaughlin's had it with the road
and with the business; he just wants to
write songs. But if you're lucky, you
might catch him playing in a bar in
Nashville, Memphis, or New Orleans.
Bars — not meat racks or yuppeterias,
but bars, where people care about music,
where music is what gets people
through the week, through the divorce,
through someone's death — are where
these artists belong. That makes it the
highest praise Ican give. —Michael Ross
STEREOPHILE, M AY 1996

FRANK ZAPPA: The Lost Episodes
Itykodisc RCI3 40573 (CL) only). Frank Zappa, prod.;
Spencer Chrislu, transfer & remix. AAD/ADD. TT:
71125

With 71w Lost Episodes—one of the last
projects he finished before his death in
late 1993—Frank Zappa tosses his fans a
final bonbon: 30 tracks dating from the
late '50s through the early 70s, and ranging in length from 11 seconds to 12 minutes, which do more than any number of
books, articles, and interviews to give the
obsessed and the merely curious alike a
vivid idea of How He Got That Way.
Here is a teenaged Don Van Vfiet
(Capt. BeeEheart to you) in 1958 or '59,
screeching and honking into amike set up
in an empty Antelope Valley Junior High
classroom in a manner that, had any
upstanding pillar of the community heard,
would have landed him in astraiacket or
acorrectional facility Here is aZappa/
Beaheart collaborative outtake from Trout
Mask Rtplica, and the revealing of the true
origins of "Lees Make the Water Turn
Black." There are brief dramatic cues from
Zappa's 1963 soundtrack music to Run
Horne Slow (a sci-fi/westem B-movie starring Mercedes McCambridge), and
Zappa's 1967 Clio-winning music for a
Luden's cough-drop commercial. Here is
what may be the first recorded instance of
fuzz-bass guitar ("Fountain of Love"), and
Zappa's gamelan-like takes on an English
folk song ("Wedding Dress") and asea
chanty ("Handsome Cabin Boy"), both
from the Uncle Meat era. Plus: bluesy outtakes from Hot Rats ("Lil' Clanton Shuffle"), early synthesizer etudes ("Basement
Music #1"), and the original versions of
"RDNZL," "Inca Roads," and "Sharleena," the last with extended solos from
Zappa and Sugar Cane Harris. Interspersed are audio venté from mid-'60s
NYPD cops and late-'50s California
weirdos, and an excerpt from aconcert of
his own orchestral music that Zappa produced at Mount St. Mary's College in the
hills west of LA., which shows that his
mixture of post-serial and aleatoric musics
was all but fully developed as early as 1963.
In short, the range of variety and invention on The Lost Episodes is astonishing. Not
for the hard-core fan alone: Zappa has created apastiche of discarded and squirreledaway snippets that will not only satisfy the
true fan's insatiable craving for ever more
FZ product, but also prove astone delight
to aging hipsters whose last FZ purchase
was rem Only In It for the Monty. Besides,
it's fin, and Rip Rense's exhaustive liner
notes in the 52-page deluxe booldet are
that rarity in rock writing: informative,
witty even literate. Highly recommended.
—Richard Ulm«
STERF.OPHILE, M AY 1996

YOU DECIDE!
HDCIY VS APOGEE 1000/UV-22
Doug MacLeod's incredible new release is available in
aspecially priced two CD comparison set. Hear for
the first time afascinating comparison between the current
state-of-the art in mastering techniques: HDCD by Pacific
Microsonics vs. Apogee 1000/UV-22 Super Encoding System.
(Cat. #AQ 1041HDCD)

Doug MacLeod
You CAN'T TAKE

Mr

BLUES

"You'll hear alifetime's accumulation of
feelings, experiences and influences in
his fingers, in his voice and in his songs."
-Michael Fremer, Tracking Angle
Joined by the legendary harpsman Carey
Bell and the great Mighty Flyers rhythm
section, Doug MacLeod takes you to the
core of deep down, intimate blues.
Doug MacLeod
You Cant Take My Blues

A01041

JOE BEFIRD
Featuring
F10111111 [FIR Et
THE BROFIDEFISTE115
"What gives overwhelming power to
Joe Beard's music in his intense yet
soothing singing." -Living Blues
Mississippi born bluesman Joe
Beard has worked with everyone
from Son House to Muddy Waters
and BB himself. The amazing
Ronnie Earl and his band along
with tenor sax legend David
"Fathead" Newman back Joe up
on this powerful return to the scene.
Joe Beard featuring Ronnie Earl &The Broadcasters
Blues Union A01039

TO ORDER BY PHONE
OR RECEIVE A
FREE CATALOG
CALL 800 .474 .1977
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M SERIES Interconnects M SERIES speaker cable
Mard....M CM.

Ait,Sigma 2

ecommen e
Componen
since 198
A

AWARD-WINNING
AG Silver Series

Pelee/Um Poragrefrf

The M Sigma 2000 is the most unique serious audiophile interconnect ever made! Unprecedented
performance for the serious audiophile who demands sonic perfection. Stereophile Recommended Component. Highly recommended by Absolute
Sound magazine Choice of RCA or XLR plugs at
same price. Priced per pair!
5in 5675
1.5m...$630 2m...$900

The M Sigma 2 speaker cable provides the ultimate in sonic performance and design. Especially
configured conductors for carrying separate high
and low frequencies. Stereophire Recommended
Component. Highly recommended by Absolute
Sound magazine. Priced per pair!
6ft...$500 88...9750 10 n...$875 12 9...$1000
Single Biwire: 8ft...98.50 10 ft...$075
128...91100

The M 1500 interconnect is the most refined version of
our advanced cable technologies for extraordinary. nocompromise sonic performance. RCA or XLR plugs at
same price. Priced per pair!
M1500 1,m. .930 1m $375 1Sin. 9450 2m...$525

The M 1.5 speaker nahle is the ultimate combination
of speaker cable technologies with the highest performance level Priced per pair!
6tt $.300
8It 5400
10 t1...S500
12 5...9600

KCTG interconnect uses 6silver VanStrand con- TGDL digital link RCA Silver Cable between transductas. XLR same once. Prices per pair
port 8 DIA Converter. XLR same pece.
.5m...$350 1m...11650 1.5m...5950 2m.. $1250 .5m...$175 1m ...$325 1.5m...$475 2m...$625
KCAG interconnect uses 3silver VanStrand con- AGGL digital Ink RCA Silver Cable between transductors. XLR same price. Prices per pair
port 8 D/A Converter XLR same price.
.5m.. $200 1m...$350 1.5m...$500 2m...$650 .5m...$100 1M...$175 1.5m ...$250 2m ...$325

ffl-rà SSUfflM
KIMBER KABLE

The heart of SilverStreak
features asingle AG
VanStrand conductor,
fabricated from hyper-pure
silver

Kimber's legendary 4TC
and 8TC loudspeaker cables continually receive
rave reviews and recenmendation. ranking as one

t>

UltraPlate
RCA Connector..

IWI
fK% KIMBER KABLE

of the best "high end audio" values of all time. TC
cables deliver correct harmonic and spectral content of recordings with
breathtaking, pinpoint acAdvanced
curacy. The basic building
VanStrand"'
block of each TX and LPC
el-braid geometry model is the Teflon' lack'
provides optimal
electrical
eted VariStrand' conducparameters
tor. The conductor strands
are formed from our advanced alloy, primarily
• consisting of ultra-high

Single Biwire Oft

5500

10 ft...9800

12 ft...$700

áPIsE RIEs
'COO I

Punt),coPPer.
8TC...UM 8' pr. $230 10' pr 9288 12' pr... $002
8TC Single Biwire
8 pr. $258 10' pr... $294
8TC Double Biwire
8' pr .$407 10' pr... $479
The IN 1000 Ialtm otmeCt features three precision4TC
ti pr
$166 10' pr.. $188 12' pr.... $206
wound tine correct bandwidth balanced wire networks
4TC Double Biwire
8 pr .$270 10' a.... $319
for audiophile music reproduction. Choice of RCA or
4VS /4PR
$2./ft. /$1/ft.
incorporates many 9kunxnxamtnchno.
XLR plugs at same price. Priced per pair!
loges as tound in their most costly reference models It's
.5m...$150
sm...$250 2m .$300
the most ideal interconnect for all "up-scale" audio and
video applications It will deliver years of exacting audio
performance, that gets you closer to the "being there"
experience. Priced per pair!

The M IMK II is acclaimed worldwide as one of the
finest speaker cables ever built for an audiophile Dynamic. powerful music reproduction that is balanced
and articulate ...510 /per foot or -Priced per pair!
6rt...9130 8it...$150
10 it...$200
1211...S250

SS .5m...S120 lm...$180 1.5m...$240 2m...$3430
3m...$420 4m...$540
5m...$660 6m...9780
SS-XLR5m...$1801m...$300 .5m ...$420 2m...5540
(14/

(IX% KIMBER KABLE

Kimber's entry level interconnect exhibits
simple, elegant construction. This product
really demonstrates
the adage, "less is
more". A lean, mean,
stripped-down interconnect that offers
hotrod performance at
Mo-ped prices. PBJ
uses the same braid
geometry as the esteemed KCAG but with

"0*

Illuminati
D-60 Digital Cable
distributed throughout the known universe
ty,

. I
The M 950 Iinterconnect uses three time correct band- The M .75 uses state-of-the-art speaker cable techwidth balanced mat/gauge wire networks tor outstand- nologies for audiophile performance at anon-audiophile price. .95 /ft. or -Priced per pair!
ing perforTnance XLR same price. Priced per paid
5m
$90 1m
$125 1.5m _$160 am
$200 85...9100 10 ft...$140 12 ft...$150 15 ft...S170

KIMBER KABLE
D-00 .5m...$213 lm...$325 1.5m...$438 2m...5550
Unlocking the full performance potential c•

VariStrand'm copper
conductors. The con-

your digital playback chain requires a caLI.
of unparalleled stability and accuracy. The D-

nect ors are in fact
identical to those
found on our most ex-

60 meets the challenge with ease. Unquestionably, it is the most electrically precise digital
interconnect in existence. From its precision

pensive interconnects
PBJ-real world perfor-

connectors and pure silver center conductor
to the carefully selected dielectric composi-

8501
bi
io
t )1/
,

mance in a "no frills" package. And like the lion and twin helical shields. Iba ILLUMINATI
The M 850 fuses two bandwidth balanced conduc- The fACX4 is our "best buy" M Sexes speaker rahw
other PE3J (Peanut Butler & Jelly) Mom says, D-60 clearly advances digital performance to
tors plus improved shielding for excetlent music and with an affordable price. .53 /ft. or -Priced per pair!
"Just eat it (and shush up,) it's good for you!" a higher plane (RCA or BNC).
film reproduction. XLR same price. Priced per pair!
8ft
$80 10 ft
$70 12 ft
$80 15 II
$100
P13.1
5m pr..$58 1m pr
$88 1.5m pc$74
ORCHID rernIUM balanced cable 1.5m
$750 5,6
$70 tm
$80 15m
$90 2m
$100
MCX2...$1.50/ft 8fi $40 10ft. .550 12 ri. $60
5 C-1
.
5m or..$65
im pr
$80 1.5m pr..595
UG -70
circuit box cable 1.5m
$525
$1.50/ ft. /$1.25/ ft.
PB1 %IA .5m pr.$58 1m pr
$66 1.5m pr..574
DX-50 1.5m. $3502m...$4002.5m...$4503m...$500 M5501 5m...$45 1m...550 1.5m...$55 2, $65 New Monster /Monster
$1.0015 / 508 /tt.
OPT
5m
$40 1m
$50 1.5m
960
DV-30.5m. 555 1m. $70 1.5m.. $85 2m. 9100 M3501 .5m .$35 m. $40 1.5m. $45 2ni $50 XP-HP /XP

audioquest Video /Digital aucJioquest Interconnects
AQ VIDEO /DIGITAL PROT", double balanced AQ QUARTZ X 3TM, Male balanced sold FPC
pohipropylene, resistance welded RCA
sold FPS Sam. Resistant welded RCA.

11111a-Ile
Functionally
''."_-,- Perfect
Silver

a,

Functionally
Pedect
- 1 CoPPor
99.9999%

111111111 ni:e

22 awg FPS Silver
Primary Teflon Insulation
Foam Insulation
Fod /Mylar /F0,1 Shield

actual si:e

22 awg LGC Dratnwtre
22 awg FPC-6 Copper
Polypropylene Insulation
Foul Shield
PVC Jacket IUL CI.2)

Braided Shield LGC
PVC Jacket

Factory Prepared Speetireftedbles

m.. 3175 1m. 112251.5 m..$275 2m $325 3m .$425 Smpr $1321mpr....51651.5rnpr....$1913 2rnm $231
tin pr $297 4m p....$363 Sm pr....5429 6m pr $495
MIDNIGHT
AQ VIDEO /DIGITAL Zr", double balanced. w/XLRs Srn pr....$167 1
m pr. .$200 1.5m pr. .$233
CRYSTAL
solid FPC-6 copper, resistance welded RCA.
INDIGO
AQ RUBY X rm, double balanced. solid FPC
copper. polypropylene

Functionally
Perfect
Copper
99.99,,,,

•

ai nia/

22 awg FPC-6 Copper
Primary Teflon Insulation
Foam Insulation

Foil/Mylar /Foil Shield
Braided Shield LGC
PVC Jacket

SISI
5219
SI 71

Functionally
Perfect
CoPPer
22 awg LGC DranwIre
awg FPCCopper
Polypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Foam Insulation
Midnight 3, Dark Blue
Custom prep. 8' pr. $316
Sine Bisinie 8 pr...$330
Double &wire 8' pr...2692

/Mylar /Foil Shield
Braided Shield LGC

Foil

PVC Jacket IUL CL2)

Long
Grain
Copper

breams Warranty

10Ii par

666

1211par

5105

SSS

tonpog

8111

126 rer

$75

6114 '

5146

LGC

Functionally
Perfect
Copper

p.

5m...$271 m.. $30 15m .$33 2m. .836 3m...$42

MPS

- FPC

AQ TOPAZ X 2Tm, double balanced. polypropylene soled LGC.
22 awg LOG Copper
Primary Teflon Insulation

8it par
8lt psir
8ItP

TYPE 6

oudioquest Speaker Cables

22

o

TYPE 4
TYPE 2

AO MIDNIGHTm uses sixteen solid FPC conduc- AQ INDIGO'TM, 8conductor. Hybnd Hyperirtz with
tors. Each conductor uses polyethylene insulation over FPC /LGC coppers. Crystal's little brother.
FPC copper. The extremely long grain structure of FPC
copper greatly improves naturalness and dynamics.

5m...572.1m...5n 1.5 m...56711.2m...$110 3m .1135
.5m pr....584 lmpr....$68 1.5rnpr $112 2rnpr $126
AQ VIDEO/ DIGITAL ONET", Solid LGC cop- 3m pr....5154 4m Pt .8182 Sm pr... $210 6m pr . $238
per, tefIce.
winns .5rn pr.-5141 1
m pr...$166 1Smpr $169

MIGHT VARE Mega-Link PremiUrn Digital/Video cables use clear jacket over black fabnc braid w/blue
tracer /75 OHM coaxial geometry coated high purrty
SrIver/COpper conductors /
foam tenon Insulation. Avail-

5415 .2npas. $479
in rt par $255 12 Itpair $al
in it pan $196 12 flow $219

actual sire

20 awg FPC Copper
18 awg LGC Copper
Primary PE Insulation
PP Filler
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL C12)

20 awg FPC Copper
18 awg FPC Copper
Pnmary PE Insulation
PP Filter
Indigo 2, Dark Blue
foot
Mylar Binder
Custom prep 8' pr...$156 10'pr...$180 12' pr...$204
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)
Single Brwire 8' pr...$170 10pr...$195 12' pr...$219
$16 /toot Double Bowe 8' pr.. .8272 10pr...$320 t2 pr.. .8368
10pr...$380 12 pr...$A45
AO TYPE V', 6conductor Hyperfaz /LGC copper.
10pr...$395 12 pr.. $480
10pr...5720 12' pr...$1348

WW1 sire

22 awg LGC Dranwtre
22 awg LGC Copper
Polypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Single rewire

Aim
erunia/ Ti2i•
Double B,wire
13 AWG
•
457 lm P
1, -• .
895 1.5.11, ..$73 2m pr....$81
18 awg LGC Copper
twelve solid conductors.
3m pr . $97 4m pr ...5113 5rn pr....5129 6m pc ...$145 AQ CRYSTAL a
Primary PE Insulation
able in RCA. XLR. BNC -same price.
spiraled together in aHybrid Hypenitz array. Six conSrn...$85
Sm...$155 2m...$190 w/XLRs .5m pr. .. $117 1m pr $129 1.5rn pr....$133
PP Fuller
ductors are 18 awg LGC copper and six are 20 awg
Mylar Binder
FPC copper. The FPC copper acts like abypass. allowLifebnie Warnmilts
AQ TURQUOISE X 2T", double balancee solid
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)
LGC, UL CL-3.
ing most of the high frequency benefits of this supenor
material. The less expensive LGC copper provides bulk
so Crystal provides apowerful full range sound. Together Type 6, slie Bk.
S4 /foot
gram w$5 Mega-Link Premium DIgtalMdeo cathe LGC and FPC allow Crystal to have extraordinary Cestom prep .
.8100 10' pr...$118 12' pr. $132
performance at areasonable pr.co.
bles use clear jacket over black tabac braid wblue
Double Biwire pr...$175 8pr...$207
pr...$239
tracer /75 OHM coaxial geometry coated high punty
silver/copper conductors/foam tenon insulation AvalAO TYPE 41m, 4conductor Flyperlitz /LGC copper.
Long
able In RCA. XLR. BNC -same pece.
Grain
actual sire
.5m...$85
lm...$120
tSm...$155 2m...$190
Copper
5m

—

22 awg LGC Drainwire
22 awg LGC Copper
Primary PVC Insulation
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Silver Video

SMALLER

LGC
iii

5rn pr $35 Irn pr ...$39 1.5m pr... 543 2m pe...$47
3in pr 555 :in pr.. $63
Sm or 571 ern pr....579
AO JADE'', Symmetrical Coax. solid L. UL CL-3

Silver Video &SVideo Cables for urtra-high resolution.
M 1000e 5m...$,30 tm...$40 5m...$50
M 500V"
5m...$20 I
m...$25 15m...$30
M1000Se 5m...$45 1
m...$55 t5m...$65
M 500S1r
im...$35 1.5m...$40

2m...160
2rn...$35
2m...875
2m...$45

Long
Grain
T
,PPPn ,

—
DST Powered Cable (1m) alter-free. Powered Digitalin.
terconnect System
$159
-Toslink" (1m) Toshiba Optical Interconnect

iiii .,

,,,,,

22 awg LGC Copper Neg.
22 awg LGC Copper Pos.
Pnrnary PVC Insulation
PP Filer
Foil Shield

PVC Jacket (UL CL21

.5m pr. ...DZ. I
m pr....$25 1.5m pr....$27'. 2m pr
$18 3RI pr. .$35 Am pr.. .840 5m pr....$45 em pr

$30
650

suai ui;u'

20 awg FPC Copper
18 awg LGC Copper
Primary PE Insulation
PP Filler
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL C1.2)

LARGER
15 AWG

actual sire

20 awg LGC Copper
17 awg LOG Copper
Pnmary PE Insulation
PP Fuller
Mylar Binder

Crystal, Slate Blue
$9 /foot
PVC Jacket
Custom prep 8 pr. .5204 10 pr.. .5240 12' pr. .8276 TYpe 4, iStereophile Rec. Comp. 55.8)
$2.50 nt
Single Elnwe 8 pr., $219 t
0'
pr.. 4255 12' pr. .5290 Custom prep. 8' pr...$70 10 pf _586 12' pr. .896
Double &wire 8' pr...$368 to pr...$440 12' pr...$512 Double &wee 6* pr...$127 8pr...$147 to pr...$187

Cr

JERRy Rams

419 14th Ave. S.E. • Mpls, MN 55414
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DLC (includes PSI) Digital Line
Controller Four-input. two-output.
Remote-controlled preamplifier.
Includes RW•1
$339
DOS Ill Sony-based CD
Transport/Player with mechanically and electscally-isolated. damped sub-systems. contains
extensive AC line filtering
$449
DDS•Pro Reference Duality. twin-chassis SCD Transport
with Pioneer Stable Platter' mechanism. ultra low litter
master clock oscillator circuit. I'S Bus Standard output,
multi-regulated high-current power supply
$1385

srmiciir wiRE,Rn

ACD II Sony-based CD Player/
Transport with coaxial output and
fullfunction remote control, mcluckng
IISO Reference Inter-

connects use individually insulated ultra pure 15%
silver /85% copper conductors and microporous
foam teflon Insulation. GOLD VERSION (for tube
elec., hybrid& & laid back solid state) has ultra low
inductance and PLATINUM VERSION (for most solid
state pieces). SPECIAL FEATURE -different cable
designs for BALANCED (Premium XLR Plugs) and
UNBALANCED (Locking Gold PHONO plugs) at
same price! Priced per pair!
$300 1rn
3rrr

$1050

4rit

5450 1brrr...
$1350

$600 2,71

5m...$1650

5750

6,n

$1950

STRAIGHT WIRE MAI:SFR( ill Reference Interconnects Stereophile Reo Comp.) have apearl white
fabric braid and clear outer jacket. Certified coated
copper conductors and microporous foam teflon tape
,ire combined in two distinct designs -dual coax BMI
Ifor

balanced use and symrnetncal coax MSI (for un-

balanced application) -each at the same price.
Priced per pair!
5n1 . $195 1m. . $275 1brrr
3m.... .5595 Am

5755

5m

.$355 2rn
$915

VIRTUOSO Reference Speaker
Cables have symmetrical coaxial
geometry with unique 15% seer /

(Stereophile Rec. Comp.) has 384
Strands of 32 GA. certified coated

85% copper certified coated conductors and cold wrapped mi-

copper ma symmetrical coaxial de-

croporous foam teflon tape to
minimize conductor damage dur-

croporous teflon tape and a hybrid
TPR non conductive core. Pearl white

ing construction.

fabric braid is non-conductive and creates

sign with precision wrapped mi-

GOLD (for planar and laid back pre-

$435

6in .... 41075

MAPSfRO II Reference Speaker Cable

acontrolled air-space insulation for the outer braid.

front image speakers) at same once!

S30 /It Priced per pair!

$6508

5ft .$380 8

$950 1011

Double Biwire 8ft

$1150 1211

$1900 10 ti

$1350

$2300 12 ft

'Must

$389

Ultra•Dsc Single-chassis Comb,
nation DITB/D71•Plus The "complete DAC solution" with special version PSU. PowerStationThree•Ultra
$439 DTI •Pro (includes P54) D.qilal Transmission Interdace.
Precision -de-irttering" instrument with 32-bit floating
DITO (now witbPS1) Digital Decoding Engine v1.1 -High
perforrnance. Crystal Semiconductor-based One-bit D- point. Resolution Enhancement SDSP computer and
to-A Converter; discrete passive integrator
$199 upgradeable software

$1485

DAC •MAN

DTI e2.0 (includes PS4) Sander to D71*Pro but without
the resolution entrancement system
$539

.55601011...$680 12 ft...$800156...$900

Double Biwire 811.. $1120 10 ft

volume

;

sentation speakers): PLATINUM (for dynamic and up
$50 /ft. Priced per pair!

ODE v3.0 (includes P54) Premium. HDCD-compatible
0-to-A convener -can be configured for digital domain
reclute control with optional 139C51 Microprocessor and
RW*I Remote Wand
$739

au ant onningdetign

$1380 12 ft..41600

$2700

DACHVIAN Dual input. high-value DAC. includes lm set
of Analog Cables made for Alchemy by Tara Labs...$119

Dll•Plus Dual-input "de-tittering" component with twin
PLI anal ,Hz haralv..idth
$245

Encore

HPA v1.0 (Includes PSI)
Outstanding. Class "A"
Headphone Amp with
HeadRoorn Special Image
Processing
$219

Overture 0M 150 Powerful, yet sweet-soundfnq 150 WI
ch amplifier, upgradeable to dual-mono
S799

In &Ili I
,
Lyetinte
Rhapsody II

Warranty

H

STRAIGHT WIRE Encore Premium Interconnect
uses aclear PVC jacket over red fabnc braid /OFHC
coated conductors loam teflon insulation /balanced
geometry /gold tellon phono plugs. Priced per pair!

2e111811111er
LifetimeWarninty

.5m

$80 In: . $100

3m... ..$180 4m

1.5n1

$120

7,5

5140

5n1

$280

6rri

$300

$220

it

Encore Premium Speaker Cables use clear PVC jack-

5(14/SIGHT WIRE RHApsoin. II

Premium Inter- et over red fabric braid /symmetrical coaxial geometry
connects use clear PVC jacket over blue fabric braid / 12 gauge coated OFHC conductors /foam teflon in-

re
°

OFHC coated conductors foam teflon insulation /twin sulation. &I8 /ft. Priced per pair.,
symmetrical balanced geometry premium gold teflon 5ft..
$112811.
$160 10ft
$192 12 ft...
phono plugs or X1Rs same pace. Priced per pair!
Double Biwire 8ft. .$320 1011 $384
12 ti
5in
.$120 1m
$150 1.5rn
$180 2fn . $210
3m

$270 4ni

$330

5m

$390

6rn. . $450

RHAPSODY II Premium Speaker
Cables use clear PVC jacket over

5224
$448

Duet

'Ali

blue fabric braid /symrnetnc,a1 co-

.. .211100:41,"

axial geometry 11 gauge coated

X

•

Y

Z

AA

BB

OFHC conductors /foam teflon in-

A AO Double Direct-Gold Banana

sulabon. "Rhapsody is renowned for

B Read. Gold Dual Banana Plug

its exceptional rendering of spacial
details $15 /ft. Priced per pair!
5ft

$380 89...S56010 11...$680 1211

Double Biwire 8h. .$1120 10 ft

$803 15 ft

5480

$1360 17 H $1600

Lifetime Warranty

oudioquest

$60/ 4 pc

10 mm

RF Stoppers Jr.
Ferrite clamps
minimize RFI

smourdir WIRE

$339 /8 pc

9 mm

EE
S1 /each

$9 ea. S AudioTruth Lapis 8 Diamond R.C.A.... $150 r4pc
AudioTruth Opal 8 Emerald R.C.A.

$30 /4pc set 7 KimberKable RCA Plug

$50/2 pc

E SW Delon Single Banana Plugs

$25 /4pc set U SW Gold Locking RCA Plug 105 min

$16

F AO Single Silver or Gold Banana

$18 /4pc set

H SW Cnrnp-on Single Bananas
Phoenix Crimp-on Single Banana

$7

2pc set

$10 /4pc set

V AO
W
SW Quartz
Gold Teflon
RCA RCA
Plug Plug 8m,,,
X AO Topaz /Ruby R.C.A. 11

$30 /$35 $6°
/4pc set

163 /4pc Y AO Turquoise RCA Plug inn',
$14 r2pc set 2 AO Jade RCA Plug 7nini
$15 /4pc sel AA

Raskin Gold Special R.C.A.

$3 ea

K SW Spade /Jumbo Spade .. SI im

SIO /4pc set BB
75e /each CC

Raskin Silver Satin R.C.A.

$3 ea

SW Gold RCA Plug /Black Bartell

L AO Direct Silver or Gold Spade
M AO Direct Silver or Gold Spade' •
:"

75C /each DD

SW Gold RCA Plug /Silver Barrett

N AO Direct Silver or Gold Spade

75C /each EE

Monster 2-Way Splitter

$332

0 SW Gold Spade mini

Single Brie. .86..5251

10 tt ...5299

128

5347

P Phoenix Flexi-Connect Pins

Double Biwire:

10 6.3568

12 11

5664

0 AO Direct Silver or Gold Pin lugs

8ft. .4472

$284 12 ft.

$25 /4pc set

I KemberKable Post Master
J AO 814 Silver or Gold Spade

conductors hybrid foam 7PR inSulatiOn/netiCal geOro$236 10 h

each

59/ /:a:

1.

use navy blue PVC Jacket /(12)18 gauge coated OFHC

$164 8tt

$100 '4pc

$30 /2pc set

D SW Delux Locking Banana Plugs

etry. $12 /ff. Priced per pair!
5ft

oudioquest

Duet Biwire Speaker Cables

DO

C Monster Cable X Terminators

G Raskin Deluxe Gold Banana Plug

RF Stoppers

CC

$30 /2pc set R SW Gold Pins

75c /ea FF
$6e/ 4pc se GG
75e /eacht HH

SW Gold Female RCA

$20 /4pc set

$3 /each
$3 /each
S14./ each
"

Raskin Deluxe Gold Dual Female RCA. $5
'7
a:eh
SW Neutrik Gold SLR Plug

$12 /each

el=

1
-1
Mt
. • 4 4gramaie

LAsr

4LPs for S75
1LP for $23
Double LP for $33

LASr

4CDs for S89
1CD for $23
Double CD for $38

ascent
Preservative
LASt
00.16
CLEMVP

MODEL 1.5 Fl A
$335

•

April in

peons

•

2

f

St ylus

bwerne.

Parnairee#1 Power Cleaner
...$25 (1/2 oz)

#2 Record Preservative
525 (2 oz)

$145 (16oz)

#3 Record Cleaner
$16 Coz) ... S50 (1 gal.)
my-Ty “nrt

#4 Stylus Cleaner... $14 (20z)
#5 Stylast Treatment. ..$22
Record or Stylus Brush...S2

MODEL 1.0 Manual application of
fluid, manual brushing 8 rotating
during vacuuming

#1 & #2

$48

#2 & #3

$39

#1, #2 & 03

$63

#4 & #5

$39

#1, #2, #3, #4 595

$99

CD Cleaner . .51695 (1 oz)
DIGI-LAST". CO Protective
Shields

$12 20 pc

RECORD MASTER cleans 45s. 785.
R LPs manually with built-in adapter

$199

;ounl Bovin end hrs ord

LAST COMBO KITS

...S145 (4oz)

MUDDY
ATERS
fbik Sin ger

,

rI
Csie,Sh‘ .2L4k.:

ti?

$219

Tie

Jtie

Pere>

CATSTEVENS
Ineer and tilt linv:e

lifet.me
Warranty
RKCISS

SHAKTI Stabilizer..

Koss OZ /2000 revOlutronary miCr0Ohcne Mee retucbon teen:logy renoves
...led° noise 8. reduces ltstener fatigue
Great for air travel
$179

clean hne ,unIpr
Power Cona,,on,.,
Model II Analog

$229

BrIght Star Big Rock 3

Weer..

..••••••••••.
M

N

S69.

S-711Head Cleaner

B. 02 Blocker Tablets

$5r)

J. DeoxIT D5 Spray Soy.

0,

$599

t, ProGold GS Spray ..

$15.

5490

L. ProGold GPO Spray Pump

$17,0

E. ProGold Wipes 50 pc

518.

M. ProGold 0100 Spray

$24.

F. ART 0-151

$50

N. ProGold Poo,

313.

G. ART TR 30

$50

0 AO Laser Gulde

H. ProGold Mini Spray

SB.

P. AO Ultra Connect

Call!

AO Big Feet ox, to AO It>,

$60

A0CDFootu.yimnusi

$39

AO Sett Stick Sheet

515

1993 'My favonte

oso

Include%
AC Adopter
Deluxe CD HydroBath

$49

Dispels magnetic

Rack .5 Speaker Stand ....Call

build-up in
CD Laser Lens Cleaner

$17

$15 ea /2 for $14 ea /3 for $13

• • ;. Ii

Hubbell
$1495 /each
or 2/S25

i
i

Postman

A

The
WrerIcIr

Ole-tack
4.5"
I
Icon

r

.$9w

$99/ -

ART CD
Is° Bearing Large 3.3

Sonic Circles Stabilizer Rings

Bang & Olufsen

High Fidelity
Telephone

XL0 Test CD .. $30

$59 /

Large 1.5 1-1/4"e1-1/5"

584.5 /3 pc

Beocom 1400

$30 or S40

Standard 1.0 1-x1"

Ultimate Disc .S15

Soundcheck .S40

$100

sensitive audio
circuits...5150

.. $11

or7/16

.610--11»
Edw.«

AUDIO
POINTS

Audio Prism

CD Scratch Rernover .5 Polish

Weer.,

MICHEL
GREEN'S

Large 2.0 1-1/4"x2" .... $135 / •

1 l
e .
1129e

$35

Gryphon Exorcist

Michel Green

CD STOP 4.0 HT

osnhe

-1 runes:ex not ef mews
CO, sourd be. 'SENSIBLE
SOUrOVIG.ZIE sower
na91 Steven 13.wci

ART 0 Damper Feet .. $120 /4 pc

$129
Pr.

$233
OAT

$119

Battery Elinenetor AC
pone au0OrY
seam
S19

S30

Dsless
flomdrar

`311— je-

finger laDque "Anene can ease),heeds(
Ind ddlerences al sound quality' HIGH

Weeize

Roornirtinc
--

Y. Or 3

UltraCtariner Tabletop Model reduces

FIDELITY MAGAZINE (Sweden) April

discwasher

tr•

s59 ,

Call!
$09/ 2 pc

Sovtek Tubes

$9.

C. 02 Blocker Pads 36

FOR 96

Tubesox

HD580 ...S299

0.02 Blocker Archival Bags

9 1 TWEAK

Gold Aero Tubes

SENINUEIZEII

0

A. 02 Blocker Spray 203

Koss ESP 950

Troc incrackble electrostatic stereophori•
Is PORTABLE. It comes complete with
.ts own carrying case and separate bat
,Pr.. pack 'My lavorle,"

Iso Bearing Small
$54% /3 pc

$a /5 Oc $11/ 10 PC 525 /25 pc

C

0 Damper Mat...S135

... S213 9, /each
... $18 ,0

eaCh

CLOSEOUT!
brow Sam',
MUSIC HALL CD 32

Rims

$250

IEEDLE
419 14th
DOCTOR
Ave. S.E. • Mpls, MN 55414

NEEDLE

•

800•229•0644

612 - 378 - 0543 • FAX 378 - 9024 • E-Mail NVus@ix.netcom.com

OTA
S

Cartridge Alignment Tool

Record Brushes

nclustries

COSMOS

Benz MC Demagnetizer
Cartndge Dernittiletver

Handcrafted

$199

Stanton VC-1 Professional Record

Wood-base

MILLENNIA Open chassis Vacuum Turntable in

'zoo

gloss black

COSMOS High Gloss BlackAcn,4ic Larneate on Dampened MPF
$5000
COSMOS Black or Gray Matrix /Architectural White
Fountainhead
$4500
NOVA Black Acrybc, Light, Dark Black Oak

Cleaning Brush& Fluid

$2200

Stabi turntable with arrnbOard

static preserver and cleaner.
Stemple» Recommended Component
Treats 150 LPs
$29

THOR213

sOvrnttl
itel
na
mb 'WY
MO -FI GEO Disctm

$2795

easy to use, 3-dimensional visual alignment system for

$2495

STAR Senes VTurntable. wIth Vacuum Hold Down System
e Satin Black
$2395

SOJA
TD-280 MK iv features new suspension design
1D-318 MK iii suspension design /w/auloartt
TD-520 w/TP90 forearm

S1799

TD-520 w'SME-312 tenures

$3799

Prestige The Ultimate Thom& ..

$1595

SOUTHER CLEVER CLAMP

$30

JA. Michell Record Clamp

$50

SOTA ICLAMP "My favorite

$50

rapid, uncomplicated cartridge original London (Domes) Brush
alignment. In just minutes it 2 Sets of Brushes. Carbon Fiber 8
provides critical alignment to Aromatic Polyamide
within .003 of an inch. The

Record Mats

"My favorite."

disc washer 04 Brush System

he

'
ac'
serWù0-,

discwasher D-Stat II Mat

C

SATELLITE

S599

Pro-ject 6onElue Point Special

$749

II

I) A S

$100

ART 0 Damper Mat

$330

Harmonis Tuned Platter

$595

Ressued by popular demand. the
"Amazng"Cardas Sweep Record
Ultrasonically cleans stylus and canWeyer. Degausses cartndge and other system components
$17
-

control static

S7

t2m /$95

oudioguest Emerald

12(11 /$150

oudioguest Pro

1.2m /$275

Klmberkable KCAG
slivc,,,»E

Fluid

1m /$350

Maestro II...1m /$180

gamut «It Virtuoso

tnm /5180

GOLD AERO Signature .$1000
GOLD AERO db45

Record Sleeves

COMET
Pro-ject 1.2 w•ADC XI cartraige td,tenorm,
Pro-ject 1.2 w/Blue Pant cartridge

$15

Phono Preamplifiers

SC-2 Refill
oudioguest 2

AO Record Brush over 'Mahon
conductive carbon fibers clean and

SC-2 Stylus Care
System

SOTA

$20

Cartridge Demagnetizer

discwasher

Light Dark Black Oak

SATELLITE Satin Black Seres Il Upgradable

Hunt EDA Record Brush

$75

Sota Supermat

Tonearm
Cables
Pro-ject 6wtADC XT cartridge

A

SWEEP RECORD

$60

Ringmat MK II

$8

$12

oudioquest Sorbothane Record
platter "My favorite."

Alte

519
4111,

Stylus «hacking Facet:liege .... 514
Ortofon Stylus Force Gauge

Mat 1/8" thick, damps record and

SATELLITE Black Acrylic

$26

proper and precise alignment

S14,500

SAPPHIRE
SAPPHIRE Senes IV Turntable in Satin Black

512

S775

TD-320 MK Si suspension design /w/auto-trIt

$1695

THE PIG RECORD GRIP

SOTA REFLEX CLAMP
5179
with the GEO-DISC'° can litSME 20-C The Ultimate ClampS250
erally result in asonic improve$425 ART O Damper Stabilizer
$330
ment as significant as the ad$425 Harmon,: Tuned Stabilizer
$495
dition of a new stereo compoS599
nent.., at afraction of the price

TD-180 MK iii 3-speed 133. 45. 781

SAPPHIRE Black Acrylic, Light. Dark. Black Oak

$30

The GEO-DISC T. features an

NOVA Senes VTurntable, with Vacuum Hold Down System
with Cosmos Platter in Satin Black
$2695
STAR Black Acrylic, Light, Dark .Black Oak

$30

GRFIV WOE Record Treatment anti-

$aw

.$349

.

$435

MG-Ft Rice Paper Sleeves
(10)...S8

Acrylic-base
COMET e Gloss Black Acrylic w/cartndge

$629

COMET Gray Manto /Sate Black w/canndge

$579

COMET Gray Maten w/Surniko Blue Point Spew!

$749

DENON

(50)

$38

(100) ..570

110)...57

(601.533

(1 00).. $53

\

,

12; Cardboard
RiepaperSOleuetevres t50420,100)$10
,a

_)17" Fitted Poly (Mars
(50)
$5
I
r Fined Out Resealable .150).. $10
• 12" Pape, /Poly Inners
.(50) . $15
12" Paper Inners .......... ..... 1501 $1250
10" Gen P.P.' livers Tas 1501..
$20
7- Poly Outers
1501
$3
r Paper ,Poly Inners
150..
$7
r Paper Inners
. .. . (50)
$4

MOONBEAM

CREEK OBH-9 MC Pre-amp.. $249
CREEK OBH41 MM Pre-amp .$199

discwasher VRP Sleeves

S14

Sz ,

Headshell

Audio Alchemy Vac-in-the-boo
MM /MC Preamplifier
$200

Leads
Malt
Q.E.D. Discsaver MM
589

gl=223:1=1
DB Systems
Protractor

$35

oudioquest HL -5'. LC-OFC .$15
Sumiko Premier HL-29

$12

DENON DP25F w /A.T. canndge

$150

Sumiko Silver 32 mm

$26

DENON DP7F w /Stanton cartridge

$299

Sumiko Silver 50 mm

$32

DENON DP23Fw/ ADC XT cartridge

$399

DENON DP47Fw/ ADC XT cartridge

$599

DUAL C5415-ISw/ Dual cartridge

tze

Carbon
Fiber

Uncle Bill's Tweezers
Alurnmum

$399

Esoteric Sound RA6 78 RPM Player

$275

Esoteric Sound Vintage 78 RPM Player

$345

Great for Head Shell Leads

S5.

$120 $15

RASKIN Tonearrn Wrap
Surniko Analog Survival Kit

$20
$50

Moonbeam w /ADC XT cartridge

$399 JVC AL-A151 semi- automatic

Moonbeam w /Sumiko Blue Point

$499 Kenwood KD-291R /KO-492 F

$99 /5189

-41IC

$15

Tonearms

'

DUAL CS435s w /Dual cartridge

Headshells

No-Name MM
Pre-Amp.
$40

Kuvra 51o9,/Reference $950/$1.840
APPT-13/7/6
5750/S625/S495

Pnces subect to change

not respcesble ro, typoerate ,cal errors

BENZ

gie MICRO

Blue Oasis

clearaudio

GRADO

ortofon

Ir

Blue Oasis

4r

RE-Tip (exch. gel
MC Ruby
Trade (other cadndges)

$3000

Reference

$2500
$1750

Tradeether cartridges)
MC H 0
rade (other cartridges)
MC MO.9
Trade (other cartndges)
MC L0.4
rade (other cartridges)

$1899
$1299

Audio-Technuca

GAMMA-S /RE-Tip

$850 /$42$

DELTA-S /RE-Tip
SIGNATURE

$1400 /$700
$2300

RE-Tip

$1150

INSIDER /RE-Tip

$1000
$1200

$35 /$30

ZF3E+ /Stylus

$40/ $33

ZF2u /Stylus

$55 /$36

$7500 /$3750

/Stylus

$65/ $45

DENON

$1000

$30/ $20

ZCExI /Stylus

53990 /$1995

ACCURATE /RE-Tip

$1200

ITE.1 /Stylus

/Stylus

22, /Stylus
8MZ /Stylus
MCZ Il/Stylus

DL-S1 /RE-Tip

$1300/51160

$170 /$90
...$255 /$135

TLZ /Stylus

$400 /$225

XTZ /Stylus

$600 /$375

$800 /$600

MC-30 Super Mark II
RE-Tip (exchange)

$499
$409

MC-20 Super Mark It
RE-Tip (exchange)

$399
$319

MC-10 Super Mark II
RE-Tip (exchange)

$299
$242

MC-15 Super Mark II

$199

RE-Tip (exchange)
MC-10 Super

$174
$125

RE-Tip (exchange)

$105

ew Glider high output 2.2mV
$600 /$400

aucJioquest

ML150 /Stylus

$1800 /1200
$1500
Transfiguration
Temper Trade w/cartndge cost over
$1000
$2600
Temper Trade w/cartndge cost
under $1000
$3150

ilpialleb

$130 /$110

(1 mV or new 2.2 mV) 1750

Trade /RE-Tip

SHO/ RE-Tip
Trade

$95 /$75

GOLDRING
'lid«

$1600 /$1300

Signature Jr. /Stylus $119 /$62

$1200

$250 /$200

.52000 /91580

MC-5000 /FE-TO
MC-3000 /

$85 /$55

214- /Stylus

.$1000

0C9 /RE-Tip

MC-7500 /FE-Tip

Blue Point Special

$225

RE-Tip (exchange)

$195

Blue Point /RE It
RE-Tip BP to BPS

$119 /$95
$109

Pearl /Stylus
Black Pearl /Stylus
Oyster /Stylus

$80 /$45
$50 /$35
$30 /$20

5250 /$200

EXCEL ( rnV. Van aen Iii., 1, $1165
RE-Tip (exchange(

AO 7000Fe5TFA (.4 mV) .$2550

440 ML/ Stylus

$99 /$69

120 E/T/Styius

$601$40

OL 110 /RE-Tip

$140 /$70

DL 160 /RE-11p

.$180 /$90

LONDON (DECCA)

DYNAVECTOR

132 EP /Stylus

$89 /$65

$185 /$149
5139 /5115
$89 /573

MC-3 Turbo /RE-Mp
MC-1 Turbo /RETIp_

5150 /5125
$100 /S84

$899

331 LP /Stylus

$60 /$40

316 EP /Stylus

$45 /$35

311 EP /Stylus

$40 /$30

301 EP /StyluS

$35 /$25

300 P /Stylus

$36 /520

92 ECO/Stylus

$50 /$40

$289

91 ECO/Stylus

$40 /$30

$235

90 ECO /Stylus

$30 /520

3482P /Stylus

$30 /$20

0M-30 Super /Stylus

$150 /579

0M-20 Super /Stylus

$95 /S60

0M-10 Super /Stylus

550 /530

0M-5E /Stylus

535 /$25

0M-3E /Stylus

$25 /$20

RE-Tip (exchange)

$189

RE -Tip (exchange)
RE -Tip (exchange)

71 ELC /Stylus

.140 /$30
$30 /$20

17D2 Mark II (15 mV)

ESG 896 H SP 24
ESG 796 H 24 JUBI

$549

23RS Mark II (.15 mV)

$399

RE-Tip (exchange)
005

$339

CN 5625 AL /Stylus .$30 /$20

sTaNTon

$180

$300
$225

ESG 796 S

5175

ESG 792E

$100

MMC 1 (nude line contact)

FF15XE2 /Stylus

MMC 2 (nude line contact)
MMC 4 (elliptical diamond)

$225

1042 /StyluS
1022GX /Stylus
1012GX /Stylus

$100

1006 /Stylus

$400

MMC 20 CLR (line contact) $230

RE-Tip (exchange)

$115

$225

TM-14UD /Stylus

70 L/Stylus

VN5MR Stylus

EROICA (2.5 mV1GYger II) $270

TM-20DD /Stylus
$235

V15 Type V MR no longer available

EROICA LX (.5 rnV: Gyger 1)5315

$ec

$30

Bang-Olufsen

mV)

5 I—I lJ F=t E

DISCONTINUED

5650

ELAC

XX-1 (2 mV)/ /OWL (.25 mY)S1199

50X Mark II (2

FI

$350

Jubllee/RE -Tip
$1600 /$500
Super Gold
I(-1,
$750
Super Gold Vds 5.st

10X4 Mark II 12 OrtV ,
RE-Tip ,exchttouto

55-MC /RE-Tip
03-MC /RE-6p
X1-MC /RE-Tip

ELITE (.5 mV, Gyger I) „ „$.517
RE-Tip (exchange)

RE-Tip (exchange)

$800

MMC 20 S /R

.. $125

SP12 (picture not shown)
SP14 (picture not shown)

.. $100
$55

$247 /$150
$180 /$120
$135 /$80
$89 /$55

TM-7U /Stylus
OMP-10 /Stylus

Collector's Series 100
$199
CS-100 Stylus
$125
881 Midis /Stylus ••1130 /$59
681EEE Mk11/ Stylus .190 /$50
680EE /Stylus
$49 $30
500E MI(11 ipic not shown) .$25

595 /$60
.$50 /$30
$35 /525
$50 /$30

OMP-5E /Stylus ..$35 /S25

L725E /Stylus
L720EE /Stylus

$50/ $30
$40 /$25

OMP-3E /Stylus

STC-710 /Stylus

$30 /$20

$25 /520
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EPOS ES 22

•

•

•

Editor:
•
So Sam is back and once again wreaking
havoc on the hi-fi industry. You know,
sometimes Iwish Ihad asubscription to
Stereophile —just so Icould cancel it. But I
shouldn't be too unkind to the old fart—
he did say lots of nice things about the
Epos ES 22.
For instance: "a rhythmic drive that is as
close to live as Ihave ever heard from a
pair of loudspeakers." "I got alively sound
in which the music ... couldn't wait to get
out of the box." "You should really hear
the Epos '22 for yourself.— It is quite special — and very different from the average
loudspeaker."
High praise indeed from someone who
obviously knows little about hi-fi.
But Itake umbrage (I do love to lake
umbrage) at his comments about imaging.
The Epos ES 22s image beautifully. The
problem is so obviously Sam's listening
room. It's abig mess, very large with asloping ceiling, and filled with books and thousands of poor-quality, cheap Russian LPs.
That room begs for areally powerful amplifier to fill the space. Ifear the McCormack
(nice-sounding as it is) may not be big
enough. rye never had to place the 22s near
the wall to get deep bass. Ioften have them
2-5' from the wall, and this is with aCreek
4240SE, which has amodest 50W. I've also
found that placement is not at all critical.
Just toe them in alittle.
He also made some rumblings that they
could not be played with his 7-9W triode
amp. He is so wrong. They sound wonderful on single-ended tube amps. (Eposes,
because of their minimal crossovers, sound
marvelous on most tube gear.) The ES 22s
come with three inputs so you can put three
of these cute little amps on them. Sam is
such acheapskate. He won't spend acouple
of dollars more for two extra amps. (We all
know he can get them real cheap because
some manufacturers are under the delusion
that he's still an influential reviewen)
His review ends by saying that the ES
22 "...has one of the tightest bottom
ends around. Tuneful, too."
He took the words out of my mouth.
ROY HALL
Music Hall
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CASTLE DURHAM

Editor:
Castle Acoustics would like to thank Sam
Tellig and Stereophile for the review of the
Durham 900 loudspeaker. We have
worked very hard over the past several
years to produce aline of loudspeakers
that embody satisfying sonic performance
in an elegantly appointed package. A marriage of modern acoustic engineering and
old-world craftsmanship, if you will.
We are pleased that Sam appreciated
our efforts to make the Castle Durham
900 cabinetwork "magnificent." These
"magnificent" cabinets are available in nine
real-wood finishes, which allows customers to complement the decor of their
listening spaces. Our experience has also
shown us that the variety of our finishes is
matched by the variety of our customers;
Castle products are enjoyed by classical
lovers, jazz buffs, and rockers alike.
At $699/pair, the Durham 900 is a
prime example of how quality loudspeakers do not have to cost afortune. We
are proud of this little loudspeaker, and
hope that others will give alisten to them
as well. Thanks again for the support.
GRAHAM MCGEE
Managing Director, Castle Acoustics

HALES CONCEPT TWO

Editor:
Thank you to Stereophile, and particularly
Lonnie Brownell, for taking the time to
listen to and evaluate the Concept Two
loudspeaker system. Ifind both Lonnie's
writing style and approach to reviewing to
be refreshing. That his reviews are informative and genuinely interesting to
read is testimony to his uniqueness. And if
that weren't enough, he appears to be the
King of Puns, too. These things combined
make Lonnie a fine addition to the
Stereophile staff.
In developing the products that would
become the Concept Series of loudspeaker systems, Hales Design Group set
very high standards for itself. In addition
to offering superlative performance, we
demanded that all our products also
offer unmatched value. We felt that if we
could achieve this elusive combination,
and add to that high-quality build and

distinctive industrial design, we could
offer the market something truly unique.
Based on Lonnie's assessment of the
Concept Two, it seems that we have
managed to do just that. Thank you,
Lonnie, for appreciating our product.
Thank you for acknowledging our hard
work.
Lonnie's experience with the positioning and setup of the speakers highlights a very important point. Hales
products, and all high-end products that
offer a similar degree of transparency,
demand tremendous care during setup if
maximum performance is to be obtained. Careless system setup can yield
truly disappointing results. Careful
setup can create magic. It is imperative
that any potential owner of our products
understands this fundamental principle
going in.
The last paragraph of the review, for me,
pretty much says it all. After being accosted by aweek's worth of Vegas lights and
show sound, an exhausted Rick Rosen and
Lonnie Brownell sat, eyes barely open, and
spun afavorite disc. Energized by the music
that ensued, Rick found himself motivated
to literally curse in delight, and Lonnie was
left, ultimately, "happy."
In reading this, Iam happy too, Lonnie.
Iam happy too.
L PAUL HALES
President, Hales Design Group
P.S. My word processor's spell-checker
insisted that Ichange the word "Lonnie"
to "loony," to which Iresponded, out
loud, "Good call." In this instance, the two
just might be interchangeable.

ROCKPORT SERIES 6000

Editor:
I'd like to thank Michael Fremer for his
comprehensive review of the Series 6000
tonearm, as well as his exhaustive effort in
revealing the actual performance phenomena associated with different kinds of
air-bearing designs. Try as we often do to
dismiss them, the Creator's physical laws
cannot be usurped.
Thanks again, Michael, for the privilege
of your time and effort in this review.
ANDREW PAYOR
Rockport Technologies
STEFtEOPHILE,
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SUMO ANDROMEDA III

Editor:
Okay, Iadmit Iwas wrong.
Here we've been, wondering when
we'd see that Andro III review.
Watch out, I figured, Stereophile has
more amps to test than Carter had pills.
You'd put Andro III in apack of "designed
here/made over there" amps and forget to
mention that Sumo stuff is made in the
US and has awhole different design philosophy. Or the Andro III would lose in
some comparison to aeuphonic design
that sounds killer on the three CDs the
reviewer loves but plays like asonic Lava
Lamp when John or Jane Q. Audiophile
gets it home.
I figured I knew what Stereophile
thought about Sumo. Good amps, you'd
say. Competes against anumber of other
good-value amps in the no-man's land
between Timex max-dollars-per-watt
types and the Rolex it's-got-to-be-great-ifit's-that-expensive types. Time for anap.
Oh, sure, Ihad it all figured out. You'd
never compare the Andro HI against some
respected, great-sounding amps that cost
two to four times more. What's in it for
Stereophile to do that?
And never mind that the Andro III has
the Holy Grail of no global feedback, yet
still has really good specs. Who needs good
specs? Squarewaves with overshoots like
Pike's Peak, harmonic distortion to make
harps sound like harmonicas, and frequency
response like ahumpback whale's—that all
seems okay these days. Seek not the art in
the original performance—the amp is the
performer now!
So, now we've been blown out of our
chairs.
I've got to take it all back!
Just when Ithink I've got Stereophile
pegged as this monotheistic group of true
believers headed for the Age of Retro, one
of your top editor/reviewers, Thomas J.
Norton, bucks the whole trend and likes
the sound of an amp designed to be transparent, not rose-colored. He thinks the
Andro III is aterrific amplifier because' it
lets the original performance come
through.
Thank goodness for that, because the
Andro III circuitry was never intended to
be ahit-or-miss stab at atrendy sound. It's
the result of continuous refinement over
nearly 14 years, seeking to preserve every
nuance of the original recording. Each
generation has been an improvement on
the last, culminating in the current noglobal-feedback design that has less distortion, more bandwidth, and more current
delivery than previous designs exhibited
with feedback.
We've got to thank Tom for comparing
the Andro III against amps that cost $2200
and $7700 more than the Andro III. Does
he say the Andro III outright stuffs these
amps? No (I wish), come on, these are
competent amps. The key here is that the
STEREOPHILE, MAY 1996

Andro III is true to the music and more
than holds its own with the big guns. So
there you are, beloved Audiophile With
Money, ready to visit your local friendly
Audio/Video Retailer (built on the ruins
of that Stereo Shop with green shag carpeting). After your Significant Other and
Pentium, Music is your love. We'd like to
think the Andro III gives you all kinds of
new options on how to best distribute
your hard-earned greenbacks on the purchase of anew amp and new speakers.
Achieving better tradeoffs in the total cost
of ahigh-end system is the very essence
of why Sumo builds amps in this price
class.
So, at this point we should probably just
rest our case. But Iknow, based on the last
Andro review, there are going to be some
questions on acouple of points.
To get serious for amoment:
Tom notes that there are some precautions using apower amp with balanced
outputs, which is true. We believe it is also
true that current makers of speakers and
speaker switching devices have made this
a non-issue. With the proliferation of
bridgeable 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, and even 6-channel power amplifiers, no self-respecting
maker of multiple-speaker switching
devices has products on the market with
common speaker grounds. Likewise with
speaker makers sporting crossovers that
allow bi-amping — the negative signal
paths are separated in every design we
have checked. If there is ever any question,
Sumo or the speaker/switcher maker can
verify that the ground signal paths are not
in common.
Then there is the matter of the protection fuses on the Andro III. We made a
number of improvements in the Andro III
fuse protection system vs the Andro II, so
this is apoint of particular interest to us.
Tom reports that the Andro III protection
fuses blow on the test bench into 2ohms
with acontinuous test signal approaching
500W. We agree with this finding. But he
concludes from this that the amp is not
really comfortable driving 2 ohm loads.
We do not agree with this idea of the
Andro III being "not really comfortable"
with very low impedances. This implies
that the amp is somehow less linear or in
some form of distress when driving 2ohm
loads.
This is simply not true. The Andro III is
specifically designed to operate with full linearity, regardless of load. Take alook at the
2VS 4vs 8ohm distortion curves and residual distortion waveform into 2ohms, and
you'll see that the amp is first-rate in this
regard. The Andro III is perfectly comfortable driving very-low-impedance speakers, and will do so with state-of-the-art linearity. If the absolute power demands of
such aspeaker exceed 500W continuous,
then clearly this is agood application for a
much more expensive amplifier.
Anyone looking for more technical or

product information can visit our Internet
web site at http://emporium.turnpike.
net/S/sumo/audio.htm
Okay, end of serious stuff. Time to
come up with anew set of paranoid delusions about what Stereophile might do next.
In the meantime, many thanks again to
Stereophile and to Tom for the favorable
review of the Andro III.
M ICHAEL CUSTER
SUMO Music Communication Systems

sumofileix.netcom.com

MANLEY REFERENCE 240
Editor:
As is my wont, Isincerely thank you, your
magazine, reviewer Steven Stone, and
"tech-man" TJN for considering and reviewing one of my designs/products. It's a
lot of work, Iknow, and Iappreciate this.
Now to the nuts, the glorious nuts of the
matter: Either Iam dreaming (or smoking
the wrong type of tobacco) but this is the
review amusic-loving tube designer spends
his life praying for! Ay! Life is so good when
the reviewer really "gets it"! ... and Steven
Stone gets it, gets it all, absolutely (and communicates his experiences and views so
movingly, clearly, expressively).
Some comments if I may, though,
please:
1) The drama of the Russian-made "PR
giveaway" watches: agood idea that went
sour because, in a word, the Kremlin
screwed up! (Actually, when fitted with
US-made batteries, the better—or less
faulty! — ones do stay working. Ipromise.)
2) In the "soft-start" or "ever-warm"
position one actually can swap speaker/
interconnect cables at will — even though
lots of snaps, crackles, pops, and louder
versions of those will be heard ... remember that because the voltages are fractional,
so is the power ... around 1to 3W, which
honestly will not damage any hi-fi speaker
... I
guarantee it so.
3) When in triode mode, as SS so succinctly defines things., big, loud, complex
passages can get alittle fuzzy etc... This is an
amfact of ,
owe output vs speaker sensitivity only;
ie,a1II.: speaker (Klipschorn, say) would
not reveal the fuzz/clutter/grunge because
at that level of speaker sensitivity (where
25W is too-much/aplenty) the Manley 240
will still have agross excess of power even at
60, 70, 80W.
4) As to SS's views regarding tubes vs
solid-state.., well: bang, smack in the
heart, Steven gets it right again (in my
opinion) and tells it like it is. And Iknow
from talking to him many times over the
years at shows that he is completely unbiased as regards apersonal preference for
one technology over another. He, like me,
is concerned with the music and the emotion it conveys/evokes... and the hell
with what tools you use to get there!
5) Ithank Steven yet again for giving me
the lead-line/cue to express what Ibelieve
(read: "feel") about a live concert per259
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formance vs arecording played at home on a
decent system: There is an unrepeatable
feeling of "being there" at the live concert...
aunique performance and atmosphere (it
will be played alittle differently to an emotionally diEerent audience the next night) ...
that's an up side that does not often come
across in arecording (but occasionally does in
a live/with-audience recording). On the
down side you have the hall's/arena's/
club's (mostly crappy0 sound system blasting in your ears... and not the real instruments/voices such as agood microphone
would pick up. Plus, you have your adjacently seated neighbors' behavior for no
extra charge: coughing, farting, twitching,
and squirming in his/her seat... which,
y'know, am distract from your musical
experience.
6) TJN is not quite right about 4or 8
ohms. Iactually chose and use 5ohms as
a"middle ground" that well suits most (and
Ireally mean 9out of 10) loudspeakers. It
is so related to power, sensitivity, room
size, and playing volume anyhow!
Thank you again, Stereophile, for awonderful review and the opportunity to
respond.
DAVID MANLEY
Manley Laboratories

CARY SLM-I00
Editor:
Once again Iam delighted and honored
with the opportunity to read and reply to
the latest review of aCary Audio Design
product in your magazine. A review of the
SLM-100 push-pu'l design monoblock
amplifiers. Yes... as Mr. Reina points out in
the opening paragraphs... "normal amps."
Now the public is aware that Cary is normal and not abunch of"homblowers"! Fve
not met many hornblowers lately, so Iam
so pleased with the confirmed fact that
"push-pullers" are normal.
In all seriousness, Mr. Reina certainly
has given us acredible review comparing
the SLM-100s with his reference system
amplifier of six years. In fact, amost formidable competitor at that. When Robert
called me that day to inquire if the SLM100s would be capable of driving the
Infinity woofer columns, Idid in fact hesitate. I mean generally... well... tube
amps generally are not called upon to "arc
weld." Iam pleased that the Cary SLM100s passed the test of the "BIG WOOF."
Mr. Reina has put asmile on my face as
he describes one of my push-pull amplifier
designs as an "excellent amplifier." In my
opinion, Ido believe if Robert had not
already owned his present amplifier for six
years he would be settling in with the Carys.
Thank you, Robert Reina and Stereophile,
for your continued ethical reviewing practices and conduct as aprofessional publication. Oh... one last comment... yes, yes,
Cary audio does in fact build acomplete
line of push-pull amplifiers.
DENNIS J. HAD
President, Cary Audio Design
S
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P
ARASOUND C/BD-2000

Editor:
"Euphoric" is apretty good description of
the mood at Parasound since we read Bob
Harley's review of our C/BD-2000. We
were still glowing from his unqualified
praise of our D/AC-2000 Ultra D/A converter in the April Stereophile.
The C/BD-2000 is the latest example
of Parasound's dedication to offering
unqualified high-end musical performance at dramatically lower prices. That
Bob judged our C/BD-2000 so worthy
by comparison to aCD transport selling
for 5% times its price is eloquent testimony
that we're succeeding — and that the
incredible effort this requires continues to
be worthwhile.
You might be interested to learn how I
determined the selling price of the C/BD2000. During my very first encounter with
the gorgeous C.E.C. TL 1 in 1992, I
thought it would be pretty amazing if I
could develop aParasound interpretation of
the TL 1for precisely one third of its (then)
$4650 price. C.E.C. eventually agreed to
cooperate, and with Parasound's investment in the tools and dies required for larger-scale production, Iwas able to hit my
original price target—four years later.
Thanks, Bob, for giving our Parasound
C/BD-2000 and D/AC-2000 Ultra your
hearty "must audition" recommendations.
RICHARD SCHRAM
President, Parasound Products
THETA DS PRO BASIC IIIA
& DATA BASIC II
Editor:
Neil Sinclair and Jim White both wished
to comment on the Theta review/
interview.
Neil begins:
We at Theta are very happy that Wes
Phillips had such apositive experience with
the DS Pro Basic Ms and Data Basic II.
We certainly cannot doubt the sincerity
of his cat's enthusiasm either, judging from
the drool marks on the lila.
Seeing the interview in print made me
realize Ishould probably elucidate what I
said ("That's really the key") following
Jim's discussion of various factors affecting
sound.
We take aholistic design approach rather
than focus on any one factor. We've all
seen designs dominated by asingle idea:
obsessions with oversampling, for instance, or resources lopsidedly devoted to
damping internal vibration, or some other
selected parameter given precedence over
many other equally important ones.
It is a much more complex task to
research and weigh all possible factors, and
allocate attention and resources to each
according to its contribution to the total
effectiveness of the design in terms of
actual sound quality.
In fact, astrength of "Team Theta" over
engineering teams heavily dominated by

one design genius is that no one gets to
run away with an enthusiastic single-factor-biased design.
It is harder to romanticize the concept of
a multidimensional web of interlacing,
interdependent factors than to tout one
simple, brilliant-sounding "breakthrough,"
but our persistent attention to alot of design
parameters over the years yields, we think,
by far the best-sounding designs.
Jim White comments:
The output level of the Basic III is 3.7V,
but it is also available in a1.9V version
(factory- or dealer-modifiable).
Both the Pro Basic Ina and the Data
Basic II are the result of atrue team effort.
Theta is currently operating in avery advantageous fashion —not driven by any one
person's idea of what is right or sounds good
or what will be populan Many people have
input into the final products (manufacturing/production, purchasing, design team,
etc.). Dave Kerstetter; the hardware designer of the Basic III, and Tom Lippiatt, the
software designen worked tirelessly on taking the Basic III to anew height in performance:price ratio, mostly by eliminating
parts rendered superfluous by new technology and by investing that savings in other,
more sonically important areas. The
Generation Va set anew standard for sweetness and warmth that we have worked very
hard to achieve in the Basic III.
Regarding Wes's compliment on the bass,
Ialways felt that digital bass, while certainly
tighter and more solid than analog's, was disjointed and discontinuous with the music. I
think the Basic III goes along way toward
making the bass more homogeneous with
the rest of the spectrum.
NEIL SINCLAIR, President
Jut W HITE, Contributing Designer
Theta Digital
ILLUMINATI
DIGITAL DATALINKS
Editor:
If this is Friday, it must be Heaven...
As Iwrite this, Illuminati and Iare in the
final stages of emancipation from Miami
Beach on our collective way to the bosom
of the Great Sovereign State of Georgia. It
is Friday, it is my birthday, and Isit among
avirtual metropolis of stuffed cardboard
boxes.., what remains is my desk, my fax
machine, and my computer. When
Jonathan wrote, "Chris is happiest when
sitting at his computer," he wrote the truth
— especially when there is jazz in the background! Sans music (the hi-fi is packed
away), Isat this morning depressed, surveying the remains and ruins of what was once
acool-man South Beach bachelor pad, content to pronounce my 29th birthday as the
prophesied Apocalypse.
Then, to my delight, came the fax of
the review copy for my consideration,
reflection, and correction. As Iread I
recanted my judgment... today is aslice
of Heaven!
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Ihave visited J-10 and K-10 at their
humble abode, Chez-10, twice —once on
aquick visit while passing through NYC
after the SCES, and once for the interview.
Iam one of the fortunate few to have sat in
the famous Ribbon Chair... any and all
banter stifled by the delicious music their
system delivers. During this latest visit I
was treated to asystem-iteration that was
(largely) composed of those items about
which Jonathan had written in his review
of the Jadis Eurythmie loudspeakers. Ilistened to the Francis A. and Edward K CD
and I was doubly stifled — until that
moment, Ihad never before traveled in
time/space back to such an amazing
musical event. The experience left a
severe impression upon me. Isat in awe,
embraced in music — Icould see the performance with my earl Color, light, and life
surrounded me! This is no mean musical
feat...I have sat in front of many
"Reference" systems, only to be partially
disappointed. The present system is a
combination to be reckoned with. Iwas
several orders of magnitude more pleased
to know that both of my premium cables
were playing their part in the magic Iwas
surrounded by.
And when Iread Jonathan's writing, I
know that Iread the truth. His perceptions
are, to my sensibilities, on target... and his
writing is sans pareil. I, too, have shared
skepticism about certain tweaks that have
made their debuts in Jonathan's writing. I
had to wipe tomato from my face upon
listening at Chez-10.
Iaddress the following to the reader:
As Ihave witnessed these things, so
should you also. From these experiences I
have drawn apersonal conclusion: There
is atrap — apoint at which "health" is no
longer a viable part of "healthy skepticism." The happy caveat to all things
"Audiophile" is Trust Your Ears. This statement Iconsider the final parameter —the
key to your freedom from science's
immunity-from-criticism, the endless historical revisionism of the "We now know.
"pronouncements. As amanufacturer, I
consider it my obligation to employ the
tools and knowledge of science as afoundation upon which to create atotal product. As alistener and music lover, Ialso
consider it my obligation to listen—and to
understand that there isn't asingle model,
to my knowledge, by which all of sonic
phenomena (as concerns hi-fi) may be
explained.
In direct response to J-10's appraisal of
my products, Iwill say that Iam all-thingshappy. As only Jonathan can do, his communication of the subtle differences
between coaxial and balanced digital
interfacing was made wonderfully clear,
and is harmonious with my own perceptions regarding both of these interface
standards. If the user's system permits,
using both coaxial and balanced digital
interfaces to more properly serve the vari262

ety of source material can be an excellent
approach.
CHRIS SOMMOVIGO
President (Chief Cook & Bottle Washer)
Illuminati ES&C

Ps AUDIO SL THREE

Editor:
Thanks to both Stereophile and Robert
Harley for the thorough and very positive
review of our SL Three D/A processor.
The SL Three is the eighth D/A design
to be executed by PS Audio since we
showed an outboard processor at Winter
CES in 1986. It is in many ways our most
"efficient" design. The SL Three is the
result of years of work in this product category, and represents our evolving understanding of what is important in D/A
processor design.
While aspects of the SL Three's design
are streamlined in comparison to that of
the original SuperLink, the overall results
are superior. Cost savings in areas we now
understand to be less important allowed
us to spend in the areas that truly impact
sonic performance. The result, as RH
points out, is a1996 retail price consistent
with our offering in 1990, but with significantly better performance — better, in
fact, than that of even our 1992-93 industry standard, the original UltraLink.
Given his positive comments in the past,
we were pleased to read that RH considers
the SL Three to have the most pleasing
tonal balance of any PS Audio design he has
reviewed. Imust admit that we have never
really heard the tendency toward midrange
forwardness that RH has described in earlier reviews of PS Audio processors. We have
to believe that this is more amatter of associated equipment and room characteristics
than an issue of what is ultimately "right" In
any case, we agree with RI-I's suggestion
that any processor should ideally be listened
to in the context of the individual listener's
system and room.
Most important, we are flattered to
have RH confirm that the SL Three delivers excellent performance and
value.
This, after all, was our overriding
gdesign
goal. Thanks once again to RH and to
Stereophile for the positive review, and for
this opportunity to comment.
RANDY P
ATTON
President/CEO, PS Audio

M BL AT CES

Editor:
Iwould like to call to your attention amisrepresentation of our two demonstration
rooms at the Las Vegas CES contained on
pp.85-86 in the April 1996 issue of
Stereophile. The description indicated that
we were using acompetitor's D/A in both
rooms. This was not true. The transports
we used, the RaclioShack CD-3400 (with
an oscillator upgrade) and the Theta, fed
mbl's two new D/As.
At the Winter Consumer Electronics
Show, mbl was particularly anxious to pre-

sent to the industry our two new D/A converters, the mbl 1511 and mbl 1611. These
converters, we believe, are the first DVDcompatible DIM to use aDelta-Sigma analog converter configuration. As you are
aware, this is extremely meaningful in light
of the fact that at the last AES Convention,
eight of the ten seminars presented on digital audio reproduction concerned DeltaSigma technology and its ability to bring
about the most analoglike audio reproduction possible today.
The advantage of using aDelta-Sigma
analog conversion implementation in the
20-bit 1511 (US $5980) and 24-bit 1611
(US $14,100) is that the Delta-Sigma converter processes aconsistent, small error in
conversion to analog which can thus be
corrected more readily. The end result is
smooth sound reproduction. With the
Delta-Sigma converter, the volume of
playback will not change the level of distortion. In letter-type converters, the error
level is inconsistent and falls with alarger
range. Accordingly, this error cannot be
corrected in a consistent manner. The
result is more distortion at lower volume
level, alevel where most people do much
listening.
Ultimately, letter-type converters
sound very analytical; the component
parts of the music piece sound good, but
together, the whole does not approach the
smoothness of true analog sound. This is
not the case with Delta-Sigma converters,
and especially with the mbl 1511 and 1611
D/As. The mbl DIM, consequently, produce asmooth, more analoglike sound.
It should be noted that mbl also opted
not to manufacture and display a 16-bit
CD transport with our new DIM because
such transports will be effectively obsolete
and non-upgradeable upon the release of
DVD technologies, and mbl is of the philosophy that it should not impose the large
cost of a short-term 16-bit transport
investment on adealer or consumer.
Mbl will be displaying its 1611 D/A in
room 1023 of the Waldorf=Astoria Hotel
at Sterrophilès HI-FI '96. We would welcome a visit by anyone on your staff.
Meanwhile, if you desire, Iam sure mbl
could arrange for you or one of your staff to
evaluate one of our new converters. The
converters are unique in more ways than
their Delta-Sigma pedigree. For example,
the converters also actively measure the
sampling-frequency error of the connected
CD transport, thus ensuring that the high
performance promised by HQAD can be
obtained.
If I can give you any further information or assistance, please do not hesitate to call me. If you require it, Ican also
put you in touch directly with our engineering staff in Germany for more
detailed explanations. Thank you in advance for your help.
MARC LAWRENCE
Directot Marketing & Sales
mbl of America
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Dealers interested in selling Stereophi/e, please call (800) 446-3563. Slereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores. U.S.
National Distributors: Fine Print Distributors, (800) 874-7082; Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
(602) 955-8800
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
DB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Music Lovers
(510) 841-7166
Beverly Hills
ATTrade
(310) 271-9191
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 764-8417
Culver City
Armadillo & Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The AN Room
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Glendale
Marconi Radio
(818) 240-1090
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
La Jolla
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine &
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
(818) 359-9131
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
(415) 328-1081
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Pasadena
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
(818) 881-5700
Riverside
SpeakerCraft. Inc,
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
(714) 861-5413
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme AudioNideo
(916) 481-3900
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
(415) 433-1335
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
Stereo Plus
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Ventura
Billy Bags
(805) 644-2185
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
(303) 425-6700
Aurora
SoundTrack
(303) 671-9399

Boulder
Analogue Audio
(303) 443-4443
Eads News & Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up #5
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
SoundTrack
(303) 442-3600
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #2
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
SoundTrack
(719) 591-1400
Denver
Gold Sound
(303) 388-8294
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
Second Sound
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
SoundTrack
(303) 759-4501
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
(303) 223-3666
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
(303) 243-9821
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
(303) 779-5003
Littleton
SoundTrack
(303) 979-8900
Thomton
SoundTrack
(303) 450-6677
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
(303) 428-0823
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack, Pearce
Electronics
(303) 420-1366
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
(203) 869-1900
The Stereo Shop
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take Five
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314
Simsbury
The Audible Difference
(203) 651-7945
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898
Front Row Center
(407) 241-1767

Stereo Sb...
(407) 391- 52
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Fort Lauderdale
Southport Home
Entertainment
(954) 537-3353
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408
World Book & News
(213) 465-4352
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
(813) 392-8541
Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Sunrise
South Florida Sights
&Sounds
(954) 349-8766
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
(404) 252-5360
Dumvoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
(706) 863-9143
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio F. Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
(217) 356-5456
Record Service
(217) 384-2999
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
(708) 827-0673
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
(708) 357-4190
Orland Park
Sound &Vision
(708) 403-2500
Palatine
The Sound Lab
(708) 776-8888

INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 422-5460
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
The Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
(319) 355-6565
Camera Corner's Visions
&Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Harahan
Audio Orleans
(504) 737-2026
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
JS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone, Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191
Lutherville
Gramophone, Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Silvempring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
(301) 598-2669
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
(617) 734-8800
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624

0Audio
(617) 547-2727
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Hopedale
RA Labs USA
(508) 478-5413
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Northampton
Sound & Music
(413) 584-9547
Pittsfield
N.B.& Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
(617) 734-8800
Worcester
O'Coin's
(508) 791-3411
MICHIGAN
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Femdale
Imagery
(313) 544-8370
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
(906) 744-9400
Kalamazoo
The Aural Kiosk
(616) 384-5787
Rochester Hills
Audio Video System
(810) 853-2170
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
(517) 792-3816
Traverse City
The Sound Room
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
Superior Sight &Sound
(810) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1320
MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
(314) 445-9716
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
(314) 997-7644
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Great St, Louis Sound Co.
(314) 993-0002
Music for Pleasure
(314) 645-0304
Theodosia
Integrative Services
(417) 273-2150
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MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(406) 656-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
(406) 752-5433
NEVADA
Reno
Wild West Electronics
(702) 825-4600
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Milford
Book Ends
(603) 673-0851
Nashua
Ensemble
1603) 886-4742
NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight 8Sound
(908) 766-7888
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
(609) 983-0002
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen 's
(210) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hals Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Designs
(505) 984-9185
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085
Galisteo News
(505) 984-1316
Stereo Zone
(505) 474-5535
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
(518) 452-3525
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Batavia
Unicorn Audio
(716) 343-6470
Binghamton
JSG/Audio Video
(607) 723-2212
Brooklyn
Eagle Audio Video
(718) 438-4401
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 878'5491
Lake Grove
Audio Den. Ltd.
(516) 360-1990
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Merrick
Performance Audio
(516) 378-4389
Mount Kisco
Fox 8 Sutherland
(914) 666-8088
The Sound Mill
(914) 241-1230
Nanuel
Stereo Exchange
(914) 623-3333
New York
Audio Arts. Ltd.
(212) 431-9200
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
J&R Music World
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
The Magazine Store
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Cambria Heights, Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concepts
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Gordon Brothers
(315) 446-9440
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Durham
Audio Visions
(919) 493-8888
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Winston-Salem
Audio Spectrum
(910) 650-1888
Platinum Audio
(919) 765-1949
OHIO
Boardman
The Sound Shop
(216) 629-8191

Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dayton
Audio Etc....
(513) 429-4434
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Iii-Tech Hi-Fi 8Video
(216) 449-4434
Toledo
Jamiesons'
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
(405) 755-0795
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3533
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(503) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(503) 344-2454
Portland
Chelsea Audio
(503) 226-3533
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
(610) 791-5151
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
The Unique Sound
(215) 348-9621
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
(717) 737-7775
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
(215) 886-1650
King of Prussia
Tower RecordsNideo 0830
(610) 265-2525
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500

Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293

South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

SOUTH DAKOTA
Brookings
Zephyr Audio
(605) 697-5326

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8 Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
(715) 421-5910

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
(615) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
(615) 297-4700
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
(806) 353-9625
Sound Systems. Ltd.
(806) 353-9527
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102

WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One, RR1

Krystal Klear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Pan
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555

ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1

The Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

UTAH
Dram
Crandall Audio
(801) 226-8737
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Richmond
Audio Ad
(804) 644-8903
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(206) 698-1348

Audio Options
(412) 421-1099
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
(814) 684-2795
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

WASHINGTON, DC
Tower Video
(916) 373-2561

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
(803) 256-3277

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
American Audio
(304) 343-2244

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8 Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway 0101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morns St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W. 02
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St

London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Resale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 703
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.
OUÉBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Décatie
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Lajeunesse
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
Tel (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax -(61) 3-9846-2407
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688
BELGIUM
See Benelux
BENELUX
National Distributor
Vibmen, Netherlands
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583
Hassell, Belgium
GhOsens HiFi Store
Tel: (32) 11-22-96-59
Tel: (32) 11-22-95-71
BRUNEI
Bandar Seri Begawan
Auvisual Haven
Tel: (673) 244-88-40
Fax: (673) 244-88-41
COSTA RICA
Curridiabal, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax :(506) 225-8231
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CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-03-76
CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
EGO High End Studio
Tel/fax :(42) 2-691-1798
DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlotlenlund
Matrix Aps
Tel: (45) 39-402-100
Fax: (45) 39-402-340
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi -Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Voile
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sarl
Tel: (33) 61-75-00-64
Fax: (33) 61-73-58-82
Audio Salon
Tel (33) 61-12-33-66
Brest
Brazil
Tel: (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel (33) 40-20-9528
GERMANY
National Distributor
Geisenheim-Stephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (8522) 524-8775
Fax (8522) 845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (8522) 392-6368
Fax: (8522) 392-6328
INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel (6221) 692-7840
Fax (6221) 625-1133
IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackjack, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

KOREA
Seoul
Audio Mart
Fax: (82) 2-514-2089

Music Box
Tel: (65) 33-42-105
Fax: (65) 33-42-106

LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax (27) 11-907-8399

MACEDONIA
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/fax: (389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6%9
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE ,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
Saint Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 64 69 63
Fax: (596) 57 96 39
MEXICO
National Distributor
México DF
Heaven Sound
Tel (52) 5-563-3187
Fax: (52) 5-563-8110
NETHERLANDS
See Benelux
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-6366-272
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax :(47) 55-25-62-14

POLAND
Warsaw
Hai Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Madura
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
1701 Parana
Tel/Fax: (809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37. Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax (7) 095-917-8762

National Distributor
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Sound 8 Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax (39) 583-419-115
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Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622
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Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
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Geneva
Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
Bangkok
Mining Group Limited
Tel: (662) 241-5330
Fax: (662) 241-5330
Music World Co.. Ltd.
Tel: (662) 276-5190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
Hifi Club
Fortune Town, 3rd floor
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UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
Feitham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-751-2666

The
Stereophile

National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax (44) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St
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Reading Hai
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VENEZUELA
Caracas
Ardica
Tel/Fax: (58) 2979-1844
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

RECORD- REVIEW
I
NDEX
Indexes every record review published in

Stereophile from Von 0 No.1

(1987)

through this issue.
Also includes indices to
"Building a Library"
and musician interviews.
Available on 5%" or 3,'4. "floppy disks
(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
2(18

)elgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501

(Please indicate disk size.)

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
Tel/Fax: (63) 2-922-1108
Upscale Audio
Tel/Fax :(63) 2-931-3742

Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax (7) 095-248-3352

ITALY

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Tel (34) 6-351-0798
Fax (34) 6-351-5254

TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel (9C) 212-241-3411
Fax (90) 212-231-9673

•ARCHITECTURAL AUDIO
•DAT
•MINIDISC
•WORLD BAND RADIO
•PRO WALKMAN

the

Happy Medium
Expensive Eletitronics Without the Expense'

•CABLES

•FIELD RECORDERS
•DSS
•SONY DST
•CUSTOM INSTALLATION
•HOME THEATER
•ACCESSORIES

•ADS
•ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
•AVIA
•BANG &OLUFSEN
•CARVER
•CELESTION
•ENERGY
•GRADO
•HARMAN KARDON
•JVC
•KEF
•LEXICON
•MONSTER CABLE
•NAD

•NAKAMICHI
•NILES AUDIO
•OMNIMOUNT
•ONKYO
•POLK AUDIO
•PSB
•PROAC
•SANUS
•SONY DSS
•SONY ES
•SONY VIDEO
•SENNHEISER
•TARGET
•THORENS
Just 4Blocks From the Capitol •430 State St. Madison, WI 53703

1-800-906 HI-FI (4434) FAX 1(608)255-4425
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE INDEX lists every article that has appeared in Sternsphile
from Vol.3 No.1 through Vol.19 No.5 (1971 through
May 1996), and every component reviewed by
Stereophile since Vol.1 No.1. (Please note that an index does not include the review or article texts.)
Currently available only on 5St" or 3k!" floppy disks
(MS-DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $19.95 to
Stereophile Almost Gmrplete Index, 208 Delgado Sc,
Santa Ii; NM 87501. Indicate disk size.

ATTENTION QUAI) AN1) SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entcc, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy,
Qeses, 33 McWhin Loop *108, Fredericksburg VA 22406,
(540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.
TFIE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ON-LINE —
Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected
with audiophiles nationwide since 1984. By modem,
(818) 988-0452, 8N1. Featuring: classifieds, databases,
forums, online shopping, Internet e-mail, newsroom,
library, conferences. For deuils, e-mail TANINFO@
tanetxom. Voice (818) 782-1676, TAN, 6930 Kieran Ave,
Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, California—
Franchised dealer for Naim, Roban, Music Reference,
ESL, Spendor, Creek, Rega, Epos, Totem, Quad, Onix,
JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver,
Target, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established
way back in 1979! (805) 658-83/1.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio
Research, AudioQuest, CAL, 1)efinitive Technology,
Dunlavy, Eminent Technology. Enlightened Audio,
Kinergetics, McCormack, Magro, Martin-Logan,
Monster Cable, Onkyo, ProAc, PSB, Sanus, Sumiko,
van den Hul, Wilson Audio, and more. (5/5)255-2/34.
VANDERSTEEN 3/SOUND ANCHOR STANDS,
black, mint, ($2745) $1550; Straight War Virtuoso
Platinum speaker wire, 8' bi-wire, ($955) $500; Krell
KSA-250 amplifier, mint, $3300. (704) 847-5892.
ACOUSTICALLY TUNEI) WALL PANELS control flutter echo, reduce reverberation and reflection
patterns. Fabric-wrapped, mid- to low-range-frequency panels, all sizes with EZ mounting. Ideal for inside
corners/parallel walls. Visa/MC. Acoustical Panel
Systems, Inc, (800) 277-7978.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acorns, Kimber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog! Read
Brothers Stereo, 591 King Si, Charleston, SC 29403, (803)
723-7276.
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum
on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.85 per word,
$154 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is
defined as one or more characters with aspace,
dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All
classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phonein ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads
are credit-card only: MasterCard, Visa, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Departrnent, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502,
or CALL: (505) 983-9106. FAX: (505) 9836327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first
working day of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which your ad will appear For
example, if you want your ad to mil in the August
1996 Sterrophile, you must submit it by June 1,
1996. No refunds.

ATTENTION HIGH-ENI) HI-F1 TRADE
HI-F1 '96
The Home Theater and Specialty Audio Show
May 29* through June 2, 1996
at The Waldorf=Astoria, NYC
'May 29-30 for 'Bade only— closed to the public.
May 29, 10am-6pm
May 30, 10am-6pm
May 31, Ilam-8pm
June 1, 9arn-7pm
June 2, 9am-6pm
Our first New York Show since '909 — with two
days devoted to Trade. Don't miss your chance to
meet with manufacturers of the best in high-end
audio and Home Theater systems at one of
America's finest hotels —The Waldorf=Astoria.
You can expect to see and hear hundreds of
exhibits demonstrating the latest in top-performance equipment, current high-end, and new
market entries in both the high-end audio and
Home Theater arenas. Plus, you'll find agrand
selection of accessories, kits, and hard-to-find
records and CDs. To register for your free Trade
Badge, contact: Marna Ridand, Stereophile, 208
Delgado St, Santa Fr; NM 87501. Tel: (505) 9822366. ELY: (505)989-8791.

STATE-OF-THE-ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your cross
oven improves highs, increases dynamics, and creates a
better soundstage. Hovland MusiCaps and software
available. Free Design Guide. Allpass Trrhnologies, Inc,
2844 Channont Dr, Apopka, FL 32703-5972, (407) 7860623.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
Aram, Audio Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Grado,
Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan, Mirage, MIT Power
Wedge, ProAc, Quad, Target, Theta, Well Tempered,
WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio arellerra; Liverpool,
NI; (315)451-2707 Visa/MC/Amer/Discover.
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STEREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX lists every record review published in
Stereo/Aar from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.19 No.5
(January 1987 through May 1996). Also includes
indices to "Building A Library" and musician
interviews, and indicates Records To Die For and
Recordings of the Month. (Please note that an
index does not include the review texts.)
Available on 5ki" or 3" floppy disks (MS-DOS,
raw ASCII only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile Reran!Review Index, 208 Delgado St, Santa h; NM 87501.
Indicate disk size.

AUDIO ALCHEMY, AUDIOQUEST, GRADO,
PAC IDOS, HAVE/Canare: All Recommended
Components —All on sale at AudioWaves! Call for
special prices on Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0/1)T1 v2.0,
DTI•Pro 32; AudioQuest Topaz, Ruby, Quartz, F-14,
Type 4, Indigo; Grado SR60, SR80, SR125.
AudioWswes, (800) 510-4753, Box 461, Trinidad, CA
95570.
AFFORDABLE AUDIO, CULVER CITY, California. Exclusive dealer for Ruark and Spendor in Los
Angeles. We carry Rega, Creek, JoLida, Densen,
System Audio, Monlaunt-Short, Grado, Sumiko, Nitry
Gritty, Flatline, Sovtek, Tesla, more. Call for Hovland
MusiCap mods. Best prices guaranteed! (310)558-07/6.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneartn. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid 1)amper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,* PO. Box 187
San Anselmo, CA 94979, (415) 457-7878.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. lkaler for Aragon,
Acunis, Audio Alchemy, Kimber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fil The Complete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, how to set up your system for the best
sound, and how to become abetter listener. With more
than 450 pages and +200 photos and illustrations, The
Gunplete Guide to High-End Audio is the ultimate reference book on high-quality music reproduction.
Written for beginners and experienced listeners alike.
Find out why Sans Tellig says, "Before you make amistake, buy Bob Harley's book." Only $29.95 (softcover)
or $39.95 (signed hardcover), plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95
outside continental US). Full money-back guarantee.
Call toll-free: (800) 848-5099 for your copy, or send
check or Visa/MC information to Acapella Publishire
PO. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-2, all-tube prearup with
upgraded top covers from SFD-2 Mk.11 gold, mint
condition with original boxes, ($3800) $2300. (3/2)
271-3887
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ACURUS L10 LINE PREAMPLIFIER, mint condition. manual and box, $400. David, (702) 597-9873
evenings PST
SIDEREALICAP — THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICALLY neutral audio capacitor regardless of price,
pseudostience, technobabble, or magic rituals. For
information. call, fu, or write to: SidaralKap, 1525
Brian Place, Escondido, CA 92025. Tel: (619) 743-1997, fax
(619) 743-2192.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio
Artistry, Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro,
Chang, Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble,
Graham, Harbeth, High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Magro, Mere, Micromega, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Musc, NSM, Onix, Rega, Sound
Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem,
Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch,
YBA, and more. Call/fax John Banta at (303)691-3407
2341 W Yale Are, Englewood, CO 80110.
NIRVANA, WORLD'S
FINEST ULTRA-FI
CABLE: -open, good timbre, well-detailed and musical
—an excellent product"—J-P Caffi, Jadis. Ninuna
Audio, PO. Box 1053, Valley Stream, NY 11582. Tel./fax
(516) 285-1950, screamer@knet. Dealer iniquities invited.
lettp://www.NirvareAudio.com
B&W, LEGACY, KEF, THIEL, and other loudspeaker
owners: Would you like to improve on the great sound
you already have? Try apair of -Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs —a necessity for proper bass extension. Please call
or fax (716) 685-5227 anytime to drastically improve
your liste
gpleasure. Please also inquire about our
unbelievable interconnects!
-EXCEPTIONALLY WELL-FOCUSED SOUNDSTAGE, even tonal balance without treble emphasis,
an organic cohesiveness to the sound that is hard to forWt.
, plus favorable comments about the Cormorant
interconnects' midrange and bass; fions Dick Olsher's
Fi magazine survey. Full excerpt, other literature available. Ins pair, 5129. shipping 54.5048. 30-day audition.
Visa/MC/Discover. Solid Core 7ixhnology, 3808
Itinview Anon:; 114.st Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 8427316.

TAM QUAM AUDIO offers S/H Sonus Faber speakers: Amators, Extremas, Guarneri; B&W Silver
Signature; Unison Research; Linn Sondek LP12. We
consider P/Ex; call for inventory list. Tel./fax (39) 103623032, Italy.
NEW NBS STRAIGHT WIRE CABLE, full line.
Welcome MIT Transparent trade-in. (818) 585-2228.
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. We invite
you to visit our new website at http://wrinvfinterrecorn.
Get the latest news on FM and digital radio, plus tips
on improving reception. Download our latest product
info. You can also call us at (800) 268-8637 or (905)
793-7953, lax (905) 793-5984. E-mail to info@
fauhre.com or write to limfive FM, Box 455, Buffalo, NY
14225-0455 for our newsletter.
AUDIONOTE P4 300B MONOBLOCKS, 17Wpc,
similar to Conquests, ($7895) $4395; M2 preamplifier,
($3195) $1995; Merlin VSM, latest, ($4000) $2595; partial trades. (604) 658-2234 PST
McINTOSH C-37 PREAMP with remote, mint condition, original owner, box and manual, $1150. (504)
626-4353 el'alite CST
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-10 Mk.11 preamplifier, best
offer. Call Ben, (919) 779-3019 before 9pm EST or (919)
362-2763; leave ',sewage

HI-F1 '96
THE HOME THEATER AND
SPECIALTY AUDIO SHOW
The Waldorf=Astoria
301 Park Avenue •New York City
May 29 -June 2, 1996
May 29-30 dedicated to Trade only
Still Aradable:
16' xlY —while they last —$5200
Contad:
NELSON & ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705
for Exhibitor Information only
Tel: (914) 476-3157 •Fux: (914) 969-2746

AUDIO RESEARCH PH-1, $1000; VTL Stereo 50
with Sovtek 5881, $600; original boxes and manuals,
excellent condition. Robert, (608) 231-3573 CST
BAT VK-60 AMPLIFIER, upgraded input tubes,
$3500; 3m pair balanced Colossus interconnect, Rev.
A, $800; Classé CA200, $2150. (803) 327-4849.
AUDIO RESEARCH D125 AMP, recent tubes, box
and manual, perfect condition, ($4650) $24,30. Joseph,
(203) 395-0520 evenings EST,' or e-mail:jvogt@nai.net.
VTL MONOBLOCK 100s, $1350; McCormack
TLC-1 preamp, $725; McCormack Deluxe Line Drive
preamp, $525. (415) 964-2660.
KRELL STUDIO, mint, $1900 OBO. (919) 613-2901
phone, (919) 660-3060 fax.

FOURIER PANTHER 0Th, 190Wpc, triode monoblocks, $5700; original owner with boxes and manuals.
Bob, (908) 493-2734 EST
PIONEER PD-65 CD PLAYER, mint, $525. Jerry,
(601) 264-6971.
DUNLAVY SC-Ill SPEAKERS, $2200, oak, mint.
Contact Gene (805) 964-3472, (805) 967-3778 fax.
VINTAGE TUBE HI-FI MARANTE 7C preamp,
$2800; Marantz 8B amplifier, $1900; both excellent
condition, set for $4350. Kris, (941)768-0513 until 11
pm
EST
VAC RENAISSANCE 70/70 Mk.11 with 300B protection circuit, mint, ($10,000) $5500. Chris, (313) 3311408 anytime
PSI) STRATUS SILVER speakers. Call Andrew, (914)
658-3302.
KRELL KMA-160 MONOBLOCKS (matched pair),
$3900; Theta Genii, $1400; KEF 107s (rosewood),
$2900; Vortex KRS, $1600; all mint, original boxes, etc.
All prices OBO. (330) 922-4836.
McINTOSH MC7200 AMP, original box and manual, new 8/94, ($2800) $1575 plus shipping. Spokane,
WA. Alan, (509) 448-4986 PST

KINERGET1CS KCD-40 CD PLAYER, excellent
condition. Sterrophile Class B(April 1994), $1000 OBO.
Call (609) 478-6067

MARK LEVINSON NO36, $3000; Krell KRC preamp, $3300; Conrad-Johnson Premier 10, $2200;
Conrad-Johnson Premier 11, $2200; Monitor Audio 6s,
rosewood, 10 hours use, $1200; Transparent Ultra 8'
speaker cable, $1000; Ins interconnect, $800; Madrigal
MDC-1, 1m balanced, $125; Aural Symphonies 24"
BNC digital statement, $125; all absolutely mint, offers.
Call Scott, (801) 272-1259 MST

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS: 2D preamp, $500; Al 3preamp, $1200; Tandberg 3008A preamp, $300. Call Brad,
(316) 665-5782, Thursday and Friday everrime CST

MODULUS 3A, used 5 hours only, $1290; Quicksilver 8417 tube mono amps, new tubes, mint, $800.
(509) 235-8811.

AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120, six months old,
FRU, $3000 plus shipping; Classé 70 amp, $600. Call
Barry (910) 452-3262, 7-9pm EST

SONY E2000ESD DIGITAL PREAMP, $550; Carver
C-1 prcamp, $200; LAT International IC-100 interconnect, 16', $125; vdH First, $1754275; Canue digital, $20. (334) 666-7693 evenings.

NAGRA-D, DIGITAL NAGRA state-of-the-art, 4channel, 24-bit reel-to-reel recorder, English aluminum case, 7" reel adapter, power, battery. Never used.
List $27,000, asking $22,900. (301) 229-1664.

PURIST AUDIO DOMINUS speaker cable, 2m
spades, ($12,000) $5900; Unity Audio Parm with new
ceramic drivers in satellites, ($16,500) $5300; Gryphon
Bel Canto preamp, ($4700) $2100; NRG A2015 power
amp, ($7500) $2900; all excellent, with manuals and
boxes. John, (612) 934-0430.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2B Mk.II, $1875; Green
Mountain Diamante speakers, beautiful malachite finish, original owner. SterrophileJune '94, ($4000) $1700.
(606) 491-7046.
MAGNEPAN MG 3.3s, double run OCOS 7.5m, custom crossovers optional. B/O. (817) 776-9953.
ATTENTION NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES! Krell
KRC-2 preamp, absolutely mint, $2100; must pick up,
will not ship. Peter, (212) 980-4875 days.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DT1•Pro, 1year old, $695. (214)
233-3867
REVOX B791 TURNTABLE, $1500; Aragon 4T2
tuner, ($695) $549; Monster Cable Sigma 8' speaker
cables, ($750) $399; Aiwa XK-S9000 Dolby S, HIC Pro
deck, ($1100) $599. (360) 254-4189.

MEeK S-5000 THX LCR speakers (3-speaker system),
($3885) $1995 firm, plus shipping, purchased February
1996. Call Eddie, (619) 438-4041 PST

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3, $950; Sonic
Frontiers SFL-2, $2200; original owner, with boxes and
manuals. Brad, (903) 893-7275 CST

CONRAD-JOHNSON PV12 with phono, box, and
manual, ($2400) $1395. (512) 892-0214 or (512) 4780095 CST

BRYSTON 4BST AMP, newest, $1695; Legacy Classic
speakers, $1395; Parasound CD player, $345; OBO.
(701) 845-1523 days, (701) 845-5557 evenings CST

NEVER-USED DUNLAVY SC-V bought for listening room that was not built, cherry finish, (originally
$12,000) will sell for $9500 OBO. John Rhye Cheny
Cnik Audio, Denver, (303) 758-4434.

TWO SOUNI3CRAFTSMAN AMPS (200Wpc),
never used, $400 each; one Hailer TransNova 9500
(250Wpc), barely used, $1400; one Theta Data II transport, excellent condition, $1300. Marie (602) 996-9063.
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VTL 225 (EL34s), Edison Price, TARA Labs Affinity
Cords, $2290 (not including output tubes); B&W 802
Ills, Sound Anchor stands, JPS Golden Flutes, $2750;
PS Audio Ultralink II, $1250; PS Audio Lambda, $950;
2 pairs Sonoran XLR interconnects, $135/pair;
Counterpoint PACS, $150; 3 TARA Lab Affinity
Cords, $95/each; 8Mullard 6201s (12AT7s); 8Siemens
ECC88s (6922s), all gold pins. NOS/OBs, $25/each.
Carl, (309) 637-1953 CST

EVER WONDER WHICH TUBES sound best?
Uncle Eric's Tube Test Report will tell you. Covers 6550,
EL34, 6L6, 12AXZ 6DJ8, others. Unique, rare information. $49 check/MO (no credit cards) to: Metasonix,
1095 E Duane #106, Sunnyvale CA 94086.
MARK LEVINSON 31 TRANSPORT, $4900;
Levinson 332 amplifier, $4600; Day Sequerra FM
Reference, $3300; WireWorld Gold Eclipse speaker
cable, 1m, $700; best offer, all mint. (219) 831-2984
before lOpm CST
GENESIS 11.5 SPEAKERS, 3 months old, excellent
condition, excellent speakers, must sell, $12,500; Wadia
X32 DAC, $600. (414) 352-0785.
WI REWORLD ECLIPSE I
NTERCONNECT,
RCA, 1m, 2 pairs, $125 each; WireWorld Polaris
speaker cables, 33m, 2 pairs, $250 each; Aural
Symphonies I3igital Statement cable, $125. Call John,
(719) 574-4536.
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130SE: purchased new
October 1995, used 150 hours, Svedana tubes, ($7500
new) $4750 plus shipping OBO; Melos SHA Gold
available as add-in for additional $1200. (617) 227-4932
or (203) 872-6848.
HEYBROOK QUARTETS, British 2-way monitors,
90dB efficient, with defiex panels, walnut, mint, $800;
Air Tight ATM 1, 36Wpc, mint, $3200 OBO. Marie
(206) 282-6959.
NAIM NAC72, $900; Sequerra Studio, $2500; Nairn
NArT 2, $650; CAL Sigma, $325; JBL 4312, $550.
(407) 626-0674.
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AUDIO CABLE
&
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We have years of experience in
wire manufacturing and have
equaled the high priced brands.
Sonic equivalents of the high
priced brands at afraction of
their price. We demystify wire
technology. Ask for explanation
literature.

& MORE

COMPONENTS
DACs
Anti-jitter Units
CD Players & Transports
Line Conditioners
Speakers

& MORE

HOME THEATER
Decoders Dolby Prologic
Speakers
Subwoofers

& MORE

ACCESSORIES
& MORE
Send for afree, complete catalog
of all our AudioNideo products
that also includes wire and cable
demystifying literature, or phone
800 321 2108 24 hours per day.
Fax 609 428 1832

LA T INTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034

KRELL KSA-100S AMPLIFIER, mint, boxes, manuals, ($5500) $3300. Call anytime, (401) 785-4214.
N.E.W. DCA-33 AMP, ($1800) $1200; N.E.W. P-3
preamp, silver wire, vintage tubes, $1000. (412) 4920418.
CLASSÉ 1)AC-1, $2795; Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro
with 2.7 chip, $475; audio Research LS22, $3495; all
perfect condition. David, (407)679-5670.
MART1N-LOGAN CLS24 $1800; Muse 18 subwoofer, $1700; cannot ship. Purist Colossus interconnect, 21/2m, $350. Danny, (213) 889-0515 x44, Los
Anudes PST
CARY —CAI) 805I3s (all options), $4500/pair, Cary
SLP 99B preamp (all options). $1500; CODA System
100 power amplifiers, $3000 each; CODA 02B
Balanced Line preamp, $900; all as new, 100 hours
only. Telifax international: (64)9-575-3355.
KRELL KSA-200S, $5400; Forsell transport, $6000;
Cello Grand Master speakers, (cost $55,000) $29,500
0130; Motif/C-J MC-7, $2200; Alchemy DTI•Pro 32,
$1100; DDE v3.0, $550; NBS Power Cord Ils, offer.
(310) 831-4675, (310) 831-4689 fax, e-mail to:
lalni169@eivorld.com.
MICROMEGA DUO CD2, $1200; Cary 300SEI,
$2300; Ensemble PA I, $1700; BAT VK60, $3100; VIO,
$1700. (206) 633-4000.
THIEL 3.6, AMBERWOOD, $2950; black, $2450;
Magneplanar Tympani-4A, $1350; Vandersteen
2Ci with stands, $590; Krell KSA-200A, $2100;
KSA-250, $3650; Apogee Duetta Signature, $2100;
Theta Universal Data II and PREGEN III balanced, both $3600; Apaturc silver balanced interconnects, 25', $200; silver shotgun speaker cable, 3',
$120; other lengths available. (800) 433-6276, mailcode *23004.
HI-FI CHOICE—Benz Micro, Graham, Basis,
Shakti, Exposure, Naim, Totcm, Klyne, Cardas, Target,
Creek, Epos, van den Hul, Harbeth. (305) 891-9540.
MAGNEPAN 2.5R, Counterpoint SA-1000, 0130.
WANTED: Thiel 22. Stew, (516) 864-1884.
"I HAVE SPENT FAR MORE time listening to
music since installing the Zero-One" — Rich
Warren, Chicago Tribune, 9/1/95. Discover what
changed audio reviewer Rich Warren's mind about
affordable high-end Cl) players. The Daniels Audio
Zero-One Cl) player stands sonically shoulder-toshoulder with Spectral. Levinson, and Theta, but
costs only $789. Newly available: the superb Daniels
CD-5.1 player with phase-coherent wiring throughout. Perhaps the ultimate digital statement, $1899.
No-obligation in-home audition. Phone, fax, or
write Daniels Audio C'snporation, 178 North Ridgeland,
Oak Park, IL 60302. Fax (708) 383-3230, phone (708)
383-3319.
ECHO BUSTERS!! I)ECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL
PANELS. Treat your entire audio/video room. Control
echoes, reflections, distortions with 9-piece packages
starting at $235. You deserve the critical component
you've been missing. Free literature. (516) 433-6990,
(516)433-6794 fax; e-mail: MikeARoe@aotrom.
EASTERN AUDIO — Select, excellent-condition
used equipment: Luxman F116, WO; Nakamichi
Dragon, $1250. Digital: Krell MD-10 (latest), $3795;
KPS-20t ($8300), $4565. Preamps: ARC SP 11,
$2205; Krell KBL, $1800; KSL-2, $1475; PS Audio
S.S. $600. Amps: ARC CL60, MOO; Cary sli30,
$825; Classe DRI5, $1800; KSA-200S, $4500; KSA300S, $5700; Levinson No23, $2650; Motif M52001,
$2420... and much more. Call (718) 961-8256 for
details. 133-02 41 Rd, Flushing, NY 11355. Fax: (718)
961-8315.
APOGEE DIVA SPEAKERS with beautiful rose marble custom faux finish, $6900, brand new, perfect condition, shipping boxes. Dave, (201) 386-3286 days, (201)
927-3292 evenings EST
MIIC AUDIO: 'Clyne, BE1, Gradient, C.E.C. Densen,
Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303) 399-5031
MST

INFINITY IRS BETAS. $6500; Infinity Modulus
satellites with stands, $700; Infinity Modulus powered
250W subwoofer, $1100; McIntosh MC2200 amp,
$650. (719) 632-3454.
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE, SME V toncann,
Blue Oasis cartridge; all like new, used two hours, rated
state-of-the-art by Hi-Fi News magazine, $5900. (519)
836-8339 before 9pm EST
CLASSÉ AUDIO 25 AMP and 6L preamp with
remote, to be sold together for $4000. (514)631-4927
WE OFFER PERFECT-CONIATION with warranty ATC, Atma-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary, C-J,
Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, MBL, MIT, NBS, Proceed,
Spectral, Unison Research, Transparent, Wadia, and
many more high-end components. Call for inventory
list, or visit showrooms at High End Audio, 41-25 Kissena
Blvd. 415MM, Flushing NY 11355. TeL (718) 961-884Z
fax (718) 886-9530.
LONG ISLAND, NY AUDIOPHILES and Music
Lovers —We specialize in fine pre-owned high-end
components: Aerial Acoustics, Avalon Acoustics,
Spectral Audio, Wilson Audio. Dealer for Audible
Illusions, more to come soon. Call for audition today.
TeL/fax (516) 321-8969, A.A.S. Ltd, PO. Box 671,
Babylon, NY 11702-0671.
NEW! BREAKTHROUGH SPEAKER PADS
expand tonal range, add clarity, optimize full-range
reproduction, protect surfaces from spike holes, dampen distortion-causing vibration, maximize coupling.
$795-169.95. Klein Tech Systems, 4262 Northlake Blvd,
Palm Beach Gaulois, FL 33410, (407) 863-2198, (407)
845-9844 fax. Dealers welcome!
DEMO/TRADE-IN SALE: Our new and used products include Audio Research, Ayre, CAL, Wadia,
Martin-Logan, McIntosh, Sonic Frontiers, Forte, MIT,
Counterpoint, Straight Wire, Pioneer Elite, Panasonic
Video. Call for our demo/trade-in list. Champagne
Audio, Illinois, (217) 355-8828.
SYMPHONIC LINE RG-4 MK.3 monoblocks,
($9800) $5500; Merlin Excalibur II speakers, ($8400)
$4000; Merlin VSM speakers, ($4000) $2500; Audible
Illusions Modulus 3, ($1700) $1300. (770) 948-1000
days, (770) 487-6022 ciimitte EST
THE BIRD HAS SPREAD ITS WINGS! Your
Cariare source for the I)igiflexm Gold cables. Complete line of audio, video, and speaker cables utilizing
HAVE/Canare cable and connectors. Lifetime
Guarantee. New free brochure. Dealer and club
inquiries invited. See us at HI-Fl '96. Sound & Video, a
division of HAVE, hu, (518) 822-8800.
WE CAN HELP!! Expert recommendations from one
of the Midwest's finest audio/video stores. Specializing
in the finest tube and solid-state equipment. We feature Cary, PS Audio, Proceed, Parasound, Audio
Alchemy, JoLida, Marantz, B&W, PSB, Spica,
Dynaudio, Barefoot Audio (exclusive, check these
out!), XL0, Kimber, AudioQuest, and Ultra Systems.
Buy, sell, and trade. Demos. Call us! Sound Lab, Ltd,
3521 State Road 26 East, Lalayeng IN 47903, (800) 6772932, ask for Mark.
TWO 1)YNA Si /0s. New front-end boards and overhaul. Sound beautiful! $425 each. Lawrence, (307) 7399309.
TEAC DOLBY SCASSETTE DECK, ($800) $450;
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box with two power
supplies, ($250) $100. Mike, (704) 588-4480.
FOR SALE BY ORIGINAL OWNER: APT-I amp,
$400; APT/Holman preamp, $300; both in absolutely
excellent condition. Take pair, $600 firm. Rick, (503)
938-6735 after 4:30pm PST
B&W 802 SERIES III SPEAKERS, walnut, one year
old, perfect, $2400; North Creek Exterior Crossovers
for same speakers, beautiful sound, cost $1650, sell for
$500; Golden Flute bass-alignment filter for sanie
speakers, cost $350, sell for S150. Everything for $2900,
shipping costs extra. (704) 862-3338.
BACK ISSUES of STEREOPHILE, complete,
1988-1995. $80 plus shipping. (704) 862-3338.
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GALLIUM ARSENIDE SCHOTT1CY DIODES for
circuits and power supplies. First to offer this technology
to audiophiles worldwide. 180V/10A TO220 package.
$13.50 each plus $3 shipping per order. Non-USA orders
inquire on shipping charges. Palier Simian) ,Audio, 8203
Walsh, River Greis; IL 60171, USA. Fix: (708)456-4256.
THIEL CS 2 2, black, transferable warranty, $1950;
Sound Anchor stands, $100/pair, Versalab wood block
duplex. $100; Audio Alchemy DT1•Pro, $450; Mango
Labs Apparition Reference diem! cable, 0.75m, $215;
XL0 Type 4.IS digital, 1m, $125. (303) 850-0360 MST
MISCELLANY: SFAX SR-Lambda Pro Signature,
$750; Counterpoint SA-2 camidge amplifier (new
tubes). $450; Denon DP-60L turntable with cartridge,
$300; sealed MFSL Dark Side and Katy Lied. Russ, (803)
552-1665 EST
PURIST AUDIO DESIGN Rev. A cables, like new:
Speaker: Elementa, 4m, $300; Colossus, 3m, $800;
Proteus, 13m. $1200. RCA: Colossus, lm, $500;
Colossus, 15m, 5550; Proteus, lm, $950; Proteus, 1.5m,
$975; Proteus, 6m, $1600. XLR: Maximus, R5m, $200;
Maximus, 15m, $250; Maximus, 13m, $700; Colossus,
1.5m, $500; Colossus, 4m, $700; Proteus, lm. $950;
Proteus, 6m, $1600; Proteus, 8m. $1800. Krell KBL mint,
with box and manual, $1900. Bob, (419) 238-4747

SENNHEISER HEADPHONES MODEL HD
540, $145; M&K V-1B 400W powered subwoofer,
$495; Yamaha DSP-1 digital soundfield processor,
$350; Conrad-Johnson PV-5 preamp, $400; Kimber
KC-PBJ plus 8TC with Postmaster, Michael Green
spikes. Fred, (512) 993-2551 days, (512) 850-7061
evenings.
NEW PROTEUS REV. A, 8' pair, $1975; XLR, lm,
$1195; Aural MS Cubed 2i, $375N; Magnan
Signature, 4' cord, $345N; DTI v2.0, $385N; 5'
AudioQuest Sterling, $435M; Transparent XLR Plus,
$225M; XLR Ultra, $825N; Levinson 26M balanced
out/phono, Apogee Mini Grand, offer. (610) 7798643.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2 DAC, absolutely
pristine!, $2295; SOTA Star turntable with SMEtype armboard, $1395 NIB. Atma-Sphere MA-240
Signature monoblocks, finest example in an OTL
design — very special and very custom, (list $18,000)
59995/pair. (801) 363-7253, evenings best, machine on
5th.

THETA DATA BASIC II (not Data Universal), mint,
black. ($2000) $1295, coax, AES/EBU outputs. (715)
732-4398 &Ion. 10pm CST

TOTEM MANI II, ($4000) $2750; McCormack
SST-1, ($1500) $1100; AudioNote DAC 3, ($3250)
$2300; Golden Tube SEP1 preamp, ($900) $700;
White Audio B-1 amps, 100Wpc, class-A, ($6000)
$2000 each or $3750/pair, TARA Labs Decade, 4'
pair, ($1200) $900. All less than 6months old. Henry,
(505)988-9806.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 11A power amp,
under 10 hours. $2500; Thiel 1.5 speakers, Perfect
$1450; Mordaunt-Short MS-30i speakers, NIB, $380;
all with warranties, all plus shipping, (810) 751-4393
bijOn• 11pm EST

JADIS EQUIPMENT: latest with warranty JA-500
monoblocks with factory ICT90s, ($30,000) $12,500;
JP-80 MC preamp, ($16,800) $7900; Mirror Image
LIM monoblocks, $2500; all mint, best offer. (703)
578-1465.

McINTOSH C22 TUBE preamplifier, all original,
excellent condition, $1995 0110; McIntosh MC7270
power amplifier, 3 years old, new condition, $2395
0110; both with cabinets, boxes, and manuals. Randy,
(407) 283-3243.

TWO CAL ALPHA I)/A converters, $800/each;
Delta transport, $600; Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug,
mint, $500; 10' pair AudioQuest Midnight hi-wire
speaker cable, never used, $400. (503) 236-0852 or
(503)659-6599.

STORADIS C
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds o
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes.

Custom

available.

Write

sizes

or

and

call:

finishes

also

1-800-848-9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 Whitehall Street Atlanta, Georgia 30303
(404) 524.4534 fox (404) 659.5041

((Music Matters»

BECAUSE MUSIC MATTERS,
WE 01-1-hR THESE FINE PRODUCTS:
11-11EL Theta

California Audio Labs

A

VALON
ACOUSTICS

WIREOORILD -

NAD
America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT' System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(pie.Ne mention Stereophtle)
Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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PLUS °vial 30 MORE

BRANDS!

•FREE PHONE CONSULTATIONS
•30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE
• EQUIPMENT TRADE-INS
• FREE SHIPPING ez HANDLING

4697 E.EVANS
DENVER, CO 80222

(303) 759-5505

2(0)

A NEW DIMENSION?

ADCOM GFA-555 II AMP. $595; Adcom GFP-565
preamp, $595; Sony X707ES CD player, 51250; all used
Imonth only, prices firm, plus shipping. Fred, (512)
993-2551 days, (512) 850-7061 evertime.
RARE NOS TUBES: Western Electric 30013, 274A/13,
etc. Genelex ICT88, ICT77, KT66. Telefunken and
Amperes EL34, 12AXZ etc. Siemens-Halske 7308.
Mullard EL34, 5AR4, 12AX7, etc. Amperes-Holland
(metal base) EL34, 5AR4. Tung Sol 6550, 5881. RCA
5751, 7199, 2A3, 245,250, 211, 845, 801-A. GE 211. For
additional tubes, see Slerrophili., February 1996, p251.
(801) 224-4809, (801) 224-6059 fax.

Actually the original third dimension the
holophonic time-space dimension that
audiophiles strive for but rarely attain.
With the Delphi IMAGER"' concept & its
unique proprietary design, you experience sound in its original time-space
domain with astonishing dynamic
response, accuracy, clarity & efficiency.
Hear open, life-like 3-dimensional sound
with both music & home theatre. Call or
write for information or visit our showroom for amind-boggling demonstration
of truc stereo in all its real, life-like glory.

›IGITAL CITY

8717 WiLshire Blvd. Beverly Hills CA 90211
310.659.3416 fax 310.659.8325

Audiophile CD's and LP's?
SAVE MONEY!

Browse largest selection of

world's finest CD's/LP's. Hear before buying!

_IACALPHA STEREO
Quality Components,

Professional Installation & Service

¡impel

r%1AD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Onkyo,
Ortofon, Audioquest, JVC,
Monster Cable, Kenwood,
Rockford Fosgate, Polk Audio
Denon, Nakamichi, NEAR,
Sumiko, Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, NB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control, Velodyne
Northern NY's oldest dr most
renowned dealer.

57 Smithfield Blvd.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday-Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
MasterCard, Visa, Discover, Amex

270

ATTENTION TRI -STATE AREA AUDIOPHILES!
We create the most musically satisfying audio systems!
We carry Wavelength Audio amplifiers, Presence
Audio line-stages, Timbre Technology digital, Esoteric
(ESP) and Reference 3A loudspeakers, Silver Sonic
cables, Sound Anchors stands, and more! Audio Odyssey,
(908)572-4520.
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are
cubed-product specialists. Call. No dealer in your arca?
Call. AMC, AudioNote, Audiomeca, Audio Research,
Cary, Quicksilver, MS, Soundlab, Swans, Unity, Vil.,
incite! Repair/Service. Call Arizona Tube Audio, Tine
AZ. (602) 921-9961.
THETA PRO GENII!, $1800; Pre-Basic, $700; Krell
KSA-250. $3503; KSA-150, $2501); KSA-300S, $5900;
138‘W 801 III, $3480; Artemis EOS, $2200;
Counterpoint HC808 Pro Logic, ($1400) $650; Elite
LI)S2, ($3500) $950; F-93 tuner, new, $590; SP91D
Pro Logic, $490; Parasound MAC, $1500; Balanced
20X, $750; Resolution Audio Reference, UltraAnalog,
$700. Call (909) 627-3869.
RCA 4-6550 AMP, $285; Cary SLP-74, $1100; SLP94, $1750; 300SE triode, $2200; Klipsch La Scalas,
$700; Altec 604E, $450; New Madisound Variable
240CZ crossover, $300. Wanted: Adcom GFA-535,
GFA-555. (80/) 226-1018.

Audio

PAKMAX IS HERE! The battery pack that makes
EarMax mobile. Choice of two batteries: 2fv or 5hours,
have your tubes go everywhere! Monopoles,' terminals (8 ounces each!) for amps and speakers; averitable
information superhighway. D'Feet SH22 resonance
dampers (see Siereophile, November 1995, p.181). We
also import the Morch tonearms and the Verdier
turntable. New LP/CD catalog of European recordings, classical and jazz, including Audite, Bell, Odin,
and many more. Information: Audio Advancements, Box
100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035. (201) 633-1151.
200-PAGE CATALOG and I)ESIGN MANUAL of
high-quality audio kits and supplies!!! We've got MOSFET amplifiers, 30013 SE amplifiers, line stages and
phono stages; AC line conditioners and many other
kits. Parts and supplies include: !Camber Kaps, MIT
MultiCaps, Solen, WIMA. Wonder InfiniCaps,
Hovland MusiCaps; Caddock, Holco, Resista, and
Mills resistors: RAM Labs, Sovtek, Svetlana, Golden
Dragon, and NOS tubes; Kimber Kahle, 1)H Labs,
Vampire. Cardas, wirr, and Neutrik connectors, cable,
and hookup wire; Alps. Noble, and stepped attenuator
volume controls; enclosures, books, and other supplies
for DIYers. International orders welcome. For our catalog, send $12 (US/Canada) or $18 (international), or
call or e-mail with Visa/MasterCard. Phone (303) 4706585, fax (303) 791-5783. e-mail: ii ,labs@ixnercom.com.
Welborn( Labs, PO. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 801260198. Visit our Website for more information:
hup:Mouniiivelbonielabs.coni.
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 monoblock
amplifiers, silver faceplate, balanced inputs. Sovtek
6550 tubes, $3800; Audio Research LS5 Mk.I1 preamp,
black faceplate, $3000; Theta Pro Gen.V DAC, balanced, $3700; AudioQuest Dragon speaker wire, 8'
length, $1000; Pioneer CLI) Elite 95, $1000; Fosgate
Model 3preamp surround processor, $1250. (805) 4915826.

most spatially realistic twmpeaker playback
lie beard:
certainly
qualifies

Solutions
Audio Research
Snell
Theta Digital
Aerial
McCormack
Spica
Micromega
ProAc
Pass Labs
Paradigm
Aragon
Audible Illusions
Acurus
Magnum Dynalab

Atlanta's
Highend Source
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd,
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338

(770)804-8977
VPI
Synergistic Research
SOTA
Kimber Kable
WireWorld
Grado
Premier
Sumiko
Atlantis
Sony ES
Target
Sony Video

for some
kind of
best-buy
designation"

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
lauds ueaker usin uthe uni i
se ambient r v
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct for alimited time at S899 00 apair
plus s.8ih. 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty Available exclusively from

Van L.

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom 'Apogee. AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
•B&K •Cardas •Chicago Audio Group
.Counterpoint •Esoteric Audio •
Grado
•
JM Labs •Kimber Kable •McCormack •NSM
•Pinnacle PS Audio 'Rogers •Spectrum •Sumiko
•
Taddeo 'Target 'Tice 'Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer

Repairs •Parts •Kits •Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N.
Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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STAX DACA-It CONVERTER, ($12,000) $3000,
mint. Lambda Pro 1, ($800) $450; Lambda Pro 3,
($1200) $675, both new. (305) 534-5303.
CELLO ENCORE line preamp, $4650. Levinson
No31, $5250. NBS Masterline: 8' and 18' XLR interconnect, 5' AES/EBU. Pass: Aleph P preamp, $2095;
Aleph Os, $4895. Transparent Reference, e speaker,
$2000; 40' balanced interconnect, $2495. Day-Sequem
Reference tuner, $4195. Wilson 5s, $9999. (315) 4314227 weekdays.
IPERSONALLY LISTEN to every product as the final
inspection so EKSC is certain it meets the standard. Onstage clarity and dynamics with never aharsh moment.
Discover the distinctly American sound of Eagles. Call
or e-mail EKSC Eagle at (913)780-4495 or eagle_sky.net.
MARANTZ: 10B, 20B, 4400, 2500. Apogee: The
Originals, $1700; Scintillas, $800; Calipers, $575.
Meridian M 10s, rosewood, $1450. Levinson stacked
Quad ESLs, $2100. Plasmatronics, $2200; RCA 9289C
200W monos, updated, $2200. EMT van den Hul,
new, $600; LOCI arm, $300. Many prerecorded S" TIC
tapes. Cotter BI, $900; Ampex ATR700, new, $900;
Altai GX77, $175. Specializing in vintage components,
tuner alignments, and equipment upgrades. N.YSJ,
(718) 377-7282 weekdays! 3-6pm.
NITTY GRITTY 2.5FI, new in sealed box, retail
$555, sell $355; Rare NOS tubes from Tclefunken,
Mullard, Amperes Bugle Boy, low-noise-selected, new
old stock 6922, 7308, Cca, 12AU7, 7316, I2AXZ 7025,
5AR4, EL34, etc. GE 7591A. Updated version of new
Tesla ICT88, E34IS. E-mail for list. Kevin Deal, (909)
982-2386 PST upsrale@primenetcom
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWARDS! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful promotion
of best-buy products from Arcarn, Fried, B&K,
Magnum Dynalab/OCM, NEAR, Musical Concepts/
Design, many more. For details concerning this great
opportunity, contact Stereo Consultants, (317) 474-9004.

KEF REFERENCE SERIES HOME THEATER/
Music System: KEF 103/4s ($1600) with KUBE 200
equalizer ($400); KEF 100 Center Channel ($500),
Velodyne VA1215X ($1000); KEF QlOs ($400) or Polk
LS f/x bipolar/dipolar ($600) for surrounds. Selling
system only —S2500 with Ql0s, $2600 with Polks.
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box and DTI•Plus, both
with Power Station One, coaxial, TosLink interconnects. Ideal for TosLink-output CD/LD players,
($8OO) $300. Panamax 1000, ($300) $100; Panamax
1000+, ($300) $150. All one year old (except Velodyne,
Polks, 1000+, four months old). Original boxes, manuals. Bol,, (203) 521-5543 EST
MOSCODE MAXI-600, full modification by George
Kaye, completely rewired with Music-Link interconnect, Vishay resistors, MIT capacitors, four Musical
Concept Doublebasc storage capacitors, plus a First
Sound Reference passive preamplifier assembled and
hardwired into an integrated amplifier and chrome-finished case. This is abeautiful piece of audio sculpture
to be seen and heard. Value $5700, selling for $2295.
Fred, (212) 757-1119.
THE 99.999% SILVER, 100% MUSICAL INTERCONNECT: Silver Seven. God says, "I was using
that other interconnect until Iheard Silver Seven, now
it would be asin to go back!" You'll love it too, or your
money back. $299 per meter pair. Since 1986.
Wavetrare Technologies, (813) 587-7868 or wvetraregiN
netcom.cont.
APOGEE STAGES, black mahogany, just factory
refurbed, ($3000) $1350 OBO. Two Classé DR-8
amps with AC Ref. cords, ($2900 each) $1250
each/$2400 pair. Steve, (704) 253-1327 EST
AUDIOLAB SALE!!! All Audiolab electronics on
spring clearance sale, all models available in window
display or brand-new-in-box condition. Call for availability and pricing. Sound Savings Audio, (800) 9851564.

High-end
Audio &
Home
Theater

23.Alk_G-S .
AUDIO/VIDEO
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FURNITURE

SIGN

We will even design apiece
to your exact specifications!"
AUDIO RACKS 1
,
r

.11 MEDIA RAXx

PRO AMP STAND Ilx•
•41 VIDEO CENTERS

lemarene

Systems that work the
way you want them to!
Projects customized to meet
rottr particular needs
Our consumer &professional
services include adiverse array of
quality components &accessories.
expert consultation &unrivaled
installation techniques.
We Twrel Worldwide

1$ •1_i
..•
CD PLUS
SFORAGE RACKS
Call us today for your local dealer
and acopy of our detailed Newsletter
with product photos and specifications...
4147 TRANSPORT STREET •VENTURA, CA 9300
(805) 644-2185 • FAX (805) 644-0434
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BETTER
LOUDSPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY

Voice/Fax: 609.799.9664
E-mail: Savant@interramp.com
WWW Savant Inter net/Savant

SAVANTo
A

U

D

These are the VMPS FF-1 and FF-3
Focused Field Arrays with our exclusive
Dynaribbon midrange, a unique, rigiddiaphragm hybrid combining the best features of ribbon and planar magnetic technology. Phase-plugged woven carbon fiber
woofers, dual 1" domes and leaf-ribbon supertweeters in highly inert, 3" thick Soundcoated cabinetry provide first-octave bass
(-3dB at 14Hz!), low distortion (less than
0.90/0THD/1W), high output (116dB SPL/
122dB SPL/1 ml. and sound quality breathtaking in its fidelity to source and threedimensional, holographic imaging.
Hear the FF-1 ($61300/pr) and FF-3
($4200pr assert), $3500pr kit) at the dealers below, or write for product reviews and
literature about our full line, including four
Subwoofers ($259-$649ea), the "Best
Buy" 'laver Il and lbwer II Special Edition
($499-$938ea), OSO 626 and Dipole Surround AN monitors ($289 kit, $349
assem), plus the Super Tower/R and Super
lbwer/R Special Editions ($749-$1 700ea)
now available with Dynaribbon mids as
extra-cost options. Kits are supplied with
fully assembled cabinets, and most prices
include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

3429 Morningside Or.. El Sobrante, CA 94803
(5101 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston:
Home Theater Systems, Little Falls NJ,
Dynamic Sound, Washington DC: Sounds
Incredible, Brookfield CT; Hifi Farm, Roanoke
VA: Pace Audio, Decatur GA; Chattanooga
Valley Audio, Rossville GA; Audio/Video Ambience, Franklin TN; Tech Electronics, Gainesville
FL; Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary FL; Sounds
Deluxe, Clarendon Hills IL; Audio Exchange.
Mishawaka IN; Audio Connection, Terre Haute
IN; Today's Audio. Burton ME M. Alan Assoc..
Cincinnati OH; Ruth Industries, St. Louis MO.
American Audio, Greenville SC; Shadow Creek
Ltd, Andovei MN: Mark Curry, Las Vegas NV:
Hal Breda, Escondido/Beverly Hills CA; Sounds
Unique. San Jose CA; Syncopations. Stockton
CA; Ultimate Sound, San Francisco CA: Rama
Audio, Sun Valley CA; Itone Audio, El Sobrante
CA; Audio FX, Sacramento CA.
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PURE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and speaker
cable. Interconnects —$150/meter pair, speaker cable,
$100/meter (includes shipping). Both with pure, solidcore silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium terminations. Money-back guarantee. Don't pay
more! (770) 457-8748 before lOpm EST

CDs/LPs/TApEs
RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS," Mercury 90000,
London ffss "Bluebacks," Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD,
British Decal, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax
(212) 496-0733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St, Apt. 1B,
New York, NY 10023.
SELL: PRE-RECORDED RCA two-track open-reel
tapes. For free catalog, write: Tapes, 1215 Raven wood Rd,
Boulder, CO 80303.
CLASSIC RECORDS? We'll beat anybody's price!
Don't pay retail —Better Records carries all the finest
audiophile LP reissue labels at the lowest discounted
prices: Living Stereo, Verve, DCC, MFSL, Three Blind
Mice, Decca, EMI, and more. Add the hundreds of
other recordings we recommend and you'll see why
we're your best source for Vinyl. Free catalog. (800)
487-8611, (818) 980-3313.
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs,
Randall Goldman, Box 3, Rands, Mirage, CA 92270,
tel./fax (500) 367-2000.
JAZZ, BLUES, AND ROCK on vinyl, rockabilly to
bebop; used, out of print, and lowest prices on new
Mobile Fidelity, DCC, MCA, Verve, Impulse!, and
Analogue Productions jazz and blues LP reissues. Free
catalog. Jim's Hot Vinyl, PO. Box 660592, Arcadia, CA
91066. Tel: (818) 578-6348, fax (818) 578-6349.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for CDs and LPs. No collection too large! Clo<sical, Jazz, Rock, Audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI ASD), more. 140,000 tides in stock.
Free brochure! Prinwton Record Exdiangc; 20 Tulane St,
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881, www.nercayn/ -cdlp.

AUDIO MART
STEREOPHILE CLASSIFIED
505/983-9106

The
Audiophiles'
Marketplace

BEST VINYL RECORD SERVICE! Customer-tailored subscriptions with free records or 10% discounts.
All your favorite new music and reissue labels represented. News Flash: The Valet goes gold. Classic
Records gold CDs now available. Lowest prices, volume discounts, monthly specials, $5 shipping, and
more! The Vinyl Valet at your service, 509 W 15th St,
Tempe, AZ 85281. (602) 829-8537, fax (602) 968-8382.
VAST PRIVATE COLLECTION:Jazz, classical, pop,
rock, r8cb, show tunes, soundtracks, 78s, more. (718)
735-2647 SASE: Smith, 328 Flatbush 11,250, Brooklyn,
NY 11238.
28,000 LPs. PRIVATE COLLECTION, hard-to-find,
out-of-print, mint, most sealed, 1950-1995. Classical,
soundtracks, original casts, pop-standard vocal, opera,
rock, jazz, ethnic, greatest hits, country, soul, piano/organ,
religious, big-band, comedy, Latin, folk, easy-listening,
guitar, Christmas. Available individually or in lots. (203)
227-8326.
IDAHO —THREE SHEETS TO THE WIND
(Carol 7500). Gorgeous and moody impressionistic
(post) rock. Only the fourth rock/pop release to be
mastered using the HDCD (High Definition
Compatible Digital) process for enhanced warmth and
depth. Available now in cool record stores. "Music
doesn't come much prettier." — Musician.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OTook PO Box 138, Bearsvilk NY 12409, phone/fax
(914) 679-1054.
1500 VINYL LPs, concert musician's 40-year collection, classical, jazz, operas, major works, mint. (702)
8524381, fax (702) 853-4640.

WANTED
WANTED: NM) 6300/6100 cassette deck. Dealer
brand-new/demo or lightly used private unit Call
Jeremy, (416) 977-0708 weekdays, 9-4 EST

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring:
•Quad •Spendor •Creek
•Alon
•Threshold •Coda
•OCAI •Aun ber
•Magnum
•MX •Accuphase
•Sonic Frontiers to name afeu,.

QUALITY MICROPHONES—robe broadcast
items. Good used pro audio equipment: mixers, Altec,
RCA items, Neumann, Langevin. Mike States, (907)
456-3419 phone/fax.
WANTED: SONY 601PCM or 501PCM, or also
Toshiba VCR PCM; will pay top dollar. Justin, (305)
294-2991 or (305) 296-2038 EST
WANTED: OLD McINTOSH, MARANTZ, and
Western, JBL, EV, Tammy. (206) 952-8017
WANTED: OLD, NEW, McINTOSH, Marantz,
Dyna, C-J, EV, JBL, Linn, Levinson, Klyne, Cello,
Spectral, Tannoy, Krell, Fisher, Thorens, Altec, Jensen.
Maury Cody (713) 728-4343, (713) 723-1301 fax.
WANTED: DAT RECORDERS: Fostex D-10;
Panasonic SV-3500; Technics SVD-1100, SVDA-10;
Esoteric R-1, R-10; Nakamichi 1000 DARS; Sony
DTC-87E5, 2000ES; Urei 1620 Mixer, dbx 3bx Series
III. Jerry, (914)691-7163.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, Electrovoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, C-J, Linn
speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers.
Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane Midwest City, OK
73110, (405) 737.3312, (405) 737-3355 fax
WANTED: SOUND TECHNOLOGY MODEL
1020A FM alignment generator, also other Sound
Technology equipment. (803) 669-3262, 8am-noon
EST ask for Major.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, ICrell, Mark Levinson, MIT
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, and Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Sierra- Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sennie
FOSGATE TATE II A101. James, (713) 444-9215.
CASH PAID for all types used audio/video equipment Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest,
Audio Alchemy, B&K, Marantz, NAD, N HT,
Paradigm, Philips, Sunfire, SOTA, Straight Wire. Stereo
Trading Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old York Rd, Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215)
886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
SANSUI QSD-1 or 9001. James, (713) 444-9215.
WANTED: RECORD CUTTING LATHES, limiters, Fairchild, Neumann, Westrex, Scully, McIntosh,
Marantz. Catalogs (Allied, Lafayette, Audio Engineering), tubes, etc. (612) 869-4963.

Also featuring high end used
equipment fully guaranteed!

Hi-ft Farm

THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AL DIO

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, Va., 24121
Call For Information Toll Free:

1.800.752.4018
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Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If :111V Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10705.
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nmy relatively new role as Publisher
of Schwann Publications, Irecently
was privileged to attend the annual
conference of the National Association of
Record Merchandisers (NARM). NARM
is alittle like the Professional Audio/Video
Retailers Association (PARA), of which
Stereophile is a reasonably long-term associate member and avid supporter. At
NARM, though, everyone in the recordretailing and distribution business is a
member, not just the specialists. That includes Circuit City, Best Buy, Musicland,
Tower, and Camelot —all the way down to
single stores like Santa Fe's own Rare Bear.
NARM gave me some perspective on the
problems of High End. Compared to specialty audio and the specialty end of
Home Theater, music retailing is BIG —
$12.1 billion in 1995. Consumer electronics
as awhole is much bigger, but high-end
audio worldwide is probably somewhere in
the $600—$750 million range, and the specialty part of Home Theater in the US is
not much bigger.
But despite its great size, music retailing
is in aworld of hurt. Large size may immunize an industry against short-term
slowdowns, but in the long term it only
increases the amount of distress when
things go bad. Music sales over the last
decade have grown dramatically, with a
total increase of $7.4 billion (159%) since
1986. The problem is that music retailers
have lost touch with what they're selling
and the specific people who buy it. Instead, they've developed askill that was rewarded by the stock market in the short
run: opening stores.
This seems to be aphenomenon that
affects all retailers at acertain level. Once
you figure out aformula that is marginally
profitable on aper-store basis, you open as
many stores as possible. The fact that perstore growth — and, by implication, financial strength —is minimal is disguised by
the increase in total volume brought about
by having more stores.
Companies can keep it up until some
change takes place, at which point they
retract aggressively or, more typically, go
out of business. (Think of all the hi-fi
chains that have done this since Tech HiFi pioneered the process back in the '60s
and '70s.)
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One record-store chain I'm familiar
with started out as asingle store many
years ago, but had expanded to nearly 600
by 1991, and planned to add 50 to 80 stores
per year for the coming decade. Meanwhile, several other companies in record
retailing were doing the same thing. Music
stores — most of them impersonal places
located in big malls —were growing in
number by leaps and bounds.
Unfortunately, music purchasing,
which is largely determined by how great
the music is multiplied by how many people there are who want to buy it, stopped
following the number-of-stores growth
curve. As long as the music business increased and there were no big, disturbing
changes, the house of cards stayed up. But
disturbing changes are what happened:
Best Buy and Circuit City, who used to
sell only equipment, started selling music.
In the last five years record stores — independents and chains combined — have
gone from controlling 60% of the marketplace to controlling 52%.
In 1995, achange in total music sold
became the handwriting on the wall for
record-store chains. Though a20% increase
in music sales in 1994 buoyed the excessive
number of record stores, sales increased by
only 2.1% in 1995. With Best Buy and Circuit City both nudging their way into the
list of top-ten record retailers, the big
record-store chains were grievously impacted; at least two are in trouble, with
ownership changes or Chapter-something
filings likely in the next six months.
But little guys like Rare Bear are prospering, and so are chains with unique buying environments —like Borders, which
soon will also be in the top ten, though
three years ago they sold nary aCD or cassette. Ifind it encouraging that astore with
apersonality —even if it's acorporate one
—can succeed while boring mall tenants
bite the dust.
When Iread in "Letters," "As We See
It," and in other magazines about the deficiencies of high-end marketing and hear
about the impending death of the High
End, Ireflect on some of the advantages
enjoyed by the High End:
Numero uno, at the top of any possible list,
is enthusiasm. High-end customers —people who spend four or more hours reading
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•

•

•

•

V

•

each issue of Stereophile — are big enthusiasts. And successful retailers are usually
enthusiasts, too. (Once they lose their enthusiasm, they're better off selling the
store than the product; it's mighty hard to
sell $5000 amplifiers you don't care
about.)
Numero dos is size of store. Most highenders are small; only afew are chains.
They haven't expanded beyond their financial capacity to absorb change (though
some are so small as to be endangered at
the other end). When Circuit City comes
to town, it's mid-fi regional chains that are
badly affected, not high-end specialists.
This is not to deny that the High End
needs better marketing. Just as an example,
Stereophde is alone among all magazines
about sound reproduction in marketing itself the way most successful magazines do.
The Hachette publications —Audio and
Stereo Review —at least do direct mail, but
it's strictly ho-hum. Our smaller competitors barely reach out to apublic larger than
the local audiophile club. In general, highend manufacturers are similarly unimaginative. Little wonder the industry grows
slowly.
But grow it does. Count the ad pages
bought by high-end companies today compared to those bought in 1985 — the difference is staggering. Sure, some mags are
down (or out of business), but many more
have come into existence or are doing
much better than they were. Six US highend magazines come out regularly enough
to more or less meet their publication
schedules — that's more than ever before.
High End has amajor "establishment" of
companies that market (however minimally), meet their payrolls, sell product all over
the world,
service requests, and reliably meet customer needs.
The death of High End? Poppycock!
This industry makes great stuff, the world
recognizes it, and we're going to keep making it —and writing about it for the foreseeable future.
— Larry Archibald
CStereophile-141/
9 N'S, May 1996, hsue Number 1%.
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